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Foreword
The Sinews of War, the second volume published in the Anny Historical
Series, pioneers in a field long neglected.
Logistics is a subject which few
people, including professional soldiers, have thoroughly understood. Yet logistics
must support both tactical operations and the daY-la-day life of the Army in the
same way that a well-run household supports the people who live in it.
Professor Huston, who has served in tactical units in wartime and has studied
logistics in both war and peace, as a military man and a civilian has prepared
a clear and comprehensive history of U.S. Army logistics from the time of the
American Revolution through the Korean War. He shows the role of all aspects
of logistics-supply; transportation; evacuation and hospitalization; and servicein peace and in war, and in systematic fashion traces the development of the
Army's logistical system.
Th e Sinews 0/ War is offered to professional military men in all the armed
services, and to thoughtful students of problems of national defense, as an essential
contribution to their education.
HAL C. PATTISON
Brigadier General, USA
Chief of Military History

Washington, D.C.

24 September 1965
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Preface
This work is the result of a suggestion by Lt. Gen. Williston B. Palmer,
formerly Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics and subsequently Vice Chief of
Staff, that there is a need for a general historical survey of U .S. Army logistics.
It is intended to contribute a better understanding of the significance of logistics
in the American military experience, and to an appreciation of some of the
Army's logistical probiems in its conduct of war from the Revolutionary War
through the Korean War.

Logistics covers a vast range of subjects, and one could not hope to cover
them all within the limits of space available here. The word logistics came
into general military use shortly before World War I but has been popular
only since shortly before World War II , aJthough its substance has been of
concern as long as there have been arm ies. ]n Army usage it has come to include
four principal elements in the support of military operations: ( 1) supply,
including determination of requirements, procurement, and distribution; (2)
transportation; (3) evacuation and hospitalization; and (4) service.
A dictionary definition of logistics in the mid-1930's (substantially the same
as a dktionary definition of 1916) was: "The branch of military science dealing
with the moving, quartering, and provisioning of armies." The Dictionary of
United Siaies Army Terms in 1944 defined logistics as "the art of planning
and carrying out military movement, evacuation and supply." From that point
various people, like Humpty Dumpty, began making it mean whatever they
wanted it to mean. The Navy tended to give it a broader application; headquarters and staff agencies defined it to correspond with their own functions.
By 1950 it had reaehed the ultimate when it was given an official definition
in the Dictionary of United States Mililary Terms for Joint Usage to include
virtually all military activity other than strategy and tactics. By 1957 the tenn
had returned more closely to the traditional Army usage:
I n its most comprehensive sense, those aspects of military operations which deal
with: ( I ) Design and development, acquisition, storage, movement, distribution,

maintenance, evacuation and disposition of materiel ; (2) movement, evacuation and
hospitalization of personnel; (3) acquisition or construction, maintenance, operation,
and disposition of facilities; and (4) acquisition or furni shing of services.
Finally the definition given in the Anny's Field Suuice R egulations ( 1949 )
is useful : "Logistics is that branch of administration which embraces the manageVll

ment and provLSLon of supply, evacuation and hospitalization, transportation,
and service. It envisagcs gelling the right people and the appropriate supplies
to the right place at the right time and in the proper cond ition." I
In short, logistics is the application of time and space factors to war. It is
the economics of warfare, and it comprises, in the broadest sense, the three big
M's of wariare-materiel, movemwt, and maintelLance. If international politics
is the "art of the possible," and war is its instrument, logistics is the art of defining
and extending the possible. It provides the substance that physically permits an
army to " live and move and have its being."
Something of the broad application of logistics may be seen in a summary
of the responsibilities and (unctions of the Assistant Ch ief of Staff, G-4, as of
1950: (1) direction: directed and controlled the Technical Serviccs; (2) p, 'inS:
planned for logistical support of the Anny in time of war, (or keeping the Anny
abreast of scientific advancement, and for procurement, supply and services; (3)
research: supervised Technical Service activities in applicd a nd basic resea rch on
problems affecting the Army; (4) developmwl: prepared, or directed the prepa·
ration of, studies, designs and tests for the improvement of equipment and
weapons; (5) tripartite standardization: supervised the Army program for standardization in military procedures, administration, and production and inter·
changeability of eq uipment and parts with Canada and Great Britain; (6 )
procurement: obtained the weapons, equipment, and supplies currently needed
in the Anny; (7) standards: prescribed and codified specifications of materials
and supplics to insure uniformity both in manufacture and in quality; (8 j
ca taloging: developed a uniform means of identifying, classifying, and listing for
items provided and distributed by the Army; (9) requirements: computed
and analyzed needs and apportioned goods according to funding programs,
relativc priorities of demands, availability and other limiting factors; ( 10) foreign
aid: supervised the Anny's part in national programs for j>roviding mihary
equipment and civi lian su pplies for friendly foreign countrics; (1 1) distributiOlL.·
supervised the storage and distribution of equi pment and supplics; ( 12) mainteIlance: supervised the upkeep of equipment to prolong its usefulness as much
as possiblc; ( 13) ilislailatiotls: supervised the acquisition, disposa l, construction,
and maintenance of Army command and supply installations; ( 14 ) movem.elLts:
supervised the movement of troops as well as of s:.tpplies; ( 15 ) services: supervised
other S<!rviccs such as medica l ca re, communications, and food service.~
• For an interesting and thoughtful discussion or Lhe e"olulion in usage of the Lerm " logistics,"
see introductory essay, "Logistics- The Word and Lh o: Thing," in Richard M. Leighton ano
RoberL W. Coakley, Global Lo,iJli':J r,"d Sl,of~,)', 1940- 1943, UN ITED STATES ARMY IN
WORLD WAR II ( Washington, 1955), pp. 3- 17. One of the liru Lo use the word "Iogistict"
in a book in America was Henry B. Carrington in Bo//IM 0/ :h~ Amtri'OJl Rtuolulio'l, 17751781 (New York, 1816). See abo George C. Dyer, Nauol Logistiu (A nnapolis, (960 ), pp.
3- t 4.

• Lt. Gen. Thomas B. Larkin, "The Logistics Division," The QuarlermaJltr R~vitw, XXIX
( March-April, 1950), 2- 3.
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History sometimes yields lessons of direct applicability which too often go
unrecognized and unheeded, and sometimes arc deliberately ignored- presumably
on the naive assumption that "this time everything is different." People who
have studied the records, or who have actually participated in thc industrial
mobilization and procurement activities of World War I and World War II ,
for instance, never cease to be amazed at how the lessons of the first were
ignored in the second, and how frequcntly the samc mistakes were repeated.
Apparently some people carry a conviction that too much attention to the
past will somehow limit flexibility in dealing with the present. On the contrary,
history provides perspective for the judgment of ideas, policies, and pmcedures.
How can one tell if a new idea is a good one, or indeed even if it is new, if
there is no basis for comparison? Actually, a much more important contribution of history than its direct lessons is the pool of vicarious experience which
it provides-experience which is the raw material of imagination. Adaptability,
innovation, improvisation, and bold schemes depend upon imagination. It is
a fun ction of military history to provide rich experience out of which imaginative
leaders will create new methods to meet new situations. Today, as a basis for
decisions of public policy and military action, civilians as wen as the military
require some experience in military logistics.
T he purpose of this work is to provide an introduction to some of that
experience. In developing perspective it is necessary to guard against the da nger
of substituting apparent logic for fact, and permitting time to sa nctify hasty
judgments. Furthermore, it is necessary to guard against permitting the spectacular to overshadow the essential. Per.;pective requ ires that important logistical
implications be spelled out. Too often in military history one is disposed to
follow in close detail the movements of corps and divisions and compa nies on
the battlefield without inqu iring how they gOl there. Greal a rmies appear, full blown, from nowhere, do battle, then disappear. If they are to be brought to
life, we must see how they lived.
No attempt has been made to cover the whole range of logistical matters,
or even to cover completely any single aspect of logistics. R ather, (he method
has been to include a number of details by way of examples chosen for their
significance or relevance- though often limited by (he nature of the source
material- putting them in their proper setting, so that altogether one may get
some comprehension of the whole. In studying logistical history our problem
is to do what Matthew Arnold attributed to Sophocles: he " . . . saw life steadily,
and saw it whole."
In the attempt we keep before us these words from a report of the Meade
Committee jn 1945: " In the future there will be no excuse for repeating the
mistakes about which we learned through the painful process of experience."
And these words of General Omar N. Bradley: "And the shadow of mi litary
conflict. . consta ntly hangs over us and our friends. . . . As long as the Communist doctrine seeks world-wide domination, this confli ct will continue unabated.
lX

We Americans must face this fact realistically and in our plans and programseconomic and political, psychological and military- consider carefully the time
and space factors in this long-range struggle."
Special acknowledgment is due in the first instance to General Palmer who
suggested that a study of U.S. Army logistics be undertaken, and to those
who greeted the suggestion with sufficient interest, imagination, and faith to
agree that it should be attempted-Maj. Gen. Orlando Ward who then was
Chief of Military History; Dr. Kent Roberts Greenfield, then Chief Historian;
Brig. Gen. (then Colonel) George C. O'Connor who was Chief of the War
Histories Division; and Cols. Carl D. McFerren and Leo J. Meyer who also
were members of the staff of the Office of the Chief of Military History and
participated in the initial planning. In the research and writing, I have been
most indebted to the pointed suggestions and helpful guidance of Dr. Greenfield;
of Dr. Stetson Conn, first as Deputy and later as Chief Historian; and to Dr.
John Miller, jr., who as Deputy Chief Historian, had the most direct contact with
the work. They have made this an exciting adventure in higher education. These
efforts have been made possible through the continuing interest of the succession of Chiefs of M ilitary History who followed General Ward: Maj. Gens. Albert
C. Smith, John H. Stokes, Jr., and Richard W. Stephens, and Brig. Gens.
James A. Norell, William H. Harris, and Hal C. Pattison.
Others who have given the benefit of their expert knowledge in reading all
or parts of the manuscript and in offering invaluable suggestions include Professors
Harold F. Underhill and Rocco M. Paone. Other Anny historians whose counsel
and knowledge guided final revisions include: Maj. C. J. Bernardo; Dr. Abe
Bortz, Dr. Robert W. Coakley, Dr. Byron Fairchild, and Dr. Stanley L. Falk ;
Col. Seneca W. Foote; Dr. Richard M. Leighton, Dr. Louis Morton, and Dr.
Ema Risch. Lt. Col. Frederick Woodward Hopki ns, USMCR, made available
a copy of a manuscript written by his grandfather, Brevet Major John Henry
Woodward, 23d New York Volunteers, who served on the staff of the Army of the
Potomac. I am especially grateful to Rear Adm. Henry E. Eccles, USN (Ret. )
who rcad the entire manuscript, and to the late Professor Ken neth P. Williams
who read the original drafts of the Civil War chapters.
I am grateful to Dr. W. L. Ayres, formerly Dcan of the Purdue School of
Science, Education and Humanities; to Dr. M. B. Ogle, jr., formerly head of
the Department of History, Government and Philosophy, and now Dean of
the School of Humanities, Social Science and Education; to Dr. Walter O. Forster,
currently head of the Department ; and to the officers and staff of the Purdue
Research Foundation, whose encouragement and support have made possible
such an undertaking on my part.
For unfailing co-operation and assistance beyond the call of duty in obtaining
infonnation and in providing study facilities I am indebted especially to Prof.
John H. Moriarty, Director of the Purdue University Libraries, and to Professors
Abraham Barnett, Sue Crown, Keith Dowden, Oliver Dunn, Jane Ganfield,
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George Me1uch, Esther Schlundt, and John Veenstra, members of his library
staff. I also am indebted to Messrs. Israel Wice and Charles F. Romanus and
their staff of the General Reference Branch of the Office of the Chief of Military
History for their consistent helpfulness through the years. For assistance at various
times I wish to thank the staffs of the Library of Congress; the National Archives;
the Army Library; Yale University Library; Whitney Museum in New Haven,
Conn.; Fort Ticonderoga Li brary and Museum ; Saratoga National Battle Monument; Washington Headquarters Library and Museum at Morristown, N.J.;
Library of the Naval War College at Newport, R.I.; and the U.S. Anny Logistics
Manage:nent Center at Fort Lee, Va.
For research, clerical, and typing assistance at various stages, special thanks
are due Mrs. Enid Barnett, Mrs. Eleanor Brown Schmucker, Mrs. Genevieve
Gist, Miss Nina Davidson, Miss Charlotte Peters, Mrs. Anita Elkin, Mrs. Ruth
Bes;mer, and Mrs. Eleanor Laishley.
I am also grateful to Mrs. Frances R. Burdette and Mrs. Loretto C. Stevens
for their careful and conscientious attention to the manuscript during the editorial
phases of publication ; to Mr. Elliot Dunay for compiling the maps; and to
M~ Ruth A. Phillips for selecting the illustrations.
Mrs. Ruth Knight compiled
the index.
Again, I would like to express appreciation for the faithful support of a patient
family over the long haul- to Florence, Nita Diane, and Jimmie Jacques.
The advice, counsel, and assistance so generously given me have greatly aided
in the preparation and completion of this book. Responsibility for all interpretations, and for any deficiencies, is entirely mine.

Lafayette, Indiana
24 September 1965
JAMES A. HUSTON
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PART ONE
THE FORMATIVE PERIOD

CHAPTER I

Administrative Organization For the
Revolutionary War
Although the supply and transportation
of military forces has never been a really
simple matter, governmental administration
of these activities was relatively simple during the centuries of premodern warfare
when the local commander had to depend
almost entirely on his own resourcefulness.
Bands of mercenaries which grew up in the
German states and elsewhere on the Continent from the fourteenth to the seventeenth centuries as little self-sufficient communities of men, women, and child ren set
t he pattern for military form ations throughout much of Europe. Adding improvements and imperfections of their own, the
British adapted the German form ations to
create an army for the conquest and defense of their overseas empire.

The British Example
The principal staff officer of a British
field army in the eightheenth century was
the quartermaster general. As a sort of
chief of staff he was responsible for collecting information, for helping the commander
plan his marches, for distributing march orders, and for assisting the officer designated
as "major general of t he day" with camp
layouts and forage arrangements.
By the end of the Seven Years' War
( 1763 ), the status of the War Office in

London was virtually that of a great execu·
tive department. With the assistance of
the master general of ordnance, the pay·
master general, a nd the treasurer of the
Navy, the Secretary of War made up the
Anny estimates for submission to Parliament. Besides being responsible for troop
movement orders and for proper quartering
of t roops, the Secretary had various duties
related to supply, transportation, finances,
and organization of military units.
Extreme decentralization has been both
a great strength and a notable weakness of
the British Government in the conduct of
its Empire. The Colonial Wars in America point up the weakness rather than the
strength of that policy. Colonial settlements in America were themselves "decentralized"- fa r removed from each other and
without transportation or communications
t hat would pennit effective co-operation
among them. They devoted themselvC!'i
primarily to local problems and local security, and , for military defense, were disposed
to go it alone. The govemment made no
effort to draft colonists into its milita'l'
forces, nor even to impose any general taxation on the colonies for the support of the
common defense. In time of war the colonies were merely asked to furnish certain
quotas of men and supplies, but the final
decision was up to each colony. Response
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varied with the public conscience of the local assemblies, the capabilities of local leaders, and the proximity of the direct threat.
In any case, it was assumed that the central
government had no right to order colonial
soldiers to fight beyond the borders of their
own colonies.
At times t he British Parliament reimbursed individual colonies for provisions and
stOI'CS. Often the sums voted seemed calculated rather to stimulate the raising and supplying of troops than to reflect an accurate
cost accounting of contributions m ade.
During the French and Indian War the
British Government undertook to supply
most of the arms, ammunition, tents, and
provisions for the colonial troops; the colonies were expected to raise the troops,
clothe them, and pay them- for which they
wCrt reimbursed by generous grants voted
by Parliament.
Possi bly the most complex supply system
of British troops in America was that of the
Royal Regiment of Artillery, which maintai ned its headquarters at Boston and
branch storehouses at various other places.
Under the su pervision of the Ordnance
Board, the Royal Regiment of Artillery had
to keep a complete staff----<:omptroller, storekeeper and paymaster, clerk of stores, and
two armorers at headquarters, and assistant
clerks at the branch storehouses- in America to handle all the paper work required to
keep track of the artillery stores. Commanders or quartermasters of the va rious
regi ments su bm itted their requisitions for
artillery stores to the commander in chief.
If he a pproved, the commander in chief
notified the comptroller, whp in turn instructed the storekeeper to issue the required
supplies and equipment. The storekeeper
received a receipt from the person to whom
he issued the articles which he entered on
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duplicate forms and in a ledger. The large
number of items included on ordnance lists
involved a great deal of record-keeping to
account for receipts and issues. In addition to such obvious things as powder and
shot, ordnance supplies included tarpaulins,
leather buckets, tallow candles, scales, copper nails, priming wires, scissors, dragropes,
and other articles needed to keep weapons
firing. It is estimated that 4,194 horses
(including 571 for the guns ) and 1,000
wagons would h ave been needed to move
by land the artillery and ordnance train
required for Lord Loudon's abortive expeditions against Louisburg in 1757.

Colonial Militia
As in England, t he militia system in all
the colonies was based on the principle of
the assize of arms; accordingly, all men
were required to have arms and ammunition. Men who were able to purchase
them were supposed to do SO; those unable
to buy t hem received weapons from the
town, the purchase price repayable to the
town as soon as possible. In Maryland, if
a hired servant was unable to provide his
own arms when called for military service,
his master was required either to furnish
the necessary arms and equipment or to
serve himself in place of the servant. Men
who failed to a rm themselves were subject
to fin es or other punishment. Money from
fines went into mi litary unit funds for the
purchase of drums, flags, and other extras.
Infantry units of (he early colonia l period followed the European pallern of twothirds musketeers and one-third pikemen.
Each pikeman was required to have a pike,
corselet, headpiece, sword , and knapsack.
The musketeer had to have a good musket
(at this time usually a matchlock ), a prim -
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iog wire, scourer and mould, rest, sword,
bandoleers, onc pound Qf powder, twenty
bullets, and twelve feet of match- a cord
soaked in saltpetre. In Maryland after 1668
each man had to provide himself with fi reanns, sword, two pounds of powder, six
pounds of shot, and four Hints, and every
sixth man had to carry an axe for felling
trees.

The equipping of cavalry troops called
for greater expense; only the well-ta-do
could afford to enlist in the mounted units.
Under a law of 1648, each trooper in Massachusetts had to have a horse, bridle and
saddle, sword belt, a carbine in a belt, or a
case of pistols with holsters, a pound of
powder; and twenty bullets. In 1668 the
Governor of New York, when authorizing
the enlistment of a cavalry troop, agreed to
supply horses and equipment for those men
unable to provide their own.
Each mi litia company was under the direction of locally elected ca ptains, lieutenants, sergeants, and ensigns. Cavalry
troops had, in addition, a cornet and a
quartermaster. A key official of each company of the militia system was the clerk of
the band who kept the lists of men subject
to military service. All males between the
ages of sixteen and sixty, wi th certain exceptions, were required to prescnt themselves properly armed and equipped for
training or inspection at appoi nted times
and places.
T he semblance of a general staff officer
for supply was to be found in early Massachusetts, designated at first t he Survcyor
of Ordnance, later the Surveyor General
of Arms. It appears that the offi ce was
filled at different times by a civilian, by a
military officer, and by a commission. T he
Surveyor General of Arms was responsible
to the General Court of the colony for de-
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livering powder and ammunition to the
towns, and for receiving from them any excess stocks. It was up to him to recover
anns loaned to towns or individuals, or to
obtain payment and buy other weapons to
replace them. He m ade purchases in cooperation with the treasurer. The towr:s
were required to report the quantities of
powder they had in stock to the Surveyor
General of Arms, who prepared reports on
the status of su pply to guide the General
Court in authorizing further purchases or
in seeking arms from England. The colonial government frequently appointed com mittees to inspect his records.
Neither in Massachusetts nor in any of
the other colonies was there a permanent
commissary general or quartermaster to look
after supplies of food, camp equipment,
clothing, and transportation. These officers
were appointed only when necessary for a
particular expedition or campaign. Two
men appoi nted commissaries fo r a Massachusetts force of 200 men sent to the aid
of the Mohegans against the Narragansett
I ndians in 1645 prepared a list of provisions that included bread, sailed beef, fish ,
peas, oatmeal, flour, butter, oil, vinegar,
sugar, rum, and beer. The Massachusetts
General Court at t hat time adopted a rule
that when it was not in session the assistants
or magist rates were authorized to send out
soldiers to impress food su pplies, carriages,
vessels, and other necessary supplies and
equipment, and to send warrants to the
treasurer for payment.
The colonial militia had no uniforms, so
that was no problem. Some of the Virginia companies were provided with medieval sui ts of a rmor brought over from England- until they were seen to be completely
impractical for chasing naked Indians
through the forest. On the ma rch the men
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seldom used tents, and the companies had
only small baggage trains or none at all.
For the ordinary short expeditions against
hostile Indians, t he colonials carried t heir
own arms and ammunition, blankets, and
some food, cooked or uncooked.

Central Admini.slratiol1:
The Board of Wa r
When the American colonies took up
arms against Great Britain , it was to be expected that the military systems they would
employ, including arrangements for logtstical support, would be patterned after those
with which they had become fami liar while
su pporting t he mother country in the intercolon ial and Indian wars. Thus the weaknesses in central control that had characterized British colonial military efforts continued to plague the colonists as they battled
ror independent existence.
General high-level admin ist ration in the
country was handicapped from the outset
by the lack of any central executive authority. Direction of the war effort fell to the
Continental Congress and to the thirteen
colonies and the Congress attempted to
admin ister the Continental Army through
comm ittees and boards. Weeks or months
of discussion and debate frequently produced only costly delays. When a decision
was made, the Congress often lacked the
power to act decisively. The situation was
not so much due to the rascality or inefficiency of any individual or group as it was to
the historical position of the colonies. Effo rts at centralization of defense and enlistment of colonial support for the burden of
defense was the rock aga inst which the British Empire was breaking. It hardly was to
be expected that the colonies would at once
grant to a congress, even of their ow n rep-

resentatives, powers for regulating a common defense which they were determined
to deny to Parliament even at the expense
of war. As a result, fourteen logistical systems- one for each of the colonies to the extent that each participated , plus that of the
Continental Congress-attempted to mount
a war effort.
In November t 775 Congress appointed
a committee to consult with General Washington as to how continued regulation and
support of the Continental Army migh t
best be accomplished. Then in January
1776 a Congressional comm ittee took up the
question of establishing a war office. After
fi ve months of deliberation it offered a plan
in keeping with the policy of limited authority and Congressional supremacy which inspired the country's representatives of the
times. The plan provided for establishment
of a Board of War and Ordnance to act as
the executive agent of Congress for military affairs. As first organized (less than
a month before the Declaration of Independence) the board was made up of five
members of the Continental Congress and
a paid secretary and clerks. Its duties
were: supervision of raising, equipping,
and dispatching troops; accounting for
arms, ammunition, and equipment; storage
of equipment not in use; maintenance of
personnel records; and transmission of funds
and communications as directed by Congress.
With J ohn Adams as its first president
and Richard Peters as permanent secretary,
the board customarily met every morning
and evening. While the members probably
were conscientious and hard-working, nonc
was experienccd in military administration,
and all labored under the burden of the
other legislative and political responsibilities
which they carried as members of Congres;.
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The principle of civilian supremacy was so
well established that it appeared at times
that the military would not even be strong
enough to field an anny. In the political
climate of revolution, when every precau~

tion had to be taken lest one tyranny give
way to another and greater, shortcomings
that otherwise might have seemed obvious
remained in the system until the errors of
early trials pointed to the immediate prospect that without changes the war and
hopes for independence might be lost.
When the Board of War and Ordnance
q uickiy gave indications of its incapacity
to carry ou t satisfactorily the d uties assigned
to it, the first step toward improvement
seemed to be a reorganization so that its
members would be military experts able to
devote their fu ll attention to its business.
But fim a Congressional committee had
to study the matter. It deliberated from
December 1776 to July 1777; then reached
the obvious solution which Congress
adopted in October 1777. T hc new Board
of War was made up of three persons who
werc not mcmbcrs of Congress and a secretary and such clerks as were necessary. The
powcrs and duties of t hc new board were
expanded to somc extcnt to make explicit the
board's responsibility for accounting for all
clothing, medicines, and provisions, as wcll
as ordnance belonging to the United States,
and for preparing for Congress estimates of
required military supplies and equipment.
It had the further responsibility of supervising the building and management of arsenals, foundries, magazines, barracks,
laboratories, and other public buildings
needed for mil itary purposes. The way was
opened to bring in men experienced in military affairs to direct the war effort of what
had becomc the "United States." Although this arrangement had undoubted
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advantages over t he previous Congressional
committees, in operation it revealed some
striking weaknesses of its own.
These weak nesses related first of all to its
membership. Original appointees to the
new board were Maj. Gen. Thomas M ifflin,
Col. T imothy Pickering, and Col. Robert H.
Harrison. Colonel Harrison declined to
serve. T he appointments were made on 6
November. Three weeks later Congress expanded the board to five members, and
added Maj. Gen. Horatio Gates, who became president, Joseph T ru mbull, and
Richard Peters, secretary of the old board.
The men chosen were able enough and experienced in the business, but they did not
fit well into the scheme of things at the moment. Gates had served under Washington
a t Cambridge, and recently had become a
national hero after the victory at Saratoga,
but he had permitted himself to become the
champion of groups hostile to the commander in chief. M ifflin had just resigned as
Q uartermaster General, a nd he had become
highly critical of Washington. Trumbu ll
had recently resigned as Commissary General, and was in such ill health that he was
unable to serve. Pickering and Peters were
not particularly fricndly toward Washington. Perhaps the Board of War seemed a
good place to assign officers who had become
disgruntled or disappointed elsewhere. As
an agency of the Congress its make-up was
likely to represent the divisions and the compromises found in Congress itself. At any
rate Washington could hardly count upon
enthusiastic support from a board whose
membership was SO heavily weighted against
him. When Congress, a t the suggestion of
Wash ington, resolved to send a committee to
the camp at Valley Forge to consult on what
steps might be taken to improve conditions,
and appointed Gates, Mimin, and Pickering
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to the committee, each found reasons why
he cou ld not go.
By 1778 it was becoming difficult to find
mcn willing to serve on the Board of War.
In October its character was modified somewhat to incl ude two members of Congress
and three commissioners not members of
Congress, but it remained essentially the
same until at last it was superseded in 178 1

by a war offi ce.

The Military Stal!
I n resolutions of June and July 1775 the
Continental Congress provided for the rudiments of a staff to administer particular aspects of the military establishment. On
16 June it passed legislation authorizing an
Adjutant Ceneral, a Commissary General

of Stores and Provisions, Quartcnnastcr
General, Paymaster General, Commiss.,ry
General of Musters, and Chief Engineer
for t he Army. In July the Congress cstablished a " hospital " (medical department ),
provided for a Barrack Master, and authorized a Commissary of Artillery. By
the end of 1777 a Commissary General of
Military Storcs, a Commissary of Forage
( under the Quartermaster General ), a
Com missary of Hides, and a Clothier General had been added. Co-ordination over
these offices rem ained loose, at least until
1779 when a ll in greater or lesser degree
were brought under the supervisory control
of the Board of War. Even so, the administrative structure remained decentralized
along fum:tional lin es. No single senio r
officer was responsible for the co-ordination
of the various chiefs and commissaries.

The Commissary Departments
The instructions Congress approved on
20 June 1775 for Washington's guidance as

commander in chief sta ted: "You are to
victual at the continental expense all such
volunteers as have joined or shaH join the
united Army." I Congress provided for a
Commissa ry General of Stores and Provisions to carry out the detailed tasks of supplying the Army, but it did not specify what
kind of organization his department should
have. On Washington's initiative and
with Congressional approval, Joseph Trumbu ll, who had been serving as commissary
for Connecticut, became the first Commissary General. Aside from prescribing a
temporary ration, Washington had no instructions for him. W hile Trumbull 's
principal job was to organize the procurement and distribution of food supplies, frequently he found it necessary to go into the
matter of obtain ing transportation- actually the duty of the Quartt:.rmaster Genera lin order to make deliveries. After further
studies an investigating committee came in
with a recommendation which Congress
approved on 10 June 1777 to divide the
Commissary Department into two departments: if the whole business of supplying
pJ"Ovisions for the Army was too much for
one man to supervise, then perhaps two
cou ld do it better. A Commissal), General
of Purchases with four deputies and a Commissary General of Issues with three deputies were to be chosen by the Congress.
The depu ties had authority to appoint assistants as needed. The principle of rcstricting each purchasing agent to a specified district was introduced. An assistant
of the Issucs Department was to be stationed
at every fort, post , magazine, or other place
where provisions might be stored.
It wa ~ the intention of Congre~s to have
, Wor thin gton C. Ford and others, cds., Journa ls
of t1,~ CO lllin enlal Cong'~ss, 34 vols. ( Washington,
1904- 1937), II . 101.
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Trumbull remain as Commissary General of

Purchases. But Trumbull had no sympathy
with a system which penn:tted Congress to
choose his deputies. Declaring that "an
imperium i,t imperio" was being created,
within a few weeks he resigned. In spite of
shortcomings and obstacles, Trumbull's two

years of effective effort in getting a Commissary Department established merited the
praises of Congress bestowed two years later,
after his death, in its approval of a committee report commending his services and
granting an allowance to the estate of the
Commissary General.' His successor was
William Buchanan, who in the spring of
1778 was succeeded by Col. Jeremiah Wadsworth. Charles Stewart became Commissary General of Issues.
In April 1778 Congress finally came
around to Trumbull's view that the
Commissary General of Purchases should
control his department, and gave that officer
full powers to appoint or remove any of his
subordinates. At the same time a change
in the system of remuneration for members
of the purchasing department was made.
Instead of a percentage of the expenditures
an assistant purchasing commissary received
a prescribed allowance, such as 6% cents for
each hundredweight of flour or meal purchased, 260/3 cents for each hundredweight
of salt pork, and 3Y3 cents for a gallon of
West India rum. Moreover, as an incentive for saving money rather than for paying
high prices, a buyer was allowed 10 percent
of the amount saved by the purchase of good
quality provisions at prices less than those
fixed by the respective states. 3
' Ibid., 3 1 March 1779, XIII, 395-98.
• J ohn B. Barriger, L egisltllive flislor), 0/11a, Subsislen u DeptH lm enl o/Ihe Uniled Slalrs.A rm)' Irom
June 6, I77S, 10 .August IS, 1876 ( Wa~h inglon,
1876 ), pp. 18- 20.
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Reasonable as this arrangement may
seem, it did not last a year. Earlier Trumbull had complained that he was being discriminated against, for he alone of his department was not paid on a commission
basis. Thc new arrangement provided that
all funds for the Purchasing Department
should be distributed through the Commissary General and through the deputies to the
purchasing commissaries in the various districts.
The Commissary General was
allowed .5 percent of all funds which he
transferred to the deputy commi~ries general, the deputies received a payment of .5
percent of all the funds which they transferred to the purchasing commissaries in
their districts, and the purchasing commissaries received an allowance of 2 percent of
all their expenditures in their respective districts.
Colond Wadsworth tried to resign as
Commissary General ·of Purchases in June
1779, but Congress prevailed upon him to
remain until a less inexpedient time, for it
was the begi nning of a campaign season.
Wadsworth remained until near the end of
the year whcn Ephraim Blaine succeeded
him. After his resignation, Wadsworth continued to serve in contracting supplies. In
the reorgan ization of January 1780, the
Commissary General was once more put on
a regular salary, a nd he was to receive six
rations a day and forage for six horses. The
purchasing commissaries continued to rcceive 2 percent of their expend itures, based
on a price scale twentyfold greater than the
prices of 1774 to allow for the depreciated
currency. In November the department
underwent further reorganizations and
changes in pay. Because of his reduced responsibilities the Commissary Gentral's
salary was commensurately reduced at this
time. Then , by a resolution of 10 July 1781 ,

..
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the Superintendent of Finance was authorized " to procure on contract all necessary
supplie; for the use of the anny or annies
of the United States.'" To the extent that
funds would be made available, this permitted the Superintendent of Finance
largely to supplant the Commissary General
of Purch ases, though the latter continued to
fun ction through the Yorktown campaign.
As conditions demanded, Congress
created, consolidated, or abolished other offi ces and departments for administering the
services of supply. At first the Commissary General of Stores and Provisions had
general charge of procurement of subsistence, and the procurement of arms and
ammunition came directly under the Board
of WaT and Ordnance. Later Congress provided for a separate Comm issary General of
Military Stores who was the agent of the
Board of Wa r and Ordnance for procurement of munitions and for supervision of the
work of Conti nenta l armorers in repairing
weapons.
The Commissary General of
Military Stores also had the duties of receiving and issuing ordnance supplies and equ ipment, and of maintaining records of all
Continental ord nance stores.
To further complicate administrative responsibilities in ordnance supplies, a commander of artillery later came into the picture as the offi cer responsible for directing
all ordnance activities in the field. Ord inarily ordnance supplies cou ld be drawn
from fi xed magazines only with the approval
of the Board of War and Ordnance; however, if getting such approva l seemed likdy
to cause serious delays, the artillery COIllmander could draw su pplies from those
depositories on his own authority.
The
artillery commander was responsible for cal• Journals oflhl Conlmtnlal Congress, XX , 734.
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culating ordnance requirements for the
commander in chief's approval and presentation to the Board of War. Still anot her
compl ication came with the appointment
of a fi eld commissa ry of mi litary stores independent of the Commissary General of
Military Stores, and a Surveyor of Ordnance (chosen by the &ard of War )
charged with inspecting magazines, foundries, shops belonging to the ordnance depart·
ment. and ordnance in the field.

Th e Quartermaster's Department
Paralleli ng the establishment and more
or less frequent reorga nizations of the commissary departments was the Quartermaster's Department. Perhaps the greatest
responsibility of the Q uartermaster General
was to provide transportation, but he also
had duties relating to the construction of
troop qu arters-exercised through a barrack master general- and certain duties
relating to the procurement and distribution
of supplies. Also, following the British
example, his role was similar to that of a
chief of statT.
Tn the original organization the Continental Congress provided for one quartermaster
general for the Grand Anny and one deputy
under him for the scparate anny. The appointment was left to Washington, and he
chose a YOllng, promising member of his personal staff, T homas Mifflin, who at thirtyonc had been a highly successful merchant
when Washington called hi m to be aide-decamp. As Q uartermater General, Miffiin
received the rank of colonel, thoug.h it was
not long before he was made brigadier general, and then major general .
Mifflin scrved with energy a nd considerable abi lity for about a year, but then resigned. Washington turned to another
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member of his personal staff for a replacement, Col. Stephen Moylan. It took only
a few months to convince Moylan that the
job was too big for him, and on his resignation Congress reappointed Mifflin . But
Mifflin had lost his en thusiasm. After ·rus
promotion in February 1777 to major general he was anxious for a command away
from the fru strations of the quartermaster
service. He became involved in intrigue,
and in the summer of 1777 simply did nothing. He resigned in October for reasons
of ill health, but Congress asked that he
continue to act until a successor could be
found. Actually, it seems that Mifflin did
nothing on this score ei ther, although he accepted appointment to the Board of War in
J anuary, and the Quartcnnastcr Department was left in a bad state for supporting
GEN ERAL MI F F LIN
the Army during the winter of 1777- 1778.
Finally in March 1778 Maj. Gen. Nathanael Greene was persuaded to take on the for the two principal assistanlS for whom
thankless job of Quartermaster General. special arrangement had been made at the
Reluctant to leave his field command , he time of his original appointment. Furtherdid so only at the urging of WaShington. more, he was displeased with the continuaIt was not long before Greene began to feci tion of the rule by which Congress held him
the helplessness and frustration that his fi nancially and morally responsible for the
predecessors had experienced and by April aelS of his subordinatcs. Congress had ex1779 he decided that he ·had had enough. pressed an intent to consider the faclS in
Moreover, he too nourished ambitions for special cases when General Mimin had
an important field command. He hoped raised a sim ilar objection, but it could not
to get comma nd of the Southern Army, but adopt the principle th at the payment of
that assignment went to Maj. Gen. Benja- moncy to a deputy or assistant relieved the
min Li ncoln. Congress refused to accept chief of all responsibility for its usc. An exGreene's resignation and he continued as change of correspondence on this point
Q uartermaster General for a little more than gained nothing for Greene. Congress was
another year. In July 1780 Congress wilJing to relax the strict application of the
adopted a plan for the reorganization of his rule to some extent, as it had done in agreedepartment that he found unsa tisfactory. ing that the Commissary General should not
Greene felt that he had not been given a be held liable for the misapplicat ion of funds
large enough staff to do all the things ex- by his subordinates if he had obta ined bonds
pected of him and that the pay was too low. from his deputy and assistant.
He also objected to the lack of a provision
This was not enough to satisfy General
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Greene, and he again resigned.

Not con-

tent with a simple sta tement of resignation,

he sent a sharp letter that aroused the hostility of the congressmen. Possibly h is ionocent reference to Congress as "Administration"-a word which had become odious
in a connotation associated with the British
Government- antagonized Congress unduly. It seemed for a time that Greene's
resignation might go far beyond what he
had intended, for a movement developed to
dismiss him from the Army entirely.
Greene's objections probably were based as
much upon concern about the trustworthiness of the ,men involved as upon the plans
for reorganizing his department.
Washington was distressed at losing the
services of General Greene, for, as usual,
the resignation had come at a crucial time.
T he comma nder in chief wrote: "Unless
effectual measures a re immediately taken to
induce General Greene and the other principal officers of the department to continue
their services, there must of necessity be a
total stagna tion of military business. W e
not only must cease the preparations for the
campaign; but shall in all probability be obliged to disperse, if not disband the a rm y for
want of subsistence." $ To be sure, other
factors than the administrative machinery
were at work in this situation, but, with
everything cise, General Washington feared
that a disruption in the Quartermaster General's Department just t hen would bring
about a collapse of the whole supply system.
Washington supported his lieutenant vigorously, as did members of a committee
Congress appointed to visit Washington's
I Ltt, Washington 10 President of Congress, 30
July 1780, in J ohn F. Fil~palrick, ed., Th. Writi,.gi
0/ Gtorgt Washi,.g/oll /,om Ih t O,igillal Mallustripl $OU,&tS, 1745- / 799, 29 vols. ( Washington,
193 1- 1944). XIX, 280.

headquarters and make recommendations
for improvements. Congressional reprimands fell upon the committee as well as
upon the Q uartermaster General. Many
congressmen criticized Greene lor resigning
at this particular time and some of his fri ends
felt that he was too rigid in his demands.
In the end, Congress accepted Greene's resignation without dism issing him from the
Army. As the new Quartermaster Genera l, Congress chose Col. Timothy Pickering,
previously a member of the Board of War,
and a man not known to be particularly
friendly toward General Washington.

Corps 0/ Engilleers
Leaders of the Revolution were hard put
to find people able to perfonn aU the duties
required of military engineers. With the
exception of a few who had served at Louisbourg, Lake George, Ticonderoga, Crown
Point, a nd Quebec during the Colonial
Wars, almost no one was to be found in the
American service who had had any practical experience in the construction of defenses, or in t he attack of fortifi ed places.G
Sti ll these jobs had to be done and engineer
officers had to be found among those few
experienced officers, among fore ign volunteers, and among men able to leam on
the job. During the fi rst three years of the
war engineers were not formally organ ized
as a distinctive branch. Engineer offi cers
simply were staff offi ceni, as were quarter·
masters, and companies of artificers, local
militia, companies of Negroes, civilian
laborers, and soldiers of the line perfonned
the work of engineer troops.
• Material in this section is based on Hislorical
Papers Utlaling 10 Ihc Corps of E,.ginetTs and 10
Engi,."r Troops ill Iht Uniltd SI .. les Army ( Washington Barracks, D.C., 1904) .
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Among the many foreign officers attracted to America during the Revolution
were a number of experienced engineer

officers.

One of these was Thaddeus

Kosciuszko, who a rrived in Philadelphia
from Poland in the summer of 1776 . In
October Congress appointed Kosciuszko an
engineer and commissioned him a colonel.
He selVcd Schuyler and Gates expertly a nd
loyally during the Saratoga campaign, and
continued to serve until the cnd of the confl ict. Most of the foreign engineers were
F renchmen. In April 1777 Count de
VrccQurt was commissioned a colonel, Louis
de Fleury was appointed lieutenant colonel
a month later, and in July Lewis Mons de la
Radicrc was appointed colonel and Jean

Baptiste Mons de Gauvion, lieutenant
colonel. Shortly after his arrival in this
country in July 1777, Louis Ie Begue Du
Portail received a commission as colonel of
engineers, and in November he became a
brigadier general .
Although foreign offi cers brought indispensable skill and experience to the American Army, their presence caused rivalry
and misunderntanding. Friction over rank
developed among foreign offi cers, apd between foreign officers and Americans.
French officers ( those join ing the Continental Army as individuals, not those serving under French command ) claimed precedence over all other engineer officers in
the Continental Army whatever t heir rank.
Indeed, they found a distinction in titles:
the French officers were designated colonel,
or major, of the engineers, while the others
were styled as simply colonel, or major,
engineer.
One outstanding group of colon ial specialists and soldiers were the am phibian
regiments. Although not designated as engineers, Col. John Glover's amphibian
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regiment from Marblehead, and Col. Israel
Hutch inson's regiment from Salem were in
a very real sense specialized combat engineers. Fishermen and sailors, all the men
in these units put their civilian occupational
specialities to d irect use when called upon
to man t he boats for major river-crossing
operations. When not being used for their
specialty they were among the best combat
troops in the Army.
The beginning of another special type
of engineer service- topographical engineering- came with t he authorization by
Congress in July 1777 for Washington to
appoint Robert Erskine, "or any other person that he may t hink proper," Geographer
and Surveyor of the Roads. His job was
to prepare sketches, and to obtain and supervise guides for the Army. Washington,
as he usually d id, accepted the suggestion
of Congress a nd appointed Erskine. Congress designated Simeon De Witt to fill the
post after the death of Erskine in 1780.
A second geographer was appointed for the
Southern Department. I n 1781 both were
designated "Geographer to the U nited
States of America" to perfonn such duties
as the commander in chief and the commander of the Southern Department might
prescribe.
Actually, Washington had been authorized to organize a corps of engineers when
Congress, in December 1776 voted him full
powers to raise sixteen battalions of infantry and additional units of artillery and
cavalry. A Congressional resolution of 27
May 1778 provided for three companies of
engineers, each to include a captain, three
lieutenants, fou r sergeants, four corporals,
and sixty privates. These companies were
to be trained in the construction of field
works so that they could instruct fatigue
parties in prepa ring works and maintain-
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iog them against enemy fire. The commissioned offi cers were required to be
schooled in mathematics, a nd the nencommissioncd officers were required to be able
to write a good hand. Later the troop units
of the Engineer Department wcrc referred
to as companies of sappers and miners.
Congress did not enact the resolution giving
statutory basis for the Corps of Engineers
until 11 March 1779. Under this resolution Congress appointed the commandant
of the corps, who received his orders from
Congress and from the commander in
chief, and who was accountable to the commander in chief and to the Board of War.
General Du Porlaii. already serving as
chief engineer, became the first Commandant of the Corps of Engineers. I n November 1781 he was promoted to major general.

Medical Department
Organization of a medical departmentor "hospital", as the whole medical establishment then was referred to--for the Continental Army came almost as an afterthought. [t was only in the eighteenth century that the administration of military
medicine became a common function of
government. The French were maintaining hospitals under military regulations as
early as I 718. The English adopted this
practice in the last two years of the Seven
Years' War, but they had been developing
more or less systematized methods of evacuation of casualties since Marlborough's
time, in the early years of the century. [n
the BattJe of Fontenoy (1745) regimental
surgeons treated the wounded near the front
lincs; seriously wounded men were assembled at ambulance stations for major operations, and were then transferred to general
hospitals in nearby cities. In 1748 the
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British had a system of mobile, fixed, and
convalescent hospitals. The French had
begun the medical examination of Army recruits during the half-centu ry preceding the
American Revolution, but this was a practice which the British had not yet adopted.
In its resolutions of June 1775 establishing administrative machinery for support
of the Army, the Continental Congress
failed to make any mention of surgeons or
a hospital establishment. The troops that
had assembled more or less spontaneously
around Boston in April and May had their
share of physicians and surgeons who had
come, just as had the fanners, clerks, and
mechanics, to join in the fight against the
British. When medical services were needed these men were available, but many of
them remained as active members of line
units rather than join distinctive medical
units.
On his arrival at Cambridge, Washinf!;ton saw immedia tely the need for a medical
organization, and asked Congress for action on the matter. As it happened , Congress had recognized the need almost at the
same time, and had taken steps in that direction before Washington's request arrived.
By a rtSOlution of 27 July 1775 the Continental Congress provided for a medical establishment intended to be capable of supporting an anny of 20,000 men. Headed
by a Director General, who was to take orders from the commander in chief, the medical department was to include four surgeons, an apothecary, twenty sUigcons'
mates, a nurse for every ten patients under
the supervision of a matmn, a clerk. and
two storekeepers. Congress chose the Director General, and he in tum chose the
surgeons and other members of the department.
After a Congressional investigation of the
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medical service which began in November
1776, Congress approved a plan for a thor-

oughgoing reorganization in April 1777.
The jurisdiction of the Director General had
been vague: it was not clear whether hospital organizations in separate departments
were subject to his authority, and relations
with regimental surgeons had been a continuing source of frict ion. With the reorganization, the Director General was made the
real executive head of the department. A
deputy director general was appointed for
hospi tals cast of the Hudson, another (or the
Northern Department, and, when needed,

another for the Southern Department.
Each general hospital was placed under the
supelvision of an assistant director general.
Following rather closely the system used in
the British Army, the new organization provided for a commissary of hospitals in each
district to pro:cure, store, and issue food,
forage, and other common supplies; an
apothecary general for each district to receive, prepare, and deliver medicines; and,
in addition, senior surgeons, seeond surgeons,
su rgeon's mates, storekeepers, stewards,
matrons, and nurses. Moreover a physician
general and a surgeon general were appointed fo r each district a nd anny to give technical supervision to the unit medical officers.
The Director General, as in the past, continued to be responsible for procuring suppl ies such as bedding and bandages until
that duty was assigned to the depu ty director general for the central area.
For a long while the precise military
status of medical officers remained poorly
defined . Although they were subject to
military regulations a nd to courts-martial, in
some respects they seem to havc been more
nearly civilian attaches to the military body
than officers of the Military Establishment.
Then Congress began to vote the rights and
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privileges to medical officers that earlier had
been extended to line officers in matters of
pay, retirement pay, acccss to public clothiers, and other fringe benefits. For the purposes of authorizing grants of land, the resolution of 30 September 1780 recognized the
d irector of military hospitals as having the
equivalent (not actual) rank of brigadier
general; the chief physicians and the purveyor, colonel ; the physicians and surgeons
and the apothecary, lieutenant colonel; the
regimenta l su rgeons, the assistant to the purveyor, and t he assistant to the apothecary,
major; and the hospital and regimental surgeons' mates, captain.
Admi1listralio1l alld Commal1d
R elationships

Throughout the Revolution a certain
amount of confusion persisted in the distinctions and responsibilities for the administration of military affairs for the country
as a whole-the ministerial responsibilities
- and the administration of the Anny in
the field. Washington was commander in
chief of all the forces of the new United
States, and he a lso was commander of the
Grand Army. When Congress provided
for a Commissary General, it was not always clear whether his responsibilities extended to all the forces or only to W ash~
ington's immed iate command, or to both.
As h as been noted the Congress originally
provided for a Commissary General of
Stores and Provisions, who appa rently was
to serve lor all military forces under Congrcss, and for a Quartermaster General for
the Grand Army, with a deputy under him
for the separate annics; It also provided for a
chief engineer for the Army in a separate department. Each reorganization produced
a different setup. At one time Washington
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asks that the heads of the supply and service
departments remain in the field with him-

and Congress agrees. At another time
Congress asks department heads to be at
the seat of government- and fin ally provides for the Deputy Quartermaster General to remain at the seat of government
while his chief selVes with Washington's
army. A still later reorganization provides
for a Quartermaster General and an as.
sistant appointed by Congress, a Deputy
Q uartc:rmaster General appointed by the
Q uartermaster General for the main Anny.
and a deputy for each separate army.

The inefficiency of admin~tration sometimes apparent at the top was reAected in
the lower echelons in the early years of the
war. The number of leaders with military
experience was preuy well exhausted in
filling positions at the higher levels, so that

in the regiment and the company of the
early Continental Anny the art of supply
administration was practically unknown.
Yet much depended on these officers. As
Baron von Steuben observed, "'A captain
who did not know the number of men in
his company could not know the number of
rations and other articles necessary for
it." ,
W ashington's own position and the extent
of his responsibilities were not always dearcut. As commander in chid his authority
extended to the Northern Department, yet
the commander and staff of t hat department
were chosen by COOjrress, and reported as
often to Congress as to Washington. The
admi nistration of logistics in Washington's
immediate command frequently left a great
deal to be desired. Although continuously
handicapped by inefficient and disorganized
• Quoted in Rudolf Cronau, Th. Army oj Ihll
Am"jc/1I1 R,uollll;on l2r1d 111 O'Illniur (New
York; privatc:ly published, 1923), p. 17.
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services of supply, it appears that he never
established his own separate staff to organ ize
the logistics of his field army.
There is no escaping the fa ct that much
of the time his a rmy was poorly housed,
miserably clothed, ill-equipped, and underfed. Whenever fa ilures in supply and services are noted in other armies, commanders
usually are charged at least with a considerable share of the responsibility therdor.
Supply was as much a function of command
in 1776 and 1777 as it was a century and a
half later; yet explanations for such failures
in WaShington's a rmy are nearly always
sought elsewhere: members of the Continental Congress were untutored in military
affairs, and at times they intenered, and at
other times sat inert while troubles and
failures accumulated; or the commander's
staff was inadequate; or the agents of the
commissaries were corrupt or inept; or local
officials failed to co-operate.
Some truth may be found in all these contentions. But the first task of the Continental Congress was to develop something
of a united war effort. Its chief function
was the essential political role of engineering
agreement among colonies widely separated
in geography and interest. Any member of
the Congress could have devised a welldesigned scheme of organization and administration; t he difficult task was to win its
acceptance by men who earnestly held opposing views. As for staff positions and
commissaries agents, able people were not
always available--or refused to make the
obvious personal sacrifices involved- and
agents themselves were handicapped by the
lack of dependable financial support.
Unquestionably Washington was aware
of the problems. At times his letters became one long series of complaints about his
supply shortages. But why did he not act
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morc vigorously? Why was he content to
sit in his headquarters and write letters to
Congress and to his friends explaining all
his difficulties? Why did he not gel out
and do something about them?
Looked at solely from the standpoint of
military effectiveness in the more narrow
and restricted sense, Washington probably
would not rank high as a logistician. His
greatness lies in his appreciation of his own
position, and in his ability to see the long.
range political implications as well as the
immediate military problem. Through
long dark years of struggle, when other commanders frequently resigned rather than try
to carry on amidst the frustrations of the
system, Washington steadfastly -held on, and
in doing so he held the Revolution together.
At times he did resort to the impressment of
supplies or of horses or wagons but always
reluctantly and always observing due process, for he was aware that to win the RevoIUlion by alienating the people would be not
to win it at all, and that the immediate military advantage might be achieved at the expense of long-tenn military security if t he
hostility of the countryside were to be
aroused. Surely the temptation to assume
complete authority must have been great at
timcs; indeed Congress on occasion indicated its wi llingness to abdicate its I"esponsibilities altogether in favor of Washington's
personal rule. But he would have none of
it. As a result, although his Anny often was
badly supplied, the objectives of the Revolution were not compromised, and seldom has
any anny accompl ished its basic mission
more thoroughly.
There have been few revolutions that have
not passed into d ictatorship. Cromwell in
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England, Napoleon in France, Bolivar and
San Martin in South America- all were
great leaders, but not consistent devotees to
popular government. Washington consistently deferred to civilian authority, and for
their part the Continental Congress and the
governments of the co-operating states generally insisted upon going about their Revolution in an orderly way with respect for due
process of law.
In his relations with Congress, Washington followed strictly certain simple rules
which have been su mmarized by Douglas
Southall Freeman as follows:
1. Congress must receive prompt, concise
reports on all questions that did not involve
military secrets of immediate bearing.
2. In these repOlis and in everything else,
the authority of Congress was always to be
acknowledged with proper deference, and the
Army must be represented as consistently
subordinate to the civil ann of continental
government.
3. Concerning matters that could not be
discussed in papers transmitted officially to
Congress, it was desirable to write personally
to friendly Delegates who were to use their
discretion in passing these leuers to other
members.
4. Congress must have repeated and indisputable assurance that its orders would be
obeyed promptly and economically if this were
possible; and, if not, members were to be told
why deJay 01" change seemed neccssal)'.
5. There was to be no public criticism of
Congress by Washington and no imputation
of unworthy motive. On the contrary, Delegates always were to be credited with seeking
the country's welfare and that only.s
• Douglas Southall Freeman, Geo rge Washington,
A Biography, 6 vols. (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1948-1954), V, Vietof>' with the Help of
Ffll1lH ( 1952),487- 88.

CHAPTER II

Revolutionary War Procurement
To have any success in a military contest
against the leading commercial power of
the world, the United States had to exploit
every possible means of obtaining essential
military stores and provisions. Congress
and the states established fou ndries and
factories for the dir'!ct manufacture of munitions, but the only way munitions short-

ages could be overcome quickly- apart
from the fortunate capture of aons such as
took place at Ticonderoga-was by overseas procurement. British neelS imperiled
overseas trade, and even coastal shipping
trade was so hazardous that large numbers
of horses and wagons had to be found to
move supplies along inland routes from onc
colony to another.

Overseas Procurement
Suspicious that many merchants were
morc interested in profits than in American
independence, the Continental Congress
for a time undertook to imporl war stores
on its own account, and it encouraged the
individual states to export agricultural products in return for imports of war supplies.
As it turned out, state trading was not very
successful , for Congress found itself in competition with the states, and they with each
other. Unquestionably a number of merchants grew rich in the war trade, and profiteering was common, but the mechants
did make themselves virtually indispensable

by importing war supplies from overseas
and by sending out privateers to prey upon
British supply ships.
British mercantile policy. of course, had
forbidden direct trade between the colonies
and the non-British world. On 20 October
1774 the First Continental Congress approved an agreement, known as the Continental or American) Association, which set
up a nonimport, nonexport, nonconsumption policy directed against Great Britain
as a measure of peaceful coercion, and in
order to avoid supplying British forces. For
a time merchants operated under the handicap of association policies, but by a resolution of July 1775 Congress provided that
ships importing ordnance could export materials equal in valuej copies of this resolution were posted in the West Indies. The
state governments were advised to export
agricultural products in exchange for anns
and ammunition, and shipmasters were
given licenses to leave port on condition
that they bring back munitions. The July
resolution sa nctioned the smuggling of military supplies from foreign countries, and
American ships set sail for Europe, Africa,
and the West I ndies on missions of profit
and liberty. TIle Continental Association
policy became effective in December and
remained in effect for four months, but it
was soon evident that the issues would not
be resolved by economic sanctions. In
April 1776 Congress took the fateful step
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of opening trade with all parts of the world
not under British domin ion. This, in ef·
feet, was the real declaration of independence.
Anticipating coming events, in the spring
of 1775 Benjamin Franklin had opened
negotiations for the shipment of munitions
to America with merchants in England,
F rance, and Holland, some of whom later
became actual sources of procurement.
Arter April 1776 Congress sent agents to
many other European countries in quest of
loans and supplies. American credit in
E urope appears to have been very good in
1776 and 1777 j however, failure of the

United States to meet obligations and the
effectiveness of British cruisers in denying
exports caused a drop in America's credit
rating abroad.
The most important American overseas
procurement source was France, whose gov~
ernment encouraged arrangements for m aking munitions available to the American
states. A central figure in this business
was Pierre Augustin Caron de Bea umarchais
who, operating the front organization
known as Hortalez el Cie., arranged for the
shipment of la rge quantities of F rench arms
to the order of American agents. Silas
Deane went to Europe in 1776 as commercial and political agent for the Secret Committee of Congress, and also with a contract
from the Commercial Committee of Congress to buy 40,000 pounds worth of goods
in France for which he was to receive a
commission of 5 percent. Deane scnt three
ships from France at the cnd of that yearj
lhe British captured two of them, but the
t hird arrived safel y with a valuable cargo.
The focal point for a great deal of the
foreign com merce essential to t he Americans was St. Eustatius, one of the Leeward
Islands in the West Indies. This seven-
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square-mile Dutch-owned island lay in the
midst of French, English, Spanish, and
Danish colonies-only a few miles northwest
of the British colony of St. Christopher and
south of French-owned St. Bartholomew.
In that age of mercantilism, the Dutch
mainta ined St. Eustatius as a free port, and
in peacetime it was an important trading
cen ter. During the Revolution it became a
great entrepOt for the clandestine exchange
of American produce for E uropean munitions. As a convenient avenue for bypassing embargoes and nonimportation restrictions the island attracted merchants in quest
of fortunes, and in so doing it provided lifeblood for Washington's armies.
Thomas Willing and Robert Morris of
Philadelphia established regular connections with St. Eustatius, finding it the best
way to communicate with their correspondent in Rotterdam. The States
General of the United Net herl ands issued
proclam ations prohibiting the export of
munitions of war to the new American
states, but they were apparently loosely
enforced. It was reported that in the first
five months of 1776 eighteen Dutch ships
sailed from Holland with anns and ammunition for the Americans. A favorite
expedient was to load the ships for Africa,
the powder disguised in tea chests, rice
barrels, and other innocent-appearing containers, then sail instead to S1. Eustatius
where powder was bringing six times the
price paid in Holland. While Holland
was a principal source of the munitions
arriving at St. Eustatius, and the Dutchwith the benefit of a treaty with Great
Brita in recognizing the doctrine of "free
ships, free goods"-were the principal
neutral carriers, supplies from France, and
apparently even from Great Britain itself,
found their way to America by way of St.
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EUslatius. Later, when the British ex~
tended the war to include the Netherlands,
5t. Eustatius became one of their primary
objectives. The British seized the island
in February 1781, capturing a number of
vessels in port, and found an estimated
three million pounds sterling worth of
military stores, tobacco, and sugar. Ironically, a French fleet intercepted the British
cenvoy carrying the most valuable part of
the captured goods, and only eight of the
thirty-four merchant ships in the convoy
arrived safely in England. The French
recaptured St. Eustatius a few months
later.
A large part of the mun itions brought
into the United States from abroad, and
a large share of the profits of many of the
most prosperous merchants were not the
result of ordinary commercial transactions
at all. They came from successful raids
by American privateers on the high seas.
No less than 365 vcs;els of Boston were
commissioned as privateers during the
war. Salem had about 180, and nearly

all the New England ports had a
part in privateering. Success was so imw
mediate that insurance rates from the East
Indies to England rose 23 percent in 1776.
Indeed it can be said with much truth that
the Americans carried on the first two years
of the war -largely at British expense.
However, this was a game t hat the British
could playas well, and they retaliated by
issuing letters of marque to many Loyalists.
British reprisals became especially effective
in 1777, but later, with the support of t he
French Fleet, American privateers were
able to recover much of their busi ness.
Purchases in France, Spain, Holland, and
Prussia, and in the French, Spanish, and
Dutch West Indies soon brought in several
thousand muskets of various kinds. Raids
on British stores in Bennuda and in the Bahamas and on British ships added further
important ordnance supplies. Capture of
a royal ordnance brig in November 1775,
for example, yielded 2,000 muskets, 100,000
flints, 30 tons of musket shot, 30,000 round
shot, 11 mortar beds, and a 13-inch brass
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mortar. I A Continental ship arriving at
Chester late in July, 1776, brought 1,000
muskets, complete with bayonets, a barrel
of flints, 54 boxes of musket baUs, 366 pigs
of lead, and 193 barrels of 110ur.1 During
1777 the French shipped some 30,000 muskets. most of which arrived at two ports-12,000 at Portsmouth and 11 ,000 at Philadelphia.
Domestic Procurement

Competition that developed between
Congress and the states and among the
states in overseas procurement persisted in
domestic procurement. Federal and state
agents bid against each other as might be
expected when the agents' remuneration
was a percentage of total funds disbursed.
The manufacture of gunpowder in the
Massachusetts Bay colony appears to have
begun as early as 1639, when the General
Court granted 500 acres of land (0 Edward
Bowen for that purpose. A powder mill
was built at Dorchester before 1680. It is
recorded that cannon were being cast at
Henry Leonard's foundary in Lynn, Massachusetts, as early as 1647, and at Bridgewater, Connecticut, by 1648. Probably
one-third of the muskets and other small
arms used by the colonists during the period
between the Pequot War ( 1637) and King
William's War ( 1689- 97) were made in
America.

Small Arms

Special efforts to develop the manufacture of arms locally began before the out'Willard M. Wallace, AJllltal to A,mJ, A Mil.
ill"1 His10'1 0/ Ih. Amui&on Rtvolulion (New

York: H arper and Brothers, 1950), p. 55 .
• Peler Force, cd., Am,,;(on Ar&hivl/S . . . A
Do&ullltntary H iSlo ry 0/ . .. Tht Norlh AlIlt,;,o.n
Colonies ( Washington, 1837), 5th Serie., 1,691.
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break of hostilities. Almost immediately
after the British act in 1774 prohibiting the
export of firearms to the colonies, Massachusetts established a public anns factory
and appointed Richard Falley, a wellknown arms maker of Westfield, master armorer to supervise the factory. Virginia
followed with a plant at Rappahannock
Forge, near Fredericksburg, in 1775, and
Pennsylvania established a gunlock factory
at Cherry Street in Philadelphia in Febru·
ary 1776 which soon became a fully developed annory. Most of the states' committees of safety designated one member to
look after manufacture or purchase of anns.
Many agreed with the Maryland committee on arms that the public manufacture of
anTIS would be too expensive, and they
relied on contracts with gunsmiths and
blacksmi ths for procuring weapons. In
Maryland only twelve gunsmiths could be
found who were able to tum out as many
as twenty muskets each in a month, but al·
together some 200 men in the various colonies were engaged for this work. Some
colonies offered bounties or subsidies to encourage arms manufacture. In addition to
the efforts of the committees of safety in the
individual colonies, the Continental Congress acted to establish armories in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and the Board of
War and Ordnance contracted with local
arms makers for the manufacture of anns
on the Continental account. In the winter of 1775- 76 Pennsylvania arms makers
manufactured more than 4,000 muskets,
complete.
A few machine tools were to be found in
the armories in the middle colonies, and
there appears to have been some division of
labor in the arms shops in the cities, but
these features were almost entirely absent
in New England. In Great Britain during
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this same period it was common for a master
armorer to (ann out the making of the
rna jor parts of a weapon among several
journeymen, each of whom specialized in
making a particular part in his own home;
the master would then assemble the
weapon in his shop. This of course did not
imply interchangeability of parts, but it did
mean specialization of skills. Ordinarily the
American gunsmith, perhaps with the assistance of one or two apprentices, worked
on all parts of a weapon. Most of the
smaller shops simply were cabins equipped
with a forge and bellows at the rear, with an
anvil ncarby, and perhaps with a watcr~
powered grindstone.
In spite of all efforts to obtain munitions-ovcrseas procurement, captun; domestic manufacture, and purchase of private
weapons from individuals-the arms short..
age in the Continental Anny remained criti~
cal throughout most of the war. The princi~
pal reason appears to have been that sold iers
continued to carry their arms away with
them at the expiration of their enlistment,
and the rapid turnover in personnel meant
rapid losses of weapons. As one discipline.
Steuben attempted, apparently with some
success, to curb this loss by introducing a
strict system of property accountability, but
losses continued. In February 1777 Con~
gress resolved that all arms and accouter~
ments belonging to the United States should
be stam ped or marked United Slales in the
hope that all arms so marked, found anywhere except in Continental service, would
be turned in . Even so, in 1780 the Board
of War reported that only 5,000 serviceable
muskets were to be found in Continental
stores, and 200 men in Washington's Army
were reported unfit for duty because they
had noanns.

Artillery

As with small arms, the United States
turned both to overseas sources and to domestic industries for artillery pieces. Amer~
ican-made guns generally were not as good
as those obtained in Europe, but when the
latter could not be obtained, local products
were much sought after. A committee of
the Continental Cong~ was appointed in
J anuary 1776 to estimate artillery require~
ments, find out what size cannon could be
cast in the colonies, and devise ways of procuring them. A month later Congress in~
structed a comm ittee on ways and means of
procuring cannon to purchase or contract
for the making of 250 12-pounders, 60 9pounders, a nd 62 4-pounders. In July 1777
all the contracts made by this committee
were turned over to the Board of War and
Ordnance which was empowered to make
further purchases of military stores offered
for sale in the various states. Philadelphia
foundries wefe casting both bronze and iron
guns by 1775. and foundries soon were
established at Reading and Warwick, "Penn~
sylvania; Bridgewater,
Massachusetts;
Westham, Virginia, and other places.
Daniel J ay was able to tum out one 9pounder a day at Reading. Sixty heavy
cannon ordered by Rhode Island in 1775
were cast at the Hope Foundry. The Connecticut Committee of Safety spen~. 1 ,450
pounds to fit a furnace at Salisbury.for casting can non and shot; employing fifty-nine
men, this plant turned out guns ranging in
caliber from 4- to 32-pounders. Near Mor~
ristown, New Jersey, Charles and Joseph
Hoff, managers of the Hibernia Furnace for
Lord Sti rling, who was serving as a brigadier
general in the Continental Army, received
an order in 1776 to make cannon and shot.
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In March 1778 they applied directly to Brig.
Gen. Henry Knox, Chief of Artillery, for a
similar order for that year.

One of the seriollS problems that manu·
facturers faced was the shortage of labor.
It was common for the states at various
times to grant exemptions from military
service to men employed in essential war industries, but when the pressu re for men in
military service became too great such exemptions were withheld. The shops d id not
offer sufficient inducement---other than ex-

emption from military service-to attract
men from other pursuits. As a result, by
1778 the Sudbury Furnace, which had been
converted to casting cannon , had come al-

most to a standstill, and a Philadelphia
foundry tuming out brass cannon had to
cease operations altogether.
In October 1777 the Continental Congress requested Connecticut to permit workmen at the Salisbury works to cast mortars
as directed by General Knox. The Hoffs
were worried for a time in 1777 that they
would have to shut down the Hibernia
Furnace when they learned that there was
to be a draft of the Morris County militia
from which there were to be no exemptions
except by order of the governor himsel£.
For the next year authority was granted
for exemptions to twenty-five men- not
enough men to cut wood and make other
preparations to start the blast furnace by
1 May for a long season ; if t hese exemptions should be revoked, they feared that
the plant would have to be shut down. The
Hoff brothers were sure that the draft exemptions were the principal inducement for
their workers, for most of them were farmers who had left t heir land solely to avoid
service in the militia.
Very closely related to the arms industry,
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of course, was the primitive iron industry.
A number of pre-existing iron works were
converted to cannon foundries, and others
had to be assured a supply of iron for their
muskets and bayonets. Arms makers of
the Connecticut Valley depended mostly on
the Salisbury region for their iron, and New
J ersey and eastern Pennsylvania were important for the middle states. One of t he
reasons that Washington was anxious to
make a stand on the Brandywine in Septem ber 1777 was to protect the iron works in
the vicinity. In January 1778 the Continental Congress asked New Jersey to place
a responsible person in c harge of iron made
at t he Andover works, for this was the only
readily available domestic iron suitable for
steel.

Gunpowder
Probably the most critical single item for
supply for American forces in the Revolution was gunpowder. It was one of
the first questions that the Second Continental Congress took up, though its policy
was to restrict itself mainly to co-ord ination
and encouragement of t he efforts of the
individual colonies with whom primary
responsibilities along these lines remained.
Before Washington arrived at Cambridge
to take command of the Army, Congress
called upon New Hampshire, Rhode
Island, and Connecticut to furn ish as
much powder as they could spare. In
addition, those states plus New York
and eastern New Jersey were to collect all
the saltpeter and brimstone (sulphur)
possible, and send it to the New York Provincial Convention, which would arrange
to have these materials manufactured into
gunpowder in New York mills. Western
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New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and
Maryland were to send their saltpeter and
su lphur to Philadelphia for manufacture.
Congress urged the tobacco colonies to
process saltpeter and sulphur, and guara nteed a market. In addition, Congress
brought two French experts over to instruct
Americans in the manufacture of saltpeter
and gunpowder. Individual states circulated instructions and olTered subsidies
for private manufacture, and established a
number of public powder mills.
The amount of gunpowder made from
domestically extracted saltpeter represented
but a small fraction of the tota l used. Of
the total of abou t 2,347,000 pounds of
powder available for the Revolutionary
armies before the Saratoga campaign, well
over 90 percent came from overseas or was
produced in the colonies from imported
saltpeter. The 80,000 pounds on hand at
the outbreak of hostilit ies, and the 115,000
pounds produced domestically from domes-.
tic sal peter made up the difference. Even
this amount was far below requirements,
and frequent ly military opera tions had to
be modified, and potential operations had
to be left undone, beca use of shortages of
powder.'
V ital elements of ammunition other than
powder also were frequently lacking. Lead
[or bullets was hard to find , flints were
scaree, and the number of men who cou ld
shape them were few; even cartridge paper
was a serious problem.

Clothi"g and Equipage
Although cloth ing supply does not have
the immediate urgency for an army that
'Orlando W. Stephenson, "The Supply of
Gunpowder in 1776," The Anltrit;an Hislo,iclJl
Revitw, XXX (january, 1925) 281.
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ammunition docs, seriOliS shortages of clothing over a period of time can be as demoralizing as enemy defeat. It cannot be
said that the American Revolutionary
armies were uniformly well clot hed a t any
time during the whole war. Serious shortages were developing by 1776. A large part
of Washington's Army lacked sufficient
clothing for ordinary military service in the
fall of t 777, a nd the situation grew worse
with the winter. Even in the summer of
1778 over a fifth of the men lacked shoes,
and many were wearing thread-bare and
taltered shirts and breeches. Some improvemen t was noticeable later, but while one unit
wou ld appear well dressed, other units never
were adequately dressed.
Seldom was a man below the rank of
colonel to be found in anything other than
work clothes. Washington favored the
brown riO emen's d ress for his men- hunting shirt ( deerskin for winter, linen for summer ), which hung loosely outside the
trousers; long breeches held down by straps
under the shoes; round, dark hat with brim
turned up to give a three-corner effect; black
stockings; white belt over lcCt shou lder to
support the cartridge pouch. Only a few
units actua lly appeared in buff and blue.
Many wore the red coats that had been
handed down from the French and Indian
War or captured from British supply shipsbut probably most popular among Continental troops was the blue uniform with red
facings.
T he fi rst real approach to anythi ng like
uniform dress for Washington's troops came
with a large shipment of dothing from
France in the fall of 1778. In this shi pment
the breeches and waistcoats were alike, but
some of the coats were blue and ot hers
brown . They were assigned by lot to the
states so that North Caroli na, Maryland,
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New Jersey, a nd New York drew the favored
blue, while the brown went to Virginia,
Delaware, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and

New Hampshire. After the requirements
for blue coats in the first four states had been
met, a second drawing made the blues also
available in Massachusetts, Virginia, and
Delaware. From 1779 blue was the official
m ilitary color of the United States.
Followi ng the British custom of requiring
soldiers to purchase their own clothing, the
Continental Congress in the fall of 1775 appointed a commiuee to purchase clothing to
be placed in the hands of the Quartermaster
General for sale to the soldiers at prime cost
and charges plus a 5 percent commission for
the Quartermaster General's Department.
Payment was to be made by a stoppage of
$1% a month from the soldiers' pay.
In June 1776 Congress asked each state
to have made for each soldier enlisting a suit
of clothes, a felt hat, two shirts, two pairs of
hose, two pairs of shoes, and a blanket. In
addition, a committee of Congress, made up
of a delegate from each state, continued
efforts to purchase cloth in the states to be
made into clothing for distribution to the
Continental Army. Modifying the requirement that soldiers pay for their own uniforms, Congress in October 1776 promised
asuit of clothes each year for every man who
would enlist for the duration of the war.
In 1777 the Congress appointed a Clothier General to receive all clothing purchased
by the Board of War through its agents
abroad or in the United Statcs. State clothiers, appointed by the respective states, also
purchased clothing on the Congressional ac_
count. Each state clothier received the
sha re of clothing assigned for the troops of
h is state, together with additional clothing
purchased by his state. A Comm issary of
Hides, also first appointed in 1777, obtained
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hides and arranged for havi ng shoes made,
or traded hides for finished shoes.
With the timely arrival of cargoes of
cloth ing from abroad, Congress in May
1778 suspended aU further purchases of the
Clothier General and his deputies and
agents, and transferred responsibility for
clothing procurement, pending reorganization of that department, directly to the
Board of War. Under the reorganization
completed in March 1779, there still was a
Clothier General, but each state also had a
clothier (appointed by the state, but subject
to removaJ by the commander in chief) who
was to reside near the troops from his state.
State clothiers were to receive all clothing
purchased by their own states at Continental expense and a fair share of that imported on Continental account, and issue
it to regimentaJ paymasters who acted as
clothiers for their regiments. If the troops
of any state lacked clothing, the state government was to be notified; if any state had
a surplus, it was to be delivered to another
state or to the order of the Clothier General. At the same time a system of employing several commissaries of hides, 'appointed
in the areas where required, replaced the
single commissaries, and the Board of War
appointed five such officials.
The individual soldier's load of personal
clothing and equipment in the Revolution
(both British and American) was not a
great deal different from what it had been
before or has been since, except that chronic supply shortages made the American soldier's burden rather lighter than it was intended to be. Standard equipment for a
British infantryman included a musket
weighing 11 pounds, 7 ounces; a coat
weighing 5 pounds, 2 ounces; a knapsack
weighing 7 pounds, 10 ounces, with its contents of 2 shirts, 3 pairs of socks, 2 pairs of
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stockings, 1 pair of summer breeches, 1 pair
of shoes, brushes, and six rations, wcighing

39 pounds, 7 ounces-a grand total of 1)3
pounds 10 ounces. "Standard equipment"
for the American infantrymen was predi·
cated on its availability. At various times
they were issued muskets, bayonets, scabbards, belts, espontoons, extra flints, musket
locks, swords and belts, blankets, knapsacks,
haversacks, canteens, and ammunition. In
addition each group of six or seven mcn
ca rried tents, kettles, and linen covers,·

Food
Procurement of food differed from pro-

curement of munitions in several respects.
Not the least of these differences was the almost continuous demand for food procure-

ment.

In the conditions of the eighteenth

century it was difficult to store food for very

long periods of time, and salt, the essential
element for prcsclVing meat, was itself
critically short. Munitions were rather specialized items for war- not readily available
commercially, and not to be found in private hands in any large quantity. Civilian
food, on the other hand, was quite satisfactory for the soldier. One of the ironies of
the situation was that food appeared to be
plentiful in the country but lacking in the
Anny, a fact which made the problem both
less and more difficult. Meat and grain
and vegetables in the hands of local fann ers
was more easily accessible to the Anny than
such supplies as gunpowder which required
special plants and skills for manufacture.
'John W. Wright, "Some NOles on the Conti.
nental Anny," William and MII.ry Colleg, QIIII.r·
1,.ly HiJloriclI./ M II.gazi'fltl, X I (April, Ju ly, 1931),

...

If fanners refused to sell at satisfactory
prices, however, the question of impressment
or seizure inevitably arose with all the unhappy consequences possible in creating hostility among the local populace.
In general, each of the states at the outset
appointed commissaries to procure provisions for their troops-sometimes under a
unified system for the colony as a whole,
sometimes under a district system by which
commissaries were appointed for the troops
in designated areas. For its part, the Continental Congress tried to co·ordi nate shipments of supplies so that there wou ld be food
for everyone. Attempts by the Congress to
purchase supplies encountered trouble from
a lack of funds, and from a lack of confidence on the part of farmers that further
funds would be forthcoming. By September 1775 Trumbull thought that lack of food
might make it necessary to disband the Anny
betorespring.
O ne handicap under which the Commissary General of Stores and Provisions
labored in determining his requirements was
the lack of a standard definition of the ration- indeed, each state h..d its ow n definition. After consultation with Washington
and his staff, Congress in November 1775
approved the standard ration to include the
following: 1 pound of beef, or ~ pound of
pork, or I pound of salt fish; I pound of
bread or flour; 1 pint of milk, or payment
ot lI72 dollars, and 1 quart of cider or
spruce beer; 3 pints of peas or beans per
man per week, or payment for other vegetables at $1 for each bushel of peas or beans
allowed; 1 pint of corn meal or Y2 pint of
rice per man per week; 9 gallons of molasses
per company of 100 men per week if used
in lieu of the beer or cider; 3 pounds of
candles for each 100 men per week; and 24
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A CONTI NENTAL ARMY RATION.

Quartermaster display. Washingtoll, 1931.

pounds of salt, or 8 pounds of hard soap for
each 100 men per week."

In December Washington appointed a
board of officers which recommended some
modifications in t he ration component that

were approved for local usc.

These in-

cluded directions that corned beef or pork
should be issued for fou r days of each week,
salt fish for one day, and fresh beef for two
days. D uring the wi nter when milk could
not be obtained, each man was to receive
1Y2 pounds of beef or 1!4 pounds of pork

each day.
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Later, in 1778, Congress con-

cluded that available food supplies varied
so much from time to time and from place
to place that it should be left to the commander in chief and to the commanders of
• Vietor L. Johnson, The Administration 0/ the
American CommiJJoriat During the Revolutionary
War (Phi ladelphia: Univeuity of Pennsylvania
Press, 1941 ), p. 40.

separate departments to fix the ration
components.
T he terrible winters at Valley Forge and
Morristown were t he worst times for food
supply, but cri tical shortages often persisted
through the spring and until fall . Produc·
tion of caUle, gra in, and vegetables was increasing on American farms but t he food
d id not reach the Army, and starvation in
t he midst of plenty was too much to ask
even of an Army of patriots. With the
au thorization- in fact, t he urging---of Congress, Washington on occasion found no
other recourse but to seize food supplies
from the farms in the vicinity of his camps.
W hen military necessity left little choice, it
seemed even to Congress that Washington
risked the loss of his Army by too great respect for civilian sensibilities. In 1777, both
in Apri l and September, Congress sought to
combine a policy of local requisition with
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a scorched earth policy in the face of impending invasion. Then in December it
adopted a resolution sharply criticizing
W ashington for the expense and inefficiency
of his efforts to obtain supplies at a distance
from his t roops when supposedly large
quantities of grain and cattle were nearby
which, if not used , might fall into the hands
of the enemy. The resolution further criticized Washington for his reluctance to use
his authority to impress provisions: "Congress, firmly persuaded of General Washington's zeal and attachment to the interest of
these States, can only impute his forbearance in exercising the powers invested in
him . . . to a delicacy in exerting military
authority on the citizens of States--a
delicacy which, though highly laudable in
general, mayan critical exigencies prove
dalruClive to the Army and prejudicial to
the general liberties of America."·
Congress made it clear that it expected
Washington to procure food supplies from
the districts exposed to invasion. He was
to require farmers within a radius of seventy
miles of his camp to thresh their wheat or
have it seized and paid for as straw.
Everything useful to the Army that was not
absolutely essential to the owners was to
be carried off or destroyed.
Washington remained firm , however, in
his cautious use of military power, and his
avoidance of any act that would increase
suspicion of that power. Moreovcr, he re~
plied to Congress that morc supplies actually
had been obtained than they supposed. A
short time later, when the commander in
chief did resort to seizure of a small quan~
tity of food and other supplies, he reported
that this "excited the greatest alarm and
uneasiness even among our best and warm~
• )ournlllJ of the Continentlll CongresJ, 10 Decembe r 1177, IX, 1013-1014.
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est friends.'"
In his local requisitioning
Wash ington tried to adhere as much as possible to due process of law. He applied to
local magistrates who engaged contractors
or appointed Army quartermasters as such,
and, when necessary, issued instructions fo r
farmers 10 make grain or other supplies
available at stated prices approved by the
magistrates.'
An attempt to meet the crisis which developed during the winter of 1779-80 by
adoption of a system of procurement of
"specific supplies" of foodstuffs and forage
through contributions in kInd by the states
proved no more effective than the earlier
methods of procurement. Improvement
had to await finan cial and admi nistrative
reform.
Salt was essential for curing meats .so
they could be stored and transported, and
it was the first special item of food supply
upon which the Continental Congress
found it nectssary to take action to control
prices. Military demands and difficulties
of trading almost at once created a critical
shortage. In May 1776 Congress advised
committets of observation and inspection
to regulate the price of salt subject to regulations of Ih~ state legislatures; whereupon
authoritits not only regulated the price, but
also offert d bountits for its production .
Whether the services performed by sutlers who followtd the Army outweighed the
, Quoted in Louis C. Halch, Th e Administrillion
of the Am,riclln Rtlio/utionllfY Army (New York :
Longman'I, 1904 ), p. 91.
S See, for exam ple, LITS, J oseph Lewis,
Quartermalter at Morrillown, to Col. Aza rish
Dunham, 23 June 1780 ; Lewis 10 all Jun icel, 12
J anua ry 1780 j Lewis to Magislratel, 13 August
1780j Lewis to Moore Furman, Deputy Quartermaster Gene ral, 27 J anuary 1780j Lewis to
Justice Brookfield, 22 March 1180. PhotQJtatic
copies in Washington H eadquarters Collection,
Morristown, N.J.
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dissatisfaction they promoted is problem at·
ical. T hey probably helped to save the illsupplied soldiers from starvation, and prevented desertions. On the other hand, the
exorbitant prices they charged caused loud
complaints, however willing the soldiers
were to hand over all their pay for a little
good food and drink. Su tlers could command high prices of their customers and so
were willing to pay high prices for their
merchandisej consequently, they often outbid Army agents for available food supplies.
At times perh aps they were indispensable in
keeping the Army together, but they grew
rich on the soldiers' poverty, and their competitive buying helped to create the shortages which, in turn, made them indispensable.

Forage
A class of supply that required close attention and was akin to t hat of provisions
for the troops was forage for animals.
Availability of forage not only imposed strict
limitations on cavalry operations, it was a
critical factor in the movement of artillery,
and in the transportation of all the other
supplies essential to the mainten ance of the
Anny. This last factor alone at times led
to the scattering of troops so t hat horses
could be fed. Unfilled needs for forage
also at limes necessitated impressment.

Summary
Given the inexperience of the Revolu·
tionary War leaders in the management of
logistics, the lack of a central executive authority or centralized governmental machinery, the rivalries among the colonies.
and the jealousies of local prerogatives, logistical su pport for the American Army dur-
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ing the first six years of the Revolution had
the strong points and deficiencies that might
be expected. Sometimes forceful, able men
achieved good results in spite of all the
handicaps. At other times incompetence,
inefficiency, and selfishness were such that
no system could have been effective. On
the whole, the balance more ofte n than not
tipped in the direction of the unsatisfactory.
The commissary system broke down almost
completely in 1777- 78, and attempts at
reorgan ization showed at best only temporary im provements.
Many different facets of a complex situation combined to produce these unsatisfactory results. Certain ly the problem of personnel- not only at the top, but among the
agents and clerks upon whom the procurement system depended- was basic, and the
political situation of the times was important. Two other related factors stand out
as among the most significant in the chronic
shortages oC services and su pplies that troubled the Continental Arm)': one of these
was the shortage of transportation; the other
was the lack of financial resources and organization. Transportat ion shortages were
due in part to tack of finances, in part to
the inefficient usc of facilities that wel'e available, and in particular to British control of
the sea that threw an exccssi\'e burden on
land transportation. Financial deficiencic.<;
were due largely to the governmental
structure and the lack of an effective political organization and taxing system- and,
again, to mismanagement of available
resources.
The British had their own logistical problems, but they controlled the coastal waters
and tidewater streams, and had the resources
of a well-regarded exc hequer at their disposal. Thus they held the logistical advantage, even though they were operating far
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from the homeland in a more or less hostile
country.

Logistical failures made it clear that it
was imperative for the Americans to overhaul their fin ances and improve their machinery for administering supplies and services for the Army if they were to win. 1m-
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provemcn t did not come until after six years
of war, when war weariness t hreatened total
collapse. On the other hand, credit must be
given to a structure that persisted so long
with enough effective ness to turn a long succession of failu res and disappointments into
ulti mate success.
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CHAPTER III

Continental Supply and Services
DiJtribut;OII mId Storage

Systems of distribution and storage in the
Revolutionary War depended upon customary ways of doing things, enemy threats,
strategic pl ans, and procurement and transportation of supplies. Storage and d istribution of munitions received the first attention
of Congress a nd commanders and statT

offi cers.
Washington's principal line of communications extended on a line, above the
head of navigation of the major rivers, between the Hudson River a nd H ead of Elk
(at the head of Chesapeake Bay ). Along
this linc supplies could be stored relatively
safe from capture to support the camps or
movements of the Main Army in eastern
Pennsylva nia, New Jersey, and New York.
The Northern Army operated independently
with the Hudson River as its main line of
communication, and later the Southern
Arm y operated with virtually no line of
com munication or supply bases at all.
Washington wanted to keep his depots well
to the rear, away from the seacoast and
navigable rivers where British ships cou ld
reach them. '
In 1776 Henry Knox , then a colonel, rec·
ommended the establishment of a "capital
laboratory" for the preparation and storage
• Wright, "Some Noles on the Continental Army,"
lVilliam and A/(HY College Quarterly lli$loriclI/
MQgo~in', XI ( April, Jul y, 1931),204- 205.

of arms and ammunition.
With the en·
dorsement of Washington, Congress approved the recommendation, and the fi rst
of the new ordnance depots was established
at Carl isle, Pennsylvan ia, where it was centrally located and sufficiently far inland to
be reasonably safe from capture. (Map J )
In December 1776 Washington directed
the establishment of other depots in Pen nsylvania : one at York with supplies for
10,000 men for four months; one a t Lancaster with two months' supplies; and one
at Mill T own with ten days' supplies. For
the troops marching from the South, Wash·
ington ordered supplies to be stored along
the routes between Winchester, Virginia,
and Lancaster, Pennsylvania, and along the
route from Alexandria, Virginia, to Head of
Elk. He wanted supplies for 10,000 men for
six weeks in the vicin ity of Philadelphia.
Smaller magazines were to be established at
Trenton, New Jersey, and at other places as
necessary to support the Army as it passed
through.
In 1778 General Greene disposed grain
depots along Washington's line of communications to include 200,000 bushels on
the Schuylkill River ; 200,000 bushels distributed along a line to the rear of this, from
Reading on the Schuylkill through Lan·
caster to Wright's Ferry on the Susquehanna; and 100,000 bushels between the
Delaware River and the Hudson. Washington was not altogether pleased with this
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distribution. for he thought most of the
places chosen were too much exposed to
British attack.
With major operations in New England
and New York another major depot COIlvenien t to these areas was needed. Knox

urged Springfield, Massachusctts, as the
site. 'nle Continental Congress approved
this in Apri l 1777. with stipulations that the
magazine should be large enough to can·
lain 10,000 stand of arms and 200 tons of
gunpowder, and that there should be a lab·
oratory (shop ) adjacent. F'urthcr spccificalions adopted in J une provided that whenever any capital magazine was to be estab·
lished, the commander in chief or the commander of the department should order
storehouses and barracks for fift y men to be
built within a stockade.
Apparently the
first work at Springfield was making and filling paper ca rtridges for muskets. Soon the
Springfield Arsenal became, in effect, a general depot where not only ordnance storcs,
but food, fuel , clothing, tents and camp
equipment, and horses and mules were
stored. It developed into the most importa nt arsenal in the Uni ted States, but apparently was not effi cientl y managed. At
any ratc, the Board of War in 1780 reeom~
mended that it be abandoned.
For troops on the march food supplies
were stored along the route. A schedule
worked out for the march of a battalion
from cen tral Pennsylvania to Philadelphia
in 1777 provided that for the fi rst division
there should be six days' supplies for 200
men a t Bedford by 28 March, three days'
supplies for 200 me~ at Shippensburgh by 3
Apri l, a nd six days' supplies at Carlisle by
6 April. A second division of 200 men was
to pick lip four days' supplies at Ligonier on
I Apri l, six days' at Bedford on 5 April, three
days' at Shippensburgh on 10 April, a nd six
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days' at Carlisle on the 13th, while the
third division, with 250 men, would be able
to pick up the same number of days of supply
at the same places on the 16th, 20t h, 25 th,
and 28th, respectively. T he intervals of
seven to eight days and fifteen days between
the divisions allowed time for replenishment
of supplies along the route. ~
Brigade and regimental quartennasters
were general supply offi cers; through them
supplics and equipment from all the supply
departments funneled for distribution to the
units. Regi mental quartermasters co m~
monly drew rations in bulk each week. M ore
along the lines of what then were regarded
as normal quartennastcr fun ctions, the regimental quartermaster also was charged with
encamping or qua rtering the regiment , fOl'
moving baggage and conducting the
pioneers when the regiment was on the
march, and for receiving, storing, distribut~
ing, and recording all camp equipment.
Among the reforms which Steuben in ~
itiated after his a ppointment as Inspector
Genera l in February 1778 was a policy of
strict supply discipline. His regulations of
1779 held regimen tal and company com ~
manders answerable for the anns and a m~
munition in their units. If a soldier sold or
ca relessly lost a piece of equ ipment, he wa ~
subject to punishment and had to pay for
the lost a rticle through a stoppage of pay.
Each sold ier had to carry a personal account
book in his knapsack, and a t inspections he
had to unstring his knapsack and spread
every article of individual clothing and
equipment on his blanket to be checked
against the account book.
Inspectors
handled every musket, checked each ca r• Memo, John Caml>be11 to Brig Cen Edward
Hand, 12 April 17 71. l\·IS, Morristown Headquar ters Collec lion. The memorandum Sialel 13
J une, but this mU$t be :111 error.
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tridge box, and counted all the flin ts and
cartridges. Steuben declared that his system of accou ntability resulted in the saving
of at least 800,000 French livrcs a year.
P reviously, when no company or individual
property books were required, and when it
was common for a soldier to take his musket
with him when he left the service, General
Knox had reported that bC£are a campaign
the mi litary magazines always had to furnish
5,000 to 6,000 muskets to replace those
that had been lost.
Steuben maintained
that that loss had been cut to less than
twenty muskets in an entire campaign, a
saving that was just as important as the work
of procurement agents, in the states or
abroad, in obtaining new arms.

Transportation
Although he was head of but one of several supply and service departments, the
Quartermaster General functioned in effect
as ch ief of staff and the chief supply officer
of thc Army. The principal reason for t his
ascendancy lay in his control of transportation: he had to arrange transportation for
delivering or moving all supplies. T o do so
he had to overcome the handicaps of great
d istances a nd scattered settlements in the
states, the barriers of forests and mountains
and rivers cut or bridged by few improved
roads, and the shortages of transportation facilities which could be used on the few routes
that were open.
Undoubtedly the greatest advantage the
British enjoyed in the Revolutionary War
was control of the sea, not only because it
enabled them to keep open their own communications with the homeland, but because
of its special significance in a war against a
country whose poorly developed internal
transportation forced it to rely heavi ly

on coasting vessels for transportation from
one region to another. With the use of
coastwise sea lanes denied the Americans
much of the time, while open to the British ,
Northern and Sout hern states found mutual
support gencrally impracticable. The supposed advantage of moving along interiol'
lines lost all its significa nce in a situation
where the enemy could move troops by ship
around the periphery from one strategic
locat ion to another in one-fourth the time required for the Americans to move by slow
and expensive overland transportation.
Under favorable conditions, ships could run
from Boston to Savannah in eigh t days.
Troops could not expect to march that d istance in less than thirty days-it often took
that long for a courier to reach Washington
from Greene's Southern Anny. T o the extent that state militia would report as each
locality was threatencd , the Americans were
able to reduce their transportation needs;
but successive local m'obilizations werc no
real substitute for thc rapid movement of
organ ized units.
Inland watcrways offered a number of
advantagcs for lhe support of Con tincnta l
fo rces, although except for the Hudson this
mea ns of transportation does not appear to
ha\'e been fully exploited. W ashington's
movements more often were across the great
rivers of the middle states than up or down
them, but it seems that supply resources of
the in terior might ha\ie been used more
effectively with a grcatel' usc of rivcr transportation.
Late in the wa r General Greene did make
some use of in land water transportation for
the support of his Southern Army. As a
former Quartennaster Gencral, and as an
accomplished Ileld commander, Greene was
fully alert to the transportation problem.
Even while en route to take command in the
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South he wrote Washington that one of his
first moves would be to have the North
Carolina rivers inspected in the hope t hat
water route<; might case the transportation
burden.
He scnt Brig. Gen. Edward
Stevens to reconnoi ter the Yadkin; Col. Ed·
ward Carrington, his quarterm aster, to ex-

plore the Dan; and Col. Thaddeus Kosciuszko, his chief engineer, to inspect the

Catawba.

Throughout

January

1781

Kosciuszko worked to get flat-bottomed
boats built for use on the rivers. On I
February Greene ordered as many of of the
boats as were fi nished to follow his army
when it moved out. Apparently, Cornwallis never perm itted any regular system of
resupply by water transportation to develop,
but the boats did give Greene's forces some
of the mobility whjch he employed so skill.
fully in his running engagements with the
British.
Possibly the Susquehanna- where the
ark, or "Susquehanna boat" was commonthe Shenandoah, and other streams could
have been used much more effectively to
tap the resources of the hinterland for the
support of military operations in the midd le
states. True, the rocky bed of the Susque·
hanna presented serious obstacles, but it is
possible that smaller boats and a series of
portages, as on the Hudson, would have
been feasible and would have pennitted
more economical usc of the limited land
routes. But the western areas were sparsely
settled, and the greatest need for supply
movement was parallel to the seacoast. The
second ary logistical problem of feeding the
transport teams was greater than the
primary logistical problem they would solve
in transporting wheat, for instance, from
south of Maryland to New Jersey. Over.
land shipment of flour from Annapolis to
Boston was so expensive that General
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Greene suggested that it would be cheaper
to send it in small boats--even if three of
every four were captured.
When the commissaries general or their
officers needed transportation, they wer~
supposed to apply to the Quartennaster
General for the necessary teams and
wagons. Only in emergencies were they
to hire horses and wagons on their own
authority, and they were to pay no more
than the amounts stipulated by Congress
and the Quartennaster General. Under
the Quartermaster General, a Wagon
Master General and his assistants had
direct charge of all horses, oxen, and
wagons brought in. Congress had pro·
vided in 1776 for a Wagon Master and
deputy, and a total of twenty conductors
of wagons (a conductor for each ten
wagons), and five conductors for the
artillery. Again, the Wagon Master Gen·
eral and assistants were not to buy or hire
any horses, cattle, or wagons without the
direct order of the commander of the army
or department with which they were serv·
ing, or of the Q uartermaster General or one
of his deput ies. Horses sometimes were
purchased specifically for the artillery, but
more often they were transferred from one
branch to another as needed.
Civilian drivers generally were hired for
transportation service when possible,
though frequent ly soldiers were detailed to
that job. Even artillery horses ordinarily
were driven by civilians, hired either by
contract for a year or other term, or for a
particular job. Congress discouraged the
use of combat troops as drivers on the
ground that it weakened the effectiveness
of line units; moreover, soldiers themselves
considered such work degrading. Con.
trol and discipline of the drivers some·
times presented a serious problem. In
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March 1780 it was reported that a
number of wagoners were delivering less
fl our at Morristown than they werc picking
up at Trenton, and at times they would

just leave their loads at the roadside and
go home without even reporting in at the

Morristown magazine.'
To some extent American forces in the
Revolution suffered a chron ic shortage of
supplies, but mOTe often than not the real
shortage was onc of transportation. Lack
of transportation not only was the reason
that supplies available at onc point did not
reach troops at another point, but also
t he cause of a serious loss of supplies which,
having been delivered at great cost, had to
be abandoned or destroyed when with-

drawal became necessary as happened
with important quantities of stores at Fort
Lee and New Brunsw ick. For the same
reason food shortages were seriously aggravated. Large quantities of provisions had
to be left to the British at Ticonderoga,
and at one time in 1780 more than 2,000
barrels of salted meat were held up in Connecticut for want of transportation to
Washington's camp because the Quartermaster General had no funds to hire necessary horses and wagons.
Actually, financia l difficulties lay at the
bottom of much of the transportation
shortage. With no financial system adequate for obtaining either supplies or transportation, a nd with few farmers will ing to
dona te goods or equipment, t he alternative
was seizure. As Willia m Graha m Sumner
put it, " Impressment took the place of
finan ce.'"
Reluctant as WaShington was
• Llr, J oe Gamble 10 Moore "·umlan. DQMG,
26 March 1780. MS, MorriUown Headquarlen
Colleclion.
• William Graham Sumner, The Fi",/Meier a",d
Ihe Fi",a"'UI 0/ Ihe America", Revolu tion, 2 ,"ols.
(Ne ... York: Dodd, Mead, and Co., 1892 ) I, 141.
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to resort to impressment, it was an exped ient adopted often by the state authorities
throughout the war in all parts of the
country, and was used most frequently to
obtain transportation facilities.
The general system was to issue impressment warrants, presented by an officer or a
local magistrate, under which the equipment
seized was to be paid for at an established
rate. The common rate for the hire of a
wagon, horses, and driver in Pennsylvania
in 1776 was fifteen shillings a day. In
Rhode Island it was thirteen shillings for a
wagon or cart drawn by one horse or one
yoke of oxen, or by two yoke of oxen, and a
driver. Military transportation in Rhode
Island was on the basis of a schedule which
called for four sh illings for the first ton-mi le,
and one sh illing and sixpence for each succeedi ng ton-mile.
As early as November 1775 Congress
asked the New England legislatures to grant
the generals authority to impress horses,
wagons, and boats for transporting military
supplies. In October 1776 the Connecticut
legislature passed an act which provided
that if a person refused to offer needed sup*
plies or transportation facilties, a justice of
the peace wou ld issue an impress warrant
authorizing a military officer to take the required items on payment of a fair price.
Rhode Island had a policy of easy impressment until, apparently after some abuses, the
legislature of that state passed an act in December 1778 to regu late the practi ce.
Thereafter property could not be seized until
after the ow ner had had a hearing; if the
magistrate decided that the items could be
spared , he wou ld issue an impress warrant tn
the military officer. This procedure about
ended effecti\'e impressment in Rhode
Island.
The Penn"~ Ivania Cou ncil of Safety III
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November 1776 authorized a Pen nsylvania
colonel to impress horses to move cannon to
Phi ladelphia. Impressmen t of horses and
wagons was widespread in Pennsylvania in
1777 and 1778. After several insta nces of
allotting wagon requisitions among t he
counties for impressment in November 1777,
farmers of Lancaster County had to be given
assurances that their wagons delivering provisions and fue l wood to Lancaster would
not be seized; oth erwise they would not even
try to deliver t he supplies. Dy 1780 the
number of wagons reported in Lancaster

County had been reduced from 1,620 to
370, and reductions in other coun ties were
similar. Early in 1778 Pennsylvania adopt~
cd a systematic orga nization, with a state
wagon master at its head, and a subordinate
wagon master in each county. W hen the
Continental Quartermaster General asked
Pennsylvania to furnish 8.00 wagons in September 1778, and another 800 in October,
the Executive Council protested to Congress
against this heavy burden. A source of
great dissatisfa ction in Pennsylvania was reports of abuses in the whole system by the
diversion to private use of vehicles impressed for public service. On one occasion
it was cha rged that some wagons had been
sent as far as Boston on p rivate business.
Another case was traced to Benedict Arnold,
then commanding in Philadelphia, who had
diverted wagons to move personal baggage.
The Pennsylvan ia Assembly in April 1779
accused t he Continental Quartermaster
General of abusing the authority previously
granted to him to requisit ion wagons, and
adopted an act requiring that thereafter the
state wagon master shou ld comply with demamls of the Quartermaster General only
when ordered to do so by the Counci l of the
State.
As in Pennsylvania, impressment of wag-

ons had become so common in New Jersey
in February and March of 1778 that the
governor had to advertise that farmers need
not fear the impressment of the horses, oxen,
and wagons they used to del iver supplies to
Trenton. Sim ilar methods and objections
were reported in the Southern states.
J ust as Washington feared, local inhabitants considered impressment an obnoxious
device, and many of those who were lukewarm toward the Revolution an)"vay were
driven to the position of welcoming a British victory. But when it became a question of impress or perish, leaders of the Revolution had to accept the great risks of imp ressment against the greater risks of having
no transportation or supplies for their military forces.

Engineer and Ordnance-Type
Services
Although engi neering services were imperfectly orga nized in t he Continental
Army, their essential functions were carried
out under various auspices in a way generally advantageous to the R evolutionary
cause. Broadly speaking, engineer officers
performed three types of services-act ivities
directly related to tactical operations, act ivities in support of transportation services,
and construction, though in the latter two
categories they were performing essentially
qua rtermaster fun ctions. Support of tactical operations included the selection and
layout of defensive positions and supervision
of t he construction of fortificat ions and fie ld
works, and of opening the trenches and
mines in siege operations. For the support
of transportation they reconnoitered road
routes and rivers and supervised the building and maintenance of roads and bridges
and the building and operation of boats.
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Construction work included barracks, magazines and depots, and other military facilities.
Col. Richard Gridley, chief engineer with
the forces that collected a round Boston, laid
out a redoubt and breastworks with parapets
six feet high on Breed's Hill for the defensive

Battle of Bunker Hill. On Dorchester
Heights Col. Rufus Putnam improved on
camouflaged breastworks by packing the
earth into barrels. The earth-packed barrels added to the appearance of the strength

of the parapet, and had a double advantage
in that they could be rolled down the slope
onto the British as a sort of heavy missi le.
Very sturdy fortification s were developed at
West Point under the supervision of Kosciuszko. Henry Knox, who as a colonel
acted as Gridley's assistant engineer at Boston, directed the construction of fortifications and the placement of guns for thc defense of New York, where 10,000 men
worked during the spring and summer of
1776 to get well dug in before the British
struck. Colonel Putnam, as chief engi neer
(or the Grand Anny, laid out a sizable pentagonal fort at Fort Washington, on the
Hudson, though his lack of deep trenches,
bombproofs, casemates, barracks or buildings other than a wooden magazine and
headquarters, with no provision for fuel a nd
water, made a strong and lengthy defense
there most unlikely. A young French engineer, the Chevalier de Maudint du Plcs.<;is,
improved an American fort on the Delaware
River built for the purpose of interrupting
Chevaux de
British supply shipments.
frize , an early version of underwater
"hedgehogs" or rails designed to block navigat ion, were placed in the river to reinforce
the measures agai nst Brit ish shippi ng.
When General Gates went to take com-
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maud of the Southern Army in the summer
of 1780, Colonel Kosciuszko followed as
chief engineer and he stayed on after General Greene relieved Gates as Southern commander in December of that year. As
G reene's chief engineer, Kosciuszko had
many and varied tasks to perfonn. One of
the first was to reconnoiter the Catawba
River, and to estimate its usefulness for
navigation in the different seasons of the
year by surveying the depths of t he stream,
the speeds of its current, and the locations of
rocks, falls, and other hazards to navigation.
Setting out by canoe, t he Polish engineer
accomplished that mission quickly and satisfactorily. I n mid-December he was out
selecting a campsite on the Pee Dee ( Pedee )
River where the Army would have access to
supplies and transportation . In January
1781 he was gathering carpenters and tools
and supervising t he construction of boats to
be used for car rying supplies on the rivers.
Early in February he was hurrying to Boyd's
Ferry on the Dan River to layout and supervise the construction of defensive works. A
few days later he was about eighty miles to
the south, reconnoitering the area around
Halifax on the Roanoke for the possible
construction of defensive works. Some time
during the next three months Kosciuszko
probably advised Greene on the selection of
battle positions, as at Guilford Court House
and Hobkirk's H ill. In May he was supervising siege operations- t he digging of
parallels and towers- against t he British at
Ninety-Six. Then more rcconnaissance
work. In August he was in Nort h Carolina
at the request of the governor of that state
to oversee the construction of a series of
small posts dispersed through thc state for
the protection of military stores. Then as
the trap for Cornwa llis developed at York-
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town, he presumably directed his attention
to the preparation of defenses to prevent the
escape of the British.

Glover's a nd Hutchinson's amphibian
regiments performed most useful services in

river-crossing operations.

Both regiments

were withdrawn from t he line to ta ke charge
of the boats when Washington's defeated
Army evacuated Long Island on the night of
29- 30 August 1776. For six hours the amphibian engineers rowed and sailed back
and forth across the East River until by

0700 9,500 men with all their baggage,
nea rly all t heir artillery, stores, horses, and
provisions had been landed safely on Manhattan Island. In Washington's celebrated

predawn crossing of the Delaware for the
altack on Trenton (26 December 1776),
Glover's Marblehead amphibian engineers
manned the Burham boats. The next fall
this sturd y regiment served with distinction
in Gate's Northern Anny at Saratoga. In
August 1778 the M arblehead amphibians
again distinguished themselves when they
ferried Maj. Gen. J ohn Sullivan's army
across Howland's Ferry to Tiverton, Rhode
Island, another successful nightCfossing, and
later on the recrossing to the mainland after
Sullivan gave up the siege of Newport.
Sometimes companies of artificers and
carpenters were raised whose functions
combined those of both construction ell~
gi neers and ordnance maintenance units.
At t he same time artificers identifi ed with
the artillery provided a more regular ord·
na nee service. For both kinds of service,
civilian workers were called in whenever
necessary for particular tasks, causing a COIltinuous source of difficulty. On the one
ha nd, commanders were reluctant to take
combat men out of the line to act as carpenters or artificer.> ( the troops of course: did a
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major part of the work in building their
own field fortifications), and on the other
hand the use of civjlians led to charges of
discrimination on the part of the regular
Army artificers. A special report on the
state of the regiment of artificers presented
by the Board of War to Congress in May
1779 emphasized the disgruntled comments
of the men of that regiment in contrasting
their own wages with those paid to hired civilian artificers. In February 1780 the artil~
lery artificers still were complaining about
their low pay, and were particua1rly unhappy about not receiving state rations as
granted to other t roops. After many appeals through the Board of War, the Pennsylvania government, from which state most
of the men of this regiment came, finally
agreed to allow state rations to the men from
that state but not to the others. This, of
course, did little for unit morale, and again,
as was so often the case in the Continental
Army, it was difficult to persuade men to
re~e nl ist after the expiration of their threeyear tenns. S

Hospitalization and Medical Service
The first actual hospitals, in the sense of
a faci lity for treating sick and wounded
soldiers, were those which Massachusetts
Bay established at Cambridge in several
large priva te homes under the direction of
Dr. John Warren, brother and pupil of t he
illustrious Maj. Gen. Joseph Warren who
was killed at Bunker Hill . Soon additional
hospitals were opened at Watertown and
Roxbury, a nd on 27 June a special hospital
for smallpox patients opened .
• LIT, Benjamin Flowerl 10 Cen W ashinglon, 25
February 1180. MS, Washinglon Papers, Library
of CongrelS.
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Regulations adopted by the Continental
Congress in October 1776 directed regimental surgeons to send to a general hospital the sick of their units who nceded constant attention or nursing care. Regimental
hospitals werc forbidden to be set up in the
vici nity of general hospitals. Steuben's regulations of 1779 provided for a morning
sick call; when all sick were reported the
surgeons visited them, and as necessary
ordered them to the regimental or general
hospital. Each regimcnt maintained two
or three tents for those patients who could
not be sent, or did not need to be sent, to the
general hospital.
Conditions in civilian hospitals were far
from attractive during the late eighteenth
ccntur}'. but wit h a few exceptions the military hospitals were intolerable even for pea-pit: unuSt:d to sanitary and com fortable
facilities. General Waync callt:d thc hospital at Ticonderoga ( December 1776 ) a
"hOllSt: of carnage" wherc the living minglcd
wit h the dcad. G It seemed that hospitals
nearly always lacked medicinc, and even
food. T o make matters worse, they were
centers of disease where men wcrc c rowd~d
togcther so as to prescnt thc greatest possible obstacle to natural recovery. The arrival
of optn wagons carrying wrctched soldiers
groa ning from the pain of wounds or disease
orten St:l ofT hosti le protests from the local
popu lacc. An Army hospital in a conununity in those days met the samc kind of
opposi tion that the installation of an air
base would meet a hundred and eighty years
later. Dr. Benjamin Rush, signer of the
Declaration of Independencc and Surgeon
Genera l (later Physicia n General ) of the
hospitals of t he Middle Departmellt , de• For<;(, ed., American Archivu . 5th Series, III ,
1359.
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clared that the hospitals claimed more
American lives than the enemy did.
Rush and others agreed with the contention of Dr. J ohn Jones, professor of
surgery at K ing's College and later a
regi mental surgeon in the Continental
Army, that overcrowd ing and poor ventilation were major causes of the persistence
of disease and high mortality in miJjtary
hospitals. Observing the high mortality in
the crowded hospitals of London and Paris,
and noting that men treated in camp (in
Europe as well as in America ) seemed to
recover more rapidly than those confined
to hospitals, Jones adviSt:d that houses be
avoided, and t hat churches, barns, and
other buildings that were open to the rafters
be used for hospitals.
The man who made Jonts's idea the
doctrine of the Continental Anny in an age
when the belief still prevailed that windows
and doors should be kept shut tight aga inst
the night air was Dr. J ames Tilton. I n
charge of the general hospital at Trenton,
T ilton introd uced roughly built log huts,
each accommod ating five or six men, for
hospital wards. For the winter encampment at J ockey Hollow ( 1779- 80), Tilton
designed an H-shaped, three-ward, log
hospital. There were no connecting doors
between wards. Outside doors and long
windows on the south side of the building
and vents in the roof permitted circulation
of fresh air. Smoke from open fires placed
ncar the center of each wa rd circulated
through the wa rds for the purpose of
combating infection, then passed outside
through the openings in the roof. The
center wa rd, with twelve beds, was for men
sufferi ng from fevers. The two wings,
each with eight beds, were for men suffering from other diseases and from wounds .
The isolation of the fever patients, the
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TILTON'S H OSPITAL AT J OC K EY HOLLQW

maintenance of space between patients, and
the prov isions for ventilation undoubtedly
did much to improve the prospects for recovery. In particular, Tilton was able to
report a noticeable decrease in typhus, or
"jail fever," and similar results were noticed
wherever his system was adopted.:
U ncertainty about the causes of diseases
and their spread limited the effectiveness
of preven tive measures. Luckily the
strong ideas of J ones, Tilton, Rush, and
others about ventilation and overcrowding
did tend to reduce the spread of typhus
• Harvey E. Brown, Mtdiul Depar/mtNI of
Ih, Army from 1775 to 1873 (Washinglon: Surgeon General'. Office, 1873 ), pp. 52-53. A
reconstruction o r Tilton's hospilal may be seen al
J ockey Hollo .... Morristo ... n National Historical
Park, Morristo ... n, N.J .

simply bccause cxchangc of disease-carrying lice was less likely when somc distance
was kept betwecn patients.
Since victims of smallpox who recovered
were generally immune from further attacks
of the disease, it was one malady that lent
itself to active preventive measu res. Scars
left by th e disease advertised a man's immunity and pockmarked men were much
sought a fter by recruiting offi cers. The idea
of deliberately ind ucing a mild case of smallpox in order to immunize a person against
the disease was introduced into England
from Turkey in 1718. The practice of
smallpox inocula tion spread quickly to
many parts of Europe. Cotton Mather introduced inoculation into the colonies at
Boston in 172 1, and stirred up a violent controversy which foun d most physicians in op-
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position to him. Vaccination ( the introduction of the cowpox virus, as distinct from
inoculation with smallpox matter itself) >
first took place in England in 1774, but it
was not proved u ntil 1796, so that regular
inoculation was the a my preventive measure
available during the Revolution. Because
at best inoculation was dangerous and uncertain, several states adopted Jaws forbidding the practice. Many soldiers, however,
feared inoculation much less than the tenible disease and resorted to self-inoculation,
which probably encouraged the spread of
epidemics more than it checked them. O n
t he other hand, Washington himself was
convinced that if mcn were given proper
care and attention, inoculation would go far
toward reducing serious smallpox cases in
the Anny. Dr. John Morgan, while Director General of the Hospital ( M assachusetts
Bay), introduced the practice of inoculation
in the Continental Anny, and published a
book in 1776 recommending the procedure.
Inocu lation had become common in the
Continental Army by 1776, although it was
not requi red by regulations. Then in February 1777 Washington ordered that all men
of his command at Morristown be inoculated. Over strong protests he further directed that local citizens be inoculated.
Martha Washington set the example. Inoculation ordinarily incapacitated a person for
three or four weeks, and care was necessary
so that t he " mild" form of the disease would
not develop into a severe case. Two
churches were made available for use as
inocula tion hospitals, and troops designated
for inoculation were quartered in small parties in private homes in Morristown and
neighboring villages. As many as one-third
of the men were ill at one time, but the whole
program came off quite well. Epidemics
continued to plague the camps, bu t success-
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fu l inocula tion did give protection, and
proper timing could alleviate the possibility
of smallpox weaken ing t he Anny at a critical
moment.
Preventive measures against venereal diseases consisted of fi nes. On the recommendation of medical officers, Congress
passed a resolution in 1778 which provided
that $10 should be deducted from the pay
of any officer and $4 from the pay of any
enlisted man who entered a hospital for
treatment of venereal disease. The act appears in part to have been a reven ue-producing measure to finance the purchase of
blankets and shirts for hospitaJ patients.
T here is no evidence that the act had any
important results either in reducing the incidence of venereal disease or in raising
revenue.
For transportation- whether for patients
or for equipment- the hospitals, as did the
other clements of the Anny, had to depend
upon the quartennasters.
Making up and d ispensing med icines was
the duty of the Army apothecary. Favorite medicines and drugs then in use included
such things as snakeroot, ginger, juniper
berries, camomile fl owers, rhubarb, and cin.
chona or Peruvian bark. The Apothecary
General, Andrew Craigie, prepared and
compounded most of the hospital drugs in
his shop at Carlisle, Pennsylvania.
Although supply shortages were chronic,
and conditions of terrible suffering and h igh
mortality for sick and wounded men were
common, the medical service of t he Continental Army probably developed as wetl
as other clements of t he Revolutionary military organization. At times the imagi nation and resourcefulness of the medical leaders was remarkablel and their diligence and
sense of duty- even though sometimes
marred by personal rivalries and antago-
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nisms, and by lack of medical knowlcdgc~
frequently overcame the handicaps of organizing from scratch an Anny medical serv-
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ice under conditions of war and revolution,
and with little experience in military med.
icine or any kind of medical practice at all.

CHAPTER IV

Logistics of the Saratoga Campaign

Support in New York Stale

the series of "repressive," "coercive," and
" intolerable" acts of the British Parliament
that preceded the outbreak of open revolt.
After the commencemen t of hosti lities popularly elected local and provincial committees took over control of state and local
affairs to ma intain law and order and to
prosecute the war.
The Assembly of New York, domi nated
by conservative loyalists, at one time wen t so
far as to petition the King and Parliament
for a redress of grievances, I and appointed a
committee of con-espondence to keep touch
with the other colonies, but war and independence were beyond its pale. After the
colonial Assembly refused either to approve
the actions of the First Continental Congress
or to appoint delegates for the Second, it
quickly lost its authority and met for the
last time on 3 April J 775. On the initiative
of the New York City Committee, a Provincial Convention met to choose delegates to
the Continental Congress, and the New York
City Committee furth ermore urged county
committees to elect representatives to the
Provi ncial Congress. This extralegal legisla ture mel in New York City on 22 M ay
1775, and, until the state constitution
adopted in 1777 set up a bicameral legislature with an elected governor to manage the
affairs of the state, it provided guidance for

In New York, as in the other colonies,
various committees sprang up ill response to

' Journal 0/ the Votes and Proceedings of the
Colon)' 0/ New York, 1766- 1776 (Albany, 1820),
pp. 109- 17.

The supply system bei ng developed under
the auspices of the Continental Congress
was parallcllcd by the supply systems or·
ganized in each of the states. Sometimes
supplementing, sometimes ignori ng, and
sometimes working at cross-p urposes with
the agencies of the Continental Congress
and the commander in chid, the committees
and commissaries of the individual slates
were at once the bane and the fountainhead
of Continental logistical support. Their first
interest was to supply the troops from their
own state and they were most to be relied
upon when their own sta te was immediately
threatened, but they also provided mach inery for collecting supplies for general
use requested by Congress.
T he campaign in New York State during
the summer and early fall of 1777 which
ended with the su rrender of Burgoyne's
British force at Saratoga is worth considering for two reasons. First, it ill ustrates how
stale supply systems developed, and how
.~tate and national efforts supported one another for a successfu l outcome. Second , it
serves to illustrate how th e initial superiority
of a force can be undermined by overex tended supply lines and overburdened
transportation faci lities.
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the county and city commiuees, and was the
central authority for organizing New York's
war effort. When the Congress was not in
session the Committee of Safety carried on
for it.1
At the outset of the Revolution New York,

with a population of approximately 185,·
000, ranked seventh among the thirteen

colonies. In the first excitement of anned
revolt New Yorkers moved energetically,
taking upon themselves the task of equipping a sizable military force of 3,000 troops.

The county committees as well as the
Provincial Congress moved swiftly to
counter profiteering in the sale of military

supplies. When the Congress discovered
attempts to monopolize certain goods and
raise prices, whether on blankets, lumber,
cloth, or food supplies, it could seize the
goods and pay only the standard price, or,
if the goods were already purchased, it could
force the seller to return the amount in ex~
cess of the standard price.
The Albany
County Committee fixed prices on tea,
wheat, rye, oats, corn, and buckwheat.
As elsewhere one of the most difficult
problems of supply for the New Yorkers was
procurement of weapons a nd ammunition.
As had long been the custom in the colonies,
each man reporting for military service was
expected to bring his own fireann , but many
city dwellers and the younger sons of fa nn~
ers had no anns of their own. New York
officials sought to make up the shortage of
arms and ammunition by purchase abroad
and by purchase, seizure, and state manu·
facture at home, but the British blockade
and financial problems strictly limited over·
seas purchase'S by the states as wdl as by the
Continental Congress. Local committees
"New York (St.) Slatt Historian, Th. Americ/w
Rtluolution in New Yo,k, l IS Politicol, Soliol, o"d
Economic Signi/i,anu (Albany, 1926), pp. 27- 103.
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collected all the a rms they could find in their
counties, and seized muskets from Tories.
Even the state clothier went to work collecting muskets. The Provincial Congress con·
tracted with local gunsmiths to make as
many muskets as practical, offered bounties
and incentive payments for persons who
would produce a given number of anns, and
provided two-year, interest-free loans to
anyone who would build a fa ctory north of
New York C ity to bore musket barrels. It
also contracted for six-pounder brass can·
non. In 1777 the state built an armory
ncar Fishkill fo r the manufacture of arms.
Men working in armaments industries were
exempted from military service.
Efforts to buy powder in Europe and in
the West Indies were only partially successful , a nd where local manufacture in this
predominantly agricultural state had been
meager, it had to be expanded. As for
arms, so for the manufacture of powder and
saltpeter : the state offered incentive payments and interest-free loans for the erection of new mills. Instructions on how to
make powder and saltpeter were prepared
and widely distributed. When early bounties failed to bring in the quantity of powder
needed quickly enough, the state offered 100
percent profit on initial cost to anyone who
would import it. It offered a bounty of a
shilling a pound on powder made from saltpeter brought in from other states. Bullets
were hardly less of a problem than powder.
Inspection of the few old lead mines in t he
state proved t hem to be worthless, and other
sources had to be found. Lead weights
from fish nets and pewter dishes went into
bullets-not to mention the statue of George
III in New York City- but the most important source of lead was window weights
from houses. Inhabitants of New York City
alone contributed over 100 tons of lead from
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their windows. The state purchased cartridge paper by the ream, a nd hired minute
men to make the cartridges. In addition to
supplying its own forces, New York agreed
to repay Connecticut the ammunition used
by troops from that state in the capture of
Fort Ticonderoga.
For supplying food to the military forces,
New York was in a much better position.
Basic food supplies in the state were not
scarce, though poor transportation facilities
and the reluctance of farmers to accept depreciated currency sometimes made them
seem so. Nevertheless. New York officials
were loath to see food supplies leave the
state lest a real shortage develop. When it
was reported that cattle and goods had been
sent from Long Island to Connecticut a
committee was appointed (January 1777)
to recover them. [n November 1777, after
several months of consideration, the Committee of Safety put an embargo on wheat,
meal, and grain, and a few weeks later extended it to flour. Shipments out of the
state for general Continental use required
special permits. If farmers rdused to sell
their products at the market pricc, the
Provincial Congress authorized the commissary, the general, or the governor to seize
the goods and pay only the market price, or
a fair price as determined by t hree appraisers. In October 1776 the Provincial Congress ordered 8,000 bushels or wheat at a
fixed price of 6 shillings 6 pence a bushel,
which the mills at Peekskill and Croton ran
day and night to turn into flour. As in the
armories and powder mills, men working in
the flour mills were exempted from military
service. Coopers were brought in from ·the
Army to make barrels.
Probably the most critical item on the
food list, here as in other areas, was salt.
Again the Provincial Congress offered loans
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and bounties to anyone who would erect a
plant to obtain salt from sea water. Several companies were organized to take advantage of these offers, but they were unable
to meet the demand created by cutting
off importation by sea. The salt shortage
became so acute that riots broke out among
the civilian population. Finally, the state
appealed to the Continental Congress for
assistance, and was able to buy a quantity
of salt stored at Plymouth, Massachusetts.
In addition, a New Yorker living in Connecticut obtained permission from that state
to manufacture salt to send to New York.
When supplies came in, they were distributed to the civiJjan population through depots in each county where families had to
pm;ent a ration card from the local committee in order to obtain their allowance.
For military clothing New York first
turned to France, but with the disruption of
sea communications the state bought cloth
in Connecticut and Pennsylvania and
farmed it out to country districts to be made
up into garments. County committees collected shoes, stockings, blankets, and other
items, paid for them, and delivered them to
AJbany for distribution to the troops, and
the state reimbursed the counties. The
committees collected hides, had them
tanned, and employed local shoemakers to
make and repair shoes. A commissary for
the New York Line (New York's contingent
in the Continental Army) bought clothing
in Massachusetts for these troops in 1777.
The state established a clothing storehouse
where all kinds of clothing items and blank.
ets were collected for distribution . To
stimulate local production, the state caIled
upon farmers to raise more flax and hemp
( the state distributed large quantities of
free hemp seed), and to improve the wool
output of their sheep. People who sold or
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ate lambs and ewes wert denounced as enemies of the country.

Preparations Against In vasion
When Maj. Gen. Phillip Schuyler of New
York assumed command of the Northern
Army in mid-I775, he had to start virtua1ly
from scratch to organize an effective military force and the logistical facilities to
maintain it at a considerable distance from
bases of supply. Made up mostly of New
York, New Jersey. and Pennsylvania troops
(of whom the Pennsylvanians were the best
organized and equipped), the Northern
Army was concentrated at Ticonderoga to
hold the strategic fort which Ethan All an
and Benedict Arnold recently had taken
from the British.
The critical clement in supplying his
army was transportation of supplies from
the main supply base at Albany. 105 to 113
miles away. Schuyler developed a sysstem during the next year which resembled
the one Lord Loudon has used to support
British and Colonial forces operating in the
same area in the French and Indian War.
It was the duty of the deputy quartennaster
general of the Northern Department to receive supplies from the commissary general,
and then get them from Albany to the
troops. In November 1776 eleven bateaux,
carrying 160 to 170 barrels, were being used
for the transit of supplies from Albany to
Half Moon. Each bateau was expected to
make a trip a day. For the land movement from Half Moon to Stillwater, a
minimum of tliirty-four wagons were
needed daily. From Stillwater to Saratoga
Falls the supplies again went by waterseventeen bateaux, each of which had to
make two trips every three days, were being
used for this leg of the haul. Two wagons
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could carry them around Saratoga Falls;
then four bateaux, each making three trips
a day, moved them up the river to Fort
Miller where again two wagons could
carry them around the falls. The last leg
of the river route to Fort Edward was accomplished in twdve bateaux. From Fort
Edward to Ticonderoga either of two routes
might be taken- to Fort George and then
by way of Lake George, or to Fort Ann and
then by way of Wood Creek and the
southern ann of Lake Champlain. In
either case seventy wagons were needed
constantly for the land carriage to Fort
George or Fort Ann where the troops
picked up the supplies. From Fort George
to Ticonderoga the route was by water to
the north end of Lake George, then by land
around the falls to the saw mills, then by
water again on the connecting stream from
Lake George, and so to the fort. To get
supplies to Ticonderoga from Fort Ann, the
soldiers stowed them in bateaux and rowed
down Wood Creek until stopped by the
falls ncar Skenesboro from where they
rolled the barrels across a short portage to
the south end of Lake Champlain, then
continued on to the fort by boat.'
Whatever may have been General Schuyler's military capabilities and shortcomings,
he did give close attention to logistical details, and in doing so he anticipated requirements months in advance, in a way not always matched by commanders in campaigns
175 years later. In the fall he was thinking
ahead to the next spring; in the summer he
• Copy of Orden to Colonel Lewis, DQMG of
the Northern Department,. 9 Novembe r t 776, in
Proceedings of a General Court Marital . . . for
the Trial of Maj. Gen. Schuyler, Oetober 1, 1718,
published in Col/edio"J 0/ th e New York HiJtOTi~l>l Sodety lor 1879 (New York, 1880 ), XII, 3940. (Hereafter referred to as Proceedings, Trial
of Gen. Schuyler.)
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was thinking of his needs Cor t he coming
winter. L ike other commanders in similar
situations, Schuyler wrote complaining let.
ters to Congress about his lack of su pport,
but he was not content to let it go at that: he
did not wait idly for help to come- he did
something about it himself.
Expecting an invasion from Canada in
the winter or the following spring, in the fall
of 1776 Schuyler sought to strengthen the
key positions at Ticonderoga on the Lake
Champlain route, and at Fort Stanwix on
the Mohawk, which he thought the morc
likely invasion route. In November he
urged the artillery commander, the chief
engineer, the quartermaster general, and the
commissary general to get in all necessary
supplies before the campaign began. Specific measures he recommended at that
time included: the building of 100 bateaux
at Schenectady during February or March;
the collection of lumber at Fort George;
stori ng of materials for boat rcpairs
at Fort Gcorgc, Fort Ann, Skcncsboro, and
Schenectady; taking immediate steps to
bring in rations for 5,000 mcn for eight
months to Albany and to move them up to
Fort Ann during the winter, and then to
store a similar quantity of provisions at AI·
bany to be held for shipment up the M~
hawk if necessary; sending a train of light
and heavy artillery to A1bany, part of it to
go to Ticonderoga and to Fort George dur·
ing the winter whcn transportat ion over
snow and frozen ground would be much
easier than after the spring thaws; setting
up a " laboratory" at Albany to prepare all
necessary ammunition; and the raising of
fifteen service companies ( preferably civilians) for the quartermaster general's department to man the bateaux and keep the roads
in repair, and four companies of carpenters
for work on barracks and boats. He sug-
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gested that some naval vessels should be built
on Lake C hamplain. He also wanted to get
up bedding for the troops as soon as possible,
glass for the barracks, and a quantity of
woolen caps from Philadelphia. Noting the
great cxpense and difficulty of transporting
large quantities of food in the spring,
Schuyler was anxious to lay in large stores
of provisions at Fort George and Fort Ann
during the winteT. Since it was not likely
that the Continental Commissary General
could forward the desired quantities of meat
to arrive before the river closed, Schuyler
askcd Trumbull that sufficient salt to curc
5,000 barrels of pork or beef be sent to the
deputy commissary general for t he Northern
Department with orders for him to purchase
the meat locally and salt it in Albany. He
noted requirements for nails. steel, camp
equipment. building materials, firewood.
and all the items needed for quartering and
feeding troops.
Ultimately the Continental Congress did
approve of General Schuyler's defense plans
and h is requests for supplies and materials,
but the approval was so long in coming that
Schuyler on his ow n initi ative did what he
could to get things started. He appealed
directly to the eastern states for artillery and
ammunition, for building materials, and for
carpenters. He scnt his artillery commander
to procure ordnance stores in the eastern
states by purchase and from the Continental
stores, and he authorized the artillery officer
to cngage a commissary of ordnance, n
master of laboratory, and two conductors at
the same pay as comparable officials received
in the main amlY under Washington.
Attentive to the health of his troops,
Schuyler ordered the post commanders at
Ticonderoga to insist on personal cleanliness
of their men and the cleanliness of the ir
quarters, and to supervise closely the prep-
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FORT TICONDEROGA, RESTORED

aralian and cooking of food. He asked
that an offi cer oversee the cooking in every
company every day. He thought it best to
have the food for a whole company cooked
together, and ordered twenty huge kettles
for that purpose. He ordered the construe·
ticn of a general hospital large cnough for
600 patients at Mount Independencc.
After the Continental Congress approved
his plans for defensive works. Schuyler in
February 1777 issued specific orders to his
chief engineer for carrying them out. He
instructed the engineer to sink caissons in
the narrows on Lake George to obstruct
navigation there, if it wcre found practical
to do so, and to lay caissons and a boom
across Lake Champlain between Ticonderoga and Mount Independence both to form
a bridge for passing between the two points
and to deny thc entry of vessels into the
south ann of the lake. Thc chief engineer

was also to collect materials and begin construct ion of fortifications and the general
hospital at Mount Independence, and he
was to send an engineer to Fort Stanwix to
see what could be done about strengthening
the defensive works on the Mohawk. In
addition, at Mount Independence the chief
engineer was to proceed with the repair of
the provision storehouses, the construction
of a bakery, and the construction of a house
for the making of soap and candles. The
general cau tioned that carpenters required
close supervision, and offi cers should be instructed to keep thcm at work. To the assistant engineer in charge of the work at Fort
Stanwix (Fort Schuylcr ) he wrote: "Fortifications arc at all times expensive; they become more so, when the artificers are
suffered to while away their time. Your
carpenters must therefore begin to work at
day-light, and work until sun-set, allowing
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an hour for breakfast, and an hour and a
half for dinner. No sitting down to smoke
and drink at cleven o'clock, or at any other
time, except that at meals. In very hot
weather, two hours may be allowed at
dinner." 4
General Schuyler disliked to usc soldiers
for service chores. "It not only ruins soldiers
to employ them in such business, and is more
expensive," he said, "but also weakens the
Army too m uch." S Nevertheless, soldiers
had to be used if all the necessary construction work around Lake Champlain was to
be completed before spring. The chief engineer, therefore, was instructed to get as many
soldiers as he could to saw wood, and to pay
them extra (by the foot) for their labor, as
the cheapest way to get the most done.
Schuyler was disappointed with the
results in the building of obstructions, defensive works, and faci lities in the Ticonderoga
area. The delays there he attributed to the
late arrival of artificers, the late arrival of
troop reinforcements.----and these in too small
numbers to garrison the place properlyand to a shortage of work cattle. With the
arrival of additional stores ordered from the
supply point at Bennington, and by resorting to impressment against local farmers, the
shortage of food supplies was fairly well
overcome by J une 1777. Ind ividual clothing and arms and equipment remained in a
bad state, with many of the men in rags, and
many without blankets.
In spi te of all supply efforts, the T iconderoga command was not ready when the at• Copy of orders to Capt Marquisie, assistant
engineer, 18 March 1777, in Proceedi ngs, Trial of
Gen. Schuyler, p. 87 .
• Ex traet, Ltr to Committee of Congress Appointed to Visit the Northern Department, 9 No·'
vember 1776, in Proceedings, Trial of Gen. Schuyler,
p. 37.
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tack came. Undoubtedly two of the major
causes of failure in this quarter were General
Schuyler's personal unpopularity in New
England- presumably owing in part to his
position in the controversy relating to the
"Hampshire Grants" (the area which ultimately broke away from New York to become Vennont )- and the deep-scated
rivalry between Yankees and Yorkers. New
Englanders united behind Maj. Gen.
Horatio Gates of Virginia in efforts to have
him replace Schuyler in command of the
Northern Department.
Gates had commanded Ticonderoga under Schuyler in the
summer and fall of 1776. In March 1777
Congress gave the Northern command to
Gates, but recalled General Schuyler late in
May. Gates refused to resume his subordinate station at Ticonderoga, and Congress
assigned Maj. Gen. Arthur St. Clair to command that post. During his brief tenure
Gates, too, gave his attention to logistical
problems. He redistributed the forces so
that the line of com munications from Albany would be better guarded, he ordered
flour to be stored at Stillwater and at Fort
Edward, and that the provisions be checked
at Stillwater and Half Moon j however, litde
in the way of preparation and supply buildup was really accomplished during the twomonth interim under Gates' command.
Local rivalries and jealousies among the
individual states undoubtedly had far-reaching significance for the whole Continental
war effort. They extended to the halls of
Congress, the market places, and the Continental Army; but nowhere were their
effects more evident than in the defense of
New York against invasion. In a way, General Schuyler'S greatest handicap was his
New York citizenship. Gates, the Virginian, seemed far more successful in en-
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tieing support from New England, just as
Washington, the Virginian, won genera.l
support at the siege of Boston and later.
Surely onc of the reasons W ashington super~
seded Artemus Ward, the Massachusetts
general, in the command of the troops before Boston was the feeling of Massachusetts
leaders that troops from the other colonies
would be morc likely to join the defense if

an outsider were in command. New
Yorkers, as the decisive days of 1777 approached, appear to have reasoned in the
same way.

The Invasion and the Campaign
Peter Stuyvesant had observed over a
century before, follow ing the loss of Fort
Orange to the English. "whosoever, by ship

or ships, is master on the [Hudson] river,
will in a short time be master of the fort." 0
T he British had been in control of the mouth
of the Hudson for some time, and it only
remained for them to extend their control
up the river to split the United States in two
and to render mutual support between New
England and the middle and southern states
virtually impossible. But with the series of
intervening falls and rapids along the way,
more than ships alone were required for the
task.

Preparatiom in Canada
While American preparations were going
forward with varying degrees of success in
and about New York, Lt. Gen. John Burgoyne was at work in Canada preparing his
expedition for the march southward by way
• Quoted in H erbert L. Osgood, The American
Colonies in the 17th Century, 3 vob. (New York:
Macmillan Co., 1904-1907), II, 391.
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of Lake Champlain and the Hudson. With
the help of Lt. Col. Barry St. Leger's diversionary expedition down the Mohawk from
Lake Ontario and a movement of British
forces northward from New York City to
meet him, Burgoyne hoped to gain complete
British control of the Hudson valley, and
thus open the way for an early conclusion of
the war.
Sir Guy Carleton, governor of Quebec
and commander of British fo rces in Canada,
had received instructions to make the necessary logistical preparations for Burgoyne's
expedition. Though doubtless disappointed
at not receiving the command of so promising an enterprise himself, Carleton appears
to have let no personal feelings interfere
with his collection of supplies and equipment. Even so, he did little toward getting
the transportation faci lities essential for t he
expedition before Burgoyne's arrival. After
his arrival on t he scene Burgoyne waited for
a month before doing anything to obtain the
horses, carts, and drivers he would need, for
he counted on having a large number of unarmed Canadian corvees formed into detachments to carry supplies across the portages. The use of carrying companies had
worked well in other times and places, but
in this case nothing could induce sufficient
Canadian farm laborers to respond, thus
making the acquisition of horses and carts
and drivers even more important.
As it turned out, the contractors were unable to supply even the numbers of horses
they had agreed to, and many of the drivers
later deserted. Moreover, the British commander had hoped to have 2,000 Canadian
militiamen with his army of something over
8,000 regulars ( including over 3,000 German mercenaries) to serve as escorts and as
pioneers to clear roads and build bridges,
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but the total number of Canadians dwindled
to about 150, and he had about half the
1,000 Indians he had anticipated. Despite
difficulties with procuring transportation
and with local recruiting, Burgoyne set out
from Canada in the middle of June with a
respectable force of about 9,500 men. He
reached Ticonderoga on 1 July 1777, and
seized the fort five days later.
Fall

0/

Ticonderoga

By occupying Ticonderoga the Americans had imposed upon themselves the
difficulties of carrying supplies between the
Hudson (at Fort Edward) and the lakes.
Moreover, the position of Ticonderoga at
the northern tip of Lake George and just
west of Lake Champlain permitted the
British to sail with their heavy equipment,
provisions. and heavily unifonned soldiers
practically to the doorstep of the main
American defense positions. The stretches
of forest and hills that had to be cut
through and climbed over, the rivers that
had to be crossed, the falls that had to be
bypassed between Fort Edward and T iconderoga would have presented a critical
barrier to the British advance had the
Americans chosen to make their stand
around Fort Edward. The enemy would
have had to drag guns and supplies across
rough country to arrive tired and disorganized before well-prepared defensive
positions manned by a force still intact and
well·supplied by the Hudson waterway.
Instead, with scarcely one-third enough
men to adequately garrison the T iconderoga position, General St. Clair's force
fell easy victim to Burgoyne's attack with
serious losses of men and of large quantiti~
of supplies. The British captured forty
artillery pieces, large stocks of ammunition,

and 200 boats. Also left behind (mostly
at Mount Independence) in the evacuation
were 1,768 barrels of flour, 649 barrels of
pork, 5 barrels of beef, 36 bushels of salt,
100 pounds of biscuit, 180 of peas, and 120
gallons of rum.
Ticonderoga was a kind of "Gibraltar"
with such psychological importance that
presumably an effort had to be made to
hold it. In the aftermath of its fall members of the Continental Congress called for
heads to roll, and the old New EnglandNew York rivalry reasserted itself. Men
from the eastern states denou nced Schuyler
as a villain and a traitor. Some maintained that he had traitorously sent too
much food to Ticonderoga, so that it would
be available for the British when they
captured the place, while others insisted
that he had prevented sufficient food from
arriving for the men to hold the fort. A
Congressional investigating committee was
appointed to inquire into the matter, and
it recommended court·martial.
Both General 8.t. Clair and General
Sch uyler were tried. St. Clair was accused
of treachery, cowardice, and incompetence
for abandoning Ticonderoga and Mount
Independence without a fight, and for losing many men and large quantities of sup·
plies in so doing, but the court found him
not guilty. Schuyler was charged with
neglect of duty in being absent from T iconderoga during the critical time, but he
maintained that the commander of a whole
department should not permit himself to
be shut up in one fort under siege, that
Congress had assigned General St. Clair to
command at T iconderoga, and that he, as
department commander, could perform the
greatest service by keeping the lines of comm unication open. He too was acquitted
with the highest honor.
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Tactics, Logistics, and Mobilily
As he rode between Stillwater and Sa ratoga en route to Ticonderoga, Ceneral
Schuyler had received the distressing news
that the fort had fallen. Refusing to despair, he hastened to Fort Edward to do
what he could to reorganize the fleeing
American forces and stop Burgoyne. With
his keen appreciation of logistical problems,
Schuyler resorted to expedients to magnify
those problems lor the British as much as
possible. He set brigades of axe men felling
trees across the roads and into lhe navigable
waters of Wood Creek. More important,
he adopted a "scorched earth" policy for
the whole area of the British advance. He
had crops burned, bridges destroyed, and
all possible horses, cattle, and wheeled vehicles moved out of Burgoyne's reach.'
(Map 2)
Occupying Fort Edward without opposition , for Schuyler had withdrawn sout hward, Burgoyne gave his attention to bringing up his guns and heavy stores from Fort
George. He was anxious to move forward ,
but not anxious enough to lighten his load.
It was a frustrating, back-breaking task to
move the su pplies and equipment the sixteen to eighteen miles between Fort George
and Fort Edward over the hilly, rough, often
muddy road with only enough draft animals
for a fraction of the tonnage. Carts continually broke down. Not over one-third of
the horses contracted for in Canada had
arrived by August, and the British were
'The material in this section is based primarily
on: John Burgoyne, A State of the Expedition from
CfJnadfJ, as {aid before Ihe HOlln of Commons,
(London, 1780 ); The Annual R"isl,r, 17 77; Hoffman Nickerson, The Turnin, Poinl of the Revollllion ( Roston ; H Oullhton, 1928 ); Charlel W. Snell,
Sartllo,a, National Park Service Historical Handbook Series 4 (Washinllton, 1950).
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lucky to find fifty teams of oxen in the whole
area.'
In the contest between weight and mobility, Burgoyne sacrificed mobility. He
had more men than he cou ld feed satisfactorily with his transportation. The British
com mander complained that a general in
America must spend twenty hours considering how to fced his amy for everyone that
he could give to thinking about how to figh t
it. He felt he needed extra men to garrison
the forts at key points along his lengthening
line of communication. He thought he
needed all of his five or six thousand Regulars to accomplish his mission, but the very
numbers made its accomplishment more
difficult. Doubtless he had too much artillery: he insisted on dragging along first
forty-six, then thirty-six guns- a greater
number proportionate to his infantry than
ordinarily would have been found in a British army even on favorable terrain. And
each gun called for more ammunition; he
carried nine tons of projectiles for his six and
three pounders. He presumed he would
have to usc his guns agai nst the series of
forts in his path or against field works which
the Americans were likely to prepare. But
the delay in dragging up the cannon gave
the Americans time to prepare their defenses-as a contemporary observed: " It
was the very movement of that apparatus
that created the necessity of employing it.'"
Burgoyne had too much baggage; his personal baggage alone requ ired thirty ca rts.
• It is the conclusion of Charles W. Sncll, formerly National Park Service hiltorian at the Saratoga National Historical Park, and author of a
detailed history of the Saratoga campailln, Ihal
Sc.huyler'l aClion in removing horses, cattle, and
vehiclel from the area did more than anylhing
else to halt Burgoyne', army .
• Quoled in Nickenon, Th. Tu'n;n, Poinl oflh,
Revollllion, p. 165.

CHAPTER V

Deterioration and Revision
Crises in Supply and Transportation
Interspersed only by temporary periods
of improvement, the supply and transportation systems of the Continental Army declined generally in effectiveness after the
first year of the war. Logistical deficiencies became most pronounced during the
winters, and Valley Forge and Morristown
have become national symbols of the suffering and steadfastness of a little group of men
who kept an army in the fi eld and with it
kept the ft ickering embers of the Revolution
alive. The months in winter quarters,
when simple existence and a little training
were full-time occupations, were filled with
greater hardship than most campaigns.
Beneath most of the obvious logistical
difficu lties lay a shortage of fu nds and an
inadequate financial system. Financial deterioration continued u ntil fai th in Continental currency and in the public credit
virtually disappeared. T he failu re of finance brought first an attempt to collect
supplies fro m the states in kind , and at last
the organization of a Treasury Department
and appointment of a Superintendent of
Finance who was assigned primary responsibility for Anny procurement and who introduced the contract system. Centralization of administration fin ally included the
appointment of a Secretary at War to oversee the military administration.

VaUey Forge
In the week before Christmas 1777 the
main anny moved into the Valley Forge
area. Streams and steep hills afforded defensive protection for the flanks and rear
of the camp site, dense woods offered timber
for shelter and fuel, and the Schuylkill River
and Valley Creek provided a water supply.
Washington of course wanted to avoid
quartering his troops on the local inhabitants, and d id not want to move into the
towns farther west where the pressure of
refugees already was creating problems.
Some of his offi cers strongly opposed the
Valley Forge site, but the commander in
chief thought that the advantages of a fai rly
defensible location, that covered Reading
and Lancaster from attack and protected
the surrounding area from devastation
while it denied the British access to provisions, outweighed the site's disadvantages.
Already wintry blasts were whistJing
through the hills, and the first order of business was shelter. Few buildings were to be
fo und in the area, and, until they could
build log huts, the men had to live in their
thin, worn tents. As built to specifications,
the cabins were sixteen feet long by fourteen
feet wide with walls six and one-half fee t
high and high gabled roofs which were covered with saplings and straw or split
boards. Windows were covered with oil
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The Bennington Raid
After fifteen days of heavy going, Burgoyne's men were able to move only ten

boats and four days' food supplies to the
Hudson River. The situation called lor a
bold gamble-and Burgoyne's gamble was
to strike for supplies, not directly at the
American force opposing him.

His in-

structions to the commander of a detachment of German dragoons for a raid on
Bennington, Vermont, were especially to get
wagons and carriages with oxen to pull
them, cattie, and (w hat almost persuaded
the dragoon com mander of the value of the
expedition) horses for mounting his encumbered dragoons.

Things already had started to go badly
for the British when St. Leger's force of
about 1,600 Tories and Indians was checked
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map, and then applying the resources of carriage, as practiced in other countries. I request pennission to show their mistake. 1o
By this time a sizable American force had
assembled to oppose the British invasion.
Schuyler, refusing to get into a situation to
be annihilated, had withdrawn first to Moses
Hill, then had crossed the Hudson to Sara·
toga ( later renamed Schuylerville), and on
3 August had halted near Stillwater to pre.pare defensive positions. After receiving
word of St. Leger's arrival before Fort Stan.
wix, Schuyler dispatched an expedition to
march under the command of Benedict
Arnold to the relief of that fort, and withdrew the remainder of his force to the mouth
of the Mohawk, twelve miles south of Still·
water and nine miles above Albany.

Surrender at Saratoga

by local militia at the bloody battle of
Oriskany near Fort Stanwix on 6 August,
but the real change in fortune came at Ben.
nington. After an American force of New
England m ilitia under Brig. Gen. J ohn Stark
of New Hampshire administered a sound
defeat to the detachment of German mer·
cenaries ( 16 August 1777). Burgoyne had
to give up the idea of supplying his troops
from American stores until such time as he
might reach Albany. The only advantage
he gained from the Bennington raid was a
reduction by about 800 in the number of
men he had to feed, increasing seven days'
supplies to eight. I n his report to t he
House of Commons Burgoyne said:
After the disappointment of the Bennington
expedition, it was necessary to press forward
a necessary supply of provision and other indispensable articles from Fort George. It is
not uncommon for gentlemen, unacquainted
with th{: peculiarities of the country to which
I am alluding, to calculate the transport of
magazines by measuring the distance upon a

Congress again shifted the command of
the Northern Department, and once more
Gates replaced Schuyler. Although ap""
pointed on 4 August, General Gates did not
arrive at Albany to assume command until
19 August- just three days after the
Bennington victory.

Freeman's Farm
In the weeks immediatdy after taking
command, Gates was especially concerned
about supply problems. Changes in per·
sonnel in t he commissary departments had
created confusion that had to be straightened
out. His army was short oE ammunit ion,
and Gates kept appealing to the Springfield
Armory to hasten the shipment o£ ordnance
stores. The timdy arrival of arms £rom
France made badly needed muskets avail·
,. Burgoyne, Stat,
Cllnada, p. 20.

of th, E"p,ditioll I,om
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able for many of the units, and cannon,
powder, clothing, and tents arrived from
France when most needed to restore much
of the goods lost at Ticonderoga. While
Albany was considered the principal supply
base, much of the activity of the commissaries supporting Gates's force centered
around Peekskill where Maj. Gen. Israel
Putnam, in command of the Highlands of
the Hudson area, acted as something of a
communications zone commander.
When Burgoyne reached Freeman's Farm
on 19 September, about 9,800 Continental
troops weTe available to Gatcs in the Northern Department, plus about 4,500 co-operating militia. Burgoyne had about 6,800
regulars and 870 auxiliaries.
Although the sharp action of 19 September involved only a part of the total forces,
the Americans faced serious supply shortages afterward , especially of ammunition.
Not only was it impossible to find bullets ;
not even materials to make bullets could be
found. Through General Schuyler's help
and the fortunate circumstance of an open
line of communication the situation was
eased. Though naturally disappointed at
being relieved of command, Schuyler was
not one to sulk in his tent and he offered to
give what service he could in any capacity.
Back in Albany he collected lead from the
windows and roofs of the city to make the
musket balls Gates' army so badly needed.
At his own expense he also sent lumber to
build a ponton bridge for rctreat to the cast
side of the Hudson should that become necessary. General Gates sent to General
Putnam for help in replenishing food stores.
At this point Sir Henry Clinton was advancing toward the Highlands in a move whic~
might yet bring relief to Burgoyne, and
Putnam had to be looking after his own
defenses; nevertheless he saw to it that 300
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barrels of hard bread were rowed up the
Hudson from Fishkill Landing, 300 more
from Esopus (Kingston ) , and another 300
barrels sent from Sharon, Connecticut.
Shortly thereafter he sent up 1,250 barrels
of flour, which he swore would be the last,
but a few days later he sent another 300
barrcls of bread from FishkilL

Bemis Heights: The Second Battle
For seventeen days after the engagement
at Freeman's Farm the two armies sat facing
each other. While Burgoyne vainly
awaited the arrival of Clinton, regiment
after regiment arrived to swell the ranks of
Gates's Northern Army until it totaled more
than 23,000 men- about half ContinentaJs
and half m ilitia. After putting his troops
on short rations on 3 October, Burgoyne had
to decide quickly whether to attempt a retreat to the lakes or to attack. He still
hoped that he could drive through the
American positions and eventually meet
Clinton. He" determined first to order a
reconnaissance in force. American counterattacks broke up the force and went on to
take a British redoubt in the battle on 7
October for Bemis Heights. Burgoyne then
decided to wit hdraw to Saratoga. The
Americans were unable to pursue immediately because of the ration situation. The
ration cycle for American troops was four
days and the last issue had been on 3 October, so that another four days' supplies
were due to be issued on the 7th. This was
suspended during the battle, and no provision was made to echelon the ration supply
points forward to follow the army. Consequently, units had to march back a mile and
a half to camp to draw rations. It took the
whole day of 9 October for the troops to
draw and cook their rations. But Burgoyne
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still was not able to move swiftly enough to
get away.
Hemmed in by Americans on every side
and his supplies almost depicted with no
hope of replenishment, Burgoyne at last
surrendered on 17 October.

Evacualio1l and Hospitalization
Many of the most seriously wounded
casualties of the Saratoga battles were evacuated to Albany. A week after the surrender a thousand wounded Americans,
Britons, and Germans remained crowded in
a Dutch church and several private houses
that had been pressed into service as hospitals. Enemy soldiers received the same care
as Americans, and English and Gennan
surgeons looked after them- though the
greater skill of the English and the less
sympathetic dispositions of the German:>
were noticeable. Some thirty surgeons and
surgeons' mates, altogether, were on constant
duty. They worked throughout the long
days trepanning fractured skulls, amputating limbs, dressing long-neglected wounds,
treating with tincture of myrrh wounds that
had become infested with maggots, and
trying to comfort the wretched patients for
whom little else cou ld be done.

Summary
It would be difficult to find any campaign
in which logistics played a more direct and
decisive part than in this campaign of the
Revolution. In t he final analysis, it was the
breakdown in Burgoyne's transportationthe failure of procurement in Canada, the
failure of the corvee system, the failure of
procurement or seizure en route- and the
consequent delays which gave the Ameri-
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cans time to reorganize, and ultimately led
to Burgoyne's surrender. What he considered essential in numbers of men and
artillery and baggage proved to be only a
burden against success.
As has been noted, Britain's greatest logistical advantage during the Revolution was
its command of the sea. When the British
incautiously moved inland and transferred
their dependence for supplies from direct
support by the sea to long, difficult overland
and inland waterway supply lines they
abandoned t hat advantage- and met disaster. T he British surrender at Saratoga
had far-reaching results, for it brought
France into the war on the side of the Americans, and France would ultimately neutralize British command of the sea sufficiently
to bring about t he final surrender of major
British forces at Yorktown.
For their part, the Americans had developed a logistical system which, with all its
specific failures and acute shortages, its cumbersome adm in istration, a nd difficult interstate relations, probably worked at its best
during the Saratoga campaign. Major
lines of communication remained open
throughout; resupply, t hough sometimes
precarious, generally was adequate; and
troops were sufficiently well re-equipped,
particularly in t he vastly superior fireann of
Morgan's riflemen, to more than hold their
own against the British and Germans.
Burgoyne allowed logistics to become his
master instead of making logistics his servant. He was so concerned with getting
everything up to meet all possible contingencies t hat he was too paralyzed to meet
any contingency. I n moving his heavy
ordnance and stores he lost one of the most
important elements in warfare- timing.
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A SOLDIERS' HUT AT VALLEY FOROE, RESTORED

paper when it could be found. Inside, the
cabins had bunks in three tiers built into
each corner and a fireplace and chimney
of day~daubed wood at one end. General
Washington offered a prize of $12.00 to the
crew in each regiment t hat finished its hut
in the quickest and most workmanlike manner, and Congress voted each man in the
winning crew an extra month's pay. With
these incentives, the men went to worksome felled trees, others trimmed and
notched the logs, and still others dragged
them to the site; some were put to preparing
mud for caulking; then the huts were
erected. The fi rst party claimed its prize

within two days, but, probably because of
the lack of tools and nails, it was mid-January before all 9,000 men were housed.
Even then many of the huts did not have
enough straw for the roofs or for bedding
or floor covering. Patients in the cabins
set aside for hospitals had to lie on the bare
poles of their bunks, for neither bed clothing
nor straw was available for them. W hen
the shortage became apparent, Congress authorized the Quartermaster General to seize
straw, or if farmers refused to thresh their
grain, seize the straw and the grain with it
and pay only for the straw.
At least there was raw material with
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SUPPLIES FOR VALLEY FORGE.

which to build shelter. Clothing supply
was a more persistent problem. Some regi~
mcnts had been destitute of clothes as early
as October, partly because of the lax supply
discipline of officers who did not make pc.
riodie inspections or report deficiencies.
Hopes for early delivery of unifonns from
France fai led to materialize and efforts at
local procurement wefe mostly ineffective.
The Quartermaster General's transportation
system virtually broke down. Even when
items could be procured, poor co-ordination
and lack of facilities held up delivery while
thousands of men wefe without blankets
and, because they had no decent shoes, sen-

From an old woodcut.

tinals stood on their hats to protect their
feet. At Christmas time morc than oncthird of the command was reported unfi t
for duty for want of cloth ing. A few states
did well in providing clothing for their
troops, which added to the discontent of the
less fortunate. General Wayne applied
4,500 pounds of his own for tune toward
clothing his men. Congress asked the states
to adopt legislation for the appointment of
agents who, in exchange for receipts or certificates, could seize for the Cont inental
Army all woolen clothi ng, blankets, linens,
shoes, stockings, hats- any articles suitable
fo r the Army- Crom stocks that had been
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collected for sale, but not those for private
usc.
Actually, the winter of 1777- 78 was rcla·
lively mild. Had huts been finished morc
promptly and had the supply of clothing
and blankets been at all adequate, suffering
from cold should have been negligible. In
any event, the question soon came to be
whether the main army would starve before
it froze, for the food shortage was the worst
of all.
Most of the winter the troops lived hand
to mouth on scant provisions, and several
times food stores were exhausted completely.
When Washington learned, short ly before
Christmas, that the meat supply was exhausted, that flour was reduced to twentyfive barrels, and that there were no prospects
for additional supplies, he saw only three
possibilities open for his army-starvation,
dissolu tion, or dispersal so that the men
might shift for themselves in finding food.
With the failure of the Clothier General's,
Quartermaster General's, and Commissary
Genera l's departments, Congress intervened
directly to procure wagons, clothing, meat,
and flour. Washington's extraordinary
powers were extended, and very reluctantly
he resorted to impressment of supplies.
Foraging and raiding parties had some suc.cess, and especially helpful were the raids of
Allen McLane on British su pply depots and
farms holding supplies for the British. But
conditions grew worse before they became
beu..: .. : in February the commissary had no
provisions at all. General Wash ington's
personal appeals to the governors of neigh.
boring states received some response. He
asked that the fanners set aside as many
cattle as possible for army use, and that they
bring in their produce for private sale at
daily public markets he had organ ized at
various places in the camp.
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T he shortage of transportation could
cause all the othcr shortagcs. When private
citizens were being paid 3 to 4 pou nds a day
for a wagon, team, and driver, Congress
fixed a rate of 30 shillings for a wagon, four
horses, and a driver, but few drivers could
be found who would work for less than 40
to fifty shillings a day. Men who would
drive for the Army's low pay ran the risk
of being fined for absence if thei r militia
units were called out while they were away.
Many who did drive were unreliable and
often abandoned the goods and left it to
spoil. Even when wagons cou ld be found,
rai n and snow had left the roads in such
condition that they were impassable.
Many draft horses belonging to the Army
died of hunger at Valley Forge. Pork
could not be brought from New Jersey, and
flour had to be left on the wharves of the
Susquehanna for want of transportation.
The sorry plight of the American soldiers
at Valley Forge was in sharp contrast to the
easy time the British were having in Philadelphia. Although he depended upon
water communications with New York for
most of his supplies, Maj. Gen. William
Howe found the farmers of the surrounding
counties quite willing to trade for British
gold and he established ma rkets around
Philadelphia to encourage them. Trading
with the British was not so much an expres·
sian of sympathy on the part of the farmers
as it was a preference for hard money to
Continental currency. In the contest of
patriotism versus gold, gold had the advantage. Washington meted out severe punishment to soldiers found trading with the
British, and he sent out patrols to stop supplies from reaching Philadelphia but with
little success. Probably as demoralizing
for the soldier at Valley Forge as his actual
suffering were thoughts of the British
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living at ease in Philadelphia with the benefit of local food resources, and of civilians
contentedly remaining by warm fires, eating
well, reaping huge profits, and never exerting themselves for the relief of the miserable
soldiers who were fighting their war.
After some revision in organization, and
after the appointment of Nathanael Greene
as Quartermaster General and Jeremiah
Wadsworth as Commissary General of Pur-

chases-and with the coming of springconditions began to improve. Attacking
the transportation problem, Greene sent as
far as New England and Virginia for wagons, sent engineers out to repair the roads
and bridges between Valley Forge and Lancaster, had carts and boats constructed,
established depots for grain all the way from
the Hudson to Head of Elk, and persuaded
the Pennsylvania legislature:; to re1ieve teamsters who were working for the Army from
militia duty.
In the spring it was possible to issue a
daily ration of one and a halC pounds of
bread, a pound of beef or fish or pork and
beans, and a gill of whiskey. Soon fresh
vegetables could be added to the ration, and
the spring run of shad up the Schuylkill
yielded thousands of fresh fish for daily consumption and hundreds of barrels of salted
fish for future use.
With the benefit of Steuben's training
program, Washington's army emerged from
Valley Forge a better fighting organization.
But how much justification there was for
holding the main army in such a location
amidst such suffering is open to some quest;on. However desirable it may have been
to keep an eye on the British at Philadelphia,
or to hold a position for defending the surrounding region, Washingion's first task was
to keep an army in being. Weakened by
exposure and near famine, the army at Val-

ley Forge hardly was in a position to do
anything about the British in Philadelphia,
or even to defend itself. Perhaps as much
would have been gained by marching the
whole army to the South where a more
agreeable climate could have been found.
Or, when transportation broke down, the
army might have been marched to wurces
of supplies as Anthony Wayne had suggested in proposing an operation in New
England when quantities of clothing that
had been imported could not be moved
from Portsmouth. "We shall," announced
Wayne, "like Mahomet and the mountain,
go to the clothing if the clothing won't come
to us." 1 Marching the men up and down
the countryside, from one state to another,
surely would have harassed the British as
much as did the enfeebled army at Valley
Forge. Probably the greatest drawbacks to
such a course as this were the political consequences of an apparent abandonment of the
Philadelphia area, and the fact that the men
did not have sufficient shoes and clothing to
pennit them to march. Still, the dispatch
of whole regiments to act as carrying parties would seem to have been preferable to
huddling around the fires at Valley Forge
while starvation threatened.
Brief Respite

The energetic efforts of Greene and
Wadsworth showed good results. During
the whole period from early summer 1778
to November 1779 complaints about scarcity of food were relatively infrequent.
Fortunately the winter of 1778- 79 was mild,
and the tactical situation was such that
Washington believed he could avoid concentrating all of his army at one place.
• Quoted in Hatch, The Administration oj the
RtllotutiOflary Army, p. 99.
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With an eye to the availability of supplies
in various localities, Washington divided
his infantry among Danbury, Connecticut,
West Point, New York, and Middlebrook,
New J ersey, that winter. The caval ry was
dispersed all the way from Durham, Con·
necticut, to Winchester, Virginia, in order
to find forage.
In March 1779 Washington reported
that his troops were better clothed than
before, but he still pointed 19 irregularities
and to inefficiency in the clothing depart·
ment. He blamed mismanagement for the
fa ilure of large supplies of imported clothing
to reach the troops and for the storage of
other supplies far away from the troops and
inaccessible to them. Even the new reorganizations fa iled to bring a satisfactory
remedy, for there still was no centralized
control.
M orristowlI

Although Valley Forge has come to be
synonymous with winter suffering in popular American thinking, the winter of 177980 at Morristown and the neigh boring camp
at Jockey Hollow was much worse. Bliz~
zards piled up several fect of snow, keeping
the camp practically snowbound much of
the time and adding immeasurably to the
suffering of Ihe ill-fed, ill-clothed men. As
at Valley Forge, huts had to be built, but
this time the weather was much colder and
the delays just as long. Six hundred acres
of woodland were cleared to build cabins
for the 10,000 to 12,000 troops, many of
whom were clothed in rags, and some whose
only covering, day and night, was a single,
worn blanket. Frequently the men were
without bread for a week at a time, and
issues of meat were Hmited to two pounds
per man for ten days ; sometimes there was
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neither meat nor bread for periods of two
and three days. Once more the soldiers
were reduced to near starvation in the midst
of plenty. Procurement was becoming increasingly difficult as fanners and merchants
refu sed to accept the depreciated Continental or state currency. They either wanted
hard money or scarce commodities, such as
sugar and salt, which the Anny needed but
could not get for itself. At one time the
Pennsylvania Government collected 5,000
cattle for the Anny, but they could not be
butchered because salt was not available to
cure the meat. Short of waterpower, New
York millers ground grain only for civilian
consumption.
Heavy demands on the Anny's limited
funds developed early. While the camps
were being constructed 400 to 600 civilian
workers were employed. loRation was
suCh that wagoners had to be paid 20
pounds a day, and carpenters received $20
to $25 a day. Wood for fu el cost $6,000
to $7,000 a day ; 100,000 bushels of coal,
and quantities of iron were needed for the
smiths; some 1,200,000 board feet of lumber were needed; and large sums were necessary for nails and other items, and to pay the
foragers. At Christmas the Quartennaster
General estimated that he needed a million
dollars for these requirements. The Commissary General, too, was about out of funds
by the end of December, and he requested
$20,000. Having paid as high as 20
pounds a bushel for wheat, he said that he
would husband the money as best he could,
but that it should not be expected he would
be able to purchase as much with that
amount as with $100 seven years earlier.2
Funds were not available in the amounts or
• Llr, Lewis to Furman, DQMG, 25 December
1779. MS Morristown Headquarten Collection.
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the currencies needed and once more Wash- plies was given or service was done for the
public- will oblige me also to withdraw my
ington had to resort to other measures.
Working closely with local magistrates services, leave the post, and fly to you or
who were called in for a series of meetings some other place for refuge or protection." I
Since New Jersey resources already had
with the Quartermaster General and commissary officers, Washington divided New been used in considerable quantity, Wash~
Jersey into districts, and set a quota of pro- ington and the Board of War applied to
visions for each one to supply. Officers other states for assistance in February and
assigned to each district to collect the sup- March. The governor of Maryland ap~
plies were to apply to the local justice for pointed commissioners to search and seize
a warrant authorizing seizure when neces- grain, but they raised as much hostility as
sary, whereupon a commissary officer and prOVISIons. The Commissary General
two magistrates would appraise the value found large quantities of beef cattle in COIlof the goods, and a certificate would be necticut, but the prices were high, and he
given for payment, at the owner's option. had no mOlley. The difficulty was not only
Under this scheme Bergen County, for in a lack of funds with which to pay farmers
example, was to supply 600 bushels of grain and merchants, but the inability of the Comand 200 cattle; Salem's quota was 750 missary General of Purchases to find assistbushels of grain and 200 cattle,S The New ants who would work for Continental
Jersey farmers responded so well that by money.
Again, as at Valley Forge, the transporta22 January it was optimistically reported:
"Our troops are now very well supplied and tion problem was at the base of the supply
our stores well filled with short forage"· problem, and questions of finance lay beThe adequacy of supplies after the re- neath it all. The Morristown post required
sponse of the New Jersey farmers was tem- never less than 100 teams, and frequently
porary. By the end of January Joseph as many as 400 or 600 were used. There
Lewis, quartermaster at Morristown, wrote was some confusion in different rates ( 14,
to Moore Furman, the Deputy Quarter- 15, or 20 pounds a day) paid by different
master General : "1 am under necessity of officers, and in the practice of brigade and
informing you that the loud clamours and regimental quartennasters issuing certificates
complaints which monthly increase in on their own authority for wagons and
arithmetical progression as the time elapses teams. In general the quartermaster apor the depreciation increases since the sup- pointed wagon masters to raise and conduct
brigades of eight or ten four-horse teams
• Chriltopher Ward, The War of Ihe Revolution, to work with designated units. They were
2 vol.. (New York: The Macmillan Conipany,
1952), II, 613-1 4; Johnson, Th, Administration of engaged to work until spring, but when
Ih, Am"i'lln Commissariat, p. 160 ; Hatch, The
neither cash nor forage was forthcoming
Adminidration of the Am"i,an Rellolutiona,y many quit, and the troops suffered for it.
Army, p. 105; Llr, William Henry, 2 January 1760,
Under their contracts, the wagoners were
Library or Congrep; Ltr, Lewillo Justice Stiles and
copies 10 Stephen Day and Seth Babbit, 7 January allowed one day in seven to repair equip1760; Cir. Llr, Lewis to All Juslicu, 21 Jan 1760.
Lut lWO in Morristown H eadquarters Collcetion.
• Ltr, Lewi. to Furman, 22 January 1780. Photoi tal in MorriSlown Headquarters Collection.

I Ltr, Lewis to Furman, 31 January 1760.
Photo·
stat in Morri' lown Headquarlen Collection.
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mcnt and collect forage, and one-half day of the summer as well . By 5 May 1780
each month for shoeing; any other time p rovisions in the storehouses at Morristown
away from camp was not to be paid for. had been reduced to seven days' supply of
Many of the wagoners came a great distance meat and thirteen days' supply of flour, with
from their farms each day, and arrived so small chance for replenishment in sight.
latc and left so early t hat the quartermaster Charles Stuart, the comm issary general of
insisted that they find q uarters in camp. issues at Morristown, blamed local agen ts.
Then there was so much theft of horses and In a letter to Moore Furman, Stuart wrote
gcar that some refused to stay at all ; and that it would be necessary to send some flour
others stayed only on condition that they be to West Point, "where they are suffering,"
permitted to find quarters ncar the campi and to American prisoners in New York .
however, so many officers and civilian car- "For God's sake don't resign now," he
penters, artificers, and other workers had pleaded .7
taken quarters ncar the camp that the
On 21 May 1780 the food supply failed
wagoners could find nonc closer than three completely, and fo ur days later troops of
or four miles distant.
the Connecticut Line mutinied and threatShortages reached the critical stage again ened to go into the country to fin d food for
in March. Quartermaster Lewis wrote, on themselves. Q uick-thinking offi cers were
the 22d: "We arc now in the greatest dis- able to restore order, but only t he arrival of
tress for want of teams. . what few we supplies could restore confidence and mohave left are on half allowance of grain, rale. For Washington the Revolution had
without hay . . . . T he troops are likewise reached its d arkest hou r. O n 28 May he
sufferi ng for want of bread and unless some wrote to Joseph Reed, president of the Exrelief comcs, we shall in three or four days ecutive Council of Pennsylvan ia :
feel the dreadful consequences nttending the
All our departments, all our operations are
total want of bread and fora ge . . . . Good at a stand, and unless a system very different
God ... where are our resources fl ed- we from that which has for a long time prevailed
are in the most pitiful situation and almost be immediately adopted throughout the states
distracted with calls that are not in our our affairs must soon become desperate be·
yond the possibility of recovery. .
I npower to answer." 0
deed I have almost ceased to hope. The
Instead of improving with spring that country in general is in such a state of insensi·
year Wash ington's supply situation con ti n- bility and indifference to its interests, that I
ued to worsen. C reditors harassed t he dare not flatter myself with any change for t he
commissary agents fo r large sums owed for better.
This is a decisive moment; one of the most,
supplies already delivered and consumed,
I will go further and say the most, important
salt practically disappeared, and there was America has seen.
little prospect for any sufficiency of supplies.
The Army had learned to expect to half
The matter is reduced to a point. Either
starve during the winter but in 1780 it ap- Pennsylvania must give us all the aid we ask
peared that short rations would prevail most of her, or we can undertake nothing. We
• Llr, Lewis 10 Jo"urman, 22 March 1700.
stat in Headquarters C ollection.
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T Llr, Stuart to Furman, 5 May 1780.
town Headquarters Collection.
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must renounce every idea of cooperation, and
must confess to our allies that we look wholly
to them for our safety. This will be a state
of humiliation and bitterness against which
the feelings of every good American ought to
revolt . . . . God grant we may be properly
impressed with the consequences. . . .
The crisis in every point of view is extraordinary and extraordinary expedients arc
necessary. I am decided in this opinion.s

On the 29th the bitter news of the surren-

der of General Lincoln's entire force to
Clinton at Charleston rcached Washington.

On the 31st he wrotc to J oseph Jones, one
of the Virginia delegates to the Continental

Congress: "Certain I am that unless Congress speaks in a more decisive tone; unless
they arc vested with powers by the several

States competent to the great purposes of
War, or assume them as matter of right; and
they. and the states respectively, act with
more energy than they hitherto have done,
that our cause is lost." D
On 12 August 1780 it was rcported at
Morristown that there were only twelve bar·
rcls of Aour at the camp, and the army's
daily requirement there was ninety-five
barrels. By this time food supply actually
was determining the movements of Wash·
ington's army. After a demonstration
against New York, Washington returned to
the New Jersey side of the Hudson in order
not to consume supplies on the other side
that might be needed later. When a force
of Pennsylvania militia, estimated at 4,500
men, came to join him about IS August,
Washington had to turn them back, or find
them a camp ncar food supplies, because he
could not feed them. A few days later he
marched to the vicin ity of Fort Lee, on the
•

Fit~patric::k,

Th e Wrilings of George Washing-

IOn, XV III , 434-39,

• Ibid. , XVIII, 453.

Hudson, to impress food supplies in that
area.
Collapse and Reform in Finance
and Procurement
Financial troubles for the United States
began with the start of the Revolution, and
supply officers almost continuously were
harassed by a lack of funds. Having cast
off the taxes of the British Government,
colonial leaders hesitated to impose othersnot only were the colonists opposed to taxa·
tion without representation, they were opposed to any taxes at all. A few states were
able to maintain some system of tax collec·
tions, but those in which new Revolutionary
governments replaced the old did not ven·
ture any taxation for two or three years.
All the state tax systems were weak, and the
Continental Congress relied for its support
upon the states, who in turn relied upon the
towns and counties, though with the issue
of paper currency this order of dependence
was reversed to a certain extent.
Inflation
In June 1775, Congress authorized an
issue of bills not to exceed $2,000,000 in
Spanish dollars. The issue was to be sup-ported by tax quotas, payable in Continental
bills or in gold or silver, set for each state to
be paid in four annual installments begin.
ning in 1779. In this way Congress had a
way to make public expenditures without
obtaining prior approval of the states in each
case, and the states were bound to meet their
expenditures by taxat ion. The money ideas
of the members of Congress appeared to be
generally sound, and they had no intention
of issuing uncontrolled printing press mone), .
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But failure of the states to collect the required taxes, growing demands of an unexpectedly long war, and rising prices due

to speculation and scarcity of goods led
inevitably to that result. Once the process
had begun it became a vicious circle with
financial disaster at its vortex.

In the spring of 1780 the supply departments of the Anny had neither money nor
credit. The only thing left was barter and
private credit. The Army might not have

been able to survive had not a group of
Philadelphia merchants, at the instigation
of the French minister, formed a bank to
extend credit for supplying it.

After the Council of Pennsylvania on 1
May 1781 quoted Continental currency at
175 to I against specie- and the public
multiplied that by three to get a "realistic"

rate of 525 to l-Continental currency
virtually disappeared, though it did continue
to circulate to some extent in Virginia,
North Carolina, and some other places for
another year orso.

Specific Supplies
In the meantime the Anny had to be
fed, clothed, and equipped . With finances
failing, Congress decided that the only thing
to do was to obtain contributions from the
states in kind.
In December 1779, when the treasury as
wcll as the storehouses were depleted, Congress adopted a plan for the direct requisition of "specific supplies" on the states.
Under the pian quotas of meat, flour, hay,
fodder, salt, rum, tobacco, and other items
were apportioned among th.e states according to their special resources. In this way
each state could furnish directly the supplies
which best suited it without the intervention
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of money, and the state could in turn collect
taxes in kind from its inhabitants to meet
the quotas. In effect, Congress recognized
the complete inadequacy of the currency
system a nd sanctioned barter. The system
of specific supplies went into effect on 25
February 1780 with the approval by Congress of comprehensive quotas for all states
(excepting Georgia), together with a price
scale for comparing the relative value of
commodities. "
While at first glance this system appeared
to be a simple and ingenious solution to a
difficult problem, it had grave weaknesses,
Quartennaster General Greene saw them at
once, and he drew up a long memorandum
to impress his misgivings upon the commander in chid, He said in part:
The measure seems to be calculated more
for the convenience of each state than for the
accommodation of the service. The aggregate quantity ordered, tho' far short of the
demands of the army, is proportioned on the
states in such a manner that it would be difficult, if not impossible, to draw it into use; and
this difficulty will increase as the scene of
action may change from one extreme of the
Continent to another.
Land Transportation is such a heavy and
expensi,!c branch of business, that more regard should be paid to this subject in the first
purchase of all heavy articles than even to the
prices of the articles themselves- for were
such to be given in some states, and to be
transported to the place of consumption, at
the expence of the Continent, the public had
better purchase them at double the price,
nearer the place of consumption.
I do not mean to reject the plan altogether,
but to improve upon it in some way, that the
supplies of each state may be directed, like
,. jOllrnd/s of /1,,; Contin,nldl Congrus, 25 Febru.
ary 1780. XVI, 196-97. Gwrgia at this time was
still under Britilh occupation and thus excepted
{rom the quota.
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little Rivu lets, into onc common channel for
the support of the anny at large."

Attempts to collect the designated supplies demonstrated only too well General
Greene's observations. States previously
unable or unwilling to collect tax quotas
voted by their own representatives did no
better in making deliveries in kind. The
administrative burden was nearly impossible. State representatives argued about
fair apportionment of quotas. Furthermarc, just as Greene anticipated, the transportation problem was an almost insurmountable barrier- when a state's supplies
were deposited at a central depot, there was
no way to move them.
Now the Army had to deal with thirteen
state governments in order to gets its supplies. As James Madison observed, since
Congress had given up the power of emitting money, it was as dependent upon the
states as was the King on Parliament. Congress could not enlist, pay, nor feed a single
soldier until the states first provided the
means. I I

Crisis 01 1780-81
In the critical year of 1780 Congress and
the commander in chief faced three momentous and immediate problems at oncefeeding the troops then present, building an
army for thc next campaign, and, above all
else, alleviating the finan cial chaos that
"Remarks on the Relolution of Congre" of the
25th February 1780 Requiring Each Siale to Furnish Certain Specie. of Supplies for the Support of
the Army, Nathanael Greene to Wash ington.
Washington Papel'l, Library of Congre". (Some
punctuation modified.)
"Letter from James Madison to Thomas J efferson, 6 May 1780, in Edmund C. Burnett, cd., Lelle'J of A/embers of
Confinenfot Congress, 6 vols.
(Wuhington: Carnegie InJlitution of Washington,
192 1-36), V, 128-29.

,h.

threatened to undermine the whole military
effort and to ruin the country.
Throughout the summer of 1780 the
Army's supply situation was worse tha n it
had been in previous years. Many of the
quotas were unfilled, many that were filled
were not moved, and many that were delivered contained foodstuffs of lowest quality. Specific supplies provided less than
had the purchasing system. By October
the Army again was reduced to living off
the country.
When cold weather returned, the need for
clothing again became critical. O n Ncw
Year's Day 178 1 the men of the Pennsylvania Line, disgruntled because of lack of
pay and lack of clothing, staged an ugly
mutiny at their J ockey Hollow camp, and
began to march toward Philadelphia to
impress their grievances upon Congress.
They returned to camp only after negotiations at Princeton resulted in promises that
they would be f umished certain items of
clothing, that they would receive some of
the pay due them, and that tenns of enlistment would be clarified. A short time later
when another mutiny broke out in the New
Jersey Line at Pompton, swift and strict
measures restored order.
Even with the advantage of less severe
weather, conditions in the South were not
much better. When Genera l Greene took
command of the Southern Army at Charlotte, North Carolina, in December 1780,
he found that a force listed as having a
strength of over 2,400 had less than 1,500
present for duty, and that not 800 of those
present could be considered properly clothed
and fed. Logistics in large part determined
his first two actions-movement of the force
to an area more agreeable for obtaining supplies locally, and risking the division of his
army in the face of the superior forces of
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Cornwallis on the assumption that it would
be easier for the two smaller contingents to
live off the country.
When Benedict Arnold landed in Virginia with a British force of about 2,000 men
at the beginning of January 1781, the only
force on hand to oppose him was a detachment of 600 men under Steuben, which it
was hoped would provide a nucleus for the
mobilization of Virginia militia. Steuben
was having a difficult enough time in supplying this small force; he reported that he
had clothing for only 150 of his men. A
British raid a few weeks earlier had shown
the lack of preparedness in Virginia, and
the legislature's call upon the counties for
clothing, military stores, and wagons, and
its order for the drafting of 3,000 men were
unsucct$ful. Thomas Jefferson, then governor of Virginia, was able to do little to
raise troops or collect supplies, and those
that were collected became the objectives of
Arnold's raids. Almost at will he marched
up and down the peninsula destroying stores,
crops, and animals.
In March 1781 Washington sent Lafayette into Virginia with a force of about
1,500 men to try to put an end to Arnold's
forays. It has been written of Lafayette's
movement: "No operation of the war more
clearly demonstrates the value of good logistics." n The expedition began auspiciously but quickJy deteriorated as supplies
ran out and plans for resupply failed.
Thanks to drafts on the French treasury,
Lafayette was able to distribute shoes and
clothing to his men and to arrange for the
force to draw rations every third day. At
Head of Elk he collected arms, ammunition, medicine, and clothing to be shipped
U Henry B. Harrington, Dal/lll of th. American
Rt /Jolut ion , 1775_1781 (New York, 1876), p. 591.

down Chesapeake Bay. The French had
agreed to send a fleet with a like number of
troops to co-operate with Lafayette, but a
British fleet countered that plan. Very
soon Lafayette found it necessary to resort
to impressment even for scant supplies-a
step he took with great reluctance, but by
April serious shortages were driving his men
to desertion. The Virginia legislature had
failed to adopt a bill for impressing supplies,
and though Jefferson resorted to some
requisitioning as the emergency grew, he
apologized to local magistrates with the explanation that the legislature would have
approved if in session. For the most part,
however, the governor failed to act decisively or effectively. In May Governor
Jefferson refused to recognize Lafayette's
requisitions for horses, holding that taking
stallions and mare!l would be tantamount to
" killing the hen that laid the golden egg." It
Shortly thereafter Cornwallis moved into
Virginia from North Carolina, and on 20
May 1781 effected a junction with Arnold
at Petersburg. Then the best Lafayette
could do was keep out of Cornwallis' way
until reinforcements arrived.
Superi1ltendent

0/ Finance

By this time Congress was ready to admit
failure of the system of specific supplies. Finance had failed. Requisitions in kind had
failed. The only thing left to do was the
thing that must have seemed obvious, even
if impolitic, all along- to centralize the
management of the country's financial affairs in the hands of a person empowered to
act decisively.
As early as February 1780 some leaders
had suggested the appointment of a single
"James Brown Stott, DI GrassI II Yorklown
(Paris, 1931), p. 89.
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financier to replace the boards and committees that had been attempting to run the
Treasury Department, but another year of
financial distress passed before Congress was
able to come around to adopting the suggestion. An act of 6 February 1781 provided for three executive departments of
treasury, marine, and war, each under an
individual administrator responsible to
Congress. Two weeks later Congress elected Robert Morris to head the T reasury D epartment with the title of Superintendent of
Finance. At first reluctant to serve at such
a thankless task when he was doing so well
in business, Morris finally was persuaded by
friends of the absolute necessity of his taking

the office. On 13 March he wrote a conditional acceptance. His principal conditions
were that he be permitted to retain his private business connections, and that he be
granted complete authority over the appointment and dismissal of his subordinates.
At fi Bt Congress demurred for the possibilities of con Aict between the public interest
and Morris' private business interests were
too evident, but Morris made it clear that he:
would not undertake the job otherwise, and
Congress agreed to h is tenns. T he matter
of control over subordinates was the subject
of prolonged negotiations which resulted in
Congress retaining the right to appoint certain of the subordinates, while Morris was
given the right to suspend a ppointments
made by Congress, and to remove for cause
those persons appointed by himself. O n
14 May 178 1 he formally accepted, but he
did not take theo~th of office and enter upon
his duties until 27 June. Gouverneur Morris of New York became his assistant. Robert Morris hoped that he would not be called
upon to supply the Army until the following
year, but he soon saw that conditions re-
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quired immediate action, and he had set
to work energetically and effectively before
he took the oath of office. On 6 July Congress gave official sanction to the steps he
had taken before being sworn in. In that
summer of 1781 his work in getting supplies
for the Yorktown campaign was invaluable.
Improvement in the financial condition
of the country was almost immediateMorris could not have taken office at a more
opportune time. The collapse of Continental paper currency h ad become virtually
complete in May. With the paper out of the
way, specie began to circulate again, and
Morris could carry on his current operations
in specie, which he obtained by borrowing
at home, by import transactions, and on his
personal credit. Increased aid from France
in t 781 included advances of specie enabling Morris and his associates to organize
the Bank of North America, which was important in circulating notes, extending
credit, and discounting notes which the
Financier accepted for bills of exchange.
With the changing monetary conditions
Morris was also able to enforce reforms not
heretofore practicable that resulted in reducing military expenditures. Fortunately,
too, efforts at taxation at last began to yield
some revenues. Finally, when the need was
greatest, the improvement in American
credit permitted the floating of a loan in
Holland large enough to cover requirements
to carryon the war successfully and bring it
to an end ,
The Superintendent of Finance soon became the central figure in Anny procurement. He agreed with Washington and
other leaders that the system of specific supplies was completely unsatisfactory, and re~
turned to a cash basis as soon as possible.
Something of the key position which the
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live to Anny logistics is indicated by the
range of subjects that Morris took up with

dling of the exchange of funds and credit ;
(2 1) abolition of the postal franking
privilege. U

Washington in a series of conferences ex·
tending over a three-day period in August

Procurement by Contract

Superintendent of Finance occupied rela·

1781. They included discussions of ( 1 ) the
best means of forecasting troop strengths in
orde~ to dctennine req~irements for rations,
clothing. pay, and eqUipment; (2) how to
constrvestores and provisions; (3) the man-

ner of making up payrolls, and the possibility of deriving a recruiting fund from unexpended pay aUowances resulting from desertions and casualties; (4 ) ways to reduce
expenditures of clothing, and how to make
offi cers of the clothing department accountable; (5) hospital economy; (6) retrenchment of the pay of the Anny; (7) reducing
the number of regiments and increasing the
number of privates in each; (8) requiring
officers to keep records of clothing and stopping soldier's pay to pay for replacement of
clothing lost or sold ; (9) allowances of ratiOn<! and forage for dispatch carriers; ( 10)
location of supply depots; ( t 1) whether it
would be preferable to negotiate subsistence
contracts in terms of rations as a whole or
for certain food items separately; ( 12) 'the
Quartermaster General's Department and
forage supply; ( 13) the lieen<!ing of sutlers;
( 14) determination of the size of the Army
for the next campaign; ( 15) appointment
of a steward. and estimates for the general's
t~ble; ~ 16) getting rid of Burgoyne's troops,
stili being held prisoner, by exchange or rep
le~; ( 17) treatment and exchange of

pnsoners generally; ( 18 ) usc of water trans-for moving ordnance stores; ( 19 )
obtaining letters from the general to the
French minister urging an extension of
credit in France; (20) reactions of the
French on proposals respecting the hanport~t i.on

l

Convinced that the system of procure·
ment by purchasing commissaries was inefficient and wasteful, Morris introduced a
new system of private contracting as speed·
ily as possible. H e calculated that the support of commissary agents in the middle
and eastern states was costing the equivalent
of 5,000 rations. Private contracting had
been the system used in European armies
for a century and a half. b~t American leaders were too wen aware of past records of
profiteering to permit it in the early years
of the Revolution. Suggestions for private
contracting in 1776 were attributed to Tory
influence. but by 1781 almost everyone was
willing to try anything that promised imp
provement. Morris believed that private
c.ontracting with completely free, competitive trade was the way to get the best results.
"In all countries engaged in war." he wrote
"
•
expenenee
has sooner or later pointed outI
contracts with private men of substance and
talents equal to the understanding as the
cheapest. most certain, and consequently
the. best mode of obtaining those articles,
wh lc~ are necessary for the subsistence.
covenng. clothing, and moving of any
Anny."IS

Actually, competitive bidding for supply
of the Army did not tum out to be all Morris had hoped. There appears to have been
.. Min of Confl, Diary in Office of Finance 21
Augun 1781. Robert Morris Papers, MS, Lib~ary
o f CongffU.

. • Quoted in Robert A. EMt, Bluin,u En l,rpriu
Amnjclln R,volutionory Era (New York :
Columbia University Prell, 1938). pp. 211-12.
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a good deal of pooling of risks and profits
among the competitors. Early in 1782
J ohn Holker, who was the French consul
and already involved in French contracts,
obtained a one-third interest in William
Duer's Northern Poots contract. In the
same year Holker obtained an interest in
the four shares that Duer had bought of
Walter Livingston's 1%4 interest in Comfort
Sand's Moving Army contract. Principal
contractors got together to make joint demands upon Morris. A certain amount of
collusion was evident among beef contractors who entered into private agreements
with one another.
The main army, whether because of the
contract system or in spite of it, was far
better supplied than the Southern Army
which was still on specific supplies. This
led to some resentment in the South . Ben·
jamin Harrison, who became governor' of
Virginia in November 1781, protested that
Congress and its ministers had not ex·
tended measures taken in the North to
Virginia and that the state was expected to
carry the whole burden. Morris took the
position that when Virginia imposed and
collected the required taxes the army there
would be supplied by contract. Morris
d id take steps to relieve General Greene's
army in North Carolina. He sent a
treasury officer to Greene with secret in·
structions to advance limited funds when
absolutely necessary. In October 1782
John Banks offered to accept a contract to
clothe the Southern Anny if partial pay·
mcnt could be-made in specie and the re·
maindcr in bills of the Financier. Greene
persuaded the treasury agent to advance
the $3,500 partial payment and Banks
took the contract on which he delivered to
the satisfaction of everyone, Later, Banks
undertook a contract to provide rations
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with less satisfactory perfonnance-he be·
came involved in speculation, could not
meet the demands of his creditors. and Gen·
eral Greene had to give his personal guar·
antee in order to get the p rovisions.

The War Office
At the time it a pproved the organization
of a Finance Department, Congress took
the further significant step of providing for
establishment of a War Office under a Sec·
reta ry at War. No one was chosen to fill
that position, however, until 30 October
1781 when Maj. Gen. Benjamin Lincoln
was chosen to be Secretary at War. General Lincoln did not indicate his accept·
ance until 26 November; thus it was not
until several weeks after Yorktown that a
centralized administration was put in
charge of the affairs of the Anny.
At the beginning, the Secretary at War
had no precise definition of his duties, but
six years of war under committee and board
d irection had made it fairly clear what the
duties ought to be. From time to time
Congress added or defined certain specific
duties. The Secretary was instructed to
issue warrants to the head of each department for the pay and rations due the department, and departments were to send
monthly reports of their accounts to the
War Office for examination. On specific
instructions regarding the Quartermaster's
Department, the Secretary at War approved the Quartennaster General's appointments of assistan ts, and he reported
to Congress officers employed in the Quar·
termaster's Department. In June 1782
Congress called upon the Secretary to investigate and report to Congress the reasons for delay in getting supplies to the
Southern Army. The Secretary prescribed
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between the Quartermaster and Commissary Departments. Financial deterioration
undermined whatever admin istration had
accomplished.

All of these ills might have

been curbed by a stronger central government with executive authority adequate to
the demands, but this was not politically
feasible in the circumstances of the Revolution. Aside from the nature of the governmental machinery and the ability of its administrators, profi teering on the part of
Camlers and merchants and a good deal of
graft and corruption among agents and employees of the supply departments coo-

•

tributed further to t he difficulties of military

supply, transportation, hospitalization, and
service.
Attempts to substit ute barter for fi nance
by the system of specifi c supplies were not

satisfactory. Private contracti ng was rather
successful, but not aJtoget her so. Whether
a contract system of procurement was better fo r the Army than the earlier system of
purchasing commissaries is difficult to say.
Given adequa te financial support and good
administra tive organization and procedures,
it is quite likely that either system could
have been satisfactory .

CHAPTER VI

Foreign Assistance and the Yorktown
Campaign
Prench Assistance Before Saratoga
At the time of the American Revolution,
modern conceptions of the legal rights and
duties of neutral powers in time of wa r were
only beginning to take form . The evolution
of doctrine already extending hack several
centuries had not yet equated neutrality with
impartiality, and during much of the preceding two hundred year.; assistance in provisions and money- and even in raising
troops-h ad not been considered incompatible with neutrality. As rules of neutrality
developed, a sharp distinction had to be
drawn between the activities of neutral governments and of private merchants. A merchant of a neutral country might carry contraband of war to a belligerent country. In
doing so he ran the risk of having his cargo
searched and seized by n aval forces of the
opposipg belligerent, but he thereby involved his own government in no violation
of neutral obligations. For the neutral government itself to send munitions to a warring power, on the other hand, came to be
regarded universally as an unfriendly and
unneutral act.
The French were willing from the outset
of the American Revolution to incur risks
of both kinds to send munitions and other
supplies to the Americans, and ultimately
to go to war in their behalf. But in their

assistance to the rebels the French were doing more than stretching the ill-defined canons of neutrality. Indeed, there could be
no techn ical state of neutrality without a
recognition of belligerency, and such a status the French were not yet willing to accord
to the Americans. By persisting in aiding
them, the French laid themselves opcn to
charges of hostile intervention. Moreover,
in trading with the new American states the
French were running counter to the English
Navigation Acts in an age when mercantilism was still the foundation of colonial
empIres.
Saratoga long has been regarded as a
decisive campaign of the Revolution, not
simply or even mainly because it resulted
in the destruction of a British anny and the
elimination of a serious threat to the Northern states, but because it led directly to the
alliance with France. It is also true that
prior assistance from France made possible
even that decisive American victory.
Scarcely had the Seven Years' War ended
in the Peace of Paris (1763 ), by which
France transferred to Great Britain all of
Canada and virtually all French territory in
America east of the Mississippi River, when
the French began to seek and encourage dissension in Britain's American colonies.
From 1764 on, secret agents of the French
were in the colonies to report on possible
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needs for munitions and for engineers and
artillerists. After hostilities actually broke
out in 1775, all kinds of rumors swept
through the colonies that foreign aid of various kinds was on the way. "The wiser a
patriot was, the less he was confident of victory without forcign a id." I Serious leaders of the Continental Congress began to
look to the possibilities of enlisting foreign
aid. Bul the French were Car ahead of
them. In December 1775 Archard de
Bonvouloir, a secret agent of the French
ministry, arrived in Philadelphia with instructions to hint to members of Congress
that French ports would be open to American trade. Meanwhile, the energetic and
gifted Btaumarchais, in London on a secret
mission for the French Government, had
contacted Arthur Lee, agent of the colonies
at the imperial capital. Largely on his own
initiat ive, Lee arrived at understandings
with Bcaumarchais for encouraging French
assistance. Then Beaumarchais turned all
his persuasive powcrs on the Frcnch forc ign
minister, Charles Gravier de Vergcnnes, and
on Louis XVI to win their approval for a
policy of a id to the Americans.
Baron Anne Robert Jacques Turgot,
French Controllcr General of Financc,
warned that the treasury could not stand
open war, and Vergennes was not unmindfu l that revolution in America might
spread to less desirable areas. But clearly
the American Revolution was an opportunity to strike a blow to weaken Britain by
interrupting its colonial trade, and thus hclp
restore the position of France as the first
power of Europe.. The principal Frcnch
'C. H. Van Tym:, "Frcnch Aid Beforc thc All iance or 1778," American Historical R, ui~w, XXX
(October, 1925) ,33.
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ministers agreed that this might be accomplished without all the risk and financial
burden of open war through the medium of
secret aid to the American colonies.
For their part, the Americans had grave
misgivings at first about accepting French
aid. Nevertheless. in the interest of independence, they were able to overcome their
feelings of enmity stemming from repeated
conflicts in the colonial wars, the bitterness
aroused by France's use of Indians against
them in those wars, the repugnance of New
England to French Catholic Canada, and
the hesitation to associate in the name of
freedom with the Bourbon despotism. They
sent Silas Deane, in the guise of a merchant,
to Paris in the spring of 1776 to seek permission to buy military supplies on credit.
He arrived in July to find that the French
Government already (in April) had agreed
upon a policy of secret aid, and that Beaumarchais had set up his fi ctitious company,
Roderigue Horlaiez et Cie., to make the
policy effective. With the benefit of one
million livres advanced from Louis XVI in
May and another million from Charles III
of Spain, Bcaumarchais began to collect
munitions-including arms directly from
the French arsenals-and to sh ip them to
the colonies by way of the West Indies.
Legitimate merchants, too, were anxious
to share in the illegitimate munitions trade
with the American colonies.
While all of this was goi ng on, French
officials kept up appearances of technical
friendship with the British and port authorities blinked at shipments passing through
for the support of the revolution in America. On one occasion in 1777 part of a
shipment of 200 brass cannon was routed
through Dunkerquc, where an English
commissioner was in residence, from the
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French arsenal at Douay to the Belgian
port of Ostend for shipment to America.
French offi cers entertained the English
commissioner at dinner to keep him OCCU ~
pied while the guns were moved through
Dunkcrque. The British protested at vari-

ous times, but the French only replied that
it was difficult to stop all the illegal trade.

When necessary. the French issued strict
orders to prohibit unauthorized shipments,

but in January 1778 government officials
had to instruct port authorities at Le
Havre and Nantes to stop asking embarrassing questions about ca rgoes bound for the
West Indies. Unmindful of Deane's early
successes, or indeed that French policy had

anticipated his arrival, Congress sent Benjam in Franklin to join Deane and Arthur
Lee in Paris with specific instructions to
ask for 30,000 muskets and the loan of
eight French warships. Altogether the
French furnished probably 90 percent of
the gunpowder as well as most of the
muskets and a large part of the clothing
-that the Continental Army received prior
to t he Sa ratoga engagement.

French Alliance and Spanish
Belligerency
With the conclusion of the form al alliance with France, General Washington and
his army could look hopefully in the
spring of 1778 for improvements in the
fortunes of war. Valley Forge had dampened much of the rejoicing for Saratoga,
but Saratoga by helping to bring about
the French alliance bore rich fruit. Washington cou ld plan for the campaigns ahead
with some assurance that the arms, dothing, and finan cial support necess.,l.ry for victory would be forthcoming. Perhaps most
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important of all- the greatest advantage
of France's entering the war openly rather
than relying solcly on secret aid- was the
fact th at French naval forces might now
be available to neutralize British control
of the seas. This could open the sea lanes
and assure the arrival of greater quantities of supplies for the Americans, while at
the same time it would interfere with
British supply shipments and troop movements. In t hese optimistic developments
Washington saw one possible danger- complacency. He feared that the Americans
might assume that they had nothing further to do, but he was convinced that the
Revolution would succeed only if the
Americans could match foreign assistance
with their own self-help.
In their quest for foreign assistance,
American Revolutionary leaders did not
confine their attention to France. Spain,
bound to France by the Third F amily Compact of the Bourbons, also offered some
prospect of assistance. The contribution
of one mi llion Jivres by the Spanish court
to the enterprise of Beaumarchais already
has been noted. Some further Spanish
aid reached the Un ited States by way of
Louisiana. Spain entered the war in June
1779, mainly in the hope of recovering
Gibraltar, and as the ally only of France,
not of the United States. Direct or indirect Spanish assistance to the American
Revolution was never given with any particular enthusiasm for its success. In the
beginning the Spanish were willing to give
secret aid in order to foment discontent
in the colonies and to weaken England,
bu t not to encourage independence. Help
from Spain a lmost ceased when, after the
colonies decla red thcir independence, that
country became anxious lest the example
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of revolution and independence should
spread to its own extensive colonies in
America.

French Forces in America
The mechanics of foreign assistance were
fairly simple. Although the French sent
an expeditionary force of their own which
made a distinct and essential contribution
toward final victory, in general France
limited logistical aid for the American
forces to financial support, assistance in
procurement, and water transportation.
In their official relations the French conducted themselves as equals. There was
no French advisory group to see that the
Americans screened their requirements
carefully, or used the supplies and equipment they received properly. A number of
French and other foreign officers appeared
in Washington's anny, but they were subordinate to him and responsible to no out·
side authority. As has been noted earlier
they created problems and, at times, ill·
feeiing by their demands for high rank and
important assignments at the expense of
ambitious Continental officers, but they
represented officially no foreign government. Liaison officers served Washington
and the Comte J ean Baptiste de Rochambeau, commander of the French forces in
America, and the two commanders co-operated very closely, but Rochambcau
nevcr acted on any other assumption than
that Washi ngton was commander in chief
of all the forces, and no French observers
or advisers were assigned to American units
to help them in their tactical and logistical problems.
A general thoroughly
schooled in the arts of war and a man of
remarkable talents, Rochambeau never for
a moment exhibited any doubt of Washing.

ton's authority, nor did he ever assert any
superiority of the French knowledge of
war. American officers always took preee·
dence over French officers of equal rank.
The French did, understandably, have
doubts about the abilities of American
officers, and they had secret instructions not
to permit themselves to be sent out on a
separate mission under any American general other than Washington. With these
reservations, the veterans of Louis XVI's
army accepted their status as allies and
equals of the Revolutionary volunteers of
America.
The French, thanks to more nearly adequate finan ces, generally were fairly well
supplied , although they were disappointed
that there was no offer of " reverse lendlease." Rochambeau's chief commissary,
Claude Blanchard, wrote of his problems in
supplying the French troops on their march
from Newport to the Hudson: "The Ameri·
cans supplied us with nothing. We were
obliged to purchase everything and provide
ourselves with the merest trifles. It is said
that it is better to make war in an enemy's
country rather than among one's friends.
If that is an axiom, it acquires more truth
when war is made in a poor and exhausted
coun try where the men are possessed of little
knowledge, are selfish, and divided in their
opinions." I

Th e Move to Virginia
Rochambeau's forces were ready to move
on 18 June 178 1 to join Washington on
the Hudson. For the march Rochambeau
• Blanchard'. J ournal, as quoted in Stephen
Bonsai, Whit!_ th. French Were Here . . . the
Funch Forces in America and Their Con/Tibll/ion
10 the YOTk/own Clmzpaign (New York: Doubleday, Doran &; Co., 1945), p. 87.
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ordered food supplies and forage to be distributed through the column, and he di·
rected t he clements of the command to

camp at separated places so that the troops
would not become a burden on the local inhabitants. Blanchard preceded t-he column
to buy and barter for provisions to supply
the troops cn route. An observer reported
that the Due de Lauzun's legion had a supply train of 810 wagons, each drawn by two

yoke of oxen and a lead horse. Blanchard
and the other supply officers complained
about the lack of co-operation on the part of
the civil population j nevertheless, supply
generally seems to have been adequate and
the column made good time, for Rochambeau reported: "We have made 220 miles
in cleven days' march. There are not fou r
provinces in the Kingdom of France where
we could have travelled with as much order
and economy, and without wanting for
anything." 3
Hoping to take immediate advantage of
thc French in t he vicinity, Washington
called for a two-pronged, night surprise at·
tack against British forts on the north end
of Man hattan Island . Everything seemed
to go wrong, howevcr, and the attack failed.
T hen during the period of 2 1- 24 July 1781,
the allies undertook a demonstration and
reconnaissance in force with the result that
the commanders agreed th at they would be
unable to carry the British positions. Now
everythi ng seemed to depend upon the arrival of the French fl eet under the Comte de
Grassc, wh ich was supposed to be on the
way from the West Ind ies.
On 14 August Admiral de Barras, com·
mander of the French fl eet that had reached
Newport, informed Washington that De
"Quoted in Bonsai, When the French Wer"
Hert. p. 99.
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Grasse was on the way wit h twenty·nine
warships and over 3,000 additional troops,
but t ha t he was coming to the Chesapeake
rather than to New York and could remain
in the area no later than 15 October. With
just t wo months to concentrate forces in
Virginia, 450 miles south of his present
headquarters, and to concludc any operation with the support of t hc French fleet,
Washington moved swiftly and decisively.
In May he had sent General Wayne and
the reorganized Pennsylvania Line south·
ward from York, Pennsylvan ia, to Virginia
to join Lafayette. On receiving the news
of De Grasse's destination , he d ropped
plans for the seige of New York, and
Rochambeau 's whole army and as many
Americans as could be spared from the
H udson prepared to move to Virginia as
quickly as possible. O f his own main army,
Washington ordered about half (2,500
men ) to the south under the command of
Maj. Gen. Benjamin Lincoln , while t he remainder, under Maj. Gen. William Heath ,
stayed behind to guard the Hudson Valley
and watch the British in New York . He
sent his ch id engineer to Virginia immedi·
ateIy to make advance preparations for the
arrival of the infa ntry. T he Northern
states were asked for more recruits and
militia to help in local defense. (M ap 3)
The Americans crossed the H udson on
20 and 2 1 August, while the French, held
up by a shortage of transportation, did not
complete thei r crossing until the 25th.
Washington lost a whole day at Havel1ltraw
because of a shortage of h orses a nd oxen.
Through northern New J erscy the allies
moved in three columns-t he French on
the west through Pompton and M orristown
to Middlebrook, part of the American
troops on a route a short distance to the
east of thc French t hrough Pompton and
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Chatham to Middlebrook where they joined
the French, and the remainder of the
Americans on a rou te still furt her to the east
by way of Pa ramus and Brunswick to
Princeton, where the forces converged to a
single column. The plan was for the forces
to rendezvous at Trenton where they would
take boats down the Delaware R iver. On
their arrival, however, only enough boats
were available to carry the su p~lies a nd
equipment and a few men. As the troops
conti nued their march, supplies were obtained along the way. The French were
impressed at how supplies were delivered
to them. not always by farmers or hucksters,
but at times by gayly d ressed lad ies driving
well-groomed horses harnessed to their
rust ic wagons. The American force passed
through Philadelphia on 2 September, a nd
the French on the 3d and 4th. Covering
the 200 miles from the New York base in
fifteen days, the American troops arrived at
Head of Elk on 6 September, and the
Frenc h closed in two days later.
Washington and Rocha mbea u themselves left Trenton on 30 August for Ph iladelphia, where Washington set up his headquarters at the home of Robert Morris who
had been energetically working to get the
necessary logistical su pport for the campaign. On 28 August Morris had written
to Washington:
I directed the Commissary-general immediately 011 my return from camp, to eause the
deposit of three hundred barrels of flour, three
hundred barrels of salt meat, and twelve hogshead of !'Urn. to be made a t the Head of Elk,
and pointed out the means of obtaining
them . . . J have written to the Quartermaster of Delaware and Mal)'iand to exert
himsel£ in procuring the craft. . . . I have
written to the Governor and several of the
most eminent merchants ill Baltimore to extend their assistance and influence in expc-
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diting this business. Foreseeing the necessi ty
of supplies from Maryland and Delaware, I
have written in the most pressing tenns to the
Governors and agents to have the specific supplies requi red of them by Congress in reacliness for delivery to my order.
Still I fear
you will be disappointed in some degree as to
the sh ipping, and that I shall be compelled to
make purchases of provisions, wh ieh, if it happens, must divert the money from those payments to the anlly that I wish to make. I have
already advised you r Exeelleney of the unhappy situation of money matters, and very
much doubt if it will be possible to pay the
detachment a month 's pay, as you wish.·
As a matter of fae t, M orris did, subsequently, contrive to raise funds to give
Washington's troops a month's pay- with
the first hard eash they had ever reeeived .
H e was a ble to do it through the generosity
of Rochambeau w ho, though his own war
chest was running low, turned over half of
what he had- equivalent to $20,OOO-as a
one-month loan.
Morris further entered into the realm of
interall ied finance. Fi rst of all he thought
some advant age fo r both sides could be
ga ined by contracti ng for supplies for the
French. O ne deal involved the sale to t he
French of nou r received from Pennsylvania
in 1781 as a part of its contribution of supplies in kind a t $ 19,424, whieh made a profit
of $6,883. ~ Moreover, Morris fclt that if
he were granted t he management of the bills
of excha nge drawn by the French Anny
agents, as well as his own bi lls drawn on the
Paris banks, he eould lessen some of the losses

'Quoted in William Graham Sumner, Thc
Finaneicr and Finances of the American Revoilltion.
2 \'ols. (New York: Dodd, M ead, and Co., 1892),
1,302. For further Itatements of Morris'l act ivitiel
in regard to the Yorktow n CIImpaign, see Diary of
the Offiee of Finance, 31 August, 1- 5 September
1781. MS, Library of Congreu.
• Sumner, Th, FinllR cier ond Finonees 0/ the
Americiln R,"ollilion, I, 304.
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With no further word from De Grasse, nor
from Admiral Barras, who was supposed to
be sailing from Newport to join De GraMe,
and with news that a British fleet was approaching, some doubt prevailed about control of the Chesapeake. The day after his
rendezvous with Lafayette he received the
welcome news that De Grasse had fought
the British flee t to a standstill off the Virginia
southward. He arranged for the use of Capes, that Barras had joined him, and that
militia to repair the roads which were to be the fleets were back in Chesapeake Day.
used for the march to the south , and he Washington immediately wrote to the
wrote to many friends around Chester, French admiral asking that ships be sent up
Head of Elk, and the Eastern Shore asking the Chesapeake to transport the remaining
the usc of private shipping for the transpor~ troops and supplies. But De Grasse and
Barras had anticipated the request by distalian of his army.
Washington and Rochambeau left Phila- patching all Barras' transports and some of
delphia on 5 September, after the French the frigates to Baltimore. Advance troop
Army passed through. About three miles clements with some slores embarked at Head
south of Chester a messenger brought Wash- of Elk, while the others embarked on frigates
ington the news that De Grasse's fleet had at Baltimore a nd Annapolis. Ships began
arriving at the lower end of Chesapeake Bay
arrived in Chesapeake Bay.
At Head of Elk enough shipping had been on 19 September, but it was several days
collected to transport only 2,000 men . later when the ve&scls, making their way
Washington instructed General Lincoln, the against unfavorable winds and through
troop commander, and General Pickering, stormy weather, reached the landing sites at
the quartenn aster general, to "combat load" J amestown Island, Burwell's Ferry, and
those vcssels at Head of Elk so that equip- College Landing near Willia.msburg. Some
ment first needed for land operations wou ld contingents were as long as twelve and fourbe first available. He sent t he troops for teen days~with some of the men in open
whom ships were not available at Head of boats all that time-en route from Head of
Elk on to Baltimore in the hope of finding Elk to the J ames River landings. All were
more transport there. Meanwhile Wash- ashore by 26 September.
Now concentrated at Will iamsburg were
ington, Rochambeau, and their personal
staffs, rode rapidly ahead. They paused for Lafayette's small army, which had been
one day at Mount Vernon, and the com- operating since early spring against Cornmanders joined Lafayette at Williamsburg wallis, Wayne's Pennsylva nia Line, Sainton 14 September. Washington found the Simon's 3,000 French troops, the French
supply and transportation situation in Vir- troops who had remained on guard at Newgi nia still poor. But the French rcinforce- port and had arrived with Barras, and
ments De Grasse had brought- 3,000 men Rochambeau's anny and the American
under the Ma rquis de Saint-Simon-Mont- contingent under Lincoln. To make this
remarkable concentration payoff it was necblern- were on hand.
in the exchange. The French preferred to
do their purchasing with hard money, but
when they did use bi lls of exchange, they
permitted Morris to negotiate them.
In the capital city Washington had a
chance to make a brief visit to Congress, to
greet friend s, and to relax briefly, but above
all he concerned himself with logistical
preparations for the further movement
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essary to get the supplies that would keep it
together while it closed in on Cornwallis'
defensive positions at Yorktown.
Fortunately, the supplies and the artillery that came by ship from the north arrived in good condition wit h little loss. Although Washington still was not assured of a
steady supply of rations, the efforts of Virginia and Maryland, in spite of difficulties,
were reducing deficiencies, and he was confident that greater exertion could overcome
most of the shortages. Before slarting siege

operations he also wanted to build up a
sizable reserve of artillery ammunition.
Arrival of the French fleets restored the
financial resources of the war chests.
Rochambeau's commissary general, Blanchard, wrote: "Our generals came and deposited with me 800,000 livres in piastres
which M. de Grasse had brought for us."
His immediate problem was to find a place
to store such a quantity of gold and silver.
He decided to keep it on the first floor of
his quarters- a house with a cellar beneath
it. "In the course of the night," the account
continues, "the fl oor being weak broke under the weight of the coin and both the
treasure and the sentinel guarding it were
precipitated into the cellar, without, however, any loss of the first or injury to the
latter." About hissupply problems he complained: "I set to work, although without
a piece oC paper, or an employe or a bag
of flour at my disposal. I was completely
ovenvhelmed. I caused ovens to be constructed, but] was in want of tools and had
to run about much and negotiate to obtain
even a hammer." 6
In the meantime, on 8 September General
Greene had Cought the last battle of his campaign in the Carolinas at Eutaw Springs,
'Quoted in BonsaI, Wh , n Ih, French Were H,re,
p 140.
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whereupon he moved to Charleston. His
anny expanded to a force of over 6,000 men
but it was fort unate that he was not called
upon for further action against the enemy,
for he never was able to escape the constant
struggle for food, ammunition, and medicine.

Yorktown
Early on 28 September 178\ the allied
army moved out from its camps near Williamsburg toward the British positions at
Yorktown about twelve m iles away. An
advance guard of light dragoons, a b rigade
of the Virginia line, and riflemen of the
V irginia militia led the way. For the first
four or five miles the French and Americans
fonned a single column; then they divided.
The combined force numbered about 16,600 men. Quartermaster General Pickering, following an example set by Benedict
Amold, used oxen to drag up the ail-important siege guns.
If Cornwallis could have held out ten
days longer the arrival of a British fl eet oC
twenty-seven warships, with some 7,000 reinforcements from Clinton, might have
changed matters. Instead he found himsel£
hemmed in and bombarded, cu t off from
supplies and reinforcements somewhat as
Burgoyne had been at Saratoga. At Saratoga the British had moved inland, out of
reach of the logistical support of their fleet,
and they had lost an army. At Yorktown
they lost local naval superiority, and cut off
from the logistical support of their fleet,
again lost an army- and the war. French
supplies had made possible the victory at
Sa ratoga, and the victory at Saratoga had
paved the way for the French alliance.
Moreover, French supplies, financ ial support, a cooperating French army, and sup-
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port of a powerrul French f1cct made possible the victory at Yorktown. Possibi lity
became reality by a remarkable logistica l
accomplishment in concentrating and su pplying the all ied forces.
Douglas Southall Freeman has wriuen of
the Yorktown campaign:
It is a textbook model in the relationsh ip
of allies and, above all, in concentration.
How strange that these two aspects of the
operations of August- October, 178 1, have l"ecci\fcd 50 little attention! Thanks to Rochambeau the resources of the French engineering
and artillery staffs were placed at Washington's disposal completely and unostentatiously.
Few jealousies were arollsed, while the l~rench
did brilliant ly several things the inexperienced
Americans scarcely would have been able to
do at all.
This was particularly tnle of the running
of the first and second "parallels," as the siege
trenches were styled. Washington matched
this with a concentration that ranks with the
best Eighteenth-Century achievements of logistics, though Washington himself would not
have understood what we mean by that overwhipped word. He heard on Ihe fourteen th
of August, 1781 , when he was on the H udson,
that De G rasse's fleet was coming to Virginia.
One month later, to the very day, Washington
rode into Will iamsburg in the knowledge that
Barras' French squadron from Newport, the
French garrison from that base, all their siege
guns, the army of Rochambeau from the New
York front, an Amencan detachment of 2,000
men and the baggage of the Franco-American forces were moving towa rd him. Before
the end of September, Wash ington had all
these troops and most of this equipment in
hand, and began his advance on the works of
Cornwallis at Yorktown. He used every
means of transportat ion he could find and he
somehow was able to co-ordinate Ihem. The
Revolution produced nothing more remarkable.'
' Douglas S. Freeman, "The Freeman Letters on
George Washington," AmuicDn H#ritag#, V II
( February, 1956),69.
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I n the same context Freeman wrote:
Perhaps the most intercsting aspect- and
certainly the least familiar- of the operations
of the Revolutionary War provcs to be the
great concentrat ion of the American and
French forces on the Virginia Pen insu la in the
later summer and early autum n of 1781.
Personally I was quite unprepa red for 50
finished a military perfonnance as this . . .
proved to be. . . . When one reflects on the
difficulties Washington had to overcome because of his financial distress, his feeble transportation, and his officers' lack of familiarity
with French military practices, the concentration ranks with the Trenton-Princeton campaign as Washington's greatest success in
arms. It niay be more than that ; so far as my
limited knowledge runs, this was one of the
most efficient concentrations of modem war.~

Summary
In effect the American Revolution fina lly
was reduced to a contest for control of the
marginal seas sufficient to permit logistical
support by sea to the one side and deny it
to the other. T he assistance of France, first
in fu rnishing supplies, and then in sending
a fleet to gain local naval superiority at a
critical time and place, was decisive. The
British, too, had their problems, as they
had to depend on England for most of their
su pplies. Yet, as long as they held control
of the seas it appears to have becn easier
for the British to send suppl ies from England
to New York than for the Americans to
move supplies from New York to South
Caroli na . While Americans starved and
froz e at Va lley Forge, the British in Phi ladelphia, with the bencfit of local Pennsylvania resources, probably were the best supplied of any time during t he war. In the
spring of 1781, when the Americans were
most desperate, the French expeditionary
" Ibid., V II , 70.
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force and the French fleet arrived , specie
began to circulate, and Rohert Morris look
energetic steps to rcfotm the fin ances and
improve Army procurement. By October,
1781 had turned from a year of desperation
to a yearoftriu mph .
The American efTort, with all its shortcomings and times of crisis, ultimately was
successful. French aid was ind ispensable,
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bu t with any less of an American contribution, all the French aid could not have
brought abou t American independence .
Ironically. assistance to a foreign revolution
and the cost of the resultant European war
very nearly bankrupted the treasury of the
Bourbons, a factor in the domestic revolution that was to overthrow t he French
monarchy itself.

CHAPTER VII

Reduction and Reorganization
With independence at last assured, Congress set about liquidating the chief instrument of its attainment. Besides being
looked upon as a heavy and unnecessary
expense, an understandable fcar existed that
a standing army might be turned to the
coercion of the states or become an instrument of despotism. The Congress hoped
that the dangerous and objectionable features of a pennancnt military organization
could be avoided by reliance on a "wcHregulated and disciplined militia sufficiently
armed and accoutered." 1
The absolute nadir of authorized m ilitary
strength for the U oiled States was reached
on 2 June 1784 when Congress, as an expedient, adopted a resolution which allowed
for 25 privates to guard su pplies at Fort
Pitt and 55 morc to guard stores at West
Point "and other magazines." Officers for
this miniscu1c force could be appointed in
proportion to its size, hut no officer could
hold rank above captain. On the following day, however, Congress adopted another
resolution (New Jersey and New York opposing) which recommended that Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania provide a total of 700 men from
their militia for one year's service. These
men were to be organ ized into one regiment
of eight infantry companies and two artil-

0/

, The maleria\ in this sel;lion is based on Journals
the Continentol Congress, 2, 3 June \784.

XXVII,519-40.

lery companies; they were to be armed by
the United States, and would be "liable to
all the rules and regulations formed for t he
government of the late army of the United
States." Thus was formed the nucleus of
what would become a regular standing
army. In 1785 the terms of service were
extended to three years, and in 1787 the men
in service (less than 600) were offered another three-year term. On 29 Septemhcr
1789, this force became the permanent
Military Establishment under the newly
adopted Constitution. Authorized strengths
were increased to 1,216 men in 1790, and
to 5,000 in 1792.
The office of the Quartermaster General
was abolished in 1785, hut its loss was
hardly noticed so long as thinking was in
terms of a small peace establishment with
little consideration for emergency plans and
preparations. Creation of the modern War
Department, 7 August 1789 (with jurisdiction over Navy as well as Army affairs for
t he first nine years of its existence) was
only a first step toward a logistics base. The
President was authorized to entrust to the
Secretary of War re,Sponsibility for military stores, but actual duties in this area
remained vague.
Arms procurement was perhaps the most
satisfactory aspect of logistics developments
as the Army matured gradually with the
nation during the firty or sixty years following the Revolutionary War. Other aspects
of logistics evolved more slowly. Nearly
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twenty years passed before the administrative machinery for providing services and
supplies reached the poi nt where those activities could be facilitated rather than retarded under varying conditions.

Expeditions Against the Indian s
Q/ the Northwest
In their baptism of fire against the Indians of the old Northwest Territory, the
new Anny and the "well-regulated militia"
of the states seemed to forget all the logistical experience of the suffering and triumph
of eight years of war for independence.
Whatever the hopes for a reign of peace,
here was a situation that had to be met
boldly, for not only did Indian uprisings
endanger the settlements and deny access
to the West; lhe British persistently held a
number of posts within territory recognized
as belonging to the United States.

Harmar's De/cat
Charged with pacifying the Indians in
the area, Maj. Gen. Art hu r St. Clair, as
Governor of the Northwest Territory and
Superintendnt of the Northem Indian De·
partment, in 1790 detennined to send a
military expedition against the Indians living in the upper Wabash a nd Maumee
valleys. Col. Josiah H a rmar was given
command of the combined (orce of 320
regulars and 1,133 militiamen drawn from
Pennsylvania and Kentucky.
Between July and O ctober plans went forward swiftly for assembling the men and
supplies at Fort Washington ( Cincinnati ).
For subsistence supplies and for pack horses
to transport them the force depended upon
the finn of Elliott and Williams, who for the
last two years had held the contract for provisioning troops on the frontier. By the first
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of October they reported to St. Clair that
they had brought to Fort Washington 180,000 rations of flour and 200,000 rations of
meat, together with 878 artillery and pack
horses and about 150 men to handle them,
thus fulfilling their agrcement. 2 Meanwhile
Secretary of War Henry Knox arranged for
sending six tons of ammunition and made
arrangements with the Treasury Depart·
ment for the necessary funds.
Hannar reccived his first shock when the
militiamen arrived without a large share of
the arms, axes, and kettles he had expected
them to have. His next shock came with
the performance of his men in battle. After
marching some 170 miles northward
through the wilderness, and destroying a
few abandoned Indian villages, the force
was routed by Indians ncar the site of Fort
Wayne, Indiana, where the St. Joseph and
St. Mary Rivers join to fonn the Maumee.
Much of the arms and equipment and rations were lost; 183 men were killed and 31
wounded. The loss of horses was far greater
than it need have been for two reasons.
First, owners were paid a daily rate for use
of their animals and highly compensated if
they were not returned; consequently, horse·
masters and packhorse drivers found it to
their advantage to a llow the horses to be lo~t
or stolen. Second, after frost destroyed the
natural [orage it was virtually impossible to
maintain the pack train.

St. Clair's Expedition
Failurc or logistical support undoubtedly
had much to do with the railure of the next
expedition, when St. Clair himself took the
field against the Indians in 1791. Equip• Erna Risch, QUQrt'Tl1I11JIrr Support of the
Army: A History of Ih, Corpl, 1775-1939 (Was h·
ington, 1962 ), pp. 85--87 .
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ment left over from the earlier Indian campaign, and evcn from the Revolution, had
to be restored to use. There was confusion
between the Treasury and War Departments about the transfer of a supply contract

from onc contractor to another.

Samuel

Hodgdon, appoi nted quartennaster for the
expedition in March ] 79 1, remained in
Philadelphia on the order of the Secretary
of War until Junei then, even though ordered by St. Clair to join the expedition
without delay, he waittd further at Fort Pitt
on the orders of Maj. Gen. Richard Butler
(second in command of the expedition)
until August, and did not report to Fort
Washington, where the anny was encamped,
unti l 10 September. Equipment was so
deficient in quality and quantity that it
took houT'S of work at Fort Washington to
repair or make many essen tial items. Late
deliveries of supplies and of boats delayed
the arrival of reinforcements from Fort Piu.
With all these setbacks it was September
before St. Clair's forces were ready to move;
nevertheless, bound by explicit instructions
from the War Department, St. Clair pressed
on- and was defeated before he ever
reached his objective. Failure of the expedition can be attributed to: the length of
time it took the War Department to furn ish
appropriation estimates and for the neces·
sary authorizing act to be passed ; troop inexperience and lack of discipline owing in
part to shortness of time for training; mismanagement and negligence on the part of
the supply contractor and the quartermaster; and lack of {orage for the horses because,
among other reasons, frost killed olT the
green forage upon which the expedition
depended. For his own part, General St.
Clair failed to provide the leadership and
supervision to logistical preparations that
might have assured success.

Wayne's Campaign
When Maj. Gen. Anthony Wayne set
out to do in 1792 and 1793 what Harmar
and St. Clair had been unable to do in 1790
and 179 1, he had the advantage of a
stronger, more neatly balanced force, the
Legion of the United States! He had more
time for training, for obtaining supplies, and
for improving the line of communication
north of the Ohio. Even so, he faced many
of the same logistical frustrations that had
troubled S1. Clair.
After trying in vain to get 270,000 rations
stored at Ft. Greenville before the end of
1793 to support his future operations,
Wayne was sure that some other way of
supplying the Army than by private contract
was essential. In this case the contractors,
perhaps counting on a drop in prices, had
been content to purchase only enough food
to meet current needs, and had neither supplies nor transportation when Wayne called
for immediate delivery of the provisions.
Although the contractors lost seventy horses
when Indians attacked their convoy. Wayne
was not satisfied with their reason for nondelivery and he ordered the quartermaster
to buy 250 packhorses a nd 40 pair of oxen
or 60 wagon ·horses at the contractors' expense, and threatened to do much more. It
seems, however, that Brig. Gen. James
Wilkinson, Wayne's second in command,
may have had a ha nd in reassuring the contractors and delaying the build-u p of rations. But when Wayne amended his requirements to have 50,000 rations delivered
" In I792 the armed force. were convertcd into
the Legion of th e United State.. The Legion was
composed o.f four c1emenlJ known as subI egions;
eaeh lubJcglon was madc up of the three combat
branche5 - infantry. cavalry, and artillery. This
organization luted until October 1796 when the $ub·
legiom becamc regimentl. Army Lillcage, 1I . 9· 10.
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sixt y to seventy miles north of Greenville,
the contractors cou ld not evcn move th at
number from Fort St. Clair, where they previously had been stored. After two years
of preparation, Wayne still fou nd it impossi ble to lau nch a campaign in the spring of
1794, and, like St. Clair, he faced the dangerous prospect of a fall campaign. C hallenged by Indian attacks, he did move
northward from Fort G reenvi lle late in
July, and gained his victory at Fallen
Timbers in August. (Map 4 )

Faulty Machinery
If there was anyone who should have
appreciated the value of a Quartermaster
General to mil itary efficiency. it was President W ashington, but he went along with
the traditional assumption that a quartermaster was a staff officer necessary only in
time of war, and he did not urge the appointment of a permanent supply offieer
unti l 1794. The post and grade of Quartermaster General was revived about a year
later, and continued by acts of 1796 and
1797; however, the Quartermaster's duties
related mainly to the delivery of supplies
to troops garrisoned at frontier posts. It
was not until after the War of 1812 that a
pemlanent Quartennaster Bureau was
established at the seat of the government.
Procurement remained a primary responsibility of the Treasu ry from 1784,
when the Board of Treasury replaced the
Superintendent of Finance, until 1796 when
actual military purchasing, as well as determination of requirements, was placed
under the direction of the chief officer of the
War Department. In 1792 A1exander
Hamilton persuaded Congress to assign responsibility for all military procurement to
the Treasury Department because large-
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scale disbursements of public funds were involved, and because, in his view, govemment purchasing would be more efficient if
centralized under one authority. In 1795
the task of buying military supplies was as-signed specifica lly to the Purveyor of Public
Supplies whose procurement activities continued to be under direct supervision of
the Secretary of the Treasury.
The legislation of 1798 followed the
"XYZ Affair" and the beginning of an undeclared naval war with France. In May
of that year Congress authorized the President to raise a provisional three-year army
of up to 10,000 men commanded by one
lieutenant general and four major generals
with a staff ( if the President thought it
expedient) of a Quartennaster General, an
Inspector General, a Paymaster General, a
Physician General, and their assistants.
President Adams appointed Washington,
then in retirement at Mount Vernon, to the
post of lieutenant general.
Alexander
Hamilton became senior major general and
directed most of the war preparations.
General Washington and General Hamilton urged the importance of a capable
Quartermaster General, a post which was
authorized by the act for the rank of lieutenant colonel. Supply responsibilities were
divided between a Purveyor of Public Supplies for procurement and a Superintendent
of Military Distribution-a division that
worked no better than had the system used
during the Revolution of a Commissary
General of Purchases and a Commissary of
Issues. In his new post, Hamilton blamed
faulty organization, that is, the specific organization of agents, for much of his difficulty in obtaining supplies. His criticism
did not extend to the division of the procurement and distribution functions which, six
years earlier, he had recommended should
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be even more pronounced. I n any case, the
expenditures and accounts of the Secretary
of War for the purchase of military supplies
were still subject to inspection and revision
by the Secretary of the Treasury. This arrangement continued until 18 12.
From 1802 to the outbreak of the War of

1812 a system of military agents and assist.
ant agents superseded the Quartennaster's
Department. The country was divided into
three military departments and an agent
appointed for each department. The military agents were civilian officials whose
principal duties were the movement of sup-

1798-99

plies and troops within their areas. At the
different posts, lieutenants of the line were
appointed assistant military agents in place
of the former quartermasters. Assistant
agents were accountable to the military
agen ts of their departments, but control was
loose and accountabi lity could not be effectively enforced. At the same time, local
commanders chafed under the restrictions,
for, except in special cases, they had to apply
to the Secretary of War before taking action
on any repairs or local procurements of over
fifty dollars. It was, altogether, an unsatisfactory arrangement- a measure of false
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economy costing far more in the long run
than a com plete, effective quartermaster
organization.
Arms Procurement
Leaders of the American Revolution were
under no illusion about the extent to which
they owed their success to French assistance.
They also knew that independence would
itself be only an ill usion if future national
security was dependent upon assistance
from France or from any other outside
power. Before the Revolution, American
colonists h ad looked to G reat Britain for
securi ty against France. For the United
States, as a sovereign power, there wou ld
be no advantage in having to tum to the
Bourbons, on a more or less permanent basis,
for defense against G real Britain.
Clea rly one of the first steps toward mili·
tary independence would be the development of domestic sources of anns. Some
arms had been manufactured in the colonies
lor years before the Revolution, but the
chief reliance had been on British weapons.
Local annament makers had made a significant contribution to the Revolution- the
rifie makers of Pennsylvania were without
peers-but French anns had been essential
to the victory.
Development of an amlament base was
a theme tha t immediately engaged the energetic attention of the br illiant young Alexander Hami lton, lately an aide-de-camp to
the commander in chief, and one of the
leading thinkers on national affairs and military policy of his time. It was an area, too,
in which a nother brilliant young man , Eli
Whitncy, saw opportunity. These two men
of geni us-H amilton, soldier, statesman,
political theorist, and Whitney. inventor,

industrial pioneer, entrepreneur- were in
the avant-garde of a group of imaginative
men who set the course for the national arms
policy of the United States.
Hamilton's Proposals
Scarcely had the Revolution ended when
Hamilton, who had becn elected to the Congress of t he Confederation the preceding
year, presented to Congress his views on a
national arms system. In his report of 1783
on a military peace establishment Hamilton
emphasized the need to establish , as soon as
circumstances permilted, "public manufactories of arms, powder, etc." 4
As Secretary of the Treasury eight years
later, H amilton presented his celebrated
" Report on Manufactures" to Congress.
This paper was, essentially, a case for economic nationalism. Hamilton proposed to
usc the taxing and import regulating powers
of Congress, under the justification of the
"general welfarc" clause of the Constitution,
to protect, subsidize, and foster manufacturing in the United StateS. Central to the
whole program was the development of
domestic industries for national security. In
the preamblc H amilton stated that the report was being submitted in consequence of
the attention he ·had given " to the subject
of Manu factures, and particularly to the
means of promoting sllch as wi ll tend to
render the U nited States independent of
foreign nat ions for military and other essential supplies." Co
After refuting general objections to the
encou ragement of manufactures in the body

'Henry Cabot Lodge, ed., The W o,h of AlnQnde, Hamilton, Federal Edi~ion. 12 vol$. ( New
York : G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1904 ) _ V I, 467 .
' I bid., IV, 70.
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of the rcpo rt, Hamilton returned to the
quc<;tion of national defense:

it. T homas J efferson and James Madison
led a n opposition which succeeded in
Fire-arms and other military weapons may, . pigeonholing the documen t- althoug h a
it is conceived, be placed, without incon- gene ration la ter J efferson himself would
venience, in the class of articles rated at fifteen
write: " Experience has taught me that
per cent. T here are already manu factories m a nufactures a re no w as necessa ry to o ur
of these articles, which only require the independence as to o ur comfort." 7 Nevstimulus of a certain demand to render them
adequate to the supply of the United States. ertheless, in the next few yea rs Hamilton
It wou ld also be a material aid to manu- saw the beginning-no doubt with some
fac tures of this nature, as well as a mea ns of stimulus from the Whiskey R ebellion, Inpublic security, if provision should be made dian uprisings, threatened war with En g~
for an annual purchase of mitilalY weapons, land, and, later, quasi war with France- of
of home manufactu re, to a certain dctenn inate extent, in order to encourage the forma- a national munitions system . In 1794 Con·
tion of arsenals; and to replace, from time to g ress au thorized t he construction of some
time, such as shou ld be drawn for lISC , so as nationa l armories, and four years later au·
always to have in store the quantity of each thorized contracting for private ma nufackind which should be deemed a competen t ture of a rms for t he government.
su pply.
Secret ary of War Henry Knox echoed
But it may, thereafter, deserve legislative
H
amilton's
views in a message to the Senate
consideration, whether manufactories of all
the necessary weapons of war ought not to be in December 1793. He conceded that
established on account of the government it- weapons manufactured in the United States
self. Such establishments ar'e agreeable to might be more expensive than those imthe usual practice of nations, and that practice
ported from Europe, but he said this was of
seems founded on sufficient reason.
little
signi fi cance "compared with the solid
There appea rs to be an improvidence in
leaving these es.~ential implements of national advantages which would result from exdefence to the casual speculations of individ- tending and perfecting the means upon
ual adventure- a resource which can less be which our safety m ay ultimately depend." 8
relied upon, in th is case, than in most others ;
the a rticles in question not being objects of Knox further urged, as had H amilton , t hat
ordinary and indispensable private consump- arms be stockpiled. This time the response
tion o r use. As a general rule, manufactories of Congress was prompt a nd decisive. Early
on the immediate account of government arc in March 1794 a House committee reported
to be avoided ; bu t this seems to be one of the in favor of appropriating fund s fo r the purfew exceptions which that rule admits, dechase of 7,000 muskets a nd other munitions,
pending on very special reasons.U
a nd further recommended that two more
Hamilton's " R eport o n Ma nufactures" arsenals should be established and that a naso emphasized the role of the federal govern- tional armory for the manu facture of a rms
ment in the nation al econom y, under a very should be erected. On 2 April Congress
loose construction of the Constitution , and
so offended the agrarian ideal of the R epubf Philip S. Foner, ed ., 8 01i( Writin gs of Th omas
licans, that a storm of pmtest rose against j (HuJon (Ga rd en City, N.Y.: 1950) , p. 745. Ref·
• [bid., I V, 167- 68. T he "class of articles rat ed
at fiftee n per cent" were manufactured impor\$
bearing the 15 pe rcent tariff rate.

rre nee is eo ntained in a letter dated 9 J anuary [816
(rom J cffer$On to Benjam in Aust in .
• Report or the Secretary of War to the Senate,
t6 D ecembe r 1793, in A mHicon State POPH J. Mili·
lory Affairs, I,44.
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passed legislation authorizing three or four
add itional arsenals and magazines and the
establishment of a national annory at each
arsenal, morc than doubling the amount
recommended by the committee for the purchase of arms and ammunition .
The site chosen for the fi rst national
armory was Springfield, Massachusetts. A
depot and a " laboratory" for cartridges had
opt"rated there during the Revolution, and
it had continued to be one of the principal magazines and a~nals. It was, in fact,
the only location that Secretary Knox
thought was completely satisfactory; moreover, a number of gunsmiths, work ing individually on whatever state or federal jobs
they could get, already had settled there.
After engineer surveys of the Potomac River
area and in North Carolina, President
Washington chose Harper's Ferry, Virginia,
as the site for the second national armory.
A 435-acre site was purchased in 1794, and
manufacture of arms began there in 1796.
Some states established a rmories in the postRevolution period, hut the only one that
lasted was the Virginia armory established
at Richmond under a 1797 act of the legislature.
Even after the establishment of the national armories, government purchasing or
contracting for munitions continued to be
a major source of supply. Between 1792
and 1798 the government let domestic contracts, but the U nited States would never be
able to free itself of dependence on foreign
a rms until a sufficiently continuous market
offered American manufacturers encouragement to develop an adequate munitions
industry.
Again in 1798 Alexander Hamilton, in a
letter drafted for Washington to the Secretary of War, urged the stockpiling of a year's
supply of arms and other military equip-
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ment for 50,000 men-a force strong
enough to repel an invasion by the strongest
European power.

Eli Whitn ey a"d Mass Production
It happened that Eli Whitney of New
Haven, Connecticut, being desperately in
need of capital, turned to the United States
Government with a fantastic proposal to
manufacture ten or fifteen thousand stand
of arms at the very moment that the government could not afford to tum down any
halfway realistic proposal for making arms.
War with France threatened and , as he followed the debates in Congress on proposed
appropriations for arms procurement, Whitney decided that here was the best possible
opportunity to get a government contract.
On 1 May 1798 he wrote to Oliver Wolcott,
who had succeeded Hamilton as Secretary
of the Treasury in 1795. Suggesting that
the use of water-driven machinery would
make possible the production of unheard-of
numbers of weapons, Whitney simply asked
for an opportunity to present his proposals.
Wolcott answered immediately that he had
already spoken to the Secretary of War of
Whitney "as a person whose services might
probably be rendered highly useful," and
advised him to hasten to Philadelphia as
soon as possible! Whitney was in the capital by 24 May; a week later he submitted a
draft contract, and on 14 June Secretary of
the Treasury Wolcott signed a contract with
him, based largely on the d raft terms, for the
manufacture of 10,000 muskets, complete
with bayonets and ramrods, of which 4,000
were to be delivered by 30 September 1799,
and the rema ining 6,000 a year later. Be~
sides the Wh itney contract, the government
• Ltr, 16 M ay 1798, Eli Whitney Papen, Yale
Univenity.
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signed agreements with twenty-six other
contractors that year for a total of 40,200
muskets.

Whitney had decided that the only practical way to produce 10,000 satisfactory
muskets in the United States., where there
were few skilled armorers, was to reduce the
complex steps of gunmaking to a series of
morc simple tasks, each of which couid be
done with less skilled hands; to design machines which would duplicate some of the
armorer's sk ill; and that, for best results, it
would be necessary to make parts precise
cnough to be interchangeable. These
methods would permit the maximum division of labor, and would, moreover, make it
possible to accomplish repairs simply by replacing parts. The making of interchangeable parts for muskets was really not a new
idea. It had been tried in France as early as
1717, and as recently as 1785. Thomas
Jeffenlon whi le minister to France had writ·
ten of the laller effort to John Jay, Secreta ry
of Foreign Affairs. The system had not
caught on, for it had been assumed that
parts could be made interchangeable only
if every gunmaker were an cxpert, and this
would make the cost prohibitive. Whitney's
great contribution was to usc the principle
of interchangeability to reduce the cost by
introducing machinery and jigs and fixtures
to obtain the necessary precision without
grtater usc of skilled artisans.
After posting the bond required for per·
formance of his contract, Whitney received
the promised $5,000 advance, and pro.
eeeded to build an arms plant at Mill Rock
near New Haven. He encountered delays
in getting the site he wanted; then an early
and severe winter delayed the completion of
a dam and buildings. He received a second
advance early in J anuary 1799, as soon as
he reported expenditure of the finlt , but his
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factory was not completed until the middle
of that month. In addition to the time lost
in building the plant, he had trouble getting
iron and gett ing teams to transport fuel;
subcontractors failed him j he had trouble
organizing the work; he could get no long·
term credit to buy his mattrials.
Foreseeing that he would be unable to
meet the contract schedu le, he pleaded for
more time. Si nce European sources of arms
were bting cut off, nearly everyone agreed
that it was essential for the United States to
develop a domestic arms industry- and in
spite of his failure sofar, Eli Whitney seemed
the best prospect. Imprcsscd by Whitney'S
explanation of the machinery he intended to
use,. Secretary of the Trtasury Wolcott
agreed to allow him mort time, and offered
to advance an additional $10,000 if Whit·
ne)' would post greater security. Whitney
got ten of the leading citizens of New Haven
to go on a bond for him.
Another year of hard work brought
Whitney little closer to his goal, and in
November 1800 the assurances and under·
standi ngs by which he had gained more time
and financing virtually evaporated when
Wolcott resigned as Secretary of the Treasury. Certain that pressure to show some
results soon would be upon him again,
Whitney decided that he had better go to
Washington, where the government had
just moved, to get new assurances from !he
new officials. Taking a bundle of musket
parts and a letter of recommendation
from Decius Wadsworth, an experi.

eneed ordnance man, Whitney set out for
Washington."
There he made believers
out of skeptics. He satisfied his friends'
confidence in his method when he took his
,. LIT, Wadsworth to Seey Treasury, 24 Dee 1800.
Eli Whitney Pape rs, Yale University.
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musket parts before a meeting of high government officials, including Vice President
Thomas Jeffer.;on, and invited them to assemble locks by choosing various parts at
random.
Alert to fresh approaches to weapons
manufacture. Jefferson was immediately
impressed with Whitney's demonstration.
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government, and he, too, pioneered in
developing interchangeable parts.
The U.S. pistol model of 1805 made at
Harper's Ferry and the model of 1807 made
at Springfield were the first pistols to be
manufactured in national armories. In
addition, the Harper's Ferry armory made
-4,000 model 1803 rifles.

When he became President, Jefferson
transferred the administration of anns contracts from the Treasury to the War De.partment, where the emphasis would be less
on meeting contractual obligations as such,
a nd more on obtaining good muskets. His
Secretary of War, Henry Dcarborn- a veteran of Arnold's expedition to Quebec, of

Valley Forge and Yorktown, and fonner
Quartermaster General- was concerned
about the delays in meeti ng delivery datcs
under the contracts of 1798, but he was
patient and considerate.
The twenty-seven contractors of 1798
were to have delivered all thcir 40,200
muskets by 30 September 1800. At that
time the government had received just
1,000. Only one or two ever completed
their contracts. Whitney again and again
had to ask for extensions of time but he held
on, and finally delivered the last 500 muskets
in 1809-nearly eleven years after signing
the contract, and nine years behind sched.
ule. But he had carried through his revolu·
tionary system of manufacture, and he now
had a plant available for further production.
Another outstanding arms maker of the
time was Simeon North of Berlin, Connecti·
cut, who in 1799 signed a contract to produce 500 pistols patterned on the French
army pistol model of 1777. These were the
first contract pistols made for the U.S.
Army. In 1800 North signed a second
contract for 1,500 more pistols. He, too,
had to depend on advances of money by the

Contracts of 1808 for Arming
the Militia
One of the most importa nt contributions
to the development of a domestic arms in·
dustry was the enactment in 1808 of a bill
which provided for the appropriation of an
annual su m of $200,000 " for the purpose
of providing arms and military equipment
for the whole body of the militia of the
United States, either by purchase or manu·
facture." 11 The Purveyor of Public Supplies, Tench Coxe, advertised in the newspapers of leading cities for bids, and
between 30 June and 9 November of that
year Coxe let contracts to nineteen different
firms for a total of 85,200 muskets. The
delivery terms were for five years, with one·
fifth of the total number, in most cases, due
each year. Again the time schedule proved
to be unrealistic and a number of the manu·
facturers unreliable: not a single contractor
met the first year's schedule, and more than
half of them madc no deliveries at aU the
first year. By July 18 13, when the con·
tracts should have been nearly all completed,
34,477 muskets had been delivered. Some
of the contractors proposed to deliver
enough muskets to meet the financia l ad·
vances the government had made, and then
to terminate their contracts. Others pro"Quoted in Claud E. Fuller, Til, Wllitn".
Firurms (Huntington, W. Va., Standard Publications, Inc., 1946) p. 163.
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ELI WHITN EY'S GUN l~ACTOR Y. From a painting by Willia m Giles Munson. Mabel
nrady Corvo" Collection. Yale University Art Callery.

posed to repay the monies. Callender
Irvine, previously Superintendent of Military Stores, now Com missary General of
Pu rchases and in charge of the contracts,
thought it would be well to terminate them
promptly. He said that the muskets had
been patterned on poor models at a price for
which it was ' impossible to make good
muskets, and he suggested t hat many of
them were worth nothing beyond their salvage value. Nevertheless, a precedent had
been set for long-term arms contracts, and

the struggling industry had been given"
some stimulus just in time for war.
Some of the individual states also made
efforts to procure anns for the militia. A
contract offered by Governor Daniel Tompkins of New York, signed by Eli Whitney
on 8 October 1808, a llowed Whitney- with
the benefit
a $13 price- to share sufficiently in the militia armament program to
keep his armory alive. He com pleted this
contract in two ycars- a year longer than he
had reckoned, but still in less time than any

or
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other contractor- and then obtained additional orders for muskets from New York
and Connecticut.
Artillery

Light field artillery, which came into
prominence in the decades before the War
of 1812, created new demands for the
manufacture of artillery pieces. Artificers
could make the carriages and other equipmcnt needed, but only private foundries
were able to cast the guns. In 1794 the
Commissioner of Revenue contracted for
cannon with the Hope Furnace in Rhode
Island and with a furnace in Cecil County,
Maryland. In 1796 the Secretary of the
Treasury let a nother contract for cannon to
the owners of the Maryla nd furnace. By
1798 privately owned foundries in nearly
all the states were turning out cannon. Although Congress that year authorized the
President to acquire a site for a national
foundry, the expense of such a venture, together with the wholly sat isfactory job being
done by private industry, led him to forego
such an establishmen t at that time.
In an attempt to assure a more reliable
source of heavy guns, Secretary of War
Dearborn attempted to pcrsuade Henry
Foxall of the Columbia Foundry to build a
new foundry, at his own expense, on government land ncar Washington. This propos.'l.l
did not attract FoxaU. He felt that he
would then be the one to bear the insecurity- the insecurity of relying on government policy for the operation of a plant th at
might be difficu lt to convert profitably to
other uscs. He suggcsted that, instead, the
government shou ld build its own foundry,
which could, like the national annorics for
small arms, encourage unifonnity of design
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and caliber, furnish data to help detennine
fair prices for private contractors, and constitute a source for extra production to meet
emergencies. The government was not prepared to adopt this course. A Congressional
committee reported in 1811 that 530 furnaces and forges were operating in the
Un ited States, and that the manufacture of
cannon was adequate for emergencies.
Foundries in Rhode Island, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Maryland, and the District of
Columbi a had accepted government orders.
Yet all these foundries were not able to meet
the demands of war.
About 1801 Dearborn introduced a farreaching change in American artillery
weapons. On the grounds that the United
States could free itself of dependence on
foreign copper and tin while making guns of
as good quality at a fraction of the cost, he
ordered a change from bronze (then usually
referred to as brass) to cast iron for field
artillery pieces. Since the beginning of the
Revolution bronze had been the favored
metal for all American artillery weapons
except the heaviest, which had been of cast
iron. Although five or six times more expensive than iron, bronze was less brittle and
less likely to burst. On the other hand, the
bores of bronze weapons became worn more
quickly. Secretary of War James McHenry
had begun testing cast-iron field pieces during the flurl)' of prepa rations for possible
war against France in 1798. Dearborn
quickly followed up this work, and decided
for the change in the face of contrary opinions throughout Europe and among many
of the arti llerists in America. In 1811 the
first distinctive American-designed cannon
to win wide recogn ition, the big Columbiad,
was produced. Field service of the guns
produced under Dearborn's direction
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seemed to justify his convictions, but the
contest between bronze and cast iron would
continue until the Civil War.
A development of no less significance was
the adoption of a much-improved gun carriage system that facilitated maneuver and
servicing of artillery in t he field. In the old
system ammunition was carried in separate
wagons or two-wheeled tumbrels or carts,
and there was no uniformity for wheels or
other parts among the various carriages,
wagons, limbers, and carts. Using a system
designed by Jean Baptiste de Gribeauval,
the French developed a uniform carriage
system that included improvements in the
carriages. Secretary Dearborn recognized
many of the obvious advantages of the
French innovations, but could not bring
himself to copy a European system in tolo,
although he did introduce or approve,
piecemeal, several changes from the old
bracket-trail carriage. Wrought-iron axels
replaced wood j carriages were reduced in
weight by 30 percent j a center pole or
tongue replaced the shafts with which horses
previously had been hitched in single file, or
tandem; and firin g and traveling trunnions
came into usc for heavier caliber guns.
Dearborn missed the main advantage of the
Gribeauval system by passing over its feature
of interchangeability of corresponding parts
for all carriages and limbers.
On 12 April 1808 Congress authorized,
among other units, a new regiment of light
artillery which Dearborn hoped to equip
completely with new gun carriages as well
as new cast-iron guns, but he could find
funds enough to equip on ly one company.
A year later his successor as Secretary of
War, William Eustis, accepted the Gribeauval system completely, and ordered the
light artillery regiment equipped accord -
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ingly. This system was extended during
the War of 1812.

Food, Clothing, and Medical Service
Many ordinary military supplies were
obtained by the contract system, which operated m uch as it had in British and Colonial
times-a contractor would undertake to
furnish all necessary articles of supply for
troops at a given post. T here arc arguments
for either side of the question of whether
procurement by contracting was preferable
to direct purchase. The term contracting
refers here to a system whereby the contractor had full responsibility for delivering
stated supplies to a designated place. As
Hamilton and Washington pointed out, the
system of direct purchases by officers of the
government put emphasis on satisfying the
troops, on the quality of the supplies, and
on assuring their delivery, but direct purchase was subject to the weaknesses of incompetent or unfaithful officials, and, since
the buyers were little concerned with price,
the system was likely to be less economical.
P rivate cont ractors, on the other hand, were
more interested in assuring their own profits
th an in delivering articles of good quality
or making delivery at the times convenient
to the pu rchaser. T hey were most concerned
with prices; sometimes so much concerned
that they postponed purchases and deliveries
with a view to increased profits. There was
a place for both systems. Magazines that
had to be stocked in advance of possible
operations might be supplied by contract,
thought Hamilton and Washington, and
military agents would then transport stock
from the depots to posts and stations as
needed. On cont racts for provisions, as well
as for weapons and other items requiring a
large outlay of capital, it was customary to
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make advance payments to enable contractors to fulfil their commitments. The contract system, cont racting for complete rat ions, remained the method of feeding the
Anny from the end of the Revolution to the
end of the War of 18 12, although it never
did appear to be very successfu l. There was
no subsistence department to superintend
the supply of rations.
Clothing supply was often less reliable
than ration supply during the decade and a
half before the War of 18 12, for this was
the period of the Napoleonic Wars and consequent serious interruptions to American
commerce, a nd European markets which
furnished most of the clothing were shut
off much of the time. On the other hand,
American cont ractors frequently wefe unreliable even when d oth could be found in
the domestic markets. They had to buy the
cloth and engage needlewomen and tailors
to make the uniforms, which were then delivered to the superintendent of m ilitary
stores at Ph iladelphia . The paymaster issued t he clothing- until 1792 charging it
agai nst t he individual's pay, and afterwa rd
charging him only for extra items and for
alterations.
Medical service after the Revolution was
left entirely in the ha nds of t he few regimental and post surgeons retained, again reflect·
ing the th inki ng that no central staff organization was needed in peacetime. It, too,
was paid for by deduction from the soldier's
pay until the law of 1792 abolished such
ded uctions. The war scare with France
between 1798 . and 1800 sparked a brief
revival of the Medical Department with the
appointment of Dr. J ames Craik , a neighbor
of \'Vashington's, as Physician Genera l; bu!
as soon as the crisis passed so did the Med ical Department, to remain dormant until
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another crisis arose in 1812. Although three
Secretaries of War (McH enry, 1796- 1800;
Dearborn, 1801- 1809 ; and Eustis, 18091813) had been medical directors, none d id
anything effective to improve the Medical
lOepartment organization . Medical supplies-the qu in ine bark, Turkish opium ,
fl owers of sulphur, castor oil, mercurial ointment, brandy, sherry, and bedding- nevertheless, were fai rly adequate during this
whole period . The m ain d ifficu lty was in
the mechanics of fina nce and transportation .

Summary
Apprehensive of a potential threat to state
rights and individual liberties by a powerful
central government with a strong standing
anny at its command, members of Congress
after the Revolution were determined to restrict both the government and its anny and
to put their chief reliance for national defense on the militia of the several states, depending for equ ipment as well as manpower upon state action. Such an attitude
was not inconsistent with the-purpose of the
Revolution. In a sense, preservation of local autonomy against the encroachments of
cen tral authority was what the Revolution
was all about. The country's policy makers
were not prepared to substitute a new centralized government and new t hreats of
tyranny for those from which they had just
escaped.
But events forced their hand. They
quickly discovered that threats to liberty and
domestic tranquility would conti nue to arise
from other sou rces than their own central
government, and that truly effective common efforts were required to meet them.
rmpelJed by such disturbances as Shays'
Rebel lion ( 1786 ), which for a time th reat-
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cned the Springfield arsenal, the Whiskey
Rebellion ( 1794 ) in wC$tern Pennsylvania,
Indian hostilities in the Northwest T erritory,
and the danger of involvement in t he Napoleonic Wars, the new nation g raduall y
ex panded its little standing army, and began
to develop m ea ns to su pport it.
Logistical organization and effectiveness
declined wi th the dissolution of the Continental Anny. The contract system, effective as a last-ditch measure under Robert
Morris in the victorious phase of t he Revolution, left much to be desired in su pplying

•
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the small garrisons and expeditionary forces
during the next two decades. Nonnally,
contracts could not be let until appropriations were made, and sometimes supplies
cou ld not be shipped from the East in time
to use lake shipping, so that it was almost
impossible to get supplies through during the
winter months. But a promising beginning
was made toward a national anns system
based upon both government a nd private
man uracture, and the steps undertaken to
arm the militi a provided a real basis for
meeting wartime demands.

CHAPTER VIII

Thirty-five Years of Trial and Error
The War

0/

18/2

By 1812 it might be expected that what
apparently had been the greatest handicaps
to effective logistical support during the
Revolution had been removed. A central
government, with executive authority and
powers of taxation, had been functioning
for nearly a quarter of a century. Financial
solvency had been established. Arlministra·
tion of the Army had been vested in a War
Department with a single Secretary of War.
Nevertheless, when the United States again
went to war with Great Britain the problems and deficiencies of logistical support
reappeared.
As it existed early in 1812 the War Dcpartment was not much better for purposes
of mobilizing an a rmy and conducting a
war than no department at all. With eight
clerks, nonc of whom had had a year's experience, the Department of War hardly
had enough staff to reorganize itself even
when authorized to do so. Jefferson had
wanted only a modest army, and had kept
the size of the War Department proportionate to the th ree or four regiments maintai ned in the peace establishment rather
than to the necessities of a possible emergency- the general philosophy being that
without that possibility there really was no
need for a War Department. Realistically,
however, the problems that the Secretary
had to handl e did not necessarily correspond
to the size of the forces being maintained.

Whether one or a dozen regiments were active, the Secretary of War, almost alone,
had to perform the dUlies of Quartermaster
General, Commissary General, and Master
of Ordnance, as well as look after Indian
affairs, military lands, and pensions.

Administrative Reorganization

As war with Great Brita in approached
in the spring of 1812, Congress began to
take steps to revive the neglected supply and
administrative departments. In March,
April, and May 1812, Congress passed a
series of bills that re-established the Quartermaster's Department under a Quartermaster General with a staff of deputies and
assistants, and added a corps of artificersmasons, ca rpenters, blacksmiths, boat
builders, harness makers, and laborers.
The Ordnance Department was reorganized under a Commissary General of Ordnance, and the Corps of Engineers was
augmented by a company of bombardiers,
sappers, and miners. As was the case during the early years of the Revolution, this
first round of legislation overlooked the
Medical Department. It also was at this
time that the final review of military purchasing was removed from the Treasury
Department and made a responsibility of
the Secretary of War, delegated to a Commissary General of Purchases.
A year later, on 3 March 1813, further
legislation was enacted " for the better or-
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ganization of the general staff of the army. "

As this law concerned the Quartennaster's
Department, it, like the law of the previous

year, reverted to the ambiguities of the
Revolution.
There were to be eight
quartermasters general: one "attached to
the mai n army" with brevet rank of brigad ier general; the others with brevet rank of
colonel. Most procurement functions continued under the Commissary General of
Purchases. The greatest omission was
that no provision was made for centralized
responsibility for subsistence-food supply
was to continue to be by the contract system
which 51. Clair and Wayne had found so
unsatisfactory. Another act approved on

the same day "the better to provide for the
supplies of the U nited States [Army) .. ,"
au thorized the position of Superintendent
General of Military Supplies. This post
was to be filled by a civilian to whom the
Comm issary General of Purchases, the
quartermasters general, and other officers
would be accountable, and who would be
responsible for keeping "proper accounts of
all military stores and supplies of every description purchased or d istributed for use of
the Army and for volunteers and militia in
United States service," and apparently is
about the nea rest thing to an assistant chief
of staff for logistics, or G-4, to be found at
any time before creation of the Arm y
General Staff.
Provisions for the Medical Department,
neglected in the legislation of the previous
year, were included in the reorganization act
of 1813. Dr. James Tilton became Physician and Surgeon General of the newly revived de partment. A noted veteran of the
Revolutionary War, Doctor Tilton had recently attracted attention with a book on
military hospitals and the prevention and
cure of d iseases incident to an army, in
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which he stressed aga in the ideas on ventilation that he had so strongly advocated during the Revolution. Tilton preferred to
make no hard and fast distinction between
physicians and surgeons, but to use the available doctors as best suited the circumstances.
Near the end of the war, in December 18 14,
a War Department general order for the
fi rst time gave a clear definition of the duties
of the various medicaJ officers, including the
requisitioning and handling of medical supplies by surgeons, stewards, and apothecaries.
On the whole, the supply and service departments fun ctioned rather better during
the Wa r of t 812 than anyone had a right to
expect-considering the negligence of preceding years. But the delay necessarily involved in organizing the departments prolonged the series of in itiaJ military setbacks,
and subsistence supply failed so completely
that field commanders found it necessary to
take local food procurement virtually into
their own hands in order to keep their commands intact.

WaT Procurement
Abolition of the office of Purveyor of
Public Su pplies (28 March 18 12) might
have clarified to some extent the responsibilities for procurement, but the office of
Commissary General of Purch ases retained
the fun ctional division of labor in supply
activities without eliminating overlapping
dUlies. Aside from subsistence {still on the
old contract system L the Purchasing Department was the principal agency of the
War Department for outsidc procurement,
while the Quartermaster and Ordnance Departments, in addition to certain service
functions, were the principal issuing agencies. H owever, if purchasing commissaries
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were too far away in a given situation, quartermasters were authorized to make purchases, and if they incurred any losses in the
delivery of clothing or subsistence, they
could purchase supplies to m ake up the
difference. The Secretary of War completed the confusing picture with a regulation making the Quartermaster General also
responsible for insuring a supply of provisions for the troops.
Secretary of War William Eustis was disposed to concern himself personally with
much of the detail of procurement, and as a
result seemed to lose sight of the big pictu re.
Early military defeats were bound to bring
criticism on his head, and some of it centered
on his preoccupation with detail. In the
heat of dissatisfaction after the surrender of
Detroit by Brig. Gen. William Hull (16
August 181 2), Senator William H. Crawford declared:
A Secretary of War who, instead of forming general and comprehensive arrangements
for tlie organization of his troops and for the
successful prosecution of the cam paign, consumes his time in reading advertisements of
petty retailing merchants to find where he may
purchase one hundred shoes or two hundred
hats ... cannot fail to bring disgrace upon
himself, his immediate employers, and the
nation.'
A decade of blockade, search and seizure,
nonintercourse and embargo had put a severe strain on American commerce and on
t he national economy long before war preparation made itself felt. T he nation's
finances deteriorated rapidly with the misfortunes of wa,r, and failed to recover even
with reports of victory. For a time the
' Ltr, Crawford to Monro.::, quoted in Henry
AdllnlS, His/ory 0/ the United Stoles 0/ Am erica
During the First Adminislral;Oll 0/ j ames Modiso,j,
2,"ob. ( Ncw York: Charles Scribner's Som, 1921 ),
II,395.
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ghastly in fl ation of the Revolution threatened to reappear, nullifying all imp rovements in organization and administration
of t he military departments. By 18/4 the
war effort was practically at a standstilL
After the Capital City of Washington wa.<;
burned in August of that year, the ba nks
of Baltimore and Philadelphia suspended
specie payments, and the banks of New
York suspended specie payments a week
later; thereafter no bank was to be found
between New Orleans and Albany where
payments were being made in anything but
notes. J ames Monroe, who took over as
Secretary of War (in addition to his d uties
as Secretary of State) in September 1814,
found it necessary to add his personal guarantee to that of the government to obtain
loans of depreciated bank notes from banks
in Washington and Georgetown. The
Treasury could not even meet the drafts
drawn by Maj . Gen. And rew J ackson during h is operat ions around New Orleans in
January 1815.
The irony of Revolutionary times reappeared when t he British often found it
easier to buy food supplies in the northern
part of the country than d id the Americans.
Northern New York and Vermont are said
to have furnished two-th irds of t he fresh
beef consumed by the British armies.
If the British were satisfied with American
contractors, American commanders certainly were not. By March 181 3 the
breakdown of the contract system for Army
su bsistence supplies already had become
so apparent that Congress authorized the
President either to appoint temporarily a
special commissary or commissaries Qr to
au thorize any Quartermaster Department
officer to buy or to contract for and to issue
any Army subsistence in cases of contractor's
fai lure. T his dictum alone suggests how
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completely inadequate the contract system
was. It did contain the seeds of solutions
that woud be adopted at future dates- firs t,
a separate subsistence department; later,
assignment of subsistence responsibilities to
the Quartermaster's Department- but it did
little good just then or immediately afterward. In 1815, for example, a n individual contractor received a cont ract to supply
rations a t 191'2 cents to all the forces from
Niagara to Plattsburg, New York, for a
period of six mon ths; du ring t he same period another firm agreed to supply troops
in Louisiana and M ississippi at 150r cents
to 17% cents a ration. Brig. Gen. Winfield Scott undoubtedly reAected the opinion of many field commanders when he
wrote:
I n time of war contractors may betray an
army; they arc not confidential and respon·
sible agents appointed by the government.
The pdncipal only is known to the war office,
and therefore may be supposed to be free
from this objection ; but his deputies and is·
suing agents a rc appointed without the con·
currence or knowledge of the general 0 1' the
government. The deputies or issuing agents
arc necessarily as well acquainted with the
numerical strength of the anny to which they
are attached as the adjutant.general himsel f.
For a bribe they Illay communicate this intel·
ligence to the encmy, or fail to make issues at
some critical moment, and thus defeat the best
views and hopes of the commander in chief.
The present mode of subsisting our armies puts
the contl'actor above the general. If a con·
tractor corresponds with the enemy, he can
only be tried by the civil COUlts of the United
States as in the case of other persons charged
with treason (courts.martial having decided
that contractors do not come within the mean·
ing of the sixtieth article of the Rules and
Articles of War); and if a contractor fails to
make issues, he'can only be punished by civil
actions. I speak of cases arising within the
limits of the United States. I n the enemy's
country I suppose a general who knows his
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duty wou ld not fail to hang a contractor who
should, by guilty neglect or corruption, bring
any serious disaster upon the army. . . . ~
Brig. Gen . Edmund P. Gaines expressed
his feelings a bout the system:
I have unifOlmly given the best attention
in my power ever since the commencement of
the war to the supply of rations a nd the con·
duct'of contractors, and if I were called before
heaven to answer whether we have not lost
more men by the badness of the provisions
than by the fire of the enemy, I should give
it as my opinion that we had; and if asked
what causes have tended most to retard our
military operations and repress that high
spirit of enterprise for which the Amel'ican
sold iers are preeminently distinguished, and
the indulgence of which would not fai l to
veteranize our troops by the annoyance and
destruction of the enemy, I should say the
irregularity in the supply and badness of the
rations have been the principal causcs. 3

Procurement of Small Arms
A few days a fter war was declared in J une
1812 Eli Whitney offered again to accept a
contract for the manufacture of muskets.
His plant was in production on New York
and Connecticut orders, a nd he was in a
position to deliver muskets for the government with mini m um delay. W h itney was
thin king beyond t he immediate war emergency, though the immediate crisis gave him
his opportunity. Hc pointed ou t that the
British Government, about 1796, had of·
fered to take at a good price all the arms thar
all the manufactu rers in Britain could make
in fourtee n years, and had then extended
that time. The British, however, were hav·
'Llr of Gen Scott, I nc1 ' wlth Ltr, Monroe to
House Comm on Mil Affairs, 23 DCCl:mbe r
1814, Amuica>l State Pap ers, Militar y Affa;rJ,

1,600.
• America'! Slate Papers, Military Affairs,

600-60 1.
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ing so much trouble with locks that 200,000
barrels awaited them. Whitney repeated
that his objective was to substitute machin·
cry for the skill of artisans. To assure a
source of anns, he argued, the expensive
machinery requ ired should be employed
constantly, and operations should be continuous for twenty years to justify the capital investment.
Secretary of War Eustis, within a month
after receiving the offer, signed a contract
with Whitney for 15,000 muskets at $ 13
each. Deliveries were to begin by 1 May
18 13, and continue at the rate of 1,500 to
3,000 a year until all were completed- not
later than the end of 1820. The model was
to be the same as Whitney had been making
(or New York State.
The $500,000 remaining of appropriations of 1808 madt it possible to hasten I?rocurement of war needs. Eustis suggested in
December 1812 that new agreemen ts be
made with those contractors still working on
the 1808 contracts who were willing and
able to carry on the work, and that the price
be raised to $13 with the condition that the
weapons conform closely to the approved
pattern. The next month, however, Maj.
Gen. John Armst rong replaced Eustis as
Secretary of War, and when Armstrong
transferred to the Commissary General of
Purchases responsibility for administering
the musket contracts, Irvine was in a position to insist on his favored model 1812
musket. Commissa ry General I rvine permitted the contractors of 1808 who had
cleared their indebtedness to the United
States, either by making enough muskets to
cover the cash advances they had received
or by repayi ng the cash, to obtain new contracts for muskets patterned on the 1812
model; they were, however, warned that
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they could have no further advance payments.
I rvine exhibited a zeal for protecting the
public interest which perhaps betrayed a
private ambition as well as a personal stake
in the musket model of 1812. The national
armories and new contractors could be required to make the new musket, but Eli
Whitney was working on a contract which
specified the same model he had been making for New York which, to Irvine, was a
completely unsatisfactory weapon. Directly
he found Wh itney's work unsatisfactory,
and threatened to reject the muskets from
Whitneyville. Whitney came out fighting.
In personal interviews in Philadelphia and
Washington and in an exchange of bitter
letters, Whitney accused J rvine of trying to
alter the terms of his contract by unilateral
edict ; Irvine, for his part, threatened to
bring suit for nonfu lfillment. Whitney carried his case to the President, and came away
with the payment he was seeking and a
promise that a man would be sent to inspect
the muskets he had ready. Even so, he was
not able to complete deliveries until IS22.4
Production of muskets at the national
armories increased steadily from 1808 to
ISl l and 18 12. During 18 11 and IS12 the
Springfield Armory turned out 10,000 and
10,200 pieces, respectively; the Harper's
Ferry Armory turned out 12,000 and to,140.
Thereafter, production declined
sharply- perhaps partly because of the introduction of the new Model 1812 musket
designed by I nspector of Arms Marine T.
'Lu, Irvine to Whitney, 26 October 1813 ; Ltr.
Whitney to Irvine, II November 1813 ; Ln, Irvine
to Whitney, 17 Novembe r 1813 ; Ltr, Whitney to
Irvine, 25 November 1813. All in Whitney Papers,
Yale U niversi ty. Jeanette Mirsky and Allan Nevins.
The World 0/ Eli Whitney. {New Yo rk: Macmillan
Co., 1952 ) ,pp. 254-65.
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Wickham- and throughout the War of
1812 never did recover prewar levels.
When it came to making pistols, Simeon
North, now established at Middletown,
Connecticut, still was in a class by himself,
though he too had trouble meeting delivery
schedules. In April 1813 North contracted

to make 20,000 pistols.

His contract,

ap~

parently the first to specify interchangeability, stated: "The component parts of the
pistols arc to correspond so exactly that one
limb or part of one Pistol may be fitted to
any other Pistol of the Twenty thousand." ~

North had been able to meet his schedules
promptly for his 1799 contract, but he had
to ask for more time to meet the new commitment. Although he had developed a
system of interchangeability, his earlier
promptness may have been possible because
he gave grea ter attention to t he actual making of pistols than to machinery needed for
future mass production, and the present
requirement introduced other problems besides the one of quantity alone. As was to
be expected, Commissary General Irvine
put pressure on him. North protested his
ability to meet the sched ule, but con tinued
to fall behind. In January 18 15 Irvine
suggested that a partial explanation of
North's tard iness might lie in reports that he
( North) was selling fifty pistols a week
privately in Boston, but North replied that
th e only pistols he sold privately were those
faili ng to pass inspection.

Militia SUPPly
The War of 1812 is noted for its dependence on the militia system, which in itself
involved special aspects of the problem of
military supply- to insure that mil itiamen
• Quoted in Fuller, Th e Whitn ey Firtarms, p. 112.
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who reported for service came anned and
equ ipped was only one part of t he problem,
and not a minor one. Earlier laws had
established the principle that all militi amen
were required to arm themselvcs; this, however, was not altogether practicable as there
were not enough muskets and rifles in the
country for everyone enrolled in the m ilitia
to buy his own. One of the laws passed
before the declaration of wa r in 1812 authorized the President to requ ire state governors to organ ize, arm, and equip their assigned portions of 100,000 militia.
While the militia system had serious drawbacks, there were advantages to having a
mil itary organization that was not tied to
the traditional conservatism that the Regular forces evinced when confronted wit h new
or different ideas and weapons. In his appeal for vounteers, t he governor of Tennessee pronou nced: "Those having no rifles of
their own will be furnished by the state to
the extent of the supply on hand . Eaeh
volunteer . . . is enti tled to a dozen new
short flints and lead enough to mold 100
bullets to fit that rifle. It is desired to avoid
smoothbore muskets as much as possible.
They may be good enough for Regular Sold iers bu t not the Citizen Volunteers of
Tennessee." 6

Su/)port of Field Operatio,lS
Ambition and logistics determined the
nature of t he military campaigns in the
War of 1812. The nation was, in effe ct,
fighting a "three-front" war: t he first over
the traditional invasion routcs to Canada
by way of Lake Champlain and Niagara;
the second in the area of Detroit and the
" Quoled in Ellis C. Lcm:, Muule Flalh es ( Huntington, W. Va.: Standard Publications, Inc.,
1944),p.112.
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western shore of Lake Erie where settlement
was far enough advanced to add it to the
strategic avenues to Canada; the third in
the South and on the Gulf Coast.
The Northwest-The area of some of the
first action, the Northwest, was the most
difficult to supply. Pittsburgh, the impor(ant depot area for the Indian campaigns
of St. Clai r and Wayne once again was the
chief base for su pplying the Northwest as
well as for the movement of supplies down
the rivers to New Orleans to avoid British
vessels ofT the coast. It was a hard overland journey of 31 0 miles from Philadelphia
to Pittsburgh. Beyond Pittsburgh suppl ies

could be scnt to the Northwest by boat on
the Ohio River to Cinci nnati, then north
by the route of St. Clair and Wayne, or they
could be carried on flatboats up the Wabash
by the route Brig. Gen. William Henry
Harrison had taken to Tippecanoe in 18 11 .
The most direct communication between
Pitr.sburgh and the Great Lakes was up the
Allegheny River to Eric, the site of Fort
Presque Isle. A more direct connect ion
from the east, of course, was by way of the
Mohawk valley to Buffalo. British control
of the Great Lakes created a scrious obstacle
to northern invasion. (Map 5)
After General Hull's surrender, General
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Harrison, hero of Tippecanoe, moved to-ward Detroit to recover lost ground and
restore American p restige. Almost at once
he ran into the same supply shortages lh.at
had hampered H ull when he started n orth ~
ward. It took a considerable time for
needed supplies to be collected in the East
and for them to be sent wcst by way of Pitts·
burgh. As Harrison remarked, his "troops
marched (rom Kentucky in August to relieve
General Hull, and the clothing for them
left Philadelphia late in November." f
Secretary of War Eustis' personal direction of procurement activities for the Northwestern Department anny d id not avoid
the pitfalls of unco-ord ination, although
General Harrison h imse1f was responsible
for some of the confusion . Convinced that
rations could be obtained more economically
in Ohio, Harrison cut back to 4oo,0Cl0 ra·
tions a purchase order Eustis had given to a
contractor in the Pittsburgh area for
1,098,000 rations, including transportation.
When Harrison's contractor in Oh io failed
to deliver, Harrison had to restore the origi·
nal order. Harrison also appointed a deputy commissary fo r his anny, and d irected
him to purchase, when necessary, and slore
enough provisions at Fort Defian ce, Ur·
banal and Wooster to support an army of
10,000 men. Frequently competing with
each other for available resources, purchas·
ing agents were not able in any case to meet
Harrison's requirements, whereupon the
commander ordered his officers to buy food
su pplies locally. Direction of supply activi~
ties other than subsistence were further confu sed when both the gencral ( with War
Department approval ) and the Secretary of
War appointed deputy quartennasters gen' QUOted in Dorothy B. Goebel, Wi/liQI/I II tnr),
H n,,;sQn ( Richmond, Va.: William B. Burrord,
1941 ), pp. 146- 47.
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eral to the Anny. Eustis did take the initiative in alerting agents to forward such
equipment as arms, ammunition, entrenching tools, tents, and camp equ ipage to the
Northwestern Department army, and he
gave Harrison a free hand in requisitioning
supplies preparatory to moving agai nst
Detroit.
Harrison was not going to attempt any
foolhardy expedition without supplies;
neither was he, on the other hand, going to
sit and wait until every waistcoat arrived
before he acted. l ndeed, he did not content
himself wi th waiting until contractors and
supply officers ful fill ed their responsibilities.
Cincinnati citizens responded to his request
for homemade cartridges with 12,000
rounds forwarded by wagon train. He
asked other towns for supplies of clothing.
When his anny bogged down in the winter
rains, he set his troops for several days to
salting down pork and to moving supplies up
to the forts upon which his line of communication was based. When he reached La ke
Erie in September 18 13, Harrison waited
until Com modore O liver Perry had ga ined
naval superiority, then moved his fo rce (plus
a herd of beef cattle) across the lake to the
Canadian side. He caught up with the
British at the T hames River on 5 October
1813 and won an important victory.
Th e Northeast- Transportation routes
were somewhat easier for supporting the
other fron ts, but the supply situation was not
much better. Contractors failed to deliver
rations when they were needed most j there
were no blankets when the weather was
coldest ; ammunition gave out at the most
critical times.
In New England and New York, Maj.
Gen. H enry Dearborn, appointed to command the Northern Department, acted as
his own quartennaster general when he at-
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tempted to mount forces for mvasions of
Canada across the Niagara River and north
from Lake Champlain. Brig. Gen. Morgan
Lewis. appoi nted Q uartermaster General to
head the re-established Quartermaster's Department, arrived in Albany to supeIVise
activities, but his efforts were of little assistance to Dearborn. Troops garrisoned at the
northern frontier posts during the summer
of 181 2 were destitute of almost everything
that mattered; nevertheless, amidst confusion and disorganization, supplies, though
often in poor condition, gradually began to
accumulate. Military agents at Philadelphia, Boston, and Albany- reappointed as
deputy quartermasters general with the
reorganization of the department-obta.incd
tents, equipage and powder, and forward ed
them through Albany. The Purveyor of
Public Supplies and. later, the Commissary
General of Purchases, contracted for clothing, mainly at Philadelphia, while deputy
commissaries purchased more clothing in
New York, Nonvich, and Boston. An assistant deputy quartermaster general for the
harbor of New York bought supplies in the
New York area and expedited their transportation up the Hudson to Albany. Subsistence was obtained by contract, and was
no more satisfactory than in the northwest.
It was mid-October before the planned
moves could begin; then both prongs of the
invasion failed when militia refused to cross
the boundary into foreign territory. There
was nothi ng to do but go into winter quarters- bu t the quarters that had been ordered
were not ready, and winter cloth ing had not
arrived.
While Dearborn stayed at Albany, still
performi ng quartermaster duties; crews of
boatbuilders from New York City were at
work at Sackets Harbor, constructing batteaux, designed to carry forty men and their
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equipment, and naval vessels, and troops
began to assemble fo r another invasion attempt. The baueaux proved to be unsafe,
but the men boarded other vessels, and in
April 1813 sailed with Com modore Isaac
Chauncey's naval squadron for York (now
T oronto). Following the capture of York,
Dearborn's troops seized Fort George at
the mouth of the N iagara. A September
campaign aga inst Montreal, under the personal supervision of the new Secretary of
War, John Armstrong, operating with converging forces sailing down the St. Lawrence from Sackets Harbor and northward
on Lake Champlain, got practicall y nowhere. And once again major logistical
efforts turned from moving up campaign
supplies to providing winter quarters.
In the next summer (July 1814) the army
on the Niagara was able to give a better
account of itself. A vigorous campaign under Maj . Gen. J acob Brown resulted in the
capture of Fort Erie, a sparkling victory at
Chippewa, and a hard-fought battle resulting in a standoff at Lundy's Lane. But that
was all . Active operations on the northern frontier ended in September with the
repulse at Plattsbu rg of a British invasion
attempt along the same route Burgoyne had
taken in 1777.
Because he could not get the regulation
blue for his brigade of regulars before the
battle of Chippewa, Brig. Gen. Winfield
Scott outfitted his well-drilled men in the
gray of the New York militia. This created
some confusion of identification among the
enemy, but Scott's men established their
identify by their performance, and the uniform set the precedent for the cadet gray of
West Point. Again win ter uniforms seldom
reached the field before mid-win ter, and
when they d id a rrive in quantity, the quality was poor. Ration supply by the contract
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GENERAL J ACKSON AND HI S R IFLEMEN DURING THE DEFENSE OF NEW ORLEANS

system was no morc effective than it had
been in previous years.
The South- Even for the defense of
Washington in July and August 1814,
lOgistical organization did not fu nction
properly, and Brig. Gen. William H .
Winder, hastily appointed commander of
the newly created 10th M ilitary District,
found himself fi lling every role from com·
missary to messenger. As the British converged on the Capital he had no idea where
to apply for guns, ammunition, tents, or
other equipment needed by the troops gathering at Bladensburg.
Brig. Gen. Andrew J ackson was impa-

tient with the details of logistics. During
his campaigns in the Mississippi Territory
that culminated in March 1814 with his
decisive victory over the Creeks at Horseshoe Bend , he had iearned how difficult it
was for an army to live off the country. In
December of that same year, as he prepared
for the defense of New O rleans, he found
himself short of supplies, largely because of
his own want of foresight in requisitioning
or findin g out what items were to be had in
t he New Orleans area. Local citizens furnished much of the d othing and bedding
needed by militiamen who arrived without
them.
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The Kentucky rifle m ade the big difference in lavor of United States fo rces in the
battle of New Orleans, coupled with the
deadly m a rksmanship of raw backwoods

militiamen who were equipped with the new
weapon. Army Regulars, m eantime, still
had to rely on the old, less accurate, m usket.

Postwar R eorganization
Gains realized from the valuable and

costly experience of the War of 1812 in staff
reorganization were alm05t immediately
thrown away as the staff again was reduced
to match morc closcly the smaller size of the

peacetime army.

The Ordnance Depart-

ment and the Purchasing D epartment were
continued, but fo ur brigade quartermasters

replaced the Quartermaster's Department
(actually, the President retained a Quartermaster General and two deputies provisiona lly to supelVise demobilization ) and only
fi ve surgeons a nd fifteen surgeon's mates--with no Physician and Surgeon Gene ral, but
with the Apot hecary General retained- remained in the M edical Department.
Then came two strong a nd imag inative
Secretaries of War- im aginative enough to
see the whole questio n of administrative o rganization in a different light, a nd strong
enough to get something done about it. The
first of these was William H. C rawford
( 1815- 16). On the necessity of restoring
the stafT o rganization in peacetime he stated
his posi tion clearly and effectively in response to a n inquiry from the H ouse Military Affairs Committee:
The expe riencc of the first two campaigns
of the last war, which has furn ished volumes
of evidence upon this subject, had incontestably established not only the expediency, bu t
the neecssity of giving to the military establishment, in time of peace, the organization

which it must have to render it efficient in a
state of war.
It is believed also to be demonst rable, that
a complete organizatio n of the staff will contribu te as much to the economy of the establishment as to its effi ciency.
The stationary staff of a m ilitary establishment should be substan tia lly the same in peace
as in war, without reference to the number or
distribution of the troops of which it is composed. a
Secretary of W a r John C. Calhoun
( 181 7-25), w ho shared Crawford's views,
drafted a bill incorporating those ideas and
saw it throug h Congress without essential
change. It was undoubtedly t he most significant single law affecting the supply a nd
sclVice organization of the Army cnacted in
the whole period between the R evolutionary
War a nd the W a r with Mexico. Th is act,
pa$ed on 14 April 1818, provided for the
o rga nization of the Quartermaster, Su bsist ~
ence and Medical D epartments substantia lly
in the fo nn in which they remained fo r the
next several decades.
Recent hostilities against the Seminoles in
Florida had encouraged further cons.ideratio n of military affairs, but even so Congress
contempla ted a furt he r reduct ion in the
Army. To its invitation for his t ho ughts
on this and related subjects, Ca lho un responded in December 1818 with a long and
a ble paper. He saw clearly the limitations.
of what later wou ld become known as the
"d ivision-slice" concept, and recognized that
the size of the Anny as stich had little d irect
bea ring 0 11 the necessary size a nd organization of the logistical staffs. Calhoun said ,
in part:
The Sian, as organized b)' the act of last
session, combines simplicity wi th effi ciency,
and is considered to be superior to that of the
periods to which I have reference. I n est i• A",.,iCllft SIIII. Pllp.,S, Militll, )' ADaiN, 1, 636.
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mating the expenses of the anny, and particularly that of the staff, the two most expensive branches of it (the engineer and ordnance
departments) ought not fairly to be included.
Their duties are connected with the penna·
ncnt preparation and defense of the countl)',
and have so little reference to the existing
military establ ishment, that if the army were
reduced to a single regiment, no reduction
could safely be made in either of them.

.

~

. . . .

. .

. . .

In fact, no part of our military organization
requires more attention in peace than the general staff. It is in every service invariably the
last in attaining perfection; and if neglected in
peace, when there is leisure, it will be impossible, in the midst of the hurry and bustle of
war, to bring it to perfection. It is in peace
that it should receive a perfect organization,
and that the officers should be trained to
method and punctuality, so that, at the commencement of a war, instead of creating
anew, nothing more should be necessary than
to give to it the necessary enlargement. I n
this country particularly the stafT cannot be
neglected with impunity. Difficult as its operations are in actual service everywhere, it has
here to encounter great and peculiar impediments, from the extent of the country, the
badness and frequently the want of roads, and
the sudden and unexpected calls which are
often made on the militia. If it could be
shown that the staff, in its present extent, was
not necessary in peace, it would, with the view
taken, be unwise to lop off any of its branches
which would be necessary in actual service.
With a defective staff, we must carry on our
military operations under great disadvantages
and be exposed, particularly at the commencement of a war, to greatiosses, embarrassments,
and disasters.
Our people, even the poorest, being accustomed to a plentiful mode of living, require, to preserve their health, a continuation,
in a considerable degree, of .the same habits
of life in a campi and sudden and great departure from it subjects them, as it is proved
by experience, to great mortality. Our losses
in the late and Revolutionary wars from this
cause were probably much greater than from
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the sword. However well qualified for the
war in other respects, in the mere capacity of
bearing privations, we arc inferior to most
nations. An American would starve on what
a Tartar would live with comfort.
The system [of supplying the Army with
provisions] established at the last session will,
in lime of peace, be adequate to the cheap
and certain supply of the army. The act provides for the appointment of a commissarygeneral, and as many assistants as the selvicc
may require, and authorizes the President to
assign to them their duties in purchasing and
issuing rations. It also directs that the ordinary supplies of the army should be made by
contracts, to be made by the commissarygenel-ai, and to be delivered, on inspection, in
the bulk, at such places as shall be stipulated
in the contract.
The defects of the mere contract system
are so univer'Sally acknowledged by those who
have experienced its operation in the late war,
that it cannot be necessal)' to make many observations in relation to it. Nothing can appear more absmd than that the success of the
most important military operations, on which
the vel)' fate of the countl)' may depend,
should ultimately rest on men who arc subject to no military responsibility, and on whom
there is no other hold than the penalty of a
bond. When we add to this observation that
it is often the interest of a contractor 10 fail
at the most critical juncture, when the means
of supply become the most expensive, it seems
strange that the system should have been continued for a single campaign.~
The Ordnance Department was merged
with the artillery in 1821, but the effect was
more apparent th an real. The result was a
weakening of the ordnance service to the
extent that it lost its commissioned officers
( many of whom transferred to artillery),
while ordnance enlisted m en continued to
perform their specialized duties. T he department was restored as a separ ate bureau
• Ibid., 780-82.
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in 1832. Otherwise, the general o rganiza~
tion of the War Department remained the
same until the Mexican Wa r.

Small Arms, 1816-46
Government Manufacture
Again going into the question of arming
the militia, Congress in 1816 authorized the
President to purchase sites for the construction of additional arsenals and annorics.
F ive arsenals were added to the national
system that year- the Bellona at Richmond,
V irginia; the Pikesville at Pikesville, Maryland; the Washington in the District of
Columbia; the Watertown at Watertown,
Massachusetts, and the Frankford Arsenal
at Phil adelphia. Earlier, arsenals h ad been

established at Rome, New York, in 181 3,
and at West Troy, New York ( the Watervliet Arsenal ), and at Pittsburgh (Allegheny
Arsenal) in 1814. The arscnaJ at Augusta,
Georgia, was established in 181 7, and the
one at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, in 1819.
Some thought was givcn to locating a third
national armory in the West, but the plan
was never carried through.
Ordnance officers at the armories still rcsisted the adoption of interchangeability of
parts on the ground that its value was strictly
limited by the time and expensc involved.
They agreed that there was some value in
making barrels, bayonets, and locks interchangeable, but not the parts of the locks.
Then came one of the most significant
developments of this period- the introduction of the Hall breech-loading rine in 1819.
John Hall had obtained a patent for his
rine in 1811, but it had taken this long
to perfect it and to persuade the Army to
start producing it. After the weapon suc-

cessfull y passed field testing with troops in
1816, Hall sold the idea to the Ordnance
Department of producing it on the interchangeable system. Thus the Hall rifle not
only became the first breechloader in the
U.S. service ; it also became the first weapon
to be manufactured on the interchangeable
parts system in a national armory. By signing an agreement to have the weapon produced in a national armory, H all came out
much better financially than did most of the
gunmakers who tried to produce arms in
their own plants. Under an agreement
signed in 1819, the government acqu ired
the right to produce the rifle on the basis of
allowing Hall a royalty of $1.00 on each
weapon and Hall joined the staff of the
Harper'S Ferry Armory, where the rifle was
to be made, at a salary of $60 a month , In
1827 his salary was raised to $1,450 a year,
and subsequently he received fees amounting
to $9,000 for his invention of labor-saving
machinery.
In the Army Board tests of J81 8 and
1819, the HaU rine demonstrated its superiority over the musket in every way- accuracy, rapidity of fire, reliability- nevertheless, the musket remained the standard infantry arm until after the Mexican War,and
senior officers continued to insist on the superiority of muzzle-loaders. By the mid1830's, Hall, by the use of die forging and
machine cuts for essential fittings, had perfected the interchangeability of parts to the
point where 100 riAes could be disassembled, the parts jumbled, and the rin es reassembled to new stocks with good fits in every
case. Yel the national a rmories did not
adopt the principle of int.crchangeable parts
for other weapons until 1841 . The cost was
higher than the cost of muskets, but the cost
of machinery installed at Harper's Ferry
for maki ng Hall's rifles amounted to only
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$57,000 up to 3 1 January 1827, while the
machinery for making muskets had cost
$72,000. Originally, the average cost of
making a Hall rifle, including patent rights
and accessories, was figured at about
$29.59j by 1835 the cost had been reduced
to $14.50. But there still was no general
adoption of the weapon for Regular infantry
troops.
Although J oshua Shaw had developed the
percussion cap before the War of 1812, and
had received a patent on it in 1822, it did
not come into general use until about the
time of the Mexican War. The first percussion weapon accepted by the government
was the 1833 model Hall breech-loading
carbine man ufactured by Simcon North,
and Nicamor Kendall's percussion rifle had
been used in Texas as early as 1835. National armories did not btgin large-scale
production of percussion anns until 184-1
and 1846.
Natural distrust of new ideas and fear
on the part of some officers that soldiers
would be more likely to lose percussion caps
than flin ts delayed acceptance; but there was
also the clement of cost involved in putting
any new model into production. Every
change made it necessary to distribute new
patterns to private manufacturers, and the
alteration of tools and machinery was so
expensive that the armories resisted change.
The superintendent of the Springfield Armory wrote to the Chief of Ord nance in
181 7: " I have come to the conclusion that
it is better to adhere to an uniform pattern
than to be frequently changing; although
the model may not be the most penect." 10
.. Quoted in Felicia J. Deyrup, Arnu Malet" 0/
th, Conn,,,j, .. ! Villi,,,: A R'gio",,1 St"dy of th,
Economic D ,u./opm,,,t of th, Sm,,11 A rtlll i ndustry.
1798- 1870 (North ampton, M ;m., Smith College,
19:18), p. 57.
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Some people considered the percussion
cap the most important invention in firea rms
since the discovery of gunpowder, for it d id
much more than simply improve the system
of ignition, as the flintlock had improved on
the firelock. It also made practical the
metallic cartridge case, which , in turn, assured the success of the breechloader.
A significant change in the direction of
the national annories came in 1844 when
the policy of using civilian superintendents
gave way to the appointment of military
commanders. Ordnance offi cers believed
the reduction in costs during the next six
years while improving the quality of weaP'"
ons justified t he change.

Private M anufacture
Simeon North, who continued to be t he
leading pistol maker in the country,
branched out in 1823 when he signed a government contract to make Hall rifles then
being made at the Harper's Ferry armory.
Apparently North was the only private arms
maker at the time who had sufficiently mastered the interchangeable parts system to
meet the requirements of the rifle contractors. In 1828 and 1829 R. and J . D. J ohnson signed a contract for 600 Hall rifl es,
Reuben Ellis agrced to make 500, H enry
Deringer, long an accomplished rifle maker,
contracted for 600, and North for another
1,200. Only North was able to deliver.
Deringer and the Johnsons modified t heir
contracts to make muskets instead. The
Ellis contract, made under a special law of
the State of New York, was canceled.
North completed his contract, and continued to make rifles for many more years .
After 1830 the contract system for procuring small arms declined. M ost of the
old makes d isappeared from the lists of man-
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u£acturers. Firms that depended too much
upon onc man died with the individuaL
Others, actually making less money than
their accounting systems showed, were unable to finance themselves. Still others were

able to operate as long as government patronage continued, but without it had to
give up. M any lacked t he flexibility and
capital to keep up with the new arms being
introduced. Only two armories in New
England that had been established before
1830 survived until the Civil Wa r: one was

the government armory at Springfield; the
other was Whitney·s. For a time arms
makers were kept in turmoil by doubts about

the government's policy.

With the intro-

duction of the new model muskets in 1839
and 1840, the Ordnance Department had
to promise long-term orders before the contractors would retool. No new contracts
for muskets were let after 1840.
In the places of the old manufacturers a
new group of highly competitive arms makers arose. With outside capital, t hey were
able to free themselves of complete dependence upon government orders, and assumed
the leadership in weapons design, machine
tool development, and factory organization.
One of the outstanding new firms was the
Ames Manufacturing Company which began in the early 1830's to make swords and
sabers on government cont racts, but soon
branched out into all kinds of other items for
private as well as government markets. In
the next few years the company accepted
contracts for carbines and for bronze cannon. The Remington Company, too, got
its start about this time with the purchase of
machinery and an uncompleted carbine
contract from Ames.
One of t he most outstanding arms makers
to appear in the period between 1830 and
1850 was Samuel Colt. D eveloping an idea

that supposedly came to him as he watched
the movements of a ship's wheel, Colt produced the revolver wh ich he patented in
1836, and which almost' immediately won
wide popularity among Texas R angers in t he
Texas War for Independence, and among
soldiers in the Florida war. T he Patent
Arms Manufacturing Company, organized
at Patterson, New J ersey, for t he pur pose,
obtained the rights to manufacture Colt's
pistol and the revolving rifles, carbines, and
shotguns as welL But news of the success of
Colt's revolvers in Florida and Texas spread
slowly, the prices were high for citizens who
had no real need for these repeaters in peacetime, and t he Army was reluctant to accept
too quickly such an apparently complicated- and obviously such an outstanding- weapon, and the Patent Arms Manufacturing Company went bankrupt in 1842.
It remained for Captain Walker of the
Texas Rangers at the time of the M exican
War to revive the Colt revolver. Colt then
made arrangements with Whitney to manufacture the pistol for the government, and
as a result accumulated the capital to open
a plant in 1855 at Hartford, Connecticut,
which was probably the most highly developed machine shop of its time.
Standards of arms manufacture had
achieved new levels by the 1840's, but true
interchangeability of parts, measured by
close standards, was not yet the general rule.

Long-Term Contracting
Beginning with the fund s appropriated
for arming the militia, the government
gradually hit upon a policy of providing
orders to the most promising gun producing
establishments on a long-term b asis- six
private armories enjoyed something of a
special status, their contracts being renewed
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from time to time until late in the 1840's.
These companies included Eli Whitney of
Whitn eyv ill e, Connecticut, Lemuel
Pomeroy of Pittsfield, Massachusetts, and
Asa Waters of Sutton, M assachusetts, all of

whom specialized in muskets; Henry
Deringer of Philadelphia, who made riflcs;
Simeon North of Middletown, Connecticut,
who specialized in pistols, and Nathan Starr,

also of Middletown, who made swords.
Secreta ry of Wa r Calhoun accepted as
governmental policy the principle of renew-

iog contracts where former undertak ings
had been satisfactorily fulfilled, provided the

terms were as low as any other bids. As
Colonel George Bamford, t he principal con-

tracting officer for the Ordnance Department, put it:
Without such inducements, contracts upon
reasonable terms could not have been obtained; because the U States was the only.
customer the contractors could have,. . Tn
1798, whe n the first attempt was made there
were but few persons in the country acquainted with the business; and but one of
these (Eli Whitney of Connecticut ) who embarked in it succeeded; all the rest were either
ruined by the attempt or found the business
so unprofitable a nd haza rdous as to induce
them to relinquish it. In 1808, after the passa~e of the law making a pennanent appropnation, a renewed attempt was made, and
many of the contractors who were then engaged in the business have also failed. The
steady support and patronage given by the
Government since that time to the contractors
whose skill, perscverance and capital saved
them from ea rly fai lure has resulted in the
finn establishment of several manufactories
of anns, a nd preserved to the country establishments of great importance to its security
and defence. II
The governmcnt found a number of ad vantages in the long-term contracting sys" Quoted in Mirsky and Nevinl, The World of
Eli WhiIPl6Y. pp. 273-74.
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tcm. Besides assuring an additional SOUfC.e
of supply of arms, the system promoted a
spirit of co-operation throughout the indu."try that was invaluable for arms procurement. However, a number of drawback."
also were evident. Ordnance officers generally considered the guns produced by
private manufacturers inferior to those made
in national armories. Moreover, not only
was the average price of privately manufactured weapons somewhat higher than t he
average cost of those produced in the a rmories, but the government had to pay for
inspection, which added to the cost. Cont racts had to be renewed if the industry was
to conti nue to be available, a nd this meant
a continuous drain on government resources.
Contract renewal was a disadvantage
from the viewpoint of the manufacturer as
well, for he was at the mercy of government policy. The threat of complete nationalization of milita ry weapons ma nufacture hung over h im, a nd when a contract
expired, if another was not available immediately, he had the ex pense of retaining h is
workers so as to be read y when the next
order did come. At the same time, the
existence of the private firms, in the spirit
of co-operation that prevailed, a ppeared to
benefit the national a rmories-if govern·
ment inspection requ irements and pressure
upon the private annories to maintain high
standards stimulated industrial technical
progress, these manufacturers contributed
to the national a rmories by sharing ideas
a nd methods. It has bee n suggested t hat the
principal reason for the pre-eminence of
the Springfield Armory over Harper's Ferry
was the latter's isolation from the industry
and the fonner's close association with the
a rms makers of New England.
As to thc advantages of public as against
private manufactu re of military weapons,
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much is to be said on both sides. In the
earlier period there was a great deal of
sentiment in favor of depending on national
armories altogether. After the Mexican
War sentiment began to favor the procurement of all arms by contract. As Secretary

of War (1853- 57) ,Jefferson Davis thought
both wefe needed for the best possible system
of arms production. National armories
were readily available and less expensive,
and established price standards for private
contractors. Private manufacturers seemed
more likely to improve models and to experiment with new materials and new methods.

ArtiUery
Artillery, like small anns procurement,
was on a rather more certain basis after the
War of 18 12. The West Point Foundry began to make cannon in 1816 under the direction of Gouverneur Kemble, and quickly
became a leading supplier of heavy ordnance. This foundry and a number of
others were established and maintained on
the basis of assurances of continued support
from the government. Like the small arms
manufactu rers, artillery manufacturers were
at the mercy of government orders, but the
government was completely dependent upon
them for cannon. The arsenals at Washington, Pittsburgh and Watervliet constructed carriages, limbers, and caissons,
and mounted the guns; but for the guns
themselves they still were dependent on private foundries.
T hese were years of special significance
for the artillery: a new carriage system was
adopted, the con test between iron and
bronze for cannon was renewed, and the
whole spectrum of arti llery materiel waS
systematized. Even as t he United States
was perfecting its adaptation of the French

Gribeauval carriage system during the War
of 1812, the British had developed a far
superior system of their own. This superiority was not clearly demonstrated during
the war, and its significance was lost upon
almost everyone except one man- Col.
Decius Wadsworth, who had been Chief of
Ordnance since establishment of the department in 1812. In 1817 Wadsworth designed a stock-trail system based upon models captured from the British in 1814, but a
board convened to consider the proposed
change recommended retention of the Gribeau val system, and Secretary Calhoun
accepted that recommendation. Meanwhile the F rench themselves, convinced of
the superiority of the British system, added
significant improvements of their own, and
overcame strong national prejudice sufficiently for the stock-trail system to be
adopted in 1827. T he system's principal
advantages were in case and speed of limbering and unlimbering the guns, ability of
limbered guns and caissons alike to tum
about on a short radius, and convenience of
the ammunition carriage and the mounting
of the soldiers.
An officer scnt to France in 1827 to make
a study of the Gribeauval system returned
with a report of the French adaptation of
the stock-trail which immediately set off
reconsideration in the United States. T he
Washington Arsenal built one of the new
carriages in 1832 for trial, and a board
recommended adoption in 1835. T he new
system was adopted in 1836; it gradually replaced the old system, vest iges of which
remained until after the Civil War.
Meanwhile, the question of the most suitable metal for cannon had arlscn again.
Although cast-iron weapons had performed
well during the War of 1812, they were
bursting under the force of much-improved
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powder developed since the war. If full
advantage was to be taken of the morc
powerful powder, stronger guns would have
to be made.
A Board of Ord nance appointed in 1831
took up this question among othen, Sue·
ccssive boards appointed in 1835. 1837,
1838, and 1839 all moved in the direction
of returning to bronze for light artillery
pieces. Aller a nother ten months of study
and testing, a board appointed in 1839
unanimously concluded in February 1840
that bronze should be adopted. But Secretary of War Joel Poinsett remained unconvinccd. He attached a great deal of weight
to the desirability of independence from
foreign materials for arms. Great quantities of iron were available domestically, but
copper and tin would have to be imported.
Poinsett felt that the greatest failure had
been in the skill of the founders, and that the
solution to the problem of improved guns
lay in developing foundry skill rather than
in adopting an expensive and scarce metal.
Members of the Ordnance Board did not
deny the cogency of Poinsett's argument, but
they held that it would be unwise to delay
procurement of new weapons until the nec~
cssary skills could be developed; that bronze
weapons should be ordered immediately,
and in the meantime steps be taken to improve iron foundry . Poinsett sensed no such
urgency to go into a bronze procurement
program. First he sent a mission composed
of the three junior member.! of the Ordnance Board and William Wade, a former
Army officer who now was an iron found er
at Pittsburgh, to Europe to investigate cannon making there. Nearly everywhere they
were impressed by the favor in which bronze
was he1d, and they came home reinforced
in their belief that the United States should
change to that metal for its light artillery.
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On the basis of their report, the Ordnance
Board in January 1841 again voted a unani·
mous recommendation for the change, and
this time Poinsett approved. The question
would not come up again until American
found ers began making riAed cannon during the Civil War.
Another recommendation that the Ordnance Board made in its report of 1841
was for appointment of an agent or an
officer of the Ordnance Department to oversee the manufacture of cannon at foundries
where the government had contracts. Poinsett quickly approved, and appointed
William Wade as "attending agent." Congress cstablished the new position by law
in 1842. The duty of this agent was to
see that proper materials and methods were
used, and he had a uthority to reject any
weapons not made accord ing to regulations.
Again, there was a great deal of discussion
in the War Department and in Congress
about the advisability of establishing a national foundry or an Army gun factory, but
the government continued to rely on four
lead ing private foundries for its heavy ordnance. Under the new law, however, for
the first time the Ordnance Department
could prescribe specific rules for the selection and preparation of metals and for the
steps in the fabrication of artillery pieces.
Earlier, in 1838, Poinsett had proposed
the introduction of rockets and rocket units.
The Board of Ordnance meeting that year
approved this proposal, and the members
of the mission to Europe in 1840 were
much interested in what they saw of rocketmaking in the different countrics--by methods supposedly secret but apparently known
to all. Thus the way was opened for the
procurement and use of rockets in the Mexican War.
Another, and more significant at the
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time, addition to artillery weapons came
in 1844 with the adoption of the 8-inch and
1O-inch Columbiads.
Finally, successive boards worked toward
a more complete and precise definition of
the whole artillery system. The first complete system was a pproved in 18 19. After
years of work in making improvements, approving the calibers and types of gu ns,
howitzers, and mortars in the different categories (as light, siege, and seacoast), and
preparing all the drawings and descriptions
necessary to make it cffectivc- a task assigned primarily to Maj. Alfred Mordecaithe new and complete system was rcady fo r
publication by the latc 1840's.

Th e Seminole W aT
T he most severe test for the Anny in the
period between the War of 1812 and tbe
War with Mexico was the Second Seminole
( Florida) War which dragged on for seven
years ( 1836-42) of costly and exasperating
operations. Ten generals, including Edmund P. Gaines, Winfield Scott, Thomas
S. J esup (the Quartennaster General).
Zachary T aylor, William Eustis, Alexander
Macomb, and other leading figures, all
had a turn at commanding operat ions in
Florida without any lasting results. Finally
a measure of success came to the last commander, Col. William J. Worth . T he impenetrable swamps and forests in the tropical
heat were as great obstacles as the stubborn
and skillful foe. Not counting battle casua lties, no more than two-thirds of the men
in a combat unit could be counted upon for
action within thirty days after their arrival.
The men had to work more than figh t just
to support themselves, although General
Jesup complained that the southern militia

would not work for themselves, milch leS'.> for
the Army. Regulars had to perform duties
not ordinarily assigned to them-drive wagons, work on roads and bridges, and other
noncombat tasks. T ransportation was so
difficult that a week's rations had to be carried in haversacks, Sometimes canoes and
boats could be used effectively , and a dredging machine was brought in to help open
up channels. ( Map 6)
For the first time steamboats came into
extensive use in the support of Un ited States
military operations. Most of the troops and
su pplies used in Florida went by ship, usually chartered sailing vessels, from New
York, Philadelphia, and Washington, or by
steamboat from Charleston, Savannah, and
New Orleans. About forty steamboats
were in chartered service during 1836 and
1837. In the fall of 1840 five govern mentowned and six chartered steamboats were
in regular service, mainly transporting forage for the 2, 140 horses and mules in use
in Florida. The principal depots were established at Palatka on the St. John's River,
St. Augustine, Tampa Bay, and Cedar Key.
All had extensive warehouses, repair shops,
stables, quarters, and wharves. In the fall
of 1840 more than onc thousand civilians
were employed at Florida depots and subdepots.
For his campaign General Taylor established a series of garrisoned depots along his
line of march. He was unable to carry out
his whole plan, but in a six-weeks campaign
he did succeed in penetrating 150 miles into
hostile country, opening roads, buildi ng
bridges and causeways, establishing two
depots- and capturing 180 Indians and
Negroes.
Medical officers had no rest. The sick
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and wounded were evacuated on litters
made of blankets and hides stretched on
poles and carried on the backs of captured
ponies. When post hospitals became overcrowded, patients were sent to general hospitals at Picolata and Cedar Key. In the
period between I J une 1841 and 28 February 1842, when the force in Florida numbered less than 5,000, the number of cases
of sickness reported was 15,794.

In the final campaigns, Colonel Worth
resorted to a series of summer offensives
aimed at destroying the Indians' subsistence,

so that the issue finally was settled by striking
at enemy logistical resources.

Summary
Aside from the im mediate issues and
problems involved, the Florida War proved
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to be an invaluable training ground for the
conduct of operations in Mexico (our and
five years later. Other advances which
helped to prepare the Anny (or its triumphs
in Mexico were: John C. Calhoun's reorga-

•

nization of the staff, the continuing program
of small-anns procurement, and improvements in the system of artillery materiel. I f
.. For lIOurce. upon which Part I is based lee
Bibliography, pagel 703- 09 .

PART TWO
EMERGENCE OF MODERN WARFARE

CHAPTER IX

War with Mexico: War Department
Procurement and Supply
By the time of the War with Mexico, the
War Dcpartment---or "Mi litary Department" as it was commonly called- had become more or less set in its (onn of a central
administrative office with a collection of
au tonomous bureaus. The "General Staff"
in 1845 was no more than the several chiefs
of the admi nistrative and techn ical departments. War planning, general staff supervision, a nd effective co-ordination were
alien to the whole system. But more than
half a century of experience in war and
peace, together with long conti nuity in office
of the principal bureau chiefs, had given to
the supply and service departments on the
whole a competency never before known in
the United States. Long service in office
does not necessarily indicate special ability,
but as long as flexibility and imagination are
not sacrificed, experience must count for a
great deaL At the outbreak of the Mexican
War the Genera l in Chief, Maj. Gen. Winfield Scott, had served almost five years as
head of the Army, and h is immediate predecessor, Maj. Gen. Alexander Macomb,
had served for thirteen years. Col. Roger
Jones had been Adjutant General for
twenty-one years, Col. Thomas Lawson
Surgeon General for nearly tcn years, Col.
J oseph G. Totten Chief Engineer for more
than seven years, Col. George Bamford

Chief of Ordnance for fourtee n years, and
Brig. Gen. Thomas S. J esup Quartermaster
Gencral for twenty-eight years.
As then organized, the War Department
divided procurement, distribution, and service responsibilities among the independent
bureaus according to the type of supplies or
equipment or services involved. For a long
time rna jar responsibilities for procurement-particularly for contracting and purchasing on the open market- had been
withheld from the military department.
Until 1812, it will be recalled, the Treasury
Department had this responsibility. Then
the rather anomalous Purchasing Department performed this function until it was
virtually abolished in 1842; afterward the
bureau chiefs had complete charge of procurement, as well as storage and distribution
of the suppl ies and equipment for which
each was responsible. There is something
to be said, perhaps, in favor of this arrangement, for it centralized procurement and so
permitted development of uniform procedures. On the other hand, it did not work
out altogether satisfactorily for the reason
that division of responsibility for c::ertain
items of supply led to friction and the temptation for one office to blame another for
supply failures. Cn the absence of general
staff supervision and co-ordination, assign-
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ment of total TtSponsibility (or a given item
of supply to a particular bureau had obvious
advantages. Although trouble with Mexico
had been brewing for months, the War Department and its bureaus had done little to
anticipate the transportation, supply, and
service req uirements that war would bring.
Failure to take any effective measures in
advance to prepare for war has been the
subject of much criticism : against the W ar
Department and the Army for failu re to
plan and anticipate, and against Congress

(or failure to appropriate the necessary
funds. T he fact is that much had been
done to assure the country of a supply of
anns, and eq uipment, with the possible exception of wagons that could be p rocured
then about as rapidly as the Army could be
organized to use them. I n the circumstances of the 1840's what difference did it
make, rea1ly, when mobilization of resources
began ? It is said that a great deal of time
m ight have been saved had supply requirements been anticipated well before hostilities
began . Perhaps the time between t he opening and closing of fonnal hostilities would
have been shortened, but that time would
not necessarily have been more valuable
than the time and effort released for other
endeavors by refraining from extensive military preparations during the preceding
months and years. In the 1845-46 situation, where the U nited States clearly held
the initiative, and where the danger of invasion was remote, supply build-up could
begin as well with the commencement of
hostilities as at any other date. H owever
likely war may appea r to be, it is never absolutely certain until it begins, and in an age
that permits of such deliberation, the greater
total saving is likely to result from the postponement of all possible procurement and
distribution of supplies until the actual be-
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ginning of hostilities lends an element of certainty to the need for those activities.
The greatest deficiency in the War Department was the complete want of intelligence upon which to form ulate practical
logistical plans. R eliable information on
elementary facts of topography, climate, and
resources in Mexico had not been collected.
General Scott, on the basis of some bit of
misinformation that had come his way, announced there would be no advantage in
attempting military operations before October, since the period from Ma rch to Scptembel' was a rainy season in northern Mexico.
Staff officers had no data on the navigability
of the Rio Grande, on whether wagons could
be used in Mexico, on the availability of
mules in that country, 0 1' to wha t extent local
resources might be depended upon for subsistence and forage.
Though uncertainty prevailed concerning the requirements that might develop, the
W ar Department at least could move swiftly
to expand the Army and undertake largescale procurement of equipment once war
had been declared . After conferences with
P resident Polk on the p reparation of his war
message, members of the House Committee
on Military Affairs quickly agreed to recommend an authorization of 50,000 volunteers
and a sum of $ 10,000,000 for conducting
the war. Congress accepted this recommend ation in the war bill passed on 13 May
1846. Now that the emergency actually
had come, Congress lost no time in approving appropriations and measures for expanding the Army which it never would
have sanctioned on the mere assumption
that war might come at some t ime in the
future .
The act of 13 M ay also authorized calling
of militia into service for six months ; actually, however, militia were not used a great
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deal. Volunteers were to be placed on the
same footing as Regular troops except as to
clothing allo~vance . Volunteers were lO receive an equivalent money payment in lieu
of clothing, and wen: to furnish their own
clothing. Volunteer cavalrymen were to
furnish their own horses and special equipment. The U nited States would ann all
volunteers mustered into federal service.
There seems to have been no kind of
thoroughgoing analysis of requirements to
support the ~timates of 50,000 troops for
twelve months and $10,000,000. On the
contrary, President James K. Polk has been
sharply criticized for making the assumption that a war i':1 far-off Mexico could be
successfully concluded within six to twelve
months without any study of supply problems involved, and without reference to the
nation's experience. But in this respect
Polk's actions were not much different from
those of his predecessors and successors when
caught in a similar situation. Probably the
estimates of the President and of Congress
in this case were as close to actual requirements as were many of the appropriation
bills of later years that were prepared after
many man-hours of caJculation, and then
arbitrarily modificd by highcr authority or
by Congress. Nor is Polk aJone in swiftly
adopting measures to meet an emergency
without the benefit of detailed staff study.
Polk had no staff study nor any general
staff to make one. Even after the country
had had many more decades of military experience, and a highly complex generaJ
staff had learned to prepare the most detailed studies and sound estimates of requirements, chief executives would meet new
emergencies by making quick decisions
without reference to staff studies. Except
as an clement in general experience and
judgment, estimates of logistical feasibility
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were out of place in such emergency decisions. The substance of the decision was
not what could be done, but what had to
be done.
President Polk permitted himself to hope
that this war might be won without gunpowder and that Mexico might be overawed
by the demonstrations of power that he contemplated rather than conquered by longterm, large-scale operations. His expressed
hope that the war might be ended within
twelve months was not so very far off the
mark, although it seemed rash to some observers: actual hostilities lasted sixteen
months from the time of Polk's war message
in May 1846 to the surrender of Mexico
City in September 1847.
General Scott lost no time in initiating
action to move the necessary troops and supplies to the theater of war. Two days after
passage of the war bill he notified the several "chiefs of the general staff" that an
army of some 20,000 men, including the
troops aJready in Texas, was to be directed,
in several columns, against Mexico. The
chiefs were to take steps to collect subsistence
supplies in advance at rendezvous points
designated for the Regular and volunteer
troops, and along the lines of march that
they were to follow. The General in Chief
recommended a ration of hard bread and
bacon for the marches. For the volunteer
units it was necessary also to collect arms,
accouterments, ammunition, camp equipage, and medical supplies at the rendezvous
points except when routes of march passed
depots or arsenals where the n«essary equipment could be obtained . The Q uartermaster General was to arrange for land and
water transportation. The chiefs would
be informed about rendezvous points and
points of departure by the Adjutant General
and by the calls for volunteers sent out by
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the Secretary of War to the state governors,
but the general could say immediately that
these places would include Cincinnati,
Ohio; Madison or J effersonville, Ind iana;
Louisville and Smithland , Kentucky;
Quincy or Alton, Illinois; Memphis and
Nashville, Tennessee; Washington or Fulton on the Red River in Arkansas; and
Natchez, Mississippi.
In the mobilization effort there was a
chance for modern developments in transportation and communication to playa significant part. Probably the most important
innovation was the steamboat. Railroads
by this time had developed a fa irly dense
network in the northeastern stales, but they
had just begun to operate in the Mississippi
Valley, and there were none west of the Mississippi. Indeed, it was not until ten years
after the Mexican War that it was possible
to travel the whole distance from the Atlantic coast to the Mississippi River by steam
railway.
T he telegraph by 1846 had revolutionized communications. Some 1,200 miles
of telegraph lines linked Washington with
New York, Philadelphia, and other cities,
chiefl y in the northeast. T he telegraph
still had not come to the southwest, and was
not used tactically during the war, but it
was important as an instrument for speeding
the procurement of equipment in the northeastern states.
As the government's policies and strategic
plans emerged in the summer of 1846, something of the logistical effort contemplated
began to come clear. First of all , the Army
of Observation under General Taylorwhich had precipitated the action on the Rio
Grande-was to take Monterrey, and head
for the " heart of the country." Meanwhile, the Army of the West, which had
marched from Fort Leavenworth on 5 June
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under Col. Stephen W. Kearney, would be
moving on New Mexico and California.
In addition, an Army of the Center under
Brig. Geh. John E. Wool was to march from
San Antonio for Chihuahua. Soon it appeared that the best way to gain the Mexican capital would be by a march from Vera
Cruz, and the general plan was mod ified to
include an amphibious landing at Vera
Cruz, and a march inland to the Valley of
Mexico. These daring projects called for
immediate steps for supply procurement on
a large scale.
For anTIS and ammunition, the Army
could tum to fairly well-stocked armories
and arsenals, and to a group of private contractors who had been supplying the gnvernment for a number of years. Given
time, the quartermaster depot at Philadelphia (Schuylkill Arsenal) could expand its
production of clothing manyfold. For
other items it was necessary to go to the open
market, and to place contracts with private
business finns for goods and services. U nder laws and regulations that had been developing since 1798, and still remained in
force, all contracts had to ~ by purchase
in the open market, or by bids submitted
according to previous advertisement. No
advance of funds of any kind was permitted
except to disburs.i~g offi cers in order to permit them to make prompt payment. The
old practice of paying contracting offi cers
according to the amount of funds they disbursed had been abolished, and no officer
whose pay was fixed by law was allowed
to receive any additional allowance for the
disbursement of public money. No mem·
ber of Congress could share in any contract.
All contracts for the Anny were to be negotiated under the direction of the SecretaI)'
of War. An act of August 1846 required
strict accounting of receipts and payments,
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prohibited the deposit, loan, or other use
of public funds for private purposes, and
established other safeguards against embezzlement. Perhaps more significant was
the provision that alter I April 1847 all payments were to be made in gold or silver coin,
or, if the creditor agreed, in Treasury notes;
no exchange of funds was to be made except
for gold or silver.' This assurance of sound
finan cial backing did much to case the
troubles that had plagued procurement of·
ficers in earlier days.
With the support of Congress and the
general population that comes with a state
of war, energetic procurement officers began
to obtain equipment and to arrange for
transportation for troops and supplies. By
30 June 1846 quartennasters, commissaries,
paymasters, and athe.· officers already had
managed to spend over $3,000,000 of the
$10,000,000 appropriation for "Mexican
Hostilities." I

Anns and Ammunition
In many respects the volunteer soldiers
of the Mexican War were regarded---espe~
cially by Regulars- as poorly trained,
poorly disciplined, and frequently poorly
equipped, but in one thing they had some
claim to superiority, and that was in their
firearms. The Regulars were still carrying
flintlock muskets, for although percussion
anns rapidly were coming into general usc,
General Scott objected to them on the
ground that they had not yet been suffi~
ciently tested for field usc. But many volun1

Regulations for the Government of the Ord_

nance Department (Washington, 1852), app. 2,

pp. 134-38.
• Account of Receipts and Expenditures of the
Government for the Year Ending June 30, 1846,
HouiIC Exec Doc la, 29th Cong., 2d scss., pp.

174-75.
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teers, though entitled to arms from the
government, preferred to rely on their per~
sonal Colt revolving pistols and rifl es, Hall
breech-loading ri nes, Jencks carbines, and
other percussion weapons. Jefferson Davis
flatly refused to have his Missi$ippi volun~
teers armed with old flintlock muskets, and
fi nally obtained Whitney rifl es for them.
T here was no question of the superiority of
rifles over muskets, except that it took much
longer to reload the m uzzle-loading rifles.
Dragoons calTied musketoons-light muskets on slings-or, in some cases, rifle car~
bines. Needfess to say, the use of such a
variety of infantry weapons complicated
the problems of ammunition supply, ma i n~
tenance, and repair parts supply.
The war started just as the transition to
percussion arms in the U.S. Army began.
T he first limited adoption of a percussion
weapon (the Hall ) had occurred in 1833.
The matter had been under continuous con~
sideration since 1841, when in March 1845
the Ordnance Board recommended adoption of the Belgian method of converti ng
flin tlock muskets to percussion weapons.
More than 14,300 percussion muskets were
turned out in 1845. The first ones were
issued to the West Point cadets, and they
were slow reaching the Regular soldiers in
Mexico, though in the course of the war the
number of percussion caps issued was well
over double the 400,000 Aints issued.
At the same time the long contest went on
for adoption of a breechloader. While the
Hall ri fl e and the carbine had made good
first impressions, they had not won general
acceptance as basic weapons, and production of them had declined. There still was
no breechloader that had overcome the
handicap of serious gas leakage at the
breech, which made for a variability in per~
formance that tended to rob the weapons of
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their accuracy. Moreover, after prolonged
use, paper, cloth, and powder would foul
the parts, and the rifling would fi ll with
powder causing the piece to develop such a
"kick" that it could not be fired from the
shou lder. Until the development of the
metallic cartridge case, more strict attention
to cleaning, of course, was the answer to the
latter problem, but this was difficult to manage in combat, and could lead to delays at
critical times.
The fact that no foreign army had as yet
adopted a breechloader for general usc
seemed to give added weight to the argumen ts of those opposed to adopting it in this
country. The Prussians had produced their
breech-loading "needle gun" in 1842, but
it had made a poor showing. Another argument of opponents was more specious: they
held that usc of the breechloader, which
could be fired so much more rapidly than
the muzzle.loader, would put too much
strain on the ammunition supply. Here a
weapon was being criticized because it produced too much fire power! The answer
surely would have been to give more atten·
tion to ammunition supply-even if half the
soldier:s had to be assigned as ammunition
carriers- if the resu lt produced more fi re
power aga inst the enemy. In any case, the
general service breechloader was at least
a nother war away.
In December IS46 Will iam Hale of
England offered to the U nited States Government a new type of rocket in which he
had replaced the cumbersome stick of the
Congreve rocket. Hale's rocket was fitted
with a rotary propelling mechanism, and an
auxiliary firing cha mber gave the rocket a
pinwheel effect, thereby "spin stabilizing"
it on its course. Trials by a joint ArmyNavy board gave such a satisfactory resu lt
that the government purchased the right to
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use Hale's invention, and q uickly began producing the rockets. By November IS47,
one arsenal had turned out 2,000 Hale
rockets of 2!;4-inch and 3!;4-inch caliber. 3
The Ordnance Department depended
upon open purchases or private contracts
for a great deal of its artillery, ammunition,
and accouterments. Payment for an artillery piece was according to the weight of its
projectile-a 12-pounder bronze howitzer
cost 75 cents a pound; an IS-pounder garrison gun, 6 cents a pound; a 24-pounder
siege gun, $133 a Ion. Eight-inch shells for
Columbiads were 5 cents a pound. Among
the several contractors who furnished ordnance supplies and equipment, some of the
principal firms maki ng arti llery, mortars,
and carriages were C. Alger and Company,
who made deliveries to Wa tertown, Massachusetts; N. P. Ames, who delivered to
Springfield ; and the West Point Foundry
Association, which made deliveries to New
York. H. A. D ingee, Robert Dingee, and
J. J. Pittman all del ivered infantry accoutcrments to New York, and J . Boyd and Sons
delivered the same kind of equipment to
Watertown. E. l. Dupont de Nemours &
Company made gunpowder for del ivery to
the Frankford Arsenal, and Loomis, Swift
and Masters del ivered powder to Watervliet.
Principal manufacturers of artillery shells
and cannon balls included Cholla r, J ones,
and Compa ny and the West Poi nt Foundry
Association who delivered to New York, and
J. S. Wellford who delivered those items to
Fort Monroe, Virginia.
National armories continued their sizable
out put of small anns and other equipment.
During the year endi ng 30 J une 1S47 the
Springfield Armory turned out 14,300 mus• Rp t, Ordnance Dept, 20 November 1847 (No.
20), Housc Exec Doc 8, 30th Cong., tst SC5S., p. 697.
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kets complete, spare parts equal to 1,000
muskets, tools, and other items. The
Harper's Ferry Armory at the same time,
among other things, turned out 12,000 muskets, and completed from items on hand
in various stages of manufacture some 1,590
assorted components of percussion muskets,
2,117 rifle components. and 20,979 components for muskets of the models of 1822
and 1840 for issue to arsenals and field
armies for use in making repairs. 4 The
twenty-two arsenals were engaged primarily
in manufacturing accouterments and small
arms and artillery ammunition in addition
to repairing and maintaining anns and
equipment.
On the whole, ordnance procurement and
supply during the Mexican War was rapid
and effective. It is true that a great many
obsolete weapons went to Mexico. but they
wert not inferior to most of those in use by
the Mexicans. In spite of the great distances, new equipment reached the fi ghting
fronts quickly. Soon after the capture of
Vera Cruz, forty-nine IO-inch mortars and
close to 50,000 shells arrived for General
Scott's army. T hey had been ordered just
before he IcCt Washington, and in the fourmonth interval had been manufactured ,
moved to the seacoast, put on board ships,
transported to Vera Cruz, a nd landed .
Quartermaster Supplies and
Transportation
In the early months of the war the Quartermaster's Department, no less than the
Ordnance Department, worked under the
pressures engendered by the need for immediate action in large-scale procurement.
Between 15 August 1845 and the end of
' [hid .• pp. 690-701.
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1646, the Quartermaster's Department let
424 contracts. Most of them were for
transportat ion- for the purchase or charter
of vessels, or contracts for the transportation
of specified troops or supplies between
given points, Other contracts wert for the
purchase of wagons, or the hire of horses
and wagons and pack mules. Still others
were for fuel, building materials, rtpairs,
troop quarters, iron camp kettles and mess
pans, and other housekeeping needs. In
addition, this was the first war in which the
Quartermaster's Department was responsible for clothing.
To transport troops and supplies from
points in the United States to Mexico, it was
now possible to put chief reliance on the
steamboat. Since steamboats were found to
be the best means of supporting operations
along the Rio Grande, the Quartermaster's
Department procured a number of lightdraft steamers and scows and barges for
t hat purpose. For transportation along the
Atlantic coast, in the Gulf of Mexico, and on
the inland rivers, the Quartermaster's Department bought some vessels, chartered
others, and for specific missions hired transportation for a particular service.
For additional land transportation in
Mexico, quartermaster officers hired horses
and wagons and drivers at $4 to $5 a day,
purchased as many pack mules and saddles
as possible all the way from Kentucky to
Louisiana, and hired Mexican mules and
muleteers at 55 cents a day. For wagon
maintenance work, a number of civilians
were hired. A master mechanic and six
assistants contracted to go to Texas or Mexico from Washington, D .C., for $2.50 and
$1.50 a day, respectivdy, and round-trip
passage.
After the virtual abolition of the Purchasing Department in 1642, the Quarter-
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master Department had complete responsibility for procurement of clothing, as
well as for its storage, distribution, and
accounting.
The Quartermaster General continued
the system of clothing procurement and
production that Callender Irvine had developed as Commis'>ary General of Purchases.
This activity centered on the Schuylkill
Arsenal at Philadelphia. Quartennastcr
purchasing agents bought the required cloth
from manufacturers for delivery to the arsenal where it was cut by governmentemployed cuttcrs according to prescribed
patterns. T he work was farm ed out to
tailors and seamstresses who made the finished gannents. which were then returned
to the arsenal for inspection and acceptance.
Reduction of appropriations in the years
immediately preceding the war had only
permitted enough operation at Schuylkill to
supply the small peacetime Anny, and to
accumulate a reserve amounting to about
a hal£-year's peacetime allowance. War
brought rapid expansion to the arsenal.
Soon ten times the 400 tailors and seamstresses who had been working on government orders were at work on new unifonns,
and before the end of the war more than
85,000 garments of various kinds were being
delivered to the depot each month. A
branch clothing depot established at New
York late in 1846 developed a capacity that
could be expanded to meet any foreseeable
emergency.
Regular troops in Mexico generally were
wel l supplied with the bl ue unifonn of short
jacket, trousers, and cap with high, loose
crown that was usual for the American
soldier of the period . Volunteers, although
authorized to wear simi lar unifonns, were,
in fact, not so well off. It will be recalled
that under the war bill volunteers had to
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furnish their own clothing, but they were
entitled to a commutation in money. The
War Department interpreted this to authorize a payment in advance of one year's clothing allowance, $42, to each volunteer, which
seemed a simple enough arrangement, but
serious d isadvantages soon appeared.
Unfortunately many volunteers failed to
apply their allowance to the purpose intended. Others tried to save some of the
money by buying inferior clothing; some
received inferior goods from unscrupulous
sellers. When they arrived in Mexico their
situation worsened. The Quartermaster's
Department was able to furnish uniforms
to the volunteers, but the approval of Congre5S was necessary. In his annual report
of December 1846, Secretary of War Marcy
recommended that the government issue
clothing to volunteers. No action followed ,
and he made the same proposal a year later.
Then some of the state legislatures began to
pass resolutions asking that Congre5S increase the volunteers' clothing allowance.
Ea rly in 1848, after the war was ovcr, and
after the damage had been done, Congress
approved an act to provide clothing for
volunteers on the same basis as for Regulars.
Probably the most serious problem for
quartenn aster service throughout the Mexican War was manpower. The field armies
did not generally have strength enough to
spare men for quartermaster labor, and ,
since there was no corps of qua rtermaster
troops, the only recourse was to hire, at high
wages and at heavy expense in transportation, the mechanics, teamsters, and laborers-at times several thousand menneeded to perform quartermaster jobs.
Few of the men thus hired were willi ng to
engage for a period or more than six months,
and even fewer were willing to renew their
contracts. General J esup, with the support
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of the Secretary of War, strongly urged the
formation of a corps of workers, subject to
the laws of the Army and having all the
advantages of troops of the line. Enlistment of men in such a corps for the duration
of war, he insisted, would reduce the cost
of labor by a thi rd and would more than
double the efficiency of the Quartermasters
Department. Moreover, he saw no other
way to remedy the evils that had become so
obvious during the war,s J esup's recommendations got nowhere with Congress.

Subsislence
Food supply remai ned the responsibility
of a separate Subsistence Department.
Temporarily expanded for the war by the
addition of a number of volunteer officers.
the bureau continued in much the same pattern as established in 1818 and 1821, and
expanded in 1838.
The official ration fo r the Army had not
changed materially since 1832 when
the grog allowance had been dropped temporarily in favor of coffee, and 1838 when,
for each one hundred rations, the coffee
allowance was increased from four to six
pounds and sugar from eight to twelve
pounds, and whiskey was dropped permanently.
With the exception of some of the expe·
ditions operating at great distances from
bases or local sources of supply, most troops
seemed to be generally well supplied with
food. Commissary officers purchased food
on the open market as needed, mainly at the
big market centers in New York, Baltimore,
New Orleans, and St. Louis, thus avoiding
• Rpt, Quartennailter General, 24 November 1847.
House Exec: Doc 8, 30th Cong., ht seu., p. 548;
Rpt, Secretary or War, 2 December 1841, House
Exec Doc 8, 30th Cong., I $I sen., Pil. 64-65.
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serious losses from storing excessive quantities or accepting inferior qualities. Losses
from accidents in transportation were heavy.
For the first six months of the war, until it
was learned that substantial quantities of
food could be obtained in Mexico, field
forces relied on depots supplicd from the
United States. A volunteer regiment sail.
ing from New York for California in
September 1846 carried more than a twelvemonths' supply of rations.
The feeding of recruits was done largely
by contract, and these contracts comprised
most of those let by the Subsistence Department in 1846. T here were a number of
contracts to furnish fresh beef at certain
designated posts-usually for a teon of a
year-and several speciaJ contracts to supply
pork, bacon, fl our, and bread. Some units
in the field also were provisioned by
contract.

Engineer Department
Perhaps nowhere was the lack of prewar
co-ordination and appropriations more evident than in the Engineer Department.
Anticipating possible river-crossing opera·
tions, General Taylor in September 1845
sent a request to the War Department for a
ponton bridge train. The requisition went
first to the Quartermaster General's office
where it was referred to the Engineer Department, the agency responsible for military bridges. Here the req uest came to an
Engineer lieutenant who was unable to find
any Cunds in his bureau to cover the build.
ing of ponton bridge equipment. He had
a vague recollection that some ponton
bridging had been used in the Florida War;
he did not know from what appropriations
that equipment had been constructed, but
he thought it not unlikely that it had been
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from the transportation fund. Since this
request was for a portable bridge, which
would belong to the train of an anny, and
since it was to be used as a means of trans·
portation for crossing streams, he thought
construction might well be cha rged to the

transportation appropriation of the Quartermasters Department. But QuartennasleT officers could find no appropriate funds
either, and the Secretary of War saw no
alternative but to await an appropriation by
Congress. When Congress authorized the
war appropriations it then was possible to
let the contract to a Boston rubber company
for the equipment. The bridge train ar-

rived in Mexico in October 1846- long
after Taylor had any need for it.
In the matter of manpower, t he Engineer
Department faced a situation sim ilar to that
of the Quartermaster's Department, but
with a better measure of success. On 15
May 1846 Congress authorized the organization of one company of 100 sappers,
miners, and pontoniers, to be ca lled "engineer soldiers." The company was to be officered by the Engineers, and the men were
to be on the same footing as other Un ited
States troops. They were to assist in the
instruction of the duties of sappers, miners,
and pontoniers at West Point, and detachments might be sent out to oversee and assist
laborers in the construction and maintenance of fortifications. This a rrangement
really did not get at the problem of engineer
labor in the field, because engineers retained
for the most part their supervisory status.
Actually, the engineer company was not organized in time to participate in Taylor's
campaign in Mexico, but it Jid join his army
in October 1846, and participated most
effectively in the siege of Vera Cruz and in
SCOlt'S expedition to Mexico City. The
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Chief Engineer recommended activation of
two or three more such companies.
The Corps of Topographical Engineers
( headed by Col. William Turnbull), a separate bureau during this period as was the
Quartetmaster's Department, had no success in enlisting specialist workers. Though
popularly associated with civil works, most
topographical engineer officers saw duty
with the armies in Mexico, where they were
handicapped in making their surveys by lack
of personnel. Commanders nearly always
were reluctant to reduce their combat
strength by releasing detachments of troops
to help in this work. When men were made
available, they were unfamiliar with and
unskilled in the tasks of adapting wagons to
carry the special tools and equipment, and
of handling the necessary tools, maps, and
documents. Again, it was necessary to go
to the expense and trouble of finding and
hiring suitable civilians. The Chief Engineer recommended the enlistment of 200
men to be trained for these jobs, but the
recommendation came to nothing.

Medical Services and Supplies
Surgeon General Thomas Lawson urged
the addition of twelve to fifteen officers to
the medical staff for service at general hospitals, depots, and along the lines of communication. Congress approved this request in the act of II February 1847 which
authorized the President to appoint, with
the advice and consent of the Senate, two
additional surgeons and twelve assistant surgeons in the Regular Anny. This act also
clarified the military status of medical
officers, which had been more or less vague
ever since the Revolution. Regulations of
1840 had denied the right of any medical
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staff officer to preside over a board of
surveyor council of administration,
though such officers might be detailed
to serve on such boards with junior line
officers. In 1843 Ceneral Scott decided
that surgeons, since they did not have
the actual military rank of field officers,
were not entitled to the salute prescribed
for majors. The act of 11 February
1847 at last provided that medical officers
should have rank upon the same basis that
their pay and allowances were determined,
though such rank still would give them no
authority to command in the line or in other
staff departments.
Even after the expansion provided for
in 1847. the Medical Department did not
have enough surgeons and assistants to staff
all the hospitals and stations in the United
States as well as to serve the forces in Mexico. The only alternative was to continue
to contract with civilian physicians for medical service. Arrangements varied a great
deal. A number of civilian doctors accepted contracts to provide medical care and
medicine at the arsenals, forts, and other
installations. During 1846 three civilian
physicians, two at $ 100 a month, and one
at $75 a month, engaged to provide medical
attendance with Taylor's army in Mexico
until they could be relieved by medical
offi cers.
Medical supplies appear to have been
ample most of the time. Large quantities
shipped from New York and New O rleans
under the personal direction of the Surgeon
General went out promptly. The Surgeon
General directed the cstablishment of a general hospital at New Orleans and, later, one
at Baton Rouge for the treatment of the
wounded and sick evacuated from Mexico.
Local procurement in New Orleans pro-
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vided a large share of medical and hospital
supplieS for these hospita1s, for units passing
through en route to the war theater, and for
the resupply of depots in Mexico.

Summary
The expeditions to Canada during the
Revolution had involved operations at great
distance; from bases of supply, and against
almost insurmountable obstacles to transportation, but until the War with Mexico
the United States never had attempted anything like the support of such operations as
the campaigns south of the Rio Grande, the
amphibious landing at Vera Cruz and the
march to Mexico City, or the marches to
Santa Fe, to Chihauhua, and to California.
When Mexico City fell, the number of
troops in the U.S. Army-forces that had
to be equipped, transl?Orted, and suppliedwas approximately 43,000, about half Regulars and half volunteers. (The term of
enlistment for most of the twelve months'
volunteers had expired, so .that only 2,000
remained; all others had enlisted for the
duration of the war.) O f this total, 17,000
.Regulars and 15,000 volunteen were in
General Scott's army in central Mexico ;
about 2,900 Regulars and 2,700 volunteers
were in the army of occupation in northern
Mexico; about 3,000 men (all volunteers
except 250) were at Santa Fe under Brig.
Gen. Sterling Price; 1,000 men (including
about 200 Regulars) were in California;
and something over 450 volunteers were on
the Oregon Trail. All together, some 104,000 troops were engaged during the course
of the Mexican War, including 31,000 Regulars, 12,600 militia, and 60,600 volunteers
and rangers of various categories. After
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the discharge of solders enlisted for the war,
the effective strength of the U.S. Anny (30
June 1848). was approximately 7,500.
Total War Department expenditures during the Mexican War were at the rate 01
about $39,000,000 a year. Some $15,842,000 of the Army expenditures for Fiscal
Year 1846-47 came out of appropriations
for Mexican hostilities, but certainly a great
part of the War Department's regular appropriations went for sUpp0l1 of the war
effort. Among these the largest single items
were expenditures by the Quartermaster's

•

Department of $3,960,000 for " transportation and supplies," and $3,183,250 for
"transportation of the AmlY." Ordnance
expenditures in that fiscal year included
$558,600 for ordnance stores and supplies,
and $366,000 (or the national armories.
Regular subsistence expenditures amounted
to$i,754,ooo.a
• Account of Receipts and Expenditures of the
Government for Year Ending June 30,1847, House
Exec Doc 7, 30th Cong., 1st seu., pp. 123- 214 j
Estimates of Appropriations, House Exec Doc 2,
30th Cong., 1st sess., pp. 4-5, 7- 8 .

CHAPTER X

Support of Operations in Mexico
Anticipating final acceptance by T exas
of annexation to the United States, and on
the strength of the assurances which President Polk and Secretary of Slale Ja mes
Buchan an had given that Texas would be
defended against Mexican invasion, Acting
Secretary of W ar Gcorge Bancroft on 14
June 1845 instructed Brig. Gen. Zachary
Taylor to move his forces from Fort J esup,
on the Louisiana frontier, to a point on the
Gu lf of Mexico from which they could
leave at the proper ti me for the western
frontier of Texas. Within four days after
Taylor received these instructions on 29
J Ulle, the 4th Infantry was on its way to
New Orleans, a nd while the dragoons prepared horses and a train of sixty wagons for
a long overland march to San Antonio, the
3d Infantry fo llowed the 4t h four days later.
Taylor left for New Orleans on 9 July.

Ta)'lor in Northern Mexico
O n the strength of word fro m And rew
Donelson, American cha rge d 'afTnircs in
T exas, th at fina l ratification of annexation
at a convent ion on 4 July was certain , and
that invasion by Mexico was probable, Taylor prepared to move as quickl y as po~ib[ e
to Corpus Ch risti at t he mouth of the Nueces
River. Conuniss.,ry and q uaru::mlaster officers already were busy at New O rleans collecting supplies and cha rtering vessels when
Taylor a rrived on 15 July. Within a nother

J.

week he was ready to embark for Texas,
Shortly berore midnight on 22 July eigh t
companies of the 3d Infantry, joined by
Taylor and his stafT on the levee, marched
up the gangpla nk to the steamer Alabam a.
The ship weighed anchor at 0300, entered
the Gul f about noon, and headed westward
toward the coast of Texas. The 4th Infantry and Ll. Braxton Bragg's company of
t he 3d Artillery followed in s.1.iling ships,
while dragoons marched overland by way of
San Antonio. The Alabama arrived at the
islands ofT Corpus Christi Bay withi n two
days, a nd the troops made a temporary
camp on St. Joseph's Island. But the landing of troops and supplies by lighter, fishing
boat, and ra ft across the shallow waters was
so slow and difficult that it was late August
before all of T aylor's immediate command
had arrived a t its destinat ion. Reinforcements arriving in September brought the total strength of Taylor'S a rmy up to 4,000
men- half of the U,S. Anny--compriscd of
a regiment of dragoons, fi ve regiments of
infantry, and sixteen com panies of artillery.
Corpu5 Ch rist i, then a hamlet of 100 people, could ofTel' little in the way of supplies
or entertainment, but it was not long berore
crowds of energetic follqwers began moving
into the town to sell merchandise, to ofTer
professional skills, and to entertain, inform,
amuse, skin, and corrupt the soldiers. For
the Army, thc bigge>l task during lhe seven
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months of occupation at Corpus Christi was
immediate supply for the troops and the
build-up of stores and transportation facilities fo r the sUppOl1 of possible military operations.
On 13 January 1846, the day after he received a dispatch from the Minister to Mexico, J ohn Slidell, an nouncing the Mex.ican
Government's refusal to receive him as cnvoy, President Polk instructed General
Taylor to move from Corpus Christi to the
claimed southern boundary of T exas, the

Rio Grande. The President's instructions
did not reach Taylor until 3 February.
Then the genera l spent another month doing wha t he might have done during the
preceding months-sending out topographical engineers to reconnoiter the country, and
making other preparations. Finally, on 6
March Taylor's army began the movement
southward that would bring the war to a
head. ( M ap 7 )
The destination was Point Isabel and the
troops were in for a hike of nearly two hun-
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drcd miles over sun.baked prairie. Even so
early in the spring, the men suffered from
sunburn and from thirst made overpowering
by the distance between water holes, and
aggravated by the choking ash of recently

burned scrub rising in clouds from the
marching feet.

The supply and escort ships arrived off
Point [sabel (now Port Isabel) just a few
hours after Taylor arrived, and work began
almost at once to prepare the base and land
supplies. Since it seemed likely that the Rio
Grande itself would serve as the line of communication for future operations, a port
and supply base at the mouth of that stream

would have been preferable. Unfortunately, the Rio Grande had deposited a
great bar of silt at its mouth which effectively blocked all navigation except for craft

of the most shallow draft. The Brazos Santiago was so shallow that most equipment
had to be landed by lighter; even so, it was
more accessible than was the mouth of the
river.
After the engagements at Palo Alto (8
May) and Resaca de la Palma (9 May),
the way to the Rio Grande was open. Most
of the Mexican forces, although in great disorder, escaped across the river, but when
Taylor moved up to the river he stopped.
He could not cross to Matamoros, he said,
because he had no ponton bridge equipment, for which he blamed the Quartermaster's Department for having "ignored"
his previous requests. The War Department blamed Congress for failing to appropriate funds that had been requested repeatedly in past years for this purpose. But
recriminations would not get the army across
the river. Taylor himself evidently had
done nothing-such as build boats back at
Point Isabel, or seize Mex ican craft-to
meet his need. At last he ordered lumber
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from Point Isabel for building boats, and
forays across the river netted some boats
from the Mexicans. When on 18 May the
Americans invaded Matamoros they discovered that the Mexican forces had withdrawn; whereupon most of Taylor'S men
simply crossed the river on the regular ferry.
Matamoros quickly took on an th~ aspects
of an American-occupied town. American
sutlers, merchants, tavern keepers, billiard
parlor operators, gamblers, and others took
over the stores on the plaza. Americans
crowded in with Mexicans at the market
where women sold milk, eggs, peaches,
melons, vegetables, game, and even cooked
short-order meals, while men bought and
sold horses, cows, corn, hay, meat, bread,
and sombreros. Anyone with provisions to
sell was admitted to the American camp,
and many Mexicans brought in bread,
cakes, fruit, and sugar loaves. Riotous
audiences of soldiers fi lled the theater. For
months Matamoros was an American supply center, and amty wagons crowded the
streets.
The War Department advised Taylor that
it might be wise, on the basis of health reports, to move as many of h is troops as possible above Matamoros and to towns farther
up the river before starting a fall campaign.
The Secretary of War observed: "In taking these positions . . . the means of getting supplies, transporting munitions of war,
as well as the ability to keep open the channels by which these supplies and munitions
are to be furnished, are points to be well
considered." I
Determined to attack Monterrey, Taylor
decided to move his. striking forces to
Camargo on the San Juan River- about
I Ltr, Marcy 10 Taylor, 8 June 1846, Hou$e Exec
Doc 119, 29th Cong., 2d seu., p. 49.
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130 miles by land, or nearly twice that by
water, up the Rio Grande from Mala·
moros-where he would cstablish his advance basco He planned to send most of
the supplies by water; the anny wou ld
march overland. Recent Aoods enabled
steamboats recently arrived from New Orleans to carry some of the first infantry units,
but there were not enough boats for everyone, and the rest ma rched to Camargo-it took seven good days-in the summer
heat. Men marching along the "mountain
road" (actually a desert road ) suffered
again from heat and thirst. The sun burned
their faces and the hot ground burned their
feet. The chaparral was too short to provide any shade and too thick to pennit any
breeze. Units that followed found some
relief by resorting to night marches. From
mid-July until the end of August, mcn and
supplies continued to arrive at Camargo,
and by late August about 25,000 American
soldiers were encamped in a tent city extending three miles along the San Juan
River. Still covered with mud from the recent flood, Camargo, a town of about 5,000
people, was perhaps the most unhealthy spot
in the whole region; one-third to one-half
of the men in the volunteer regiments were
said to be sick. But on 19 August the first
leg of the advance toward Monterrey began.
In the build-up of the army on the Rio
Grande, troop reinforcements generally outran receipt of supplies. With the refl ex action of a military commandcr facing an
emergency, in April Taylor had appealed
for more troops. The response was SO great
that he soon became "troop poor." The
first to answer Taylor'S call were mi litia
units, limited to three months' service, from
Louisiana and Texas. Arrivals of th reemonth militiamen soon stopped, but in the
meantime the influx of twelve-month volun-
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teers had begun and continued unabated.
By I August General Taylor was crying
"uncle." Men were arriving much faster
than he could find a ny use for them, not
only creating a supply burden in themselves,
but impeding Taylor's "fOllvard movement
by engrossing all the resources of the Quartermaster's Department to land them and
transport them to healthy conditions." 2
As thousands of volunteers and shiploads
of supplies arrived, depots grew around the
port of debarkation at Point Isabel and a
series of camps spread from Point Isabel to
the Rio Grande, and on up the river. Dry
ground a nd sea breeze made Point Isabel a
favori te location, although the shallow harbor made unloading operations difficult.
Quartennaster, comm issary, and ordnance
depots and shops were established. The
mai n troop camp lay across the strait from
Point Isabel on the north end of Brazos
Island. About ten miles to the sou thwest
was a smaller camp at the mouth of the Rio
Grande where river steamer repair faci lities
were set up. Twenty-five to thirty miles
up the river (or a third that distance by
land ) was another sizable camp at Burrita,
and across the river and beyond a swamp
lay Camp Belknap. Still further upstream,
ncar Matamoros, were Camp Lomita, Camp
Patterson, Camp Palo Alto, and Camp
Lane.
It was a costly and time-consuming operation to transport supplies from the Gulf
into the Rio Grande a nd to the advance
depot at Camargo. Even ships drawing
less than eight feet of water could not get
closer than four miles to the main land and
Point Isabel, so that lighters had to bring in
most of the supplies. Wagons then had to
• Ltr, Taylor 10 President Polk, 1 August t846,
Ho·use E..e<: Doc 119, 29th Cong., 2d !Css., p. 61.
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haul them overland and across a ford
(later a bridge was erected) of the Boca
Chica, then ten more m iles overland to the
mouth of the Rio Grande; a lternately, light
schooners could sail around Brazos Island
and down to the river mouth, where here
again the supplies had to be stored on the
river bank, to await reloading onto river
steamers. In the fall of 1845 General Jesup
had suggested the construction of a railroad
to connect the Brazos with the Rio Grande.
This would have worked a local revolution
in logistics. UnfortunateJy, neither t he
Quartermaster's Department nor t he Topographical Engineers had an appropriation to
cover such a project. As is so often the
case, before the declaration of war there
were no funds; after the declaration there
was notime.
ru General Taylor contemplated the situation from Matamoros, steamboats on the
Rio Grande were indispensable for his operation, which in itself was revolutionary
thinking. As he saw it, an anny could not
subsist on this country on the march to
Monterrey. Vast numbers of pack mules
would be needed for land transportation,
and the river was the on ly practicable line
of communication. For a time he was worried about the possibility of sailing boats
up as far as Camargo on the shallow river,
but spring rains raised his hopes, a nd quickly
he became impatient for the light-draft
steamers he needed. Not waiting for the
Quartennaster General to act, Taylor sent
four officers to New O rleans and northward
to hire the necessary boats. With characteristic modesty, Taylor held his requirement to two boats, though the officers sent to
New O rleans applied to the Quartennaster
General for permission to double that number. His agents had to go as far afield as
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Louisville and Pittsburgh to find the Iightdraft boats; then storms delayed them while
Taylor fumed, certain that someone must
have given orders to suspend sending the
boats to him. The boats began to arrive
in July, and by the 23d twelve (four of
which had been purchased and cight chartered) were chugging up and down the
river carrying troops and supplies to Camargo. Experienced steamboat men from
the United States served as captains, mates,
and engineers, but most of the firemen and
deck hands were Mexican nationals who
were attracted by the pay and the novelty.
The American commanders also relied on
Mexican labor to unload and load the ships
at the Brazos.
For a time after the heavy rains the land
route to Camargo was practically impassable, and sole reliance had to be put on the
steamboats. Later some troops, artillery,
and wagons used the road. Movement
from Camargo onward required more land
transportation. ru he had had to wait
at Matamoros for boats, Taylor had to wait
at Camargo for pack mules and wagons.
In neither case is prior planning evident.
For the earlier movements to Poi nt Isabel
and Matamoros, Taylor had relied on wagons for land transportation, but no one
seems to have known whether wagons could
be used sou thwest of the Rio Grande.
Even in areas where they were being used ,
the system was not altogether satisfactory.
Frequen t breakdowns on the rough roads,
and irresponsibility on the palt of many of
the hired d rivers made wagon transportation unreliable or inadequate. Col. True·
man Cross, Taylor's chief quartermaster,
had expressed the idea that all military wagons should be made uniformly with interchangeable parts, so that wrecks could be
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cannibalized to restore good wagons; fur·
thermore, the colonel heJd that enlisted
drivers should be used instead of hired"
teamsters who had proved so unsatisfactory.
Taylor's whole purpose in moving up
to Camargo was to establish a depot to
support his planned advance southwestward
across the mountains to Monterrey and
Saltillo. The only practicable artillery
route appeared to be up the San Juan valley from Camargo. According to his information , he could not expect to find
breadstuffs in any considerable quantity
along this route short of Monterrey, possibly not before Saltillo. Beef. on the other
hand, probably would be plentiful, and
there might be some mutton. So, unless a
hostile population drove away their cattle,
meat rations for the invading force could
be procured en route, but it probably would
be necessary to depend for bread upon the
Camargo depot aU the way to Saltillo.
From available transportation-particularly the pack mules that could be obtained
in the area-Taylor figured that a force no
larger than 6,000 men could be kept supplied with bread as far as Saltillo. This,
then, would be the limit of the size of the
attacking force . As for its make-up, the
amount of foragc available would be a limiting factor for the cavalry. Taylor doubted
whether a large force could be maintained
beyond Monterrey, although he did think
that if it developed that as many as 10,000
men could be subsisted at Saltillo, it might
thcn prove feasible to advance as far as
San Luis Potosi which, he believed, would
bring speedy proposals for peace. In any
case, he felt sure that after his main column
rcached Saltillo, Brig. Gen. John E. Wool,
marching from San Antonio, would have
little trouble occupying Chihuahua, "ex-
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cept that of procuring transportation and
subsistence." I
Chafing at shortages of wagons, mules,
horseshoes, medical supplies, and sicge guns,
General Taylor decided in August that the
move toward Monterrey should be started
anyway. Pack mules were the obvious s0lution to the wagon shortage, though Taylor began to obtain them only a short while
before he planned to start out. Then quartermaster officers hired some 1,900 mules
and big wooden pack saddles. Each mule
could carry about 300 pounds. Reliance
upon pack trains rather than upon wagons or
boats for the main support of a major operation was a novel fcature of this campaign. The commanders appointed regimental quartermasters--officers of the
regiments rather than of the Quartermaster's Department- to organize and direct
the ncw system. Besides directing the mule
trains, regimental quartermasters were
charged with buying forage, distributing
clothing to the men, buying fresh food to
supplement the ration, and keeping the
regimental accounts.
On 19 August Brig. Gen. William J.
Worth set out with his 2d Division of Regulars to establish a depot at Cerralva, about
sixty miles from Camargo. His troops
crossed the San Juan River over a bridge of
steamboats, and then marched out across
the rocky, sun-baked road, through Mier
to Cerralvo, where they arrived on 25 August. Worth immediately set about collecting com , beef, and forage, and sent out Lt.
George Meade of the Topographical Engineers to reconnoiter routes toward Monterrey. Remaining units of Taylor'S force followed from Camargo over the next two
• Llr, Taylor 10 TAG, 15 August 1846, House
Exec Doc 119, 291h Cong., 2d selS., p. 127.
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DEFENDING A PACK TRAIN AGAINST A MEXICAN CAVALRY ArrACK

weeks. General Taylor left Camargo on 5
September.
By 12 September Taylor was ready to
march again to cover the remaining sixtyfive miles to Monterrey. With the 1,900
pack mules a nd about 180 wagons, the
army's transportation required close attention throughout the marches. Each morning the muleteers, Mexican handlers who
had been hired for $25 a month, tied tents,
tentpoles, kettles, mess pans, axes, picks,
coffee mills, ammunition chests, and all the
other gear to the pack saddles. The loaded
saddles had to be balanced and secured on
the backs of the mules to withstand a day of
jogging up and down hills and through
thickets, and then unloaded in good time to
make camp in the evening .

T he American column reached the vicinity of Monterrey on 19 September. After
five days of sharp battles the Mexican defenders evacuated the city.
Taylor had serious doubts about operations south of Monterrey. San Luis Potosi,
a thriving city of some 60,000 inhabitants,
beckoned, but a move to that city would
mean doubling the length of his supply line
from the Rio Grande, while the Mexicans
would be shortening theirs. In the circumstances he thought that he would net':d
20,000 men- half of them Regulars- to accomplish such a mission, and lim itations of
supplies and transportation seemed to make
the support of so large a force over that great
distance altogether out of the question .
"The task of beating the enemy is among
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the least difficult which we encounter," he
wrole, " the g reat question of supplies necessari ly controls all the o peratio ns in a country

like this."

4

The people of Mexico pre-

sented to T aylor this dilemm a: " If you come
with few, we will overwhelm you ; if you
come with many, you will overwhelm yourselves." S
The o nly o ther major engagement for
Taylor's army in northern Mexico was the

battle of Buena Vista (22- 23 February
1847 )-notable as the fi rst major action in
history in which both sides were armed predom inately with percussio n weapons. Ta),lor'~ a rm y by this time was made up mostly
of volunteers who had been able to obtain
percussion arms, and the M ex ican Army had
succeeded in obta ining foreig n shipments of
them. After the battle, Taylor was content
to re mai n in the Monterrey-Sa lt illo a rea
with detachments as far south as Ag ua
N ueva a nd La Encarna~io n , while General
Antonio L6pez de Santa Anna and his army
retreated a ll the way to San Luis Potosi.
The retreat of the Mexica n Army to San
Luis Potosi was a sad spectacle of men suffering fro m the exhaustion of heated bailie
a nd long marc hes as well as from hunger
and thirst, for r ations were short a nd wa ter
scarce. In defeat this a rmy had great diffi culty in procuri ng food supplies even from
its own peo ple. It should be noted that
Santa Anna had succeeded in ma rc hing an
anny of some 20,000 men 250 miles-much
o r the d istance a cross desert- to Buena Vista
rrom San Luis POiosi in little more than
three weeks. The same logistical o bstacles
that persuaded Taylor not to attempt the

'Quoted in Ros ....ell S. Ri pley, T he War witlt
M uif:o, 2 \'015. ( Ne .... York ; Ha rp<:r & Brothen,
1849), I, 335.
' I bid., II, 13.

march in t he opposite direction, from Saltillo to San Luis, a pplied with ha rdly less
force to Sa nta Anna, who nevertheless overcame them. Mo reover, most of Santa
Anna's a rm y, thoug h in disorder a nd suffering great hardship, survived the long desert
trai l back to San Luis Potosi.
General T aylor conducted local procurement o n a strictly cash basis. Lt. U lysses
S. Grant, one o f the regimental quartermasters, carried out T aylor's policy in this
respect to sllch a deg ree that he even m ade
fu lt payment after he had to overcom e fo rcibly the resistance a nd treachery of a loca l
farmer. Thinking in the War D epa rtment
was that Taylo r perhaps showed too much
leniency; t ha t he was making the wa r so
prospero us [or local fanners that they never
would want to sue [o r peace. Taylor was
inst ructed, t herefore, to o btain supplies by
requ iring them as contributions, neither paying for them o r promising to pay for them .
He was given leeway, however, if he felt
he would not be a ble to get necessa ry supplies in this way. Taylor continued to insist that payment had to be made-sure
tha t prompt cash payment had done much
to overcome the hostility of the population
and to facilita te his o perations. Forced contributions, he £Cit, would have led owners to
destroy thal season's c rops, and possi bly to
refuse to plant again the next year. Some
units retained civi lia n contractors to buy
food supplies locally.
One of Lieutenan t Gran t's most successful
enterprises at ~,/I onte r rey was his regimenta l
bakery. H e d rew his regi ment'S bread ration in fl our, then he rented ovens, boug ht
[uel, a nd hired Mexican bakers. H e no t
only provided fresh bread for his o wn regimen t in this way, but sold it to other regiments a t a good profit for his regimental
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fund - a fund used mostly for recreational
fa cilities for the men.
Military operations in northern Mexico
were almost uniformly successfu l for Taylor's army. Shortages of transportation had
delayed Taylor for several weeks along the
Rio Grande, but, generally speaking, logistical support based on the use of steamboats,
with the Brazos serving as port of debarkation and the Rio Grande as line of communications, had been adequate for the occasion. Whenever inevitable deficiencies did
appear, Taylor's fi rst reaction seems to have
been to hurl blame at the Quartermaster's
Department. His criticism led to a near
feud between himself and General Jesup, an
old friend and comrade in the Florida War.
The commander was not alone in his low
opinion of the quartermasters- Lt. George
B. McClellan wrote of them: "I have also
come to the conclusion that the Quartermaster's Department is most woefully conducted- never trust anything to that Department which you can do for yourself." ~
As he prepared to leave Camargo on the
march to Monterrey, Taylor complained to
the War Department that not enough transportation or supplies had accompanied the
Aood of volu nteers sent upon him, that he
had been delayed for weeks on the Rio
Grande because steam boats had not been
sent earlier, and that his lack of wagons
would have made it impossible for him to
move at all had he not been able to procure
pack mules locally. He went on to list his
supply shortages- camp equipage, horseshoes and horseshoe nails, and " many
smaller deficiencies." The Secretary of
War, William Marcy, referred the whole
"George B. McClellan, Mexican War Diary, William Starr Myers, cd. ( Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1917), p. 19.
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matter directly to the Quartermaster General. For his part, General Jesup earlier
had protested that he was applying all the
means and energies of his department to
supporting General Taylor, not only out of
a sense of duty, but out of a personal determination to reciprocate for Taylor's help in
sustaining him in the Florida War.
Within a week after Marcy had sent him
Taylor's bill of complaints, Jesup proposed
setting up his office in New Orleans. He
intended to direct the activities of his department from that port, and to inspect installations on the Rio Grande. He realized that
there might be some embarrassment in the
fact that his rank of major general would
make him senior to every other officer in
Mexico, including Taylor, but he was willing to waive that. He was ready to take
orders from General Taylor, Maj. Gen. William O. Butler, Maj. Gen. Robert Patterson, or Brig. Gen. John E. Wool, "or any
other officer whom the government Or the
accidents of services may place in command
of the anny, or any separate division of it." ~
He even offered to join Taylor's headquarters as a staff officer.
After a tour of inspection General Jesup
admitted that the Quartermaster's Department was " far from being efficient," but this
he altributed to not enough quarterm aster
officers. Major rcrponsibility for shortages
in transportation and supplies he returned
to the door of General Taylor. The commander in the field had asked for only one
steamboat early in May; late in May he
had thought that fou r would su ffi ce, and
had sent his own agents to obtain them.
H e had made no req uests for land transportation, and had not infonned the Wa r
' Llr, Jesup to Marcy, 5 December 1846, House
Exec Doc 119, 29th Cong., 2d SCSi., p. 264.
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Department whether wagons could be used
in Mexico. "In conducting a war, it is the
duty of the government to designate the object to be accomplished; it is then the duty
of the general who conducts the operations
to call for the means required to accomplish
that object. If he fail to do so, he is himself
responsible for all the consequences of his
omission." II
Compared with earlier AmlYexperiences,
logistical support for Taylor's army was ex·
ceptiana!.
As for the deficiencies, something is to be said for several points of view.
There had been no prior planning, no
logistical estimates in the War Department.
Before the war, Congress had not appropriated requested fu nds that would have permitted a better state of preparation. But as
the situation actually worked out, General
Taylor's failure to anticipate his require·
ments, his tardiness in making requisitions,
and his failure to provide the War Depart·
ment with timely infonnation about the
eountl)' in which he was to operate probably
contributed most of all to the shortages of
which he complained.

Long Marches
While Taylor's Army was winning can·
trol of the lower Rio Grande, and of
Monterrey and Saltillo, expeditions moved
west and south on some of the most remark·
able marehes in American milital)' annals
to claim the great Southwest for the U nited
States and to threaten Mexico from other
quarters.
For each march, logistics far
overshadowed tactics in gaining the ob·
jectives.
Brig. Gen. Stephen W . Kearney's Anny of
• Ll r, ]e,up 10 Col H . Wh iting, Ant QMG, 4
November 1846, House Exec Doc 119, 29th Cong.,
2d :leU., pp. 439-440.

the West setout from Fort Leavenworth for
California in the last week in June 1846.
T he annual merchant's caravan, that year
consisting of 4 14 wagons loaded with dl)'
goods for markets in Santa Fe and Chi·
huahua, left from Independence, Missouri,
to move with his expedition. When grass
thinned out and water became scarce as the
heat of summer became more intense, many
of the horses weakened and faltered. When
a mounted soldier lost his horse he would
pay almost any price for another one; other·
wise he had to walk or drive a wagon,
though the fac t is that the infantry moved
q uite as rapidly as the cavall)'. Half rations
were the best the men could expect most
of the way, and they had to broil their meat
and boil their coffee over a smoldering heap
of ordure of buffalo, or " prairie fueL" After
800 miles and two months of exhausting
travel, half rations, brackish water, buffalo
gnats, and frayed nerves, the Anny of the
West entered Santa Fe.
Leaving Col. Alexander W. Doniphan in
charge at Santa Fe, Kearney, with five companies of dragoons-mostly mounted on
mules-two brass cannon on small wheels,
and company supply wagons, set out for the
Pacific coast on 25 September and on 12
December arrived at San Diego.
O ther
forces were on the way to California, notably the Mannon Battalion which arrived
six weeks later, and a regiment of New York
volunteers (under Col. J. D . Stevenson ),
which had left New York by ship two weeks
before Kearney's departure from Santa Fe
and arrived in March, by which time the
issue in California was settled. President
Polk had indeed achieved one of his main
objectives in less than twelve months. and
with the expend iture of very little gunpowder.
Two other expeditions of independent
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commands were directed against Mexico
proper as a part of the general scheme to
force submission- General Wool's from San
Antonio and Colonel Doniphan's from
Santa Fe. Whatever the merits of Wool's
expedition as a military m aneuver, it did
demonstrate what energy, determ ination,
and resourcefulness could do in moving an
effective force deep into enemy territory.
Wool moved his army 900 miles, with full
wagon trains, through country supposed to
be unsuitable for wagons, and with no
failure of rations in a country where food
supplies often were scarce. General Jesup
had thought it a great mistake to take
wagons on such an expedition and had
predicted that the trains would be lost and
the operation would be a failure. Wool's
men had not fired a shot in anger ; they
reached their destination equipped to fight,
and were on hand for the battIe of Buena
Vista.
Meanwhile Doniphan's 1st Regiment of
Missouri Volunteer Cavalry had been
marching and fighting south from Santa Fe,
expecting to meet Wool at Chihuahua, and
completed a march without parallel- 3,5oo
miles from Fort Leavenworth to Santa Fe,
EI Paso, Chihuahua, Saltino, Monterrey,
and Reynosa. From Reynosa they returned
by water to New Orleans and a heroes' welcome, and then took river steamers for St.
Louis where greater celebrations awaited
them. Soon the expedition of Doniphan's
Thousand was being compared with the
march of Artaxerxes against Cyrus and the
anabasis of the Ten Thousand Greeks under
Xenophon.

Scott's Campaign
For some time consideration had been
given in Washington to the possibility of
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operations aimed at the City of Mexico.
General Taylor thought it impractical to attempt to keep open a line of communication
extending 1,000 miles from the base camp
at Camargo to the capital city. Despite the
fact that the route south would approach
both seacoasts, he felt that the topography
of the country was such that no practical
supply line could be opened and maintained
either from Tampico or from the Pacific
coast, and that if a decision was reached
to send an expedition against the capital,
the best route probably would be by way of
Vera Cruz. Taylor's own recommendation
simply to cut off the northern provinces and
then hold a defensive line attracted a good
deal of support, but as time went on it became more and more clear that the only
way to bring the war to an end satisfactorily
was to take Mexico City. The task was assigned to General Scott. On his shoulders
restcd the command of the Army's first major overseas expedition and amphibious as.sault.
As General in Chief, Scott was in a position to make his requirements clear to the
supply bureaus and to set in motion the
actions to fill them. In addition to the
ordinary supplies needed for field operations
of an army of 10,000 to 20,000 men, he
wanted 140 sun boats to enable him to put
ashore at one time about 5,000 men and
eight pieces of artillery. He wanted a siege
train of a-inch howitzers and 24-pounders,
and forty to fifty mortars-all with large
stocks of ammunition. As for small arms,
he of coun;e preferred the flintlock muskets,
but his men would be carrying all the Colt
revolvers they could find. In the expectation that some unfordable streams might
cross his path, he asked for a ponton train.
Once the supply orders had been submitted,
the Secretary of War allowed Scott little
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time: to attend to such preparations ptrsonally-his place now, Secretary Marcy
thought, was in Mcxicoorganizing .his army.
Scott left Washjngton 24 November 1846
for New York, where he sa iled for New

Orleans. After a brief stop at New Orleans he went on to the Brazos de Sa ntiago
to direct the concentration of troops and
supplies. Quartermaster General Jesup
joined Scott at the Brazos complaining that
the Quartermaster's Department, besides its
own function, was having to do some of the
work of the Ordnance and other departments, Scott hoped to have his expedition

Currier and lues print.

completed by mid-January, but he found it
necessary to go through an extra six weeks
of delays while he awaited the boats he
wanted, and while extra water casks were
made, fi lled, and delivered from New Or~
leans. Icc on the rivers, fog, windstorms,
and heavy rains interfered with shipping.
The first troop transports arrived near the
Brazos on 11 February. Embarkation pro~
ceeded both at the Brazos de Santiago and
at Tampicoasrapidly asshipsarrived. Scott
ordered all transports to carry food and wat~
er for mcn and horses for thirty days, except
that the last ships to embark might carry
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only twenty days' water if necessary in or·
def not to delay departure. Embarkation
went smoothly. At Tampico, for instance,
troops for the Essex marched through the
town to the wharf, where su rf boats took
about sixty men at a time with their baggage
to a steam boat, which in tum transferred
them to the sailing ship. Sailors showed
the men their berths and where to stow their
baggage and arms. Leaving General Worth
in charge of embarkation at the Brazos,
Scott himself sailed aboard the steamship
Massachusetts on 15 February.
He
touched briefly at Tampico to check on the
embarkation of Maj. Gen. David E.
Twiggs's and General Patterson's divisions,
then proceeded to t he rendezvous, the Lobos
Islands, about sixty mi les south of Tampico
and nearly 200 miles from Vera Cruz, where
protected anchorage-used by English
sm ugglc~ for years-made an ideal concentration point. Each vessclleft the Brazos
and Tampico as soon as it was ready. By
the end of February nearly 100 vessels and
10,000 troops had arrived at Lobos.
D-day was set for 8 March, but threatening stonns forced postponement for a day.
Early on the 9th about half of the 10,000
troops were crow~ed on the two frigates
Raritan and Potomac, and the othe~ on
smaller naval vessels, and shortly after 1300
they a rrived off Sacrificios. Immediately
steame~ towed the surf boats to their assigned positions, and the Regu l a~ of
Worth's division began scrambling into
them- fifty to eighty men to a boat. Sailors manned the boats and attempted to
bring them into line. A strong current
threatened to scatter them until the steamer
Prin ceton, anchored about 450 yards from
the shore, put out hawsers and the boats
were made fast in two long lines. On signal from the Massachusetts, about 1800,
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the boats cast off and pulJed for the shore
while gunboats anchored on the flanks covered the hills with fire. Worth's boat
forged ahead, and when it struck bottom
he leaped into the water and led his men
ashore. With almost no hostile reaction,
the boats made their rcturn trips to land
Patterson's volunteers. then Twiggs's divi·
sion. By 2200 all 10,000 men and rations
for two days were on the beach without the
loss of a man or a boat.
For the next several days the landing of
equipment and supplies and some reinforce·
ments continued while Scott prepared to lay
siege to Vera Cruz. A series of violent
storms intcrTlIpted landing operations and
swamped some of the boats, but persistence
and hard work soon loaded the beaches
with subsistence supplies, forage, ordnance
wagons, horses, engineer equipment- all
the equipment needed or wanted for an
army bound for a long march into the interior of a hostile country. One day six
siege guns, each weighing more than three
tons, were landed, and about 200 seamen
and volunteers had to drag them three miles
through loose sand, and through a two-foot·
decp lagoon. By 18 March sufficient supplies and equipment had been landed to
begin operations, although Scott still had
only a fraction of what he had requested.
After the capitulation of Vera Cruz on
29 March, Scott devoted his efforts to preparations for t he march inland. He was delayed, however, by a lack of transportation.
He had asked for at least 800 wagons. The
first week in April the chief quartennaster
at Vera Cruz reported that 180 wagons
with teams were ready for the road, and
300 more wagons, without teams, st ill were
on board ships. Many horses had been
lost in the storms, and the number scnt in
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the first place had been fewer than the general wanted.
Again Scott decided to move with what
he had. He ordered that baggage be strictly limited- not more than three common
tents, principally for arms and for the sick,
to a company- and that all excess individual and unh baggage be packed, marked,
and turned in to the quartennastcr for storage. All wagons, carts, ho~ and mules
then with lower units or in private hand~
including those that soldiers claimed to have
captured or purchased from the Mexicans,
were to be turned over to the quartennasler's department. Of the wagons for unit
transportation, forty-five were assigned to
the 2d Division and fifty-five to the volun.
teer division. One wagon was assigned to
the medical director of each division (or
extra medicines and h06pital stores. Ten
wagons were turned over to the chief of
ordnance for extra small anns ammunition
(each infanlryman was to carry forty
rounds), and 100 wagons were assigned to
the chief commissary for subsistence supplies. The chief quartermaster also was to
send extra wagons with grain for the cavalry, artillery, and pack horses of each divISion. All wagons were to carry four days'
supply of grain for their own teams. For
additional supplies of food and forage the
quartermasters and commissaries would
have to make local purchases or send wagons back to the depot at Vera Cruz. Each
infantryman was to carry four days' rations
of hard bread and two days' rations of bacon
or cooked pork; fresh beef would be issued
on the march. C hiefs of the general staff
assigned to eaeh marching division an engineer, a topographical engineer, an ordnance
officer, an assistant quartermaster, an assistant commissary, and a medical officer.
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Capt. Abner R. Hetzel of the Quartermaster's Department remained in charge of the
depot at Vera Cruz. The Tennessee Cavalry had to stay behind until the arrival of
its horses, and a brigade of volunteers had
to wait until more transportation was
available.
For each of the divisions, the most difficult day of the whole march to Mexico City
probably was the first. Twiggs's division
led the way toward Jalapa on 8 April;
Worth's followed three days later. The first
ten miles strung out through deep sand, first
along the beach, then over a narrow, sunken
road . Even in April a burning sun bore
down on tired men and animals. The path
of the infantrymen could be followed by the
coats, extra shoes, knapsacks, and bayonets
they threw away to lighten their loads. The
engineers found it necessary to partially unload their wagons for that first leg of the
journey, and to shuttle their equipment forward by making second trips with the
wagons. Teamsters lightened their loads
simply by throwing away precious barrels of
hard bread and salt pork. Unskilled drivers
and unbroken mustangs damaged transportation equipment causing further loss of supplies. When horses and mules gave out,
weary soldiers had to use ropes to drag animals and wagons through the sand, Soon
the men, too, gave out and fell by the wayside. A few were put on the already heavily
loaded wagons, others had to wait under
guard beside the road until an empty wagon
on its way back to pick up more supplies at
Vera Cruz came along. Numbers of men
died in the heat and toil of that first day's
march. Happily, on the second day the
American units reached a good hard-surfaced national road. Now only the Mexican
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Anny and supply shortages barred the way
to Mexico City.
On 18 April the Americans met and overcame strong defenses organized by Santa
Anna, who had come through the interior
all the way from Buena Vista- fi rst on £ 1
Telgrafo hill and then at CcrroGordo. The
next day Twiggs's division entered J alapa.
Here Scott had hoped to find local resources
sufficiently plentiful to resupply ·h is commissary, but he was disappointed . The situation was aggravated when Ma j. Gen. John
A. Quitman's brigade failed to bring up
extra rations as expected, and when funds
began to run low. Scott, however, already
had taken steps to relieve the financial situation . Finding that foreign merchants in
Vera Cruz would cash drafts on the United
States, endorsed by himseU, only at a 6 percent discount, he issued an order stating that
United States forces would prohibit the shipment of any precious metals out of Vera
Cruz without bis consent, or without payment of an export duty equal to the discount
rate. He had good reason to expect that
this quickly would bring his d rafts up to par.
With local procurement failing, General
Scott redoubled efforts to move essential supplies to J alapa from Vera Cruz before the
yellow-fever season set in. He ordered each
supply chid on his staff who accompanied
him---ordnance, quartennaster, commissary,
and medicaf- to send written requisitions to
his own supply chief at the Vera Cruz
depot. He himself sent instructions to Col.
Henry Wilson. commander and governor of
Vera Cruz. to see to it that these requisitions
were filled promptly. He made a list of
what he considered "indispensable" items-medicines and hospital stores, clothing, salt.
ammunition. hOfS('$hoes, and coffee j and a
second iist, "almost equally so"- knapsacks,
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blankets, hard bread , bacon, and camp kettles. D He still hoped to find sugar, Hour,
rice, fresh meat, beans, and forage in the
country.
Worth's division and Quitman'S brigade
passed through to lead the advance out of
Jalapa, through beautiful country to Puebla,
a fine city of 80,000 inhabitants, approximately halfway between Jalapa and Mexico
City. Worth entered Puebla without opposition on 15 May. Scott himself remained
at J alapa until a heavy wagon train arrived
on the 20th. Twiggs's division departed
two days later. Leaving garrisons at Jalapa
and Perote, it arrived at Puebla on 29 May,
one day after the general.
Scott's anny stayed at Puebla until August waiting for supplies and reinforcements.
Actually the army supplied itseU very largely during this time by local procurement.
The Mexican Government had forbidden
the people to take anything into the city to
sell, but the order was willingly and easily
defied while the Americans were in occupation. This being so, it might be presumed
that the anny could h ave been provided on
the march from local supplies as well as in
Puebla. The trouble was that many items
had to be brought in from some d istance
to the line of march, and thus would not
have been readily available, and a few
weeks were required to allow time for harvesting the new CrOpS. More supplies continued to be brought forward from Vera
Cruz. Scott wanted a sizable build-up before he went on, so that when the capital
was captured it would not he necessary at
once to scatter the anny to fight for sup• LtT, Scott to Wilson, Vera Cruz, 23 April 1847,
Hou5e Exec Doc 50, 30th Cong., ht 5eQ., pp.
946-47.
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plies. The want of reliable drivers and con~
ducters. the serious shortage of wagons, the
stretch of sandy road ncar the coast, and
the (hreat of Mexican guerrillas aU added
to the difficulties and hazards of moving sup·
plies over the long line of communicat ion.
Immediately after the reinforcements ar·
rived to replace 3,700 volunteers who had
been sent back because their tcnns of enlistment were about to expire, Scott was
rcady to begin the march on Mexico City.
Where caution had kept him in Puebla for
weeks, audacity now led him virtually to
cut ~is supply line with the coast altogether.
The Jalapa garrison had joined his force.
He did leave a small garrison at Pucbta to
protect his rcar, hut for supplies his anny
was to depend almost entirely upon the
wagon trains that accompanied it and the
country through which it passed. The
divisions of General Twiggs, General Quitman, General Worth, and Brig. Gen.
Gideon J. Pillow- totaling over 10,700
men- moved out one day apart. It must
have pleased Scott to hear of remarks reported from abroad. The Duke of Wellington is reported to have said: "Scott is
lost! He cannot capture the city and he
cannot fall back upon his base." T he
London Morning Chronicle commented:
" There is but one thing we know of that
is more difficult than for the United States
Army to get to Mexico, and that would be
to get back again to Vera Cruz." 'o
Scott arrived at San Augustin on 18 August, only ten miles south of Mexico City,
and established a depot and a general hospital.
The Mexican Army finally gave battle
,oQuOIed in Charles W. Elliott , Winfield Scott,
the Soldier and the Man (New York : Macmillan,
1937) , pp. 501 - 02.
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on 20 August at Contreras and Churubusco.
Scott postponed an immediate march into
Mexico City to permit preliminary peace
negotiations. An armistice agreed to on 24
August Jasted until 7 September, giving
both sides time to recuperate. Under the
terms of the armistice the Americans were
allowed to go into the city fol' supplies.
Long trips into the country were avoided
because of the threat of Mexican cavalry
who apparently did not recognize the
armistice.
After two weeks of futile peace negotia.
tions, General Scott decided it was time to
move again. Two sharp battles at EI
Molino del Rey and at Chapultapecwhere engineers again distinguished themselves in reconnaissance and preparation of
routes, and where scaling ladders, carried
all the way from Vera Cruz, finally were
put to usc--opcnerl the way to Mexico
City, and on 14 September 1847 General
Quitman, marching with one shoe missing,
led the American Army into Mexico City.
Santa Anna' made one more effort. He
attempted to cut off the American rear by
taking Puebla, and kept the U.S. garrison
there under siege. Brig. Gen. Joseph Lane,
who had arrived at Vera Cruz with replace·
ments after a d ifficult march with over
3,000 men, was halted at National Bridge by
a fight which required him to send back for
ammunitIOn and supplies. He reached
Puebla in October and relieved the
garnson.
During nine months of occupation in
Mexico Ci ty, supplies and services still had
to be provided for Scott's army. In his
disposition of troops Scott gave first attention
to re-establishing and securing his line of
communication to Vera Cruz. Subsistence
could be obtained locally with little dim ·
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cully. As at Monterrey, Lieutenant Grant,
enterprisi ng q uartermaster and commissary
of the 4th Infantry, again organized a bakery that provided bread fo r his own regiment and enough morc to sell to the chid
commissary for the rest of the army. Gran~
said he earned more for the regimen tal fund
with his bakery in two months than he received in Army pay during the whole war.
T he only serious shortage was clothing.
At the end of October Scott dispatched a
column of troops with a long t rain of empty
wagons to Vera Cruz to bring up munitions
and clot hing. In the meantime, supply
offi cers in Mexico City turned again to local
resourccs. Capt. J ames R . Irwin, chief
quartermaster, put 1,000 seamstresses to
work making uni£on ns from local materials.
Other items obta ined in the city included
horseshoes, spurs, and fl agstaff spea rheads
forged by local blacksmi ths from some
20,000 captured British-made muskets.
Med ical problems were as great as ever.
Approximately 1,250 Americans had been
wounded in the battles before Mexico City,
and many Mexican wounded had to be
given some assistance. Disease mounted
again until in December one-fou rth of the
command was sick. Hospitals were established in the best build ings ava ilable, but
they were cold, damp, and poorly lighted
a nd ventilated . As soon as practicable
evacuation of casualties to the U nited States
bega n- a long, tedious trip by wagon to
Vera Cruz, then by ship to New Orleans.
T he general hospitals at New O rleans soon
became overcrowded and another large
hospita l, Lawson H ospi tal, was constructed.
From Mexico City General Scott again
sent to the Secretary of War bitter compla ints of poor support for his campaignand he carried his notion of consplraCICS
against him into his memoirs. H e charged

that he had not been given half the troops
promised him, and that the War Department had fa iled to provide adequate transportation or adequate supplies. But the
real question is: what was adequate? If
General T aylor erred on the side of anticipating too few requirements, General Scott
may have erred on the side of demanding
too much.

Summary
Who is a great logistician ? Is it the
commander who devotes most of his attention to sl~ppl y and transport arrangements?
Is it the supply chief who is able to deliver
the immense tonnages? Either, perhaps
may amount to greatness. But the evidence
seems to point to the really great logistician as being the commander who has the
judgment- indeed the genius- to take into
account realistically all available resources,
at home, in the theater, or wherever they
are fou nd , and to balance his req uirements
and his mission so that his objective may be
gained in the least possible time wi th the
least possi ble loss of men and supplies.
Neither Zachary T aylor nor Win field
Scott achieved that stature, but the General
in Chief's prior planning- at least for his
own campaign- his attention to detail, and
his supervision of every phase paid off. On
the other hand , he probably was delayed by
his constant desire for more of everything
than really was necessary- the vice of overestimating requiremen ts. When carried too
far, attempting to provide for every contingency can have consequences as unfortunate as those resulting (rom too little preparation. An army wai ling for supplies it
docs not really need, or paraJyzed by having
to move more materiel than it does need ,
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may be just as ineffective as an army that
has completely outrun its supplies.
The final measure of achievement for logistics accomplishments must be the succes<>
with which men and materiel are delivered
to the fighting front. American logistics
during the Mexican War had many deficiencies, hut relative to previous efforts and,
more to the point, relative to the enemy's
capability, logistics achievements of the
campaigns in Mexico were outstanding.
Most notable are the number of firsts: a line
of communication maintained by steamboat,
the first overseas expedition, "the first AnnyNavy joint operation in an amphibious landing," a series of the longest marches undertaken in American military history up to that
time. And all of these were attained with
never a shortage of men or mattrie1 that was
serim.:s enough to cost a major battle.
General Taylor and General Scott chafed
at lack of transportation and at the delays
in the arrival of supplies. But these irrita·
tions appeared quite differently to the Mexican commanders to whom it seemed that
"the United States, rich and abundantly
supplied with facilities for transportation,
would now naturally take advantage of these
circumstances. Unlike the Mexican Re·
public, which was embarTaSSed with ob·
stacles, they could move their army with
ease, from one end of their territory to the
other." n
In many ways the United States enjoyed
a position in relation to Mexico similar to
that which Great Britain had held with the
United States during the Revolutionary
War. The United States, in addition to
commanding greater industrial resources,
"Ramon Alcaraz, TIIII Otllllr Sidll; or Notlll fo,
Ih. Histo,y af th. WG, blllw,,11 Muieo Gild th ,
Ullitfd StGllII, translated and edited by Albert C.
Ramsey (New York: John Wiley, 1850 ), p. 179.
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had complete control of the sea. The tdl·
ing difference was that attempts by the
Mexican Government to obtain direct
and substantial foreign assistance were
not succcssful. l I

Postwar Developments
Demobilization
The greatest task of demobilization at
the end of hostilities in Mexico was the return to the United States of the forces that
had been dispersed over such great distances. More than one thousand officers,
26,000 enlisted men, and 5,000 civilian
mechanics, laborers, and teamsters in central Mexico had to be evacuated from Vera
Cruz; the men at Tampico and the Brazos
brought the total to about 41,000. A fleet
of government-owned ships was expanded
three or four times by chartering additional
ships-some on the Atlantic coast, but for
the most part at New Orleans and ports in
Mexico--to bring the men, animals, and
wagons home. Returning vessels usually
put in at New Orleans, because they could
not be provisioned at the depots in Mexico for a longer voyage. Property, other
than serviceable wagon~ sound animals,
and items in good condition that could be
used at Santa Fe or other posts in New
Mexico, was sold at auction in Mexico or
at New Orleans.

Transportation to the New Frontier
Distance was a staggering problem [or
the Army after the Mexican War- as in·
.. See George L. Rives. Th, Unilfd $IGI.s Gild
Mellieo, 1821- 1848, 2 Vo1l. (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1913 ). n, 81- 104.
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deed it had been during the war. Most of
the small Army still on duty after demobi·
lization was spread over the vast frontier
regions between the Mississippi River and
the Pacific Ocean. In 1850 only slightly
mort than 2,000 officers and men were stationed at 33 posts east of the Mississippi,
while about 6,400 were stationed at 67
posts in the West. This trend continued
through the next decade, so that by 1860
there were fewer than 1,000 officers and
men stationed in the Department of the
East, while over 13,000 were stationed in
the Department of the West- Texas, New
Mexico, Utah, Oregon, and California.
Authorized Army strength in 1850 was
about 50 percent more than that of 1844,
but the cost of transportation in the six-year
period had increased by 1,500 percent.
Most troops and supplies destined for Pacilic coast stations went by ship from New
York. The route most generally favored because less costly was the five-months' voyage
around Cape Hom in chartcred sailing vessels. The other route- to Panama and
across the Isthmus by mule and canoe-took only one month but was more expensive and difficult than the voyage around
the Horn. First class steamer passage was
booked for troops going by way of Panama
because of the likelihood of exposure to
cholera during the delays common for sailing vessels in the Panama area. Until the
completion of the railroad in 1655, the transfer of men and materiel across the Isthmus
added to the cost and multiplied thc difficulties of that route.
Convinced that it was more economical
to charter vessels as needed than to maintain
a fleet of ships, Quartennaster General J esup quiekly disposed of most of the vessels his
department had acquired for support of
operations in Mexico and for returning the
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troops afterward. He in fact anticipated
the consolidation of sea transportation services under the Navy by a century in a proposal that the Navy assume responsibility for
all ocean transportation for the Anny as
well as the Navy. Failing that, he neverthcfess d isposed of most of his ships by transfer to the Navy, to the Topographical Department, and to the Treasury, or sold them
after inviting written bids. In 1849 the
Quartennaster's Department had under its
control four sailing ships on the Pacific coast,
five steamers on the Florida coast, three
schooners on the Gulf of Mexico, and
three steamers operating on the Rio Grande.
Land transportation presented greater
difficulties. Previously, most frontier posts
had been fairly close to navigable water, but
now long hauls overland were necessary to
supply outposts on the western plains and in
the mountain regions. The main frontier
depot for supplying garrisons on the Santa
Fe Trail and on the Oregon routeS was at
Fort Leavenworth, itself supplied by river
boat from St. Louis. From Leavenworth
wagons hauled supplies 310 miles to Fort
Kearny, 637 miles to Fort Laramie, 728
miles to Fort Union, and 821 miles to Santa
Fe. Supplies for posts in Texas were sent
by ship 540 miles acr06S the Gulf of Mexico
from New O rleans to Indianola, then by
wagon 420 miles to Fort Worth and 803
miles to EI Paso.
As with ships, so with wagons: General
Jesup decided it would be more economical
to hire private transportation than to maintain government equipment. By May 1848
the system of contract freighting had been
introduced to transport some supplies des.tined for Santa Fe, and two years later the
system was in full operation at Fort Leavenworth. Private freight companies carried
five times as much to posts on the Santa Fe
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and Oregon Trails as did the government.
In 1850 contractors used 6,600 oxen
and 780 men to carry 1,500 tons of
supplies to those areas. Their wagons
usually had a capacity of 2!4 tons, and were
drawn by tcn to twelve animals. Later,
huge wagons of fivCwton capacity- the
M urphy and the Espenshield made in St.
Louis, and the Studebaker of South Bend,

Indiana- became common.
The leading freight company was Rus-

sell, Majors and Waddell. On the basis of
an offer to carry all necessary supplies in
the area during all months of the year at a
specified rate of so much per hundred
pounds per hundred miles (varying accordw

ing to t he country and the season ), the firm
was the sole carrier on the Santa Fe and
Oregon Trails ear-h year from 1855 through
1860, with Ihe exception of 1859. In spite
of an unfortunate involvement of the company and Secretary of War J ohn B. Floyd
in charges of ravoritism and fraudul ent
transactions, t he system worked reasonably
well. It perhaps was more economical in
the long run for the govern ment not to
have 10 maintain large numbers of its own
wagons. Also, as long as Congress failed to
accept the Quartennaster General's repeated recommendations for authorizing the
recruitment or teamsters and other service
troops so that it would not be necessary to
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hire civilian workers under unfavorable con ~
ditions, contract freighting seemed the only
really practicable solution to the transportation problem.
A special experiment in overland trans.portation was undertaken in 1855 when
an attempt was made to introduce camels
as pack carriers in the southwest. Long
in.terested in such a project, Secretary of
War Jefferson Davis made arrangements
as soon as Congress had appropriated $30,000 to import 75 camels from North Africa
to Texas. Put into service on a trial basis,
they quickly demonstrated what everybody
acquain ted with the subject already knewthat they could carry heavy loads far greater
distances per day than horses or mules, and
required very little food and water while
en route. But because the strange-looking
creatures stampeded wagon a nd pack trains
on the roads and unsympathetic soldiers
and civilians turned against them, the experiment was a failure.

Weapons Development
Interest in developing an acceptable
breech-loading rifle or musket quickened
after the Mexican War. The Sharps rifle,
patented in 1848, was an improvement over
the Hall, but it still used paper cartridges,
and a really satisfactory service breechloader
was yet to be found. By way of encouragement Congress in 1854 appropriated
$90,000 for testing and purchasing breechloaders, thereby causing a rash of new patents and proposals. A series of boards
convened to examine and test new methods
in the next four years, but found none
which in the opinion of the officers consulted could replace the muzzle-loader for
foot troops. They did agree that of the
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weapons offered the Burnside carbine was
most nearly satisfactory, presumably for
mounted troops. Curiously, one of the
board's chief objections to the Burnside
was that it required a special meta llic cartridge case. True, this would complicate
problems of ammunition supply unless use
became general, but the board was concerned mainly about expense-it pointed
out that the cost of the metallic cartridge
case alone was more than the cost of an
entire round for the new U.S. rifle-musket.
Actually. the metallic cartridge case was
to prove to be the real secret of success for
breech-loading rifles.
The fi rst repeating rifle adopted, albeit
for limited use, for the U.S. Army was the
Colt revolving rifle Model 1855 (introduced in 1858). After the spectacular
success of Colt revolvers (pistols) in the
Mexican War, nothing seemed more reasonable than to expect that a repeating
rifle operating on the same principle would
have an enthusiastic reception. Indeed,
its reception was enthusiastic, but the enthusiasm cooled when hands were injured
by the accidental ignition of the cartridges
in the cylinder (a situation avoided with
the pistol since it was not necessary to hold
it with one hand in front of the cylinder).
If loaded carefully, so that. the paper cartridges were not ruptured, Colt revolving
rifles performed well enough, but such care
was not practical for a military service weapon. The unfortunate experience with the
Colt put a damper on the development of
any repeating rifle: if the Colt, after the
great success of the pistol, could not be
made acceptable as a rifle, it was argued
that all repeaters must be impractical.
The real missing link in the development
of satisfactory repeating rifl es was the metallic cartridge. With metallic cartridges
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quite likely that the Colt revolving
rifle, or any of several other models, could
have been made completely acceptable as
military weapons. In 1857 Smith and W cs-son began to manufacture the first really
successful rim-fire cartridge for use in their
.22-caliber revolver. The next year B.
Tyler Henry introduced a .44-caliber rifle
cartridge made on the same principle, and
in 1860 he patent~ a fifteen-shot repeating rifle to use the new type of ammunition- a patent which he assigned to his
employer, O. F. Winchester. Most important of aU was George W. Morse's invention in 1858 of a metallic cartridge with
center-fire primer and inside anvil. The
Morse cartridge would open the way eventually for really successful repeating rifles.
Artillery was completely systematized.
Building upon work begun by the Board of
Ordnance in 1832- and in a way extending
back to 161 8---Major Mordecai was able
to complete his draft of the artillery system
of the United States for approval by the
board and publication in 1649. The publication contained complete drawings and
descriptions of the various guns, howitzers,
and mortars, together with their carriagessome twenty-four weapons of various calibers falling into the general categories of
field (including mountain), s.iege and garrison, and seacoast artillery. Calibers ranged
from s.ix-pounders to forty-two pounders
and thirteen-inch mortars, and weights extended from the 164 pounds of the Coehorn
mortar to the 15,260 pounds (unmounted )
of the giant to-inch Columbiad. Field artillery pieces and the lighter mortars still
It IS
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were made of bronze. Carriages generally
were of white oak reinforced with wrouglit
iron until adoption of much-improved
wrought-iron carriages in 1859. Probably
the most significant change in artillery during the period prior to the Civil War was
the adoption of the "Napoleon" gun in
1657. Introd uced by Napoleon III in an
effort to simplify his field artillery system
with a single general purpose weapon that
could perform the functions of howitzers as
well as guns, and which, as a twelve..
pounder, would be efficient enough and
maneuverable enough to reduce the need
for other calibers, this smoothbore bronze
piece quickly demonstrated its effectiveness
in the Crimean War. One of its chief advantages was simplification of the logistical
problem of ammunition supply.
Artillery ammunition included solid shot,
cannister, grape, explosive shell, spherical
case, and carcass (an incendiary mortar
shell ). With improvement in spherical
case ammu nition and its importance for use
against improved small arms, the number
of these rounds carried in the ammunition
chests of Napoleon guns and six-pounders
was increased in 1658.
The decade of the fifti es was a time of vast
development in i11land transportation-on
the rivers and on the rapidly extending railways. Interest in weapons improvement
begun in the 1830's and t 840's was intensified. The irony was that this added military potential would be mobilized not to
repel a forei gn invader, but to magnify the
tragedy of internal strife.

CHAPTER XI

The Civil War: Organization for Logistics
Rarely in modem war has the side with
logistical inferiority prevailed. However
superior the generalship, or however bril.
liant the strategy and tactics, ultimate victory generally has gone to the side having
the greater economic strength and thus the
greater logistical potential. In the tremendous economic expansion of the United
States between 1848 and 1860, the North
greatly surpassed the South. Of morc than
thirty thousand miles of railways constructed
by 1860, less than nine thousand miles lay
within the states which seceded to form the
Confederacy. Northern vessels dominated
the inland waterways, and Yankee shipping
on the high seas nearly equaled that of the
British Empire. In manufacturing, mc·
chanical improvements, fin ance, and even in
food production, the North exceeded the
Southern states. The North enjoyed a
superiority in population of about 22,000,~
000 in the states remaining with the Union
against about 9,000,000, including 3,500,~
000 slaves, in the seceding states.
The South had the one advantage of
fighting a defensive war, and the supposed
advantage of interior lines. The Con.
federate objective was independence.
It
could be accomplished by a successful defense against Northern invasion. If the best
advantage is to be taken of fighting over
interior lines, certainly a well ~developed
transportation net is essential j this the South
had in only very limited degree. With con~

trot of the peripheral seas, a superior railway
net, well·developed inland waterways, and
vessels, the North could transfer troops and
supplies more readily than could the Con~
federatcs. Southern leaders had to gamble
that the North would lack the spirit to
match its resources, and that the
Confederacy would fin d fri ends and re~
sources in Europe to help overcome
Northern control of the seas and Northern
economic superiority. Confederates ~iked
to compare their situation with that of the
states and Great Britain during the Revolutionary War, but in doing so they overlooked
the decisive contribution France and Spain
and Holland made, equalizing for the states
the material superiority of the British. General Sherman had truth on his side when he
wrote to a Southern fri end : "In all history
no nation of mere agriculturists ever made
successful war against a nation of
mechanics. . .. You are bound to fail. " l
Major rivers, both as routes of com·
munication and as defensive barriers, deter·
mined the direction of the principal attacks
and campaigns of the war. Recognizing at
least to some degree the logistical limitations
and capabilities involved, Winfield Scott,
still General in Chief of the U.S . Anny at
the outbreak of the Civil War, recomI Quoted
in Bruce Catton, Glory Road: The
Bloody ROil/II from Fredericksbllrg / 0 Geu)'shrg
(New York: Doubleday, 1954), p. 26 1.
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mended a tight naval blockade while a
powerful offensive was scnt down the Mississippi to New O rleans, but such a policy
of constriction was too slow for those bent
upon pun ishing the South and ending the
war quickly. After Bull Run a morc
deliberate Northern strategy did unfold.
The greatest campaigns continued to be directed agai nst the Army of Northern Virginia. Careful watch had to be maintained
against possible attacks on Washington. At
the same time Union armies in the West
rought to capture and hold Missouri,
Kentucky, and Tennessee, and the main
rivers leading into those states from the
Ohio, while combined land and naval operations sought to open the Mississippi and
detach the Southwest from the rest of the
Confederacy. In the end, Grant's hammering campaign toward Richmond, combincd
with Sherman's march to the sea and the
naval blockadc, applied with a vengeance
the "anaconda policy"-crushing the Confederacy with overwhelming manpower and
resources. With such notable exceptions as
Grant's V icksburg campaign and Sherman's
march through Georgia and the Carol inas,
an army in a major operation required a
well-developed base, with depots from which
munitions, subsistence, field equipment, and
medical supplies could be drawn, and connected by telegraph, roads, and railroads or
waterways with the field army and with
commercial centers of the country.
Seldom has a nation gone into a war as
well prepared as it might have been. 111
prepared as the United States was for war
in 1861 , it certainly was far superior in
present and potential strength to the Confederate States, which faced the problem of
having to create a government as well as
an army.

Mobilization
Federal A ctions
Two days after the fall of Fort Sumter
on 14 Apri l 1861, President Lincoln began
to mobilize the country for war- he issued
his proclamation calling for 75,000 militia
and called a special session of Congress to
meet on July 4th .
How did Lincoln arrivc at the figure 75,000 for the number of troops to bc called
initially? Undoubted ly he plUCked it ouror
the thin air, though he did it after consultation with his advisers, and two factors probably influenced his calculations. In the first
placc General Scott was thinking in terms
of 85,000 mcn (25,000 Regular Army and
60,000 three-year volunteers) as being
enough even for his proposed plan of constnctlon. With the prescnt Army strength
of approximately 16,000 men, Lincoln's call
for 75,000 militia would bring his total force
close to 92,000, greater by 7,000 men than
Scott's estimate. Moreover, it seemed unlikely that a larger force could be organized
and equipped satisfactorily within the three
months to which militia services were
limited. Lincoln's call for militia to serve
for a period of th~ee months suggested that
he was anticipating a short war, but this
limitation was not so much the result of
his fa ilure to appreciate the magnitude of
the con fli ct into which he was heading as it
was the reflection of restrictions imposed by
the militia law of 1795 by which , for the
moment, he considered himself bound.
As the situation worsened, the President's
interpretation of legal restrictions became
less restrained. Within a few days he directed the naval commandants at Boston,
New York, and Philadelphia to purchase or
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charter ships for defense purposes; he empowered the governor of New York and certai n New York citizens, from whom no
security was requ ired , to act for the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy
in making all n cc~ary a rrange ments, for
the time being, for the transportation of
troops and munitions; he directed the Secretary of the Treasury to advance, without requi ring securit y, and wi thout a Congressional apPl"Opriation, $2,000,000 to a group
of New York men to be used for the purchase of mi litary supplies. Without consulting Congress, Lincoln in M ay decreed the
ex pansion of the R egular Army by over
22,000 officers and men and the enlistment
of 42,000 volunteers to serve for three years.
In mobil izing for war, popula r thinking
concen trated first on the raising of troops.
Then , as frequ enlly has been the casc, troop
mobilization so far ou tdistanced materiel
mobilization as to impair the effectiveness of
the whole undertaking. Little was to be
gained by taking men away from farms,
shops, and offi ces before supplies and cquipment could he made ava ilable for t hem.
General T aylor had been hard put to equip
the numbers of volunteers sent to him during the Mexica n War, and General McClella n, commanding in the ' Vest at the outbreak of the C ivil W ar, Soon found himself
in the posi tion of a comma nder "with nothing hut men- no arms or supplies." The
enthusiast ic a nd insistent offers of troops
following President Lin co ln '~ requests for
mi lit ia and volunteers seriously embarrassed
the government ; for the mOillent a major
problem of the \·Var Department was to
hold the Arm y to a size that could be supplied and equi pped. In his message to
Congress on J uly 4th Presid ent Lincoln
noted that "one of t he greatest perplexi ties
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of the government is to avoid receIVing
troops faster than it can provide for them." t
Militiamen and volunteers reported to
a ppointed places of rendezvous in the sta tes
and moved by boat, railway train, and wagon to WaShington- to take up quarters in
public bui ldings or improvised barracks
or in hastily constructed training campswhere they would be available for the defense of the capital or for a campaign
agai nst Richmond . Small ca mps, wit h faci lities for one to four regi ments, sprang up
throughout the Northern sta tes to serve as
reception centers. From these, troops generall y were sent through one of t he larger
camps: Benton BalTacks at Sl. Lou is, which
housed a bout 40,000; t he camps at Cairo,
Illinois, wit h facilities for some 50,000
troops; Camp Dennison in Ohio, where over
12,000 troops were housed; or Cam p C urtin ,
Pennsylva nia, where over 20,000 men were
concentrated at a time. As was customary,
the first troops to a rrive had to do most of
the construction work on the barracks and
other faci litics; a Regular Arm y q ua rtermaster brought in government lumber and
laid out the cam p, and the recruits then
went to work. Many different types of
ba rracks arose. Some had t he appearance
of elonga ted hog houses. More elaborate
designs had upright walls beneath the gable
roof. Ord inarily they were built to accommodate one company, sometimes two. A
regimental camp, or a regimental area in a
larger camp, would include offi cers' barracks fronting on t he parade ground , a row
of tcn or twelvc troop barracks spaced about

• A. Howard Meneely, The War Deparlm enl,
1861, A Sllld), in M obi/i:nl;oll (Iud Atimillislrlllion
(New Yo rk : Colum bia Unillc rsity Pn::ss, 1928 ), Jlp.
148-49.
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twenty feet apart, with a cook shack behind
each building and , if a cavalry uni t, stables
still further to the rear.
For the fi rst eighty days of the war, unti l
after Congress convened on July 4th, mobilization proceeded without a ny special federal
legislation. Then the Congress q uickly
gave ex post fa cto approval to Lincoln's
emergency war measures, and began consideration of a long list of bills intended to

encourage (he war effort and bring the conIliel to a speed y conclusion . But the fa ilure
of federal forces a t Bull Run on 21 July provided the real impetus for the most farreaching legislation of the special session .
That unfortunate affair h as been presented as the result of premature action to

appease the cries of the multitude in the
North for an immediate advance "Forward
to R ichmond." But Lincoln's order to advance was more the dictate of his own military judgment than a response to the popular clamor for action . Was it u nreasonable
to suppose that a government with an organized M ilitary Establishment, however imperfect, at its command could mobilize more
swiftly tha n could its adversary who h ad to
organize both a government and an anny?
If, in the advantages of time, the years would
lie with the North a nd its economic superiority, surely the weeks and months now passing would be on the side of the Confederacy,
for it more than the Union required t ime to
mobilize its available forces. Would the
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casualties be less or the victories easier when
a finely trained, well-equipped Army of the
Potomac later met a well-organized and
trained Anny of Northern Virginia? As
Lincoln observed to Maj . Gen. Irvin McDowell, commander of the Union forces ordered to attack, "You are green, it is true;
but they arc green also; you are all green
alike." I Unquestionably Bull Run had a
sobering effect in the North, and served at
once to stimulate war preparations; in the
South it tended to justify overconfidence
and to slow full mobilization.

Activities of the Stales

In the vigor and enthusiasm with which
they pushed mobilization, the Northern
states were far ahead of the federal government. State governors, with few exceptions,
energetically took up the tasks of raising
mcn and money, organizing units, and
equipping and dispatching troops for war
service. State legislatures co-operated zeal.
ously in authorizing funds and troops. The
Wisconsin legislature, for instance, antici·
pated Lincoln's call for militia by passing an
act appropriating $100,000 for raising
troops a day before the news of the fall of
Fort Sumter arrived; the New York legisla·
ture passed a similar act two days later, the
day of Lincoln's proclamation, a nd other
state legislatures then in session fonowed suit
within the next few days or weeks. The
greatest objection of the Northern governors
to the President's call for troops was the
small numbers asked. As Lincoln had done,
some of the governors acted first and sought
legislative approval afterward. On their
I Thomas Harry Williams, Lincoln and His G,ntrail (New York : Alfred A. Knopf, I nc., 19!i2),

p.21.
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own responsibility they assembled troops, let
contracts for feeding, clothing, equipping,
and anning them, chartered steamers, and
dispatched agents to Europe to procure
ann.<.

Far from being a centralized program of
the federal government, mobilization in
1861 was a collection of state programs
with only a degree of federal co--ordination.
Ironically, respect for states' rights, except
the right to secede, was as strong in the
North as in the South, and in military administration the central government of the
Confederacy was able to assert supreme au·
thority more swiftly than the Union. Carried beyond certain limits, this federal def·
erence to state authority was bound to
weaken the Northern war potential, but its
indulgence was less the result of shortsightedness on the part of the statesmen con·
ceroed than of the political climate of the
times. Few men at first recognized what a
concerted effort would be required to overcome the "insurrection;" moreover, large
standing annies and a highly centralized
government still were regarded in all the
states as threats to liberty.
In later coalition wars, it might be argued
that it would be far more efficient for all
the allies to integrat~ their efforts complete·
Iy, with common recruiting of troops, common procurement of arms and supplies, and
corronon administration as well as tactical
direction of military forces, but national
loyalties would make such procedures impracticable. To a certain extent, state loyalties and suspicion of centraliz.ed govern·
ment made integration of the mobilization
efforts for the Civil War impracticable until
the seriousness of the situation made the
necessity clear. At the same time, there
were advantages in reliance upon the states
for military mobiliz.ation in the circum-
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stances of t 861: at a time when the federal
government was being seriously weakened
by the defections of Southern sympathizers,
and when the War Department was suffer·
ing from neglect and inefficiency, the states
(aside from the border states) were for the
most part united behind the war effort.
They had the benefit of relatively efficient
administrations, they commanded financial
resources, and they could take the initiative
in raising, organizing, and equipping mili·
tary forces. The War Department had to
leave it to the states to provide initial equipment, quarters, and transportation for the
troops, although it was understood from the
outset that they would be reimbursed for
the expenses thus incurred. The cost of
maintaining a soldier, including tra nsportation from the place of rendeLvous to the
place of muster, became a charge upon the
U nited States as soon as he was mustered
into federa l service. Since the federal gov~
ernment had neither the necessary supplies
on hand nor the means of obtaining all that
was needed quickly, Secretary of War Cam~
eron asked the state governors to equ ip
the troops and bill the United States.

Central Administration
Civiliml
Division of authority and responsibility
among the Secretary of War, the assistant
secretaries, and the General in Chief never
was clearly spelled out. During the early
months of mobilization correspondcnce with
state governors and other state officials who
were contracting for arms and the direction
of the activities of the various bureaus com~
manded most of the Secretary's atlention.
The first assistan t secretary, Thomas A.
Scott, was responsible mainly for matters

pertaining to railroads and telegraph ; he
also had broad duties concerned with raising volunteer units, seeing that they received
neccssal)' supplies and equipment, and a rranging for their movement. C harles A.
Dana and Peter Watson were concerned
primarily, though not exclusively, with
procurcment, including supervision of
contracts, prosecution of fraud , and
contact with field commanders on local
procurement.
In the early part of the war, still further
confusion in the administration of the war
effort resulted from the intrusion of Cabinet
officers outside their fields without the coord ination of those directly responsible. In
particula r, Secretary of State William H.
Seward frequently meddled in the affairs of
the War Department. H e appears to have
considered himself Secretary of War as well
as Secretary of State; at times he received
military reports and gave military instructions without the knowledge eit her of the
Secretary of War or of the General in Chief.
When Edwin M. Sta nton came into the
Cabinet as Secretary of War, although he
was a friend of Seward's, he soon changed
that procedure.
Strangely, a good deal of the rcs ponsi bil~
ity for directing the expansion of the Army
fell to the Secretary of the Treasury, Salmon
P. C hase. It was Chase, not Simon Cam eron (Secretary of War from March 1861
to J anuary 1862), who prepared the orders
for organizing the Regular and volunteer
troops called for in the President's May
proclamation. For severa l months Chase
functioned as a virtual special admi nistrator
for supplies and ope rations in the Wcst, and
kept up correspondence with ma ny of the
leading military commanders. Alreadyoccupied with political and administrative ac~
tivi ries, Cameron offered little objection to
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this encroachment on the responsibilities of

his department.
Paralyzed by the leadership oC bureau
chiefs rich in experience but poor in imagination, weakened by the departure of Sout hern sym pathizers, demoralized by slispicions
of disloyalty and by the discharge and appointment of employees for political purposes, the War Department did not overcome its inefficiency as long as Simon
Cameron remained at its head. In January
1862 Lincoln seized an opportunity to send
Cameron to Russia as American minister,
and for his successor turned to the opposi-
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A Frank Leslie illustratiOll.

tion party, selecting a Breckenridge DClllo-.
erat, Edwin M. Stanton, who had served
as Attorney General in the Buchanan
Cabinet. From the day Stanton took over,
changes in the War Department became
evident. He immediately announced t hat
the War Office would be closed on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays to aU
business except that relating to active military operations in the ficld : Saturdays would
be devoted to the business of members of
Congress, and Mondays would be given to
the business of the public. Benefiting (rom
the experience gained by the greatly ex-
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panded War Department during the previous nine months, Stanton applied his
energy. discipline, and administrative ability
to remedy the loose handling of government
contracts, to raise and transport troops. and
to provide (he munitions and supplies neces-

sary for military success. He insisted on
strict adherence to regulations, but he was
able to cut through red tape. Above all, he
insisted on getting things done.

Military
At the head of the Army itself, General
Scott was in his twentieth year as General
in Chief when the war began. Maj. Gen.
George B. McClellan, a young man of
thirty.five years, succeeded the veteran
Scott on 1 November 1861. After Lincoln
relieved McClellan as General in Chief on
II March 1862, that office remained vacant
until the arrival of Maj. Gen. Henry W.
Halleck some four months later. In the
interim the President and the Secretary of
War acted as their own gcneral in chief.
For co-ordination of policies and for military
advice, they set up the Anny Board, which
was made up of the chiefs of the War Department bureaus. Maj. Gen. Ethan A.
Hitchcock, called to the War Department
as special adviser, served as chainnan of
the board, and as such he filled some of the
co-ordinating and advisory fun ctions of a
chief of staff. Halleck was General in Chief
until Lt. Gen. Ulysses S. Grant received the
command of all the Union armies in March
1864. H alleck then stayed on in Washington as Chief of Staff of the Anny while
Grant moved w~th the Army of the P.otomac
in the fi eld.
At the onset of the War with Mexico,
General in Chief Winfield Scott had acted
promptly and decisively in issuing instrue-
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tions to the administrative bureau chiefs for
the mobilization of men and supplies. At
the outbreak of the Civil War Scott did
little to stimulate activity in the bureaus.
As a matter of fact , upon the inauguration
of Franklin Pierce as President in 1853 he
had moved his headquarters to New York,
where he stayed until called baek by President Buchanan in December 1860. He
had thus virtually abdicated any control he
might have had over the bureau chiefs.
Most of his correspondence was with the
field commanders and with state governors.
When M cClellan succeeded Scott, he assumed a position more akin to that which
Scott had occupied during the Mexican
War. He retained command of the principal army in the field, but established Headquarters of the Anny in Washington and
even asserted some direction over the bureaus. During his tenn as commander of
the Anny, War Department General Orders
issued "by order of the Secretary of War"
gave way almost entirely to a series of "General Orders, Headquarters of the Army,"
issued " by command of Major General McClellan" covering practically all subjects.
After his relief from the supreme command,
War Department General Orders resumed
without any change In the number
sequence.
Actually, the position of general in chief
had no statutory basis. The President simply designated a senior officer to be "General in Chief," or "Commander of the
Anny," or "General of the Army. " His
duties depended upon instructions from the
President, upon tradition, upon the Secretary of War, and upon his own personality.
He was assumed to have command over
aUof the military geographical departments,
but whether command of the Army included command over the administrative
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bureaus was not at all clear, For their part,
the bureau chiefs liked to think of them·
selves as belonging to the M ili tary Establish ment, but not to the Army proper, and
they considered themselves answerable only
to the Secretary of War. T he fact was that
the laws and regulations nearly always
stated that the duties of the respective chiefs
were to be performed "under the direction
of the Secretary of War. " Presumably, the
commanding general of the Army was responsible for drawing strategic plans, and
these, of course, had important logistical
implications. Scott did attempt to offer
some tentative proposals, and to suggest
what requirements-mainly of manpower- might be involved. But there was
little in the way of co-ordinatcd planning,
and little correlation between strategy and
logistics-at least until Gmnl succeeded to
the supreme com mand. Halleck as Gen·
eral in Chief never did really exercise
command over all the armies.
During the last year of the wa r a dis·
ti nctly modern arrangement in the high
command appeared- if only for the moment. Unified command at the lOp was
achieved when, by General O rders 98 of 12
March 1864, General Grant was assigned
". . . to the command of the Armies of
the United States." The same orders spec·
ified that the H eadquarters of the Army
were to be in Washington and also with
General Grant in the field . General Hal·
leek, by these orders, was assigned". . . to
duty in Washington as Chief of Staff of the
Ann y, under the di rection of the Secreta ry
of War and the Lieutenant General
commanding. "
It was reported that General Grant ac·
cepted the supreme command with the
understanding that he would have command over the bureaus of the War Depart-
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menl, but he issued instructions to them
rarely and then through General Halleck.
In the field Grant retained his own "chief
of staff to the Lieutenant General Commanding the Armies of the United States,"
a position which Congress authorized in
March 1865. A1though Grant maintained
his headquarters with the Army of the Potomac, he insisted on keeping Maj. Gen.
George G. Meade as army commander, for
with Meade's capable handling of administrative details, the general could concentrate
on the "big picture. "
At Army Headquarters in Washington
Halleck's position was not quite that of later
chiefs of staff ; nor did it really conform to
the then current conception of a chief of
staff as an offi cer responsible to the com·
mander for co-ordinating the work of the
administra tive services. Nevertheless, besides performing in the extremely useful
capacity of interpreter of civilian and military fun ctions and reports, he was a valuable liaison officer between Grant and the
President, the Secretary of War, and the
department commanders.
Adm inistrative chiefs of the War De·
partment never actually acknowledged any
change in their status, though their respect
for Grant's wishes prevented serious conflict.
They insisted that no commanding general,
whatever his grade, could claim any administrative participation in the Secretary of
War's paramount control over the bureaus.
Consequently, for the most part the Secretary of War ran the War Department ; the
commanding general ran the annics in the
field , and planned and carried out military
operations. On the other hand General
Hitchcock, who continued under the new
organization as a special adviser to the Sec·
retary of War, occasionally conducted general War Department business, thereby
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impinging the mi litary on civ ilia n prerogatives.

Th e BurealLS
In expanding to meet the first demancls
of mobilizing and supporting a great wartime army, the War Department qui ckly
outgrew its modest four-story brick bui lding
immediately west of the White House. The
office of the commanding general, as well
as the Qua rtermaster's Department, Ordnance Depa rtment, and olhers moved across
17th Street to Winder's Building. Within
three years the Quartermaster's Departmen t
found it necessary to move again , this time
into a grou p of lcmpo"ary buildings.
Perha ps the first to respond effectively to
the new demands, and to maintain a high
level of support throughout the war, was
the Quartermaster's Department. Handicapped at first by the loss of its chid , Brig.
Cen. Joseph E. Johnston, who resigned after
ten months' service as Q uartermaster General to take a Southern command in April
1861, this department showed the same
deficiencies as the others in supplying newly
mobi lized troops, and in supporting the Bull
Run campaign. Bul Brig. Cen. M ontgomery C. Meigs, an engineer officer of
distinction a nd a ca pable and dynamic administrator who succeeded J ohnston as
Qua rtermaster General, introduced efficient
procedures which in subseq uent years freed
the departlllent from complain ts by governors and comm anders about supply shortages. There were cas(:S where untrustworthy contractors fai led to deliver or t ried
to defraud the government, but most of these
developed a t local procurement levels.
O rd na nce items, on lhe other ha nd, were
more difficult to obtain q uickly than food
and clot hing. Unfortunately, the adm inis-

trative machinery of the Ordnance Department could not keep pace with the unprecedented demands for arms and ammunition,
and shortages of munitions, confusion in
distribution, and slowness in acceptance of
new weapons continued to some extent
through most of the war. Neither Col.
Henry K . Craig, a veteran of ten years as
Chid of Ordnance, nor Brig. Gen. J ames
W. Ripley, who succeeded him in April
1861, displayed the drive a nd t he imagination characteristic of the Quartermaster
General.
Perhaps worst of a ll in t he extent to which
cumbersome organization a nd inefficiency
impaired its abi lity to respond to the demands for large-scale mobilization was the
Medical Departmen t. U rged by the United
States Sani ta ry Commissioner, who had the
full support of General McC lell an, Assistant
Secretary of War Thomas Scott, and the
President, Congress approved a reform bill
in April 1862 which struck at the strict
seniority system then in effect a nd permilled
the introduct ion of a more effective system
into t he Medical Department. Probably
of greater value in accomplishing the reform
than t he enactment of the law itself was the
appoin tmen t of the YOllthful Col. W illiam
A. Ham mond as Surgeon General to replace
sixty-follr-year-old Col. C lement A . Finley.
Finley had been appointed Surgeon General
just cleven months ea dier upon the death
of the veteran Col. Thomas Lawson who
had been head of lhe 'M edical Departmen t
for twcnty-five years.
Of the other supply and service bureaus,
Col. George G ibson had been Comm issar y
Gcneral of Subsistence for over fo rty-three
years when he died in September 1861 , to
be replaced by Col. Joseph P. T aylor, a veteran of thirty-two ycars servicc in the department , who died in office at the age of
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65 in 1864. Brig. Gen. J oseph C. Totten
had sClilcd as Chief of Engineers more than
twenty-five years when he died in 1864, and
Col. John J. Abert had been Chief of Topographicaf Engineers twenty-seven years
when he retired in 1861 at the age of 72,
on ly to be succeeded by Col. Stephen H.
Long who was four years older. In contrast, the newly formed Signal Corps had
as its chief thirty-onc-ycar-old Col. Albert

J.

Mycr; when Mycr was transferred in

1864, CoL Benjamin F. Fisher, age 29,
succeeded him.
Responsibilities for Army procurement
and distribution of supplies lay primarily
with the Quarterm aster's Department, the
Subsistence Department, the Ordnance Department, and the Medical Department.
The Quartermaster General was also
charged with the transportation of the supplies of the other departments. For most
items, procurement responsibility followed
simple commodity lines : the Quartermaster's Department provided clot hing; the
Subsistence Department furnished rations.
In some cases the using service procured
certain of its own items; sometimes, as when
Ordnance purchased horses for the light artiller.y, responsibility was decided according
to the ultimate desti nation of the item or the
use to which it was to be put.
The main function s of the Ordnance Department were to operate the arsenals and
armories and to furni sh all ordnance and
ordn ance stores, including cannon and artillery carriages, small arms and accouterments, horse equ ipment, ammunition, and
tools and m<1teri<1ls for the ord nance service.
The work of the Subsistence Department
included procurement of two categories of
supplies. The first and 1110St important, of
course, included all the items making up the
ration. The second category. added after
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1863, is another example of definition of
responsibi lity according to the usc of the
item, or for the using servicc itself: it included articles needed for the preservation
and issue of 'rations, such as tools, scales,
measu res, and stationery. The Quartermaster's Department still furnished storehouses, sheds, and pau lins.
A quasi-independent adjunct of the
Qua rtermaster's Department was the
Uni ted States Military Railroads. After
the appointment of Thomas A. Scott a'i
Assistant Secretary of War to have general
charge of ra ilway transportation and telegra phs, Capt. R. N . Morley of the Quartermaster's Depa rtment was designated
general manager of U.S. Military R ailroads
to superintend operations on governmen tcontrolled lines. On 11 February 1862,
Daniel C. McCallum was com missioned a
colonel and "<1ppointed military director
a nd superintendent of railroads in the
United States.~ I n practice such control
was limited generally to railroads in the
combat zones.
Five additional bureaus com pleted the
general staff stru cture in operation during
the Civil War- the Adjutant General's Department, which had certain supply functions in connection with the recru iting servicc; the Provost Marshal Gencral's Bureau,
which was responsible for enrollment of
forces for the draft and the enlistment of
volunteers as well as the arrest of dcscl'tcI'S;
the Pay Department; the Inspector Gen-

'Rpl, Brig Gen D. C. McCaHum, Director and
Ceneral Manager, U.S. Military Raitroads, to Maj
Cell M. C. Meigs, QMG, 26 May 1866, in U.S.
Army ( War Departme nt ) The War of/he Rebellion: If Compilalioll of The Official Records o( the
VI/ion alJd COlJfederate Armies, <1 series, 130 vols.
( Washington, 1880- 1901)' ser. iii, V, 974. ( Hereafter ci ted as Official Reeo rds.)
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era)'s Department; and the Judge Advocate
General's Department.

Service Troops
A problem which had manifested itself
in every war was more pronounced during
the Civil War: that of fin d ing men, either
military or civilian, to perform the neces.sary service duties for the staff departments.
There. were some engineer troops and a few
Ordnance and Signal Corps enlisted mcn
who performed service duties. Other supply and service branches had some officers
and noncomm issioned officers assigned to
them, but they had no special troopsteamsters, laborers, nurses, specialists, and
the like were civilians hired for the purpose,
or line soldiers temporarily detached from
their regiments. Each chief quartermaster
was responsible for hiring and supervising
the employees under his command without
any intervention by the Quartermaster General. Dra ft exemptions were sought for
teamsters to encourage them to drive anny
wagons to western posts ; however, teamsters
were not only difficult to find, but very often
proved to be recalcitrant employees, so that
toward the end of the war the tendency was
to replace civilian drivers with soldiers who
could not resign or "swear back" with impunity- the need for reliable driver.; overriding objections that combat units were
thus di minished. Brig. Gen. Hermann
Haupt, on the contrary, preferred civilians
for the construction corps wh ich he organized for the military railroads. At first
Haupt's corps was made up of soldiers, but
soldiers volun teering or detai led to this duty
were found to be less satisfactory than skilled
civilian mechanics and laborers. General
Halleck favored using engineer troops for
this work, to which Haupt wou ld have ac-

ceded if an engineer regiment could have
been assigned to him permanently for the
purpose. Another construction corps later
organized in the Military Division of the
Mississippi remained civilian throughout
the war, as did the U.S. Military Telegraph.
One of the principal sources of service
personnel of all kinds was the increasing
number of Negro "contrabands." At wages
of forty to fifty cents a day and one ration,
they served well as wagoners, ambulance
drivers, h06tlers, and laborers, and soon
formed the major part of Haupt's construction corps. Negroes unloaded cargo for the
Army of the Potomac on the Peninsula, dug
entrenchments for Grant at Vicksburg, and
repaired roads for Sherman on the march
through Georgia. Not only did they relieve
soldiers from such details, but often they
performed the assigned tasks better.
The obvious solution to the problem of
findi ng reliable, competent, service-type
personnel, and one which the Quartermaster
General had been urging for years, was to
enlist and train men in units organized specifically for this kind of duty. A small beginni ng was made by the Corps of Engineers,
but such a modest expansion could not begin
to meet the need for fi eld construction, bridging, and fortification work. Acts of Congress of August 1861 provided for the addition of three companies to the Corps of
Engineers and one company to the Corps of
Topographical Engineers (these two services were com bined again in March 1863)
to be organized in the same manner as the
company of sappcrs, miners, and pontoniers
authorized during the Mexican War. With
one company already existing, these made a
total of five offi cial engineer companies that
formed the Engineer Battalion of the Regular Army. This battalion of course was
only the nucleus of the total engineers em-
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ployed; the bulk, as in other branches, came
from the volunteers. Enlisted men in the
O rd nance Department a nd the Signal Corps
formed no distinctive units.

Requirements
Since there was no such thing as systeM
malic war planning in the pre·Civil War
M ilitary Establishment, it could not be expected t hat !.here would be much logistical
planning either. Still, years of experience
were of some value in making estimates.
Some kind of rudimentary planning based

upon experience had to go into the various
tables of supplies and equipment then in use,
One of t he best aids for plan ning sup port
for the prewar frontier army was a compila-

17l
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t ion of the distances of all t he western posts
fro m supply depots and from navigable
streams.
T he most serious aspect of logistical planning was the calculation of requirements
and budget estimates each year, for these
were t he basis for Congressional a ppropriations, which in turn governed the Army's
actlvl tlCS. The Secretary of t he T reasury
was required by law to submit to Congress
"estimatcs of a ppropriations," which
amounted to requests for funds, for all the
executive departments. T he Secretary of
War asked for estimates from the bureau
chiefs to be submitted ordinarily by October
[or the fiscal year beginning the next t J uly.
The Secretar y reviewed the estimates, w hich
at t imes he sent back for modification .
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Sometimes he directed that a certain estimate: be included for a particular purpose.
The War Department submitted its total
estimate to the Secretary of the Treasury in
time for it to be transmitted to the Speaker
of the House in November before Congress
asscmbied in December.
Bureau estim ates were based upon those
submitted through the commanders of each

geographical department to the Adjutant
General. In making their estimates for appropriations the bureaus had to differentiate
between figu res based upon known facts and
those based upon conjecture, a nd in their
budget requests they had to make specific
reference, by date, volume, and page to the
authorizing legislation for their items, The
Medical Departmen t still referred to the act
of 2 March 1799 for its basic authority, and
the Ordnance Department to its basic law
of 8 February 181 5. By the spring of 1863,
the Quartermaster General, in drawing li p
budgetary estimates, had to refer to eighteen
prewar laws (dating from 1812 to 1856),
a nd to twenty-five laws passed since the beginni ng of hostilities in 1861.
Bureau chiefs actually had little control
over their estimates for fund requests. They
did not decide the numbers and disposition
of troops, although they had to base their
requests on these figures. Army Regulations prescribed a llowances for normal supplies and equi pment. Sometimes items
such as repair of barracks, would be postponed in the interest of economy but would
turn up later- bigger than before. To review estimates submitted from the field, or
to make over-all estimates for additional
a ppropriations, was simply a question of
applying authorized allowances aga inst the
troop basis, and making allowance for experience fa ctors and special conditions. A
basic problem throughout the war was fin d-
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ing a reliable troop basis. On 27 May 1861
Secreta ry of War Cameron sent a letter to
the bureau chiefs asking them to make estimates of additional appropriation requirements for Fiscal Years 1861 and 1862. The
estimates were submitted between 20 and
29 June. On 29 June Cameron sent an
officer with oral instructions to ask for revised figures using an amended troop basis.
T he Quartennaster General and Paymaster
General had used the figures for cleven additiona l Regular Army regiments, 207 regiments of three-year volunteers, a nd 80,000
three-month militia. The Commissary
General of Subsistence had the same units
figured, and had calculated that this would
make 238,249 men for a year, plus 80,000
for 31 days, plus 8,770 women with the
companies, and 20,000 civilian employees
entitled to rations. The Surgeon General
had figured on a force of 232,500 men. In
preparing est imates for Fiscal Year 1865 (in
the autumn of 1863) the Commissary General of Subsistence assumed a force of an
average strength of 927,706, including employees. The Quartermaster General assumed optimistically that the force wou ld
be reduced before the beginni ng of the next
fi scal ycar (July 1864 ), but the Su rgeon
General sent in a budget based on an aggregate force of 1,239,273 sold iers. Stanton
returned this last one with instructions to
cut it by 40 percent , which was done simply
by reducing the size of the assumed force to
753,564 soldiers a nd 300,000 "contrabands." ~
The Ordnance Department made a considerable efTort to arrive at realistic replacement factors for weapons. Reports for
three consecutive years indicated a longevity of about fivc years for cavalry carbines,
• Ji.1cneely, The War Depa rlm enl, p. 125.
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four years for cava hy pistols, and seven
years for infantry muskets. Computed a
little morc precisely, this gave rep lacement
fa ctors of 20 percent a year for the ca rbines,
26 percent for pistols, and 13 percent for
muskets.

Field OrgmtizatioTl
Administration of the Army in the field
was by geographica l departments and
armies. Major departments were further
subdivided into military districts; on the
other hand , several depaltmcnts might be
grouped together in a geographical division.

Cenerall y speaking, the mobile forces of a
major department were designated an army,
(or an arm)' corps) and the commander of
the depa rtment was also commander of the
aml}'. Grant's successive commands, for
example, were: Subdistrict of Mexico,
Missouri; Ivlilitary District of Southe;-tst
Mis;ouri, later dc.~ignated Mi1it;-try District
of Cairo; District and Army of West Tennessee; Department and Arm y of the Tennessee; Military Division of the rvlis;is;ippi;
Armies of the United States. As com mander of the Military Division of the lvl ississippi, Grant (a nd Maj. Gen . \Villiam T.
Sherman after him ) was theater command er over the Departments of the Ohio, the
Cum berland, and the Tennessee; and, in
eITect, army group commander over the
armies bearing the same respective namcs.
C hanges in bounda ries and designa tions
were frequent. For cxample, the Department of the Cumberland was formed III
August 1861 to include Kentucky cast of
the Cu mberland River and Tennessee. I n
Nfarch 1862 this department was merged
into the Department of the l\'Iissis."ippi , but
its army retained its organization and designation as the Army of the Oh io until
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O ctober 1862, when the Department of t he
Cumberland was re-established to include
Tennessee east of the Ten nessee River and
such parts of Georgia and Alabama as
might be occupied by federal troops. The
Department of the Ohio was reconstituted
in August 1862, but from August umil
October its army was th e Army of Kentuck y, and in this case army and department
commanders were different officers.
Distinctions between lhe functions and
rcsponsibilities of an army commander anrl
of a department commander were not always clear. Where command was in the
same hands, as was usually the case, th e
distinction wa.'5 not very important, but if
a mobile army moved into the territory of
another department, differences over jurisdiction and functions could be serious.
When General M cClellan took command
of fo rces around Washington, he insisted
that they be organized and designated an
a rmy rather than a geographical di"ision.
Winfield Scott, still General in Chief at the
time, insisted, on the contrary, that the retention of the system of geog raphical divisions and departments was absolutely necessary. Unable to persuade SCOll to change
his views, McClellan proceeded on his own
authority to redesigna te the Division of the
Potomac, the Army of the Potomac, and it
continued to be known by that name
throughollt the war.
The movement of the main body of the
Army of the Potomac to the Peninsu la in
March 1862 brought IvtcClellan within the
territoria l bounds of the Department of Virgi nia, which was under the command of
l'vlaj. Gen. John E. Wool with headq uarters
at FOIt Monroe. Normally an army controlled its own supply base and there was no
intervening organization between the supply bureaus of the War Department and the
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geographic departments and armies. In
Ihis case Fort Monroe: and all of \"'ool's
15,000 men were assigned to McClellan's
command, but within ten days Fort Monroe
and the troops previously assigned to the
Department of Virginia werc restored to the
independent command of General Wool.
The result was something of a precursor of
what latcr developed into the communications zone: in effect, and in a limited way.
by supporting the army to the front, General
Wool was acting as a communications zone
commander, an arrangement that seems to
have been satisfactory to both commanders.
There was, of course, no general staff
corps, but commanders did have the rudiments of a general staff in the aid es-dc-camp
which they were authorized. Aides were
appointed by the President, with the advice
and consent of the Senate, on the recom~
mendation of the commander, and they
could remain with the commander when
he was transferred. The heads of the War
Department bureaus designated the adju~
tant general, quartennaster, commissary of
subsistence, and inspector general for each
army corps. These officers remained at~
tached to their respective corps without re~
gard to the movements of the corps co m~
manders. Armies, eorps, d ivisions, and
brigades all had officers assigned from each
of the supply departments to act for the
unit as quartennaster, commissary, chief
ordnance officer, and chief surgeon. Each
rcgiment had a single supply officer- the
regimental quartermaster, a lieutenant
nominated by the regimental commander
for appointment. by the Secretary of Warwhose duty it was to obtain all supplies other
than ord nance for the regiment. An ordnance sergeant in each regiment was responsible for obtaining arms and ammunition
and for keeping arms in repair. Commis-
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saries were later appointed for regiments.
The question of control over major logistical installations- whether they should be
under thc direct command of the bureau
chief in Washington, or whether they should
be under the commander of the department
in which they were located-sometimes was
a troublesome problem during the C ivil War
as it has been at times throughout the
Army's history. General depots were directly under War Department bureaus, but
Army commanders had authority to establish certain depots in the field as needed.
For operations in the field an anny ordinarily cstablished a base, a grand depot at
a location accessible to transportation to
both front and rear, and remote enough
from the battle areas to be relatively secure
from hostile action. During offensive operations advance depots were established
from which the army could draw supplies
without having to go all the way back to its
base for them. Supporting the grand depots of the armies were the major depots
of the Quartermaster's and Subsistence Departments at such cities as New York,
Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, W ashing~
ton, Cincinnati, Louisville, S1. Louis, Chicago, and New Orleans; the twenty-eight
arsena ls and armories of the Ord na nce Department; and the central depot for medical
supplies at Philadelphia, with storehouses in
various parts of the country. The Quartermaster General sent supplics of clothing and
equipage from the general depots to quartermaster officers stationed with the troops.
Company comOlanders drew these items
from the quartermasters on requisitions
approved by the regimental commanders.
In peacetime ordnance was issued from the
armories and arsenals only by authority of
the Chief of Ordnance in Washington, but
during war any general or field officer com·
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manding an army, garrison, or detachment
could give an order for ord nance to supply
his troops. Staff officers wcre expected to
keep their immediate commanders, as well
as their bureau chiefs, informed about their
activities and the status of supply, and to
pass on to the commander information fC·
ccived from the burea us.
The organization of a rna jor depot was
hardly less complex than that of its parent
bu reau. T he big quartermaster depot at
Washi ngton was organized into twelve
branches to carry out assigned operations:
wagon transportation, ocean and river trans·
portat ion, charter of vessels, contracts for
victualing chartered tra nsports, railroad
transportation, transportation of ordnance
and ordnance stores at the Washington
Arsenal, purchase and issue of miscellaneous
quartcnnaster su pplies and intennent of
deceased soldiers, receipt a nd issue of forage,
provision of meals and quarters for transient
soldiers and those in rest camp, construction and repairs, receipt and issue of clothing
and equipage, and operation of the branch
depot at Alexandria.

Summary
It is easy to fi nd serious fl aws in the
Army's administrative structure during the
Civi l War, and to point to the confusion
and red tape which seemed prevaJent.
Yet it should be remembered that organization is more often the product of trad ition
and policies a nd d iplomacy and leadership
than of clear-cu t logic. Nor should it be
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fo rgotten that in spite of its obvious shortcomings the War Department in the 1860's
administered what was in some respects the
most rapid mobilization and the greatest war
effort in American history. Without the
benefit of an existing mobilized force such
as the National Guard in 19 17, or both National Guard and prewar d raft in 1940, the
Union Army strength expanded sixty-two
times- from ]6,000 men in 1861 to over
1,000,000 in 1865. No other expansion in
the Army's history has come close to this
figure. Total mobilization in p roportion to
population was the greatest of any period
excepting World War II. Casualties were
greater in proportion to population for the
U.S. Army than in any other war.
The increase in expenditures of fu nds was
even more spectacular. War Depa rtment
expenditures leaped from $22,981,000 in
Fiscal Year 186 1 to $1,03 1,323,000 in
Fiscal Year 186S- an increase of forty-five
times! T here was a tenfold increase in War
Department expend itures between 18 11 and
18 14 ; they increased twenty-six times from
1916 to 19 18, and seventeen times between
1941 and 1945. n It is not at aJl certain that
the much improved ad ministrative machinery of the two world wars really accomplished more logistically, in any truly
relative comparison, than did the cumbersome machine which served Mr. Lincoln.

• u.s. Bureau of the Census, lIistori.;al StatiJtics
of the Uniled States, 1789- 1945 (Washington,
1949), pp. 299- 301. (Table: Federal Government
Finances-Treasury Expenditures: 1189 to 1945.)

CH APTER XII

Industrial Mobilization and Procurement
I ndustrial mobilization for the Civil War
was not the rcsult of any farsi ghted ad vance
planning. I t was, rather, the rcsull of economic pressures coming with recovery from
four years of depression and from the demands for military supplies. A t the outset,
few could visualize the magnitude of the
susta ined efTort that would be required to
crush the rebell ion. Nowhere was the failure to a ppreciate the exten t of the conflict
of greater conseq uence tha n in esti mates of
resources needed to wage it. Procurement
programs, wh ich in other times might have
been morc than adequate, won showed
themselves as onl y half-measures, and steps
for fi nan cial support ap peared " penny-wise
and pound foolish."
h lduslriai EJ:p(lluio1! and CouenmUltl

Enterprise
U nder the stress of wartime dislocation
and uncerta inty, economic depression continued during the fi rst severa l months of the
war. Then, with th e encouragement of
rising protecti ve tariffs, easy money, and the
pent-up demands of the depression years,
business began to boom. It is possible tha t
these fattors alone would have been sufficient to restore p rosperity, but the actual
stimulus to the economy ca rn e from the anticipa tion of profit a ble government contracu;. Lacking plan or direction, th e
nation's war business quickly became a

chaos of fi erce competi tion, profiteering, and
fraud. A t t he ~ame time, the possibili ties
of h,lOdsome profits precipi tated expansion
and convers ion of industry, and boosted to
unprecedented heights the production of
goods needed for the war effo rt.
Philadelphia probably was the la rgest
manufacturing center in the coun try. Energetic industrialists buil t fif ty-eight new
factories in tha t city in 1862, another fifty~even in 1863, and sixty-fiv e more- most
of them very la rge ones- in 1864. Cotton
mills- forced to vi rtuall y suspend operations when Southern colton was c ut offand carpet mills were converted to woolen
mi lls; machine shops became arms factories;
saw factories turned to making sabers; jewelry factories turned out b rass bu ttons. No
less significan t than the expansion and conversion of old manufacturing industries was
the extension of the factory system into
clothing and shoe manufacture a nd the
growth of the meat-packing industry. One
of the basic war industries was the iron industry, which ex panded grea tly in the states
of New York , New Jerte)', and Pennsylvama. Six large iron mills were erected in
Pittsburgh in one year. T he total output
of anthracite pig iron rose from a pproximately 524,500 tons to 6M,300 tons a yea r
between 1860 and 1864, and 80 percent of
this production was in Pennsylvania .
Rolling mills multiplied in all par ts of the
country, and mu ch of the rolled iron previ-
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ously imported was now produced at home.
Stee! manufacture never made much headway during the wa f. Though the advantages of steel for rails and for weapons were
clear, and attempts to establish a steel industry had been made during the previous
thirty years, Bessemer steel did not become
ava ilable in the United States on a large
scale until after the war.
Actually, the woolen mills led the way to
prosperity. Civilian and military demands
for woolen cloth to replace cotton, rapidly
bccomjng unavailable, soon had the woolen
mills booming. The industry cou ld not
begin to meet the mi lital), requirements in
the first winter of the war, yet when the
War Department made oversea purchases it
strongly prote£tcd that the governmen t
Jihould patronize home industries. But it
was not long before the domestic industry
was able to meet all the demands. With
the benefit of the Mo-rrill Tariff Act of
March 1861 and the promise of Army con·
tracts, old mills reopened and expanded,
and hundrcds of new mills were built, especially in the western states. Many of them
worked nights and Sundays to keep up with
orders. From a peacetime production of
85,000,000 pou nds a year, the output of
Northern woolen mills at the height of the
war rosc to 75,000,000 pounds for the
armed forces and 138,000,000 pounds for
the civilian economy.
Closely relatcd to the growth of the
woolen industry in supplying the Army was
the development of the ready-made clothing
industry. This had begun slowly in the
1830's, and had developed rapidly arter the
marketing of Elias Howe's sewing machine
in 1849 and the subsequent large·scale manufactu re of sewing machines by Singer &
Company, Grover & Baker, and W heeler &
Wilson. Shirts that had required 14 hours
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and 20 minutes to make by hand cou ld be
made by machine in I hour and 16 minutcs.
Concen trated largely in New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, and C incinnati, the ready·
made clothing industry was ready when the
war orders came. For the first time the
United States could su pply uniforms to its
Army from domestic sou rces, which furnished most of the raw wool , manufactured
the clot h, and made the uniforms.
Domestic industry suppl ied shoes as well
as uniforms for the Army. H ere, too, the
sewing machine brought a revolutionwithout it the job never could have been
done. The McKay sewing mac hine, put
on the market in 1862, increased the speed
of sewing uppers to soles a hundredfold, and
within a year t he production of shoes
doubled.
Another important wartime expansion
occurred in the meat-packing industry.
With the closing of the Mississippi River,
the packing of pork centered in Chicago.
Where 270,000 hogs had been slaughtered
in 1860, soon more than 900,000 were
being packed in that city, and what previ·
ously had becn for the most part a home
industry, became a large·scale factory oper·
ation. The Union Stock Yards, wi th pens
for 100,000 hogs and 10,000 cattle, were
established at this time. Beef packing developed to some extent in Chicago and
M ilwaukee, but on a relatively small scale,
and most communities throughout the
country continued to depend on local
slaughterhouses for their beef.
No less important for wartime food sup·
ply was the rema rkable increase in wheat
and flour production tha t followed the introduction of the reaper and the improvement of transportation. Even du ring the
war years a growing surplus of wheat and
flour continued to be available for expo~t,
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and in the: long-run Northern wheat proved
to be superior to Southem cotton in the
stakes of European diplomacy.
The government did not rely entirely on
private entrepreneurs, reacting to the aUraction of higher profits. for mobilization of
industrial resources. but went into business
on a rather large scale in areas where it appeared that private manufacturers would
not suffice. The manufacture of small arms
for the Army had been a national venture
for a long time. Although the Harper's
Ferry Armory had been destroyed to prevent
its falling into the hands of the enemy, the
Springfield Armory employed 3,000 men
and production was expanded to 350,000
rifles a year at a cost per weapon of less
than half the $20 paid to private manufacturers. The Springfield Armory turned out
about one-third of the Army rifles manufactured in the United States during the war.
The government also went into other types
of business. It operated a clothing factory at Cincinnati as well as the one at
Philadelph ia, and laboratories for drugs
and medicines at New York, Philadelphia,
and St. Louis; later it operated meat-packing houses at Knoxville, Tennessee, and at
Lou isville and other towns in Kentucky.
The contrast between North and South in
the capacity for economic mobilization became more marked as the years passed. By
1863 Northern industry was reaching peak
production, and supplies for the most part
were at last becom ing plent ifu l. In the
Confederate States shortages were increasing. Almost every material resource needed
for war, except for the cotton which had
failed to bring other necessities in sufficient
quantity from Europe, was at a premium.
Bread riots in the spring of 1863 emphasized the suffering that already had appeared
in some places, and the great battles of that
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year warned of worse days to come. If it
was a tactical and logistical disadvantage to
the Union forces to have to do most of the
fighting and to maintain long lines of communication in hostile territory, even more
scrious strategic and logistical disadvantages
fell to the lot of the Confederacy. No matter how the battles went, Southern railways,
factories, and farms suffered, and the problems of supplying the Confederate annies
multiplied.
Foreign Procurement

Despite expansion of private industry and
government facilities, it soon became apparent that domestic resources could not
begin to meet the immediate demands for
full-scale war, and the confusion of the New
York market place spread to Europe. Five
agents were reported to have arrived in
Europe on one ship, there to bid against
each other {or arms-some good, some
obsolescent, some unserviceable- for the
Union forces.
Acting on his own authority, Maj. Gcn.
J ohn C. Fremont sent his agents to buy
rifles, cannon, and shells in England and
France for the use of troops in his Department d the West, and the American ministers at London and Paris gave their approval
to these transactions. In the European as
in the domestic market, the Ordnance Department was slow to begin purChasing.
After Cong ress authorized the enlistment of
500,000 volunteers, however, the shortage of
arms became so critical that the Wa r Department went into foreign procurement on
a large scale. After October 1661 American ministers at European capitals became
primary purchasing agents for the Federal
Government.
During the first fifteen months of the war
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anns purchases by the Federal Government
in Europe alone included about 738,000
muskets, rifl es, and carbines, more than ten
times the quantity purchased from Ameri·
can manufacturers during that period.
Even American private contractors subcon·
tracted for a large share of their parts in
Europe. T hese parts as well as arms purchased directly by the government were subject to inspection in Europe by ordnance
offi cers sent for the purpose. British Enfield ri fl es and the official French army
rifles were the most sought after weapons,
but since the number available did not
approach the quantities needed, other
weapons of all types and descriptions were
accepted. With the recent adoption of the
needle gun or ot her improved models, many
European states took this opport unity to rid
t hemselves of obsolete weapons at h igh
prices.
For clothing a nd individual equipment as
well as munitions, federal and state agents:
turned to European sources, but total expenditures fo r textiles and blankets: purchased abroad did not exceed $380,000.
Although it clearly would have been impossible to arm and clothe Union armies during
the firs t year and a half of war without
European goods, the whole foreign procurement program was up against strong p rotectionist sentiments: in the U nited States
which demanded that American money be
kept at home to help American indust ry.
An ardent protectionist when he had been
a member of the Senate, Secretary of War
Cameron was reluctant to go into fo reign
markets at all until forced by t he circumstances. Shortly after entering upon his
duties, Secretary of W ar Edwin Stanton in
January 1862 issued an order that no further contracts should be made fo r any article
of foreign manufacture that could be pro-
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duced in t he United States, and all outstanding orders for purchases in foreign countries
were revoked. Further foreign purchases
did have to be allowed during the ensuing
year, but all foreign procurement virtua1ly
came to an end by 1863. Indeed the
Quartermaster General found it necessary to
apologize in his report of 1862 for buying
a lot of excellent uniforms and equipment
in Europe at prices no greater than those
being paid for American shoddy.
A.J;, frequently is the case, the Anny fo und
that its procurement policies could not be
governed by military considerations alone.
Inevitably the fiscal byproducts of public
expenditures sometimes overshadowed t he
purpose of t he expenditures themselves.
As a result, the War Department was not
able always to follow the general rule of
obtaining the best q uality at the lowest
prices. T here was another disadvantage
to the policy of shunning foreign supplies:
federal offi cials seemed to lose sight completely of the value of preclusive buying.
Federal and state offi cials were not only
competing with each ot her in Europe but
also with Confederate agents. W hile t he
Northern agents rushed in to buy up most
of the available surplus supplies, including
obsolete weapons, Confederate agents cannily contracted for the output of some of the
best factories in London and Birmingham .
If Northern agents had contracted for existing stocks a nd fu ture production of all the
best weapons, the Confederacy would have
suffered accord ingly.

Army Contracting Policies
Profi teering and fraud always had accompanied earlier programs of war procurement, but never on such a vast scale as that
which flo urished during t he early years of
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the Civil War. Profiteers and unsctupu~
lous traders lost no opportunity to take adM
vantage of the loose en forcement of rules
and regulations under the pressure of largcM
scale pu rchasing and con tracting and the
haste of rapid mobilization to turn government requirements into private for tunes.
War Department offici als, Al'my offi cers,
and state governors were interested first of
all in results. They were morc anxious to
overcome delay than to assure themselves
of fair prices; mOTC anxious to ann and
clothe their troops than to satisfy regulations. On the other hand, the fi rst interest
of too many contractors was to make a
profit rather than to get on with the war.
The lack of central co-ordination and the
confusion among agents of the War Department , Army commanders, and state governors attracted profiteers, but corruption
developed in private negotiations belween
government representatives and contractors even where there was no such competition. In some cascs manufacturers received excessive prices for goods sold to the
government. Middlemen havi ng nothing
to offer but p romises and connect ions made
fortunes by obtai ning government contracts
and then subletting them at a much lower
figure to a manufacturer- or even to
another middleman.
Lincoln himself, of cou~, had taken liberties with the law in the interests of mobiliza tion, and he had backed Secretary of
War Cameron when the lalter was called
to qu estion for some of his extra-legal actions, but t he President was very sensitive
about any appearance of improper conduct.
When the officer in charge of the abattoir
in Washington adopted the policy of sending to the White House each day for the
President's breakfast the choicest beefsteak
cut from t he 80 to 90 head of catt le slaugh-
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tered daily fo r the Army of Potomac, L incoln noticed the exceptional qua1ity. On
discovering that he was the subject of special
consideration he asked that it be discontinued. The offi cer said that of course it
would be discontinued if t he President
wished, but it seemed to him a very small
matter. Lincoln replied, "That is true, but
my observation is that frequently the most
insignificant matter is the foundation for the
worst scandal." I
Was all of the waste and fraud to be accepted as an inevitable, if unfortunate, accompaniment of large-scale war procurement? Certain members of Congress d id
not ulink so, and neither did Secretary of
War Edwin Stanton.
When Congress assembled for the special
session early in July 186 1, its members already were suspicious about waste and corru ption in military procurement, and one of
the first actions of the House of Representatives was to establish a select commitlee to
inquire into government contracts. U nder
the chairnlanship of C harles H. Van Wyck
of New York, for more than a year t he committee investigated such things as the procurement of anns, horses, blankets, and
food , the chartering of vessels, the activities
of sutlers, a nd the handling of merchandise
in the New York Custom H ouse. The committee's procedure was to call witnesses, by
subpoena if necessa ry, to give testimony in
secret, lhen to submit the transcript to the
witnesses for comment and correction before publishing the testimony with its reM
port. Revelation of fraud brought de-

'John Henry Woodward, Bvt. Major, Anny or
the Potomae, A Narrative of the Family and Civil
War Experience and Events or His Lire, p. 14.
MS in poneuion or Lt Col Fredericlr. Woodward
Hopkins, Santa Rosa, Calif.
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mands for action to curb it by strengthening
the laws. Congress already had passed one
act in 1861 to regulate the making of contracts, but almost immediately it went to
work on more severe legislation to prevent
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More legislation wi ll merely embarrass and
delay the public service.*

As a protection against fraud, he who will
steal wil l nOt hesitate to shield himself from
detection by violating an oath made as common as a customhouse oath.

For h is part Secretary of War Stanton
nceded no new laws. As soon as he took
office in J a nuary 1862 he acted vigorously
against graft and profiteering. His order
of 29 J anuary which suspended foreign procurement also required all persons claiming
to have a ny kind of contract or order from
the War Department to give a written notice
of such contract, together with a sta tement
of what had been done under it, within
fifteen days. "It is seldom that a ny ncces-sity can prevcnt a contract from being reduced to writing," the order said, "and even
when made by telegra ph its terms can be
speedily written a nd signed; and every claim
founded on any pretended contract, agreement or license now outstanding, of which
notice and a copy is not filed in accordance
with this order, shall be deemed fraudulent
and void." J
Fraud, profiteering, and extravagance
most often appeared when officials failed
to follow prescribed procedures. An act of
1860 provided t hat aU purchases a nd contracts for supplies or services in any department of the government should be by
advertising. An exception was made,
however, when immediate delivery was
necessary. in which case needed supplies or services might be obtained by open
purchase or contract in the sa me manner as between individuals. This rule
stayed in force throughout the war, when
immediate deliveries frequently were necessary, and there was no time to advertise for
bids. Unfortunately it was too easy to

The greater the fraud the more perfect the
pa~rs. The law of 1861, chapter 84, section
to, III regard to making contracts, contains
all that is really needed to seeure the public.

• Ltr, Mdg'l to Wil$On, 2 August 186 1, Ofjicial
R",ords, ser. iii, t, 318- 79.
• Quoted in Fletcher Pratt, $ ' l2nlo,., Li,.,l2ln'J
$eeretliTy 0/ Wa r (New York, W. W. Norton &; Co.,
1953), pp. 150-52.

fraud.

Fear of fraud has always been one of the
major causes of government red tape. In
tightened procurement regulations Quartermaster General Meigs saw the prospect
that the whole war effort might be stiAed
with antifraud red tape. In a leuer to Senator Henry Wilson the Quartermaster General said :
I know the responsibi lity attaching to any
Government officer who ventures to argue
against a bill whose object is stated as the
prevention of frauds, but it is my dUly to say
to you that if the conditions in regard to
contracts imposed by this bill become law the
country may as well at once yield to the Southern rebels all they ask.

Just such regulations as this bill imposes
starved the British army with cold and hunger,
while shiploads of stores and of pl'Ovisions
lay till they perished in Balaklava Bay.
Every purchase, every order to purchase or
deliver, if accepted, is a contract. These orden are sent by telegraph. Contracts are
thus made with persons a thousand miles
away. If we are to trammel every purchase
with new conditions of writing, of record, of
affidavit, no human brain will be capable of
conducting the business of the great supply
departments of the Army.
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abuse the privilege of direct purchase and
to make every case an exception to the rule.
Another rule not always observed was one

that required ordnance stores to be contracted for through the senior ordnance offi cer, It is difficult to see how a commander in the field could always follow this rule
and still accomplish his Illis<;ion in an emergency situation. Yet the same emergency
t hat allowed exceptions to procurement by
competitive bids, and that justified the field
commander in ignoring ordnance procedures, also opened the door to the profiteer
and the grafter.
Actual contracting was little different
from that of earlier periods, except for the
use of the telegraph. Sometimes orders
were transmitted in the fonn of telegrams,
sometimes by letter, and sometimes by formal contract. A series of orders for arms
from Colt's Patent Fire-arms Manufacturing Company in 1861, for example, included
all these forms. A telegraph message from
the Chief of O rdnance to Samuel Colt in
May said simply, "Deliver the five hundred
pistols to Major Thornton at New York
Arsenal. For furth er orders, wait mail. " 4
]n June the C hief of Ordnance sent a letter
order to Colt saying, " Please furnish this
department, as soon as possible, with five
thousand Colt's revolver pistols, of the latest
pattern. T he pistols are to undergo inspection, and the price will be the same as allowed for the same kind of pistols recently
furnished by you." 5 In July, when it came
to an order for 25,000 muskets, General
Ripley signed a form al contract with Colt
specifying that the arms were to be of the
• Mig, Rip ley to Coil, 4 May 1861 , Exec Doc,
40th Cong., 2d leIS., vol. 12, Ordnance Dept, p. 100.
-LIr, Ordnance Office to Colt, 12 June 186 1,
Exec Doc 40th Cong., 2d $Cu., vol. 12, Ordnance
Dept, p. 100.
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exact Springfield pattern, with interchangeable parts; they were to be delivered according to a strict time schedule; appendages
were to be furn ished and they were to be
packed twenty to the box. The contract
set the terms of payment, $20 for each stand
of arms, payable on receipt in Washington
of certificates of inspection a nd evidences of
delivery of at least 1,000 muskets with appendages; finally the legal statement was
included that no member of Congress would
benefit from this contract.'

Financial Support
As in previous wars supply offi cers very
early found thc.mselves in fin ancial embarrassment as they attempted to meet the
costs of initial supply for a rapidly expanding army. Although he recognized the injustice of delayed payment General Meigs
noted that this was one of the least of the
inj ustices of a great war and he insisted
that quarterma,ster purchasing agents continue to make every effort to obtain essential supplies as long as merchants, manufacturers, or capitalists could be found who
were willing to take the risk.
When in December 1861 , the New York
banks suspended specie payment, and the
country went on a paper basis, it appeared
that once again the government was headed
toward that paralysis of inRation which had
SO weakened the war effort in the Revolution and the War of 18 12. The Legal
Tender Act of February 1862, authorizing
the printing of United States notes as legal
tender, added one more type of currency to
the several thousands of kinds and denomj

• Contract made by C hief of Ordnance wi th Colt'.
Arms Co., Exec Doc 40th Cong., 2d se.p., vol. 12,
Ordnance Dept, 100-101.
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inations of state banknotes, not counting
counterfeit bills, then in general circulation.
Neither the Administration nor Congress
moved decisively to develop a tax program
commensurate with financial requirements.
A direct tax apportioned among the states
and a modest income tax added something
to the national revenue, but this income
covered only a small fr action of the expend·
iturcs which by early 1863 had reached the
rate of $2,500,000 a day. The only recourse was to make up the deficit by borrowing in the Conn of government bonds, or
what amounted to forced loans of irredeemable notes. To dispose of the bonds, Secretary of the Treasury Chase turned to banker
Jay Cooke who developed a high-pressure
advertising program to sell the securities.
T he national banking acts of 1863 and
1864 helped to restabilize the banking sys..
tern, and as a means of forced sale of
government bonds and the source of still
another form of currency, "national banknotes," which at least curbed to some extent the wildcat currency then in circulation,
contributed substantially to Civil War
finance.
During the first year of the war Army
expenditures alone jumped from $22,981,000 to $394,368,000, while total federal
revenues rose only from $41,345,000 to
$5 1,935,000. Army expenditures passed
the one billion dollar mark in a single year
for the first time in 1864-65. The national
debt that year leaped to $2,682,592,000.'
Although Civil War finance left much to
be desired and for a time the dearth of

• Albert B. Hart, Salmon Po rtlan d Chas, (Bos-1011; Houghlon, Mifflin &: Co., 1899) , app. A, pp.
436-38 passim; see also Davis R. Dewey, Financial
His/ory 0/ Ih, Unil,d SIIIUS (New York: Longmans, Green &: Co., 1918), pp. 329-30.
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financial resources threatened the procurement effort, inflation did not get completely
out of control, and the nation's financial
structure d id not collapse. T he fact is
that procurement hardly could have been
greater, given the complexities of such a
sudden and large-scale mobilization and the
economic conditions and resources available
at the time. Quartermaster General Meigs
was not far wrong when he wrote, "No
nation probably ever so q uickly and so thoroughly organized and equipped so large an
army and so neariy paid its way as we have
done." ,

Clothing and Equipage
Clothing is in immediate demand with
every expansion of the Army, and it is difficult to improvise. Food of some kind may
be found in local areas near encampments;
anns and ammunition are urgent, but at
least some requirements can be postponed
until engagement with the enemy approaches. Clothing is needed immediately
by every soldier mustered into the service.
When the Civil War broke out clothing on
hand in military warehouses was adequate
enough for the continuous supply of the
16,000 men then in the Regular Anny, but
the enlistment of mass armies soon changed
the whole picture. Contracting for unifonns in the summer of 186 1 was based on
the War Department's estimate of 300,000
men, but when Congress authorized the expansion of the Anny to 500,000 volunteers,
the nearly four million yards of blue doth
needed to provide just one uniform for each
man was nowhere in sight .
T he Quartennaster's Department had
• Ltr, Gcn Meigs to Gov Morgan, 3 October
1861. Official R,cords, su. iii, I, 559-60.
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on ly one depot for clothing and equipage
then in opera tion- the Schu ylkill Arsenal at
Philadelphia. The practice had been to
purchase doth on contract from manufacturers, and t hen to make it up into uniforms at this depot. The urgent demands
of mobilization led to rapid en largement of
activities at Schuylkill, to the establishment
of new d epots at New York in 1861 and
Cincinnati early in 1862, to direct procu rement of rcady-made clothing, and to dependence upon the co-operation of state
authorities in outfitting their troops. The
Philadelphi a depot em ployed 8,000 to
10,000 people to make clothing and equ ipage. Merchants imported large quantities
of cloth from abroad, and state governments
and the Quartermaster's Department purchased it and then contractcd for the manufa cture of uniforms or made them up in governmen t establishments.
When regular
sources of supply failed , the principal United
States quartermaster in or near each state
was authorized to go into the market to
purchase needed items. In letting cont racts
to meet rapidly growing requirements, Ceneral Meigs recognized the danger that too
great an immediate impact might drive
prices skyward and might permit a few
capitalists to ga in control of the market.
He therefore invited bids with the understanding that after ten days all bids received
up to that time would be opened and contracts awarded. However, t he advertisement was published as a standing invitation
to manufacturers, and additional contracts
were to be given from time to time to the
lowest bidders who appeared and gave security for the fulfillment of their engagements. This procedure may seem to have
been an open invitation to collusive bidding
and its auendant abuses, but the worst feature of the clothing program appeared in the
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poor quality of the product procured in the
early months of the war rather than in the
contracti ng methods.
T he qu artemlaster depots a t Ph iladelphia, New York, and Cincinnati were the
principal centers for cloth ing and equipage
procurement. Quartermaster officers at
Philadelphia pu rchased over 948,000 uniform coats and 591 ,000 jackets in addition
to 2,2 19,000 yards of woolen cloth for coats
during the war. Procurement of these
items a t New York and Cincinnati was on a
somewhat smaller scale but the total for the
three centers included over 2,985,000 coats
a nd jackets and nearly 3,500,000 yards of
cloth for coats. Other items included over
7,700,000 trousers, 5,900,000 woolen blankets, 1,890,000 rubber and painted blankets, 1,596,000 rubber and painted ponchos, and 10,860,000 boots and shoes, as
well as hundreds of thousands of tents, camp
kettles, mess pans, and scores of other items
of clothing and equipment.'
Food

Food procurement had its ups and downs
as the war ran its course. R apid mobilization created administrative snarls in the Subsistence Departmen t as it did in the other
departments, but it did not produce the
acute shortages common to sueh itcms as
clothing and munitions. On the contrary,
the fervor of mobilization throughollt the
North brought all kinds of contributions of
food on the part of local communities and
organ izations, so that for a time many of the
soldiers were eating better than they ever
had. The procurement of food became a
$ Statement showing number of p rin cipal articles
of clothing and equipage purchased at th e depo ts of
Philadelphia, New York, and Cincin nati. O(ficiQI
Records, ser. iii, V, 283- 86.
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of fresh vegetables, fruit , and other supplements obtained by foraging or by va rious
and dishonest merchants sought personal . fonns of local procurement, a nd individual
advantages, particularly in supplying beef, purchases from the stocks of sutlers added
but munitions and clothing olTered so much further essential elements to t he diet.
Except for flour and fresh beef, the Army
greater attractions that the supply of food
was not dangerously impaired. Indeed, obtained most of its food supplies by adverfew general shortages of food owing to pro- tising for bids in the cities of Boston, New
curement deficiencies were to develop, and York, Phil adel phia, Baltimore, Cincin nati,
aside from various occasions when tactical Lou isville, and St. Louis, then choosing the
operations or the movements of troops inter- lowest bid for suitable items according to
rupted supply in the field, Northern soldiers requirements of troops in the section of the
generally were well fed throughou t the war. country best served from a particular city
At time." some units wcnt for too long on an or cities. Flou r generally was procured in
unsavory diet of salt beef or pork a nd hard- the same manner but at places closer to the
tack, but state governments and private field armies. Procurement of beef by the
organ izations took it upon themselves to for- block or on the hoof was generally by conward such things as potatoes, onions, beets, t ract, that is by negotiation. T he Com~
tomatQCs, poultry, eggs, and canned fruit to missary Department was able to save a congive some variety to the diet and to help siderable sum of money by the sale of hides,
ward off scurvy. For the most part soldiers tallow, and other byproducts of its meat inhad better fare than the salt meat and dustry. The depots at Washington and
hardtack that traditionall y had been asso- Alexandria alone recovered $1,370,000 in
ciated with t he army ration. Ca nned and this way d uring the four years of the war.
New York was a major center for the prodehyd rated foods, introduced in 1857, were
used to some extent, but in the forms and curement of nonperishable foods for troops
small quantities then available they did little all along the eastern and southeastern coast.
to add to the health-giving qualities of the During 1863 the Quartermaster's Depart~
ration. Even in 1861 the Commissary Gen- ment, in charge of food transportation,
eral assured the Secretary of War that never shipped from the port of New York an
before in history had an army been so well average of 7,000 packages of food a day for
provisioned. I n bulk and calories, at least, each working day of the year, and during
this probably was true. The ration of the 1864 the average was only slightly less.
Union Army was nearly double that of the
French, more than double the Prussian, AusArms and Ammunitioll
trian, and Russian, and 20 percent above the
In munitions procurement, problems apBritish. Variety, however, often left much
to be desired, and COOking freq uen tl y ruined peared at the outset of the war and continwhatever taste there was in t he food. The ued, with variations, until the end. First
most serious resu lt of deficiencies in food the munitions program was under pressure
supply, of course, was the impai rment of the to arm as fast as possible the large number
health of the troops. The addition of pota~ of men called into service; later, it had to
toes to the ration in 1862, and the supply keep up with the rapid expansion of the

problem after the excitement of mobilization
had worn off. In this field, too, profiteers
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Army and with the larger turnover of men
as tenns expired, casualties mounted, and
new recruits appeared; and finally, it was
under pressure to replace absolesccnt weapons with improved models. These same
pressures brought on the conditions prcviously noted that, without strict supervision, led to fraudulent contracts, profiteering. middlemen, and the competitive
purchasing which to a considerable extent
characterized arms procurement during the
first part of the war.
Variety, made necessary by the shortage
of arms, aggravated the weapons supply
problem. The regulation infantry weapon
was supJX>Scd to be the caliber .58 Springfield muzzle-loading rifled musket, but the
nU,mber of foreign muzzle-loading rifles
brought into service was two-thirds as great
as the number of Springfield weaporu.There
were also in the inventory several hundred
thousand smoothbore muskets, about as
many breech-loading carbines, and some
breech-loading and repeating rifles. The
foreign models, in addition to the British
Enfields and the Freneh army rifles, induded many different kinds of Austrian,
Gennan, Belgian, and other weapons.
This disparity of types added immensely
to the task of the arsenals in keeping weapons in repair, to the burden of the Springfield Armory in supplying spare parts, and
to problems of ammunition supply generally.
The biggest single munitions contractor
during the war was Robert P. Parrott (West
Point Iron and Cannon FoundryL famed
for the big rifled gun which bore his name,
who was awarded 2,332 contracts having a
total value of $4,733,059. Close behind
was Colt's Patent Fire Arms Company at
Hartford, Connecticut, which held 267 contracts for a total value of $4,687,031. No
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less than fifteen companies--including such
names as J. T. Ames, Herman Boker and
Company, Alfred Jenks and Son, Naylor
and Company, E. Remington and Sons,
Sharpe's Rifle Manufacturing Company,
Starr Arms Company, and Spencer Anns
Company- had contracts amounting to at
least one million dollars each. The old firm
of Eli Whitney of Whitneyville still was in
the picture, but only to the extent of

$353,647."
Private industry was the source for all the
artillery (although carriages and caissons
were made at the arsenals ), all the gunpowder, and a large share of the small arms procured during the C ivil War. The Springfield Armory turned out about 802,000
rifled muskets (with the use of parts manufactured by private industry in a number
of cases). Private arms makers produced
670,600 of these Springfield weapons.
Other purchases, from domestic industry
and from abroad, included nearly 1,225,000
muskets and rifles, over 400,000 carbines,
and 372,800 revolvers. 1I

Summary
The military procurement program during the Civil War-was enough in itself to put
the United States into the rank of first-class
powers. Despite the ineffici~cy of competitive purchasing and faulty supervision of
contracts in the early months of the war and
the swanns of profiteers and unscrupulous
contractors who sought to increase their
profits by offering inferior materials,. Exec.. Doe. 40th Cong., 2d leu., vol. 12, Ord·
nance Dept., 698-996.
"Rpt of Chief of Ordnance, 23 Oetober 1866,
House Exec Doc I, 39th Cong., 2d sest" pp. 65867.
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despite all the imperfections of a procurement system which permitted these conditions to grow- the final achievement compares favorably with the best efforts of the
major military powers of the world at that
time. Emphasis upon domestic procurement delayed some efforts to get necessary
supplies and equipment and tended to leave
foreign sources open to the Confederacy.
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but in the cnd the United States had freed
itself of dependence on foreign sources for
military clothing and weapons even under
conditions of virtually total mobilization.
This newfound independence inspired confidence that, with the country's potential to
meet any conceivable future wartime demands, it would not find itself at a serious
disadvantage relative to any possible enemy.

CHAPTER XIII

New Weapons and Equipment
Several factors militated against the
ready acceptance of new or improved weapons and equipment. Not the least of these
were the dispositions and predispositions of
the officers responsible, in particular the
Chief of Ordnance, General Ripley. Undoubtedly a certain natural conservatism
persisted in the Army where change was
costly, and where offi cers were satisfied to
retain weapons that had proved reliable
over a period of years rather than risk untried models in a time of great emergency.
But General Ripley during his service as
Chief of Ordnance (April 186 I- September
1863) was more than conservative ; perhaps
because of his responsibilities in arming a
massive army so precipitately organized, he
was actively hostile to most suggestions for
weapons improvements. As long as the re·
sponsibility for procurement as well as the
responsibility for acceptance of new equip·
ment rested with the same agency, it could
be expected that one fun ction would suffer,
and while General Ripley ruled the O rd·
nance Department there was no doubt as to
which function that would be.
Although Ripley's attitude generally pre·
vailed among the military, t here were ex·
ceptions. His immediate· successors in the
O rdnance Department, Brig. Gen. George
D. Ramsay and Brig. Gen. Alexander B.
Dyer who became C hief of Ordnance in
September 1864 were more receptive to new
ideas, as was the inspector at the West

Point Foundry for much of the war, Capt.
Stephen V. Benet. General Ripley took the
position of "positively refusing to answer
any requisitions for, or propositions to Sell,
new and untried anns." I On the other
hand, General Dyer in a letter of 22 October 1864 to Secretary Stanton stated as his
opinion "these inventions and improve·
ments should not be disregarded, as they
may result in important benefits to the
public service. It will not do to stand still
and rest content with what we have already
attained." 2
O ne of the really basic issues, and one
which involved m uch more than personal.
ities, was the advisability of putting new
items into wartime production. Standardi·
zation for production presented t he dilemma
of timing which has cha racterized all mod·
ern wars, and which has become more pronounced with ea<:h technological advance:
if standardization of weapons is established
too soon, it may lead to production of obso·
lescent and inferior models; if it is estal>lished too late, the weapons may be superior
but there will not be enough of them. When
a new model is offered in the course of a
major war, the advantages, even when fully
demonstrated, must be weighed very care·

, Notes on the Subject of Contracting for Small
Arms, 11 June 186 1, House Exec Doc 67, 40th
Cong., 2d seu., vol. V, 31.
'Official Rccords, scr iii, IV, 208.
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fully against the general loss of production
involved, problems in production of the new
model, problems of spare parts and maintenance, and problems of ammunition supply
and other indirect requirements that would
result from its adoption. In other words,
the usefulness of a new weapon or piece of
equipment must be considered in its ratio
to the practicability of its wartime production.
Secondary supply and maintenance problems particularly must be taken into account
in adopting new items. Variety may be the
spice of life, but it is poison to ordnance officers. The usc of different kinds of weapons
in a military unit multiply t he problems of
production, of replacement supply, and of
spare parts. If the introduction of a new
weapon also poses the need for a new and
diffcrent kind of ammunition, clearly supply
problems arc further complicated. And
hercin lay the principal objection of Gen·
eral Ripley ; here was the principal basis
for his opposition to the acceptance of new
weapons. He was sure that the Army already had too many different kinds of weapons in service; moreover, since almost every·
one including the President anticipated a
short war, Ripley was further convinced that
manufacturers seeking contracts for new
types of weapons would not be ablc to de·
liver before the demand stopped.
Still another consideration was that at
the time of the Civil War the Army as yet
could see no necessity for an organization
whose purpose would be to seek out or encourage useful inventions. On the contrary,
under a policy outlined in an 1852 regula·
tion, the War Department required a hopeful inventor first to explain the nature and
advantages of his device; then, if the C hief
of Ordnance, w here appropriate, was convinced that a test would be worthwhile, the

inventor had to furnish the test model. To
be granted a hearing at all the inventor had
to follow certain set procedures which might
cost as much effort as he had put into his
design. The entire burden of proof was
upon the inventor, and in the end his suc·
cess depended as much on his personality or
connections as upon his technical proficiency. The attitude of the War Depart.
ment seems to have been that the death of
an idea was chiefly the inventor's loss.
Screening procedures were more calculated
to discourage crackpots than to sti mulate
any search for improvements. It seems
never to have occurred to anyone that requirements might be developed for a specific
need and scientists or inventors requested
to submit proposals that would fulfill the
requirements.
Undoubtedly a part of the difficulty in
accepting new weapons and equipment was
the very wealth of ideas, good and bad, being
offered. Among the hundreds of proposals
it was most difficult to know which of them
would work out best in the long run, or even
would work at a ll under battle conditions,
and also be practicable in wartime production. To ask two or three expert gunmakers, for example, which was the best of
several rifles was likely to result in two or
three different answers, for what one wcapon
would gain in simplicity and lightness it
might lose in accuracy a nd range, and preference for one over another depended on
what weight eaeh expert might assign to the
various desirable characteristics of an ideal

weapon.

This dilemma emphasized only

more strongly the shortcomings of War Department and technical service officers who
failed to set up a proper system for considering, testing, and evaluating proposals for
new materiel. Worst still, responsible ord·
nance experts, who did nothing themselves,
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resented it when someone else- including
the President of the United States--took it
upon himself to sponsor experiments or tests.
Thus did they, after the manner of experts,
tyrannize over progress.
Finally, other oblique policies affected the
stand-pat-or-draw situation. For example,
War Department policy encouraged the
manufacture of American iron in order to
become independent of foreign sources. As
a consequence, the use of steel (the domestic
supply of which was small) for making guns
was discouraged.

Breechloaders and Repealers
Probably the greatest controversy concerning weapons that raged during the C ivil War
(and one that has continued since then ) had
to do with the failure to use breechloaders,
repeating rifies, and carbines morc extensively. It has been claimed that Spencer
seven-shooters used by Union soldiers during the last year of the war shortened the
conflict by months, and that if this weapon,
or one similar to it, had been adopted in the
beginning the whole course of the war might
have been changed.
Congress and various ordnance boards
had been seeking a good breechloader for
years, but at the outbreak of the war no
really satisfactory model was on hand. In
the year before the war George W. Morse
had begun work at the Harper's Ferry Armory to convert muzzle-loaders to breechloaders, but Morse's defection to the South
and the Confederate seizure of the Armory
ended that project. Faced with immediate
hostilities, the Ordnance Department had no
choice but to issue whatever weapons it
could find to meet the mobilization requirements of 1861; and few of those weapons
were breechloaders. Once the fighting had

begun with muzzle-loaders, General Ripley
was cool to any change that might disrupt
or complicate problems of production, maintenance, and ammunition supply during the
crisis.
Scores of models of breechloaders had
been offered to the government for acceptance, but, although many would wor.k well
for a time, they were often too complicated
and fragile for extensive field use. Moreover, two basic problems had not been
solved: fouling of exposed working parts by
paper, cloth, and powder, and gas leakage
at the breech that not only made the gun
dangerous to use but detracted. from its fire
power. Metallic cartridges, which increased the range and accuracy of the gun
as well as its efficiency, and better construction of the gun itself were the answers to
most of the difficulties, but when anns makers came up with these answers, critics then
turned the very advantages of breech-loading repeaters into disadvantages, First they
insisted that in the long run breech-loading
actually saved little time. Later, when the
breech-loader's rapid-fire superiority had
been clearly demonstrated, they objected
that the soldier would be tempted to load
and fire as rapidly as possible and would thus
waste most of his shot and create problems
of ammunition supply. The claim that
muzzle-loaders were ammunition savers was
hardly valid, for in the heat of battle soldiers
were given to multiple loading. Of 24,000
loaded muskets and rifles found on the battlefield of Gettysburg, 12,000 had double
loads and 6,000 had from three to tcn loads
each,
Nevertheless, breech-loading repeaters
were bound to make an appearance, General Fremont became involved in controversy whcn he repurchased a lot of Hall
carbines for his troops in Missouri at a price
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over six times as great as that at which the
Ordnance Department had disposed of them
only a few weeks before the war, but these
obsolete breechloaders apparently gave
fairly satisfactory service duri ng the first
months of the war. The Sharps rifle, already in usc for some eight years, showed
up well in loading and in firing speed and
accuracy during Mari ne Corps tests in February 1860, even though it still used paper
cartridges. With mobilization it was in immediate demand; indeed, members of Col.
Hiram Berdan's U nited States Sharpshoot·
er.> lhreatened mutiny when the Ord nance
Department delayed an order for them. A
series of other breechloaders appeared- the
Greene, the Gallagher, the Jos1yn, the Ballard. The Ballard, using copper cartridges,
was one of the most promising of all. But
none of these was widely used.
Samuel W. Marsh developed a method
for converting Springfield rifles to breechloaders which so impressed Denet, President
Lincoln, and others that in October 1861
Marsh obtained an order for 25,000 of
them-over the objections of General
Ripley. This was the largest single order
for breech-loading riRes during the war, but
delays in the War Department when Stanton took over and the threat of a suit for
patent infringement by the Joslyn Arms
Company were fatal to the precarious financial backing of Marsh's Union Fireanns
Company, and he never was able to deliver. B. Tyler Henry went into production with his new fifteen-shot repeating rifle,
using his .44-caliber rim-fire cartridge, under an inside contracting arrangement with
the New Haven Anns Company (predecessor of the Winchester Repeating Anns Company). He was unable to get a sizable
government order, but purchases by states
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and individuals brought perhaps 10,000
Henry repeaters into Civil War service.
The man who at last combined a forceful personality, salesmanship, and official
connections with an excellent new weapon
in the way essential to success was Christopher Spencer. He put enough seven-shot
repeating rifles and carbines-the "sevenforked Jightning"- into the hands of Union
soldiers to make a deep imprint on the war.
Many agrecd that his were the finest rifles
and carbines used du ring the war, though
certainly other good weapons were offered.
It was as important th at he was also the best
arms salesman then in business. Even if
the Spencer was the best weapon available,
it probably would have been no more significant in the war than any of a dozen others
if Spencer had not first of all persevered
at selling it until he won acceptance, and
secondly. if he had not been able to deliver
on the orders. Anything less would have
been to no avail under the conditions in the
War Department in the 1860's. Spencer
had obtained a patent for his rifle a few
months before Henry's patent was granted.
Like the Henry, the Spencer used a special
rim-fire metallic cartridge, though of larger
caliber (.52). While the Henry magazine
lay beneath the barrel, the magazine of the
Spencer was concealed in the stock. The
Spencer gun proved to be rather more dependable than the Henry for field service,
and regiments equipped with Spencer sevenshot repeating carbines and rifles were important elements in Union successes in the
Wilderncs<; and in the dramatic victories of
Sheridan's cavalry.
Spencer was ready to produce his repeating rifles when the Civil War began, but he
was in for a long struggle to overcome the
resistance of the Army Ordnance Depart-
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ment. His associate, C harles C heney, was
a friend of Secretary of the Navy Gideon
Welles. T his, together with the fact that
the Navy as a whole was more receptive
to new ideas than was the Army, and furthermore did not have the same worry about
ammunition supply as did ground fo rces,
led to the Navy's placing the first order for
700 Spencer rifles and carbines in June
186 1, and eventually to the organ ization of
the Spencer Rifle Manufacturing Company.
At first Spencer was unable even to arrange
for tests with Army Ordnance. In time,
through the combined influence of Secretary
Welles and James C. Blaine- then Speaker
of the Maine House of Representatives, but
already acquiring influ ence in national
politics-plus a direct appeal to President
Lincoln, the Spencer company in December
1861 obtained an order from the War De·
partment for 10,000 repeaters. Even so,
th is was only a temporary victory, won at a
time when weapons of almost every descrip.
tion were being purchased.
Early in 1863 Spencer set out on a long
trip to demonstrate his weapon to the Army
of t he C umberland and the Anny of t he
West. Nearly everywhere he went officers
and men were enthusiastic; but they were
frustrated by the Ordnance Department.
In August 1863 Spencer was able to ar·
range a meeting with Lincoln during which
the President himself tested the repeater and
was greatly impressed with it. At last, with
battle testing and Presidential testing con·
firmi ng the advantage of the Spencer repeater, and with the appointment of Gen.
eral Ramsay to succeed General Ripley as
C hief of Ordnance, orders for the Spencer
firearms began to increase. Most of the
orders were for carbines for t he cavalry
which even Genera l Ripley had conceded
might be of value; there still was no general
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move to arm the infantry with repeating
rifles umiI1 864 . Du ring the war the Federal Government purchased something over
12,400 Spencer riAes, about 94,200 Spencer carbines (mostly during the last year of
the war) and 58,238,000 Spencer car·
tridges from the Spencer company. In addition, 30,000 Spencers were made by the
Burnside Ri Ae Company. Direct sales to
soldiers, private organizations, and the
states brought the total number of Spencer
seven-shooters used in the war to about
200,000.
The Spencer scven·shooter probably was
the greatest advantage in weapons that t he
North had over t he South, for the Confederatcs never were able to develop a really
satisfactory repeater and were unable to provide the special ammunition needed for the
few t hat they captured. In fact, because of
the lack of special ammunition Confederate
soldiers were forbidden by general order
to exchange their own muskets for Yankee
repeaters when t he latter were found on the
battlefield.
After the in itial impact of mobilization,
and after General Ripley had left the Ord·
nance Department, t he Army gave a little
more attention to t he development of im·
proved weapons. By the end of 1864 Gen·
eral Dyer, t hen Chief of Ordnance, was
convinced that the experience of the war
had demonstrated t he superiority of breechloaders for infantry as well as cavalry. A
board made up of ordnance, cavalry, a nd
infantry officers met at Springfield Armory
in 1anuary 1865 to detennine the best
breechloaders and repeaters for general
adoption. The board was willing to consider any lype of breech-loading weapon
whatever its caliber and weight. With t he
conclusion of the war, however, the President recommended that the old Springfield
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fiAe muskets be converted to breechloader.;
and that no new weapon be adopted until
furth er experience had demonstrated con~
elusively which was the best. The Army
as a whole was not su pplied with breechloaders until 1869, when the cavalry was
issued Spencer and Sharps carbines, and
the infantry and other troops converted
Springficlds.

most noted of the Civil War machine guns,
worked on the long-known principle of revolving barrels, and combined the crankoperated, gravity feed mechanism of the
coffee mill gun and the multibarrcl arrangement of the Ripley gun. Dr. Richard J.
Gatling demonstrated a working model before thousands of spectators at Indianapolis
in 1862. Governor Oliver P. Morton of
Indiana was quick to see some of the possibilities of the Gatling gun, and he urged
the War Department to test it. Gatling
made arrangements for the manufacture of
his gun in Cincinnati j unfortunately, however, the factory burned, and it was some
time before another Cincinnati finn was
able to turn out twelve of his early models.
The first Catlings used paper cartridges,
but the inventor very soon modified his
1862 model to take copper-cased rim-fire
ammunition. As might be expected, Ceneral Ripley refused even to consider the new
weapon. The Gatling gun did have a battle
test, however, thanks to the one officer who
always seemed willing to try anything newMaj. Gen. Benjamin F. Dutler. Not knowing of Ripley's earlier reaction, Butler or·
dered twelve guns a nd 12,000 cartridges at
a total cost of $12,000; some of these gW1S
saw service at the siege of Peter.;burg. This
weapon was good enough for adoption by
the Navy, but again the Army was more
cautious.
Gatling continued to improve upon his
machine gun unlil in 1865 he produced a
model in which the objectionable feature>
or earlier models had been virtually elimi·
nated. After another year of testing. the
Anny at last officially adopted the gun in
August 1866. By that time what possibly
had been an additional obstacle to accepting the Gatling- the suspicion of disloyalty
to the Union on the part of the southern-

Machine Guns
Proposals for machine guns represented
even bolder advances than those for rcpeating ri Aes, and encountered much the sa me
kind of opposition in the Ordna nce Department. However, the machine gun did have
some points in its favor toward obtaining
a hearing. First of all, the machine gun
was olTered as a supplementary, not a replacement, weapon. That is to say, no
tried and proved weapon had to be given
up in order to adopt it. Furthennore, aOlmunition could be transported on the carriage with the gun so that the supply problem was not quite the same as that for the
weapon of the individual soldier.
Yn 1861 Ezra Ripley patented a lightweight, breech-loading, muhibarrel machine gu n that incorporated such features
as rate-of-fire control and safety (actor in
that the weapon could not be fired before
the breech was locked. The Ripley gu n
fell victim to the resistance to change in the
Ordnance Department and was not manufactured. Another machine gun, invented
by Wilson Ager, was cautiously considered
for purchase by the War Department in
1861. Known as the "coffee mill" gu n, it
was a crank-operated, single barrel, revolver-type weapon deriving its nickname from
the hopper feed on its top.
The Gatling gun, most successful and
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born inventor-had been removed, and
since the machine gun no longer was needed
for combat, there was no serious objection
to adopting it. But evcn the advocates of
the weapon had failed so far to recognize
its potential as an infantry weapon; they
still looked upon it as an auxiliary to artillery
or simply as a weapon fo r the defense of
bridges, and evcn though adopted. the machine gun had little actual usc in the American Army for several decades. With
machine guns as with other weapons, Americans would gain credit for the invention,
but other nations would take advantage of
their use. While Gcnnany would ga in a
reputation for building tomorrow's weapons
today, the United States frequently would
be content to build yesterday's weapons
tomorrow.

Can,wn
Just as private industry was responsible
for developing most of the significant improvements in small arms during the Civil

War period, SO it was with heavy ordnance,
for the Anny depended entirely on private
foundri es for its artillery. Having little
to fear from competition , and with little
urging £.rom the Chief of O rdnance, the
West Point Foundry, principal producer of
heavy ordnance for the Union, took the lead
in two notable improvements. First, it applied the process devised by Maj. Thomas J.
Rodman for casting guns on a hollow core
and then cooling from the inside. This
process added considerable strength to the
Dahlgren gun, and in 1860 and 1861 guns
of this type were being set up for coastal
defense. Then came the Parrott rifle, developed by the director of the West Point
Foundry. Parrott found that it was possible to add great strength to the breech
of the gun- and SO to its power and rangeby encasing it with coiled wrought-iron
hoops mounted red hot and then shrunk
to a tight fi t by cooling. Some of thc;e
guns were of tremendous size and strengththe "Swamp Angel" was a Parrott th at
hurled 200-pound shellS 7,000 yards into
Charleston ; one 4.2-inch (30-pounder )
Parrott fired 4,605 rounds before it burst.
The United States impressed th.e world with
the size of the guns it made-the cast-iron
Rodman and Parrott guns probably were
as good. as a ny cast-iron cannon to be found
anywhere- but little progress had been
made with wrought iron or steel. The Ames
Company did make some wrought-iron
guns; when well made, they were stronger
than the Rodman cast-iron guns, but they
were far more expensive, and their quality
varied so much as to make them unreliable.
A number of breech-loading cannon were
made, but they did not come into general
usc. Rodman also began a fundamental
improvement in artillery ammunition by
compressing powder into perforated d iscs,
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fitting the bore of the gun, for slower, pro-
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The Observation BaUoon

gressive buming.

T he TeLegraph

By the time the Civil War began, the
electric telegraph already had been amply
demonstrated as an effective instrument for
instantaneous communication over long distances, but its development had been almost

entirely commercial.

The telegraph had

been used as long ago as the Mexican War

to place orders for equipment and supplies
and for the mobilization of forces. But as
yet it had not significantly affected tactical
operations in the field. General McClellan
used it first in his campaign in western
Virginia in June 1861. The Signal Corps
developed standard sets of portable equipment which included twenty miles of insulated wire on reels that could be laid as fast
as a man could walk. For more pennanent
lines, signal officers designed standard
twelve~foot ashen poles fitted with insula~
tors; 400 of these poles, together with ten
miles of wire and batteries, were carried on
each telegraph wagon. It was believed
that ten miles of this wire could be strung,
overhead, in four hours. The telegraph
operators, often boys in their teens, were in
the United States Military Telegraph,
which, for all practical purposes, was under
the Secretary of War. One year after
McClellan's first use of the military telc~
graph, over 3,500 miles of land and sub~
marine military lines were in operation.
These lints inereased by another 1,755 miles
in the next year, and messages, varying in
length from 10 to 1,000 words, were being
sent at the rate of 3,300 a day. By the end
of the war, some 15,000 miles of military
lines had been constructed and were in
operation.

Another expedient whose potential value
had been much increasr:d by the development of the telegraph was the observation
balloon. In June 1861 Thaddeus Lowe
demonstrated to the satisfaction of J oseph
Henry, superintendent of the Smithsonian
Institution, a practical observation balloon.
Henry was so impressed that he took Lowe
directiy to President Lincoln who, after seeing the device demonstrated, took the young
aeronaut direct1y to General Scott to insist
that something be done. A rival of Lowe's,
John La Mountain, managed to be the first
to make a really successful aerial observation
with American forces on 3 1 July 1861 near
Fortress Monroe. Ascending to an altitude
of about 1,400 feet, La Mountain was able
to see fo r about thirty miles around ; he int.roduced the method of estimating the size of
enemy forces by counting their tents and huts
from the air. Lowe, however, won out as
Chief Aeronaut of the Army of the Potomac,
and with the support of McClellan improved
and expanded his service. In 1862 he had
six silk balloons, with portable gas-generating apparatus (depending on sulphuric acid
and iron ) capable of inAating a balloon in
three hours sufficiently to lift two men to an
altitude of 1,000 feet. Even so, aviation
really did not catch on during the war, and
its use was confined a lmost entirely to the
Army of the Potomac. General McClellan
sent balloon units to the Departments of the
South and the Missouri, but both command~
ers were quite indifferent. Officers wiUing
to send regiments after a piece of high
ground that afforded good observation were
unimprC!&:d by a contrivance that put at
their command an observation post on al~
most permanent call. After McClellan's
departure, interest declined even in the
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A RODMAN GUN OF B ATI'ERY RODGERS,

emplaced on a batik of the Potomac River

lIeOT Alexa1Id,ia, Virgillia, to prevellt the COllfederate fleet from approachil1g
Washilzgton.

Amlyof the Potomac. Want of support to
provide the equipment he nceded , the uncertain organization of his corps, a nd the lack
of trained observers caused Lowe to quit his
post in 1863. Much to the su rprise and
relief of the Confederates, aerial observation
was abandoned altoget her shortl y thereafter.

Summary
Although weapons improvements introduced during the Civil War" were notable,
the number rejected or never put to full
lise was depressing to men of imagination.

It may be that success in the Mexican War
had made officers reluctant to give up
weapons which had brought victory; at any
rate, the conservatism of the Army was
greater than that of the Navy. More im·
portant in the limi ted usc made of inven·
lions was the unsatisfactory mach inery for
sereening-or encouraging- new ideas, and
the difficulty of ferreting out the valuable
discoveries from among the hundreds of fa n·
tastic ideas continually being offered. Most
important of all, perhaps, were production
problems and t he secondary logistical prob.
lems created by adoption of new weapons
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NEW WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT

A T F. LECRAJ' H Fn:;LD STATION

and equ ipment- thc loss of production at
a critical time involved in changing a model
during wartime. the difficulties of supplying
spare parts and maintaining many different
models, the problem of suppl ying special
kinds of ammunition. All t hese difficulties
suggested the need for a well-ordered peacetime research and development program so
that improvements could be encouraged,
a nd production models changed where indicated before a crisis intervened. But that

would not be for yet another generation.
The old saying that an army enters one war
with the weapons with which it finished the
last would be very nearly true for American
forces for most of the next century. Still,
new weapons and new equipment made a
significant impact on Civil War operations.
Certainly the usc of the Spencer repeating
rifles and ca rbines, improved artillery, and
t he military telegraph all redounded to the
considerable advantage of the North.

CHAPTER XIV

Railroads and Inland Waterways
Railroads and rivers ali ke favored the
North, so that the transportation system
completed the pattern of general logistical
advantages that the North enjoyed over
the South throughout the Civil War. More
often than not transportation is at the very
heart of logistical efforts. Occasions when

industrial capacity, or the procurement program, or the availability of raw materials
determines the extent of the total logistical
effort probably are less common than those
when transportation is the lim iting factor.

In the Civil War, all these factors limited
rather strictly what the South could do, but
the logistical limitations of the South were
nowhere more evident than in the transportation system. In the rapid expansion
of rai lways d uring the decade preceding the
war, t he South had fallen far behind in
the development of the fac ilities which went
so far to make the Civil War truly the first
modern war. Never had railroads played
such a signi fica nt role in the conduct of war.
That role was significan t in the South as
well as in the North, but the disparity be·
tween the sections was great enough to more
than counterbalance whatever advantage
the Confederacy might have had of moving
on ilLterior lines. Indeed it might be said
that superior transportation actually gave to
the Nort h the advantage of in terior linesimportant not simply fo r shi rt ing forces, but
for mobilizi ng and supporting superior
fo rces of all kinds. Total railway mileage

in the Confederate States at the outbreak
of the war was less th an half that in the
states of t he U nion; moreover, most of that
mileage linked port cities with cotton-producing areas, f unn ing generally north and
south in the western states, and providing
no adequate connections in t he east between
Virginia and the Deep South. Northern
railroads, on the contrary, accommodated
traffic in practically all d irections. One of
t he best·equipped and best-operated lines
in the country- the Baltimore and O hiolay entirely within slave territory and would
have been of immense value to the South,
bu t it remained , except for some slight local
interruptions, in the service of the North
throughout the war.

Railroad Transportation
Secretary of W ar Cameron's first actions
in arranging fo r the mobilization of troops
called for in Lincoln's proclamation of 15
April 1861 assumed the usc of railroads to
concen trate and move men to Washington
and other areas where needed. Cameron
saw at once the necessity of government coord ination, and he turned to railroad men
to do this job for the governmen t. But, possibly in fluenced by personal interests, the
Secretary of War tended always to favor the
Pennsylvania Railroad over its great competitor in east-west traffic, the Baltimore and
Ohio. As his personal representa tive in co-
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ordinating rail transportation of troops and
supplies to Washington, Cameron called in
the capable president of the Pennsylvania,
J. Edgar T homson. He then appointed
Thomas A. Scott, vice president of the Pc nn~
sylvan ia, to co-ordinate the transfer of men
and suppl ies between the Pennsylvania and
the Northern Central at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. As assistant to Thomson he appointed Samuel M. Felton, president of the
Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore.
No one questioned the abilities of these men,
nor the logic of their choice, but notably
absent from the circle of advisers was
John W. Garrett, the president of the Baltimore and Ohio. Garrett's co-operation was
essential, because all traffic for Washington
funneled through Baltimore and was de-pendent upon the Washington branch of the
R&D for moving from Baltimore to the capital. After Stanton became Secretary of
War he established cordial relations with
Garreu, and thereafter the great advantages
of access to the lines of the B&D were put to
beuer usc. Scott's authority was considerably broadened when he was appointed on
23 May 1862 to be in charge of all government railways and telegraphs, or those that
might be appropriated for government use.
All instructions regarding railway transportation were to come from Scou's office, making him virtually an assistant secretary of
war (in August his appointment to that
status was made official).
A special transportation and telegraph
office, established at the urging of Scott,
foreshad owed the later separate and autonomous transportation corps. During the
Civil War general direction of transportation remained with the Quartermaster General, but separate bureaus, still under his
jurisdiction, were established for railway
transportation and for telegraphs.
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Railroad Rates
The official policy ( after January 1862)
was that no railroads were to charge the
government more than was charged private
individuals for the same purposes. Early
in the war the Illinois Central offered the use
of its roadway free of charge and the use of
its rolling stock at rates to be adjusted in
the future, and as a result the government
made an arrangement for rates one-third
Jess than those usually charged. But this
k.ind of altruistic sentiment did not become
general. A schedule of rates issued by the
War Department in July 186 1 allowed unnecessarily high rates. Paying local rates
for long haul, the government was paying
one-third more than private parties. The
point was reached where regimenta1 officers
were able to playoff one company against
another, and to make arrangements for
moving their units with the company that
offered the biggest "k.ickback."
Excessive profits made by the railroad
companies under Scott's ill-advised 1861
rate schedule incurred strong protests from
congressmen and government officials, and
early in 1862 Secretary of War Stanton
called a convention of railroad managers to
mtet in Washington. A result of the convention was the recommendation that supplies be divided into four classes for the purpose of establishing transportation rates.
New rates on this basis went into effect on
3 March 1862. As adopted by the Quartermaster General the first class of supplies
included such items as drums, haversacks,
camp kettles and mess pans, furnitu re, clothing, and powder in barrels or secure packages; the second class included small arms,
wagons, mounted guns and caissons, medicines, coffee, tea, harness, and horses, cattle,
and mules; the third class included fixed
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ammumtlon. Sibley stoves, and tools; the
fourt h class was comprised of such thi ngs as
unmounted artillery, cannon balls and
shells, horseshoes, lumber, nuts, bolts, washers, nails, spi kes, wire, rope, and rations and

forage.

Rates for short hauls varied from

five cents per ton-mile for first class supplies
to four cents per ton-mile for fourth class
supplies; for longer hauls they ranged from
three cents per ton-mile for first class to one
and three-fourths cents per ton-mile for
fourth class. The regu lations stipulated
that the mi litary tariff should be ten percent
below the printed freight tariffs of the various com panies in force at the lime of the
service except that no charge exceeding t he
stated maximum limits would be allowed. 1

Govemment Control

As a means of persuading reluctant railroad owners to carry government business,
and to clarify the authority of the President
(if needed ), in J anua ry 1862 Congress
passed an act authorizing the President to
seize any or all of the railroad lines in the
U nited States and to make them and thei r
officers, agents, and employees a part of the
Military Establishment of the United States.
On 11 February Daniel C. McCallum was
commissioned a colonel and "appointed military director and su perintendent of rail'Official Reco,ds, ser. iii, II , 838-41. Material
in this paragraph is contained in items 9, 10, and
11 of papers accompanying the report of the Quarte rmaster General to the Secn:tary of War dated
18 Novembe r 186"2. Itcm 9 (letter from Scott to
Sibley, 12 July 1861) appears in tabular format
in Official Records, ser. iii, I, 325-26. Item 10,
Report of the Committee, ~eu forth classifications
of materiel. It cm 11 states the regulations as
adopted on re commendation of the convention.
This classification of supplies evidcnt ly was the
forerunner of the supply classification system later
adopted in the Army.

roads in the United States, with authority
to enter upon, take possession of, hold, and
use all rail roads, engines, cars, locomotives,
equipments, appendages, and appurtenances
that may be required for the transport of
troops, arms, ammunition. and military
supplies of the United States", and to do and
perform all acts and t hings that may be
necessary a nd proper to be done for the safe
and speedy transport aforesaid ." 2
On 25 May 1862 Lincoln formally took
military possession of all railroads in t he
Uni ted States; the main substance of the
order lay in its injunction to railroad companies to hold themsclvcs ready to transport
troops and ammu nit ion, to the exclusion of
all other business. Actual operation remained in the hands of the compa ny. Government seizure was impfemented in the
North only for the operation of short lines
ncar Gettysburg at the time of the campaign
in that area; for the operation of the Philadelphia and Reading Rai lroad during a
strike of miners employed by that company;
and for the operation of lines participating
in the transfer of Eleventh and Twelfth
Corps to the Chattanooga area. Otherwise
lines operated by United States Mi litary
Railroads were confined to those captured or
constructed in the war zones and pu t to usc
in support of the field armies. It was very
largely the Military Railroads, with the
benefit of the initiative and leadership of
McCaflum, that brought to the Civil War
t he first significa nt lISC of rai lroads on a large
scale to supply armies in the field. \'\Iith an
organization that reached a total of nearly
25,000 men at one time ( trainmen. d ispatchers, and superintendents were civilian
employees of the government ), United
' Rpt, Brig Gen D. C. McCallum to M aj Ceo
M. C. Meigs, QMG, 26 May 1866, Official Records ,
ser. iii, V, 974-1005.
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States Military Railroads by the end of the
war had operated over 2, 100 miles of railways with a total of 419 cngines a nd 6,330
cars. I t laid or relaid 641 miles of track,
built or rebuilt 137,4 18 feet of bridges, and
showed total expenditures of approx imately $42,462,000 and receipts of about
$ 12,624,000.' (Map 8)

CO'lslruction
One of the keys to the successful operation of the Mi litary Railroads was the rapid
laying of track and construction of bridges.
Yankee builder;; had demonstrated sOmething of their aptitude for railroad construction in the restoration of the Annapolis and
Baltimore lines, which had been destroyed
in April 186 1 to prevent hostile troop movements. But the real miracles of construction awaited the arrival of Hermann Haupt,
an engineering genius who had graduated
from West Point, had been professor of
mathematics and engineering at Gettysburg,
had latcl' served as general superintendent
and chief engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and since 1856 had been engaged in
constructing the Hoosae Tunnel in Massachusetts. Appointed aide-de-ca mp on the
stafT of General McDowell with the rank
of colonel in April 1862, H aupt immediately faced a task which to a lesser man
would have appeared patently impossiblereconstru ction of the Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac Railroad, including
major bridges over Ackakeek Creek and
Potomac Creek, for the support of the Army
of the Rappahannock. Less th an a month
a fter his first talk with General McDowell,
Haupt had the job done. Working
throug h rain and mud a nd darkness, crews
' I bid., PI'. 1003- 1005.
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of untrained soldiers restored the roadbro
and laid the first three miles of track in three
days. In fifteen hours they built a bridge
150 feet long and 30 feet high across
Ackakeek Creek. Then came the most
formidable part of the task- the bridging
of the 400-foot chasm of Potomac C;eek.
For this job Haupt organized his workers
into seventeen squads, varying in size from
eight to fifty-seven men according to their
missions, and assigned specific duties to each
squad--cutting timbers, loading trucks,
clearing roads, driving ox teams, framing
a nd carrying timber to the bank, putting
trestles together, mov ing out sliding beams
and putting ties in place, and all the other
tasks that had to be done. It had taken
a year to build the permanent bridge now
destroyed. Haupt and his men cut the
equivalent of about 2.5 million board feet of
timber, built log cribbing for foundations
and erected thereon three stories of trestles
rising to 80 feet above the water, and had
the bridge finished in twelve days. Meanwhile Daniel Stone, a civilian engineer,
supervised the construction of a 600·foot
bridge across the Rappahannock. All was
finished in lime to support the movement
of the army, although by then the military
situation had changed to make the planned
advance aga inst Richmond impractical.
For his achievement, on 28 May Haupt was
fonnally appointed Chief of Construction
and Transportation in the Department of
the Rappah annock. On 5 September he
became a brigad ier genera l.
For transporting supplies on the military
railroads in Virginia, General Haupt established these priorities: . ( 1) subsistence for
men in the field ; (2) forage for horses;
(3) ammunition; and (4) hospital supplies. If these were taken care of, then
infantry regiments might be transported.
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Operation
Haupt insisted on running trains on
sched ule. Under the pressure of business
and the demand of impatient military officers, railroads being used for military purposes frequently abandoned their schedules
and resorted to exclusive usc of telegraph
orders for running their trains, which, of
course, invited chaos any time telegraphic
communications were interrupted . Other
abuses delayed the Aow of supplies. When
supplies were forwarded to an ad~anccd
terminus before they were needed, the cars
were not unloaded and so blocked the track;
morcovel', the supplies stood in danger of

capture in case of retreat. The worst abuse
of all perhaps was the rail'urc to get cars
unloaded and returned promptly. Frequently trains would be unloaded a car at
a time when a sufficient crew should have
been provided to unload the whole train
at once. Moreover, forward units sometimes retained cars for weeks as storehouses.
As C hid of Construction and T ransportation in the D ivision of the R appahannock,
Haupt issued a general order in June 1862
stating:
No officer, no surgeon or assistant, no paymaster, quartermaster, or commissary, no
person, civil o r military, whatever his rank or
position, shall have the right to detain a train
or order it to run in advance of sched ule time.
If cars arc not unloaded or trains made up
when the hour of starting arrives, engines
must proceed with parts of trains, or without
trait,s, and all the fact s in detail must be
locportcd in wl'iting by the conductor, to be
laid before the ch ief of transport ation or the
commanding general of the depaI1ment .·

• GO, Military Ra ilroads, Divilion or the Ra ppa hannock , 2 J une: 1862, Official Records, ser. iii,
II , 102- 03.

Quartermaster General Meigs backed up
this order in O ctober with a general circular
saying: " Trains should not on any account
be detained beyond their regular time of
starting. It is beller to furn ish extra trains
should the exigencies of thc service demand
them, rather than cause delay to the regula r
scheduled trains." ~ The Quartennaster
General also inveighed against forw arding
supplies to advanced tenninals until they
y..ere really needed and against the detention of cars for usc as storehouses. If had
become clea r to Gen~ral Meigs that the
surest way to create congest ion at the front
and shortages of cars at the rear was to let
cars stand unloaded and to put freight in
cars t hat could not be promptly unloaded .
Yet that lesson seemed to be difficult to put
across, for the Quartermaster General
found it necessary to repeat the order several times, and in 1864 Secretary Stanton
himself issued such an order twice.
R ail SulJjJorl al A ntietam

Antietam provided an early opportunity
for a demonstration of the usefulness of railroads in emergency supply. When on t he
night of that g reat battle ( 16- 17 September 1862), the Chief of Ordnance received
urgent messages from General M cClellan
asking that a resupply of ammunition be
forwa rded as quickly as possible for the cxpected renewal of combat the next morning,
the reaction was swift and decisive. Assistant Secretary of War Watson telegraphed
the preside" t of the Baltimore and Ohio
asking him to make arrangements for a special train that " must be run as fast as any
express train could be run." At midnight
• Cir, I October 1862, Official Records, ser. iii,
11, 625.
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POTO~I AC CREEK BRIDGE

Watson wired Scott, who had left the War
Department on 1 J une 1862 to return to his
post with the Pennsylvania Railroad at Har~
risburg, asking him to give personal attenlion to expediting the passage of the special
train, and Secretary Stanton himself sent a
telegram "To the officers, or any of them, of
the Northern Central R ailroad, Pennsylvania Central Railroad, and C umberland
Valley Railroad, at Harrisburg," urging all
possible speed in getting the train through.
Arriving at Baltimore at 0657. the ammunil ion train traveled over the Northern Central tracks to H arrisburg where it was delivered to the Cumberl and Valley at 1020
and rushed on to Hagerstown, Maryland .

A second, duplicating, train then went directly to Frederick, Maryland, via the Baltimore and Ohio. Neither army was prepared to renew the attack on the 18th, but
t he ammu nition was there for the Army of
the Potomac if it had been needed. By this
ti me congestion on both lines serving McClellan's a nny was strangling supply deliveries. General H aupt arrived at H agerstown on 19 September, where he immediately set to work untangling a t raffic jam
of five or six trains. Then he rode over to
Frederick where he found some 200 loaded
ca rs standing on the B&O sidings at Monocacy, some of which had been there nearly a
week ; to get them unloaded and the ca rs
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returned, Haupt asked General Wool, then
commanding the M iddle Department. to assign one of his staff officers to supervise the
job. This would suggest that with a little
better organization McClellan could have
had the means at hand to renew the attack
for a decisive victory.'

Gettysburg
T he Union victory in the Gettysburg
campaign can, in great part, be ascribed
to the effective use of the ra ilroads to bring
up supplies and men. In all the discussions
of reasons for the Confederate failure in
that decisive engagement, far too little attention has been given to the logistical advantag!! which federal forces enjoyed by
virtue of rail supply. At the end of the
three-day battle ( 1- 3 J uly 1863 ), Confederate units were seriously short of ammunition as well as other supplies, and they did
not have transportation available for rapid
and continuous replenishment. Levels of
supply in the Anny of the Potomac, on the
other hand, would have pennitted a continuation of the battle for days longer.
Even if the Confederate Anny had been
able to avoid the tactical errors auributed
to it, and somehow had gained the victory
at Gettysburg, it is very unlikely that it
would have been able to sustain the campaign necessary for a really decisive vic• Ltr, Stanton to Officera of Railroads, 17 September 1862 ; Ltr, P. H. Watson to T. A. Scott, 17
September 1862, Offidal R uords, ,er. i, XIX, pI.
11 ,3 13- 14; Kenneth p, Williams, Lincoln Fiuds A
General, A Milittu'y Study o//h, Cillil War. 3 vol,.
( New York: The Macmillan Co., 1952), 11 ,458- 60,
467- 68; George E. Turner, Victory Rode the Roils;
The Strotegic Place a/ the ilailroods in th e Cillil
Wa r ( Indianapolis, Ind : Bobbs·Merrill Co" 1953 ),
pp. 210- 14; Ltr, Haupt to Halleck, 27 September
1862, in Hennann Hau pt, R,mi"isuntls 0/ G,,,eral
Hermann Houpt . .. ( Mi1wauk~e, Wis.: Wright &:
Joy. Co., 1901), pp. 139-43.
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tory over the Union Anny. Certainly the
efforts of General Haupt and his assistants
in getting the rai lroads into operation to
serve the Gettysburg battJe area were as
dramatic and as sign ificant as, for instance,
the race lor little Round Top, or any of the
other oft-related tactical episodes of the
battJe.
Arriving in Baltimore on the evening of
IJ uly, General Haupt had q uickly set about
organizing railway transportation to support the Army of the Potomac. Since Conlederate cavalry had burned bridges on the
Northem Central and the Hanover Railroad between Baltimore and Gettysburg and
LittJetown, Pennsylvania, and since the
wagon haul from Frederick would be too
great to make use of the Baltimore and Ohio
practical, Haupt determined to use the nearest rail approach then open- the twentynine-mile-long line of the Western Maryland from Baltimore to Westminster,
Maryland, about ten miles south of LittJetown. T his poorly kept single-track road
had no telegraph , no water stations, no sidings or turntables, and had wood enough
for only three or four trains a day. Haupt
decided, however, that the road would have
to be made to do for thirty trai ns a day.
He sent for Adna Anderson, chief of construction, to come from Alexandria with a
crew of 400 railroad men and a trai n of
split wood, lanterns, buckets, and other essential itenlS. Other trai ns brought in
iron and more men, and rolling stock began
to assemble in the Baltimore yards where
quartcnnaster crews began loading supply
trains.
To overcome the handicap of having no
telegraph, and no sidings where trains might
pass, Haupt set up a system to IUn trains
in convoys of five each at intervals of eight
hours. Brig. Gen, Rufus Ingalls, quarter-
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master of the Army of the Potomac, was to
see that all cars were unloaded promptly
at the railhead at W cstminster- unloading
time was the limiting factor on the quantity
of supplies that could be delivered . For the
return to Baltimore the trains ran backward. As soon as onc convoy cleared the
track, the next left. Crews filled the water
tanks from streams along the way with the
buckets brought from Alexand ria for the
purpose. By 3 July supplies were arriving
at the Westminster railhead at the rate of
15,000 tons a day, and the returning trains
were evacuating from 2,000 to 4,000 casualties da iiy to Baltimore. Meanwhile
Haupt had lost no time in putting other
crews to work to open the Northern Central
to Hanover J unction and the Hanover Railroad from that point toward Gettysburg.
By the afternoon of 4 July bridges and
tracks had been restored to open this route
as far as L ittlctown, and trains were bringing out additional thousands of casualties
fro m that point. That night construction
men worked through d arkness and rain to
complete the last bridge on the road to Gettysburg. The Army of the Potomac had
more supplies than it could carry when it
prepared to move. Under Haupt and Anderson the U.S. M ilitary Railroads were
able to support the Army of the Potomac
by the in adequate Western Maryland Railroad in a way that the Confederacy had
never been able to support Lee's Army over
the Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac during the months Lee's amly spent
near Fredericksburg.

Support of Sherman's Atlanta
Campaign
Probably the greatest achievement in supplying armies in the field by railroad during

the war was the support of Shennan's Atlanta campaign in 1864. Recognizing fully
his complete dependence on rail transportation, Shennan issued an order that trains on
his supply lines would be used only for moving m ilitary personnel and supplies. W hen
violent protests by sutlers, merchants, newspaper men, and Tennessee loyalists led President Lincoln to suggest that the order be
mod ified, Sherman stood firm. From Nashville southward trains operated in convoys
of four ten-car trains running at speeds of
about ten miles an hour. Four such convoys each day provided a capacity of 1,600
tons, enough to allow for frequent accidents
and still meet the army's requirements.
General Sherman himself explained :
That single stem of railroad, fou r hundred
and seventy-three miles long, supplied an
army of one hund red thousand men and
thirty-five thousand animals fo r the period of
one hundred and ninety-six days, viz., from
May I to November 12, 1864. To have delivered regu larly that amount of food and forage by ordinary wagons wou ld have required
thirty-six thousand eight hundred wagons of
six mules each, allowing each wagon to have
hauled two tons twenty miles each day, a
simple impossibility in roads such as then existed in that region of country. Therefore, I
reiterate that the Atlanta campaign was an
impossibility without these railroads. 1

Troop M ovements by R ail
Rail transportation of troops was a different problem. Administrative moves were
common from the outset ; indeed, for a time
this seems to h ave been assumed to be the
principal use of railroads during the war.
It was in troop mobi lization- t he unprece-

• William T ecum.eh Shennan, M emoirJ of William T. Sherman, 2 vols., 4th ed. (New York: Web·
ster and Co., 189 1 ), II, 399.
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A MILITARY TRAIN WITH A MORTAR MOUNTED ON A FLATCAR

dented and rapid concentration of large
forces at Washington and at other centersthat the railroads made their first great impact on the war. It was possible to travel
all the way from Indianapolis to Philadelphia at that time without changing cars,
but in travel between most distant points
several changes were necessary from a railroad of onc gauge to another company's line
of a different gauge. A fortunate unit
might find passenger cars assigned to it;
however, cattle cars were commonly used
for troop travel. Boxcars of the United
States Military Railroads had a rated ca-

pacily of "10 tons or 40 men." e The ordinary rate paid for the transportation of
troop units was two cents per man per mile,
with a baggage allowance of eighty pounds
ror each man. A general order or October
1861 required an agreement in transportation contracts stating that trains passing
through disalTected parts of the country
must stop at bridges to pennit troops to
alight and pass over on foot.
• Thomas We ber, Th, Nor/h"" Railrollds in the
Civil War, 1861- 1865 (New York: King's Crown
Press, 1952), p. 285n.
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Trarufer 0/ Eleventh and Twelfth Corps
to Chattanooga
Undoubtedly the most dramatic troop
movement by rail of the war was the transfer of the Eleventh and Twelfth Army Corps,
under Maj. Gen. Joseph Hooker, from the
Anny of the Potomac in Virginia to the
Anny of the Cumberland at Chattanooga in
the autumn of 1863.
The staff work and direction of the movement were left largely in civilian rather than
military hands, but in the execution there
was close co-operation all the way between
civil ian railroad men and military officers.
It was agreed that McCallum should have
charge of the original load ings and transportation to Washington. Garrett, with the
assistance of William Smith, would supervise the movement from Washington to Jdfcrsonvillc, Indiana. Scott, now back at his
duties as vice president of the Pennsylvania,
with the assistance of John B. Anderson at
Louisville, Frank Thomson at Nashville, and
Quartennaster General Meigs at Chattanooga, would take charge of the transport
south of the Ohio to its linal destination.
President Lincoln authorized General
Hooker to take military possession of any
railroads a nd equipment necessary for the
operation, and General Meade was ordered
to have the troops ready to leave promptly
as soon as cars were available. Each man
was to carry five days' cooked rations. Artillery units were to carry 200 rounds of ammunition; infantry units were to carry forty
rounds of ammunition per man. Camp
equipment and medical supplies would be
held to a minimum. Cars loaded with live
days' forage for artillery horses were to join
trains at Alexandria. The B&O furni shed
most of the rolling stock for the first leg of
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the move; the Northcrn Central, the Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore, and
the U.S. Military Railroads in Virginia provided additional cars.
By the afternoon of 25 September the first
trains carrying elements of the Eleventh
Corps were passing through Washington.
Others followed in an almost continuous
stream for seventy-two ·hours. The first train
arrived at Benwood on the West Virgin ia
bank of the Ohio River at 1100 on 27 September. Garrett had seen that low water
would make use of the ferry steamer impractical, and had ordered the construction of a
ponton bridge ( built in less than two days).
By 28 September, when the last trains were
loaded in Virginia, the first trains were pa.
ing beyond Columbus, Ohio. Something
of a bottleneck developed at Indianapolis
where troops were marched about a mile
to the Soldier's Home to be fed, and then
marched over to the tracks of the Indianapolis and Jeffersonville Railroad. From
Jeffersonville the men crossed the Ohio
River by fe rry steamer to Louisville, Kentucky, where Scott and his assistants had
concentrated locomotives and cars of fivefoot gauge for the last leg of the move. It
took about one and one-half hours at Louisville for the men to draw rations and load
their trains. Late in the evening of 30 September the first four trains arrived at Bridgeport, Alabama, just five days after entraining at Culpeper Courthouse. Most of
Hooker's force arrived within nine days
a fter the departure of the first train. Although original plans and preparations had
anticipated the movement of 15,000 men,
the total actually turned out to be 23,300.
By 8 October, less than two weeks after the
midnight conference where the p lan was
first agreed upon, the troop movement was
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complete. Another stream of trains then
brought up the impedimenta. At Indianapolis new track was laid to permit the tran.s-fer of loads directly between caT'S. Transfer
of unit wagons, animals, and other supplies
and equipment took about one week.
The transfer of the Eleventh and Twelfth
Corps from the Rappahannock to the Tennessee reoriented military thinking on the

use of the railroads. The Confederates already had transferred Longstreet's corps by
rail from the Army of Northern V irginia to
join Bragg's Army of Tennessee in time to
playa significant part in the Battle of Ch icka mauga. Moving twice as many mcn considerably farther in less time, the Yankees
demonstrated decisively the advantage of
Northern transportation over Southern iotcrior lines. However valiant their efforts,
the ingenuity of the Confederates could not
make up for their overtaxed and war·tom
railways.
Mo vement of Twenty.third Corps
The only other comparable troop move·
ment of the war was the transfer early in
1865 of Maj. Gen. J ohn M. Schofield's
Twenty-third Corps ( 15,000 men) from
Clifton in southwestern Tennessee to the
Cape Fear area of North Carolina on the
Atlantic coast. The corps moved by river
boats up the Tennessee River to the Ohio
River, then up the Ohio to Cincinnati, by
railroad to Washington, and in coastal vessels down the Potomac River and the Chesa·
peake Bay to North Carolina. Again the
troops were to carry five d ays' cooked rations
on the trains, and hot coffee was to be supplied at hundred·mile intervals. About
three times as many cars were required for
horses, artillery, and baggage as for men.
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Thirty-eight trains were used to move the
corps from Cincinnati to Bellaire where it
was necessary to take the fccry to Benwood
for the transfer to the Baltimore and Ohio.
Cold weather contributed to a number of
breakdowns en route, but in spite of all
delays the entire corps was encamped along
the banks of the Potomac eleven days after
it had left Clifton, 1,400 miles away. The
day after the last clements arrived on the
Potomac, the first division sailed for North
Carolina (4 February), and by 9 February,
the corps was ready to begin the attack toward Wilmington.

Demobilization
The most extensive troop movements of
all were accomplished after the end of the
war when the armies disperned from Washington after the grand review. In forty
days (27 May to 6 July), 233,200 men,
12,838 horses, and 4,300,850 pounds of
baggage left Washington on the Washington
Branch Railroad , and then went on by connecting routes to Parkersburg, West V irginia, for river steamers down the Ohio,
or to other rai l points in the northeast or
northwest from which the troops could
reach towns near their homes.

Comparative Advantages
Neither the facilities nor the organization were at hand to maintain long-range
support of Confederate armies on a scale
to match that of the U nion annies. There
was no Lincoln to put the fu ll authority of
the government behind railroad operations,
no Stanton to demand noninterference with
military traffic, no H aupt to direct reconstruction and to demand that cars be un-
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loaded and returned promptly, no McCallum to organize government-controlled railroads supporting armies in the field, no
pool of experienced railroad executives like
Thomson, Scott, Garrett, Smith, and Felton willing to assume responsibilities in coordinating railway transportation for the
movement of troops and supplies.
T hat the railroads were onc of the most
vital factors in the logistics of the Civil War
is undeniable, for it was then that the pattern was set that would be followed in future wars. For this reason some study of
their first use in war on a large scale becomcs most instructive. The suggestion
has been made that if Southern secession
had come a decade sooner- before the
North had become bound together with
iron tracks-it might have succeeded. It
is more likely that the South would have
been even worse off a decade earlier, for
Northern control of the seas and major
rivers during the war made the South relatively more dependent on railroads. Railways were new in warfare; they were the
way of the future, and for this reason perhaps they merit more attention. All of
which makes it easy to exaggerate the actual
importance of the rail roads in the war. But
the new and dram atic should not be allowed
to overshadow altogether other equally important, if more commonplace means of
transportation. The fact is that steamboats
and barges were just as important for military transportation during the Civil War as
were the railroads. It is true that many
military operations were directed against
rail lines; it is equally true that campaigns
were launched to gain control of the major
rivers. In waterways and in ves;cJs the advantage was again overwhelmingly on the
side of the North.
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River Transportation

Col. Lewis B. Parsons, then chief quartermaster of Western River Transportation at
St. Louis, reported that in the transportation
of troops during 1863 the number moved by
rail was 193,023, and that moved by river
boat 135,909. Of subsistence, ordnance,
quartermaster, and medical stores, railroads
transported 153,102,100 pounds, while river
boats carried more than twice that amount,
337,912,363 pounds.1I
The cargo capacity of western steamboats
varied all the way from the 250 tons of the
Factor to the 1,700 tons of the big Sultana,
and the total available capacity was tremendous. An Army supply officer calculated
that an ordinary Ohio River steamboat of
500 tons could carry enough supplies on one
trip to subsist an army of 40,000 men and
18,000 horses for nearly two days. 'o This
was equal to five to-car freight trains.
Steamboats individually were somewhat
slower than railroad trains, of course, but the
actual d ifference in speed was not appreciable. The running time of freight trains
for the 339 railroad miles between Cincinnati and St. Louis was 30 hours (passenger
trains made the run in 16 hours), while
steamboats required 70 hours to traverse the
702 river miles between the two cities. O n
a tonnage basis, one steamboat could move
500 tons of freight from Cincinnati to St.
Louis much more rapidly than could one or
two trains shutt1ing back and forth.
Co-Qrdination of river transportation presented quite a different problem from that
of dealing with the railroads, for there were
• Louis C. Hunter, Steamboats on the Western
Riv,rs (Cambridge: Harvard University Pre»,
1949), p. 553n.
,. Ibid., pp. 555, 652.
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TRAN S PORTS O N THE TENNES SEE R IVER

steamboat companies with

Grant led against Fort Henry in northern

which working agreements could be made.

no

Tennessee traveled by steam transports from

T he existing civilian organization that
proved to be so effective in providing railroad t ransportation had no counterpart on
the rivers where one was likely to find as
many owners as there were steamboats.
The organization needed to handle the intricate problems of mili tary transportation
had to be provided by the Quartcnnastcr's

Cairo up the O hio and the Tertnessee, and
when that fort had fallen, part of the force
moved 110 miles by water to Fort Donelson
on the Cumberland. A few weeks later a
great Acet of 153 steamboats moved up to
Pittsburgh Landing the forces that would
fight under Grant at Shiloh. In December
1862 Colonel Parsons, on seven days' notice,
commandeered 70 to 80 steamers at Cairo,
S1. Louis, and other ports and assembled
them at Memphis to move a force of 40,000
men under General Sherman for the attaek
on Vicksburg. After participating in a
two-day battle there, these troops re-embarked, went 300 miles on the Mississippi,
the White, and the Arkansas Rivers, and,

l arge~scale

Department of t he Army.

Transfer of Forces
Some of the fealS of steamboat transpor-

tation in shirting forces and carrying supplies were as dramatic as t he most spectac-

ular fa il movements, The 15,000 men that
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after capturing a fortification on the Arkansas, returned by boat to join in the siege
of Vicksburg.

The role of steamboats in the transfer
of Schofield 's Twenty-third Corps from
Tennessee to the east already has been
noted. About the same time t he Sixteenth
Corps, under Maj. Gen. Andrew J. Sm ith
was transferred from the Tennessee to New
Orleans entirely by steamboat. Comprised
of 17,314 men with 1,038 horses, 2,37 1
mules, 35 1 wagons, and 83 ambulances, the

whole force embarked on a fleet of forty
steamboats assembled at Eastport, on the
Tennessee River below Muscle Shoals, between 5 and 8 February 1865. Sailing on
9 February, the steamers moved the 1,330
miles via the Tennessee, the Ohio, and the
Mississippi to New Orleans in thirteen days.
As with the railroads, some of the outstanding accomplishments in troop transportation
came with demobilization. From the Parkersburg term inus of the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad , Ohio River steamers in a period
of twenty-eight days carried 96,796 t roops
and 9,896 horses to ports below- about
7,000 of the men went to St. Louis, over
78,000 to Louisville, and the remainder to
Lawrenceburg, Indiana, to Camp Dennison, and to Cincinnati, Ohio. II

SiC'1i/icanctl

0/ River Transportatiol1

T he fact that the waterways carried such
a large share of the troops and supplies t ransported during the war made it possible for
the railroads generally to be adequate. Indeed water transportation was such an important factor in the war that it could be

"Annual Rpt or the Q MG ro r Fiscal Year 1865,
Offidtll R'cords, su. m, Y, 231- 32.
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said that the railroads remained complementary to the older fonn of transportation.
Unhappily for the Confederacy, river boats
could do litt le to relieve the pressu re on the
inadequate railway system in the South.
When rivers were open and when tonnage
was available, the inland waterways offered
a number of advantages. Northern annies
following the O hio, Mississippi, Cumberland, Tennessee, and other rivers into the
heart of the enemy country assured themselves of a line of communication easy to
defend and easy to keep open . Variations
in water level, and ice in winter in some
cases, presented obstacles, but these were
minor as compared to the problems of defending a rail line against enemy raiders,
reconstructing ra ilroads and bridges, and
keeping tracks and equipment in repair.
General Shennan wrote, " We are much
obliged to the Tennessee which has favored
us most opportunely, for I am never easy
w.~th a ra ilroad which takes a whole a rmy to
guard, each foot of rail being essential to the
whole; whereas they can' t stop the Tennessee, and each boat can make its own
game. " n The Count of Paris, accompanying the Union a nnies as an observer, was
convinced that the military value of the
western rivers was greater than that of the
ra ilroads. " We shall always find, therefore,
that whenever the Federals were supported
by a river," he wrote, " their progress was
certain and their conquests decisive; whilst
the successes they obtained by following a
single line of railways were always p recarious, new dangers springing up in their rear
in proportion as they advanced. " n

•• Llr, Shenna n to Admira l Porter, quoted in
Hu nter, StttlmbotltJ on fht WtJttrn RiutrJ, p. 555.
"Quoted in H u nter, Sfttlmbtltlfs on th , Wtsttrn
Riv,rs, pp. 559- 60.
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Summary

River transportation, then, had certain
advantages over the ra ilroads in its great
capacity, fl exibility, relative security against
attack or obstruction, and low cost. The
railroads, on the other hand, had a superior
organization, they could be used with almost
equal facility in all seasons, they connected
major inland cities not accessible to steam-

•

boats, and tracks could be laid wherever
needed for local operations. In the circumstances of the Civil War both railroad and
water transportation were essential. Neither
could have performed in so satisractory a
manner in sustaining such a long war on
such a grand scale without the other. Without steamboats and railroads the character
of the Civil War would have been wholly
different.

CHAPTER XV

Services of Supply for Armies in the Field
The logistical system for the support of
the field annies in the Civil War was substantially the same, though expanded and
refined, as that in effect during the War
with Mexico. On the whole, logistical missions were effectively accomplished. If
European observers disagreed with some of
the strategy of Federal commanders, they
were impressed with the organization and
support that made it possible to maintain
and move the great armies.

Distribution System
During offensive operations advance depots were established from which an anny
could draw supplies without having to go
all the way back to its base for them. For
extended offensives, an advance depot might
be expanded to a secondary base with
sufficient supplies to provide agai nst a temporary interruption in the line of communication. Temporary depots functioned as
distributing points in the vicinity of the using
units. As a rule an army tried to keep within two days' march from its advance depot.
Frequently an army wou ld shift its advance
depot, and proceed toward the new one,
located on a different railway or different
river. Wagons were thus freed from an
extra trip to bring up supplies, and the number of days that the army could operate in
enemy country was doubled.

Field Transportation
Perhaps the most critical link in the supply chain was the transportation from an
army's forward base to its units. Ordinarily the division was the unit of organization
for the general supply trains, and they
moved under the control of the division
quartermasters, although on occasion they
were decentralized to brigadcs. Sometimes
all the trains of an army were massed together under the command of the senior
eorps quartermaster, with the other corps
quartermasters and division and brigade
quartermasters remaining in command of
their sections.
Daily supply requirements amounted to
about four pounds per man- three pounds
for rations and one pound for ammunition
and other items. In addition, it took about
twenty-six pounds of forage to maintain each
horse and twenty-three pounds for each
mule. Thus, not only the number of wagons available, but the secondary logistical
requirements of providing forage for the
animals being used to haul the supplies
limited the distance from its base at which
a n army could be supplied effectively. General Sherman stated that an army could not
operate at a distance greater than one hundred miles from the supply source, for beyond that limit the teams coming and re-
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turning would consume the whole contents
of their wagons. I

The Count of Paris explained how this
supply multiplier opera ted as an anny
moved away from its base:
The American wagon, drawn by six mules,
carries a load of 2000 pounds, sufficient, therefore, to supply 500 men, provided it can make
the trip dai ly, going and returning, between
the anny and its depots. If the distance to be
traveled is such as to require a whole day's
march, one day being lost in relurning empty,
it will only be able to supply 500 men every
other day, or 250 daily. To go a distance of
two days' march [rom its base of operations
is a vel)' small matter fo r an army that is
manoeuvring in front of the enemy, and yet,
according to this compu tation, it will require
four wagons to supply 500 men with provisions, or eight for 1000, and consequently 800
for 100,000 men. If this army of 100,000
men has 16,000 cavalry and artillery horses, a
sma ll number comparatively speaking, 200
more wagons will be required to carry their
daily forage, and therefore, 800 to transport
it to a distance of two days' march. These
1600 wagons are, in their turn, drawn by 9600
mules, which, also consuming twenty-five
pounds during each of the three days out of
lour they are away from the depot, require
360 wagons more to carry their forage; these
360 wagons are drawn by 2400 animals, and in
order to transport the food required by the
latter, 92 additional wagons are necessary.
Adding twenty wagons more, for general pur_
poses, we shall find that 2000 wagons, drawn
by 12,000 animals, are strictly nccessaty to
victual an army of 100,000 men and 16,000
horses at on ly two days' march from its base
of operations. In the same proportion if
this atmy find s itself separated from its base
of operations by three days' march, 3760
wagons, drawn by 22,000 animals, wi ll be
fou nd ind ispensable for that sclVice. 1
, William T ecumseh Sherman, " The Grand Strat·
egyof the War of the Rebellion," Century Mogo'line
IFebruary, 1888), pp. 595- 96.
• Louis Philippe Albert d'Orleanl, Comtc de
Pa ris, History of the Civil W"r in Am"iu, 4 vob.
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Allowances of transportation for armies
in the field were the subject of much discussion du ring the war. An almost continuous battle went on against the tendency of
commanders to increase the size of their
trains. In September 1862 General Halleck issued a general order calling the attention of all officers " to the absolute necessity
of reducing the baggage trains of troops in
the fie ld. The mobility of our armies is
destroyed by the vast trains which attend
them, and which they a rc required to guard .
This evil requires a prompt remedy." I
Quartermaster General Meigs thought it
impractical to regulate the n umber of
wagons in the general supply trains, for
their need would increase with t he distance
of the army from its supply depot. But
he did think that the headquarters a nd regimental trains carrying the baggage and
supplies th at always accompanied the units
could be regu lated. In 1862 the a llowance
for baggage trains was set at four wagons
for the headqu arters of an army corps, t hree
for the headquarters of divisions and b rigades, six for a fu ll regiment of infantry,
and three for a squadron of cavalry or a
bauery of light artillery. In 1864 G rant
reduced Meigs's allowances for brigade
headquarters and for infantry or cavalry
regiments and artillery battalions to two
wagons, and one wagon for an artillery
battery in the arm ies operating aga inst
Richmond . At the same time he established allowances for the general supply
trains. T hese allowances included seven
wagons for each onc thousand mcn to carry
subsistence and forage; fifty wagons for each
cavalry d ivision to ca rry forage exclusively;
( Philadelphia : Porter &. Coates, 1875- 1888). I ,
212-13 .
~ WD GO 130, 14 September 1862, ODilia l
Ret:ords, $Cr. ii, II , 544.
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four wagons for each battery of artillery to

carry subsistence and forage; five forage
and subsistence wagons for every t',vcntyfive wagons of the artillery ammunition
train ; three wagons {areach brigade to carry

hospital supplies; subsistence and forage
wagons for corps, division, and brigade
headquarters at the rate of three, two, and

onc j and onc wagon for each brigade to
carry commissary stores for sales to offkers.
Ammunition trains were to carry nothing
but ammunition, including an artillery ammunition reserve of twenty rounds for each
gun ; two wagons were allowed for fuzes,
powder, and primers, and three for small
arms ammunition for every one thousand

men. T he Army of the Potomac on the
Peninsula, in the Antietam campaign, and
in moving from Harper's Ferry to Washington used from twenty-five to twenty-nine
wagons for each one thousand men. The
ratio was somewhat less at the end of the
war, but it never approached the ideal
recommended by Napoleon in a n earlier
period- 500 wagons for an army of 40,000
men.
Lincoln was sure that demands for more
supplies and baggage than necessary were
delaying the Federal armies. When a commander insisted on accumulating high levels
of supplies, he had to get more wagons and
animals to haul them and SO required more
forage and more extraduty men to handle
the supplies and look after the animals.
When the Army of the Potomac made an
eight-day march during the Chancellorsville campaign in May 1863 without wagons except for those ca rrying artillery ammunition and a few carrying forage, the
Quartermaster General commented that
this precedent had "changed the whole
character of the war." T he march had
been accomplished by having the men carry
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three days' cooked rations, five days' hard
bread, sugar, coffee, and salt; by taking
along five days' fresh beef on the hoof; and
by using pack mules for ammunition.
Food Supply

An important innovation in the regular
ration of the Civil War was the provision
that "desiccated" potatoes or mixed vegetables might be substituted for the prescribed beans, peas, rice, hominy, or fresh
potatoes. (In his Memoirs Sherman notes
that the men were notably unenthusiastic
about the innovations in food , referring to
them as "desecrated vegetables" and "consecrated milk.") Hermetically sealed c.ans
and refrigeration for preseJVing food also
were just coming into use at the time of the
Civil War, and held great promise for military supply. Canning and refrigeration had
not become general by the end of the war;
yet the use of canned and frozen foods by
the armies was not insignificant. Shipments from the depot at Louisville between
1 January and 3 1 August 1864, for example, included 110 gallons of canned cabbage, 34,860 cans of tomatoes, 26,856 cans
of peaches, 23,1 12 cans of assorted fruit,
18,192 cans of oysters, 25,440 cans of condensed milk, and 5,820 cans of jelly. Meat
packers in the Chicago area frequent1y froze
their meat for shipment to Army depots, b~t
difficulties arose when meat was shipped
south since there were no facilities for maintaining refrigeration.
Distribution to companies and to individuals, of course, depended upon the situation.
When an army was not moving, rations
were issued for four days at a time. An officer from each regiment had charge of a
special detail to receive the rations and issue
them to the companies. When the regimen-
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tal quartermaster drew his rations of fresh
meat, he had to take his tum for the preferred cuts.---one time the ration would be
a hindquarter, and next time a forequarter.
The men jealously watohed the apportionment of their individual rations, with an
especially anxious eye to see that they got
their full share of coffee and sugar. In
some units when the regimental quartermaster received a bag of coffee he carefully
divided it for the ten companies. Then the
orderly sergeant of each company had to
divide his portion among aU his men. A
favored method was to spread two rubber
blankets on the ground; on onc the coffee
would be poured in equal piles; at the same
time the sugar ration would be divided in
like fashion on the other blanket. Then
everyone would march by and pick up one
pile of each. Many men liked to mix the
eoffet: and sugar to simplify the problem of
carrying it, and to fortify themselves against
the temptation of eating all the sugar at
once.
T he fi nal step in food supply- the cook.
ing- was pretty much of a haphazard affair
throughout the war. In the beginning it
was fairl y common for regimental commissaries to issue each man his ration as the
food came from the ba rrels and boxes, make
kett1es and skillets available, and then suggest that the men form groups of six to ten
for the cooking. In each group the men
took their turns at the cooking chores. It
soon became apparent that some had greater
talents along these lilies than others, and
eventually company cooks were appointed.
Those companies fared best who found a
professional chef in their ranks. Sometimes
a company would find a Negro "contraband" with experience in a household kitchen who would act as company cook. In
any case, plenty of men were willing to try,
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for while on the cooking detail they were
excused from all other duties. Cooks drew
the company rations from the regimental
commissary, prepared the meal, and served
it in tin plates a nd cu ps to the men as they
fi led by the kitchen shack. The men then
went off to their quarters to eat.
Favorite meals were baked beans with
salt pork or beef, and vegetable stew when
the ingredients were available. On the
ma rch, when units were separated from the
wagon trains, cooking continued to be done
by small groups or individuals. The prescribed march ration included I pound of
hardtack, % pound of salt pork or 14 pound
of fresh meat, coffee, sugar, and salt. With
effort, the hardtack could be eaten quite
agreeably- if not too old- as taken from
the haversack. The men sometimes would
soak and then fry this hard cracker in pork
fat; sometimes they would crumble it in
their coffee and eat it with a spoon. It
could also be toasted on the end of a stick;
besides improving the taste, toasting had the
further advantage of driving the weevils out
of the more aged crackers. For meat, the
men always preferred salt pork to salt beef;
the latter was likely to be so impregnated
with salt that it could not be eaten until
soaked overnight in running water, or so
tough or SO spoiled that it could not be
eaten at aU. Frequently the men a te their
salt pork raw on hardtack, for this saved
time, effort, and the trouble of carrying and
washing utensils with no significant sacrifice
in the fl avor of the meat. Regular issues of
fresh beef, mainta ined by driving along
herds of caule with the marching armies,
provided a welcome change from the salt
meats, but the fresh meat was not especially
good. The flavor of beef from catt1e
marched long distances on short Corage and
then slaughtered and distributed the same
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COOKING IN CAMP

day was not particularly appealing. and inevitably the cooks were accused of keeping
the best cuts for themselves. When a company was lucky enough to draw steaks, the
company cooks handed them out raw to the
men who then broiled them on sticks.

of the war, annies in the field generally had

for cavalry, artillery, and the wagon trains
half as many horses and mules as soldiers.
Thus daily forage requirements were three
times as great, in tonnage. as subsistence
requirements.

For tonnage and bulk the item of daily
supply t hat was even more important than
food. for the men was food for the animals.
The prescribed forage ration per horse was
fourteen pounds of bay and twelve pounds
of oats, com, or barley, or a total of twentysix pounds. As organized by the third year

Ammunition Supply
During combat the highest priority had
to be given to the supply of ammunition.
The soldier armed with the standard riHe
musket usually carried into battle sixty
w
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rounds of ammunition-forty rounds in the
leather cartridge box on his belt and tw(:nty
in his pockets or knapsack. When a battery
or regiment needed to replenish its ammunition, the commander (through the ordnance sergeant) sent for a wagon to come
up from the trains. The wagon moved up
as near as cover and concealment would
allow, and men carried the ammunition forward. When possible. ammunition as well
as subsistence wagons came up at night to
distribute supplies for the next day. Higher
commanders soon learned the value of the
principle that the impetus of supply is from
the rear.

The Army of the Potomac
General McClellan set the pattern for
the organization and administration of field
annies when he took over command of the
Army of the Potomac after Bull Run. In
view of the complete lack of experience in
the country in handling and supplying large
bodies of troops, he was singularly successful
in finding able officers to staff the supply departments. In nearly every case ch iefs or
key assistants appointed by McClellan remained with the Army of the Potomac
through later campaigns, and several stayed
throughout the war. Col. Henry F. Clark
served as the Army of the Potomac's chief
commiS>ariat for more than two years.
Brig. Gen. Rufus Ingalls served as principal
assistant to the chief quartermaster, Brig.
Gen. Stewart Van Vliet, until July 1862,
when he became chief quartcrmastcr. He
held that position until he became chief
quartermaster for the group of armies operating against Richmond under General
Grant. Surgeon Jonathan Letterman, after
succeeding Charles S. TripIer, gave espedalfy valuable service as medical director.

Maj. Gen. J ohn G. Barnard was on the staff
as chief engineer until he became chief
engineer of the combined annics. The
remarkable transformation in the Army of
the Potomac in thc six months prcceding its
embarkation for the Peninsula, as well as
the reputation it earncd for well-ordered administration, was in no small measure attributable to the staff McClellan brought
together. To co-ord inate their work, McClellan created the position of chief of staff,
and always maintained personal interest in
the effective execution of administrative dctails. H many questioned McClellan's
tactics, or his tact, or his moral courage,
few questioned his contributions as the
organizer of an army.

The Peninsular Campaign
When, after months of reorganization,
training, and other preparations, McClellan
at last was ready to set out on a campaign
against the cnemy in the spring of 1862,
the expedition involvcd logistical compl exi~
ties never dreamed of by officers whose most
demanding previous experiences had been
moving and supplying c1em·cnts of Scott's
and Taylor's small armies in Mexico. Intending to move his army to the peninsula
formed by the York and James Rivers,
McClellan determined to strike at Richmond from the southcast, and thus to turn
the major streams into logistical allies rathcr
than tactical obstacles. Embarkation at
Alexandria began on 17 March 1862, and
the last troops of the expeditionary forces
landed on thc Peninsula on 6 April. In
the interim some 400 steamers and sailing
vessels transported approximately 110,000
men, more than 14,500 animals, and 44
batteries of artillery, together with the supply wagons, ambulances, ponton trains, and
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other supplies and equ ipment nceded for
such an aITlly. The only losses were nine
stranded lighters and eight drowned mules.
T he major base depots for supporting the
Army of the Potomac WCfC at Alexandria,
Baltimore. and Annapolis. The first advance base was at Fort Monroe (which was
temporarily part of the Anny of the
Potomac but reverted to the con trol of General Wool's Department of Virginia ). As
it advanced upon the Peninsula, the army
opened depots at C heeseman's Landing and
Brick House on the York River; the ma in
base was established on the Pamunkey River
at White House which was connected by
rail with an advance depot at Savage Station. The base at White H ouse was la ter
shifted to H arrison's Landi ng on the James
River.
T he difficulty in moving up supplies undoubtedly delayed the advance of the Federal Army up the Peninsula towa rd Richmond. Moot of the trouble was in t he
local distribution of supplies to a large anny
( nearly 100,000 men) on the move with
lim ited routes. Although the advance generally was by brigade with brigade trains
following each brigade when possible, often
the road net made this impractical and
trains were then massed under army control. Lack of system and organization
in the early phase of the advance made
support unsatisfactory. Congestion on t he
single road from Yorktown to Williamsburg
became so bad that it was impossible to
bring up rations until a temporary depot
could be opened at Queens Creek where it
was possible to make further use of water
transportation. As the Anny of the
Potomac moved into the vicinity of Richmond, it required more and more wagons
for its supply. Because of the nature of the
facilities and the distribution of the forces
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before the capital of the Confederacy, only
a small part of the command could be supplied from the railhead at Savage Station,
which was less than ten miles east of R ichmond, and connected by a direct rail line
with the main base at White H ouse, about
fifteen miles to the northeast. Most of the
roads were corduroyed , but so rough that
the wear and tear on wagons became a
major problem in the whole supply operation . When prolonged rains made the
roads almost impa$able, loads had to be
lightened, and this added still more to the
requirements for wagons. Nevertheless th~
Federal Anny was well supplied when it
met and drove back the fi rst major Confederate counterthrust at Seven Pines ( Fair
Oaks ), just seven miles from Richmond, at
the end of May.
During the next month of relatively light
activity on the fighting front, the supply
build-up continued. Then Stonewall J ackson's forces joined Lee's and the Confederates struck back in a series of battles known
as the Seven Days (25 Junc-l July). In
the face of these attacks McClellan carried
through one of his more remarkable achieve·
ments on the Peninsula in his change of bases
from White House to Harrison's Landing,
some thirty-five miles to the south, on the
James River. He t hus avoided the evident
Confederate threat against his line of communication; the army, however, had tocany
its own supplies during the interval, which
impeded its movements at a time when it
was fighting for its life against a vigorous
foe. By a series of delaying engagements,
the Federal forces succeeded in holding their
ground and arrived at their destination intact. In preparation for the move entire
trains of supplies were burned and tons of
ammunition were dumped into the rivers so
that supplies that could not be carried would
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not fall into the hands of the Confederates.
While the soldiers carried two to three days'
cooked rations, the wagons carried another
three days', and a herd of over 2,500 cattle
went along. In addition, the trains included
five days' forage for 40,000 animals, as well
as 350 artillery pieces, and ammunition.
With 5,000 wagons and 25,000 horses and
mules, the army carried 25,000 tons of essential supplies. Daily requirements for the
army during the Seven Days amounted to
about 600 tons of ammunition, rations, forage, a.nd medical supplies.
After sharp local engagements at Mechanicsburg (about eight miles north-northeast of Richmond) on 26 June and a setback
at Gaines's Mill on 27 June, McClellan continued his retirement to the south while Lee
waited to sec whether he (McClellan) in
fact was moving to the James, Or whether
he was going to retreat eastward down the
Peninsula whence he had come. By the
29th the direction was clear, but it was too
late for Lee to intercede effectively. The
Federals held firmly at Savage Station (29
June) to protect their crossing of the Chick~
a-hominy, and at Glendale and Frayser's
Fann (30 June ) to protectthe difficult crossing of White Oak Swamp where the engineer battalion labored long and hard to
keep the roadway passable for the long col~
umns of wagons. At Malvern Hill, near the
banks of the James, McClellan prepared
excellent defensive positions, and on I July
repulsed the Confederates with heavy losses
in the greatest battle of the Seven Days. Re~
sumption of an offensive toward Richmond
did not now seem feasible to McClellan,
mainly because of the necessity of resupply·
ing his units. He retreated another seven
miles down the James, through a downpour
of rain, to Harrison's Landing where Fed~
eral supply ships as well as gunqoats were on
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hand for support. The new base, on an ex~
cellent waterway, was almost exactly the
same distance to the southeast of Richmond
that White House was to the northeast
(about fifteen miles); but the Army of the
Potomac, too, was that far away, instead of
six to eight miles as at Mechanicsburg and
Fair Oaks. The army still had 3,100 wag~
ons, 350 ambulances, 17,000 horses (includ~
ing cavalry and artillery horses), and 8,000
mules.
As McClellan prepared for movement
against Richmond by way of Petersburg,
t hus anticipating Grant's scheme of
1864-65, he received orders to remove his
army from the Peninsula to Aquia Creek
on the Potomac. While the anny, with the
wagon trains, began on 14 August the march
toward Fort Monroe where there were bet~
ler facilities for embarkation, aft the ma~
terie! the wagons could not carry, together
with 12,000 sick, some artillery and cavalry
units, and one infantry division were em~
barking at Harrison's Landing. Under the
protection of Federal gunboats, engineers
put a bridge across the Chickahominy near
where it flowed into the James. The last
soldier marched back across the Chickahominyon 18 August, and by the 20th the army
was distributed ilmong Newport News,
Yorktown, and Fort Monroe, ready to em~
bark as rapidly as available transport per~
mitted.

The Maryland. Campaign
For the Maryland campaign in Scptcm~
ber 1862, the Anny of the Potomac first
drew its supplies directly from the base at
Alexandria by means of its own wagon
trains. After the recapture of Frederick,
Maryland, supplies went from the base at
Baltimore over the Baltimore and Ohio
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Railroad, though for a time a temporary
depot had to be maintained on the cast
bank of the Monocacy River while a bridge
was rebuilt across the stream. Following
the battle of South Mountain supplies went
over the Cumberland Valley Railroad to a
depot at Hagerstown. After the great battle of Antietam, supplies came from Alexandria, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New
York to an advance depot at Harper's
Ferry, and later to a depot at Berlin. When
the a rmy eventually recrossed the Potomac,
it again drew most of its supplies from Alex-

andria- by the Manassas Gap Railroad to
Salem. T hroughout t he campaign supplies seem to have been abundant, yet a
great deal of confusion attended the whole
logistical effort. A good part of the (onfusion could be attributed to the absorption
into the Army of the Potomac of demoralized and disorganized units which had
shared the defeat at Second Bull Run
(29- 30 August) in the Army of Virginia
under Maj. Gen. J ohn Pope. About a
week before the battle of Antietam, Quartermaster General Meigs complained to McClellan that the depot quartermaster had
received his requisitions but had no transportation to send the supplies to the front
as requested; that anyway the job was one
for the army's own supply trains; and, in
addition, the chief quartermaster of the
Army of the Potomac was supposed to tum
surplus wagons over to the depot quartermaster and he had not done so. Meigs suggested that it might be a good idea to empower the chief quartermaster to correct the
apparent confusion. Ingalls' immediate reaction was, "It is true there exists much
confusion in the trains belonging to the
Army of Virginia, but none in the Army
of the Potomac . . . . It does not appear
that the commander of the Army of Virginia
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ever knew how many wagons there were,
nor what quartermasters were on duty.'"
Still all reasonable requirements were met.
When McClellan telegraphed for emergency shipments of ammunition to be delivered the day after the battle, a convoy of
414 wagons loaded with ammunition went
toward Frederick by road, while two special
trains went to Frederick and Hagerstown.
In subsequent weeks McClellan's command seemed to grow progressively worse
in supply discipline; furthermore the commander ind icated all kinds of exaggerated
requirements for supplies- unifOlms, shoes,
hospital tents, small arms, horses. Much
was wasted, and much was left behind when
the army moved. It never really appeared
to be in serious want of anything. As Ingalls observed, "An army will never move if
it waits until all the different commanders
report that they are ready and want no more
supplies." S
For the ill-fated Fredericksburg campaign
which Maj. Gen. Ambrose E. Burnside undertook shortly after succeeding McClellan
in command of the Army of the Potomac,
advance depots at Aquia and Belle Plain
forwarded supplies by the short Aquia and
Fredericksburg Railroad to Falmouth and
other temporary depots along the line.
Hooker'$ Reorganization

General Burnside served as commander
of the Army of the Potomac for only two
months. In J anuary 1863 Maj. Gen.
Joseph Hooker was called upon to reorganize the Army of the Potomac after its disastrous defeat at Fredericksburg in Decem• LtT, I ngalls to Williams, 10 September 1862,
Official Records, seT. i, XIX, pt. 2, 235.
• Quoted in Williams, Lincoln Finds a General,
H ,467.
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ber 1862 while under Burnside's command.
Though known as "Fighting Joe," General
Hooker probably pt:rformed his greatest
service for the Army of the Potomac in the
early months of his comm and by introducing much-needed administrative reforms.
Upon taking command he found that
commissary officers had taken to enriching
themselves by selling fres h and desiccated
vegetables for private profit while they continued to issue only salt pork, hardtack, a nd
coffee to tht troops. and he proceeded to
remedy that situation immediately. One
of his first orders required that flour or soft
bread be issued to the troops at least four
times a week, fresh potatoes or onions twice
a week, and desiccated mixed vegetables Of
potatoes once: a week. The order further
required any commissary who did not issue
provisions according to t he schedule to get
from the officer in charge of the depot from
which he drew his supplies a certificate
stating that the foods were not on hand.
He also ordered all regimental commanders
to see that regular company cooks prepared
t he food while the army was in camp.
Another reform he insisted upon was that
ordnance requisitions be submitted correctly and that ammunition reserves be kept
at designated levels. Regimental commanders were required to sign requisi tions
and forward them in duplicate to the acting
division ordance officer, who made a consolidated requisition that had to be si!:,'lled
by the division commander (by the corps
commander in the case of cavalry) and
presented to the chief ordnance officer at
army headquarters. Copies of the original
requisitions were enclosed with the consolidated form and forwarded to Washington.
Artillery ammunition requisitions echeloned
fron: battery commander to corps chief of
artillery, to the army chid of artillery, to the
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chief ordnance officer. If forms were not
properly filled out, or were changed in any
way. they were returned. On the 15th of
each month division ordnance officers were
required to submit an ammunition status
report through their division and corps commanders to the chief ordnance officer.
General Hooker also insisted on improvement of camp sanitation and renovation of
the hospitals. By continuous personal inspections he assured himself that his instructions were being carried out. Like
McClellan, he did not measure up to the
requirements of a great field commander,
but by his attention to the welfare of his
men and h is insistence on systematic supply
procedures he recreated the Army of the
Potomac into a fighting force capable of
great victories.

Through the Wilderness
Mostly inactive since Gettysburg (1-3
July 1863 ), the Army of the Potomac from
December 1863 until May 1864 occupied
its old positions in Virginia along the
Rapidan River in the vicinity of Culpeper,
with depots at Brandy Station and other
points along the Orange and Alexandria
Railroad. On 4 May when Grant
launched h is great campaign across the
Rapidan through t he Wilderness, the depots were broken up and an surplus supplies sent back to Alexandria. Once more
the Aquia Creek Railroad had to be repaired and the bridge over Potomac Creek
rebuilt (this time in forty hours) i depots
again were established at Aquia, Belle Plain,
and Fredericksburg. On 2 1 May these depots were closed out and a new depot was
opened at Port Royal. Ten days later an
advance depot was established at White
House on the Pamunkey, where an advance
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depot had supported the Army of the
Potomac in the Peninsular campaign twO
years previously. The advantage of maintaining depots within reach of the waterways was a major factor in Grant's decision
to cross the Rapidan below rather than
above Lee's army.
Grant's forces crossing the Rapidan included the Army of the Potomac under
Meade and the Ninth Corps under Burnside (which operated as a separate command until incorporated into the Army of
the Potomac on 25 May), and numbered
all together about 125,000 men. The
troops were ordered to carry fifty rounds of
ammunition and three days' rations, while
three days' beef on the hoof (8,000 to 10,000 cattle) accompanied the army, and the
supply trains carried ten days' subsistence
and forage. The number of horses and
mules for cavalry, artillery, officers' mounts,
and trains totaled more than 56,000. It
took 20,000 mcn to handle the 4,300 wagons
and 835 ambulances making up the trains.
Trains of such magnitude undoubtedly embarrassed Grant's movements, but he saw
no way of avoiding that difficulty. The inevitable delays in the advance allowed the
Confederates to give battle in the dense
thickets of the Wilderness and to exact a
high price for each foot of ground given.
Supply contin ued generally good. The confusion in the wagon trains two years earlier
had been eliminated. Grant declared that
there never was a better organized corps
than thc quartermaster corps of the Army
of the Potomac in 1864,
General Ingalls had unit identification
markings painted on all the wagons-corps
insignia, division.color, and brigade number.
Other stripes or markings indicated the contents of the wagon- cavalry or infantry ammu nition, grain or hay, bread, pork, beans,
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or coffee, and so on. When a wagon was
unloaded, it went back immediately to the
depot to be reloaded with exactly the same
type of article. During the battle of the
Wilderness the wagon trains were kept up
within five miles of the front.
Problems of supply and evacuation had
never been greater than in the six weeks of
almost continuous fi ghting during which the
Army of the Potomac made its way from the
Rapidan to the James. There had been
long, hand-fought battles before, but usually
a period of rest and reorganization had followed. Grant's policy was to hammer constantly at the enemy and it left no time to
the contenders on either side for extensive
rehabilitation. Heavy fighting meant that
quantities of ammunition as well as the forage and subsistence necessary in that country for a large, slowly moving anny had to
be brought up continuously. It also meant
that casualties in unprecedented numbers
(almost 55,000) had to be evacuated. The
same wagons that carried supplies to the
front brought the wounded to the rear.
Some 7,000 seriously wounded men were
carried from the Wilderness to an evacuation hospital at Fredericksburg, and after
preliminary treatment there were sent by
rail a nd river transportation to Washington.

The Ja mes River Crossing
One of the outstanding logistical feats
of the war for the Army of the Potomac
was undertaken at this point- its transfer
from Cold Harbor in the Wilderness area
to the south bank of the J ames River for
the drive on Petersburg. Maj. James C.
Duane, chief engineer of the Anny of the
Potomac, supervised the digging of intrenchments for the a rmy's protection while
it withdrew from the active front. The task
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SUPPLY

WACONS

AND P ONTON WH A RF

of bridging the first major river barrier, the
C hickahominy. fell to the 50th New York
Engineers. Using canvas as well as wooden
pontons, the New York Engi neers put in
bridges at Long Bridge for the crossing of
the Second and Fifth Corps, at j ones's
Bridge for the Sixth and Ninth Corps, and
one at Cole's Ferry, where the river reached
a width of over 1,200 feet, for the supply
trains. The Cole's Ferry site requ ired long
corduroy approaches and piers plus all the

pontons in the regiment, and the bridge
could not be completed until the units upstream had crossed and the bridges had
been dismantled so those pontons could be
reused at Cole's Ferry.
In the meantime work proceeded on the
longcst ponton bridge of them all- the

AT C ITY POI N T

bridge across the James River. The site
chosen was at Douthart's house, a point on
a north-south neck of th e river about midway between Wilcox's Landing and Wyanoke Landing, and the bridge would hit the
opposite shore between Windmill Point and
Fort Powhatan. ( A better site in the vicinity of M alvern Hill and Bcnnuda Hundred would have given the Army of the
Potomac a route to Petersburg ten to fifteen
miles shorter, but would have put the crossing under t he observationJ and probably
the guns, of Lee's Army. ) By nightfall on
13 June a detail of 150 axmen had cut and
trimmed about 1,200 feet of timber, and
some 3,000 feet of timber had been brought
down to the creek above Fort Powhatan
ready to be rafted across to the northeast
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mid-section held in place against the current by three schooners anchored in the
channel. The long bridge held up well under the heavy traffic, and within forty-eight
hours the anny was across. Perhaps half
of the infantry crossed by steamboat ferries
operating between Wilcox's Landing and
Windmill Point where the New York Engineers had repaired the old wharf and built
a new one. Elements crossing on the bridge
included a train of wagons and artillery 35
miles long, a herd of 3,500 beef cattle, about
half of the infantry of Meade's command,
and 4,000 cavalry.

City Point
STORACE AREA lor guns and ammunition, City Point.

shore. Engineers, reinforced by details
from the Second Corps, worked late that
night and early the next morning completing the approaches on both sides of the
river, including a ISO-foot pier over a soft
marsh on the northeast bank. At 1400 on
14 June the United States Engineer Battalion began laying the bridge. Two companies worked from each end to emplace
the pontons. Built on 101 wooden pontons, the bridge was 2,200 feet long-probably the longest ponton bridge in the history
of warfare.By 2300 the bridge was complete except
for a 100-foot passageway IcCt open for
vCS$els to move through. While the trains
crossed over (beginning at 0200 on t 5
June) this passageway was filled in by a
-The longell Hoating bridge buill by the U.S.
Anny in World War II WlU across the Rhine and
was 1,260 feet Ion,. It took engineers about fiftyIWO

houn

10 COn SIrUCI .

During the months of stabilized trench
warfare around Petersburg, the depot established at City Point, at the confluence of the
ApJX>mattox and James Rivers, grew into
the greatest advance anny base of the war.
Separate wharves and storage areas were
assigned for each class of supply-subsistence, forage, clothing, camp equipment,
railway equipment, medical supplies, ammunition, and horses and mules. More
than J,800 men were employed on the
wharves and in the warehouses, repair shops,
blacksmith shops, and bakery, and the ~ail
road Construction Corps employed another
two to three thousand. During the year over
3,600 carriages and 2,400 ambulances were
repaired, and over 50,000 horses and mules
were shod. Twenty large ovens could tum
out 11,000 bread rations a day. Five corps
hospitals were brought together to fonn a
huge base, or evacuation, hospital that was
well equipped to care for 6,000 patients, and
was capable of caring for 10,000 evacuees in
an emergency. Completely in tents at first,
the hospital eventually was housed in ninety
pavillions and 324 hospital tents. Two
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steam pumps provided water, and a steam had been an outstanding feature of military
laundry could handle 6,000 pieces a week. operations since the early days of the war.
Only the open latrines detracted from the The Atlarrta campaign was based upon an
otherwise excellent arrangement of the hos- extraordinarily long railway line of compital and camp. ( Map 9)
munication, and Grant's Vicksburg camWith almost no local procurement pos- paign and Sherman's march from Atlanta
sible, practically all supplies had to be to the sea involved large-scaJe maneuvers
shipped in. At any given time an average through enemy country without any lines
of 40 steamboats a nd tugs, 75 sailing ships, of communication at all.
and 100 barges were in service (at eastern
ports, cn route, or at City Point) bringing Vicksburg
stores to the base. In the spring of 1865,
Grant's attempt against Vicksburg in De390 chartered and government-owned vessels ( 190 steamers, 60 tugs, 40 sailing ves- cember 1862 fi rst went awry when General
sd s, and 100 barges ) were in service sup- Sherman and Admiral David D. Porter
plying the ann ies before Richmond at a found the intended route by way of the
daily expense of $48,000. Sh ipments of Yazoo River and Chickasaw Bayou comforage during the winter months averaged pletely impossible. Then Confederate cav$1,000,000 a month. Several shipments alry destroyed Grant's depot and a million
daily arrived for the sutlers, who provided dollars' worth of ordnance, subsistence, and
extra fruit, vegetables, and other foods and quartermaster supplies at Holley Springs.
articles for sale to the soldiers, and the and cut the railroad between Columbus,
Sanitary Commission brought in such com- Kentucky, and Jackson, Tennessee, leaving
modities as canned tomatoes and pickles.
Grant's army to subsist for more than two
Distribution of supplies to troops in the weeks without regular issues of rations and
front lines was made by railroad and wagon.
forage. After another ill-fated attempt by
Mter completion of a military railroad ex- Shennan and Porter to overcome the
tending from City Point for twenty miles bayous in January and February 1863,
over the bed of the old City Point Railroad Grant decided that the only thing to do was
and along the line of trenches, forward units to cross the Mississippi, bypassing the Concould be supplied in all weather with little federate stronghold, and recross the river
difficulty. By the fall of 1864 eighteen sout h of Vicksburg and make another attrains a day were delivering supplies to sta- tempt from the rear. With the failure of
tions in rear of the positions and evacuating efforts to open a waterway through the
casualties to the City Point hospital.
bayous or to complete a canal across the
narrow neck of land opposite Vicksburg so
that the Confederate batteries could be
The Western Theater
avoided, Grant and Porter decided that the
Meanwhile the armies in the west had Union gunboats, together with the transbeen winning their share of successes, and ports that were needed for the supplies ( the
they. too, had been adding new dimensions flooded land on the west side was barely
to logistics. The use of inland waterways passable for troops, much less for wagons),
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as well as (or use as ferries to put the troops
back on the east shore of the river below

Vicksburg, would have to run the batteries.
When most of the civilian crews on the river
transports balked at such a hazardous un-

dertaking, Grant called for volunteers from
the troops, and enough came forward to
man 100 steamers had they been needed.
O n the night of 16 April, seven transports
convoyed by eight gunboats made the first
attempt. All except one transport got
through. Immediately Grant ordered six
more transports, each loaded with 100,000
rations, to be made ready to run the batteries by the 22d. Actually seven transports, towing twelve barges, made that attempt, and again six got through, although
six of the twelve barges were disabled.
( Map JD )
It was then possible to ferry the troops

back across the river. They landed at
Bruinsburg, sixty miles south of Vicksburg
and took the town on 3 May. An advance
depot established at Bruinsburg soon after.
ward was moved upstream to Grand Gulf.
So that steamboats bringing in add itional
supplies would not have to run the Con.
federate batteries again, Grant ordered the
commander of the military district to build
a road, as soon as the water fell sufficiently,
from above Vicksburg at Young's Point to
a landing site eight miles below Vicksburg
opposite Warrenton . To Shennan, whose
corps was bringing up the rear, Grant sent
instructions to collect 120 wagons and send
them to Grand Gulf to pick up 100,000
pounds of bacon, hard bread, coffee, sugar,
and salt. He planned for ammunition and
hard bread to be the only items that would
have to be resupplied in any amount on the
march, and for the country to provide forage
and most of the subsistence. Grant in·
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structed the commissary at Grand Gulf to
load all wagons coming for supplies prompt·
ly regardless of requisitions or reports: red
tape was not to interfere with rapid action.
While Shennan worried about the con·
gestion that would result from trying to supply an army of 50,000 men by a single road
from Grand Gulf, Grant made plans to
strike into the interior without any base at
all. Starting out with no trains, and an
average of two days' rations in haversacks,
Grant's army collected wagons as well as
food and forage in the country. Each night
wagons heavily loaded with impressed supplies rolled into camp. In the twenty days
that the army marched 200 miles, fought
five successful battles, seized the state capital
at Jackson, destroyed railroads in the vicin.
ity, and took up positions to the rear of
Vicksburg, only five days' rations were is·
sued, and no shortage of supplies was noticed. By freeing himself of a long line of
communication, Grant saved the manpower
needed to protect that line, and he could
move swiftly, which, in turn, made living
off the country more feasible. With the
Federals in position to begin the investment
of Vicksburg on 19 May, the Confederates
evacuated Haynes' Bluff, on the Yazoo, and
it became the Union supply depot; first supply trains for Haynes' Bluff reached Grant's
army with rations on 21 May. By 14 June
reinforcements swelled the ranks of the
Vicksburg besiegers to 71,000 men; by 20
June 220 guns were in position. All could
be supplied easily. The Confederates defending Vicksburg were completely cut off,
and it was only a matter of time until they
capitulated on 4 July. Many still consider
the Vicksburg campaign Grant's greatest
achievement.

i
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Chattanooga
Later that year Maj. Gen. William S.
Rosecrans found himself holding Chatta·
nooga with no effective line of communication, and the result was very nearly di~as
trollS. Rosecrans had begun the campaign
against Chattanooga, an important military
communications ccnter, with perhaps
80,000 men, 60,000 horses and mules, and
4,800 wagons and ambulances, though the
number penned up in the city after the
battle of Chickamauga (18- 20 September )
was not much over half that. With the
enemy holding the rail line upon which
Rosecrans had depended, the only way to
bring supplies in to Chattanooga was by a
difficult mountain road sixty miles to a point
from which the railroad was open to Nashville. Traffic and bad weather soon made
this route impractical, and Confederate
cavalry threatened trains that did venture
out. Only half of the nomlal supply of
ammunition was on hand-perhaps enough
for one battle. All troops were reduced to
half rations; blankets and coats had been
left behind at ChiCkamauga; 3,000
wounded soldiers lay in hospitals and cam ps
without proper medical supplies, and with
no means of evacuation ; 10,000 horses and
mules dicd for want of forage. At the end
of Septcmber the two corps transfcrred from
the Army of the Potomac with General
Hooker commanding began to a rrive.
Grant, elevated to the supreme command in
the west in mid-October, began to concentrate his forces in the area. By the end of
October Hooker's force had opened the
"Cracker Line," and small steamboats could
bring rations u p on the lower Tennessee.
In November the decisive baules of Missionary Ridge and Lookout Mountain
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established Chattanooga finnly in Union
hands.

Grant's "Mobile Plan"
After the Chattanooga campaign, Grant
revived a proposal he had offered first at
the time of the faU of ViCksburg and repeated several times since- a campaign
against Mobile, A1abama. Considering
that supply and transportation limitations
during the winter months would make impossible any effective campaign southward
from C hattanooga before spring, and that
inaction wou ld only give the enemy opportun ity to recover from his recent defeats,
Grant insisted that a telling blow could be
struck in the Deep Sou th . Now that the
Mississippi was open, and troops and supplies could be casily transported to New
Orleans and to Mobile, he estimated that
he could take Mobile by the cnd of January. If the garrison put up a stubborn
defense, he proposed to lay siege with a
large enough force to contain it, then to
launch a campaign into the interior of Alabama and possibly Georgia. He felt sure
that the result would be to secure the entire
states of Alabama and Mississippi, and
much of Georgia-or at least to force Lee
to abandon Virginia and North Carolina.
Grant persuaded Assistant Secretary of
War Dana, then accompanying him in the
field, of the soundness of his plan , and Dana
returned to Washington to urge it upon
Lincoln, Stanton, and Halleck. Dana's
reply to Grant made it appear that all had
accepted the proposal, but Halleck quickly
dispelled any real hope for carrying it out by
insisting that a series of nonessential tasks
take priority. Grant was anticipating by a
year the sort of conclusion to the war that
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he ultimately would be able to effect. Had
the Mobile Plan materialized, it would have
made good use of Northern logistical capabilities in a way that undoubtedly would
have seriously weakened the war-making
capacity of the South, and conceivably
could have shortened the war by months.

Atlanta Campaign
When at last Federal armies did set out
for the Southern heart1and under General
Sherman, they did so with the fu ll support
of the General in Chief as a part of his

grand

strategical

plan . The

principal

change in the situation between the onc year
and the next was the d evation of General
Grant to the position of over-all command.
Sherman spent March and April 1964
supervising the administrative details involved in reorganizing his forces, building
up supplies, and co-ordinating with Grant
for the opening of the campaign against
Atlanta. The three participating annies,
the Armies of the Cumberland, the T ennessee, and the O hio, were in the vicinity of
Chattanooga, where they drew their supplies by rail from the depot at Nashville,
which in turn received its supplies by rail
and by river steamer from t he base at Louis·
ville. Brig. Gen. George H. T homas, commander of the Department of the C umber·
land, had jurisdiction over the Nashville
and Chattanooga Railroad, inevitably caus-.
ing suspicion in the other two armies that
t hey were not getting their fa ir share of
the supplies until Sherman took over direct
control of the railroads.
To maintain as much mobility as possible
for the advance, Shennan ordered each man
to cany food and clothing for five days.
Each regiment was limited to one wagon
and one ambulance, and the officers of each

company could have one pack animal for
their baggage. Tents were forbidden ex·
cept for hospital purposes, though General
Thomas insisted on taking along h is head·
quarters tents as well as the big wagon he
used for a mobile office. T he combined
armies had a strength of about 100,000
men, and by 1 July they had 5, 180 wagons
and 860 ambulances, and over 60,000
horses and mules. Sherman maintained a
rear headquarters at Nashville where a cler·
ical staff , linked by telegraph to the advance
headquarters, relieved him of much paper
work. To improve mobility further, he
had a topographer appointed in each divi·
sion who collected information on the ter·
rain for use on new maps which were dupli.
cated by a photographic p rocess and dis-tributed periodically. Louisville continued
to be the primary base for the whole cam·
paign, while the advance depots at Nashville and Chattanooga expanded into sec·
ondary bases. Other advance depots at
Knoxville and Johnsonville, Tennessee, also
supported Shennan's annies, and tempOiary
depots at Allatoona and Big Shanty supplied
the immediate needs of troops in the vicinity
of those places. Later a depot was established at Atlanta. Ultimately the depot of
Chattanooga had a thirty·day supply of rations for 100,000 men, and clothing for
six months.
The supply problem was uppermost in
Shennan's mind, and he insisted upon moving reserves forward. H e tried to keep on
h and, in the wagon trains, twenty d ays' food
supply. H e was dependant upon a long,
precarious ra il connection for all of his supplies. When the water was low supplies
from Louisvi lle had to come 185 miles by rail
to Nashville, then another 150 miles from
Nashville to Chattanooga, and fi nally a~
proximately another 150 miles by single
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track from Chattanooga to At1anta.

To

provide a cushion against possible interrup-

tion of communications, Sherman calculated that he needed a railroad capacity of

130 carloads a day. After his unpopular
order closing the railroads to civilian pas-sengers and freight, he still was unable to get
deliveries of more than about ninety carloads a day, because rolling stock was just
not ava ilable for any more than that. He
met the need with a n order that all trains
arriving at Nashville from Louisville be de-

tained for use on the Chattanooga line.
When this brought a protest from the Louis-

ville and Nashville Railroad, he advised it
to make a similar forced loan on trains ar-

riving at J effersonville, Indiana. As a result, cars from all parts of the North soon
were appearing on the military railroad in
Georgia. Reconstruction of the railroad
southward from Chattanooga went forward
with the armies, and a t no time were the
trains more than five days behind General
Shennan. A civilian superintendent of
bridge construction, E. C. Smeed, performed
miracles of construction in replacing the
bridge over the Etowah River (625 feet
long, 75 feet high, built in six days by 600
men of the Construction Corps) and over the
Chattahoochee River (740 feet long and 90
feet high, built in four and one-half days).
Maj. Gen. Grenville M. Dodge penonally
directed a pioneer corps of 1,500 men in rebuilding railroads and bridges; perhaps his
most notable achievement was the building
of a bridge 1,400 feet long at Roswell, Georgia, in less than four days.
Once opened, this long supply line had
to be kept open. Strong detachments occupied fortified posts at Chattanooga, and
through Georgia at Ringgold, Dalton,
Resaca, Rome, Kingston, the Etowah
bridge, Allatoona, Kennesaw, and Mad-
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etta. Solidly built blockhouses protected
each bridge. Dut the real secret to the
success of maintaining the supply line W a3
not protection- no force could protect every
foot of the way against active enemy raidens.
Rather, the secret lay in the rapid repair
of damage to facilities. Detachments of
the Construction Corps were stationed at
critical points with trainloads of rails, tics,
and timbers, ready to move out on short
notice to repair damaged track. (A Confederate story had it that Shennan carried
along duplicate tunnels.) Once, in October 1864, after Maj. Gen. John B. Hood's
Confederate troops had tom up n ine miles
of track, 10,000 men turned out to restore
the roadbed and put in 35,000 ties, while
the regular construction crew went to work
re-Iaying rails, and finished the job within
a week. On one occasion a Northern train
got through a damaged area before the Confederate cavalry leader could get back and
report to his commander the success of his
raid.
In preparing for and supporting the Atla nta campaign, the commissary of subsistence at the primary base at Louisville expanded operations a hundredfold. During
1864, while he was purchasing, receiving,
and forwarding 300,000 rations a day, he
also was running a cracker bakery that used
400 barrels of fl our a day, and a bread bakery that used t 50 barrels of flour a day;
he furnish ed one to five thousand meals a
day for a rest camp; supplied rations for
twenty-one hospitals with about 20,000 patients; packed about 1,000 hogs a day at
three pork houses; put up 6,000 gallons of
pickles a day; and received about 1,000
head of catt1e a day. To be able to supply
all of Shennan's needs he leased new storage
facilities at Jeffersonville, and built up a
stock of 10,000,000 rations. The depot at
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Chattanooga forwarded an average of
412,000 rations a day from I May to 12
August for the 105,000 soldiers and 30,000
civilian employees traveling with Shennan's
armies. Some additional supplies were
shipped from Cincinnati and St. Louis to
Nashville. Supplies from Louisville were
sent forward both by water and railroad.
When cars were available, beef cattle went
by rail; otherwise they were driven in herds
of 500, and the commissary arranged for
feeding stations along the way to Nashville.
In his own appraisal of the campaign,
made while it still was in progress, Shennan
took greatest pride in the fact that "for onc
hundred days not a man or horse has been
without ample food, or a musket or gun
without adequate ammunition," 1 His first
and last concern was supply.

Sherman's M arch to the Sea
If the AtJanta campaign was notable for
maintenance of its long line of communica·
tion and adequate supply, the march to the
sea that followed was notable for the lack of
bases and supply lines to support it. The
march through Georgia to Savannah was,
fi rst of all, a shift of bases. On a vaster
scale, it was in this respect similar to the
shift the Anny of the Potomac accom·
plished from the Pamunkey to the James
in 1862 or to the J ames in 1864, or Grant's
march from the M ississippi to the Yazoo in
the Vicksburg campaign of 1863. In all
those cases the annies concerned were
marching toward new supply bases. In the
march to the sea Sherman saw his role
primarily as onc of joining forces with Grant
'LIr, W. T. Sherman to his wife, e. 11 August
1864, quoted in B. H. Liddell Hart, Sherman:
Soldier, R ea/ist, Amt rinll (New York: Dodd, Mead
& Co., 1930 ) , p . 294.
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to overwhelm Lee, and to do this it was
necessary to reach the seacoast for a new
supply depot. At the same time he saw
this as the best way to nullify Hood's threat
to his line of communications.
Shennan detached a part of his force un·
der Thomas to continue to watch Hood, and
to defend Tennessee; but while Hood moved
to cut the long line of communication that
Shennan had maintained with such care,
Shennan determined to tum his back on
the enemy with the major part of his com·
mand and march for the coast. Breaks in
the railway line were repaired to permit the
necessary supplies to be collected at Atlanta,
and for all the materiel no longer wanted to
be sent back to Chattanooga and Nashville.
Each soldier received a complete set of
clothing and shoes, wagons were loaded with
rations, forage, ammunition, and other sup·
plies, and tom canvas wagon covers were
replaced. Then Shennan's own men tore
up the track as far back as Allatoona and
the Etowah bridge. Between 10 and 15
November the four corps making up the
expedition set out for Savannah, 300 miles
away. The force numbered about 62,000
men, not counting civilian attendants, and
took with it about 14,700 horses (including
cavalry ) , 19,400 mules, about 2,500 wagons
each drawn by six mules, and about 600
ambulances each one drawn by two horse<>.
Eight horses were a.5Signed to each of the
sixty.fi ve artillery pieces, the caissons, and
the forges. T he wagons, with about 2,500
pounds each, carried rations for twenty days,
forage for five days, and 200 rounds of am·
munition for each man and each artillery
piece. Each soldier carried with him forty
rounds of ammunition and three days' ra·
lions. About 3,400 beef cattle accompanied
the anny. Baggage was held to a minimum.
Tents still were prohibited; each man car·
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ried little more than a single blanket for
himself. A coffee pot and a stewing pan
sufficed for each group of messmates. The
four corps marched by four parallel routes
when possible. On an ordinary day, each
corps was supposed to start at 0700 and
march fifteen miles before making camp for
the night. There was no anny supply train,
but each corps commander controlled his
own trains.
For resupply of subsistence and forage,
Sherman turned frankly and systematically
to foraging on the country. The country
was too sparsely settled and the distances
were too great to allow orderly requisitioning through local magistrates. Shennan
authorized brigade commanders to detail
foragi ng parties of about fifty men. After
being oriented on the day's route of march
and the next intended stopping place, the
parties would strike out before daylight.
Going five or six miles to the flank of the
column, they would visit every farm and
plantation within range. They gathered all
the bacon, corn meal, turkeys, chickens,
ducks, geese, hogs, grain, and other food
for men and animals that they could carry
in the light wagons or carriages they picked
up, then returned to the main road where,
if early enough, they awaited the arrival of
the empty wagons in the trains and turned
over their supplies to the brigade commis·
saries. Captured cattle and sheep were
driven along until needed. Enough horses,
mules, and beef cattle were commandeered
for the army to have more of all these ani·
mals when it reached Savannah than it had
when it left Atlanta.
While reports of disaster to the Yankees
appeared in the Confederate press, the War
Department proceeded confidently with
preparations to resupply Sherman's anny
when it reached the coast. On the chance
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that Lee might abandon his position in Vir·
ginia and turn agail).st Sherman, the Q uartermaster General sent a few supply ships
to Pensacola, in case it should beeome neees·
sary for Sherman to tum south before
reaching his goal, but the main supply fl eet
waited at Port Royal, South Carolina. As
soon as Fort McAllister (near Savannah)
had fa llen, wrecking crews arrived to begin
clearing the channels of obstacles, and light
steamers relayed from the transports to landings up the Ogeechee and Savanna h R ivers
all the clothing, shoes, shelter tents, fo rage,
rations, wagons a nd wagon parts, harness,
tools, hospital supplies, and other items that
imaginative supply officers had anticipated
an a rmy so long out of contact with a base
would need.
As far as Sherman was concerned, he had
demonstrated that annies were not tied
down to bases. But three important factors
made possible his living off the country in
this instance. First, his army was continuously on the move. No army could have
remained stationary in that country for any
period of time and found enough subsistence
and forage in the immed iate vicinity to sus·
lain it. Second, Sherman's march was feasible because the Georgia fields were no
longer devoted almost exclusively to cotton,
as they had been previously. T hird, there
was almost no fighting, and thus no drain
on the ammunition supply; ammunition was
a critical item which could not be found
growing on trees.

Through the Caroli'las
Shennan's march northward through the
Carolinas, begun on I February 1865, was
conducted in much the same way as the
march through Georgia, but it was longer,
more d ifficult, more violent, and even more
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rapid. Heavy rains and cold weather add·
cd hardships to the march, but the force of
over 60,000 men , with tra ins about the same
size as before, marched 425 miles to Goldsboro, North Carolina, in fifty d ays. Again
it marched without a base and without lines
of :ommunication, living off the country
and dcstroyingencmy resources and installations as it went. Two divisions of the Construction Corps that had been transferred
by railroad from Nashville to Baltimore, and
thence by ocean steamer to Savannah, reembarked when it developed that Sherman
was going to continue wrecking ra ilroads instead of repairing them, and went to Wilmington and Morehead C ity to work with
the addition al forces under Maj . Gen. J ohn
M. Schofield and Maj. Gen. Alfred H. Terry. From those two North Carolina coastal
cities they restored the railway lines to
Goldsboro, and ultimately northward to
Wilson and northwestward beyond Raleigh.
When the right wing of Sherm an's force
arrived at Goldsboro on 22 March, it found
Schofield's Twenty-third Corps (which had
been transferred from the Tennessee in J anuary) in occupation, and commun ications
with the seacoast open. Trains with three
days' rations were waiting. The Twentythird Corps and Terry's Tenth Corps were
then reconstituted the Army of the Ohio
and joined to Sherman's command, the
other elements of which were reorganized
as the Army of the Tennessee and the Army
of Georgia.
All together the Construction Corps reopened nearly 300 miles of railroads in
North Ca rolina, and built a wharf covering
54,000 square feet at the ocean terminus of
the Atlantic and North Carolina Railroad
near Morehead City. A number of canal
boats and barges went up the Neuse R iver
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to New Berne to relieve some of the pressure on the railroads. While the armies
prepared and then moved out for the fi nal
showdown with General J oseph E. Johnston's Confederate forces, depots were established at Sister's Ferry, Fayetteville, and
Raleigh, as well as at Morehead City, New
Berne, and Goldsboro. Vessels supplying
the armies during this period included 73
steamers, 8 tugs, 15 sailing vessels, and 2
pilot boats, as well as a number of barges.
Subsistence supplies sent from Boston, New
York, Alexandria, Fort M onroe, and Norfolk to Savannah, K ing's Bridge, Hilton
H ead, and Morehead City for Sherman's
forces during the period from December
1864 to May 1865 included 9,852,000
pounds of meats, 22,848,000 pounds of
breadstuffs, 1, 173,000 pounds of vegetables,
1,652,000 pounds of coffee, 2,734,000
pounds of sugar, and proportionate amounts
of other elements of the ration.
W ilson's Cavalry R aid

Meanwhile Maj. Gen. J ames H . Wilson
had set out on one of the greatest cavalry
raids of the war to ad minister the coup de
grace to AJabama. With an independent
cavalry corps of 10,000 horsemen, 3,000 infantry, and 20 horse-drawn artillery pieces,
Wilson crossed the Tennessee River from
Gravelly Springs on 22 March 1865 to
strike rapidly and heavily against remaining railroads, fac tories, miils, and stockpiles
in the area between the Alabama and the
Chattahoochie R ivers which might yet serve
a desperate Confederate stand. Each man
carried five days' rations in his haversack;
each horseman also carried two days' forage
in his saddlebags. Fift y special wagons ca r~
ried ponton bridge equipment, and another
150 wagons brought up amm unition and
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other supplies. While resting and preparing at Gravelly Springs, Wilson had been
hard put to find forage for all of his horses,
but once he was moving rapidly, that prolr
lern became simpler. After routing the
Confederate force commanded by Lt. Gen.
Nathan B. Forrest at Ebenezer Church,
Wilson took Selma; then, destroying resources on the way, he entered Montgomery, and moved on across AJabama to cross

•
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the Chattahoochee and a ttack Columbus,
Georgia- the only signifi cant arsenal and
supply base remaining in the area- and
West Point, Georgia. Wilson's corps was
in Macon, in central Georgia, when hostilities cnded. Aiming d irectly at the remaining lo'gistical capabilities of Georgia and
Alabama, Wilson played a significant part
in numbering the last days of the Confederacy.

CHAPTER XVI

Evacuation and Hospitalization
One aspect of logistical support for the
armies in the field deserves special mention- the evacuation and hospitalization of
the sick and wounded. T he general system
of collecting and transporting wounded
soldiers from the battlefield to field hospitals
and general hospitals that was developed
during the Civil War became the standard
in the Army for the next century.
Army medical service fell far short of providing needed support in the early battles,
but after reorganization and infusion of new
policies, a medical service subsequently
evolved that won the commendation of the
world:
After the organization ... was perfected,
the medical service in the field was based upon
an independent hospital and ambulance establishment for each division of three brigades.
The personllel of the division hospita l consisted of a Surgeon in charge, with an Assistant
Surgeon as executive officer and a second Assistant Surgeon as recorder, an operating
staff of three Surgeons aided by th ree Assistant Surgeons, and the requisite number of
nurses and attendants.
The division ambulance train was commanded by a First Lieutenant of the line,
assisted by a Second Lieutenant for each brigade. The enlisted men detailed for ambulance duty were a sergeant for each regiment,
three privates for each ambulance, and one
private for each wagon. The ambulance train
consisted of from one to three ambulances for
each regiment, squadron or battery, a medicine wagon for each bri~de, and two or more
supply wagons. The hospital and ambulance
train were under the control of the Surgeon-

in-Chief of the Division. The division hospitals were usually located just out of the range
of artillery fire. Sometimes three or more
division hospitals were consolidated under the
orders of a Corps Medical Director who was
assisted by his Medical Inspector, Quartermaster, Commissary, and chief ambulance
officer.
The medical officers not employed at field
hospitals accompanied their regiments and
established temporary depots as ncar as prac_
ticable to the line of battle.
As soon as possible after every engagement
the wounded were transferred from the division or corps hospitals to the base or general
hospitals, which at one time numbered 205;
these were under the charge and command of
the Regular or Volunteer Staff, assisted by
Acting Assistant Surgeons, Medical Cadets,
and officers of the 2nd Battalion of the Veteran Reserve Corps.'
Evacuation

Widespread suffering of neglected sick
and wounded was common during the
months of war that preceded the introduction of well-ordered ambulance and field
hospital systems. Many men wounded at
the first baltic of Bull Run had to walk
twenty miles back to Washington before
they could find medical treatment. At
Ball's Bluff and Belmont many wounded
I Medical a"d Su,gical H isIO')! Of the Wllr of ,h,
Rebellion (1861-65): P,epared i" oceo,dllllte with
Acfs of Co"grelS u"der Di,u,io" of Su,geo" Ge,,A.,my (W:uhington, 1875- 1886) ,
e'lil Ba."t1,
II , pt. 3, 902.

u.s.
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were left to die on the field because there
were no faci lities to evacuate them. T ror·
teen thousand Union casualties at Shiloh
completely swamped the undermanned
medical staffs and meager hospital facilities
of the Army of the Tennessee and the Army
of the O hio, and shortages of med ical sup·
plies and of transportation for evacuation
revealed with new emphasis the shortcomings of a Med ical Department which, in
view of the unexpectedly high casualty rate,
would have been inadequate in any case.
More supplies and transportation were available for the Army of the POlornac on the
Peninsula, but the lack of a systematic evacuation system allowed a re-enactment of unattended suffering at Seven Pines and Fair
Oaks and during the Seven Days Battle.
T his had other unfortunate conseq uences:
when no one else was there to help, soldiers
quickly fell out of line to help wounded comrades to the rear, and as a result, whole companies tended to melt away after suffering a
few casualties. F urther lack of co-ordination was in evidence at Second Bull Run,
when even the available transportation could
not be put to good use because irresponsible
ambulance drivers refused to help put the
wou nded in their ambulances or to give
other assistance, and even turned to plundering the commissary and hospital supplies.

The Letterman System
The autumn of 1862 brought a change
of fortune in fi eld medical service. With
Su rgeon General Hammond's reforms taking effect at the top, Jonathan Letterman,
who became medical director of the Army
of the Potomac in J uly .1 862, provided the
counterpart in the field. The ambulance
system, field hospital system, and medical
supply system that Letterman introduced
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ultimately became standard throughout the
armies of the United States.
Initial removal of the wounded from the
battlefield usually was by hand litters.
Over 50,000 hand stretchers of various
types were purchased and issued during the
war. Probably the most common of these
was the Halstead, made of unbleached canvas on ash poles, with legs, iron braces, and
shoulder straps, and slightly lighter and
more compact than the Satterlee which it
superseded. Field expedients included h urdles, gates, window shutters, and ladders,
covered with hay or brush. Sometimes
horse or mule litters, cacolets--chairlike affairs swung on either side of a mule's backwere used for longer hauls through country where wheeled vehicles could not readily go.
T he greatest weakness in the evacuation
chain at first was in the removal of casualties from regimental fi rst aid stations or
collecting points to hospital facilities in the
rear. Surgeons had to depend on the
Quartermaster's Department for ambulance transportation, and upon details of
men from nonmedical units for assistance.
T hese arrangements were most difficult to
make in units heavily engaged , and thus
most in need of evacuation assistance.
Almost from the beginning of the war
various private citizens urged the establishment of a separate ambulance corps under
the control of the Medical Department. In
April 1862 Surgeon Charles S. T ripier, then
medical director of the Army of the Potomac, urged that an experienced quartermaster and an assistant commissary of subsistence be attached to the staff of the chief
medical officer of a field army so that he
would not have to negotiate with the Q uartermaster's and Commissary Departments
through third parties for the supplies and
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transportation he needed. When Letterman succeeded Tripier as medical director
of the Army of the Potomac, he quickly saw
the necessity of an ambulance service, independent of Quartermaster control and
having its own officers, which would feee
surgeons, busy with other duties when ambulances were most needed, of immed iate
responsibility. Surgeon General Hammond
shared Letterman's views, but his efforts to
gel general approval for a separate ambulance corps under control of the Medical
Department aroused the opposition of the
Quartermaster General and got nowhere
with General in Chief Halleck and the Secretary of War. Quartermaster General
Meigs protested that it would be as reasonable to make the ordnance, infantry, artillery, and all the other branches of the Army
independent of the Quartermaster's Department, and let eaeh obtain its own vehicles,
animals, and forage. H e ridiculed the idea
that physicians and surgeons would be more
competent to purchase a nd contract for the
transportation needed to move the sick and
wounded than would Quartennaster offi·
cers trained and experienced in p rocuring
all kinds of transportation. But the fact
remained that evacuation was less than
satisfactory.
If H ammond found little support for his
proposals in the War Department, at least
he could give his own blessing to Letterman's efforts, and with the added support
of General McClellan, the med ical director
of the Anny of the Potomac proceeded to
set up a new ambulance system in that
a nny. The system somewhat resembled the
"Flying Ambulance Legion" attached to
Napoleon 's Imperial Guard. Letterman 's
plan was to appoint certain officers to have
direct charge of a mbulances, together with
the horses, harness, and other equipment
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needed to operate them, and to put them
on call by medical officers as required. Under a special order issued on 2 August 1862
the ambulance corps was organized on the
basis of an allowance of one 4-horse and two
2-horse ambulances, a nd one transport cart
for each regiment, with three soldiers assigned as drivers and attendants for each
ambulance, and one soldier as d river for
each transport cart. T he regimental ambulance corps was under the command of
a sergeant; all of these detachments for a
brigade were under a second lieutenant. A
captain was commandant of the ambulance
corps for each army corps. H e received his
instructions for the distribution of ambulances and the points to which casualties
were to be transported from the medical director of the anny corps. He was required
to make a personal inspection each week,
and to forward a report through the anny
corps medical d irector to the medical di·
rector of the anny on whether any ambulances had been used for any other purpose
than the tran·sportation of the sick and
wounded or of medical supplies. In camp
the ambulance trains ordinarily were
parked with the brigades, and when needed
to evacuate sick or wounded men, regimental medical offi cers requisitioned them from
the commander of the brigade ambulance
corps. On the march the ambulance train
of each division moved ahead of the wagon
trains. Later ambulances in camp also
were parked by division. It was specifically
ordered that no persons except members of
the ambulan ce corps would be permitted to
evacuate any casualty from the battlefield.
The advantages of Letterman's system
became apparent even before there had heen
time to organize it completely, and the idea
spread rapidly. In spite of the very heavy
casualties, evacuation for the right wing of
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EVACUATINQ CASUALTIES BY AMBULANCE

the army (where the system had been orga·
nized) at Antietam was rapid and efficient
in comparison with previous efforts. T he
system first was in full operation at the battle of Fredericksburg ( 13 December 1862).
and the improvement in battlefield eva'.uation was remarkable. Mter an ambulance
corps was started in Sherman's army corps,
medical inspector Edward P. Valium persuaded General Grant to establish the system throughout the Army of the Tennessee
in March 1863. Meanwhile agitation had
grown in the U.S. Sanitary Commission and
other civilian circles for a statutory ambulance corps for the entire United States
Army. Dr. Henry 1. Browditch, whose
wounded son had died through neglect on
the battlefield, took it upon himself to lead
the movement for ambulance service reform. Rebuffed by the opposition or indif-

ference of General in Chief Halleck, he
turned to Congress. A bill providing for
an ambulance corps passed the House of
Representatives in February 1863, but died
in Senate committee. A year later a bill
incorporating the Letterman system for all
armies passed both houses, and received
Presidential approval on 11 March 1864.
Ambulances
The Civil War was the first conflict in
which armies of the United States used specially designed ambulance wagons for the
evacuation of the wounded. A board of
medical officers in 1859 had approved two
types of tw"o-wheeled ambulances (one designed by Surgeon Clement A. Finley and
the other by Assistant Surgeon Richard H .
Coolidge), and a heavy four-wheeled ambu-
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lance wagon designed by Su rgeon Tripier.
Medical officers recommended use of the
two-wheeled ambulance for transporting
dangerous1y sick or wounded men, but experience soon proved these vehicles to be
impractical- they jolted so badly that
wounded men begged to be let out of them.
T he Tripier four-wheeled ambulance,
t hough heavy and cumbersome, quickly
supplanted the two-wheeled models. Then
a lighter four-wheeled model designed by
General Rosecrans a nd known as the W heeling came into fairly general use. Many
other designs were offered and of these probably the most serviceable one, used in the
last years of the war, was a heavier wagon
designed by Brig. Gen. Daniel H. Rucker
in which were installed hinged cots that
could be folded into seats along the sides
of the van.

Evacuation to Base and
General Hospitals
For evacuation beyond the field hospitals
to base and general hospitals, medical officers depended upon both water and rail
tra nsportation. The assumption that the
recovery of sick men would be hastened if
they were removed to climates to which
they were better accustomed made it especial1) desirable to develop long lines of
evacuation.
Evacuation by steamboat in the western
theater where the great rivers served t he
combat areas should have been a simple
matter. But no hospital transport service
had been organized in advance, and division of authority between the Medical Department and the Quartermaster's Depart.ment again imposed serious administrative
obstacles. T he first steamboat used for
large-scale evacuation on the western rivers
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was the City 0/ Memphis, ordered by Grant
from Cairo to Fort Henry in February 1862.
(Agents of the U.S. Sanitary Commission
arrived with a boat from Cincinnati to assist.) After being used for ten days as a
receiving boat to transfer sick and wounded
from Fort Henry to other boats, the City 0/
Memphis left Fort Henry on 18 February
wit h 475 casualties for Paducah, Kentucky.
During the next five months the Memphis
carried some 7,000 casualties to hospitals
at Memphis, St. Louis, and Keokuk, Iowa,
on the Mississippi; at Mound City, Illinois,
Evansville, Indiana, Louisville, and Cincinnati on the Ohio; and at Savannah, Tennessee, on t he Tennessee. Then, after
several months out of action , the Memphis
returned to service during the Vicksburg
campaign. O ne of the most noted of the
hospital steamers in the West was the D. A.
January, a 450-ton side-wheeler that carried more than 23,000 patients in the period
from April 1862 to August 1865.
T he transfer of operations to the Virginia
Peninsula in the spring of 1862 presented
furthe r opportunities fo r evacu ation by
water routes in the eastern theater. Again
the Medical Department was not prepared,
and t he attempt by the Quartermaster's Depa rtment to use the same vessels for al1 purposes complicated the evacuation system.
Many vessels were used temporarily for
evacuating the sick and wounded, but few
were fitted as regular hospital transports.
T he .first vessel assigned (April 1862) to
evacuating casualties from the Peninsula appears to have been the DanieL Webster. The
initiative in developing this service had come
largely from the U.S. Sanitary Commission ,
and it fe ll to the commission to fi nd the
necessary bedding, medicines, and surgical
applia nces to outfit the vessel, and to look
after the patients on the voyage from the
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York River to New York. A short time
later the Sanitary Commission outfitted the
Ocean Queen, a large vessel capable of
ca rrying 1,000 patients, but after a single
voyage to New York with 900 patients this
ship was withdrawn from the hospital service and scnt with troops to the Gu lf of Mexico. The want of organization, control, and
co-ordination left much to be desired in t he
evacuation from the Peninsula. Intended
to serve as an auxiliary, the Sanitary Commission fo und itself burdened with almost
the whole task, It had to rely on the cooperation of medical officers, which was not
always forthcomi ng, on the Q uartermaster's
Department for boats th at were not always
available, on civilian volu nteer su rgeons and
nurses who were not always dcpendabfe, and
upon crews who were not under military
discipline.
Not only in Virginia but in other areas as
well, it frequently occurred th at vessels as·
signed for the evacuation of casualties would
be claimed by the Quartermaster's Department for some other use after only a few
trips. Protests of med ical officers finall y
brought about a change in this situation.
When in November 1863 t he commanding
general of the Department of the South
ordered the return of a hospital steamer to
the Quartermaster's Department, the Surgeon General obtained an order from t he
Secretary of War to restore t he vessel to hospital service. A further incident involving
the same steamer at last caused the War
Department to issue a ge neral order in February 1865 to the effect that hospital tra,*,
ports would be exclusively under the control
of the M edical Department and would not
be diverted by orders of local or department
commanders or of offi cers of other staff departments.
The use of railways (or the evacuation of
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casualties began very early in the war when
a train of ordinary boxcars, loaded with
badly wou nded survivors of the battle of
Wilson's Creek, pulled out of Rolla, Missouri, for S1. Lou is in August 1861. Returning supply trains were uscd for the evacuation of casualties throughout the war, but
these cars were not satisfactory for the long
d istances to the general hospitals. Once
more the U.S. San itary Commission was instrumental in bringing about improvement.
Dr. Elisha H arri'i of the commission designed a special hospital car and urged that
special trai ns be operated under systematic
procedures. Quartennaster General Meigs
approved the plan and put some government-owned railway cars at the disposal
of Harris. Eastern railway companies cooperated by furnishing additional equipment, and the Sanitary Commission purchased its own locomotive so that the hospital train would not be delayed by other calls
for the locomotive on which it must depend.
In the fall of 1862 daily hospital train service began between Washington and New
York, and continued until the end of the
war.
When the experiment had proved successfu l, the San itary Commission turned over
to the Medical Department the managemcnt of hospital cars and trains, and, with
the benefit of the earlier experience, the
government fitted out improved hospital
cars. A typical hospital train serving the
Army of the Cumberland, for instance, was
made up of tcn cars as follows: one boxcar
fitted as baggage and commissary car; one
kitchen car divided into three compartments, dini ng room, storeroom, and kitchen
proper; one ordinary passenger car for men
not confi ned to thei r beds; five cars with
beds--fi rst-c1ass passenger cars transfonned
into hospital wards; a surgeon's car, con-
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verted from an ordinary passenger car by
removing seats and adding partitions and
fixtures, and a conductor's car for the train
crew. In the Armyo! the Potomac the c;ompletc hospital train included ten cars for the
sick and wounded, onc for the kitchen and
dispensary, and one for the surgeon in
charge. The surgeon in charge was the
commander of a hospital train, and the civilian train crew employed by the Quartermaster's Department operated under his orders. On a hospital steamboat the chief
medical officer had to act as an assistant
quartermaster and commissary of subsistence, but the surgeon in charge of a hospital train drew his rations as he WQu id at
a general hospita1. His staff ordinarily included one medical assistant and one hospital steward with enlisted men detailed as
cooks, nurses, and hospital attend ants. AJI
together hospital trains carried about 225,000 patients during the war.

As ultimately worked out, then, battlefield evacuation was organ ized by army
corps. It will be recalled that officers and
men were detailed from each corps for service in its own ambulance corps. In the
evacuation of casualties Jitter bearers
brought the wounded to temporary hospitals or collecting stations in the rear of
which ambulances were stationed . Surgeons not needed in the field hospitals organized these collecting stations and there gave
what first aid they cou ld before the patients
were loaded onto the ambulance wagons.
The ambulances carried the patients about
three miles to the rear to the field hoopitaJ.
The field hospital of each corps was made
up of sections corresponding to the divisions
in the corps and under the charge of the
division medical officers. Further evacuation was done by ambulance wagon, hospi-
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tal train, freight train, or boat to the base
hospital located at the anny main supply
base, and fin ally by railway or steamboat
to the general hospitals in various parts of
the country.

Hospitalization
Field Hospitals
H ospitals set up for the support of the
early operations in northern Virginia included the regimental tent hospitals and
general hospitals in Alexandria and Washington and those improvised in old hotels
and other buildings. Field hospitals gradually evolved toward larger units. While
medical director of the Army of the Potomac, Tripier at first resisted efforts to establish brigade hospitals as having no authority
in Army Regulations. Finally he pennitted
some brigade hospitals during the Peninsula
campaign, but he was careful to conduct
them as aggregations of regimental hospitals. Generally they were assigned temporary quarters in available buildings. The
first tent field hospital of any size seems to
have been one organized during the battle of
Shiloh (6 April 1862 ) by medical inspector
Bernard J. D . IlWin of the 4th Division,
Anny of the Ohio. Using tents from the
recaptured camp of a division of troops who
had been made prisoners the preceding day,
IlWin set up accommodations for 300 patients. Large field hospitals supported the
western armies a t the siege of Corinth, Mig..
sissippi, and in later campaigns. In the fa ll
of t 862 Lettennan made the division hospital the rule in the Anny of the Potomac.
abolishing regimental hospitals (though
they lingered until 1864). Letterman's
field hospital system had certain defectsit was an ad hoc arrangement put into effect only for an engagement, personnel and
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equipment still came largely from the brigades, and the hospitals and ambulance:
corps were weakened by caUs for personnel
and equipment for service in the rear areas.
Surgcoll T homas A. McParlin, who succeeded Lcttennan as medical director of
the Army of the Potomac, subsequently was
able to overcome most of these deficiencies.
By 1863 the usual procedure was to cluster
division hospitals together to form corps
hospitals.
The regulation hospital tent was a wall
tent 14 fcet long, 14 feet 6 inches in
bFcadth, and 11 feet high in the middle with
walls 4 fect 6 inches high. A fl y covered
each tent. O ne tent would accommodate
eight patients, and, jf desired, two or more
tents could be joined together to form a
single larger ward. In addition to three
hospital tents each regiment received one
tepcclike Sibley tent and one wedge tent,
but these were not often used for hospital
purposes. Wood-burning stoves frequently
were used to heat hospital ten ts, but a favorite method of heating was the so-called
California plan by which a fire pit was dug
outside the door and connected by a trench
passing through the tent to a chimney in
the rear. Covered with sheet-iron plates,
this trench allowed the heat to pass through
the whole length of the tent and kept it comfortably wann even in the coldest weather.
Base and General Hospitals

There was no well-defined evacuation
policy, and the criteria for evacuating men
beyond the field hospitals to base or general
hospitals were the subject of long argument
among the medical officers concerned.
Sometimes surgeons at base hospitals refused
to accept patients sent to them, and returned
them to their camps. In the West the repu-
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talion that base hospitals acquired as being
charnel houses did not result simply from
unsanitary conditions in those hospitals, but
from the fact that surgeons at field hospitals
adopted the policy of sending only the dying
to the rear. Tripier thought the sick did
much better in regimental than in general
hospitals; he regarded the latter as nuisances
"to be tolerated only because there are occasions when they are absolutdy necessary- as, for instance, when the army is
put in motion and cannot transport its
sick." t
During Sherman's Atlanta campaign the
sick and wounded were evacuated from
large " hospital depots" at Atlanta, Marietta,
Kingston, and Rome, Georgia, to general
hospitals at Chattanooga, Nashville, and
Louisville. Three connecting hospital trains
covered the 470 miles between Atlanta and
Louisville on regular schedules. Some patients went directly to Louisville. Usually,
however, patients remained at Nashville or
Chattanooga until they had partially recovered, and were then moved to Louisville to
make space for other casualties being
brought from the depots below. The Army
of the Cumberland had a large "traveling
general hospital" which was in effect an
evacuation hospital. It had 100 large tents
with facilities for 1,000 patients. As the
army advanced through northern Ceorgia
the hospital displaced forward to sllcces;ive
locations at Ringold, Resaca, Big Shanty,
Marietta, Vining's Station, and Atlanta. It
received 58,500 casualties, including 15,500
wounded, of which 31,300 returned to their
units, 26,000 were evacuated to general hospitals farther north, and 1,200 died.
• Quoted in Louil C . Duncan, "Evolution of the
Ambulance Corpl and Field Hospital," Milita,y
Surgeon, XXXII (March, 191 3), 225.
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ARMY HOSprrAL NEAR

The largest hospital in the Anny at the
outbreak of the Civil War was the 40-bed
post hosp ital at Fort Leavenworth . T here
When it became
obvious that this war would entail largescale combat operations, it also became ohvious that crises lay ahead in providing hospital accom modations. Nevertheless. the
Quartermaster's Department hesitated to

were no general hospi tals.

embark upon a construction program to
meet the need unt il the clamor raised by the
U.S. Sa nitary Commission became too loud

to be ignored. Hospitals improvised in hotels, schools, and other bui ldings of the cities
did not have the sanitary fac ilities requirci:l.,
their const ruction was not suitable for hospital activities, and they could not meet the demands for ventilation in an era when fresh
air was a passion. Sanitary Commission
agents urged that pavilion-type hospitals of
the kind developed by the British in the
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Crimea be bu ilt. In these hospitals each
ward was in a separate building or pavilion
sometimes joined together by a corridor or
covered walk. At the suggestion of Assistant Surgeon Hammond, made long before
he became Surgeon General, Assistant Surgeon Leltennan, then medical director of
the Department of West V irginia, ordered
the construction of the first pavilion-type
hospital for the U.S. Anny at Parkersbu rg early in I 862- a wooden shed fea turing ridge venti lation. A modest hosp ital
construction program undertaken in 1862
could only begin to meet the demands for
space. The movement of the Anny of the
Potomac to the Peni nsula fi lled the hospitals
of Washington with sick men who had to be
left behind, but it also made available a
number of barracks which were put to use as
hospitals. Casualties evacuated from Fortress Monroe during the Peninsula carn-
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paign quickly filled the 6,000 beds that had
been provided at Washington, Philadelphia,
and Baltimore; additional beds were set up
in the Capitol and in Georgetown prison,
and convalescents were placed in private
homes. During the summer additional bar·
racks were taken over, hospital tents set up,
and older hospitals expanded so that 20,000
beds were available in the area when the
wounded arrived from Antietam. Wash·
iogton hospitals were practically cleared
when Grant opened his campaign in 1864,
but casualties from the Wilderness and
Spottsylvania quickly overtaxed them again .
In the West the pri ncipal general hospitals wefe at Memphis, Nashville, Chattanooga, and on the O hio River. The largest
hospital was the Jefferson General Hospital
at Jeffersonville, Indiana, Built in the winter of 1863- 64 at a cost of $250,000, it had
twenty-four pavilions radiating from a circular corridor nearly half a mile in circumference. Offices, surgeon's rooms, bakery,
and laundry were inside the circle, easily
accessible to all the wards. Its original capacity of 2,000 beds was later expanded to
2,600; it was to h ave been further enlarged
to 5,000 beds-which would have made it
the largest hospital in the world- when the
war ended.
Actually the pavilion buiidings of these
large general hospitals were cheaper to construct than were tents. The costly part was
providing facilities for heating, cooking,
laundry, and water su pply. Many were
heated by steam, and most of them had
steam mach inery for washing and for
pumping water. At just one hospital the
daily consumption of water at times exceeded 100,000 gailons. After 'a slow start,
the construction program gained such momentum that total capacity almost doubled
each ycar from 1862 to 1864. In the last
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year of the war 204 general hospitals with
a total capacity of 136,894 beds were serving the Federal armies.
Administration of a general hospital was
entrusted to a surgeon in charge who had
complete military command. In the larger
hospitals the su rgeon in charge had an executive officer who was responsible for the
office and records, supervised the admission
of patients, and prepared the required reports. Ward physicians were responsible
for the medical and surgical treatment of
the patients and for the care of the ward.
One of the ward physicians was detailed as
medical officer of the day to inspect all the
wards, prescribe in case of emergency in the
absence of the ward physician, and admit
patients in the absence of the executive officer. Each ward had a wardmaster who,
in the absence of the physician, supervised
the nurses, the care of the patients, and was
responsible for cleanliness and diseipline,
Hospital stewards had charge of the dispensary and property. Sometimes medical
cadets served as clerks and dressers under
the immediate supervision of the ward
physician. Most large hospitals had a
chaplain who had supervision over the
postal service, reading room, library, and
cemetery. Convalescents and limited-duty
men frequently served as nurses and attendants. Other employees were hired
from civilian ranks. A hospital of 1,000
beds could be expected to have twenty
wardmasters, forty to onc hundred nurses,
five or six cooks and eight or tcn cooks'
assistants, three or four bakers, four or
five launderers, ten to fifteen men in the
blacksmith, painter, and carpenter shops,
and stables, and another ten to fifteen in the
dispensary and the storerooms, three or four
for cemetery duties, three orderlies for officers' quarters and mess rooms, and about
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ten clerks and messengers in the headquarters office and library. Many medical
officers were convinced that this staff of 120
to 200 employees could have been substantially reduced if a regularly enlisted medical
corps made up of able-bodied men had been
available.

Nurses
An important innovation in Civil War
h06pitals was the common use of women
nu rses. With the example of Florence
Nightingale in the Crimea before them,
women from all parts of the country volunteered for nursing service with the Army.
The leader of this movement was Dorothea
Dix. Already renowned for her work in reforming the care of the insane, and familiar
with the work of the British Sanitary Commission and with the hospitals on the Black
Sea, she reported to the Secretary of War to
ofTer her services just four days after Lincoln's call for 75,000 militia. Her offer was
accepted almost at once, and for several
weeks she worked to provide nurses for hos.pitals in the Washington area. In June
1861 she was made "Superintendent of Female Nurses," and she served in this capacity without pay throughout the remainder of the war. In August Congress legally
authorized the use of women nurses in the
general or permanent hospitals when tht:
Surgeon General or the surgeon in charge
deemed it desirable. Their pay and allowances amounted to 40 cents a day and one
ration. Absence of clcar-c.ut lines of authority, the almost complete lack of nurses'
training, the strict notions Miss Dix held
about the proper qualifications for nurses,
her obstinate sense of duty, and the prejudice against the use of women as nurscs
caused a great deal of friction between Miss
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Dix and her nurses, and the medical offi cers. Specifi c objections arose when doctors learned that some of the women were
disposed to ignore dietary instructions for
the patients, and would substitute favorite
home remedies of their own for the doctors'
prescriptions. At first MiS/! Dix asserted
virtually complete control over the selection
of nurses. Candidates wert required to be
between the ages of thirty and fifty, and
plain in appearance and dress. The inclination of surgeons to bypass Miss Dix in
appointing nurses or to discharge her ap-pointees without cause led to mueh controversy until a general order of October 1863
settled the matter. This order required the
surgeon in charge to give specific reasons
for discharging a nurse, and provided that
no women nurses should be carried. on the
rolls except those appointed by Miss Dixunless they were especially appointed by the
Surgeon General. But it became evident
that this proviso had opened the gate when
Acting Surgeon General J oseph K. Barnes
let it be known that he would appoint any
woman requested by the surgeon in charge
of a hospital "irrespective of age, size, or
looks." Eventually a number of the nurses
went through short training courses--sometimes under the auspices of the U.s. Sanitary Commission- before joining the staff
of an Army hospital. Elizabeth Blackwefi,
probably the fi rst modem woman to receive
a medical degree, trained nurses for the
Woman's Central Association of Relief in
New York. At several hospitals, private
organizations-notably religious orders such
as the Sisters of Charity- provided nurses.
Actually, the major nursing duties remained
with male nurses. At West's Building in
Baltimore, twenty of seventy nurses at one
time were women, while at the h06pital on
Bedloe's Island in New York H arbor ten out
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anesthetics, primarily chloroform and ether,
was not an unmixed blessing, for with them
onc to four or five. Perhaps as many as surgeons were encouraged to undertake op3,200 women served as nurses at some time erations that would have been unthinkable
during the war; evcn these oftentimes were without them, and thus to spread further
not assigned to actual nursing duties. At the dangerous infections occasioned by their
the cnd of the war medical officers generaJiy septic instuments. The great discoveries in
testified that women nurses gave t heir best bacteriology were occurring during this peservice in connection with preparing extra riod- too late to be put to use in wartime
diets, in the linen room, and in the laundry, surgical and medical treatment, although
while male help usually was preferred in the war experience brought American surgeons
remarkably close to some of the procedures
wards.
which would be indicated by those discoveries. I t was only in 1858 t hat Louis PasSanitatiQIl
teur had demonstrated the connection beTo a generation accustomed to antiseptic tween bacteria and fermentation, and the
surgery and antibiotic medicine as matters susceptibility of bacteria to sterilization ; it
of course, treatment given the sick and was 1864 when Joseph Lister, having
wounded soldiers of the C ivil War WQuid reached the conclusion that microorganisms
seem crude indeed. Yet medical practice caused suppuration in wounds, demin the Civil War showed considerable· onstrated in the Glasgow Infirmary how
advances over that of previous wars. infection could be prevented by strict cleanProbably the greatest advance was in lines; and the use of antiseptics j and it was
the improvement in camp and hospital not until 1876 that Robert K och, in Berlin,
sanitation in the later years of the war. and Pasteur, in Paris, showed that specific
Even so, disease claimed twice as many lives bacteria caused specific diseases.
In the meantime, tho experience of Ameras did battle wounds. During the great batican
Civil War medical officers was being
tles surgery sometimes seemed little more
recorded
in thousands of case histories,
than butchery, and infection of wounds was
considered normal. Nevertheless experience drawings, general observations, and statisled su rgeons to suspect airborne virus or poi- tical reports to become a storehouse of insoned air of spreading infection from one formation for medical instruction. These
patient to another, and they became suffi - records may have lacked the scientific exciently aware of the transmission of infec- planations of cause and effect insofar as baction by direct contact to apply antiseptics to teria were concerned , but they indicated
open cuts in their hands before touching a what could be expected to happen in cerwound infected with " hospital gangrene." tain conditions and suggested effective steps
Many kinds of antiseptics and disinfectants to avoid undesirable consequences. The
were used, though frequently not in the right record of American su rgeons in the Civil
way nor at the right times, and there seems War compares favorably with that of other
to have been a kind of blind spot when it armies of the same general period. For incame to sterilization of surgical instruments. stance, French Army surgeons during the
In these circumstances the introduction of Franco-Prussian War ( twelve years after
of seven ty were women. On the average
the ratio of women nurses to men was about
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Pasteur's demonstration, and six after Listet's) perfonned 13,000 amputations of
which 10,000 proved fatal; of 29,980 amputations officially recorded by U nion surgeons

during the Civil War, only 7,459 proved
fatal (results of 1,719 cases were not finally
reported ) .
For the whole period of the war, from
186 1 to I July 1865, the general hospitals
treated 1,057,423 cases among white troops.

The mortaiity rate among them was 8 percent.

Summary
On the whole, the medical record of the
Civil WaT was good. Sick and wounded
soldien had better care than ever before.
Seemingly barbaric in many ways to later
generations, it was as humane as could be
expected in the light of knowledge available at the time. The improvement in the
organization and administration of the
Medical Department between 1861 and
1865 was notable. By the end of 1864 both
Hammond and Letterman had left the
Army, but the large, smoothly fun ctioning
organization they had built continued working efficiently, without change, to the end
of the war. Their systems of evacuation,
hospitalization, and med ical supply by that
time were undoubtedly the most effective
that the world had seen, and they were continued as a permanent feature of Army organization. What had begun as a confu sed
system of regimental hospitals and ambulance units had evolved into the integrated
division and corps field hospitals supported

by corps ambulance organizations. Wellordered evacuation and convalescent hospitals had appeared; and the great pavilion
general hospitals, where at last rules of sanitation were enforced, were one of the wonders of the age. Hospital boats and hospital trains moved patients, in at least relative
comfort, over long distances. Civilian
agencies such as the U.S. San itary Commission had learned much and taught much
in rendering a real service on their own
part and in insisting upon reform in the
Medical Department.
In methods of evacuation and hospitalization, as in other respects, the Civil War
was indeed the " fi rst modem war." M.,
bilization on such a va~t scale, introduction
of new wcapons and equipment, use of railroads in moving troops and supplies-in all
of these ways the Civil War can be called
the first modem American war. Still, it
must be remembered that more muzzleloaders than repeaters were used, that
steamboats were as important as railroads,
and that antiseptic surgery and bacteriology
were just about to usher in truly modem
medical practice. After the war the Army
would be demobilized and what remained
would be scattered mostly among westCTn
outposts. The surge toward modernization
stimulated by war once again would decline
to a slough of indifference, to be disturbed
only now and then by the demands of Indian warfare and by a few imaginative offi cers seeking steady improvement, until a
new national emcrgency should once more
call forth the waves of progress.

CHAPTER XVII

The " Old Army" and the West
After the Civil War the Army experienced

Administration and Control

a decade of responsibility in the military
occupation of the "conquered provinces" of
the South, but its major concern was a rc~

tum to the service which always had been
its major responsibility during the interwar

periods-defense on the frontiers. Indian
confl icts had continued as a side show during the War for Southern Independence;
after the war they once more became the
main event, reaching an enonnity without
precedent since the Seminole Wars. For
a quarter of a century after its reorganization in 1866 the Army was occupied largely
in what was referred to at the time as the
"battle of civilization." As transcontinental railroads pushed their way westward the
Army escorted the surveying exped itions. occupied the mountain passes, and protected
the working parties. Whenever hostile Indians threatened, miners, ranchers, merchants, and settlers called upon the Army
fo r action. By the beginning of 189 1 the
powerful Indian tribes had been subj ugated ,
disarmed, and pacified. T he winning of
the West by the "old Army" was virtually
complete.'

• Rpt, Brig Gen Nel30n A. M iles, Comdr Div
of the Pacific, in Report of the Major· Generill Commanding thl! Arm)' to th e Secre/ar)' of W ar, 1889
(W<uhington, 1889), pp. 114-15.

Territorial administration of the Army
followed generally the pattern that had
evolved du ring the war. ru reorganized in
June 1865 the territory of the United States
was divided into nineteen departments
grouped under five military divisions. Alterations in this arrangement were freq uent; the Department of the Platte, with
headquarters in Omaha, was created in
March 1866 for the purpose of facilitating
protection and assistance for the U nion Pacific R ailroad ; the Department of Dakota
was established soon afterwards, with headquarters at St. Paul, to serve a similar purpose for the Northern Pacifi c Railroad.
Later the divisions were abolished, and the
departments were extended in area and reduced in number.
ru far as command of the administrative
bureaus-and the general control of Army
logistics which this entailed- was concerned, the Secretary of War and the bureau chiefs again eclipsed the General of
the Anny. T he modus vivendi by which
Grant had retained a measure of de fa cto
control over the bureaus as commander of
all the annies ceased. Grant had' expressed
his views on the subject upon assuming the
supreme command during the war, and had
reitera.ted them in a long letter to Secretary
Stanton in 1866, ~nd again to Shennan
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privately after the election of 1868. It was,
therefore, reasonable to expect that when
Grant became President he would insist
upon a definition of responsibilities in the
War Department that would dearly spell
out the subordination of the staff departments to the general commanding. In fact
this at first appeared to be the case. The
order announcing the appointment of General Sherman to command the Army, issued through Secretary of War John M.
Schofield the very day after Grant's inauguration (4 March 1869), stated: "The
chids of staff corps, departments, and bureaus will report to and act under the immediate orders of the General commanding
the army." 2 In his general orders upon
assuming command, Sherman named all
the heads of staff departments and bureaus
as members of his staff, conforming to
Grant's stated opinion that the bureau
chiefs should bear the same relationship to
the Generaf in Chief as the heads of the
various staff departments serving a field
army bore to the commanding general.
The reaction to his orders was both swift
and bitter. Sherman soon became "aware
that the heads of severaJ of the staff' corps
were restive under this new order of things,
for by long usage they had grown to believe
themselves not officers of the anny in' the
technical sense, but a part of the War Department, the civil branch of the Government which connects the anny with the
President and Congress." I
Within three weeks the order was
rescinded, and an incredulous General
Sherman went to Grant for an explanation.
Instead of reaffirming his stated views, President Grant went along with opinions ex• Quoted in Shennan, Memoirs, II, 441 .
'Ibid.
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pressed in Congress that putting the bureau
chiefs directly under the General of the
Anny probably was contrary to the laws establishing the bureaus. Shennan felt helpless to deal with the Indian troubles effectively as long as he was denied control over
arrangements for providing the horses, wagons, ammunition, and food essentiaJ for any
kind of military operations. He found it
simpler to get the information he needed
for preparing orders from the distant division or department commanders than from
the bureaus in Washington.
Conditions went from bad to worse after
William W. Belknap succeeded J ohn A.
Rawlins, Grant's old chief of staff, as Secretary of War. In November 1871 Sherman
left for a tour of Europe, and he found no
improvement when he returned ten months
later. He then protested that orders were
issued by the Secretary of War without the
knowledge of the General of the Army, that
he often had to rely on the newspapers for
information, and that he felt that he was
not master in his own house. Finally, he
concluded that it would be best to get completely away from Washington and in October 1874 he moved the Headquarters of the
Anny to St. Louis where, despite severe criticism from some politicalleade~ he stayed
until after Belknap resigned under a cloud
of scandaJ in 1876. The new Secretary of
War, Alphonso Taft of Cincinnati, called
the Army chid back to Washington, and
did maintain a more co-operative attitude,
although the general policy continued.

Peacetime Progress
Ordnance
With the end of the Civil War, ordnance
officers had time to consider carduUy and
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deliberately various proposals for improving
United States arms. They deliberated so
well that soldiers still were carrying singleshot Springfield breechloaders twenty-five
years later. The Winchester model of 1873
became famous throughout the West, and
was used by everyone except the Anny. A
board of officers did approve a Hotchkiss
riAe ( made by Winchester ) that was tested
in 1878 and, after a second series of trials in
1881, accepted for fi eld test an improved

superior smokeless powder, but wert: keeping it a closely guarded secret.
Medical Service

Peacetime progres<s was slow, too, in medical service. But here the inertia or backwardness of the whole population rather
than the Army alone could be blamed. If
the use of antiseptics, as such, still was not
common in the Army in the early 1880's, it
Hotchkiss, a Lee (made by Remington), should be remembered that Lister still was
and a Chaffee-Reese (made at the Spring- being ridiculed in London at that time.
field Annory). Even when field tests had One need that succC$ive surgeons general
extended for over a yea r, the Chid of Ord- agreed upon as most important for the imnance, Maj. Gen. Stephen V. Benet, stiU provement of evacuation and hospitalizawas unwilling to replace the singlc-shot tion services was the enlistment of a regular
Springfield. Ironically, the Winchester hospital corps. Recommendations for such
Company was so discouraged by govern- a corps during th ~ war had come to nothment policies that it did not even enter the ing. For some time, the Secretary of War
competition in 1890 when at last a re- had been authorized to appoint hOspital
peating riHe-the Krag-Jorgenson- was stewards, but there was no pennanently
adopted. On the other hand, the govern- established corps to include privates as well
ment had officially adopted the Gatling as stewards until 1887. Women might still
machine gun in t 866, and several of these be employed as nurses, "but there was no
weapons were on the table of allowances regular nurses' corps until the SpanishAmerican War. In the 1870's the large
for each detachment in the field.
Improvements in heavy ordnance, while general hospitals had disappeared, and the
having little effect on operations against the Army had only post hospita.l.r--all barrack
Indians, were of some significance. In par- or temporary structures big enough for
ticular, heavier, rifled guns replaced the tweive to twenty-five beds. Hospitals were
smoothbores, and steel replaced cast iron. built to last only ten years, for the general
A board of officers considering proposed im- belief was that in ten years the building
would become so saturated with hospital
provements throughout a year, 1881 - 82,
poisons th at it should be abandoned. Two
recommended for trial some twenty-four
speCial hospitals, one at the Soldiers' H ome
suggestions, whilc rejecting eighty-one proin Washington and one at West Point, were
posals for such things as revolving cannon, buiit during this period. In January 1887
glass bombshells, breech shells, and various the Army and Navy General Hospital at
gun mechanisms. About 1885 the Army Hot Sprinp-the only general hospital in
began making its own artillery tubes at the use between the Civil War and the SpanishWatervliet Arsena1. It was reported in American War--opened with capacity for
1889 that the Japanese had developed a sixteen officers and sixty-four enlisted men.
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Transportation and Supply
Su pplying the troops in the West, few as
they were, still posed problems. Major
quantities of supplies were obtained by contract in the East or Middle West and
shipped by rail and river boat to the accessible Army post nearest the forts or troops
to be supplied. From the post supplies
were carried forward by wagon trains or
pack animals. Extension of the trans-Mississippi railroads eased the transportation
problem in particular areas. In some cases
whole wagon trains, completely loaded,
could be moved by rail with wagons lashed
to fl atcars and mules in closed cars. At
times, however, it seemed that the use of
railroads created more problems than it
solved. In the 1870's aU money earned by
the Union Pacific, the Central Pacific, and
the Kansas Pacific had to be paid to the
Secretary of the Treasury as assignee for
those railroads pending litigation in the
courts. Payment for any transportation on
the land-grant railroads was prohibited by
law, which eaused embarrassment to officers, and resulted in legal proceedings when
differences arose on conditions for such
transportation. Further negotiations and
compromises were necessary with various
railroads indebted to the United States. For
water transportation, the Quartennaster's
Department retained only a few vessels for
service in harbors and along the seacoast.
Privately owned vessels handled all water
transportation on the western rivers. By
far the most expensive method of transportation was by wagon. Regular express lines
such as Wells Fargo, wagon trains engaged
by private contractors, and Army wagons
driven by civilian teamsters all moved military supplies in the West. Total expenditures for hired wagons, teamsters, purchase

and repair of wagons, and stage transportation exceeded those for rail and water transportation combined.
Probably the least satisfactory element of
supply in the western outPQ~ts was food supply. Buffalo, beef cattle, and local garden
produce could make up deficiencies a part
of the time, but the official ration. even
when of fair quality was none too palatable
without these: supplements. Unfortunately,
some unscrupulous contractors supplied inferior foods-or sometimes no food at all.
Maj. Gen. George A. Custer reported an instance when unbroken packages of provisions shipped from the main depot were
found to contain huge stones. Boxes of
bread that had been baked in 1861 were
shipped and issued to western troops in
1867. The inevitable results of poor food
were ill health and dissatisfaction, and a
consequent rate of desertion which, in such
a small Anny. became at times alanning.

Frontier Posts
Anny logistics during this period was
more of a throwback to pre-Civil War days
than a continuation of developments that
had marked wartime progress. Logistical
problems once again were: to support small
detachments scattered over thousands of
miles of plains and mountains; to maintain
widely separated posts on the frontier; and,
now and then, to bring together supplies
and forces for a ma jor campaign- major,
that is, in terms of the relative size of the
Anny as a whole and that of garrisons ordinarily maintained in frontier forts, but
actually little more than a raid or reconnaissance in force when compared with the
great annies and campaigns of the recent
war. T he basic problems were complicated
by the rugged terrain and the nonexistence
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of commu nications facilities in some areas.

difficulties unlike anything encountered in

Moreover, troops were being constantly
moved to meet a threat first here, then thefe
(one cavalry troop. for instance, changed
stations nine times in eleven months), and
even for small detachments the single factor
of distance in the West imposed logistical

other parts of the country. (Map 11)
After the war a chain of forts, more or
less integrated, formed a general line of defense on the frontier from Mexico to Canada. Beyond the frontie r additional forts
guarded key points farther west. But the
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extension of the railroads and establishment
of permanent settlements altered the pattern of Army posts as the frontier pushed
westward. By the time t he location of a
proposed new line of forts farther west was
decided upon, the frontier had moved beyond any prop05cd line, and the new forts
were never bu ilt.
The southwestern line of defense was
made up of an inner chain of forts built
immediately after the War with Mexico,
and an outer chain built about tcn years
later. During the few years that both lines
were occupied t hey were to have constituted a co-ordinated, flex ible defense system, with infantry garrisoned on the outer
line and cavalry kept in support on the inner
linc. Posts on the outer chain were to be
supplied from posts on the second line; then
storehouses on the outer chain would sup*
ply a force of up to 200 men and horses for
a march of lOa or 200 miles into Indian
country where an advance base would be
established. While one company bruught
up supplies, one or two others could move
farther forward for operations. The sys*
tem had much to recommend it, but torn*
munications and available forces never
reached a level that could support really
effective operations at great distance across
the plains. Postwar improvements included
bui lding additional forts to form a new line
of defense, linking the posts by telegraph,
and joining t hem with roads.
One of t he first postwar forts to be built
in Texas was Fort Griffin. Permanent
stone structures were plan ned, but pending
their completion temporary wooden houses
and huts served the ga rrison and two bui ld*
ings were brought in from deserted ranches
to become a "prefabricated" commissary
building and a hospital. The depot quar*
termaster at San An tonio brought in steam
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saw mills, tools, building equipment, and
mechanics to hasten construction of the
temporary quarters, but it was impossible
to erect the number of buildings needed at
the time. Six men were crowded into each
of the 8* by 14-foot huts. Officers, whose
billets were single small huts containing one
room and a kitchen, were accused of using
soldiers to build comfortable officers' quar*
ters instead of to fight Indians.
In the Northwest one of the more impor*
tant base posts was Fort Laramie in Wyoming. At this time it was not a fortress of
blockhouses and walls but a sprawling col*
lection of all kinds of adobe and wooden
structures, including ba rracks for six com*
panics. Water was easily obtained from the
nearby Laramie River, but wood for fuel
had to be hauled fifteen miles. The nearest supply depot was almost ninety miles
away at Cheyenne, and the vicissitudes of
the trail made it advisable to keep six
months' supplies on hand. (MapJ2)
The line of posts northwest of Fort Lara*
mie included Fort Reno and Fort Phil
Kearney on t he short-lived Bozeman Trail
to the Montana mining country. The post
at Fort Phi l Kearney extended for 1,600
feet along the Big Pi ney River ; the fort
proper was bu ilt at the northwest end of the
post in an area measuring 800 by 600 feet.
Despite repeated Indian raids, construction
at Fort Ph il Kearney had proceeded during
the su mmer and fall of 1866. Seventy*five
to one hundred men cut timber and hauled
logs from the woods almost seven miles from
the post, while other details operated saw
mills and put up the stockade and bui ldings.
By October the forty*two buildings of the
fort proper had been erected, stables and
corrals were completed, and the stockade
and blockhouses were raised.
The purchase of Alaska in 1867 cata-
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pulted the nation's frontier to its northwest
limit, and the Anny's responsibilities as defender of the frontier multiplied as did its
logistics problems. In December 1867 a
small force of 250 infantrymen and artillerymen moved into headquarters established at Sitka. The detachment was soon
involved in Indian unrest, but its most continuous and arduous battlc was against

weather and terrain . T he problems of
transportation increased in the next year
when reinCorc.cmcnts arrived at Kod iak Island and Cook Inlet.
Indian Wars
Out on the plains General Sherman, first
as commander of the Military Division of
the Missouri and later as General of the
Army. fcIt a sense of fru stration in attempt-

ing to police that vast area with the small
resources at his command. Little could be
done against Indian hit-and-run raids on
seattered frontier settlements or emigrants
and travelers on the trails. Attempts to pursue these bands were almost futile. One
contemporary observer estimated that from
the spring of 1866 to 1868 there were as
many skinnishcs along the Bozeman Trail ,
around Forts Reno, Phil Kearney, and C.
F. Smith, as there were days in the year.
During the last six months of 1867, posts
in Texas scnt out twenty-six exped itions
against the Indians. New Mexico had little
protection, and as far as Sherman was concerned it deserved litde-he thought the
best idea would be to give it all back to the
Mexicans. He estimated that a cavalry
force of about 2,500 would be needed to
police the territory and that food and forage,
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which would have to be hauled onc thousand miles, would cost $1,000 a year for
each soldier supported. Shennan's view
was that cavalry exped itions would have to
be scnt out to patrol the principal western
routes during the travel season. T he small
Army posts, he thought, would serve principally as forage depots for the cavalry expeditions. But on the High Plains, soldiers
were kept busy simply gathering hay. cutting fuel, replliring barracks, and doing
other tasks in order to defend themselves
against the severe winters. Further compli-

cations arose from the efforts of civilian
traders to prosper at the expense of the
Army. controversies with the Department of
the Interior about jurisdiction over Indian
affairs, and requests for the ArnlY to feed·
certain of the tribes.

Connor's Powder River Expedition
For his Powder River expedition in 1865,
aimed at pacifying hostile tribes in northern
Wyoming and northeastern Montana, Brig.
Gen. Patrick E. Connor found it necessary
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FORT PHIl. KEARNEY. DAKOTA TERRITORV, 1867

to press into service privately owned wagons

at Fort Laramie when the needed Anny
wagons fail ed to arrive. Trains belonging
to two traders and sutlers who planned to
accompany the expedition anyway and
those belonging to a man who was there to
put up a telegraph rine were comman-

deered. All together 200 wagons moved
out with Connor's western division on what
was to be a three-pronged expedition. Forage and some other items were in short supply and the first leg of the march was to find
grassland where the horses and mules could

feed. While the command rcsted at the
designated depot camp early in July the
teamsters employed by A. C. Leighton , who
owned 130 of the 200 wagons, demanded
higher wages. Leighton refused and most
of the drivers quit; whereupon General

Connor ordered sold iers to take over the
wagons. The dissident teamsters built a
raft and started to fioat it down the Laramie
River, but an Indian attaek a short distance
downstream persuaded them to return to
their wagons. The expedition moved on at
the end of July, leaving behind a thousand
sacks of com forage at the camp for want
of transportation. About 170 miles northwest of Laramie the soldiers built Fort Connor (later renamed Fort Reno). After a
series of skinnishes with the Arapahoes and
the Sioux, but before he was able to deliver
his intended knockout blow, Connor received orders to cease operations and return
to Laramie. The Fort Laramie post hospital was crowded with patients, and when
the post commander learned of the planned
departure of Leighton's wagon train for
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Fort Leavenworth, he put ninety patients---most of them suffering from scurvyaboard, and issued Spencer ri Aes and plenty
of ammunit ion to everyone. As it turned
out, the sick and wounded soldiers had to
fight for their lives when strong Indian atM
tacks struck at the wagons as they moved
along the trail between J ulesberg and Alkali Station.

Sheridan's Winter Campaign of /868
Continued Indian ra ids and unrest after
the conclusion of treaties early in 1868 by
which the C heyennes, Arapahoes, Kiowas,
and Comanches had agccd to settle peaceably on reservations in the Indian Territory

convinced Maj. Gen. Philip H. Sheridan,
commanding the Division of the Missouri,
that a general uprising was imminent. He
concluded that the only way to meet the
threat was to launch a winter campaign,
striking at the hostile tribes when their ponies would be weak from lack of fO<Xl, a nd
when cold weather and snow would hamper
all efforts to escape. Moving his headquarters from Leavenworth to Fort Hays at the
tenninus of the Kansas Pacific Railroad,
which offered a good site for a supply depot
and from which the long preparations for
such a campaign could be supervised, Sheridan arranged for supplies, wagon transportation, and guides. He obtained the promise of reinforcements to the ex tent of five
troops of the 5th Cavalry and a Kansas
volunteer cavalry regiment to add to the
7th and 10th Cavalry and the 3d, 5th, a nd
part of the 38th Infantry with which he had
to garrison the posts and protect the settlements, trails, and railroad working parties
in his department, as well as the mobile
columns for his expeditionary forces. Sher-
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idan ordered the commander of the military
district to assemble the troops designated
for the main column and to establish a supply depot about one hundred miles south of
Fort Dodge. The depot was established at
the con flu ence of Beaver and Wolf Creeks,
and was named Camp Supply.
At the end of October adequate supply
reserves for the main columns had been accumulated at Fort Dodge and Fort Lyon,
and Sheridan ordered an additional three
months' supply of subsistence and forage
sent to Fort Gibson for final delivery at Fort
Arbuckle. Sheridan arrived at Camp Supply on 2 1 November to take personal command. The plan called for a co-operating
force of 500 men to move up from Fort Bascom, New Mexico, establish a supply depot
at Monument Creek, and operate along the
Canadian River; a second column was to
move up from the Arkansas to establish a
depot on the North Canadian, and operate
toward the Antelope Hills; and the main
column would strike at the Indian villages
on the upper Washita. Cold rains, and then
severe blizzards and heavy snows descended
on the makeshift camps. Awaiting the delayed arrival of the Kansas Volunteers,
Sherid an sent Custer and the 7th Cavalry
to launch a preliminary attack on Black Kettle's village of C heyennes on the Washita.
At dawn on 23 November Custer's troopers moved out through a blinding snow
storm. Observation was so restricted that
the commander had to " navigate" by COIllpass. Trails had to be broken and bridges
improvised for the wagons, and man and
beast alike suffered from the freezing wind
and the exhausting effort to get through
deep snow. To the leaders this kind of
weather was welcome, for the purpose of
the winter campaign was to take advantage
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of weather when the Army could move and
the Indians could not. Three days of this
difficult marching brought the 7th Cavalry
to the vicinity of the Cheyenne village.
Leaving the wagon train in the rear under
t he guard of an officer and eighty cavalrymen, the troops moved up to attacking positions. Although the gray morning was cold,
the men dropped their overcoats and the
haversacks containing their extra rations
and left them under the guard of onc man
from each company. Before Custer's men
could jump off, the Indians attacked. Surrounding the cavalry troops momentarily,
t he Cheyennes made off with the stacked
overcoats and haversacks, so that the t roopers were compelled to endure the bitter cold
without overcoats or rations. Nevertheless
a dawn attack on the Indians was successful. Then a strong Indian counterattack
developed, threatening the whole force
when ammunition began to run low.
Thanks to a regimental quartennaster who
brought up an amm unition wagon a nd
drove it through the midst of the attackers
to his own lines, the cavalry men were able
to repulse the Indians a nd to destroy their
village. A detachment of one officer and
nineteen men that had been sent on reconnaissance became isolated during the battle
and all twenty were massacred. Otherwise
casualties were light.
After this success Custer marched back
through continuing snow storms to rejoin
Sheridan at Camp Supply. By this time
t he Kansas regiment had arrived, and on
7 December Sheridan moved his whole
main column down the Washita valley.
Retracing Custer's route, Sheridan was able
to launch his main attack on 16 December
when word came to him that the tribes had
agreed to settle peaceably on their reserva-

tions. With the hostile tribes rounded up,
Indian attacks gave no further serious troubles in this area. But other hostile Indians
remained in the Southwest and the North.

Stanley's Yellowstone Expedition
Steamboats as well as wagons played an
important part in the logistical support of
Brig. Gen. David S. Stanley's Yellowstone
expedition in 1873. Sent westward from
Fort Rice and Fort Lincoln ( near Bismarck ) the expedition was to provide escort
for the preliminary surveying party of the
Northern Pacific Railroad. (Map / 3)
Including the 7th Cavalry under Custer,
twenty infantry companies, and a detachment of Indian scouts, the force numbered
over 1,500 officers and men. As soon as the
expedition ldt Fort Rice, three steamboats-the Peninah, Far West, and Key
West -started up the Missouri River for the
Yellowstone River and the mouth of the
Glend ive Creek where a supply depot was to
be established. An infantry escort was taken
aboard at Fort Buford. A large wagon
train meanwhile accompanied the rest of
the troops on their more direct overland
march. By the time the column had covered half the distance to Glendive Creek,
many of the wagons had been emptied and
returned to F ort Lincoln for additional supplies. While heavy rains hindered the
wagon train, the boats reached Glend ive well
ahead of the column, and the men on board
at once began bui lding a stockade and unloading supplies. Two boats returned to
the lower river, but the Key West stayed on
to serve as transport and patrol boat for the
expedition. When Custer arrived with his
advance guard some twelve days later and
decided to move the camp and depot sev-
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eral miles upstream, it fell to the Key Wesl
to transfer the supplies to the new site,
known as Stanley's Stockade. It helped
fcrry the men across the river and then re~
maincd on call at the depot until shortly
afterward, when it was replaced by a new
boat, the Josephine, belonging to the same
company. When the expedition returned
to the supply depot from its long foray to
the Big Hom River, the few wounded men
who had made the tortuous journey back
were evacuated on board the Josephine to
Fort Lincoln.

Campaigns Against the Sioux, 1876
Disturbed by warlike preparations by the
Sioux under Sitting BuU and Crazy Horse,
General Sheridan ordered another wmter
campaign early in 1876. He was to dis-cover that winter on the northern plains
could be far more severe even than the bliz·
zards he had experienced farther south in
his successful winter operation of 1868.
Authority for the campaign did not come
from Washington until March. Brig. Gen.
George Crook, commanding the Depart.
ment of the Platte, then sent Col. Joseph J.
Reynolds from Fort Fetterman to destroy
a village of Cheyenne and Sioux on the
Little Powder River, after which a severe
blizzard made further campaigning at that
time impossible. Later Sheridan directed
Crook and Brig. Gen. Alfred H. Terry,
commanding t he Department of Dakota, to
undertake a concerted elTort against the
Sioux. Leaving Fort Fetterma n on 29
May, Crook encountered a large party of
well·armed Sioux on 17 june ncar the
headwaters of the Rosebud River, and there
rought a desperate battle which prevented
his effecting a planned junction with
Terry's forces near the Little Big Horn.
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Meanwhile Terry led his main column, in·
eluding Custer's 7th Cavalry and parts of
the 6th and 17th Infantry, from Fort Lin·
coin westward to the confluence of the
Powder and Yellowstone Rivers. From
here Terry sent Maj. Marcus A. Reno and
six troops of the 7th Cavalry, with ten days'
rations carried on pack mules, to recon·
noiter the country south of the Yellowstone
from the Tongue to the Powder and Rose·
bud Rivers. Continuing up the Ye1low·
stone to the mouth of the Rosebud, the
main column met another force of twelve
companies of infantry and cavalry which
had advanced from Fort Ellis, Montana,
under Col. john G ibbon.
The steamboat Far West was again put
in service to transport supplies. At Fort Lin·
coin it had taken on 200 tons of forage, sub·
sistence, quartermaster's equipment, medi·
cal suppl ies, and small anns ammunition.
Picking up an infantry company at Fort Buford again to act as escort, the FaT West had
met Gibbon's force at Stanley's Stockade
and had sailed on to the mouth of the Powder River where Terry came up a little later.
The Far Welt again had the task of transferring a supply depot, this time from Stan·
ley's Stockade to the mouth of the Powder
River.
At the mouth of the Rosebud, Terry ordered Custer and his 600 cavalry to move up
that stream until he came to an Indian trail,
which Major Reno had reported, and to
follow the trail to the camp of the hostile
Sioux presumed to be along the Little Big
Hom. H ere he was to get into position to
prevent the escape of the Indians as Terry
with the remainder of his force came up
the Little Big Hom from the north.
Early on the morning of 22 june the 7th
Cavalry drew supplies for fifteen days from
the Far WesJ- stacked on the bank before
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sunrise by the boat's thirty deckhands-and
the civilian packers loaded the mule trai ns
( mules were drafted for this service from the
wagon trains). Extra issue of salt suggested
that the troopers might be living on mule
or horse meat befoce they returned. After
making about fourteen miles the first day,
C uster's men rode hard the next two days,
covering over thirty miles a day, until on
the 25th they came to the vicinity of the
Indian camps. Discovered by Indian
scouts, Custer apparently thought that the
only thing he could do was attack at once
and not await the arrival of Terry and Gibbon. I n any case, he d ivided h is command
into three battalions, delegating one troop
to stay behind as rear guard with the pack
train which, with the civilian packers, composed a fourth clement of about 130 men.
The battalions went their separate ways ~o
locate the Indians. Custer, with the five
troops remaining under his direct com mand,
rode to his fateful "laststand."
Meanwhile T erry'S force and Gibbon's
column continued up opposite sides of the
Yellowstone and the Big Horn, and the
steamboat Far West, going along with reserve supplies, served as headquarters for
the commanders and as communications
boat between the two columns. With the
help of soldiers who dragged the boat over
some of the rapids by long cables, the Far
West pushed its way up the tortuous chan·
nel of the Big Hom to the mouth of the
Little Big Horn, farther than any steam·
boat had navigated those streams.
When Terry arrived at the site of the
battle, on 27 June, the IndiaQs had withdrawn. Immediately he prepared to have
the wounded survivors-members of Major
Reno's battalion who had not been with
Custer himself- taken to the supply
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steamer for evacuation. By hand and mule
litters fifty-two wounded men were brought
over the rough trail to the boat. Comanche, the injured horse of one of Custer's
captains, and the sole living thing found on
the Custer field two days after the battle,
was also taken on board the boat for evacuation. Although it was essential to get the
seriOUsly wounded men to a hospital speedily, the Far West had to await the return of
Gibbon's troops to ferry them to the north
bank of the Yellowstone and to issue supplies for their return journey. By the time
the Far West sailed, fourteen of the
wounded were sufficiently recovered to remain at General Terry'S camp. The Josephine was on the way with additional supplies for these troops. For its part, the Far
West set a record for the trip back to Fort
Lincoln, averaging over 13 miles an hour
for the entire 710-mile journey.
In the inevitable seq uel to the disaster on
the Little Big Horn, General Sheridan acted
swiftly to send every available man to reinforce Terry and Crook for the renewal of
their punitive campaign against the Sioux.
In the north Terry moved his supply depot
from the Powder River to a site opposite the
mouth of the Rosebud, and here concentrated his troops and stored the supplies being brought in by steamboats. Reinforcements arrived by boat also, so that by the
end of July Terry and Crook each had a
force of 2,000 men. They effected a junction on the Rosebud on 10 August, but
fa iled to trap the Indians and for weeks
pursued the Sioux across the rough country.
One of Crook's companies captured a small
village in September. In October, after a
band of Sioux had attacked a wagon train
bound for the Tongue River, Col. Nelson A.
M iles led a force in pursuit and captured
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a village of 3,000 Indians. Soon afterward
some bands came into the agencies and were
disanned . Siuing Bull finally retired to
Canada with his group of die-hards ; Crazy
Horse and h is 2,000 followers did not surrender until May.
There were other outbreaks of violence
in the next few years. Among the most
notable of these conAicts was the war
against Chief Joseph's small band of Nez
PCTC6i in 1877. When Joseph finally surrendered to Colonel Miles, Sheridan ordered all the Nez Perces to be sent to Fort
Lincoln where it would be cheaper to feed
them. A Aeet of fourteen flatboats was
used to transport some 200 wounded 'braves
and women and children from Fort Keogh,
while the n:main ing 240 traveled overland
with the 7th Cavalry. The anny commissary issued rations of dried pork, brown
sugar, hardtack, coffee, rice, beans, fl our,
and baking powder to each boat. Game
shot along the way provided fresh meat.
After a cold trip of 600 miles, the boat.. arrived at Fort Lincoln on 17 November, and
the overland column came in a few days
later.
Except for a brief outbreak with lhe Utes
in Colorado in September 1879 and some
counterraids in thc Southwest by Gcneral
Crook against the Chiricahuas Apaches under such leaders as Geronimo, Indian hostilities appeared to be at an end.

End o/ In dian Hostilities
During the 1880's Anny leaders looked
forward confident1y to continuing Indian
peace. Then in 1890 the Sioux made thcir
final great effort . Growing restive beeause
of further restrictions and broken pledges,
and driven to fanaticism by the preaching
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of a new messiah who promised restoration
of their hunting grounds, the Indians threatened a general uprising.
The situation had become so tense by November 1890 that the Commissioner for
Indian Affairs called upon the War Department for help. The immediate problem was to protect the extensive settlements
surrounding the Sioux reservation in the
Bad Lands of South Dakota. For this purpose reinforcements from nearly all parts of
the trans-Mississippi West weTC rushed to
the command of M aj . Gen. Nelson A. Miles
( now commanding the Department of the
Missouri) until his forces concentrated at
the reservation included nearly one-half the
infantry and cavalry of the entire Army.
The only serious confli ct to disturb the disanning and peaceful resettlement of the hostile warriors was an unfortunate outbreak
on 29 December at Wounded Knee Creek
involving the 7th Cavalry and a band of
Indians under Big Foot, a conflict that resulted in the death of thirty soldiers and
200 Indians, including men, women, and
children.
Logistical efforts, once again handicapped
by cold winter weather, followed the same
general pattern as in earlier expeditions.
One significant development, however, was
the first experience in battle of the recent1y
organized H ospital Corps. The medical organization at Pine Ridge Agency, South Dakota, consisted of a division field hospital
with two medical offi cers, two noncommissioned officers, and ten privates of the Hospital Corps. It h ad facilities, under canvas,
for sixty patients. Two ambulances, two
surgeons, one hospital steward, and four
privates of the Medical Corps accompanied
the two battalions of the 7th Cavalry. After
the batt1e at Wounded Knee two wounded
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offi cers and twenty-nine enlisted men, as
well as twenty-eight wounded Indians, were
evacuated to the field hospital. In its first
test in battle, the Hospital Corps was reported to have met all expectations.
A few other skirmishes with Indians occurred-one as late as So::ptember 1898 at
Leech Lake, Minnesota-but it may be
said that 1891 marked the end of the Indian
Wars in the U nited States.

Summary
In the quarter of a century after the postC ivil War reorganization of t he Army, there
was little change, actually, in Army logistics.
Other than adapting himself to think in
terms of smaller forces and greater distances.
and sometimes colder weather, a commissary or qua rtermaster should h ave had little
difficulty in adjusting to the conditions at
any time during this period. A supply officer in the West in 1866 would have been
quite familiar with his duties and procedures if reassigned to a similar post in 1891.
There was no improvement in the prescribed ration for years. Although a number of officers contended that soldiers eating
only the issued ration would be very likely
to get scurvy, and urged that fresh vegetablcs be added to the garrison ration, others
insisted that the ration was most generous
and that a soldier should "be a man and
eat beans," and had t heir way until vegetables were added in 1890. T he best way
for a company to avoid scurvy and to maintain troop morale still was to find an ingenious sergeant with a flare for trading
what soldiers would not eat for fresh foods
that they would eat, and to cultivate company ga rdens and keep company hogs and
cattle. For years, too, the Commissary General of Subsistence had been vainly urging

Congressional authorization for the enlistment of a qualified cook for each troop,
company, and battery. In the early 1890's,
common mess halls replaced company
messes at several of the larger posts, but special training for cooks and bakers did not
begin until 1905.
Generally, the supply situ ation in the
Army appeared to be quite satisfactory.
The Q uartermaster's D epartment had little
difficulty in meeting demands cither for supplies or transportation, though some fault
was found with the general policy that required purchasing to be done by public
advel'tising for competitive bids, At times
this a ppeared to defeat the very purpose it
was meant to serve for on various occasions
purchasing officers found that they could
often get much better prices by private negotiation than by public advertisement. Actually, public advertisement seemed to result in
compelling the government to pay the highest quotable price rather than the lowest acceptable price because public advertisement
simply notified other firms of any disposition
on the part of one to sell below the price for
standardized articles agreed to by the leading dealers.
In 1889 the Army, with a total strength
of 25,000 officers and men, occupied some
134 posts scattered across the country, the
largest garrison consisting of 700 men, But
improved communications made it feasible
to follow a policy of concentrating troops at
fewer but somewhat larger posts. Even as
this post concentration was taking place, the
termination of major Indian hostilities
brought hasty action to cut back field transportation in the interest of economy, Anny
trains were broken up in 1895. The Indian
wars had served to keep alive to some extent
the well-arranged and well-equipped systerri of fi eld transportation developed during
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the Civil War; retrenchment threatened its
d issolution. Much h as been made of personnel limitations on the Army in peacetime, but cuts in transportation and other
logistical services can hardly have been less
signifi can t.
In the next quarter of a century the
change in Anny logistics would be more remarkable than had the lack of change in
the preceding twenty-five yeaTS. It would
become clear that the Civil War was just
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barely the beginning of modern warfare.

In many respects the changes in weapons
and equipment, transportation, medical
service, and general administrative organization for logistical support between 1892
and 19 18 would exceed all t he changes that
had come about in all the years from 1775
to the 1890's. And they would be only the
begi nning of the big change. 4
• For sourcc! upon which Part II is based see
Bibliography, pages 709- 16.

PART THREE
WARFARE OVERSEAS

•

CHAPTER XVIII

The War With Spain
Indwtrial Growth and
Military C hal1ge
For the position of the United States in
world affairs, 1890 was highly significant.
That year the United States surpassed Great
Britain in the production of both pig iron
and steel. Already ahead of France, Germany. and Russia in output of pig iron by
1870, and in output of steel by 1875, American industrial production showed remarkable increases during the period between the
Civil War and World War I. Steel production may be said to have begun in the
United States in 1867 when about 20,000
tons wert: produced. It rose to 1.4 million
tons in 1880, reached world leadership with
4.3 million tons in 1890, and morc than
doubled that output by 1898. Rapid increases continued in the following decades.
Gemlan production expanded rapidly to
18.9 million tons in 1913, but American
production had increased to 3 1.8 million
tons by that year, and in 19 18 the American production of 45.2 million tons represented nearly 58 percent of total world output of stcel.
In the decade of the 1890's coal production in the United States also surpassed that
of Great Britain, and by 1914 was greater
than British production by 163 million tons,
and greater than the Gennan by 178 million tons. In the years between 1885 and
1913 total American industrial production

was increasing at an annual rate of 5.2 percent, that of Gennany was increasing at 4.5
percent, and that of Great Britain at 2.11
percent, while that of Russia, on a lower
base, was developing at a rate of 5.72 percent. The American share in world manufactures jumped from less than 20 percent
in 1880 to more than 35 percent in 1913.
In 1870 American production was a bout 10
percent greater than German; in 1900 it
was over 100 percent greater, and in 1913
it was 150 percent greater.
The anns industry to a greater extent
could be adjudged for its economic by-products-maintaining industrial profits, relieving unemployment- as well as for the immediate requirement of providing anns for
the military and the longer range necessity
of stockpiling reserves and maintaining capacity to meet future emergency requirements. In the 1890's these considerations
applied. more to naval programs than to the
modest requirements of the Anny; nevertheless, they would enter into national policy
calculations in a way that eventu ally would
have important consequences for Army
procurement.
More and more, mobilization would be
gauged by the response of industry. There
was a hard-won lesson in the realization that
repetition of past miscalculations in granting priority to manpower over industrial mobilization could only more seriously delay
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the war effort unless equipment deficits
could be made up from outside sources.
A characteristic of war after 1898 having
special emphasis for Americans would be
lhe support of war overseas. For the first
time since the land ing and support of Scou's
expedition to central Mexico in 1847, major
units of the U.S. Anny would embark for
an overseas campaign in 1898. Expeditions
to Cuba and Puerto Rico would be followed
by landings halfway around the world in the
Philippine Islands. And these efforts would
be only a prelude to the "bridge of ships to
France" in 1917 and 1918, and the landing
of ':norc than 2,000,000 American soldiers
and 7,452,000 tons of AllOY supplies for
U.S. participation in total war in Europe.
tn milital)', as in other alTairs, success
often is the greatest enemy of progress. It
is difficult to abandon weapons or organization or procedures closely identified with a
great victory-and much of what had been
good enough to "win the war" in the 1860's
was stolidly intact at the end of the century.
Progress in weapons came before significant changes in administration. T he most
notable improvements in Army ordnance
were the acquisition of modem seacoast
guns (though their installation was behind
the schedule set by the Endicott Board in
1885) and the adoption of the Danish-designed Krag-Jorgenson magazine rifle. Although several improvements had been accepted and different models approved, chief
reliance of the Army for a shoulder weapon
had been upon the .45-caliber, single-shot
model of 1873, which still fired black powder. Behind European powers in finding a
suitable formula for smokeless powder, the
United States Anny had none of the weapons which used the newer ammunition until
it adopted the Krag. The War Department approved the Krag-Jorgensen in 1892,
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but a nationalistic upsurge in Congress delayed production for two years to give American designers a further chance to come up
with a better gun. Tests of fourteen American models failed to reveal a superior weapon a nd the manufacture and issue of the
Krag-Jorgensen began in 1894. By 1897
all of the small Regular Anny had been
equipptd with itj the National Guard still
had to be content with the obsolete 1873's.
From this time the availability and the effectiveness of smokeless powder continued to be
controversial questions right through World
War II and the Korean War.
If the Army was slow in changing its
weapons, it was even slower in Changing its
administrative machinery and staff. The
striking successes of the Prussian Anny in
1864, 1866, and 1870-71 attracted t he attention of the world to the Pruss.ian General
Staff. In a real sense the disasters of Jena
and Auerstedt in 1806 had paved the way
for creation of the Prussian General Staff.
A further administrative improvement in
the German system was the ultimate subordination of the supply and transportation services to t he military commander.
The Germans, too, had introduced refU1emenlS into supply distribution , ... hich would
prevail in major annies in the years aheadthe system of continuous resupply from the
rear through a chain of depots and distributing points. The United States Army could
look to t he great achievements of its administrative staff in the Civil War with little
inclination to accept the Prussian model.
Proposals for changes in its admjnistrative
machinery in the 1870's were mainly in the
direction of consolidation of certain existing
bureaus and toward the rotation of officers
between staff and line assignments. There
were as yet no serious moves to adopt a formal general staff, nor to effect clear-cut
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military command over administrative
bureaus. Proposed consolidation of the
Quartermaster's, Comm issary's, Pay, and
admin istrative branch of the O rdnance Department into a si ngle supply department
failed to come about, the argument against it
being that wartime expansion would still
make it necessary to assign these functions to
different officers. so t hat, in effect if not in
name, the old division of responsibility
would reappear. On the other hand, this
argument ignored the advantage there
might be in a unified command over the
logistical structure.
Mobi/izatio'l

0/

Me/! and MaUriel

To say that the Army was unprepared
for war in 1898 is to say nothing new nor
anything really meaningful. Preparedness
always is relative, never absolute. Estimates of preparedness have meaning only
in relation to t he capabi lities of a potential
enemy, and in relation to the time and place
of anticipated operations. If t he Grand
Army of 1865 had been allowed to dwindle
to a token fo rce of 25,000 men in 1898, it
was because there had been no compelling
reason to have it otherwise. T here had
been no threat of foreign invasion since
1815, and no fore ign war since 1847.
Moreover, the country had demonstrated
a tremendous capacity fo r mobilization in
the Civil War. 1n these ci rcumstances it
hardly was to be expected that a large Military Establishment would be maintai ned.
Even the increasing prospect of war with
Spain follow ing the insurrection in Cuba in
1895 brought about no increase in outlays
for the War Department. Expenditures for
maintenance of the Military Establishment
continued to be not a great deal more than
they were for rivers and ha rbors. The
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25,000-man ceiling established in 187(}while the Ten Years' War was going on in
Cuba- remained in effect until 1898.
Criticisms about unpreparedness generally have been leveled at the small size of
the sta nding Army and the lack of welltrained reserves. But these criticisms fail to
recognize t he significance of the rapidly increasing indust rial potential of the United
States in the 1890's. This potential alone
was making of the United States a nation
better able to wage war, although neither
government nor military leaders recognized
its significance and so did not take full advantage of it in developing materiel reserves
and industrial mobil ization plans. Actually, mobilized manpower alone may at
times be a source of weakness rather than
of strength. Indeed it seems clear that a
serious handicap of the Spanish in Cuba
was the extravagant size of the army they
attempted to maintain there.
Before t he War with Spain began in April
1898 the Wa r Department had been able to
do practica lly nothing to anticipate it.
Even the destruction of the battleship
Maille, 15 February 1898, hardly distu rbed
the peacetime routine of t he War Department, when in the opinion of many people
war had become inevitable. Six weeks
before the decla ration of war Congress did
appropriate $50,000,000 for national defense, but President William McKinley a()plicd such a strict interpretation of the term
"national defense," that he permitted none
of these funds to be used for any other purpose than the improvcmcnt of coast defenses
and forti fi cations. This appropriation did
pennit a hastening of t he coast defense program, which had been in progress for some
thirteen years, but the War Department had
no reserve supplies on hand and could not
purchase or even contract fo r any of the
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items that would be needed for mobilizing
an army. The stcpped·up program for
coast defense did have onc advantage beyond the purely defensive one of cmpiacing

guns: it gave to the Ordnance, Engineer,
and Signal Departments an opportunity to
expand their activities and improve their
organizations. On the other hand. the

Quartermasters Department and the Subsistence and Medical Departments did not

even have that advantage. Up to 23 April
they were permitted to do nothing outside
their ordinary routine; they could order
nothi ng in the way of additional supplics.
T he mach inery for the administration of

logistics had not changed much since the
Civil War, or since the War of 1812, for
that matter. Its efficiency had, if anything,
declined. The division of authority between the Secretary of W ar and the General of the Army frequently had led to friction, a situation that sti ll prevailed in
1898. There never had been any statutory
definition of the functions of the commanding general, but Army Regulations prescribed that matters pertaining to discipline
and military control should be under his
orders, while fiscal affairs were to be conducted by the Secretary of War through the
several staff departments. Such a policy led
to a continued violation of the integrity of
administration and military command
whose importance had been so clearly demonstrated in the Franco-Prussian War. It
meant, too, that the Secretary of War had
to be his own chief of stafT in co-ord inating
the activities of the bureaus-to the cxtent
that they did not fall under the military control of the commanding general.
Generally it is assumed that in undertaking a war effort a govemment must be on
guard against two extremes in the public
attitude: complacency or panic. But there
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is a third attitude that may be almost as dangerous: overenthusiasm. This hst was the
condition during thc War with Spai n when
an enthusiastic populace made all kinds of
impossible offers and impossible demands
to hasten the winning of the war and to enhance individual roles therein.
When, after thirty-three years of peace
during the greater part of which the Anny
did not exceed 26,000 men, it suddenly became necCS)ary to move, arm, clothe, feed,
and equip more than a quarter of a million
men, confusion and chaos should not have
been altoget her unexpected. Given the existing si tuation, it may even be said that the
War Department in many ways did a remarkable job of meeting the enormous task
suddenly thrust upon it.
In the absence of any real external threat,
it is understandable that the country was unwilling to maintain a iarge military establishment. Less excusable was the failure to
keep even the modest forces of the Regular
Army and National Guard well equipped.
In modern wa'r (and this was true in the
1890's) troops without arms and equipment
are little better than no troops at all. Curiously, the country insisted on keeping certain
minimum forces in peacetime, but not on
maintaining the equipment that would keep
them ready to meet the purpose for which
they existed. As to major war preparedness,
it might havc been bettcr to maintain sizable
stockpiles of modern arms and equipmcnt
and no troops at all than the other way
around. The declaration of war magnified
the disparity. There seems to be some psychological compu lsion about a fonnal declaration of war that demands immediate and
large-scale mobi lization of manpower. It
led in 1898, as in previous wars, to placing
an unwarranted priority on assembling men ,
with the result that thousands were accepted
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into the Anny long before there was the
slightest possibility of furnishing t hem with

proper arms and equipment. When the
war call sounds, it always seems patriotically
more tangible for men to respond to the colors: there is nothing especially dramatic
about unlocking a storehouse of equipment.
The n umerous catalogues of errors of the
War with Spain generally have failed to
emphasize what probably was the most
serious error of all- the undue priority of
manpower mobilization over materiel mobilization. There was much to support the
recommendations of General Miles (then
Major General Commanding the Army )
shortly before the declaration of war that
50,000 volunteers be accepted, and thal an
additional auxiliary force of 40,000 men be
organized to man coast defenses and constitute a reserve. With the expansion of the
Regular Army to 62,600, and the enlistment'
of 10,000 men immune to tropical diseases,
this would have made a total force of
162,600 men. In the view of General
Miles, it was "of the first importance to
equip such a force rather than to part1y
equip a much larger number." I Instead ,
the Anny multiplied to a total of 274,700
men by August- less than one-fifth of
whom saw any kind of campaign service.
As Theodore Roosevelt later observed, it
would have been as easy, so far as finding
the men was concerned, to raise a volunteer
brigade or a division as a regiment, but "the
difficulty lay in ann ing, equipping, mounting. and disciplining the men we selected." 2
There was not even enough equipment

L An/u.al
R,port 01 Ih, Major-C,n,ral Commonding th, Arm)' to th, SurelaT), of War, 1898,
pp. 18-22.
• Theodore Roosevelt, "The Rough Riden,"
Sui/mer's Ma gazin" XXV (Janua ry, 1899 ), 1.
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on hand to outfit the expanded Regular
Anny. T he only immediate demand that
the War Department could meet was in the
supply of K rag-Jorgensen rifles and carbines
for the Regulars. T he volunteers had to be
content with the old .45-caliber Springfields--and no smokeless-powder ammunition. Regulars and volunteers alike were
short of wagons, harness, tents, camp equi~
ment, and medical supplies. All Regulars
had to wear winter uniforms to the tropics.
Some 5,000 canvas khaki unifonns sent to
Tampa proved to be just as hot as the woolens and without their protection.
T he policy of depending upon the states
to provide initial eq uipment for volunteer
units had proved to be unfort unate. The
supposition that state troops were fully
armed and equipped, OJ' that thcir equipment had been kept in good cond ition, was
unfounded. Dependence upon the states
did nothing to hasten mobilization, and led
to confusion when regiments entered the
service with anns and equipment that almost im mediately had to be condemned and
replaced. Further, it led to difficulty
in the settlement of accounts between the
states and the Federal Government. This
whole deficiency in anns goes back in part
to the lack of adequate funds. An increase
in Congressional appropriations in 1887
from $200,000 to $400,000 still was only
$3.75 per man. If a small Regular estab~
iishment could be justified, that made all the
more important a well-anned militia.
One volunteer regiment was more favorably situated to get equipment than the
others- the 1st U.S. Volunteer Cavalry, the
celebrated "Rough Riders" of Leonard
Wood and Theodore Roosevelt. Colonel
Wood made fu ll use of his own knowledge
of Anny procedures and of Roosevelt's political influence in Washington to outfit the
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regiment promptly. ROO6cve1t described
their industry in attending to these matters:
It was evident that the ordnance and quar.
tennaster's bureaus could not meet, for some
time to come, one-tenth of the demands that
would be made upon them; a nd it was all
important to get in first with our demands.
Thanks to his [Wood's] knowledge of the situation and promptness, we immediately put in
our requisitions for the articles indispensable
for the equipment of Ihe regiment; and then,
by ceaseless worrying of excellent bureaucrats,
who had no idea how to do things quickly or
how to meet an emergency, we succeeded in
getting our rifles, cartridges, revolvers, clothing, shelter-tents, and horse gear just in time
to enable us to go on the Santiago expcdition. 3

A special triumph was their success in ob·
taining Krag·J orgenscn carbines. When
armed as Regulars the prospect improved
of the regiment's being brigaded with Regu·
lar units, and thus the likelihood of early
action.
Determination of total requirements was
a matter of making inventories of equip·
ment furnished to units by their sta tes, calculating needs on the basis of lists of individual and unit equipment, taking into account additional needs for reserve supplies
for training and for oversea expeditions, and
calculating rations and other expendable
supplies on the basis of total numbers and
individual allowances prescribed by law and
by regulation.
The factor most difficult to weigh accurately in determining total requirements for
supplies and equipment was the effect of
campaign plans. This always is most difficult, but plans for operations against the
Spanish were so imprecise, so subject to
change, and so little related to questions of
logistical feasibility, that there was created
a sizable blindspot in the whole logistical
• Roo~evell, "The Rough Riders," 0/1. cit.
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program. It was assumed that no major operations would be undertaken in Cuba during the rainy season, which was due to start
within a month after the declaration of war,
thus giving the nation some five months'
grace in which to organize, equip, and train
the volunteer army. In the meantime there
might be reconnaissance and harassing expeditions, and there would be a series of expeditions during May and June to take supplies and equ ipment to Cuban insurgents,
add ing still another demand to the total requirements. Then almost immediately
came the demand for an expeditionary force
to the Philippines.
On the basis of estimates which could be
prepared fairly accurately in terms of initial
equipment and replenishment supplies for
the number of troops mobilized, but which
could be made only roughly to allow for
the support of military operations, Congress
responded generously to requests for funds.
Here was another aspect of the psychological
magic of the declaration of war. Funds previously unavail"a ble for military preparedness now were lavished upon the Anny.
The Quartermaster General had had appropriations of $7,700,000 for the regular serv~
icc of his department during Fiscal Year
\898. From the special national defense
appropriation of $50,000,000, approved 9
March 1898, the Quartermaster's Department received $1,500,000, but one-third of
this was earmarked for transporting ordnance to seacoast fortifications, and thl: remainder was not made available for another
six weeks. By 4 May) the Quartennaster
General found three times the amount of
his last annual appropriation heaped upon
him, and two months later another $ to3,200,000 was added to that. All together
expenditures of the War Department from
extraordinary a ppropriations to the end of
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1898 amounted to $244,392,856. This
amount was in addition to the expenditures
of $62,534,784 from ordinary appropriations for Fiscal Year 1898, and ordinary
appropriations for 1899. Special appropriations of $500,000 for the expeditionary
force to Cuba wert put under the direction
of the Major General Commanding the
Anny, who returned over half of this
amount to the Treasury.
Procurement of clothing and equipment
rose from practically nothing to hundreds
of thousands of items within a few weeks
after the declaration of war. After no purchases of sh irts or trousers in the whole period from 1 July 1897 to 30 April 1898 the
Quartermaster's Department contracted for

or purchased more than half a million of
each in three and one-half months (I May
to 15 August J898) . Contracts for and
purchases of shoes, amounting to 27,9!lO
pairs in the preceding year, covered 782,303
pairs in these three and one-half months.
Before the declaration of war the Subsistence Department acted to assure that at
each post sufficient travel rations were on
hand for the full garrison in case of movement orders, and comm issary officers compiled lists of sources for the purchase of
ration components on short notice. At or
near each major camp, the Commissary
GeneraJ established a depot, and instructed
purchasing and depot commissaries at New
York, Baltimore, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas
City, New Orleans, and San Francisco to
purchase and ship to the depots enough
subsistence supplies to meet all current
demands and to maintain 60 days' supply
on hand. Regulars moving to camps at
first carried 30 days' rations with them in
order to save the food from deterioration,
but late in May this action was suspended
because there were more rations on hand
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than could be cared for. Anticipating future operations, the Secretary of War had
stored at Tampa 90 days' rations for 70,000
men.
As had always been the case in times of
rapid mobilization, charges of corruption in
war contracts wcre forthcoming, but many
were never substantiated. On the whole,
the situation seems to have been much
better than during the early months of the
Civil War. Undoubtedly the most sensational charge was one leveled against the
Subsistence Department by General Miles-that harmful "embalmed" beef was being
sent to thc troops. Curiollsly, General
Miles made his accusation in testimony
before the Dodge Commission during its
investigation of the conduct of the war in
December 1898, which (if his accusation
was true) meant that he had remained silent
for several weeks knowing that shipments
of such meat were being made. The commission inspected the camps, sent for samples of beC£ from the commissaries in Cuba
and Pucrto Rico for analysis by Department
of Agriculture chemists, took testimony from
witnesses, and could find no evidence that
any meat had been treated with chemicals
to preserve it. Large shipments were made
both of refrigerated and of canned bcd,
and it could hardly be denied that frequently they arrived in an unsavory condition. In particula r the canned beef, which
had been a part of the travel ration since
1878, was intended only for use in the
travel ration, and for serving only after fu rther COOking with vegetables and seasoning.
The controversy over the alleged shipments
of "embalmed" beef-in part, perhaps, a
result oC personal feelings between the
Major General Commanding and the
Commissary General- probably created a
greater disturbance in the War Department
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than did the arrival of the meat in the field.
The great task of the O rdnance Department after the declaration of war was to
find aons for the new levies of troops. The
question was whether to delay arming until
the Krag-Jorgensen rifles could be provided
for all, or to use the. 45-caliber SpringficJds,
with which the National G uard still was
armed, for all forccs; or whether to rctain the Krag-Jorgensen for the Regular units who already had it, and supply
the Springfield .45 for the volunteers. The
last solution was the onc adopted. Within
a week after war formally began General
Miles recommended that the manufacture
of Krag-Jorgcnscns be cut back, or suspended. Something may be said for this
action in the interest of uniformity, but necessary retooling and change in methods at
the armories would have caused intolerable
delays; therefore, instead the Ordnance De·
partment increased the output of the newer
rifles and carbines at the Springfield and
Rock Island armories. Still, the increased
production was of little actual consequence:
less than 1,000 of the 26,728 Krag·Jorgen.
sen riAes produced between 1 April and I
September were issued, though by 8 De·
cember another 56,400 had been issued.
There were on hand more than enough .45caliber Springfields for the total force
mobi lized.
Fraught with confusion, wasted motion,
and lack of cOoOrd ination as it was, the
mobilization of men and materiel was little
short of remarkable. Starting almost from
scratch the Army had under arms more than
a quarter of a million men within four
months. Less than five weeks after the first
call for troops an exped itionary force sailed
from San Francisco for the Philippines, and
less than two weeks later a force set out for
the invasion of Cuba. It should be recalled
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that at the beginning of the Civil War, after
the President's call for militia on 15 April
and the call for volunteers on 3 May 1861,
only 16, 161 enlisted men had been mustered
into service by the end of May; in 1898,
with the first call for volunteers on 23 April
and the second on 25 May, 163,626 enlisted
men had been mustered into serviee by the
end of May. The total strength of 274,7 17
officers and men that the Army reached in
August 1898 was not attained in the Civil
War until November.

The Santiago Campaign
Concentration and Embarkation
at Tampa
The confusion of the Santiago campaign
began with the movement of troops and
supplies to Tampa, Florida. Many Regu·
lar Army units had begun the move to
Tampa a week before the declaration of
war, while other units were moved to mobi·
lization points at New Orleans, Mobile, and
Chickamauga Park, Georgia. In the next
several weeks each change in plans brought
additional units and supplies streaming to·
ward Tampa. Plans wh ich at first called
for assembling 5,000 troops there gave way
to plans calling for 12,000, then 25.000.
And the confusion seemed to multiply as
the number of troops increased.
It was the old story of "Hurry up and
wait." Units were rushed to Tampa, and
then sat for weeks while quartermasters
and commissaries tried to sort the thousands
of tons of supplies pouring in, while the War
Department modified strategic plans, and
while the Navy tried to determine the where·
abouts of the Spanish Fleet.
The two railroads serving the Tampa area
soon were clogged with freight cars. Facili·
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TRA NSPORTS C ROWD THE:

tics and wagons wert: lacking for rapid un·
load ing, and many cal'S arrived without
invoices or bills of lading, so that their contents could be determined only by personal
inspection. Within a few weeks a thousand
cars were backed up on sidings as far away
as Columbia, South Carolina, and only five

Government wagons and twelve hired civi lian wagons were on hand for unloading.
When additional wagons d id begin to arrive, they came knocked down and had to
be assembled.
Quartermaster officers
blamed the railroad companies, and the
fiercely competing railroad companies ( the
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Plant Line a nd the Florida Central) blamed
each other and the quartermasters. The
real problem was unloading. If warehousing could be found , and if the cars could be
unloaded rapidly and the supplies stored in
an orderly manner, then it really would not
have mattered much that they arrived ahead
of their bills of lading. After the Commissary General issued peremptory orders to
unload cars promptly, and authorized commissary offi cers to hire add itional warehousing when necessary, the situation eased
somewhat with respect to subsistence stores.
Aggravati ng though it was, the railway
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blockage was no disaster. The co n ccntra~
tion of troops and supplies at Tampa was
far from being a smooth operation. It was
chaotic and inefficient, and would have injured the scnsibiliticsof any orderly administrator. Dut this is not to sny that it was
ineffective, for the needed troops and sup-

plies were there, and that was most
important.
At the Olltbreak of war the Anny had
neither an ocean-going vessel nor cxpcrirncc
in operating transports. To assemble a
fleet for the anticipated movement to Cuba,
the Quartermaster's Department considered
every vessel of American registry on the
Gulf and Atlantic coasts. The fleet grew
slowly: only three or four ships had been
chartered by the end of April, about thirty
by 26 May. All had been frcightc~, and
none had the ventilation or accommodations prescribed for troops, SO that con!\iderable work was necessary to install bunks,
extra water tanks, and additional ventilators to make them usable at all. An unfortunate miscalculation in the carryi ng
capacity of the ships added to the already
confused situation at the time of embarkation. With no experience of thcir own, and
no vessels with which to work, Quartermaster officers, not unnaturally, used the British
standard for calcu lating the troopship requirements, which was figured at one man
for each ton and a half of capacity. Estimates based on this ratio proved to be
greatly excessive when applied to the converted freigh ters. Instead of the capacity
for 25,000 troops that officers at Tampa reported to the Quartermaster General, the
ships assembled could not carry 17,000.
Carpenters had begun fitting the vessels
with bunks and stalls whil e en route. The
work of loading ordnance stores and other
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bulky items bcgan simuhaneously with loading coal and water, as soon as the ships
started to arrive at the port. When this
was completed at the end of May, the loading of rations, arms, ammunition, rorage,
wagons, and medical supplies could begin.
The an imals were to go on board just before th e embarkation of troops. Maj. Gen.
William R. Shafter, commander of the expeditionary lorce, had hoped to complete
loading supplies and animals in three days,
but it took a week of round-the-clock labor
to get it finished. Because of poor wharf
facilities stevedores had to carry or truck
most of the supplies over improvised platfonn s across the fift y feet from the railroad
siding to the vessels in the channel. Efforts
to combat load the vessels at least to the
extent of keeping units intact and their baggage and supplies with them, added to the
complexities of loading, and were made
especially difficult by the manner in which
the supplies arrived over the congested railroad. Full cargoes '.vere not on hand, and
it was necessary to pu ll ships out into the
harbor, and return them to the pier to complete loading. Shafter ordered rations and
ammunition put on board each ship so that
it could act separately if it became detached.
Orders to the chief commissary of the
expedition were to load six mon ths' rations
for 20,000 men. In the interest of haste
this amount was reduced to two months'
rations. Then the chid quartennaster designated several vessels on each of which
100,000 rations were to be placed so that
all would be a'SSurcd of a reserve in case of
separation. This amounted to some 5,lX)()
tons of food, and much of it had to be handled several timcs. The stevedores became
so ex hausted that they would fall asleep
wherever they happened to be whenever
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they were relieved. Similarly. artillery
pieces and carriages and ammunition ar·
rived at different times from different
arsenals. The decision of the comma n:lers
that guns should be mounted on carriages
before being loaded further delayed the
operation, though it may have preserved
the utility of the guns on the other side.
Cavalry ho~ had to be left behind, hut
some 2,300 draft and pack anima ls went
along. Transportation accompanying the
expedition for use in Cuba was hardly adequate ; it included 114 anny wagons (sixmule ), 81 escort wagons, and 7 ambu lances,
together with another 84 wagons shipped
from Mobile.
Loading of supplies and animals was finally completed at 1100 on 6 June, and
Shafter ordered the embarkation of trooJX'l
to begin at noon. However, the first troop
train could not get through until 0230 the
next morning. Then began the final mad
rush. Chief quartermaster Col. Charles
F. Humphrey attempted to assign regiments
to ships according to their strength as they
arrived. Soon all semblance of orderly assign ment to vessels and punctual marching
of units to their assigned places disappeared,
and it seemed to be a case of every unit for
itself. One of General Shafter's aides later
wrote: "The frantic efforts for places on the
transport wer<: only equalled by similar efforts to get back to the United States after
the expedition had been in Cuba a short
time." 4 With the War Department applying pressure for haste, General Shafter on
the afternoon of 7 June notified all commanders that units not on board the next

']. D . Miley, J.. Cuba with Shal/'T (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1899), pp. 27- 28.
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morning would be left behind. That did
it. By 2200 the railroad had become so
congested that the entire operation ground
to a halt. No one d se reached the pier
until daylight.
The clea rest lesson in the whole episode
was the unsu itability of the Tampa area
for staging and embarking an overseas expedition of this kind. Why, then, was it
chosen? Apparently because of its proximity to Cuba (306 nautical miles from
Havana ) and the assumption that a force
of not more than 5,000 men would be
shipped at that time for a reconnaissance in
force. If, as some of the thinking indicates,
the expedition was to be one of opportunity,
there was reason for staging it at the nearest
port, prepared to move on short notice. As
soon as the project went beyond this conception, and as soon as the objective was shifted
to Santiago rather than Havana, Tampa
lost its advantage even on the score of proximity to the goal. Undoubtedly the expedition cou ld have been embarked more
cheaply, as well as far more efficiently, from
a major east coast port such as Ncw York
or Norfolk. The d istance from New York
to Santiago was little more than 400 miles
greater than from Tanlpa to Santiago. Any
105S of time in covering that distance surely
would have been more than made up by
the efficiency of embarkation, and would, in
addition, have saved a significant pan. of the
long and relatively costly rail hauls of troops
and supplies from the northeast to Florida.
If cast coast ports were avoided because of
the supposed threat of the Spanish Fleet, at
least New Orleans-about 600 miles from
Havana- wou ld have offered obvious advantages over Tampa.
That lack of facilities and undue haste
rather than want of experience and plan-
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ning were the chief difficulties at Tampa
is suggested by the relatively smooth embarkations of the forces for Puerto Rico and
for the Philippines. With litt1e difficulty,
between 20 and 28 July, forces numbering
3,571 officers and men departed from
Charleston, 2,896 from Tampa, and 5,317
from Newport News, Virginia, to join the
force of 3,4 15 officers and men leaving
Guantanamo with General Miles on 21 July
for the invasion of Puerto Rico. Once the
necessary ships could be found, embarkations for the Philippines at San Francisco
proceeded smoothly enough. The first contingent of 2,500 officers and men left three
weeks before the Santiago expedition left
Tampa; the second, of about 3,500 officers
and men, IcCt on 15 Junej and the third,
4,800, (eft on 27 and 29 June. A fourth
contingent of nearly 5,000 left late in July.
Debarkation

After a naval bombardment against an
imaginary enemy, the landings at Daiquiri
in Cuba commenced in heavy seas on the
morning of 22 June. A number of the
merchant captains refused to bring their
vessels close in to shore, which lengthened
the stretch of water to be negotiated by the
small boats. Steam launches and boats
from the accompanying naval ships joined
the boats of the transports to carry the
troops ashore. The most effective system
was for the steam launches to tow strings
of boats tied together. By sunset about
6,000 men had been landed with the loss
of two soldiers drowned. Debarkation continued at Daiquiri the next day until 1600,
when the sea became too rough. Shafter
meanwhile had shifted the landing of remaining units to Siboney, where moot of
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the troops went ashore directly on the beach
while an engineer company built a temporary pier upon which to off-load supplies.
Some landings continued after darkness
with the benefit of Navy searchlights. By
evening of the fourth day the debarkation
of the troops, plus the landing of an additional 3,500 of General Garcia's Cuban
insurgents, was virtually complete, the first
stage of the first oversea landing operation
since the landing of Scott's considerably
smaller army at Vera Cruz in 1847. (Map
/4 )
For the discharge of supplies and equipment the Army was left to its own resources.
To get the animals ashore the simple expedient was to open the side hatches, push
them into the water, and let them swim for
it. Fffty out of 450 mules were lost when
they turned the wrong way and swam out
to sea, or swam around to the wrong side
of the cove and drowned under the rocks.
The wagons, siege guns, and light artillery were put ashore at Daiquiri. The
chief commissary labored to carry out
his instructions to put ashore 200,000
rations each at Daiquiri and Siboney, but
it was all he could do to keep a day or two
ahead of daily requirements. Although it
had taken a week to load the transports at
Tampa, General Shafter was surprised that
it should take a week to disembark the
command and essential supplies. After
Shafter's decision to establish his supply
base at Siboney, all reinforcements and additional supplies were landed at that point.
It took still another week and a half to get
ashore three days' reserve supplies.
Under rather more ravorable circumstances, the landings in Puerto Rico in July
went smoothly. At Guanica engineers
used a ponton bridge train to make a Roating wharf over which more than 1,000 ani-
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mats and most of the heavy materiel were
landed without accident.

lnla'id Supply
With little thought for the morrow, the
first units ashore in Cuba rushed off headlong in search of the enemy, not waiting
for supplies to be landed. With each step

forward in the stifling heat the burden on
the soldier's back became greater. Some
units took t he precaution of dropping their
packs and stacking them under guard, but
in other units the mcn simply threw away
each item as it seemed to lose its importance
under the hot sun. Many discarded all of

their three days' rations as well as entrenching tools and other items. Even posting
guards proved to be of no avail, for they
were pressed into service to help move the
wounded to the rear and had to leave their
supplies for anyone who found them.
In the beginning, the competition of unit.
controlled transportation for passage over
a single, narrow, muddy road led to sueh
confusion and delay that before long it gave
way to a more systematic and centralized
control . W hen not on the road, all the
wagons stayed at the forward supply depot
near field headquarters. Telephone lines
connected the headquarters with the depots
and with the divisions. Each morning all
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wagons not needed for hauling supplies for·
ward to the units went back to the main
depots at Siboney and Daiquiri Cor resupply.
Those going to Sib<>ney would return the
same day, while those for Daiquiri returned
the next day. According to this arrange·
ment all empty wagons were moving to the
rear in t he morning, and toward the front
in the afternoon. T his probably would

have worked well cnough, but a shortage
of transportation, the poor roads, swollen
streams, and illness among the teamsters inevitably led to supply shortages. For some
time it was possible to bring up only the
bread, meat , coffee and sugar of the ration;
the vegetables and other items could be

delivered only occasionally.

Some units

actually had to go without food for a day
or two, but they usually were the ones that
had failed to follow instructions for each
soldier to carry three days' rations. Ammu·
nition was given high priority on pack
trains, and generally was plentiful. Cloth·
ing, tentage, utensils- all were in short
supply. Perhaps the most serious shortage
for six weeks after the landings was in medi·
cal supplies. Again the principal difficulty
was not failure to ship the supplies, but the
failure to unload them promptly, plus the
serious shortage of transportation to move
them forward.

Expeditions to the Philippines
While the Army was struggling to rush
troops and supplies to Cuba and Puerto
Rico, and then to rush them home again,
it was adding to its store of experience in
oversea expeditions by sending men and
materiel to the other side of the world. In
prompt response to Commodore George
Dewey'S call for 5,000 men to help him take
and hold Manila and control t he Philip·

pines, the Anny sent seven expeditions, with
a total of 16,000 office~ and men and supplies for six months, out of San Francisco
and across the Pacific during the late spring
and summer of 1898.
Although organized to support about
3,000 men under peacetime conditions, the
San Francisco quartennaster's depot ex·
panded its activities to meet quickly the
requirements for over 30,000 troops prepar·
ing for overseas movement. For the convoys to the Phi lippines the Subsistence
Department brought in food supplies constituting rations for six months. For resupply, the Commissary General, through
the United States consul general at Melbou rne, Australia, contracted for refrigerated beef and fres h vegetables to be shipped
to Manila from Australia.
The most serious problem in connection
with launching the Pacific expeditions was
to find the necessary shipping. Only by
threatened seizu res, and finally by transferring some vessels from the Atlantic was it
possible to obtain the vessels needed . But
even if all vessels fl ying the American fl ag
had been chartered or purchased t he total
would not really have been enough, and it
was necessary to ask Congress to grant
American registry to foreign ships available
for charter. Another real problem, however, presented itself in the great distances
over which the ships were scattered. Ultimately twenty vessels on the Pacific were
obtained- eighteen by charter and two by
purchase~to transport troops and supplies
to the Philippines.
Protected by Dewey's squadron, the Army
forces had little to fear from Spa nish guns
when they landed ncar Manila. The first
contingent landed in fair weather at Cavite;
the second and third landed at Tambo, six
miles down the beach, and set up Camp
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TROOPS EMIlARK I NG AT MANILA

Dewey in a long, narrow peanut field just
beyond the beach a nd within range of Spanish artillery. Men and supplies went ashore
on Philippine lighters known as cascos,
towed by captured Spanish tugboats. Each
lighter could carry about two hund red men
with their shelter tents, packs, and ten days'
rations. Tn bad weather landing operations
at Tambo had to be suspended for d ays,
and on occasion the beach was strewn with
supplies washed up from swamped boats.
Later supplies were landed ncar a protected
river mouth at Paranaque.
To move supplies from the shore to the
camps it was necessary to usc ponies and
carabaos, or water buffaloes, drawing native
t wo-wheeled carts, until suffici ent mules ar-

rived from the United Sta tes. In addition,
Chinese hand carriers were used to great
advantage. For a time four coolies were
attached to each company, and they provided valuable service in such duties as
bringing up ammunition and food, and
carrying the dead or wounded to the rear.
After active operations against Mani la had
been concluded , the commander discharged
these coolies lest the troops become "spoi led"
rrom having the Chinese do all the dirty
work.

Summary
In popular thinking the War with Spain
always has been something of a farce, and
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certainly there are examples of error and in-

efficiency to give support to such a view.
But the United States never has been noted
for the efficiency and smoothness of its military activities in the opening phase of any

war. The great difference in the War with
Spain was that there was little opportunity---or need- for later improvements to
oversh adow earlier deficiences. Indeed, the
reputation of the Anny suffered by its very

success.

Objectives were so quickly won,

and hostilities were so soon tenninated that
the War really never progressed beyond the

opening phase. By 17 July. eighty-three
days after the declaration of war, the
Santiago campaign had ended. By 13
August, 110 days after the declaration of
war, the campaigns in Puerto Rico and in
the Philippines had been brought to SUCCes5-

Cui conclusions. If the Civil War had ended

110 days after it began, ten days after the
BattJe of BuH Run, would the Federal Anny
and the War Department now be remembered for a great war effort? If World War
I had ended by 17 July 1917. 110daysarter
the entry of the United States, when American forces had as yet made no contact with
the enemy, when only the 1st Division had
arrived in France, and when there were
fewer men overseas than in the summer of
1898, would the contribution of the United
States Anny be highly regarded, and would
its efficiency and organization now be
praised? If World War II had ended t 10
days after the attack on Pearl Harbor, th at
is by 27 Mareh 1942, when U.S. forces on
the Bataan Peninsula were fighting the last
weeks of their losing battle, when only 5,000
men had arrived in Australia, and only two
divisions had arrived in the U nited Kingdom ( in spite of the advantage of the operation of selective seNice for a year and a

half before Pearl Harbor), would the
American war effort then have been something to marvel at?
Several writers have entered eloquent
pleas for a larger standing Army with t he
argument of economy- that it would have
been far less costly if a relatively larger army
had been maintained throughout the period
from 1865 to 1898, and a significant part
of the waste resulting from the hasty mobilization thus could have been avoided. ' As
a matter of fact, the cost of maintaining the
Army during the War with Spain (about
$322 million for the Fiscal Year 1898) was
not proportionately greater than it had been
to maintain the peacetime Army (an average of about $45 million a year from 1870
to 1897 for an army of about 26,000 men)
during the preceding years. I t seems doubtful, then, that t he add itional cost of larger
forces during those yeaTS would have been
offset by appreciably lower costs during the
war. Moreover, the plea for a larger peacetime A rnly ignores the lack of any external
threat that would have justified it in the eyes
of Congress and the voters. Conceivably
a larger sta nding army would have resulted
in more and better equipment, but that was
hard ly an argument to sway public opinion.
No one claims .that the country was in
a satisfactory state of preparedness when the
War with Spain came. The Dodge Commission, appointed to investigate the conduct of the war, heard testimony that led to

• See for example~ Herbert H. Sargenl, The
Campai,n of SanlialO de Cuba (Ch ic;ago: 1\. C.
MtC lurg &. Co., 1914 ). lII , 126-40; Frederic L.
Huidekoper, The Mililar}l UnprepIlTtdnlSs of Ihe
United StaltS (New York : Macmillan Co., 19 16 ),
pp. 274-78; Maj . Theodore Schwan, R,por! on
Ihe O rtani:alion 01 Ih. G"man ..hm)' (Washington, 1894 ), p. 13.
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a conclusion that perhaps for the first time
in American military history recognized in
an official way the priority of materiel preparedness over manpower preparedness.
The commis5ion reported: "large supplies
of all material not liable to deterioration
should be kept on hand, to be continuously
issued and renewed, so that in any emergency they might be available." 6 Specifically, the commission recommended that
the Quartennaster's Department keep on
hand sufficient equipment for at least
four months for any army of IOO,()(X) men
of all articles of cloth ing, camp and garrison
equipage, and other quartennaster supplies
that would not deteriorate in storage or
could not be obtained quickly on the open
market. It further recommended that sufficient medical supplies for a year for an anny
of at least four times current actual strength
be stocked in medical depots.
The Chief of Ordnance, Brig. Gen.
Stephen V. Benet, fully agreed. He recom mended that field and siege artillery,
with carriages and harness, for an army of
500,000 men be kept on hand to provide a
cushion for the six-months' preparation
needed to turn out these items in quantity
if required for large-scale mobilization. He
stated that for the same reason three months'
supply of ammunition for all guns should be
stocked. The ordnance chief recognized
the dilemma of keeping on hand a large
number of small arms, and yet having the
latest models. As a solution he suggested
that whenever there was a change of model
in a rifle 100,000 should be procured as
• The Dodge CommilSion, Report of th, Commi$sion Appointed b" til , President to In vtstigo/t Ihe
Conduct of th e War De/lartmull in Iht Wor wil la
Spain,6 vols. (Washington, 1900), I, 114.
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soon as possible, and machinery be installed
at the arsenals as quickly as po$ible to give
them a capacity for turning out 2,500 a day.
In peacetime 35,000 rifles a year would be
manufactured- the arsenals always retaining the capacity for rapid expansion. Even
then it was recognized that many of the reserve arms probably would have to be older
models, and that it was like1y they would
have to be issued temporarily in case of a
large-scale mobilization. This was one of
the first difficulties the Inspector General
recognized, as he recommended that the
National Guard be anned with the same
kind of rifles as the Regular Army- a most
important solution logistically in that it permitted the use of the same ammunition.
The problem never really became acute during the War with Spain, because in the
limited campaigns most of the troops involved could be anned with the Krag-Jorgensen. Actually the Santiago Campaign
was the first in which annies of both sides
were armed with small-caliber magazine
rifles. Other significant recommendations
of the Inspector General's Department on
the basis of War with Spain experience
included: establishment of reserve depots
where the quota from each state could be
equipped when called; organization of a
"strategic staff"; periodic encampments,
maneuve~ and practice mobilizations;
organization of a sea transportation service,
possibly under control of the Navy; and
deve10pment of a corps of trained civilian
teamsters and packers for an effectivelyorganized pack-train service.
Perhaps the most glaring failure of the
Anny in the War with Spain, by present
standards, was in troop health. At least ten
times as many men died from disease as
from battle wounds. In 1898 the death
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rate from other than battle causes was 27.01
per thousand among volunteers, and 23.61
among men of the Regular Anny, while the
rate for the previous year, 1897, was 5.11
from a ll causes. This situation can be at~
tributcd to two conditions. The first was
ignorance; however, when knowledge became available it was put to immediate use.
For example, one month after Ronald Ross
published his findings that malaria was
transmitted by anopheline mosquitoes (July
1898), the knowledge was being applied in
the Philippines. The most prevalent disease was typhoid fever. Though sanitary
condi tions improved quickly in the camps,
no onc guessed that the most probable fa ctor
in causing the epidemics was the presence
of carriers in the kitchens. The second
condition contributing to the high disease
rate was ovennobilization. Bringing together in camps thousands more men than
were needed added unnecessarily to the
likelihood of disease.
Apparently the mobilization of American
forces was based purely upon a numerical
calculation of manpower- the United
States needed so many men because Spain
had so many-and ignored the critical questions of status of arms and equipment and
means of supply. Actually, Spain sent to
Cuba more troops than it could support effectively, and thus weakened its strength.
The more complex logistical support for
armies becomes, the less satisfactory it is to
calculatc relative effectivcness in terms of
numbers of men alone, and the more important it becomes to emphasize materiel
mobilization.
The influence tending most toward conservatism in an anny is victory. The unassailable, "We won the war, didn't we?"
has glossed over thousands of errors. In
1898, however, despite short campaigns and
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a brilliant victory, there was public dissatisfaction with the War Department- a feeling
that it should have done better. Since the
war did not last long enough for the War
Department, the Administration, and the
Congress to overcome many of the most
obvious shortcomings, the criticisms remained in full force: the time had eome for
administrative reorganization, a complete
overhaul of the Anny's administrative system was overdue. Some thought that at
least the Subsistence Department, and p0ssibly others, should be merged with the
Quartermaster's Department to form one
big supply department; others wou ld go
even further and proposed separationparticularly of the transportation service
from the Quartermaster's Departmentrather than consolidation. The die-hards
insisted that the trouble was not in the system, that there was no need for fundamental
reorganization of a system that had worked
so well for Grant, Shennan, and Sheridan.
When it was pointed out later how
smoothly and efficiently the Japanese conducted their disembarkation at Chemulpo
in 1904, and how the American disembarkation at Daiquiri suffered by comparison, it
could also be pointed out how smoothly and
efficiently the Americans executed their embarkation at San Francisco and disembarkation at Manila. Deficiencies perhaps were
more the result of a lack of leadership over
the years that had permitted neglect of planning and preparation even with the small
resources available) rather than of inherent
weaknesses in the organizational structure.
Allowing for all these things, perhaps
there has been some exaggeration in the
statements of waste and inefficiency during
the war. Sometimes waste of materials and
time and effort in an orderly fashion is less
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obvious than when it is accompanied by dis~
order and confusion; but the waste- the
cost in total man-hours and matcri<!.ls-is
not necessarily less. In military affairs results must be preferred to efficiency, and
orderly proced ure can never be allowed to
interfere with winning an objective. The

chaotic conditions under which Shafter's
expedition was moved to Cuba, though they
scem inexcusable, stemmed from poor intelligence and rapid ly changing plans in response to supposed ly changing situations.
With all its inefficiency, the results of the
expedition were remarkable.

•

CHAPTER XIX

The Interwar Years, 1899-1917
In spite of the exhilaration resulting from
the victory in the War with Spain, a major
impression remained that the war had been
conducted inefficiently. Even though the

restoration of peace revived much of the
popular complacency on military affairs, the
report of the Dodge Commission on the con-

duct of the war, and continuing demands
for the support of operations in the Philippines to put down the insurrection fed the
uneasy feeling that something was wrong
with the Army's structure. The war had
not lasted long enough to force needed
changes, but the evidences of inefficiency
a nd poor co-ordination were such that those
hoping for rdonn became convinced that
the time had come to act.

Organizational Reform
There is something to be said for Secretary of WaT Russell A. Alger's observation
that in the year following the end of hostilities with Spain the supply bureaus had been
called upon to perfonn larger tasks, and had
done so without public criticism. An army
four times the size of Shafter's force that
went to Cuba had been transported twelve
times that distance with little of the confusion and inefficiency characteriz.ing the
earlier efforts. Adequate supplies, ineluding the same kind of can ned beef, were
being received in the Philippines without
serious complaint. Earlier impressions of

near failure, however, could not be so easily
overcome. A future situation might present
more immediate threats, when there would
be les; opportu nity to demonstrate procedures improved by recent experiencc.
Clearly all had not been well in the War
Department, and a good deal of the trouble
had been in the co-ordination and adm in istration of logistics.
When Secretary Alger resigned in the
summer of 1899, President McKinley called
upon Elihu Root, a New York lawyer, to
be Secretary of War. When Root protested that he knew nothing about war or
the Anny, McKinley ind icated that the
major concern at the moment would be the
administrat ion of the islands recently detached from Spain. But soon after Root
moved into the War office on 1 August he
discovered that some reorganiz.ation was
going to be necessary if he were to accomplish anything in the way he hoped, even
in the administration of the Spanish islands.
In spite of his unfamiliarity with military
affairs--or perhaps in part because or itRoot began with great energy and effectiveness to bring about the needed refonns.
These pertained mainly to creating a
general staff, replacing the commanding
general of the army with a chief of staff,
introducing a system of detail to staff assignments for short terms instead of the permanent tenure system then prevailing in the
bureaus, and developing the Army's educa
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tional system, with a war college at the top.
The new secretary brought to this task a
remarkable perception. He saw clearly
where predecessors had seen through a glass
darkly. Through inquiry and investigation
and study he grasped what the role of a
general staff ought to be, and he was able
to convince the political leaders of the time
as well as to instruct the Army itself. He
went straight to the heart of the matter in
his fi rst annual report:
The real object of having an army is to pro.
vide fo r war. . . .
Yet the precise contrary is really the theory
upon which the entire treatment of our anny
proceeded for the thirty-three years between
the Civil War and the War with Spain. . . .
The resu lt was an elaborate system admirably
adapted to secure pccu:liary accountability
and economy of expenditure in time of
peace.'
Root saw the preparation of an anny for
war as involving at least four major clements: ( 1) preparation of war plans; (2)
preparation of war materiel, including the
development of new weapons and equipment ; (3) selection and promotion of officers according to merit; and (4) training
of officer.> and men in the maneuvers of
large bodies of troops. He then went on
to recommend t he establishment of a war
college, and appointment to staff assignments for fi.xed tenns.
Aside from the organization of a general
staff, t he proper functions of a commanding
general of the Army had been a matter of
concern and dispute for years. The practice had been to divide rcs{X)nsibi litics
between the Secretary of War and the commanding general. The latter was charged
1 Report of the Secretary of War, Annual Reports
of the War Department for the Fiscal Ycar Ended
June 30, /899, 3 vob. (Washington, 1899). I , 4546.
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with trammg, discipline, inspections, and
t he general administration of the Anny in
the field. But the Secretary of War retained control of all financial , and so most
logistical matters, and the chiefs of the
supply bureaus generally reported to him
directly. The assigned activities of t he
commanding general in peacetime were not
always es;ential, and in trying to make a
role for himself he freq uently made trouble.
On the other hand the bureau chiefs, each
secure in his own empire, tended to ignore
t he commanding general and the other
departments.
Root proceeded adroitly to win support.
H e knew that he could count on backing from most of the line officers, from
you nger officers in the bureaus, from some
powerful fri ends in Congress, and, above all,
from President Roosevelt. The annual reports of the Secretary of War were distributed widely to explain the needs fo r reorganization. Root attempted no " railroading" operation, but went patiently
about the task of informing the public and
Congress, and lining up support in the Military Affairs Committees. While his assistant, Maj. William H. Carter, was
anxious to rush ahead with a general staff
bill in 190 I, Root was content to accept that
year a bill enlarging the Regular Army and,
incidentally, abolishing the permanent tenure system in favo r of four-year details in
t he bureaus. Opposition to this latter provision was min imized by making it apply
only to future assignments; t hose already in
the bureaus would retain their tenure.
Meanwhile, with the bQlefit of appropriations for the purpose in 1900 and 1901 he
proceeded to establish the'Anny War College by general order in November 190 1;
in practice the college would function as an
embryonic general staff .
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A general staff bill was offered early in
1902, but was withdrawn and reworked .
It was presented again at the next session
of Congress in December, and passed, es·
sentially intact, in February 1903. The law
stated that the General Staff Corps should
be charged with the preparation of defense
and mobilization plans, with investigation
and reporting on all questions affecting the
Army's efficiency, and with acting as agents
of the Secn:tary of War and respective commander.; in providing information and in
co-ardinating action .
Establishment of the General Staff was
only the beginning of the battle to develop
an effective organization. Even though the
decision had been made, man y of those who
had opposed the idea refused to accept it,
and for a time there was some doubt as to
whether there really would be any improvrment in eo-ordination at all. In getting his
program through Congress, Secretary Root
had exhibited the same knowledge, patience,
and deference wh ich had characterized
Washington 's relations with the Continental Congress during the dark days of the
Revolution. More would be needed to wi n
general acceptance in the Amly itself.
Senior officers in the bureaus began to
agitate for abolition of the short detail system, a nd some of the bureau chiefs never
were able to subordinate themselves to the
General Staff. The very basis for this independent attitude was in part the old system
of pcmlancnt tenure. It was difficult for
bureau chiefs who had been at their jobs
for five to tcn years, and whose whole
careers were within the bureaus, to accept
the direction of young, temporary stafT offi cers. M oreover, long tenure in Washington permitted the development of strong
personal ties with members of Congress that
worked as an independent source of power.
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Beneath the su rface of routine and paper
work, a struggle for power developed within
the War Department. It broke out into
the open after Maj . Gen. Leonard Wood
had become Chief of Staff in 1910 and
Hcnry L. Stimson had become Secretary of
Wa r in 1911. Maj. Gen. Fred C. Ainsworth, The Adjutant General, allowed his
opposition to the general staff s),stem and
his concern for the prerogatives of his own
office to grow inlo hostility toward his old
friend , General Wood, who now was his
chief. For his part, General Wood was no
less strong-willed and ambitious. In the
battle for the survival of the General Staff
and the primacy of the C hief of Staff as
origi nally conceived , the antagonists were
the two senior generals of the Army ( both
of whom had been medical officers). Behind General Ainsworth lay a century of
tradition and powerful supporters in Congress. Behind General Wood were the law,
the Secretary of War, and President William Howard Taft.
T he showdown came when The Adjutant
General responded to a proposal for abol ishing the requirement that bimonthly muster
rolls be furnished by all Army units. He
submitted a belated memorandum couched
in language that invited charges of insubor_
dination. When Secretary Stimson read
the memorandum , he at once relieved Ainsworth of his duties as Adjutant General,
and prepared for a court.martial . T his
Illove Ain.'\ worth foresta lled hy requesting
retirement from the Arm y.
The supremacy of the Chief of Staff had
been upheld, but Stimson found that he
had leaped from the frying pan of internal
conflict into Ihe fire of Congressional disple~ure . The House Committee on Military Affairs dema nded all Ihe papers on the
Ainsworth affair, which Stimson supplied ,
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although he insisted that he did so as a matter of courtesy and not as a legal requirement.
Moreover, Congress attached a
rider to the Anny appropriation bill incorporati ng a whole series of provisions--i neluded were abolition of the detail system,
long-term enlistments, and others that
Wood had opposed and Ainsworth had supported; a provision that would fix aU Army
POSls subject to change only by action of a
board of five retired officers and two members of each house of Congress; and even a
set of qualifications for the Chief of Staff
that would have made Wood ineligible.
The bill, of course presented President Taft
with the dilemma of having to accept al1
the obnoxious provisions, or of having to
veto the bill, thus slopping all pay and
allowances for the whole Army.
The situation was fraught with political
overtones, and could not have come at a
more inopportune time. Not only did Presi.
dent Taft face a politically divided Con·
gress, but division threatened his own party,
and he faced a fight for his own renomina·
tion in an election year. To send a veto
message was likely to lose further support
in Congress and at the national convention,
and would give support to General Wood,
a dose fri end of Theodore Roosevelt who
was opposing Taft for the nomination. To
Stimson the issue was clear, and he prepared
a veto message which fitted Taft's own
ideas; in spite of the political risk, Taft saw
it as his duty to save the General Staff from
Congressional domination, and he vetoed
the bill. The outcome was that Congress
provided for continuing appropriations by
joint resolution until a new appropriation
bill could be passed without the rider. In
the showdown, the President had stood with
the General Staff system. The system
would be Challenged again on the eve of

World War 1, and would not reaDy come
into its own until it had gone through the
crucible of war.
As for the supply services themselves,
Root had hoped for a consolidation of the
Quartermaster's, Subsistence, and Pay~
master's Departments into a single Depart·
ment of Supply, but he was unable to get
this plan through Congress. Taft, Root's
successor as Secretary of War, had strongly
recommended the formation of a general
service corps to replace civilian employees
and soldiers detailed from line units for
duty as wagon masters, engineers, firemen,
overseers, teamsters, packers, carpenters,
blacksmiths, derks, and laborers, but this
recommendation, too, failed to win approval. Then the Army Appropriation Act
as finally approved in August 1912 provided
for both the Root and Taft recommendations. The original bill, as it passed each
house in different form, provided that the
Quartermaster, Pay, and Subsistence De·
partments should be combined into a new
Supply Corps.
The assumption was, at
least on the part of some advocates, that the
new corps would be responsible for procure·
ment and distribution of all common use
items, that is, items used by more than one
bureau, and it might have developed into
something like the Navy Supply Corps.
But in conference committee the name Supply Corps was changed to Quartennaster
Corps, which led to the assumption that
an expansion to obtain higher rank for The
Quartermaster General was behind the proposal. The bill also authorized a general
service corps of 6,000 men to be perman
endy attached to the Quartermaster Corps
without counting against the regular a1lot·
ment of enlisted men as already provided.
Elihu Root has been criticized for his
contention that "with our 80 millions of
w
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people there never will be the slightest diffi·
cuhy in raising an anny of any size which
it is possible to put into the field.
Our
trouble never will be in raising soldiers; our
trouble will always be the limit of possibility
in transporting, clothing, arming, feeding
and caring for our soldiers, and that re·

quires organization. " 2 C riticism might be
justified if it were based on the assumption

that Root believed that volunteer annics
alone could be relied on for the protection
of the nation. The second part of his statement, however, makes it cle.'\r that Root
realized that the secret of mobiliza tion is not
in raising troops, but in marshaling transportation, supplies, and services-that in

organization and planning, materiel mobilization should take precedence over manpower mobilization- and in this observation
he was seeing the realities as few others did.

New Developmen ts ill Weapons
and Equipment
O ne of Root's main hopes in establishing
the General Staff was that it would provide
a means for " keeping pace with the progress
of military science'" a nd for adapting
materiel to the anticipated conditions of
future wa r. But in the decade and a half
that followed there was little evidence that
personality. special interest, trad ition, inertia, a nd ambition were any less significant
than before. And even if W ar D epartment
reorganization had been more successful in
co-ordin a ting and encou raging research and

• Walter MilIi" Arms and M , n; It Study in
Amui,dft Ali/i/ar>, His/or>, (New York: Pu tnam,
1956), p. 180.
• Elihu Root. Th, Mili/ar>, tlnd Ctl/onial Polit)'
al/h, United Stales (Ca mbridge: Harvard University Pren, 1916 ), p. 354.

development on new weapons and equipment, it alone could not have significantly
reduced those factors in Congress when it
came to making appropriations.
The principal agency for th is kind of responsibility, the Board of Ordnance a nd
Fortification, continued to fun ction as it
had before, under a n act of 1888. Successor to the ordnance boards which had
been convened a t various times since the
1830's, it was charged with making "all
needful and proper purchases, experiments,
a nd tests to ascertain ... the most effective
guns, small a nns, cartridges, projectiles,
fuzes, explosives, torpedoes, armor plates,
and other implements and e ngines of
war .... " 4 The Board always had a series
of tests before it, a nd as early as 1907 and
1908 automatic and semiautomatic cannon
showed much promise as potentially effective weapons. By 1913 and 1914, as" result of designs developed in the Ordnance
Department a nd the encouragement of private anns makers, it a ppeared that a pract ical semiautomat ic rifl e might be within
reach. The S pringfie ld riAe, M odel 1903,
it generally was agreed, took second place
to none in shoulder weapons, particularly
after a new type of ammunition had been
developed in 1906. When the American
team won the Olympic rifle shoot in 1908
with the 1903 Springfield a nd 1906 ammunition , t he cl aim to superiority seemed to
be well established. Actually, the new ri fl e
was issued to troops beginning in 1905, a nd
by 1908 the entire Army and the National
Guard (except in two states) had been
equipped with it.
The 3-inch a rtillery pieces adopted in

• Report of Board of Ordnance and Fortifica tion,
An"utJi Reports of/he War Deptlr/m,,,/ ... 1907
( Washington, 1907), II, 221.
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1902 and improved in subsequent yea rs
were about as good as any. In 1905 the
Army wellt into the gunpowder business
with the construction of a plant for smokeless powder at the Pica tinny Arsenal, Dover,
New J ersey.
Still , in materiel that would matter most
in the future-machine gu n~ motor vehicles, airplanes, armored vehicles- the old
negative attitude most often prevailed .
As had been the case over the de<:adcs, personalities and individual interests too often
seemed more important than the merits of
an idea and the national interest. Unquestionably it was difficult to screen out from
the mass of schemes con tinually forwarded
to the War Depa rtment those ideas that had
some merit. In part this was a failure of
organization, but there was also a deficiency
in attitude. Although efforts were made to
encourage the development of improved
weapons, the whole approach generally was
one of testing and screening ideas that came
to the attention of the Anny, rather than
one of pushing a vigorous pursuit of ideas.
If an inventor brought in a new weapon,
it still was up to him to prove his case, a nd
the kind of hearing he got might depend as
much on who he happened to be and what
his attitude wns as upon the ingenuity and
practicability of his device.
Hiram M ax im, the American inventor
who went to England and there developed
the fi rst practical au~oma t ic machine gun
( publicl y demonstrated in 1885 ), found a
ma rket for his dead ly wea pon among most
of (he European powers, but not in the
United States. John M . Browning d e·
" eloped his recoil-operated machine gun in
1900, but found so little interest shown in
it that he turned to weapons of greater
interest to sportsmen unti l 19 10, and the
Army d id not adopt this " best of all
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machine guns" until 19 17. The RussoJapanese War in 1904 and 1905 impressed
all observers in Manchuria with t he effectiveness of automatic machine guns, but t he
United States did nothing to replace its
Gatli ng guns until 1909 when it adopted
t he mediocre light Benet· Mercie machi ne
gun. Boards approved Vickers ( Maxim )
guns tested in 19 13 and 1914, but nothing
came of their recommendations.
About the s.1.me time the Lewis light rna·
chine gun was tested and turned down .
Later, its rejection became the subject of
controversy in the War Department, in
Congress, and in the press when the Lewis
gun came into prominent use in t he British
Army after the outbreak of the Europea n
War in 1914 . It was difficult to under·
stand why a gun invented by an American
officer could becomc the favorite light
machine gun of Brit ish troops in battle, and
yet not be acceptable to the American Ordnance Dcpartment. Dissatisfi ed with the
Ordnance Department's tests, Genera l
Wood, t hen commanding the Eastern De·
partment, set up a series of tests of his own
at Plattsburgh, ?nd came away completely
sold on the Lewis. One explanation of the
rejection was t hat the inventor had not
brought his weapon directly to the Ann y,
but had taken it to a private compan y
which now offered it for sale. T oo, there
may have been some personal antagonism
in t he Ordnance Department, where there
was a n expression of impatience about the
fa ilure of the manufacturer to make test
models available. BUl here again the initiative had been left to the parties offering
the gu n; there was no question of the War
Depa rtment's sea rching out the best possible wea pons. When congressmen inquired
why the Lewis gu n had not been adopted ,
the reply was th at the Vickers had shown
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up better in the tests of 1913.
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But then

the question became: why had not the

Vickers been adopted? Apparently the
War Department was waiting for the best,
confronted by the eternal dilemma of
whether to standardize production or wait
for a better model. In this case it waited,
and the Army probably had the best machine guns and automatic rifles in the
world-after World War I was over.

The automobile was beginning to captUfe the imagination of the country, but it

made little imprint for a time on the Army.
When Quartermaster General Charles F.
Humphrey in 1906 bought six automobiles
for use in California, Washington, D.C.,
and Cuba, the Treasury ruled that he had
exceeded his authority under the appropriations and charged them to his personal
account. In 1906-07 the Quartermaster's
Department was able to purchase twelve
automobiles, but tests indicated that their
degree of usefulness and the C06t of maintenance argued against " their substitution
for any of the standard means of a rmy
transportation." S Finding "existing types"
of automobiles unsatisfactory Cor military
use, the department was content to let it go
at that, making no effort to find new types
that would be satisfactory. During the
next several years the Army bought from
one to four automobiles a year at a coot of
a little over $3,000 apiece. Then in 1911
the Inspector General, if not the Quartermaster General, became convinced that the
time had come to develop military motor
trucks. The use of one truck and two
motorcycles during three months' maneu-

• Report of the Quartuma.uer General, Annllal
R,ports of Ih, W .. , D,p .. ,tmtnt/o, th, Fis~ ..l y , .. r
End,d jlln, 30, J!)()7 (W:uhinston, 1907), 11,
36- 37.

vers of a provisional brigade in southern
California convincingly demonstrated their
usefulness. About the same time, the Inspector General of the Department of the
Lakes came to the conclusion that the Army
shou ld undertake some experimentation to
develop a motor truck "to replace the field
wagon to the greatest possible extent."·
Whereupon the Quartermaster Department
began a developmental and testing program
to produce a suitable Army truck, but funds
were so restricted that the program could
accomplish very little. A test run in 1912
of two Army trucks and a privately owned
company truck from Washington, D.C. to
Fort Benjamin Harrison at lndianapolis,
covering 1,524 miles in Carty-eight days, did
not give wholly satisfactory results but did
show the trucks had some promise. Motor
trucks already were beginning to replace
horses and wagons at the supply depots, and
by 1913 the Quartermaster Corps had
adopted genera l specifications for a I V2-ton
truck.
The Army fi rst used motor vehicles
significantly in the supply colu mns of
Pershing's expedition to Mexico in 1916.
Trucks used in the supply columns were
commercial types, and were regarded more
as a substitute for railroads than for horses
and wagons. Armored cars also made
their appearance in the field at this time,
proving thei r worth and the quick response
the motor industry was capable of.
Within twenty-two hours after receiving a
telephone order for twenty-seven armored
cars, the Packard Motor Car Company had
the cars on their way by special train with
a driver and mechanic for each car shipped .
-Report or the I nspector General, WOIr D,pOlrlm,n' Annua/ R,porIS, 1911," vol!, (Washington,
1912), I, 274.
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P ERSH ING EXPEDITION TO MEXI CO

l;'ifty-onc hours after leaving Detroit, the
vehicles arrived on the Mexican border.
This example and impressive reports from
Europe on the use of armored vehicles
prompted some congressmen to urge an increase in the appropriation for arlnored

veh icles from $150,000 to $300,000 or
$500,000, but without success.
With aviation it was the same old stafYa mechanism invented by Americans, but
first put to general usc abroad. In 191 4
while congressmen were congratulating
themselves on not being carned away by extravagant claims for combat aviation, and
while the chjef of the Signal Corps himself
was waiting for the airpl ane to be " proved"
before lending any enthusiasm to its devel.
opment, Great Britain already had estab·
lished an Experimental Branch in its Royal
Flyi ng Corps. Undoubtedly the disap·
pointing failure of Samuel P. Langley's

"aerodrome" in 1903 shook the faith of mili·
tary leaders as well as of Congress, and even
though the Wright brothers successfully met
Army specifications in a test at Fort M yer,
Virginia, in 1908, the death of Lt. Thomas
Selfridge and the injury of Orville Wright
when the ljucccssful plane crashed a few days
later added to the discouragement with the
project. In June t 9 t 2 unofficial ex peri~
mellts at College Park, Maryland, that dem~
onstrated the feasibility of firing machine
guns from aircraft excited widespread public
intercst, but th e AmlY took no official
notice.
While the Germans already had Aown a
plane twenty~rour hours nonstop, the Rus~
sians had built a four~engi ne plane, and
the British had mounted cannon on aircraft,
American military planes had progressed
little since 1908. At a time when France
already had 260 airplanes, Russia 100, and
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Germany, Britain, and Italy 46. 29, and
26, respectively, the United States was content with six. The appropriation of $125,000 for Army aviation for Fiscal Year 1913
was as much as had been appropriated all
together during the preceding five years,
but it was only a small fraction of the millions being a ppropriated by all the major
European powers, and less even than the
$400,000 appropriated by Mexico. The
Signal Corps did go so far as to organize a
small aviation center at San Diego, California, and in 1914 and 1915 it conducted
competitive tests for improved airplanes and
cngines. But it was not until 1916, with
the demonstrations of two years of war in
Europe as convincing evidence, that the
U nited States seriously stepped up efforts
to develop an air ann, and even those efforts were timid. A squadron of eight aircrah supported Pershing's 1916 expedition
in Mexico, but even in the absence of opposition all were wrecked within six weeks.
Perhaps a ll the experimentation and attempts to develop new weapons and equipment in the United States during this period
were bound to be of little avail in any case.
Would the position of the United States
really have been any different if better
machine guns had been adopted, if motor
trucks and airplanes and armored cars had
been perfected? The critical question was
not the development of new ideas, but getling the new weapons in sufficient quantity
to be effective. The Springfield M 1903
probably was the best military rine in the
world, but even though the entire Army and
National Guard had been equipped with it,
this number was such a small part of the
total needed that when war came it was
necessary to adapt the British Enfield in the
interest of mass product ion. The United
States 3-inch gun was not so inferior to the
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French 75 as to be unusable, but so few were
available that it was necessary to rely on the
French artillery weapons for American units
in France. It is not likely that the story
would have been very different with other
items that the Army might have developed
but did not.
Aside from the direct impact, actual and
potential, of new weapons and means of
transportation in battle, and the direct logistical problems involved in their development, their secondary logistical significance
would be hardly less important once they
came into use. Adoption of machine guns
complicatcd the ammunition supply, for not
only did their usc mean a tremendous incrcase in requircments for small arms ammunition, but the usc of foreign models
necessitated supplying two kinds of ammunition until the guns could be rechambered
for American ammunition. Increased usc
of motor vehicles would substitute requirements of gasolinc and oil for hay and oats,
and in turn would affect the structure of
the supply system itself. AU of t hese complications wailed over the horizon while the
United States approached involvement in
a world war, relatively innocent or the
cha nges rapidly taking place.

Expedilions Abroad
Meanwhile, the Army was broadening its
experience in handling the logistical problcms involved in moving and supporting
forces overseas for active m ilitary operations,
an area in which American achievement
would prove com pa rable to the best.

The Philippine I nsurreClioli
Although politically and I:l.ctically the
Philippine Insurrection was quite a different
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ORVILLE WRIOHT DEMONSTRATING HI S

operation from the War with Spain, logistically both should be considered as a unit.
I n a way the insurrection provided a setting
for th at second phase of logisticaJ support,
after the initial confusion of entering into a
war had been overcome, which the shortness

of the War with Spain had denied.

I t also

afforded an opportunity for refurbishing

reputations for logistical support that had
been tarnished in 1898. But most important, it marked the beginning of a new era
for the Anny, when support of overseas
forces would become a permanent rcsponsi-

PLAN E AT FORT MYRR

bility, and fighting brush-fi re wars abroad
would become a common occurrence.
Less than a month after the outbreak of
the insurrection, Congress passed an act aut horizing the Regular Army to be maintai ned at a strength of 65,000 men, and a
volunteer force of 35,000 men to be raised
not from the states individually but from the
country at large. T he increase in forces was
to be but for two years and four months,
until I Jul y 190 I. With lhtle of t he confusion accompanying the expedition to
Cuba a year earlier, troop transports by the
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early summer of 1899 wefe leaving New
York for Manila by way of the Suez Canal,
and from San Francisco by way of Honolulu. The transports carried twenty-three
new regiments of volunteers. Another regiment of infantry and one of cavalry were
fonned from state volunteers who were already in the islands and who were ind uced
to stay. To carry out these movements the
Army had acquired some twenty-three
ocean-going ships, and the total number of
owned and chartered vessels of all kinds
rcached 125-001 counting 200 small craft
used for interisland service in the Phillippines-operated by the recently formed
AmlY Transport Service. Eventually the
total forces used to put down the insurrection included over 75,000 regulars and
50,000 volunteers.
Throughout the operations in the Philippines the greatest obstacles to effective logistical support were the climate and the lack
of land transportation facilities. Extensive
operations were almost impossible during
the rainy season when, as in the spring of
1899, as much as forty-six inches of rain
fell in a single month. The dry season was
almost as bad, when the tropical sun sapped
the energy of the troops. Sickness again
claimed more casualties than did battle.
Supplies of all kinds deteriorated rapidly in
that climate, and a great deal of loss resulted from the lack of co-ordination between the movements of troops and the
movements of supplies, so that at times
supplies accumulated at points where they
were no longer needed. When units moved
back to the United States, accumulated
supplies either had to be shipped back to the
United States, or be disposed of locally at a
considerable loss. It would have been d iffi cult enough to keep up with the needs under
the best of conditions. The garrisonin.,! of
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hundreds of posts and the exped itions conducted at widely separated places and at
great distances from the main centers of
supply presented problems similar in a way
to those attending the Indian Wars.

The Cllina R elief Expedition
While the Philippine Insurrection was at
its height, the presence of American forces
in the Philippines made it possible foj· the
United States to participate in the expedition to relieve the beleaguered legations in
Peking during the Boxer Rebellion in 1900.
In this action, for the first time since the
Revolutionary War, American soldiers
joined in a coalition effort with forces from
other nations.
All together the American forces ordered
from the Philippines, from the United
States, and from Cuba, to take part in the
China Rel ief Expedition numbered nearly
15,500 offi cers and Illen, of whom about
10,000 were infantry; 3,000, cavalry;
1,000, artillery ; and 800 marines; and 875
service troops. Between 5,000 and 6,000
men arrived in China before the capture of
Peking. The 9th Infa ntry was in Chjna just
nineteen days after receivi ng its initial order
at Luwn in the Ph ilippines.
Manila and Pacific ports of the United
States served in effect as primary bases, funneling men and materials through the
Japanese port of Nagasaki. T he advance
base was established at Taku on the Gulf
of Chihl i, about forty miles from Tientsin.
Since ice in that region ordinarily blocks
navigation after about J December, it was
necessary to arrange for delivery by midNovember of six months' supplies of ammun ition, food, heavy winter clothing, fuel,
lumber for qu arters, stoves, medical supplies, and other items.
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Tientsin was captured on 13 July. On
4 August a force of about 2,500 Americans,
in the company of larger Japa nese, Russian,
and British contingents and asmallcr French
contingent, began the advance from Tientsin on Peking. As soon as their horses could
be brought ashore at the stormy Gulf of
q hihli, a troop of the 6th Cavalry joined
the advance, while the other American
forces remained behind to guard the line
of communication. Only a fraction of the
unit transportation had arrived and, although some wagons brought up ammunition and rations and mule pack trains
arrived just in time to help. chief reliance
for supplies was on a fl eet of junks on the
Pei He and on large carrying parties of
Chinese coolies. Each junk carried from
six to twelve tons of reserve ammunition
or other supplies, and with the benefit of
favorable winds and the pulling of coolies,
the craft moved up the stream at about the
speed that the troops marched although because of the meandering course of the river,
the troops often were separated from their
supplies by several miles. O n the march
eaeh man carried 100 rounds of ammunition, one days' ration, a mess kit, shelter
half, and sometimes a blanket. A Signal
Corps detachment building a telegraph line
kept pace with the march.
After overcoming scattered opposition en
route, the international column arrived before Peking on 14 August. Men of the
14th Infantry scaled the walls, and relieved
the legations that afternoon. Two days
later the expedition occupied the inner
Imperial City, and on the 28th troops of all
the co-operating powers paraded in the
Forbidden City.
The big question then became whether
the troops would remain in occupation until
winter. Although the greatest complaint

at the moment was the excessive heat, Maj.
Gen. Adna R. Chaffee, commander of the
American force, was most concerned about
cold weather. He recognized that if his
troops were to stay in Peking for the winter,
the ra ilroad wou ld have to be repaired or
he would have to move his supplies from
Taku before the river froze. His own observation was that the presence of the troops
was complicating the supply situation for
the civilian population, and he recommended that his men be withdrawn as soon
as possible. Weeks p~d without a decision, until finally Chaffee decided he could
wait no longer. He assembled a fleet of
junks and brought up the supplies a head
of the iee-a fortunate move, for he did
remain through the winter. In February
he was informed that U.5. forces were to
be reduced to a legation guard of about two
companies, and as soon as he could he began
transferring surplus stores to the coast.
Mounted units moved out first , in April,
to help ease the demand for forage.
Chaffee and the 9th Infantry left Peking
on 23 May 1901.

M ex;can Crises
What threatened to be a far more serious
involvement was the situation that developed in Mexico. When rioting broke out
in the City of Mexico in November 1910,
challenging the thirty-year rule of the "Iron
Dictator," Porfirio Diaz, United States
Cavalry forces near the border were augmented until they patrolled the entire border from Brownsville, Texas, to San Diego,
California. Hoping to avoid intervention,
but persuaded that a Show of force might
help stabilize the situation, in mid-February
19 11 President Taft ordered the mobilization of a "maneuver division" at San
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Antonio under the command of Maj. Gen.
William H. Carter, Assistant Chief of Staff.
At the same time a force composed of provisional regiments of the Coast Artillery
Corps concentrated at Galveston, Texas, as
-the 1st Separate Brigade. and two infantry
regiments mobilized at Sa n Diego. All to~
gether, over 23,000 officers and mcn from
a ll parts of the United States were involved
in this movement. It was an impressive
concentration in some ways, but it revealed
deficiencies in mobilization planning and
co-ordination. Local units were ready on
time in most cases, but there were delays in
a rranging for rail transportation and in getting the necessary cars where they were
needed promptly. In part these dclays
arose because there had been no time COT
warn ing ord:rs, and probably it was too
much to expect better results under those
circumstances. By the end of March
( twenty-five days after Taft's order was
issued), nearly 15,000 men had arrived at
their destinations. But the maneuver division did nOt reach its maximum strength
until the end of May. During the summer
most of the units returned to their home
stations.
A second mobilization in February 1913
at Galveston and Texas City was accomplished somewhat more rapidly and effective1y. but the 11 ,000 officers and men
collected there as the 2d Division hardly
comprised a combat division ready to. take
the field aga inst a major enemy. Without
the well-organized ammunition and supply
trains and the transportation needed to
make a division an effective fighting force,
this organization could be little more than
a token force. Still, it provided one more
bit of experience (or mobi lizing larger
forces.
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About the same time it appeared that
another overseas expedition might be in the
maki ng. After reports that the American
Emb assy in Mexico City had been fired
upon, President Taft asked Secretary of
War Stimson how long it would take to
organize a re1icf expedition if that became
necessary. Stimson's response was that a
single telegram would clear the way for
loading transports on standby at Newport
News. T he next morning the New England Brigade received a warning order, and
awa ited orders to move, but the crisis
passed.
A year later an expedition did sail from
Galveston to relieve naval forces occupying
Vera Cruz-an instance of the rapid movement of an expeditionary force sent overseas
under prospective combat conditions. ru
the Vera Cruz crisis developed, Brig. Gen.
Frederick Funston was instructed to have
the 5th Brigade, 2d Division, ready to sail
on short notice (rom Galveston. On 23
April 1914, the day after a landing party
of sa ilors and marines h ad seized the Mexican port, orders came to move at once with
as much of the Army force as could be
carried in the four Anny transports sent to
Galveston. The very next day approximately 3,200 officers and men shipped out
of Galveston, followed two days later by a
battalion of field artillery that left (rom
Texas City aboard a chartered ship.
Landing at Vera Cruz on 28 April, Funston
took command of the Marine detachment
already there, and with his combined fo rce
occupied the city out through the suburbs,
extending his lines to include the source of
the city's water supply nine miles away.
All of the elements of Funston's brigade
did not sail, lest this apparent reinforcement
upset the delicate negotiations then taking
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place. Some of the transports were con~
verted to other uses. The McClellan, for

each month until t he withdrawa l of the
forces fro m Vera Cruz in November.
Funston had to manage without most of
his organ izational transportation; for local
movement of men a nd supplies he took over
the four railroads en tering Vera C ruz, and
operated t hem wit h American conductors
and engineers and Mex ican firemen and
brakemen.
The next chapter in Mexican affairs involved mobilization on a large scale and
actual invasion of Mexican territory. 1n
1916 most of the Regular Army and nearly
all of the National G uard were mobilized
in the vicinity of the Mexican border, and
Brig. Gen. John J. Pershi ng led a punitive
cxpedi tion into Mex ico in pursuit of Pancho
Villa. T he real significance to the U n ited
States of operations in Mexico was that they
served as rehearsal and preparationwithin less than a year the United States
was called upon to undertake the greatest
overseas expedition in history to help turn
the tide in the World War t hen raging in
Europe.

ex.ample, after debarking its troops at Vera
Cruz returned to Galveston, was sent from
t here to New Orleans to be converted to a
refrigerated storage ship> and then went to
New York to take on a cargo of beef for the

Vera Cruz garrison. In an ticipation of
possible reinforcement, the Transport Service in May chartered eight additional ships
and had them refitted at New York to carry
troops or animals.
Supply operated according to a plan app roved by the Secretary of War in March
191 3. Units of the 2d Division were supplied from the base depot at Galveston upon
requisition through division headquarters.
For replenishment of supplies the Galveston
depot drew upon the general depot at St.
Louis. Quartermaster items not available
at St. Louis were obtained from New York,
Philadelphia, or Jeffersonville. Food supplies gcnerally were procured locally, except
that evaporated mi lk came from S1. Loui:J,
bacon and canned meats from Chicago, and
fresh beef from Houston and Fort Worth.
Accountability for expendable items and
subsistence stores terminated with their
transfer from the Galveston depot to the
local units, while nonexpendable items were
issued to organizations on memorandum rcceipt. For troops stationed along the border from Texas to Arizona, the same system
applied, thc depot at EI Paso serving as the
point of supply.
Galveston became the main supply point
for the occupation garrison at Vera Cruz,
and ordinary supplies wcre forwarded automatically. For a time shipmen ts were irregularly scheduled , but in June the transport
Sari Marcos was put on regular schedule,
leaving Galveston on the 1st and 15th of

Summary
The Army that was called upon to meet
the challenge of world war was quite a dif.
(erent Army from the one the United States
had known twenty years earlier.
In the
eighteen years since 1898 it had become the
Army of a world power. A military organization t hat had been bound to the soil of
the United States since 1848, which had
operated for a century and a half with a
supply system governed by a permanent
unco-ordinated bureaucracy at the top, and
which had given little attention to war planning, by 1916 was a "new" army in which
all this had changed. Where previously
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GENERAL PERSH I NQ

and men fordi'lg a river du.ring the expedition to Mexico.

there had been no experience in organizing
or maintaining expeditionary forces, now
such forces had been mobilized and dis-

patched at various times to Cuba, Puerto
Rico, the Philippines, China, and Mexico.
Where it had been uncommon fo r even
regiments to be assembled together, divisions and corps had been organized, traosported, and supplied at numerous times and
places. Where plan ning and co-ordination
frequently had been wanting, now a General Staff had been organized and at least

had made a beginning in the overall direction required for effective military operations.
But what probably was the Army's greatest deficiency- its materiel preparation for
war- had not changed. In spite of the rec·
ognition after the War with Spain that the

key to rapid military mobilization was mate·
riel preparation; i.e., stockpili ng supplies
and eq uipment and industrial mobilization
planning, very little had in fac t been accomplished along those lines during the period
of t ransfonnation.
Army planning and procurement had not
kept up with new developments in the fu ll
military use of advances in machine guns,
motor trucks, annored vehicles. and aircraft. Even more serious were the insufficient quantities of supplies and equipment
in the inventory to support a major mobilization in a war situation. Some steps were
taken in 191 J to establish central depots for
general reserve supplies, but the problem
of adequately stocking them remained, with
field arlillcry equipment and ammunition
in shortest supply.
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Serious shortages in the National Guard
of animals, wagons, artillery, ammunition,
clothing, ambulances, and other materiel
made it clear that the organized militia
could not be counted upon as an early roo-

bilization force for war. And as long as it
continued to be common belief that military
mobilization was a matter of raising men before anns, this unsatisfactory state of affairs
would persist.

CHAPTER XX

World War I: Industrial Mobilization
and Procurement
A country as divided in its attitudes toward military preparedness as it was toward
the definition of American interests in the
conflict raging in Europe during 1915 and
1916 approached hesitantly the complete
involvement that would at last resolve all
doubts about a need for full mobilization
and decisive action. In their place other
doubts arose concerning what the nature of
the American contribution should bewhether a large army should be sent overseas, or whether materiel assistance for the
Allies might be cnough- and how best to
mobilize and put to use the great resources
of the United States in support of whatever
programs might be required.
Plans Qlld Preparation;

After prolonged hearings before the military affairs committees of both houses, CongrCS'! paSled the National Defense Act which
the President approved on 3 June 1916. It
provided for a modest increase in the Regular Army, for a Nat ional Guard subject to
call into federal service, and for an Officers
Reserve Corps whose members would be
recruited from graduates of courses of military instruction in the colleges a nd from
volunteer officers' training camps modeled
after the one General Wood had organized
at Plat tsburg. Although an important sec-

lion of the National Defense Act recognized
the importance of industrial mobilization
and gra nted to the President broad powers
to efTect it in time of war, the legislation,
as had Jllost of the public discussion preced ing it, emphasized preparation and mobilization of manpower, at least so far as the
Army was concerned.
Henry Breckenridge, Assistant Secretary
of War to Lindley M. Garrison who resigned in February 1916, turned in his
resignation shortly after his chief's and
wrote a book, Preparedness, to expla in his
position. Brecken ridge devoted his book to
the necc.~ity for improving manpower
preparedness by having a larger Regular Army and a large body of trained
reservcs; he did not even raise the critical question of materiel preparedness.
The General StafT went further. A study
on Personnel Versus Materiel in Plans for
National Defense, published by the Army
War College in November 1915, not only
maintained the Idee fixe that national security required universal military service and
a large army of trained men; it also W<1l'ned
tha t there had been a tendcney on the part
of some peoplc to exaggerate the importance
of materiel in modern war and to und e~ rate
the importance of personnel. The study
pointed out that the increasing complexity
of modcrn anns and equipment made the
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thorough training of men morc important
than ever, and concluded that the side with
.the largest body of trained men would be
successful. Whether, for the individual
soldier, the firing of a modern rifle was more
complicated than firing the old muzzleloader, or the driving of a motor truck was

much more complicated than harnc.."Sing
horses and driving a wagon, or the operation of modem artillery was much more difficult than operating the old, was at least
debatable. The War College pamphlet
ignored the really basic question: Which
takes longer to develop-trained manpower
for a large army, or the materiel it will use?
Noting that"
twentieth-century
warfare demands that the blood of the soldiers must be mingled with from three to
five parts of the sweat of the men in the
factories, mills, mines, and fields of the nation in arms," I one of the members of the
Naval Consulting Board, Howard E. Coffin,
an automotive engineer, took the initiative
in setting up a Committee on Industrial
Preparedness to make a survey of industry.
It operated through five-man subcommittees organized in each state. The task of
listing and analyzipg industrial plants in
terms of their actual capacities for the production of military supplies and munitions
fell to Walter S. Gifford, a statistician of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company. A number of people, in different
contexts, began to discuss the advisability
of organizing some kind of machinery within
the government to co-ordinate the work of
industrial preparedness.
President Woodrow Wilson was imprcsscd with the importance of this activity,
'Josephus Daniels, Th~ Wi/son Era, Y<!arl of
P<!D.C', 1910- 1917 (Chapel Hill, Universit), of North
Carolina Press, 1944), p. 493.
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and as early as December 19 15 he called
upon Congress for the "creation of the right
instrumentalities by which to mobilize our
economic resources in any time of national
necessity." 2 As a result, a rider to the
Army Appropriation Act, approved on 29
August 1916, created the Council of National Defense "for the co-ordination of
industries and resources for the national
security and welfare." The council itself
was made up of six members of the President's Cabinet- the Secreta ries of War,
Navy, Interior, Agriculture, Commerce,
and Labor- but it function ed principally
through its Advisory Commission composed of seven dollar-a-year men chosen
for their expert knowledge in special fields,
and a permanent director and staff. The
council's function was planning and coordination, not administration. The organization in March 1917 of the Munitions
Standards Board, under the Council of National Defense, with Frank A. Scott as
chairman, and its absorption early in April
by the General Munitions Board, also under
the chairmanship of Scott, completed the
organization of a kind of "general staff"
for war industry, the forerunner of the War
lndustrics Board.
In spite of meager appropriations and
negative attitudes toward such steps as were
taken for industrial preparedness, and in
addition to the activities of the Council of
National Defense and its agencies, two
factors did operate in the prewar years to
prepare for industrial mobilization to a far
greater extent than otherwise would have
been the case. The first was the acceptance
by American industries of large munitions
• Ray S. Baker, Woodrow Wilson, Life /lnd Lel8 vols. (New York, Doubleday, Doran &; Co.,
In(:., 1937), VI , 308.
lUI,
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orders for the Allies. The second was the
mobilization of forces on the Mexican
border.
After a short period of depression following the outbreak of war in Europe in 1914,
American industry, thanks in part to orders
from the Allies, revived and started to expand. American companies shipped explosives, firearms, and a small quantity of
airplanes and parts valued at over $806,OOO,(X)() to the Allied Powers between
August 1914- and March 1917. If shipments of other iron and steel manufacture;
copper, brass, and aluminum and their respective manufactures; and acids are included, the total value was $2,188,000,000.
As has been noted, the Mexican crisis
fortunately passed without war, but the
consequent mobilization proved invaluable
as a dress rehearsal and readiness test for
what lay ahead. It afforded experience in
large-scale troop movements by rail. It
gave an opportunity to introduce the Army
to problems of procuring and maintaining
and repairing molor vehicles, and to the use
of motor transportation for supply in the
field. It also uncovered serious supply
shortages and weaknesses in the supply system, but purchases then of reserve stocks of
quartermaster supplies made it poosible after
the declaration of war to equip (except for
clothing, tentage, and animals) all units
called into service.
T he regular staff studies of the War Collegc Division had little to contribute to lealistic logistical planning for war. The clivision's work seemed to Jack insight and
imagination, and part of this was due to
the att itude of the government, which
sought to maintain the appearance of strict
neutrality. Just as McKinley in 189B had
interpreted "national defense" so strictly as
to hamper the expenditure of funds even for
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nonnal preparedness, now Wilson, for the
time being, seemed to apply restrictions
even to the formulation of plans. While war
raged in Europe, and while the likclihood
of American involvement became more
and more real, the War College had to content itself with making plans for repelli ng
invasion on the coast of t he United States.
Even aside from this the General Staff
showed little imagination. A study on Strategic Location of M ilitary Depots, Arsenals,
and Manufacturing Plants in the United
States turned out to be no more than a plea
to move all such installations out of any area
west of lhe Sierra Nevada or Cascade
Mountains, cast of the Appalachians, or
within 200 miles of the Canad ian or Mexican borders; this would have ruled out the
maintenance of any facilities in the vicinity
of New York, Boston, Springfield, Philadel_
phia, Washington, Chicago, San Antonio,
or San Francisco. A Study on Places of
Origin and Ability to Procure Supplies
Needed in Va~t Quantities in Time of War
was a seven-page .~lImmary of what had not
been done and what needed to be done; it
did carry a recommendation that enough
materiel reserves be stored, over an eightyear period, to equ ip a force of 1,000,000
men. This step would have been commendable in 1906, but it was hardly suited
to the situation in 1915 and 1916; moreover, the problem of winning appropriations to support even so modest a plan
remained just as difficult. Rather less in
touch with reality was the General Staff
study mentioned above, Personnel Versus
Materiel in Plans for National Defense. In
spite of the fact that in each of its wars the
United States had given personnel mobilization priority over materiel mobilization,
ohen with unfortunate results, this study
suggested that the influence of materiel on
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the issue of war usually had been much overemphasized. It suggested , too, that the experience on the Western Front in Europe
should not weigh too heavily on American
military policy, hut that lessons should be
sought in the lesser theaters of the war where
operations approximated more closely what
wou ld happen in case of an attack on the

United States!
Determination of R equirements
The nearest attempt to deal with the
questions of materiel requirements and industrial capacity was the appointment of a
board of officers (November 1916) under
Col. Francis J. Kernan to investigate the
desirability of government manufacture of
arms and equ ipment. In its inquiries the
board surveyed the status of supply in the
technical services and the capabilities of

manufacturing establishments in the cou ntry
for production of military goods, but it arrived at no con1.Pletc estimates of capacity,
other than estimates on the part 01' the bureau chiefs as to how long it would take to
procure equipment of various kinds for an
anny of 500,000 men, 1,000,000 men, or
2,000,000 men.
It was easy enough to calculate requirements for initial equipment by multiplying
the allowances given in the tables of organ ization and tables of fundamental allowances by the number and kinds of unit'\ to
be called into service, but this left unanswered the question as to whether the allowances were realistic, and the even more
difficult question as to the accuracy of estimates of probable expenditures and requirements for replacement supplies. T he information was available in the experience of
European annies that had been at war for
over two years; yet the General Staff had
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done aimost noth ing to collate, to bring up
to date, or to analyze this infonnation in
order to develop experience factors and requirements upon which to base a procurement progrnrn.
The Kernan Board in
November and December 1916 was still
relying on rough estimates prepared a year
earlier- before the great battle of Verdun,
where attacks and counterattacks went on
almost continuously for ten months, and
cost the French 460,000 casualties; before
the Somme offensive where British losses
were nearly as great; and before the introduction of the tank in the Somme and the
beginning of large-scale gas warfare.
The tentative troop program adopted at
the beginning of the war contemplated
sending to France as quickly as possible one
tactica1 division "to show the flag," mainly
for the morale effect upon both the Allies
and the enemy, and following this division with a large enough expeditionary force
to make an effective contribution. The
size of the tactical division was not determined precisely, as it wou ld depend largely
on the shipping available, but in a general
way it was assumed that the capacity of
sixteen National Guard camps and sixteen
National Anny cantonments would be used
to train a force of one million men which
could be in France by the end of 1918. A
number of people at this time thought that
the United States' contribution would be
limited to a token force and materiel assistance- and the Aviation Section of the
Signal Corps accepted a French suggestion
that it should include 4,500 aviators.
In July 1917 General Pershing submitted
his proposals for an American Expeditionary Force (AU') of thirty divisions, and
followed up these proposals with recommendations for supporting service troops
and for prioritiC'l of sh ipments. Pershing'S

3 12
recommend a tions provided the basis for the
program the War Departmen t adopted on
7 October, scheduling the shipment of

troops so as to put thirty divisions (ten of
which would be training and replacement
divisions), togcther with ncccS&1.ry corps,
army, a nd services of supply troops-a tota l
of 1,370,000 men- in France by 3 1 December 1918. In the spring of 191 8 it beca me
clear that t his number would not be adequate. The serious defeat of the Italians
at Caporetto, and the elimination of R ussia
from the war the preceding fall had allowed
the Germans to transfer troops to the Western Front for t hei r series of massive assaults
aimed at forci ng a decision before America n
reinforcements cou ld become decisive. It
also was becom ing clear by this time that
un restricted submarine warfare was failing
the Germans. Thus both the necessi ty for
and the possibility of shipping American
troops to li rance in far greater numbers bccame apparent about t he same time. In
j uly 19 18 both Secretary of War Newton
D. Baker and General Peyton C. March,
now Chief of Staff, concluded th at 80
American divisions (although Pershing was
insisting upon 100) could and must be
shipped to France by 30 j une 19 19. The
80 divisions, together with the additional
supporting troops, plus 18 divisions to be
retained in the Un ited States, became the
official program and continued in effect
unti l the annistice. It provided that
2,350,000 men, rather than 1,370,000,
should be in France by the end of 1918,
and that 3,360,000 should be there by 30
june 19 19. In September an extension of
this progra m was approved and sent to the
chiefs of the suppl y departments to form
the basis for their estimates of requirements
for the next fiscal yea r. The extended
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program provided for an Army of 100 divisions (4,260,000 men ) in France and
twelve divisions ( 1,290,000 mcn ) in the
Uni ted Slates, a total of 5,550,000 mcn by
30 June 1920.
A most significant inAucnce on the determinat ion of requirements and upon the
whole procurement program- one t hat had
been prescnt in no previous war effort of
t he United States-was the agreed division
of labor with the Allies. Thus light,
medium , and heavy artillery for American
units in f rance would be supplied b)'
French and British gun factories, while the
United States would concentrate on the production of propell ants, high ex plosives, and
heavy artillery shells. For many other
items of equipment, too, t he Americans
would rely upon the F rench and British SO
that precious shipping might be saved for
American food and raw materials and for
American troops. Still anot her important
consideration in determi ning requirements
was the need to maintain sizable reserve
stocks and large qu antities in the suppl)'
pipeline in order to assure continuous
resupply.
One of the important elements in scheduling was the time required to manufact ure
and ship items of su pplies and equipment.
It took onc rear, for instance, to produce
a fin ished light artillery shell and put it on
board ship, SO for items of t his kind requ irements had to be anticipated a year in advance- an al most impossible task. Another
clemen t of timing was in correlation of
mobilization of troops with the ava ilability
of equipment. Perhaps in this case t here
was some justification for allowing troop
mobilization to get ahead of materiel procurement for much of the equipment cou ld
be obtained fro m the Allies overseas. But
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this means of procurement could not be
used to satisfy immediate needs for shelter,
clothing, and training equipment, a nd Secretary of War Baker received some criticism
from members of Congress for calling troops
before facilities were rcady for them .
Actuall y some of the contingents of draftees
sched uled to be called latc in 1917 were
not called up until several weeks latcr because of shortages of supplies and equipment. Even so, the total strength of all
components of the Army had rcached
1,500,000 men within nine months aft er
the declarat ion of war. The Secreta ry of
War was under great pressure f rom the
All ies-a situation which could not be publicized at the time- Cor a quick build-up of
American forces. H e had relied upon contractors' estimates of production that proved
to be unduly optimistic, but he realized the
urgency of swift action. He did not accept>
the 80-division program until the req uired
industrial and shipping capacities had been
surveyed, and the War Industries Board
a nd the Chief of Staff had attested to its
logistical feasibility.

Finance
Once again war caught the War Department in a state of acute finan cial embarrassment. The Congress had reached the
constitutional limit of its session on 4 March
1917 without passing either the deficiency
b ill to pay for the punitive exped ition into
Mexico and the mobilization of the National
Guard a long the border, or the Regular
Army appropria tion bill for Fiscal Year
1917. No more inopportune time for such
fai lures could have been found. A special
session was called I April because of the
war emergency, and the deficiency bill as
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finally approved on 17 April carried an add itional appropriation of $ 100 mi llion for
"National Security and Defensc." Tn the
meantime the War Department was bringing together the estimates of the bureaus
for equipping one million men, and shortly
after the declaration of war Secretary Baker
went before the House Appropriations
Committee to requcst a shocking $3 billion.
He hoped to get this emergency appropriation as a lump sum so that funds might be
transferred from one purpose to another as
requirements changed, or to take care of
items that in the haste might have been
overlooked. Congress, however, was not
willi ng to gran t any such blank check. The
committee ca lled the bureau chiefs to explain in detail the purposes of their requests,
and required an itemized breakdown that
would freeze all funds to the specific purpose for which they were granted. All this
took weeks, and the appropriation was not
approved until IS Ju ne.
The total fu nds Congress appropriated
for the Wa r Department for Fiscal Year
19 18 finally amounted to more tha n $7.5
billion- nearly fifty times the department's
appropriations for the normal year of 19 15,
and ten times the 19 15 appropriations for
all activities of the government. Appropriations for the Ordnance Department for
the year ($3.2 billion) were equal to more
than threc times the value of all products
of the iron and steel industries in the United
States in 1914, and the Quarterm aster
Corps appropriations of over $3 billion were
four times as great as appropriations for all
governmental purposes in 1915. Together,
O rdnance and Quartermaster appropriations for 1918 equaled one-fourth the gross
value of all products of all industries of the
United States in 1914.
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War Department Reorganization

As for the General Staff, it had failed to
mature in the way hoped for by its creators.
To some of the bureau chiefs it seemed to
be just onc more layer of red tape and its
main result the further delay of urgent business. By design or by oversight the N ational Defense Act of 1916 a ppeared to have
opened the way to a restoration of the independence of the bureaus. In the opinion

of the Judge Advocate General the section
stating that the General Staff "should be
exclusively employed . . . on other duties
not of an administrative nature" meant that
the supervisory function of the General Staff
had been eliminated, leaving only its advisory function. Secretary Baker ruled,
however, that the wording did not change
the intent of the original General Staff Act,
and that the function of supervising and
c<H>rdinating bureau activities would continue. Nevertheless. more than the p reservation of fonnal legal authority would
be needed to save the General Staff system,
and under the impact of the great mobiHzation the whole structure of the War Department soon was· near collapse.
The National Defense Act of 1916 had
limited the number of officers who could
be assigned to the General Staff to fifty-five,
and, apparently reflecting fears of some
kind of military junta, forbade more than
half of the General Staff officers to be stationed In Washington. Actually the
st rength of the General Staff was nineteen
officers in Washington and twenty-two elsewhere. Acts approved in May 1917 removed these restrictions and subsequently
the General Staff grew to comprise 1,222
officers.
On 28 December 1917 a series of steps
began for the complete reorganization of

the General Staff to include a revamping
of logistical control. By 9 February 1918
the General Staff had assumed the fonn
of five divisions each of which was under
an Assistant C hief of Staff. One of these
was given the t itle of Director of Purchases
and Supplies, and another, Director of Storage and Traffic. These two d ivisions were
merged forma lly on 16 April 191 8 into the
Purchase, Storage and Traffic Division, with
Maj. Gen. George W. Goethals, previously
Director of Storage· and Traffic, as the head
of the combined division. At the same
time Goetha ls reta ined his post as Acting
Quartermaster General. In addition, t here
was a gradu al consolidation of procurement
of all except technical items in the Q uartermaster Corps. Passage of t he Overman
Act in May 1918 gave the President a free
hand to reorganize agencies and reassign
functions, and thus permitted completion
of the War Department's reorganization,
which was announced formally on 26
August. In the meantime direction of the
Anny's logistical activit ies had become almost completely centralized under the
Director of Purchase, Storage and Traffic.
(Chart I) Authority for the new logistiC'!
organization stated:
At the head of the organi7.ation is a Director of Purchase, Storage and Traffic, whose
function is executive and not supervisory. He
receives the Army program from another division of the General Staff, and his is the responsibility fo r the computation of requirements
to meet that program and the filling of these
requirements. He is in command of the
supply organization and rel ieves the Chief of
StafT from all detail of and responsibility for
supply.
The fundamenta l idea of this reorganization
is first, the consolidation in one .department
of the purchase of all standard articles of merchandise, leaving in the bureaus the purchase,
production, and inspection of highly tc<;hnical
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material, such as ord nance, aircraft, etc., and
second, the storage, distribution and issue
within the United States, and their storage
prior to s hi~ment abroad, of all War Department supplies, whether standard or special
(including those excepted from procurement.) ,

There remained the ever-present question of civilian versus military supervision
an~ ,control of Anny procurement. By
trauung and experience an Army officer
usually was less fitted to the tasks of contracting and production than was a man
from business whose career had been concerned with those matters. On the other
han~. military people thought that the using
service should buy the material it ncecledeven though in actual practice the procurement agency (for example, the Ordnance
Department) might be no more the actual
user (the infantry or artillery) than would
have been a civilian agency. Yet co-ortlination between user and buyer was essential, and would be removed one step further
by assigning it to an agency outside the
Army. Some members of Congress urged
~ separate ministry of munitions along the
hnes of the one the British had set up to
have charge of all procurement, but President Wilson opposed this solution. He
noted that almost every step of C(H)rdination resulted in a certain amount of delay
~nd a certain demoralization in the agencies
Involved; he thought that a new department
would seriously hamper the activities of the
Navy, which by this time were well under
way, and would offer no advantages to the
~my, then in the process of reorganizing
Its procurement structure. On the other
hand, there was an extension of civilian
supervision within the War Department,
• Report or the Chief or Staff. Annual Reports
0/ Ih. WilT D,pllrlme,,'. 1919, t. 416.
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following somewhat the example of the
Navy Department.
In November 191 7 Secretary Baker
called Benedict Crowell, a man whose training an~ experience had been in industry, to
be Assistant Secretary of War and to take
over administration of the War Department's industrial activities. Subsequently
Crowell received the additional title, Director of Munitions. He conceived of his role
as the c(H)rdinator of the bureaus in procurement activities, and he looked to the
Purchase, Storage and Traffic Division as
the agency through which his decisions were
given effect and through which he ex.erci'iCd
control. His control thus was more real
than apparent, because before passage of
the Overman Act it had been necessary to
make use of the General Staff machinery
for the legal authority to develop the kind
of organization desired; otherwise the whole
organization might have been completely
civilian, with no mention at all of the General Staff. Although the Purchase, Storage and Traffic Division was a part of the
General Staff, the Chief of Staff did not in
fact exercise supervision over its procurement functions.
As Crowell described it
.
the Chief of Staff was the Secretary of War's
military adviser, while the Assistant Secretary was the Secretary's industrial adviser.
This meant that General Goethals had two
immediate chiefs; on military matters he
reported to the Chief of Staff; on industrial
matters, to the Assistant Secretary. and the
latter was the contact with outside agencies
of the government and with industry.

.

Procurement
ContraIl

Never had American industry been orga·
nized and controlled in the way it was under
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the War I ndustries Board. T he "vitals" of
the War Industries Board were its fiftyseven (as of 11 November 19 18) commodity sections. Made up of experts experienced in a particular industry, together
with members from the Army, Navy and
other interested procurement agencies, each
commodity section functioned as a kind of
miniature War Industries Board for a particular commodi ty. The Purchase, Storage and Traffic Division of the General
Staff set up a series of Anny commodity
committes, made up of representatives from
the interested supply bureaus, to parallel the
commodity sections of the War Industries
Board. The chainnan of each of these
Anny committees served as a member of
the corresponding commodity section of the
War Industries Board, where he represented
the Army as a whole.
Probably no aspect of the c()-ordination
of procurement and the control of the war
economy was more important than the development of a system of priorities. The
early competition among the Army's supply
departments for materials, supplies, facilities, fuel, labor, and transportation led to
chaos in the market place. Within three
months after the declaration of war, the
Army had placed more than 60,000 orders.
A significant task of the later Purchase,
Storage, and Traffic Division was to develop
a priorities system within the Anny, and to
represent the interests of the Army in the
higher priorities agencies.
T hus a system evolved which included
graded priority certificates for work of different degrees of importance; a classification
of industry, and even of certain plants
within an industry, accorrl.ing to their relative importance in the war effort; and,
finally, a scheme of automatic classifications
under which certai n classes of orders re-
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quired no priority certificates. As the system eventually worked out for the Anny, a
priori ties commi ttee within each supply bureau settled questions of preference within
the bureau, then the requests went to the
Army priorities officer in the Purchase,
Traffic and Storage Division for resolution
of conflicts among bureaus, after which the
requests went to the Priorities Committee of
the War Industries Board. By the end of
the war almost all the industries concerned
were operating under priority schedules
closely correlated with the total Army
program.

Contract Principles
In placing orders of all kinds for goods
and services during the war the War Department entered into some 30,000 contracts involving obl igations of more than
$7.5 billion. Strict legal rules governed
governmen t contract procedures. Rules
in effect at the start of the war provided that
in nearly all cases it was necessary to advertise fo r competitive bids, giving complete
specifications, and to award the contract
to the best bid so long as the bidder was
responsible and known to be able to fulfill
the tenns. There were, however, certain
exceptions. A contract already properly
made might be increased without opening
it to further competitive bids, and, if previous advertising had brought forth no bids,
it was permis;ible to negotiate directly with
a manufacturer who was the sole source of
su pply. Several other legal safeguards,
some dating back to legislation passed during the Civil War, were intended to protect
the interests of the government. All contracts were supposed to be in writing. The
contracting officer had to attach a sworn
statement that the contract had been made
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without any benefi t or advantage to himself,
or any corrupt advantage to the contractor
or to any other person. At the behest of
the Attorney General all departments in~
serted a clause in their contracts which required the contractor to disclaim the em_
ployment of any third party for a fee in
obtaining the contract, for, just as they had
during the Civil War, the "five-pcrcentcrs"
descended upon Washington to interpose
themselves between departments and the
market. The WaT Department also
adopted the policy that purchases through
jobbers should be made only in exceptional
circumstances. Probably the most common irregularities in the drawing of contracts under the pressure of war business
were the more or less common uses of the
infonnal procurement order and having a
subordinate officer sign contracts fur the
authorized contracting officer.
A further important exception to the rule
requiring advertising for bids, was a provi ~
sion in the law that advertising might be
suspended in the event of a national emergency. Moreover, the National Defense
Act of 1916 empowered the President,
through the Secretary of War or other de~
partment head, in time of actual or im~
minel)t war, to place an order with a firm
at prices fixed by the department; if the
producer refused this arrangement, his plant
might be commandeered and operated
t hrough the Ordnance Department, with
payment of just compensation. Within a
week after the declaration of war Secretary
of War Baker issued an order finding a n a~
tional emergency to exist within the mean~
ing of the law, and authorizing the negotia~
tion of contracts without resort to formal
advertising.
The normal form of contract in peacetime was the lump-sum, or fixed~price con~
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tract, a nd this continued to be used
throughout the war for most purchases by
the Quartermaster Corps, the Engi neer
Corps, and the Medical Corps, but for
major projects or new products involving
unknown costs, frequen t changes in specifi~
cations, and other conditions this type of
contract had serious disadvantages.
rn the spring of 1917 somc two hundred
builders and contractors came to Washing~
ton to consult with the General Munitions
Board on the gigantic task of constructing
new camps and cantonments. In confer~
ence they concluded that the best way to get
the job done wou ld be on t he basis of con ~
tracts allowing for payment of costs plus
a percentage of costs as profit. Such co n ~
tracts were known in private industry and
the Navy had used them at times before the
war but never on such a vast scale as was
now proposed. After eareful study the
General M un itions Board accepted the
principle and recommended approval,
which was given in tum by the Advisory
Commission, the full Council of National
Defense, a nd the President.
W hile the cost~pl u s principle overcame
the disadvantages of the lump-sum contract,
no one was blind to the inherent serious
possibilities for waste and extravagance.
In its simple form the cost~plus cont ract
encouraged carelessness, and even the pad~
ding of costs, for the higher the costs the
higher the profits. The Construction Division never used any cost-plus~ percentage
contracts withou t a maximum fcc.
Throughout the war it used an erncrgc.ncy
form contract, first drafted by the Emergency Construction Comm ittee of the Coun~
cil of National Defense and modified slightly
several times, which provided for cost plus
a sliding scale fee for all the construction
work in building the camps, cantonments,
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depots. and other fac ilities. After this form
of contract had been in use for construction
work for several months the War Department called a committee of lead ing engineers, architects, contractors, and busi ness
men to study the various types of contracts
and to recommend the one best suited to
the conditions. The committee returned a
unanimous recommendation for continuation of the cost-pfus-with-lirnited-fee principle.
Changes could be made without
revising this kind of contract, materials
could be substituted wherever desirable. the
government could furnish materials when
expedient to do so, partial payments could
be made promptly to covcr the contractors'
costs, the government automatically acquired all surplus materials, and the government could reserve the right to pay tra.JlS..
portation charges on materials and thus take
advantage of land-grant and bond credits.
None of these was possible under the ordiIlary lump-sum contract. Aside from essential considerations of speed and fl exibility,
it is doubtful that the cost was greater th an
it would have been under competitive bidding and lump-sum contracts under those
wartime cond itions. A furthe r refinement
in some cost-plus contracts was a provision
which allowed a bonus to the contractor for
reducing his costs. Frequently this arrangement had good results and, in some cases,
savings resu lting from lower costs than had
been estimated were divided three waysamc."\g the contractor, the laboring force,
and thcgovemmcnt.
Another type of contract closely related
to the cost-plus was the agency contract
whereby a reliable firm acted as agent for
the government in the construction and, or,
the operation of a plant. The government
paid all the bills, and the agent received a
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fee for its service, either a percentage of the
coots or a fixed fee.
A major prOblem in all contracting was
controlling the costs. [n the construction
contracts referred to above the Amly representative had complete control of the
expenditures of the contractor. Finns accepting ordn ance contracts were expected
to keep a completely separate set of records
pertaining to their government work, including daily time reports on each workman, and to give Army inspectors and
auditors access at all times to all places
where materials were received, stored, used,
processed, and shipped, a nd to all records
pertaining to them. An attempt in June
1917 to apply price redetermination, however, resulted in serious de1ays for ordnance.
[n the face of soaring steel prices, the Secretary of War directed that no further contracts for steel be entered into without a
provision that the price should be adjusted
to the price which later would be agreed
upon by government officials. The manufacturers refused to accept orders under
these conditions. As a consequence ordnance work was delayed until September
when, after a stormy session, the War Industries Board and representatives of the steel
industry arrived at an agreeable fixed price.
Facilities

With the coming of war it was necessary
to find every possible faci lity, government
or private, that could be put to usc. T his
included not only expansion of the government's arsenals and manufactories but also
contruction of vast new government-owned
or government-financed plants. All together the government built or financed
sixteen of the ninety-two plants ultimately
engaged in the manufacture of powder and
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high explosives, about as many other plants
for load ing shells, bombs, grenades, boosters,
fuzes, a nd propellants, five of eighteen new
gun factories of various kinds, four n itrate
plants, and eight plants for the manufacture
of toxic gas, gas masks, and for loading gas
shells.
Although industrial conversion began as
soon as the war, it was a h it-aod-miss affair

for several months. Anny procurement officers, or ambitious industrialists, or others,
would take the initiative in making a contract for a plant to turn out some new product for the Army, and then hope that it
could be donc. Not until late 191 7 d id the
War Industries Board set up machinery to
regulate these procedures by creating a regional organization covering the country
and a Resou rces and Conversion Section in
Washington. T he O rdnance Department
and the Quartermaster Corps also had regional organizations, and they co-operated
with regional War Industries Board advisers on problems of industrial conversion.
The real problem was not in persuading the
manufacturer to change over his plant on
short notice, but to keep him from making
the wrong changes.
T he selection of sites delayed the construction of camp and cantonment facilities.
Secretary Baker relied on the recommendations of the departmental commanders, but
pressure came from all parts of the country
to have camps located in particular communities, so that two months passed before all
the sites had been chosen. Recommenda_
tions of Army officers that National Guard
camps, at which tents were to be used for
shelter, be located mainly in the South
brought politica l accusations that the Dem ~
era tic administration was favoring the Solid
South. The cantonments were to consist
almost entirely of wooden bu ildings-there
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was already a shortage of canvas, so that
they were no more expensive than additional tent cities would have been- and
were to be located mostly in the north and
cast. Each cantonment was to accommodate from 40,000 to 60,000 t roops and
10,000 animals, and was to have streets,
lights, sewerage, water, kitchens, and hospitals commensurate with a city of that size.
Problems of clearing sites, excavating, grading, drainage, bringing in materials, and
labor varied a great deal from one location
to another, even though the buildings and,
in some cases the layouts, were of uniform
design. It was intended that the camps
and cantonments should be built to correspond to the Army's organization: a company was to be housed as a unit in one
barrack bu ilding; one or more whole divisions would be quartered in a single cantonment. It did not take much longer to build
t he camps and cantonments than it did to
choose t he sites. By 4 September 1917
accommodations were ready for 430,000
men, a nd in 19 18 t he total capacity of forts,
camps, cantonments, and specia l camps,
reached nearly 1,800,000.

Arms and Ammunition

Rifles- Certai nly no less important than
housing the troops was anning them. The
ordnance problem (which by the time of
World War I meant the procurement of
100,000 different items of eq uipment, a
large share of which were noncommercial)
was, in the first instance, mainly one of providing small anns. T hanks largely to
Allied orders, small arms manufacturers already had reached a substantial capacity,
but they were producing foreign models.
This raised a fundamental question: should
their facilities bc converted to produce the
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Springfield, o r, in the interest of saving time,
sho uld the United States adopt the British
Enfield rifle for its own forces, and make use

of facilities already available?

A third pos-

sibility was to adapt the Enfield to American ammumtlon. In a meeting with the
chairman of the Small Arms Subcommittee

of the Munitions Standards Board the
manufacturers estimated that it would take
eighteen months for any of them to get
ready to make the Springfield, and they
recommended that the United States adopt
the Enfield, either using British ammunition
or mod ifying the Enfield to take American
a mmUnition, as the Army preferred.
Modification would entail a delay of approximately thirty days. It was decided to use
the Springfield to equip the Regular Army
and first units of the National Cuard and
to keep it in production at the armories, but
to adopt the Enfield, modified for American
ammunition, for the remainder of the forces.
The decision to modify t he Enfield was criticized as delaying production unnecessarily;
however, the C hief of Ordnance and other
officers wanted to avoid having two kinds
of rifle ammunition for American units, and
they felt certain that the E nfield would
work much better with the American
ammunition.
Machine Guns- The machine gun question was more complicated. Even though
the machine gu n had become t he m aster
of the battlefield in Europe, Americans
h ad fai led to recognize this development
fully. Belated efforts in 1916 to improve
the machine gun situation in the Anny
had had little effect before the declaration of war. The British-developed VickCI S heavy machine gun had been adopted,
but only 125 had been ordered until December 1916 when the War Department
placed an order for 4,000 with the Colt
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company. None were on hand at the
beginning of the war. The total machine
gun armament then consisted of 670 of
the older Benet-Mercie machine riRes,
282 Maxim machine guns of the 1904
model, 353 Lewis machine guns built for
British ammunition, and 148 of the Colt
1895 model.
On 1 February 1917, the day that Germany resumed unrestricted submarine warfare, the chief of the Navy's Bureau of
Ordnance wired the Marlin-Rockwell Corporation to inquire how soon it could make
machine g uns for the Navy. He had no
funds, nor any idea how many might be
ordered; nevertheless he requested that t he
company, then working on a Russian order,
make preparations. With nothing more to
go on the company ordered materials for
5,000 machine guns; in May the Navy
placed an order for 2,500. Meanwhile the
vice president of the company inquired of
t he Army Ordnance Department about interest there, but found none. Actually the
Marlin gun was obsolete, and Army Ordnance officers were not satisfied with it, although the re was something to be said for
the contention that several thousa nd Marlin guns would be better than no machine
guns at a ll . Later the Marlin gun was
adapted for use on aircraft, synchronized to
fire between the propeller blades, and for
that purpose proved to be one of the best
machine guns available.
For reasons even now not wholly clear
the Army did not take advantage of another
more modern machine gun t hat had been
tcsted in combat in Europe and was then
in production in the United States for the
British and Canadian Covcmments--the
Lewis machine gun. In a tcst conducted
by a machine gun board in 1916 lhc Lew is
g un was held not to be satisfactory, a nd fur-
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ther competitive tests were scheduled for
May 1917. As has been noted, General
Wood, who had been impressed with the

Lewis gun as early as 1912, conducted a
series of tests at Plattsburg in which the gun

was completely satisfactory. In the fall of
1916 Wood urged immediate and carefu l
consideration of the Lewis gun in view of
the experience of the British with it in two
years of war. Even after the declarat ion
of war the War Department did not move
up tests scheduled for May, but the Navy
and Marine Corps asked for sepcratc tests.
Conducted on 15 April with guns made to
take American ammunition, t he tests were
so satisfactory that the Navy quickly ordered
3,500 Lewis guns, and they became standard equipment (or the Marine Corps. On
the strength of the Navy tests the Anny also
ordered 1,300 of this model, and after the
gun showed up well in the May tests, the
Army in June and July ordered 18,400.
Then it found that the Lewis was admirably
suited for use as a flexible gun (that is, one
that could be mounted on a pivot to fire in
all directions) on aircraft, and in September
the War Department ordered some aircraIt
models; a little later it changed all the older
orders to call for the aircraft guns. These
guns never were adopted for ground troops.
Much to their dismay, marines arriving
in France with the Lewis guns with which
they had trained were required to turn in
their American guns for inferior Chauchat
machine rifles; yet the Marine Corps continued to use them for several years after the
war. Even Colonel Lewis' disclaimer of any
royalties for Lewis guns purchased by the
United States-in all he returned to the
government royalties amounting to more
than a million dollars-became a question
of controversy. Defense of the Ordnance
Department's policy at times has taken the
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fonn of criticism of the attitude or activities
of Colonel Lewis, the implication being that
he deserved no further consideration. This
suggests something of the sa me attitude that
prevailed at times during the Civi l Warthat the treatment accorded new weapons
was related to the personality or the deserving character of the inventor rather than
the real issue- the merits of the weapon.
Meanwhile the War Department had
found a superior light automatic rifle and
a heavy machine gun.
It accepted the
Browning automatic rifle after a popular
demonstration held in February 1917.
T ests for Browning's heavy water-cooled
machine gun were held in May 1917 at
Springfield where one gun fired 20,000
rounds without a malfunction or broken
part and then fired another 20,000 rounds
without the failure of any part. A second
gun fired a single burst lasting over fortyeight minutes. The test results aroused the
enthusiasm of witnesses, and two officers
rushed to Washington to urge quick acceptance of the gun before the fonnal reports
arrived.
But the Ordnance Department
would not be hurried into placing orders
for the better model gun it had presumably
been waiting for while refusing to order
machine guns al ready in production. The
department did not move to procure Browning machine guns until July; however, once
started, machine gun production was phenomenal. Production of all models, both
for ground use and for a ircraft, totaled
226,500 by the end of 1918. Of the ground
use models, 56,600 were Browning heavies,
nearly 70,000 Browning automatic rifles,
and 12,000 Vickers; most numerous of the
aircraft guns were 39,200 Lewis and 38,000
Marlin. Yet, because the War Department
refused to order the Vickers and the Lewis
early enough, and because it delayed in plac-
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ing orders for the Browning, American
forces in France fought almost the enti re war
with French Hotchkiss machine guns and
Chauchat automatic riAes. Browning machine guns were fi rst used in combat on 26
September 19 18, just a month and a half
before the annistice, but very few ever
reached the fighting fronts.
ATlillery--H anything had been more
impressive on the baulcficl ds of Europe
from 1914 to 1917 than the importance of
the machine gu n, it was the ex travagant

use of artillery. The favorite ficld artillery
piece was the Frenc h 75, which new Ameri·
can plants were built to produce. Manufacture of the highly regarded French recoil
mechanism presented perhaps the most difficult aspect of the industrial problem, but
the United States adopted the French

recuperators for the 75-mm. gun, the 155mm. gun, the 155-mm. howitzer, and the
240-mm. howitzer, and proceeded to manufacture them. This was a feat that even the
Germans had been unable to duplicate, and
that several Americans averred could never
be done by mass-production methods.
The only Freneh recuperator in actual production before the annistice was the one for
the 155-mm . howitzer for which a special
Dodge Brothers plant completed the machining and assembling of 743 from forgings made by the West Machine Company
and the Watertown Arsenal. It took several months to get complete drawings from
the French, which then had to be translated
from the metric system. If American production of field artillery was small before
the annistice (only 1,642 complete units )
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could not believe; thcn, once they believed,
they performed unbelievable feats.
In this greatest of all motor-vehicleproducing countries, the usc of motor cars
and trucks in war had received little more
consideration than the usc of caterpillar
tractors-until 1916. The Quartermaster
Corps was the agency responsible for procurement of virtually all Army transportation, but during the Mexican crisis of 1916
each bureau had begun to purchase motor
vehicles to fit its own special needs. In
1917, therefore, each using service was
buying its own vehicles, a practice that
resulted inevitably in competition, duplication, and complete lack of standardization, all of which complicated the problems
of providing replacement vehicles and spare
parts. At one time the Army was using
294 dilTerent makes and body types of vehicles. In April 1918 all the motor sections
of the various bureaus were brought together under the Quartermaster General to
form the Motor Transport Service, which
was to have charge of all motor procurement. A :;eparate Motor Transport Corps,
formed in August 1918, had the procurement funct ion for a few weeks but it then
became only a service organization, and
procurement of all vehicles (except tanks)
The Impact 01 the Gasoline Engilu
was assigned to a division under the PurVehicles- The revolution in warfare, chase, Storage and Traffic Division of the
leaving its imprint on World War I , and in General Staff.
The most notable achievement in standturn hastened by it, extended to transportaard ization and production was in the
tion as well as to firepower, and of fundaSta ndard B truck. Under the direction of
mental importance to both was the gasoline the Quartermaster General, a committee of
engine. Introduced hesitatingly, especi3Uy fifty engineers met with Army officers in
on the Allied side, and by improvisation in Washington to choose the be,t of several
the early months of the war, motor vehicles types of parts and assemblies for use in the
had become basic necessities in all the armies new 3-ton cargo truck. They chose designs
by the end of the war. As in other aspects tha t had been proved, would suit the pu rof this war, Americans at first could sec, but pose, and would not infringe on patent

it had rcached the stage for much greater
production in what was expected to be the
big year of 1919. By April 1919 more than
3,000 complete units of artillery had been
produced- as much as the total purchased
abroad from the French and British. The
only American-made artillery pieces to
reach the battle front were 109 7S-mm.
guns, and 24 8-inch howitzers, plus 8 14inch naval gu ns set up on railway mounts
and operated by units of the U.S. Navy.
A mmU1litio71- The ammunition program
involved the construction of three bagloading plants; the production of TNT,
amatol, and picric acid, for wh ich the government built six big plants ; the adoption
of French and British shell designs, and the
development of a h uge shell-making industry; and, finally, the development of facilities for shell-loading. All these, plus the
huge quantities of powder and components
shi pped to the Allies, resulted in production
through November 1918 of over 15,000,000
rounds of artillery ammunition for the guns
of the AEF. Ammuniticn manufacture
also included production of over 3.5 bill ion
rounds of smaU arms ammunition, of which
1.8 billion rounds were shi pped overseas.
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rights. A smaller group of manufactu rers
then organized the prod uction program.
They selected twenty leading truck factories
as assembly plants and let contracts for
parts to some 150 other manufacturers. As
production started more contracts were let
until orders called for nearly 43,000 of the
standard truck chassis. About 10,000 wefe
produced before the armistice, and 8,000
were shipped overseas.
Tanh- For direct combat, the gasoline
engine made its entry in the tank and the
airplane. Although the tank depended
upon the American-invented caterpillar
traction system, no one in the United
States appears to have applied the idea to
a war machine. That application was bom
of the necessity created by the machine gun
and barbed wire on the Western Front.
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Under development both in France and in
Britain, the tank finally came into existence
largely through the efforts of the British
Admiralty. It was not revealed-and then
perhaps prematurely- until 15 September
1916 in the Somme, and achieved its first
striking success (although forfeited for lack
of reserves and insufficient numbers) at
Cambrai on 19 November 1917. Thus
there was little time to initiate any U.S. tank
program, and though the effort was made
the program never got off the ground.
Total U.S. tank production up to 11 November 19 18 amounted to 76, but 22,400 had
been ordered, and all the work done in that
connection, while it had no effect on World
War I, provided valuable experience for the
future. By a co-operative arrangement with
France and Great Britain the United States
undertook the production of a light tank
modeled after the French 6-ton Renault,
and entered into a treaty with Great Britain
for the co-operative production of a heavy
tank to be assembled in France (rom
a nnored h ulls and guns supplied by th e
British, and with engines, traction mechanisms and electrical equipment from the
United States. The latter, known as the
Anglo-American Mark VIII, was a great
success, but only one was completed before
the armistice.
Aircraft- Prwably the most ambitious,
disappointing, dramatic, and controversial
production story of World War I was that
of aircraft. Once again Americans had
neglected an American invention in its development for either wa r or peaceful purposes. To be sure, Congress in 1915 had
established the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, and the Council of National Defense had given some attention to
aViation But when the United States entered the war, the Army had fifty-five serv-
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iccable airplanes-all out of date- and only
sixty-five people who could fl y an a irplane.

Another 350 planes wcre on order, but as
soon as information on AJlicd planes was
available it became obvious that they, too,
were antiquated, and the contractors asked
to be released. The aircraft industry in
the Un ited Sta tes consisted of t he Curtiss
Company and a dozen or so sma ll manufac.
turers, not over six of whom had ever rtl<"lclc
as many as ten airplanes. The industry had
produced about 800 training pl anes during
the preceding years for the Allies.
The complications of aircra ft production,
little realized when the am bi tious programs
were accepted , soon became evident. Aside

from all the difficulties of fin ding aeronauti.
cal engineers, building additional factory
facilit ies, solving design problems (particularly for using American engines), and
production, serious problems in obtaining
raw materials arose. These involved the
development of a long-staple cotton cloth,
used for covering the airplanes, to replace
the linen which was not avai lable in the
qu antities needed ; development of a new
dope for applying to the eloth to give a
smooth, waterproof surface; cu ltivation of
castor beans to supply the necessary lubricants until a mineral oi l could be developed
for the purpose; and, above all, the problem
of obta ining spruce, the princi pal wood used

WORLD WAR I, INDUSTRIAL MOBILIZATION & PROCUREMENT
in ma king airframes. In spite of all difficulties, 11 ,700 planes, of which about half
were training planes, had been produced in
the United States by the time of the annistice, and the DeHavi1la n d~ was being
produced at the rate of over 1,100 a month.
The brightest spot in t he aircraft story,
and one of the outstanding American indust rial achievements of the war, was the production of the Liberty engine. In May
1917 Col. E. A. Deeds of the Signal Corps
made the bold decision to proceed with the
design and production of a sta nda rd aviation engine. As in the case of the Standard
B truck, this engine was to incorporate all
the best features of known engines in a way
suited to American mass-production methods. On 29 May J. G. Vincent and E. J.
Hall (of the Packard Motor Car Company
and the Hall~Scott Motor Ca r Company,
respectively) began drawing plans for an
a~cylinder and a 12~cylinder model. Less
than six weeks later the first working model
of the a -cylinder engine, to be known as the
Liberty, was delivered in Washington, and
within another six weeks the first 12-cylinder
engine had successfull y completed its 50hour test. Production engineers of the lead~
ing automobile companies as well as men
experienced with aircraft engines had been
consulted in the designing and, once production began, no major changes in design
were necessary, though the horsepower of
the 12-cylinder model was stepped up from
330 to over 400. In August 1917 the Aircraft Production Board placed contracts
for to,OOO a-cylinder engines with the Ford
Motor Company, and contracts for a total
of 22,500 12-cylinder Liberties with th e
Packard Motor Car Com pany, where much
of the development work had been don e,
and with Lincoln, Ford, General Motors
( Buick and Cad ill ac), Nordyke & Mannan,
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and the Trego M otors Corporation. Then
word from a commission of observers in
France that production ought to be concentrated on the 12-cylinder engines interrupted production with cancellation of
Ford's big contract for the a-cylinder. Later
the increased popularity of single-seater
planes led to a request from the AEF to
have production of the a-cylinder models
resumed. So successful were the Liberty
engines that the Allied governments quickly
placed large orders for them for use in their
own planes. Orders with the original manufacturers were increased, and large facili~
ties of the Witlys-Overland and Olds Companies were added. Total orders amounted
to 56,100 for 12-cylinder Liberties, and
8,000 for the a-cylinder type. Actual production to the date of the annlstlce
amounted to 13,500, of which 4,400 were
shipped overseas to the AEF and 1,000 to
the Allies.

Food, Clothing, and Medicine
Procurement of the ordinary necessities
of food and clothing and equ ipage in World
War I differed little from earlier experience,
except that food procurement had become
a responsibility of the Subsistence Division
of the Quartermaster Corps. and a Food
Purchase Board co-ordinated the purchases
of the Anny, the Navy, and the Allies.
Nearly everyone was obsessed with a determination to avoid another "embalmed beef"
scandal, and this time no such controversy
developed.
As for clothing, there were the inevitable
shortages during the early months, and the
surfeit at the end. The most serious problem was that of obtaining wool, and to
assure a supply the government itself went
into the wool business, the Q uartermaster
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Clothi ng and Equipage Division taking over
the e!llire wool trade of the U nited States.
T he division bought all the raw wool
at fixed prices-the Anny's wool ad·
min islrator purchased some 722,000,000
pounds-and sold it to cloth ing contractors.
I n turn, the lack of a well-developed dye
industry posed further problems.
To procure supplies fo r field. hospital,
and veterinary use the Medical Department- with the co-ordination of t he Gen-

eral Medical Board of the Council of
National Defense-had to develop domestic
sources for the many surgical instruments
and medicines which before 19 14 had been
imported from Genna ny.

Summary
American industry had never been so
completely mobilized, nor so fuJly integrated, nor so rapidly expanded, nor so
strictly controlled by the government, as it
was duri ng those war years. T he number
of American soldiers engaged in com bat
operations was less than the number of
Union soldiers in the Civil War and the
pace of mobil ization was no greater than
that of the Civil War or the War with
Spain, but in the magnitude of the pro·
curement program and the industrial
undertaking, there was no comparison.
Production figures do not give the fu ll pictu re, for in ma ny areas max imum produc·
lion was on ly beginning when the war
ended . Had the program planned and
begun for 191 Q been ca rried through, the
resullS wou ld have been the marvel of the
j

world. Faulty organization, lack of planning, and complicated problems inherent in
converting and expa nding industry and in
building new industries delayed procure·
ment and production programs seriously,
but once those obstacles had been overcome,
resullS were rapid and gratifying. It should
be remembered , too, that some current pro·
duction was sacrificed in favo r of the great('r
production planned for 1919 and 1920.
I n assessing World War I industria l mobilization and procurement as a whole, four
general observations stand out fo r emphasis.
T he firs t is the importance of Allied orders,
before the U nited States en tered into the
wa r in stimulating the expansion and pre·
pared ness of the muni lions industry of the
United States. T he second is the impor·
ta nce of the mobilization of fo rces on the
Mexican border in advanci ng the logis:ica l
read iness of the Army for the bigger under·
takings it would face a year later. The third
is the importance of the ava ilability of in·
dustrial capacity in France and Great
Bri tain for the in itial equipment of Amer·
ica n forces overseas which was able to make
up for the failure of the United States to
ma intaill adequate materiel reserves, and
also the decision not to continue integration
of U.S. and Allied industry in this way,
but for the United States to develop a ba la nced program of its own. Fi nally, all crforts poin ted to 19 19 as the big year, t he
year of decision. If the m ilitary objective
was won earlier than ex pected, t hat should
be no cause for d isparagement of a procure·
ment and prod uction program which, fo r.
tunatcly, was not needed.

CHAPTER XXI

Interallied Co-ordination
Coalition warfare, the conduct of war in
close association with allies, wh ich was to
characterize warfare for the United States
in the twentiet h century, wa.~ virtually
unknown to the countl)' in 191 7- 18, and in
some ways the experience in international
co-operation was onc of the most significant
aspects of America n participation in World
War L Not since the Revolution had the
United Stales been in a war alongside an
ally. Indeed , national fecl ing had become
so deeply ingrained against "entangling
alliances" that the President in 1917 was
careful to draw a distinction in defining t he
relationship of the United States to the
Entente Powers as one of an "associate"
rather than an "ally". Yet no partici pant
was morc fi rm in urging co-ordination of
effort and the organization of machinery
for control even while insisting on the ma intenance of the national identi ty of its Army.
Actually, the European Allies themselves
were liltle practiced in real co-ord ination
of effort.

Allied Purchases in lhe
United Slales
While th~ entry of the U nited Sta tes into
the war encouraged an increase in the procu rement activities of lhe Allies in the
United States, it also complicated lhe pic~
tUl'e by introducing bureaus of t he United
States Government as competitors for some
of the same su pplies. Previously, the firm

of J. P. Morgan and Company, through an
office organized under Edward R . Steltinius,
had acted as purchasi ng agent for the British and French Governments, and thus had
curtailed to a degree competition between
them. But with the active involvement of
th e United States in the war, Morgan considered it both belter and more proper for
these activities to be transferred to an official
agency. Steltinius accordi ngly closed his
special office, but the British did nothing
immed iately to replace it, so that at the same
time that the Army and the Navy sup ply
departments were entering the market to
meet their mobilization requirements-frequently in competition with each otherthe Allies also were com peting in the same
market.
Secretary of the Treasury William Gibbs
McAdoo insisted that some kind of orga~
nization be formed to co-ordi nate Allied
req ui rements and their financial and purchasing activ ities. Other-v ise he did not
see how it would be possible to j ustify ad~
vancing th e huge credi ts for wh ich they
were asking. W hile the Allies delayed
furt her in setting up a elearing house in Eu~
rope, President Wihon and McAdoo took
steps at least to co-ordinate All ied purchases
in the United States. On 24 August the
Secreta ry of the Treasury signed an agree~
ment with representatives of Great Britain,
France, Italy, and R ussia for the creation
of a Purchasing Commission for the Allies
with headquarters in W ashington . The
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members of the commiSSIOn, Bernard M.
Baruch, Robert S. Lovett, and Robert S.
Brookings, also were members of the newly
created Wa r Industries Board, which
helped to make co-ordination more ellcctive. T he commission met daily at first
then twice weekly with Allied representatives to agree on requirements and priorities; the Allied agents, just as the Army
procurement officers, did the actual purchasing. Although limited to an advisory
capacity and without other authority than
persuasion, the commission nevertheless improved the situation for all concerned. It
became a division of the reorganized War
Industries Board in March 19 18, with the
advantage of an the power of that body.
Machinery for United States-Allied coord ination, of which the Pu rchasing Commission was a beginn ing, was essential in
order that the American people could have
some assurance as to the application of
fun ds being loaned to the Allies; the Allies
could have some protection on prices in
their commercial negotiations; Allied purchases would not disrupt the American
economy; and orders of the United States
and the Allies could be met without in terference from each other.

Commodity and Shipping Controls
During negotiations with the British in
August 1917 on commercial policy and raw
materials, the French Ministry of Commerce developed the concept that the
Allies, through their purchases, their own
resources, and control of the seas, were in
fact masters of the world markets in basic
raw materials, and that what was needed
was an interallied executive, patterned after
one organized ea rlier for wheat, for each
raw material. About the same time Her-
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bert Hoover, United States Food Administrator, was urging that the Allies unify their
purchases of food. A further step in this
direction was the organization in September
19 17 of the Interallied Meats and Fats Executive. Like the Interallied Wheat Executive, it had a British, a French and an
Italian member, and its headquarters was in
London. It made its purchases in the
United States through the Allied Provisions
Export Commission, sitting in New York.
Made up of reprcsentativesof the same three
governments, this commission had a role
with respect to meats a nd fats comparable
to that of the Wheat Export Company with
respect to cereals. It had to elear its purchases with the Division of Co-ordination of
P urchase (organized in O ctober ) of the
U.S. Food Administration, which allotted
available supplies and fixed prices, and then
notify the Packers' Committee which distributed orders among the packing houses.
As for sugar, the British Royal Commission
on Sugar Supply already had been purchasing sugar for the other Allies, and in
September 1917 an International Sugar
Committee was organized in New York to
centralize the whole procedure of buying
and allocating Cuban and American sugar.
In October negotiations began for the pooling of Allied buying of nitrates, but the organization of the first executive to control
such industrial raw materials was not completed until J anuary 1918.
While negotiations for closer economic
co-operation dragged on slowly but surely
during the summer and early autumn of
19 17, a new d isaster was brewing in northern Italy that would drive the Allies to
closer collaboration. This was the breakthrough of the Austro-German annies at
Caporetto in October- November 191 7. A
week after the first major Italian retreat, as
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British and French divisions hurried to help
reinforce the new positions, the Prime
Ministers of Great Britain, France, and
Italy met at Rapallo and formed the S u ~
prcffic War Council, made lip of the premiers together with a second representative
from each government, and with a pennancnt mil itary representative from each
power to co-ordinate political and military
policy in the conduct of the war. Headquarters for the Council was to be at

Vers."1iUes.
From th is point, steps toward logistical

co-ordination

quickened.

The

French

Minister of Commerce proposed to go to the
United States with a detailed report showing the worfd shipping situation , the anticipated reduction in imports for 1918, means
to increase tonnage. the labor situation, the
munitions shortage, and estimates of shipping needed to transport and supply an
American army of 1,000,000 men. Then
President Wilson accepted a British suggestion that he send a mission headed by his
adviser, Edward M. House (Colonel
House) , to a general Allied con ference to
discuss these questions with British and
French lcaders. Maj. Gen. Tasker H. Bliss,
Chief of Staff, accompan ied H ousc to
Europe as military adviser. Other members of t he mission included the Chief of
Naval Operations, the Assistant Secretary
of the Treasury, and the chainnan of the
War Trade Board, along with representatives from the War Industries Board , the
Food Administration, and the U.S. Shipping Board .
The mission arrived in London at the
time of the Caporetto disaster and the overthrow of the Kerensky regime in Russia; it
visited briefly with British leaders, then went
to Paris for preliminary conversations prior
to the Intera llied Conference, which con-
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vened on 29 November. Prime ministers,
fore ign secretaries, ambassadors, special
representatives, and military and economic
experts, represent ing eighteen Allied nations, assembled for the opening plenary
session of the conference at the French Foreign Office. It lasted eight minutes.
France's Premier Clemenceau, presiding,
limited his opening address to six sentences.
the last two were: "The order of the day is
work. Let us get to work.'"
This was the
signal for the conferencc to resolve itself
into committees whieh immcdiately went
into executive session where the experts
could work out plans for furthering economic and military co-ordination. ConcurrentJy, Colonci House and General Bliss
participated in a rnCCling of the Supreme
War Council to discuss proposals for establishing some kind of unity of command and
to make general plans for the military effort
of 1918 when it was expected th at German
divisions released from the Russian front
would be thrown into the battles in the West.
Allied prospects seemed dark in Apri l
191 7 because of the losses of Shipping, and
t he recent evcnts in Italy and R ussia had
not brightened them. Driven by necessity,
a nd by the insistence of the U.S. representatives, the Allies moved to perfect their machinery for co-operation. Results of the
work begun at the Interallied Conference
were so far-reaching in achievcments in cooperation that the conference may be
regarded as a turning point in the war. T he
conference committees proposed that an
extensive system of executives and comm ittees be set up to cover the whole range of
essential foods and raw materials, and that
organizations be established to co-ordinate
'Report of Colonel Hoose. State Department,
FOTtign Rdolions, 1917, Supplement 2, t , 443.
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Allied activities In finance, transportation,
and munitions.
I mTncdiatcly after the Paris conference
the organization to collate Allied requests
for loa ns upon which Secretary of the
Treasury McAdoo had been insisting finally
came into being in the Interallied Counci l
on War Purchases and Finance whi ch sat
in London a nd Paris under the chainnanship of the American representative, O scar
T. C rosby. By the time this council was
formed its purpose had become less urgent,
for the limiting fa clor on Allied purchases
was then recognized to be not credit, bu t
rather the availability of materials and shipping. This realization gave added importance to the organizations set up to deal with
those matters. Foremost among them was
the Allied Maritime Transport Counci l organized in February and March 19 18. The
council was made up of ministerial represcntatives from each of the principal European
Allies a nd delegates from the United States.
It held but four formal meetings, while an
executive, made up of one represen tative
from each participant and an internationa l
secretariat working undel' it, ca rried on the
daify busi ness of correl ating shipping requirements and making allocations. Anxious to have reprcscntati\·cs from the various
supply deparlments themselves rcsoh 'e their
competing demands, the Maritime Transport Council urged the further forma tion
of program committees covering "II essential
goods, as had been proposed at the Paris
conference. The Council 011 War Purchases and Finance joined in this recommendation .
The Ni trate of Soda Executive had been
formed in Decemhcr 191 7, and in a short
time it g" ined control of th e entire nitrate
production of Chile. A little later, and with
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somewhat greater difficulty, the Interallied
Tin Executive was formed. The War Industries Board scnt a foreign mission headed
by Leland L.. Summers to Europe to negotiate for the creation of ot her committees
and to sce that American resou rces were put
to the best usc in the war effort and that
American purchasing agents in Europe received the same benefits in price and conditions as did agents of the local governments.
Although the Allied Maritime Transport
Council did not have a status superior to the
other councils, it gradually came to assume
a leading position by virtue of its control of
shipping. Actually, the Maritime Transport Council had no direct executive power
except over the pool of neutral shipping
assigned to it, and depended upon the consen t of the governments concerned and
upon the governments' execution of policies
the council developed. But the make-u p of
its m e m be~hi p-the minister responsible
for shipping in each country (except for the
American delegatc )- assured the carrying
out of agreemen ts arrived at in the council.
The fa ct that Creat Britain was the only
member that had tonnage beyond its own
requirements gave that nation a decisive
voice in the council's proceedings.
After prolonged deliberations on the subject, in the spring of 1918 the Allies were
driven once morc by the threat of disaster
to agree on another step which evcryone
already knew was necess..,ry- unified
command ovel" the arlllies in the field.
Recognizing the peril resulting from the
lack of reserves under cen tral control when
the great German offensive of 21 l\'larch
broke through the British positions in the
Arras sector nca r the point of juncture with
the French, the Supreme War Counci l in
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Apri l 1918 called upon Marshal Ferdinand
Foch to be in fact, though not actually In
name, Allied Commander ill Chief.
Division 01 Labor and Co-ordi,wlion
Requiremc1tts

0/

After the United States entered the wa r,
some America ns would have been pleased
to follow an "America first " policy in arming and equi ppi ng troops, even though at
the outset many did not an ticipate sending a large American army to Europe.
But neither the Wa r Department nor the
War I ndustries Boa rd was d isposed to follow any policy t hat would weaken the forces
already in act ion by diverting resollrces to
equip an army that could not be at the front
in strength for mont hs to come. Indeed. t he
President in his war mC$Sagc said that the
equ ipment of American forecsshould be ae~
eomplished with as little interference as possible with t he duty of supplying the armies
already at war with Germa ny. Act ually the
Bri tillh and French were getting from their
own industries most of the equipmen t they
needed , but the)' had to have raw materia ls.
Thus a division of labor between the United
States and the European Allies could be ef~
reeted, permitt ing America n un il'i to be
equipped much more rapidly than otherwise
would have been possible and without inte!"fering seriously with the fl ow of ma terials
from the United States to All ied cou nt ries.
Both the British and French missions in
Washington pointed out these possibilities
and the advantages of such a rrangements.
The French mission in the United States
worked out a scale of raw materials needed
fo r each ma jor item to be m:mufactured in
French factories. Thus for each 75-0101.
gun the United States would supply six tons
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of steel, for each 155-0101. howi tzer, forty
tons of steel, and for each ISS -mOl. gun,
sixt), tons of steel. Most of the artillery, a r~
ti liery ammunit ion, aircraft, and tanks, and
a large share of the automatic weapons fo r
the AEF came from France.: ( Table I)
The British-America n agreement of J anuary
1918 for the provision of certain parts for
tanks to be assembled join tl >' in Fra nce already has been mentioned . The Uni ted
States obtained trench mort ars and some
artillery and ai rcra h from Britain . T he
Allies furnished thousa nds of smaller items
to each other every d ay. All toget her these
measures of intern ationa l reciprocal supply
not only saved much time in getting Ame ri~
can forces in to action, but permittcd a maximum effort on the part of the Allied annies,
and, perhaps of greatest importance, they
saved a great deal of ocea n tonnage.
The adva ntages of relyi ng on French and
British a.·mament for American troops in
Europe were self-evident. France alone
had demonstrated a ca pacity to provide a ll
of the artillery and probably aU of the ammun ition for all the American forces th at
could be landed. Nevertheless, the United
States assumed that French and Bri tish
armament should be su pplied to only the
first 2 mill ion America ns to arrive in Europe, and that in the mean time United
States indust rial COil version and expa nsion
wou ld proceed at a rate that wou ld ma ke
the United States independent of Allied
arms by 1919. Conversion and expansion
with a "iew toward a self-contained national
arms industry, however, proycd to be costly

1 Marcel Vigne ras. RearmillK Ihe Prellch , United
States Army in World War II (Washingtoll . 19!i7). p. 4.
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TASLE I -
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in two ways: first, a tremendous increase
in expend itures, and second, an actual reduction in total supplies available.
H ad the war production of the United
States been integrated with that of the AJlies on a continuing basis) the ex pense of
converting much of American industry and
bu ilding new facilities could have been
avoided, as could the d isruption of production and resultant reduction of outp ut. If
the United States had concentrated its efforts on items such as riAes, machine guns,
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aircraft engines, gunpowder, raw materials,
and semifinished goods, as well as items al·
ready produced commercially, it could have
contributed larger qu antities of all supplies
to the AJlied nations, and at much less cost.
As it was, the United States spent $7 billion
fo r ordnance alone, and tied up the services
of thousands of offi cers, enlisted men, and
civilian workers to create virtually a new
industry; yet, aside from small anns and
about two-thirds of its machine guns, fought
the war with French and British ordnance.
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1918- Continued

APRIL 19 1 7- 11 NOVEMBER
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Perhaps a concentration of effort in a
few areas of production would not have
been politically expedient a t the time, but
that is not to say that it would not have been
the wiser course to follow . On the other
hand, a fear that German success in France
might eliminate the French war industry
as a source of A1lied supply probably supported the decision, for in that eventuality
it would have been essential for the United
States to have an independent capability.

In any event, the long-range benefits of the
policy were realized in the postwar international position of the United States: the
pursuit of a policy to build a national war
industry that would be capable of supplying
American soldiers and would be independent of outside sources provided the basis and
experience for the war industry to which,
not twen ty-five years later, France and
G rea t Britain would look for their very
survival.
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enough artillery and service troops to support all the divisions they planned to m ainI n some ways the most serious problem tain , and it seemed an inefficient usc of
requiring co-ordination among the Allies shipping to bring over American artillery
was that of sending American troops to and service units when there was such a
France-the numbers and the types of critical shortage of infantry replacements.
troops to be sent, and the shipping arrangc~ Consequently, the British and French asked
mcnts to get them there. Ma ny problems that the priority on infantry shipments conof logistical co-ordination, including the tinue. But there were sharp differences:
suppl y of American forces, hinged on these The British, who wou ra have to furnish the
decisions. After the Gennan breakthrough additional ships needed to bring more Amerin March 19 18 the Military Representatives ica n troops, wanted some assurance that the
of the Supreme War Council called for the troops would be used in a way best to sup""
immediate usc, temporari ly, of Ameri can port their e{Torl,> . The French wanted
units in French and British corps and d ivi- some assurance that a fair proportion of
sions, and asked that furth er shipmentS of American troops would be assigned to their
American troops be en tirely of infantry a nd sections. General Pershing wanted assurmachine gun units until otherwise directed. ances that American units would be reSecretary of War Baker was in Europe at turned to his control at the earliest possi ble
the time, and after conferring with Pershing moment for the fomlation of a separate
and Bliss he recommended to the President American army. All these views came
approval of this policy with the understand- out in an urgent conference of the Supreme
ing that as soon as possible any American Wa r Council and the military chiefs at
un its attached to Allied armies would be Abbeville on 1- 2 May, where the principle
returned to American control for t he forma- was agreed to specifi ca lly that an American
tion of an independent American army. army should be formed as soon as possible,
An agreement with the British on a six-divi- but that during the current emergency priorsion plan was modified to give priority to ity should continue to be given to riflemen
riflemen and machine gunners, and it was and machine gunners and that American
agreed that additional troops to be brought troops would be brought to France as
over on American transports would train rapidly as Allied transportation would
and be employed with the French.
permit.
Sensitive to any action that might
The priority given to t he shipment of rine
threaten the formation of a distinct U .S. and machine gu n units upset the whole
arm y to fight under its own flag, Pershing sched ule of American trai ning and troop
hoped tha t the sched uled shipments of movements, and seriously handi capped the
balanced forces cou ld be resumed quickly. Services of Supply in France where more
Another German breakthrough in April, troops and supplies were a rriving without
however, made the situation still more criti- correspond ing increases in t he units to recal, and added to the pressure for American ceive a nd look a ft er them. French and
infantry replacements. Most of the tre- British services had to provide service supmendous British and French casualties were port for unil'> assigned to their sectors, and
among their infantry. They still had their service unil", too, were becoming so
M ovement
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overtaxed that they sought relief. Moreover, the priority already given to the transportation of infantry units had nearly exhausted the troops of that category in the
U nited States who had even partial training,
and Pershing still was anxious to bring over
the troops that would enable him to form
corps and armies with adequate services of
supply. When the War Department notified General Pershing in September that it
would not be possible to change the priority
of troop movements already under way
when he asked that no more infantry be sent,
he decided to break up the next five combat
divisions to arrive and to use the men as service troops and replacements for the support
of the newly formed American First Army
in its first offensive against the Sain t Mihicl
salient.
Co-ordinatio1l of Support for the Armies

k soon as American troops began to arrive in France liaison officers were assigned
at all levels where French and American
officials came into con tact to solve the dayto-day problems of co-ordination with local
authorities for the use of transportation and
facilities. In time, as the number of U.S.
troops in France mu ltiplied a nd the conscqucnt problems grew more complex, supply
officers began to visualize a mort: rt:gula rized
machinery for closer co-ordination of the
supply activities of all tht: Allies in support
of their annics at the front . The acceptance of uni ty of command for the armies
made unified supply support even more desirable. In March 1918 Col. Charles G.
Dawes, whose duties as general purchasing
agent for the AEF brought him into a lmost
d aily contact with Allied officials, proposed
to General Pershi ng that an Allied board be
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formed to co-ordinale transportation and
storage in the rear of the Allied armies.
Pershing quickly adopted the proposal
and in May obta ined an agreement from
Clemenceau accepting t he principle of pooling supplies, storage faci lities, and transportation for the com mon support of the Allied
annies, and concurring in the organ ization
of a board to effect this co-ordination. The
board, whose decisions required unanimous
consent, would be made up of a representative from each Allied Army. Subsequently
Italy, Great Britain, and Belgium adhered
to the agreement, and on 28 June 1918 the
Military Board of Allied Supply held its fi rst
meeting in Paris. Colonel Dawes was the
representative for the United States, and
Colonel C harles PayOl, French assistant
chief of staff in charge of the services of the
rear, was elected pennanent chainnan.
Marshal Foeh came to place a great deal
of rc1iance on the M ilitary Board of Allied
Supply, and he later proposed the complete
integration of all Allied supply activity under a single commander. I ronically, it was
for Pershing, who had been the principal
mover for co-ordinating supply and a leading advocate of unity of command, to oppose it . Pershing pointed out that as long
as each national commander retained tactical control of his own troops, even though
they were under the strategic direction of
Foeh, each commander also would insist on
control over his own supplies. I n the circumstances he thought it best sim ply to extend the au thority of the existing board as
far as was consistent with present policy.
In the few months during which it functioned the Military Board of Allied Supply
clearly demonstrated the advantages of coordinal ion. Each member had a staff assigned to the board, and by the time of the
armistice it was beginning to fun ction as a
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true interallicd staff. As one of ils early
tasks. the staff studied the question of storage facilities and developed the fi rst comprehensive picture of storage faci lities in
France. In a July board meeting the
French and Americans agreed to pool artillery ammunition, a decision which greatly
facilitated the supply of ammuni tion to the
units of one army operating in the vicini ty
of another, and provided a reserve supply
that could be made available where needed
most.

The board also took steps to organize an
interallicd motor transport reserve, and to
standardize regulations for the organization
of traffic circulation, the transportation of
troops, and the transportation of materiel.
It organized at Rozoy an interallied center

for the instruction of officers in the regulations governing motor transportation. As
to the reserve pool of motor trucks, the commanders agreed to everythi ng except to
making the necessary trucks available until
finally, in November, the respective commanders announced they would make available for the pool-simply to be on call to
Marshal Foeh, not physically pulled back7,000 trucks from the French Army, 3,165
from the American, 100 from the Belgian,
and approximately 1,000 from the British.
In order to save on the use of railway cars
the Board of Allied Supply reached agreement on a standard ration of oats and hay
for horses and studied the question of rations for men. Although the Interallied
Transportation Committee, a consulting
organization established earlier in Paris, was
considering the question of the use of rai lway facilities, officers concerned also sought
the co-operation of the Board of Allied Supply. The study sought to detennine the
minimum needs Cor the annies, to establish
priorities for delivery of supplies and rules
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for loading a nd unloading by troops, and
tried to reduce to a minimum the practice of
holding reserve supplies on railway cars.
Other activities that the board promoted
included regulation of the gasoline supply
and pooling of gasoline cans, improved coordi nation in the use of narrow-gauge railway materials, construction of a telephone
and telegraph system to link the headquarters of Marshal Foeh with those of the Allied
commanders, and encou ragement of an
agreement between the French and Americans on the use of wood. Its staff work
also included preparation of a statistical
statement refl ecti ng all troops, supplies, and
means of transportation in the Allied annies
in France as of 3 1 October 1918, and the
collection of d.ata on and a comparative
stud y of the supply systems of each of
the Allied a rmies for the benefit of future
military study.
Summary

By the fa ll or 19 18 machinery for Allied
logistical co-operation was operating effectively. By 1918 necessity- first the danger
of imminent defeat, then the prospect of ultimate victory- drove the Allies to a coordination of effort and only then brought
together the weight of superior resources as
well as numbers against the common enemy.
In the United States the government resisted temptation to arm "America first" at
the expense of keeping needed materials
moving to the Allies. Although the decision to develop a completely independent
war industry for the support of American
troops in 1919 was costly, it was possibly a
wise move in the long run for the fortun es
of the immediate war might have turned Cor
the worse, and in any case it served the later
security of the United States. When they
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had to, the F rench and t he British made
available vast resources to arm and transport American troops.
As Allied efforts grew, the necessity for
co-ordination became mOTC clear- to eliminate competition in purchasing which only
resulted in inefficient procurement and unduly high prices; to allocate among the Allies certain sca rce commod ities; to organize
supplies and shipping so as to make the best
possible usc of available ships; and, fina lly
to make available certain supplies, transportation, and storage facilities in France for
best use at critical times and places on the

fighting fronts.

Moreover, all this had to

be done with consideration for national

sensibilities.
Maj. Gen. James G. Ha rbord, Comm anding General, American Services of
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Supply, noted of t he F rench : "They are
the most delightful, exasperating, unreliable,
trustworthy, sensitive, unsanitary, cleanly,
dirty, artistic, clever, and stupid people
t hat the writer has ever known. I ntensely
academic a nd theoretical yet splendidly
practical at times, it will be a wonder if we
do not feel as much like fig hting them as we
do the Germans before the war is over, for
our alliance t ries hum an patience-Ameri.
can patience-almost to the limit." 3 Maj .
Gen. Fox Conner, chief of operations on the
staff of General Headquarters, AEF, ob·
served that dealing with the enemy was simple and stra ightforward compared with
securing co-operation with an ally.

• J. G. Harbord, L t(J.vel From a W (J. r Diary (New
York: Dodd, Mead, 1925), p. 299.

CHAPTER XXII

The Road to France
TrmlJporlalioll W i/hil, thi!

Vllit ed Stales
Orgalliz.ation

T ha nks to early planning and organ ization stimu lated by threatening develop ments in Mexico and the outbreak of war in
Europe, the railroads were able to meet the
demands for troop movement in 19 17 without serious disloca tion. Organization for
the co-ordination of transportation then
expanded wi th the growing conception of
the magnit ude of the waf and in response
to the absolute necessity of the moment.
As early as May 19 14, at the time of the
Vera Cruz incident, the American Railway
Association sent a representative to Washington to discuss ways of co-operation between t he railroads and the government in
matters relating to the movement of troops
and military supplies. Over a year later,
after the si nking of the Lusi/ml ia had raised
the prospect of Amcrican involvement in
the European war, the Secreta ry of 'Va r
suggested th at the Railway Association Illlme
a specia l commitlee on co-operation wit h
mi litary authori ties. After nearly a yea r
of conferences a committee had, by June
1916, worked out a schcme for unified operations in handl ing military traffic- just in
ti me for its first big test, mobi lization of National Guard units on the M exican border.
Previously, arrangements for thc movement
of troops by rai l had been made by the depot

qua rtermaster at the place of Orlgm with
the railway com pany on the basis of competitive bids wherever feasible. The new
system centralized rai l movements of troops
with an executive designated by the railroad
eOl1uniuee in Washington who dispatched
all trains. An agreement reached between
the Quartermaster Genera l a nd railroad
reprcscntati,'cs on I J an uary 1917 completely did away with the forme r contract
system.
With the declaration of war the Rai lway
Association's com mittees in Washington expanded considerably. Danicl Willard,
chairman of the Advisory Commission of
the Council of National Odense and president of the Baltimore a nd Ohio, called a
meeting of railway executives in Washington for 11 April. This meeting resulled in
adoption of a statement pledging co-ordination of operations in a "continental railway
system . . . to produce a maximum of national transportation effi ciency." I The
Railway Associat ion at the same time expandcd its special committee on national
defense and formed an execu tive commi ttee
which ca llle to be known as the " Railroads'
W ar Boa rd." As assista nt to the chairman
of a smaller general committee sel up to
supervise operations, Gcorge Hodges- the

'Walker D. j·lines, W .. r l1i$l"'1 0/ Americlln
Rai/roadr (New Haven, Yale University Press,
1928 ). p . 1 t.
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man who had been in charge of mov- Troop Movemenl
ing troops to the Mexican border- became
Movemen t of troops within the United
the clTcctive operating di rector through a
States
had five phases. The first was the
troop-movement offi ce. This office , an
movement
of un its of the Regular Army to
agency of the Railway Association rat her
various
camps,
most ly from stations ncar
than of the government, maintained a field
the
M
exica
n
border.
I nvolving about
service throughout the United States. It
assigned a general transportation agent at 25,500 offi cers and men- includ ing t he
the headquarters of each of the Ann y's six movement of units assigned to the 1st Divigeograph ic depa rtments, and at each cam p sion to Hoboken- t his operation was comor post where troops were moving in or out pleted by ea rly Ju ne 19 17. T hen the moveit assigned an agent. All wore "A .R.A." ment of over 343,000 National Gua rd troops
brass.'\rds. Each major railroad designated to their training cam ps extended over a n
an officer to be in charge of troop transpor- cleven-week period begin ning 4 August. A
tation in co-operation with the general mont h after the beginning of the mobilizaagent at Army depa rtment headquarters. tion of the Nationa l Guard the most compliThe Transportation Division of the Quar- cated phase of all bega n- the movement
termaster Corps con tinued as the Army's of selective service men from their homes
to the cantonmen l'i. So that transportation
co-ordinating agency fo r the time being.
Organization of t he Em barkation Se",ice faci lities would not be overtaxed, the origi.
on 4 August 191 7 to control the movement nal draft calls were kept small and the men
of all troops a nd supplies dcsti nr:d for over· t raveled on regu lar t rains, but by 19 Sep·
scas did not materia lly affect the system of tember the Selective Se",ice System was
troop transportat ioll under the co-ordina- moving in to high gear, and special trains
tion of the Railroads' \Var Board . Later, hau ling men to camp became common all
when the govern ment took over the ra il- over the country. From 4,58 1 entraining
roads ( December 19 17), the troop-move· poi nts the dra fted men left at first for one of
ment offi ce remained intact as an agency the sixteen National Army cantonments,
of the United States Railroad Administra_ hut later they went to practica lly every camp,
tion. Arter the Division of Inland Trans· post , and station in the United States.
portaliol1 of the Storage and Traffic Divi- T ra nsportation of select ive scrvice men by
sion of the General StarT (later designated rail rose to peaks of 50,000 in a d ay and over
t he Inland Traffic Service, as a d ivision of 400,000 in a month, and included nearly
all of the 2,800,000 men inducted through
the Purchase, Traffic, and Storage Divithe Selective Service System. Departure of
sion) absorbed the transportation funct ions
a train with newly inducted men became the
of the Quartermaster Corps, it continued to
occasion for a loca l patriotic holiday: stores
operate th rough the troop- movement office closed, bands played, speeehes and cheers
of the Rai lway Assoc iation. (Consolida- filled the ai r, and gl"eat crowds filled the sta·
tion of the Emba rkation Service and t he tion platform. Unti l liquor fin ally was
Inland Traffic Service to form a single banned for men boarding t roop trains, it
Transpo,·tation Se",ice d id not take place oft en formed a central fealUre of the depa runtil March 1919.)
tu re celebrations, and in some case<; contrib-
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utcd to an air of considerable informality.
It was recorded that cowboys and miners
riding on a train out of Arizona had been
able to bring large stocks of liquor aboard.
With this encouragement they insisted on
riding on the roofs of cars, turni ng the aisles
into gambling dens, and practicing with
their lariats to f Ope with equal facility
stra nge animals and innocent bystanders on
station platfonns. When they h ad CX*
haustcd their liquor supply, they looted a

saloon in Colorado.
By August 1917 it already was becoming
necessary to shift troops about from onc
camp to another, and the necessity increased
as mobil ization advanced. These movc*
ments included those of regiments and
special units to make up divisions, of Negro
units from the Sou th in accordance with the
policy of assigning a proportion of Negro
troops to the divisions, the transfer of
drafted men from the cantonments to fill
new National Guard and Regular Anny
d ivisions, and movements of units to south~
ern camps when possible for the first winter.
As the practice evolved of developing a certain division of labor among the va rious
training sites it added to the requirement
for intercamp travel. In fact this phase accounted for half of the troop travel in the
United States between October 1917 and
January 1918. The final phase of the troop
movement program was, of COUI"SC, the
movement of units to ports of embarkation- 2,17 5,OOO men from 1 May 1917 to
1 I November 1918, of whom aver 80 percent went to the New York area.
Ncar the end of the war the 8th Division,
18,800 strong (less its artillery brigade),
was able to move from Camp Fremont, California, to Camp Mills, Long Island, in
forty-two trains that covered an average
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distance of 3,444 miles in an average time
of 7 days and 3 hours. Six trains departed
daily at one and one-half hour intervals
from 0900 on each of seven succcss1ve days
beginning on 18 October. Thus the first
train was approaching its destination in New
York as the last was departing in California.
Routed over different lines, the tra ins
avoided serious congestion, although there
was some delay caused by the need to transfer men strickcn with in flu enza to hospitals
along the way.

M ovement of Supplies
If the movement of troops by rail proceeded fairly efficiently from the early weeks
of the war, such was not the case in the
rather greater task of movi ng supplies and
equipment. Neither the Army nor the railroads had organized and planned in a way
to cope successfu lly with the tremendous
freight movements demanded by the war.
By 19 15 inefficiencies in the handling of
commercial freight cars had reached a point
where shortages of cars to haul gra in
crops in the fall and coal in the winter had
become an annual expectation, and generally in times of good business it was difficult to get satisfactory railroad service in
many parts of the country. This situation
was not the result of an actual shortage of
rolling stock, but of the chaotic method of
handling cars, including the practice of
some companies to hoard cars not belonging
to them, t he overtaxing of facilities in certain areas, and to some extent, federal and
state restrictions. With the outbreak of
war in Europe, purchases of the belligerent
governments in the Un ited States led to unprecedented demands on transportation.
December 1916 witnessed the worst freight
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car congestion in the history of American
railroads up to that time- and the United
States was not as yet in the war. In some
areas lack of freight cars forced mills to shut
down, food products spoiled, and prices
soared j at the same time there were so m any
cars in other areas that almost nothing could
move. The port of New York was almost
completely choked. The situation had improved only slight1y when the declaration of
war in April 1917 threw on the railroads the
additional burden of hauling building materials to the sites of the new cantonments,
bui lding materials and raw materials to the
sites of t he new munition plants, a nd munitions from new plants to ports, as well as
supplies and equipment for the build-up
and support of an expeditionary force in
Europe.
The Army's own system of handling its
requests for railroad service did nothing to
alleviate the situation. Initially, each supply bureau or other agency made its own
transportation arrangements, except that
the Quartermaster Corps hand led certain
general matters. Each bureau had its own
machinery for arranging for transportation
of supplies for which it was responsible, and
this was its only concern with transport.
Thus the competition among the bureaus in
procurement noted earlier persisted in transportation. As each bureau emphasized
speed in getting its supplies to the ports, with
no co-ordination among them, the inevitable result was to add to the congestion.
After the fonnation of the Embarkation
Service in August 1917, the supply bu reaus
were required to obtain a transportation release before shipping any material to a port.
At first the commanding general of the port
granted these releases, but after October
19 17 the function was centralized in the
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headquarters of the Embarkation Service in
Washington. This was the first major step
toward establishing effective control to relieve the freight traffic congestion, but for a
time the Embarkation Service did not have
the authority to back up its rulings and frequently they were disregarded.
A further handicap to the handling of
freight grew out of an unco-ordinated priority system. Not only the War Department,
but the Navy Department and the Shipping
Board as well, resorted to priorities to gain
preference in transportation. All three
agencies entered into an arrangement with
the Railroads' War Board for a system of
tags to mark government freight for expedited handling. But soon government
agents in a ll parts of the country were tagging their shipments, so that practically all
government freight was shipped on priority
- and when all were granted priority, none
had priority. Indeed, tagging made matters worse, for cars had to be rearranged so
that those with prior markings would precede later ones, and items were rushed forward without regard to real timeliness.
By December 191 7 the tag system had all
but collapsed. The chaotic conditions of
a year earlier had reproduced a nd mu ltiplied, and were further complicated by
weeks of cold, stormy weather. With the
annies in Europe clamoring for supplies
and German submarine warfare claiming a
serious toll of Allied shipping, the port at
New York was virtually para lyzed. Two
hundred ships lay in New York harbor
awaiting cargoes and fuel while 44,320 carloads of freight (nearly two million tons)
backed up along the Atlantic seaboard and
as far west as Buffalo and Pittsburgh. No
matter how the goods were tagged for priority, it was next to impossible even to find
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the items that were to make up part icular
cargoes.
Under the circumstances there appeared
to be nothing left except (01' the government
to step in. On 26 December 19 17 Prcsi~
dent Wilson issued a proclamation ta king
possession and control of the railroads
through the Secretary of War (according to
the legal arrangement of lhe Army A ppro~
priation Act of 1916), to be effective two
days later. He designated Secretary of the
Treasury McAdoo Director General of Railroads. Wilson had fonawed Connally t he
precedent of Lincoln, but in actuality he had
gone much furth er t han Lincoln. I n an
explanatory statement accompanying his
proclamation the President said:
Th is is a war of resources no less than of
men, perhaps even more than of men, and it
is necessary for the complete mobilization of
our resources that the transportation systems
of the country should be organized and employed under a single authority and a simplified method of coordination which have not
proved possible under private management
and control.2
The government's assu mption of control
over t he railroads did not c hange radically
either the organizational structure or t he
personnel under which they operated . The
new United States Railroad Administration
took over most of the co-ordinating machinery that t he Railroads' War Board had developed, and added to it the authority of
federa l law to enforce its regulations and
t hus to ach ieve by direction the national consolida tion that had not been achieved voluntarily.
H a rdly less important than government
control of t he railroads in relieving railroad

• Quoted in Hi nes, W"r HiS/Of}'
Railroads, p. 248.
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traffic congestion and developing a system
which in the next several months would
carry a volu me of freight to the ports four
or fiv e times greater than that at a ny time
in 1917, was the Army's own action to centralize its transportation activities. The
In land Traffic Division, organized on 10
Janu ary 1918 and redesignated the Inla nd
Traffic Service on 22 April, provided t he
strict co-ordination of military shipments
that had been missing. For a field staff the
new agency at first relied on the extensive
organ ization t he Ordnance Department had
developed. In A pri l the Traffic Service
took over t he O rd nance organization, and
in the next few months broadened it to p ut
freight agents at every important A rmy station. Meanwhile the War Department
took the final step toward consolidation
which should have been obvious all alongit abolished the separa te transportation units
that had grown up in t he various supply
bu reaus, and transferred their activities to
the Inla nd Traffic Service.
T he key to control was an embargo on all
Anny freight- at first placed on the a reas
around the principal Atlantic ports, a nd
later extended to include all importa nt shipping points throughout the country- a nd
the requirement of a W ar D epartment
transportation order for the shipment of
Army freight into t he embargoed a reas.
No War D epartment bureau or government
contractor could load any freight ( except
for less-than-carload lots) for t hose areas
without presenting a t ra nsportation order
and without having an assigned serial num·
ber on all b ills of lading and waybills. The
Railway Administration required the railroads to observe this rule. Application for
transportation orders had to be made to the
Inland T raffi c Service in Washington, a nd
before granting an order [or a shipment des-
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tined for overseas, a release had to be obtained from the Embarkation Service.
Still, whatever action the Army took
could not be wholly effective so long as it
remained in competition with other agen·
cics. To solve this problem of competition
among agencies the Director General of
Railroads set up a committee for government-wide co-ordination which included
the chief of the Inland Traffic Service and
corrcsponding managers from the Navy,
the Food Administration, the Fuel Administration, the United States Shipping Board,
and the War Indust ries Board. At weekly
meetings this group dctCnllincd t.he priorities for virtually all government shipmen ts.
Through a system of shipping permits the
Railroad Administration in addition imposed much the same kind of restrictions on
commercial shipments. For less~than~car~
load lots it adopted a "sailing·day plan" by
which fu ll trains were schedu led to leave at
specified times between major eastern
points.
All together, thcse efforts at co-ordination,
and the steps taken to correct abuses such as
mishandling cars, diverting shipmcnts, un·
scrupulous uses of transportation orders,
and other practices that inevitably occurred,
had rapid cffect. Shipments of materiel to
the posts, for instance, aftcr dcclining from
177,904 tons in December 1917 to 118,752
in January 1918, went up to 233,317 tons in
February. Thereafter the tonnage moving
to thc ports went up every month (with the
exception of June when it was only slightly
less than in May), until it reached a peak of
809,774 tons in November 191 8. This is
not to say that all transportation problems
were solved- transportation continued to
be the bonlencck of production throughout
the war. Even during the height of the war
effort in 1918, the transportation of 75-mm .

artillery shells took twice as much time as
did their manufacture.
Oversea M ovemenls
Ports of Embarkation

Although War Department plan ning had
envisaged the organization of ports of em~
barkation under single commandcrs, several
weeks passed in 1917 before any steps were
taken in that direction. Field service regulations already spelled out the duties of a
port commander. Essentially they were:
command over all administrative agencies
assigned to the port, arrangements for camps
in the vicinity, arrangements for supplies,
schedu ling embarkation of troops, and control of traffic incident to operations. Apparently, however, it was not clear at first
that the extent of American participation
in the war in Europe was going to be
sufficiently great to requ ire a central organization. T he first units to go overseas moved
under the control of the Water Transportation Branch of the Quartermaster Corps,
acting through the general superintendent
of the Army Transport Service at New
York. Then early in June Maj. Gen. J .
Franklin Bell, commanding general of the
Eastern Department, whose headquarters
were on Governor's Island, was instructed
to perform the functions of commander of
the New York Port of Embarkation until
a line officer could be designated to take
command. A port commander was as·
signed on 7 July, and on the 27th of that
month headquarters of the New York Port
of Embarkation were established formally
at H oboken, New J ersey, where the gov~
ernment had seized the piers of the North·
German Lloyd and Hamburg~American
steamship companies. All officers com~
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manding local activities of the supply bureaus became members of the staff of the
commanding general. On the same day a
second primary port of embarkation was established at Newport News, Virginia. Ports
at Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Doston in
the United States and Montreal, Halifax,
and St. Johns in Canada, operated at var-

ious times as secondary ports (for cargo)
and as subports of the New York Port of
Embarkation. Detachments were not
maintained permanently at those points, but
were sent as needed.
With the organization of the Embarkation Service in early August 1917. the ports
of embarkation came under its supervision
and control. This arrangement continued
during most of the war, until 27 September
19 18 when the ports were separated and
made co-ordinate agencies directly under
the Purchase, Storage, and Traffic Division
of the General Staff.
From a small beginning at Hoboken, the
New York Port of Embarkation expanded
throughout the area. Maj. Gen. David C.
Shanks, when he arrived on 1 August 1917
to take command, had 77 officers under
him; by the end of the war officers in his
staff and operating activities numbered
2,500. Facilities ultimately included piers,
warehouses, embarkation camps, and hospitals. There were 12 piers at Hoboken,
8 in Brooklyn (6 of these commandeered
from the Bush T erminal Company), and 3
on the North River in Manhattan. At Hoboken there were 7 warehouses; in Brooklyn
120 Bush Company warehouses and 2 belonging to the Army supply base covered 57
acres of land. The New York Engineer
Depot at Kearney, New Jersey, became
another Army supply base, and at Port Newark $15 million went into faciliti es built on
reclaimed swampland to establish a base
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that finally h ad 9 warehouses and covered
133 acres of land, but was never satisfactory
for live storage. General Shanks also had
within his command 3 embarkation camps:
Camp Merritt with capacity for 38,000
transients, Camp Mills with capacity for
40,000, and part of Camp Upton with capacity for 18,000. (Camp Dix, New Jer·
sey, although used as an embarkation camp,
remained under the direct jurisdiction of
the War Depa rtment.) There was, besides, a nurses' mobilization station. Of
hospitals the command counted 4 embarkation hospitals, 5 debarkation hospitals, a
general hospital, an auxiliary hospital, and
2 base hospitals.
One of the biggest headaches for troop
commanders was the shipment of organizational equipment and animals. In honor
of the old Army rule that an organization's
equipment must accompany it wherever it
might go, units spent hours packing and
marking equipment before leaving their
home stations, sent it to different ports according to its nature, followed it through
the port of embarkation, and, with good
luck, picked it up on the other side. To
make the best use of shipping space with all
the nondescript equipment of a division
sent in this way was clearly impossible. At
last the War Department came around to
the obvious but revolutionary solution: all
units moving overseas would tum in their
organizational equipment and draw new
equipment on the other side. The commander and his men were thus relieved of
the burden of packing and marking and
shipping, and of the trying duty of tracing
and searching for baggage. This simple
solution also made possible the shipment of
divisional materials in bulk.
Maj9r supply activities for replacement
of unselViceable individual clothing and
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equipment remained at the emba rkation
camps. Broad definitions of unscrviceability gave the soldiers almost complete new
ou tfits when they went overseas. This in
itself was a measu re of shipping conservatio n
for it eliminated much of the need to find
shipping space for replacement items.
Movement orders specified exactJy what
equipment each soldier was to have, and
each soldier presumably would arrive at the
port fully and properly equipped. In practice, however, this really was not expected
to be so. Shortages of equipment in outlying camps and depots were too common,
and changes in specifi cations from the AEF
were too frequent for any organization to
be ready to sa il on arrival at the port. The
best that CQuld be done was to make a good
beginning and thus relieve some of the last
minute pressure.

Troop Embarkation
Most units moved to the piers and boarded the transports within two or three days
of arrival at an embarkation camp. From
Camp Merritt most of the troops moved to
the piers by ferry. "Nonnally" they were
scheduled to be on the piers to begin boarding at 0800 when the pier inspectors and
checkers came on duty. It was over an
hour's march from the camp to Alpine
Landing, where contingents of 2,000 to
3,000 men- a number equal to the capacity
of one ferryboat- would march out at halfhour intervals between 0100 and 0400 or
0430 hours. It would take about half an
hour to load a ferryboat, and then two hours
to reach the piers. The contingents would
ordinarily be made up of platoons or detachments from several regiments or other units
so that each ferryboat would discharge a
share of its passengers at each pier being
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used that day. In this way work could proceed at the same time on all the piers with a
minimum of congestion, and unit integrity would be restored a t the piers while several t ransports were being loaded sim ultaneously. Sometimes there would be a second
emba rkation in the afternoon. On the same
day other units would be moving by the
Long Island Railroad from Camp Mills and
Camp Upton to ferryboats at Long Island
City.
After some experience, embarkation proceeded rapidly. The Leviathan could take
aboard 10,000 troops in two hours. The
record day for embarkation was 31 August
1918 when over 5 1,000 troops boarded seventeen vessels at the New York port, said to
be the largest number of passengers ever to
have sailed from any port in a single day up
to that time.
Planning for troop embarkations was deta iled and complete. Near the end of each
month the Operations Division of the General Staff in Washington held a meeting to
determine what troops would sail and in
what order and from what points during
the next month. The chief of embarkation
reviewed the port facilities that would be
available; the embarkation director of the
British Ministry of Shipping presented a
schedule, by name and capacity, of the British ships that wou ld be available during the
period; a representative of the U.S. Navy
presented a list of American ships that would
be available during the first ten days of the
month and promised add itional forecasts
at ten-day intervals ; a representative of the
troop-movement office of the Railroad Administration was present to co-Ordinate the
use of the railroads in getting troops to the
ports. The Operations Division then could
apply this infonnation to the AEF shipping
schedule, which showed the units designated
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ping Board, took over the duties of the War
Board for the Port of New York and also
spite of all these preparations, actual sail. those of t he Embarkat ion Service relating
ings never went as planned. Ships were to the loading and operation of ships. Inlost or damaged as the resuh of enemy ac- deed, the Sh ipping Control Committee was
tion or stmms or would be diverted to other organized to operate all the pooled shippi ng
available to the Uni ted States as a single
USCS; fu cl would not be available at t he
moment; labor disputes would delay sai l- system.
The whole shipping program had to be
ings; machinery wou ld break down. The
dispatch office at the port of embarkation geared to critical points along the lines that
was in almost constant turmoil attempting might become bott lenecks. It was futile to
to match troops with capacity so as to avoid rush supplies to the ports faster than they
all possible delays and make full usc of all could be loaded; ships had to be made available to take advantage of the faci lities, but
facilities.
All toget her, 88 percent of troops em- ships could not be sent ac ross the Atlantic
barking for overseas went through the New in too large numbers at anyone time lest
York Port of Embarkation. By the time the French ports be congested. So far as
of the armistice th is amoun ted to a total of schedu ling of supply shi pments was conabout 1,656,000 from New York Harbor, cerned at the weekly shipping meetings, reand 142 ,000 from the subports attached to sults were rather more satisfactory than in
the New York organization. Another 288,- the movement of troops, for, once t he orga000 troops embarked (from October 19 I 7 nization had been developed, the Shipping
to December 19 18) through the olher pri- Cont rol Comm ittee never failed to provide
mary port of embarkation at New port the ca rgo tonnage that had been promised
for any month.
News. 3
Shipments of supplies to the AEF were
based upon an automatic supply system.
Supply Shipments
This was a step toward reducing the vast
As with procurement and inland trans- complexities of resupplying an ann y of sevportation the consistent trend in organiza- eral hundred thousand men oversea~ that
tion and control of shipments of supplies became obvious fairly early. After several
overseas was toward cent ralization. The conferences among the supply chiefs in EuEmbarkation Service cont inued to be re- rope and seve ral exchanges of cables besponsible for the loading and operation of tween the AEF and the War Department,
all Army cargo vessels until February 191 8 the system went into effect in September
w hen the Shippi ng Control Committee, or- 191 7. On the basis of authorized issues
ganized by agreement between the Secretary where they had been est ablished as regular,
of War and the ehaimlan of the U.S. Ship- and on t he basis of French and British consumption ex perience during the war for
other items, shipments from the U nited
• Benedict Crowell and Robe rt ForreS! Wilson,
TIL t Road /Q Fran ce 1. The Tran sporlati(m of
States wou ld be made insofar as possible acTroops a"d Military Supplies, 1917- 1918, in the
cording to the total strength of the Expediseries " H ow America Went to War," 6 vols. {New
tionary Forces, plus troops actuall y en route,
Haven: Yale University Press, 1921 ),298.
for movement overseas, their state of readiness, and the priority for movement. In
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as of the first of each month . As a guide to
planning, the chiefs of the AEF supply
services prepared lists of the quantities of
items required for each 25,000 men. In
addition to the au tomatic shipments further
shipments had to be made to build up reserve stocks in Europe, hopefully, to nincty~
day levels. The idea was to ship four
months' supplies with each troop movement

to stock a 90*day reserve besides the 30days' su pplies for consumption and emefgency. In this way, cables and requisitions
were needed only to meet exceptions and
special needs not covered in the automatic
supply tables. Changing conditions in the
military situation, in transportation, production, and availability for local purchase
in Europe required frequent changes in
reqUlsltlons. In effect, the governor of
supply was more often the availability of
shipping than the requirements as calculated according to various tables and anticiv
pated needs. There was almost never
enough shipping to meet the requ irements
as ca lculated, and shipments of in itial supplies and equipment as well as of automatic
replenishment frequently had to be curtailed.
In practice each of the supply services in
France received an allotment of tonnage
based on what t he Shipping Control Committee announced would be ava ilable fo r
the month. They then made up requests,
arranging items in order of their urgency,
for supplies previously reported as being at
the ports in the United States. The G- I
of the Services of Supply in France eliminated items obtainable in Europe, t hen consolidated all the requests into a priority
cable for transmission to the War Departv
mene As a furthe r aid to planning fo r supplies not on t he automatic lists, the AEF
su bmitted with the priority cable a courier

cable showi ng estimated needs for the next
two succeed ing months. Each month,
then, the priority cable au tomatically canceled the tentative courier cables and it became the basis for the mont hly shipping program . If an emergency arose necessitating
the shipment of items not listed in the priority cable, the service concerned had to cancel by cable the equivalent tonnage of other
supplies.
It was never possible to build up the
hoped-for ninety-day reserve in Europe, and
fina lly in 1918 the AEF staffs, facing the
realities of the situation, accepted a fortyfive day reserve as a more realistic policy.
Even the more modest goal was substan tial
in view of the rapid build-u p of troops and
the shortage of shipping. From small begi nnings averaging less than 16,000 short
tons a month in June, July, and August,
1917, monthly shipments of Army ca rgo
grew to over a half mill ion tons in July 19 18,
reached 750,000 tons in October, and in
November hit the peak of 829,000 tons.
From the ent ry into the war to the signing
of the armistice t he Army shipped 5, 130,000
tons of ca rgo across the Atlantic. Another
2,320,000 tons were added to that between
11 November and 30 April 19 19. 4

• James G. H a rbord, The A merican Army in
1917- 1919 (Boston: Litlle, Brown, 1936 ),
p. 120; Rpt , Sec retary of War, Annllal R eports of
Ih~ War Departmenl, 1918, I, 32; Crowell and Wil&on, The Road to France 1I. The Trallsportatio n
of Troops and Milita ,y Supplies, 1917- 1918 ( H ow
America We nt to War ), 549-50; Rp t, Chief of
Transportati on, Annual R eports of the War Depart·
mellt, 1919, 4930- 53, passim; War D epartment, Ordu of Batlle 0/ Land Forcel, Zone 0/ the I nterior ( Wa~hington, 1949), p. 507; Leonard P.
Ayres, The War With Germany, a Statistical Summary ( Washingtol', 1919), PI'. 44-46; Maj Paul A.
Larned, A Resume of the Shipment of Locomotives
in World War T (Army War College, 1942).
Prant~,
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OCt!an Transportation

Whatever the problems of troop mobilization and railroad transportation, however
great were the problems of production, the
primary Hmiting factor on an effective
American effort throughout most of the war
was the availability of ocean shipping. Esti-

mates in December 191 7 indicated that
1,920,000 gross registered tons in troop
transports, and 1,589,000 gross tons in cargo
shipping would be needed to put and maintain 1,000,000 mcn in France by the end of
June 1918. Nowhere ncar this amount of
shipping was in sight. Indeed, shipping
actually available to the Army at that time
was little more than one-fourth of the indicated requirement. When the war in Europe broke out in 1914, no less than 90 per-

cent of United States foreign trade was being carried by foreign-owned ships. Then
Great Britain and France diverted their merchant fleets to war needs, vessels belonging
to Germany and Austria were bottled up in
neutral ports, the submarine menace restricted the usc of sh ipping by neutral countries which, as a consequence, could exact
high rates. The limitations thus imposed
by the war on ocean shipping presented a
grave problem for the United States just to
meet its ordinary commercial needs, and as
the prospect of involvement in the war increased, the nation's precarious maritime
position became more apparent. Even so,
President Wilson's picas for Congressional
action went unheeded, except for an act of
August 1914 which admitted shipbuilding
materials duty free and allowed ships purchased abroad to be given American registry
until September 1916 when Congress passed
legislation authorizing organization of the
United States Shipping Board. Within a
week after the declaration of war, the Ship-
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ping Board fonned the Emergency Fleet
Corporation- the first government-owned
corporation since the Second Bank of the
United States and the Panama Railroadto be its agency for building and operating
ships. M aj. Gen. George W. Goethals was
named general manager of the corporation.
The most obvious and immediate sou rce
for additional tonnage was the German
shipping that had been lying in American
ports since 1914 and included the great
new Vaterlmld (54,000 gross tons), George
Washington (26,000 tons), Amerika (2 3,000 tons), Kronprin zessin Cecile (25,000
tons), President Lincoln ( 19,000 tons),
President Grant ( 18,000 tons), and fourteen other passenger vessels and eighty-four
cargo ships aggregating nearly 300,000 tons.
Alerted Army units boarded the ships immediately on receiving word that the President had signed the war resolution. The
crews made no concerted try to scuttle the
ships, but the machinery had been wrecked
in nearly all of them. After some electric
welding and patching of broken cylinders
by the Navy, and some time in drydock for
scraping and conversion, all the ships entered the American service. The only adequate drydocking faciliti es that could be
found for the Valerland were in England
at the Liverpool sltipyards, where it was
converted to a troopship with a capacity of
12,000 officers and men. Rechristened the
Leviathan, this ship, by the spring of 1918,
was delivering to Europe the equivalent of
a German division a month. In addition
to the ships seized in American harbors, the
Shipping Board obtained German and
Austrian ships seized in the harbors of other
countries when those nations followed the
United States in deelaring war. All together, the converted Gennan passenger
ships carried half a million men to fig ht
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against the Fatherland. At the same Lime
the Army seized Austro-Hungari an ships in
the United States, even t hough technica lly
Austria-H ungary still was at peace with the
U nited States.
The high rate of losses from submarines
(nearly 870,000 gross tons of Allied and
neutral shipping in April 19 17) made it
clear that the construction of ships would
have to be redoubled if the Allies wefe to
continue in the war very long. The U.S.
Shipping Board and its Emergency Fleet
Corporation quickly and energetically attacked the problem, but for a time their
quickness and energy were no match for the
obstacles encountered . Differences in policy, arising in part from the qucstion of preference for steel as against wooden ships and
in part from conflicts of authority between
the head of the Shipping Board and the
head of the Emergency Fleet Corporation,
led eventually to the resignation of both
men. Edward N. Hurley succeeded to the
chai rmanship of the Shipping Board, with
more direct authority over the Fleet Corporation of which, after an interval, C harles
Piez became d irecting head, to be succeeded
in April 1918 by C harles M. Schwab. H urley pushed fon yard on all fronts. He decided that there would be ships of steel , of
wood, and of concrete.
T he largest part of the program was carried out at Hog Island, ncar Philadelphia,
where steel ships were const ructed according to standard design and mass production
techniques. H ere 30,000 men worked a t
fifty shipways, and by November 19 18 they
were laying six keels a week; yet not a single
ship from Hog Island was delivered in time
to carry a war cargo. All the tonnage from
wholly new construction that did gel into
service by t he end of the war was approximately 650,000 gross tons, or about l Oper-
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cent of the American-operated merchant
fl eet. As in other sectors of the war effort,
1919 was to have been a big year. Contracts had been drawn for construction of
2,249 passenger, ca rgo, refrigerator, and
ta nker ships, with an aggregate gross tonnage of approximately 8,500,000, equal to
one-fourth the total merchant tonnage of all
the Allies and the U nited States in 19 14.
As it became apparent that new construction was not going to be available in time to
meet the imperative needs of 19 18, the Shipping Board looked for other, as yet untapped,
sourccs. O ne exped ient was to bring ships
from the G reat Lakes to cast coast ports by
way of L ake Erie and Lake Ontario. In order to negotiate the W eiland C anal some of
these ships had to be cut in two. In any
event, no such expedient could case the general shortage of ready shipping. Neutral
shipping that was not being full y used on the
Atlantic was the other major possibility.
With the use of economic pressure in the
form of forbidding American exports to the
countries concerned unless they were willing
to cha rter a substantial part of their merchant fl eet, the U nited States acquired sub·
stantial tonnage from Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, and J apan. T he Netherlands,
however, resisted all such pressures, and in
M arch 191 8 t he U nited States resorted to
the old law of angary (though later more
often referred to as the general right of requisition ), according to which under certain conditions a belligerent may seize neutral property within its jurisdiction, to seize
t he 87 Dutch vessels, approximately 332,000
gross tons, lying in American ha rbors.
I n the crisis of 19 18 British shipping made
up most of the defi cit in troop transports,
but cargo tonnage never d id meet the req uirements imposed by the SO-division program. Resurveys of all available shipping
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and diversion of American ships from various Allied services, and from the nitrate,

chrome, manganese, sulphur, phosphate,
New England coal, and other trades yielded
add itional ships ; but arrangements for 200,000 dead-weight tons of Allied shipping for
loading in September and October 1918
still left a deficit of some 900,000 tons for
those months. Cargo actually shipped, in
short tons, fell about 250,000 tons below
stated requirements during each of those
months. Had the war continued, it is likely
that transportation of troops would have
had to be cut back in order to ease the pressure for cargo tonnage to support them.
Here, again, the prospects for a surplus of
tonnage by March 1919 were good.
With shipping at such a premium
throughout the war, and with so many com·
peting demands that had to be met at least
to some degree if the total wa r effort was
to be effective, co-ordination and control of
the facil ities available was a vital ma tter.
The Army was up against stiff competition
in bidding for tonnage- Bernard Baruch of
the War Industries Board dema nded tonnage for critical raw materials imports.
Herbert Hoover of the Food Administration
insisted on ships for food stores, not to men·
tion the Navy's need to supply its forces.
Each agency was pretty much on its own
until August 1917 when the Shi pping Board
took over control of all American-flag vessels; thereafter each claima nt had to appeal
to the board for ships. The Army commissioned a sh ipping expert a nd stationed him
at the Shipping Board to insure tha t all pos·
sible vessels suitable for Army service were
so assigned. Army ships had to go through
the delay of having guns mounted to satisfy
a Navy requirement for ships entering the
war zone.
To operate its ships, the Army had had to
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depend on civilia n crews, w hether the ships
were Anny·owned or c hartered . The
Quartennaster General, for at least two
years before the United States entered the
war, had attempted to obtain militarization
of the Army Transport Service so that Anny
vessels would be operated by commissioned
officers and enlisted crews, but because of
objections in the General Staff to commis·
sioning such officers in the Anny nothing
had been accomplished. Trouble arose
with the civilian crews almost coincident
with the beginning of wartime operations.
Seamen left A rmy ships to take higher paying jobs on other vesscls; at critical times
they sometimes refused to sail until they were
granted a wage increase. A further difficulty existed in th at civilia n crews tended
to be less exact in their discipline.
More·
over, civilian-operated ships in convoy might
be more likely to disclose their presence to
the enem y, and to be less precise in following the rules for maneuvering ships in close
fonnation. In these circumstances, in the
summer of 191 7 the Army gave up its prerogative of operating its own troop transports to the Navy's Cruiser and Transport
Force, w hich then not only organized, can·
ducted, and commanded the troop convoys,
but also provided officers and crews for the
ships. For the first time, too, the Army en·
trusted the feeding of its men to a nother
agency, with the Navy providing supplies
and provisions for the voyages.
For a time t he Army continued to opera te
its own cargo ships with civilian c rews.
Then in September 1917 no crew could be
fou nd for a ship that was loaded a nd sched·
uled to join a convoy, and the Navy produced a crew from its ranks. After this
happened several more times during the next
weeks, in D ecember the Army entered into
an agreement with t he Navy which provided
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CONVOY OF ' TROOPSHI PS

that the Navy would furni sh crews for cargo and animals ships as well as for troop
transports. In J anuary 19 18 the Bureau
of Operations established the Naval Over-

seas Transportation Service (NOTS ) to
operate cargo vessels and to recruit and
train crews for them. Besides transporting
supplies to the AEF, NOTS was charged
with transporting fuel and mines for American nava l forces in European waters and
with transporting food and other cargoes for
the U.S. Sh ipping Board. Actually, the
Army continued to operate about onc·th ird
of the ships in the AEF supply service, including a number secured through the Shipping Board on time-form charters which
implied that the ships would be operated by
the private owners with civilian crcws.
Satisfactory as Navy operation of the Army'!;
transports was, the Chief of Transportation
and the Quartcrmastcr General still warned

against regarding it as a " normal" situation.
They felt that, while t hc t ra nsport service
should be militarized, the Army should control it so that reliance would not be completely on the Navy should other demands
require all the Navy's resourccs.

Th e Convoy System
The British rendered a great service in
the safc passage of troop and cargo ships
in the organization ~nd command of convoys. U rged by Prime M inister David
Lloyd George and by President Wilson and
Admiral W illiam S. Sims of the United
States and going counter to t he views of
high-ranking British and American naval
officcrs as well as merchant seamcn, the
Bri tish Admiralty inaugurated the convoy
system in J une 1917 when losses to submarines had become intolerable. ]\ proved
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its effectiveness almost immediately. Cargo
losses were reduced subsequently by nearly
90 percent, and the U.S. Anny crossed the
A tlantic without loss.
American naval units provided a sizable

share of the destroyer escorts for the convoys,
but the protection of cargo ships was main ly
a British operation. In command of all
escort shi ps assigned to the cargo convoy
service was t he British commander in chief
of the American and West Indian Naval
Station organized for the purpose; he maintain ed his headquarters aboard a converted yacht in the Potomac River du ring
the principal period of operations. The
U.S. Navy ordinarily orga nized and controlled convoys carrying American troops
when they were made up of American ships,
wh ile the British Navy usually escorted the
British liners.

Summary
I n World War I , as in most wars, the
chief logistical limitation on the military
effort was transportation. Never before
had any nation attem pted to transport a nd
supply so large a force at suc h a great distance from its home bases. In itial congestion and confusion on the railways and a t
the ports ultimately gave way to pla nning,
organization, and control effective e nough
to accomplish the unprecedented tasks that
had been undertaken. The convoy system
and the acquisition of ships finally overcame the submarine menace after it threatened to paral yze the entire war effort of the
Allies.
[n nineteen months, May 1917 through
November 1918, morc than two mi llion
American soldiers and nearly six million
short tons of supplies a nd equipment for
them were transported to France-hal f a

million men and two million tons of supplies
in the first thirteen months, a nd a million
and a haU men and four million tons of supp lies in the last six months-and probably
both figures could have been doubled in the
next year. But these impressive accomplishments and the great victory of November 19 18 obscured some real deficiencies.
The shipping shortage never had been overcome and, in tenns of requ irements for the
approved aD-division program, there was no
prospect that it could be overcome before
March 19 19. The more emphasis that was
put on t ransporting troops, as was the case
after the big Germa n drives of the spring of
19 18, the g reater was the strain on transportation for supplies, for every man sent to
France added immediately to the daily TCquirements [or maintenance and to the
quantities nceded to maintain reserves even
at a constant levcl in tenos of days of su pply .
If somehow the deficiency of ocean tonnage
cou ld have been overcome quickly, the re
is still no assurance that the supply program
a nd the inland transportation system in the
United States-not to mention the port and
transportation systems in France- could
have kept pace. The supply bureaus in the
United States had not been able to build up
reserves at ports in the U nited States; congestion, yes, but reserves, no. Ships h ad
not been delayed for want of availablc ca rgo, but had t here been enough ships to meet
all requirements, it probably would not have
been possible to avoid such delays. Indications were strong in November 1918 th a t
there would have to be a slowi ng down of
troop movements overseas shortly in order
to allow supply shipments to catch up.
It was not only a matter of tonnagc; it
wa..<; a matter of balance as well. With no
immediate and sizable addition to the ca rgo
fleet to match the additional British s.hip-
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ping assigned to troop transportation, there their t rammg, their ammunition, their food
was danger that the line of communications and clothing- all were questions to be solved
and supplies in France would not be able to later on. This was an act of faith of the
highest meri t. No one who did not possess
support the growing numbers of troops. If that intense form of power which comes [rom
the United States actually had p ut into expressing the wi l! of a free people could
France t he 100 divisions Foeh and Pershing have dared to decree a policy in appearance
wanted, they might have become paralyzed so improvident and even n."Ck less. A hundred
lor want of supplies before they could have valid arguments existed against it, but a ll
were relegated to a lower plane. From this
made their lull weight felt. Already t here moment the United States poured men into
was a tendency in the shipping p rograms. as France, and by this action more than any
there always had been in mobilization, to other which it was in their power to take
emphasize personnel ahead of m ateriel, helped to bring the war to a speedy tenni5
when a linle morc emphasis on construction nation.
It was not quite fair to say that the great
and supply build-up might actually have
hastened the effective participation of Jarger increase in the shipmen t of men to France
forces. Reliance upon G reat Britain for was done withou t regard to their supplies
such a large share of the troop carrying ca- and equipment. Even the modest diverpacity subjected the United States to strong sion of additional British cargo tonnage to
pressures for sending troops in the way the support the growing American force in
British desired. When Foch and the Allied France was done with the knowledge that
governments called for riflemen and m a~ it would mean cutting 2,000,000 tons of
chi ne gunners, and the British agreed to pro· European imports of food and munitions
vide the sh ips for t hese categories, it was dif- from calculated min imum requirements for
ficult to resist. In this situation the British the winter of 19 18- 19.
even were tempted to insist on how the
The risk involved shortages for everyone
troops were to be employed regard less of concerned- in food supply for the Allied
Allied or American plans, as when Lloyd populations, in munitions for their armies,
George at one point threatened to cut Brit- and in supplies for the AEF. T hen victory
ish tonnage if the American forces were to came in November 1918. That victory,
be used cast of Verdun.
arriving as it did before the risk potential
Perhaps the pouring of American men had to be realized and negating the graninto France in 1918 with little regard about diose plans for 1919, might have been the
how they were to be supplied made that greatest danger for the future, for with it
year decisive. Winston C hurchill, then the " hundred valid arguments" against
Minister of Munitions, later described it taking such a risk were obscured, and
thus:
since then have been glossed over. Yet,
Henceforwa rd the main effort of the United daring is never to be despised in war, and
States was to scnd men to France up to the risk is relative: If the Allies faced serious
fullest limit of ocean transport. In large supply shortages in that wi nter, what of the
fommtions or in small, trained or half-trained
enemy whose commerce had been swept
witho.ut regard to annament, C<luiprnent
from t he seas?
supplies, American manhood was to I>roceed
to the war. The use to be made of all these
• Winston S. C hurchill, Tlte World Cri.fi.f, 1916great numbers of men, their organization, 1918,4 vols. (New York; Sc ribners, ]927), II, ]97.
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CHAPTER XXIII

Services of Supply
M oreon the basis of the Prussian example
in the war of 1870-7 1 then of the American
experience in the Civi l War and in the War
with Spain ( with which the offi cers co n ~
ccrncd were less fami liar ), the C eneral Staff
before the outbreak of World War r had included in the Field Service Regulations an
outline of a line of communication organization for the support of armies in the ficld.
A concept of a line of communication had ,
of course, existed in the United States Army
from the ea rliest times. Nathanael Greene,
it will be recalled , as Quartcmmstcr General
during the Revolutionary Wa r had set up
a string of supply depots which he referred
to as a " line of communica tion, " T he
earlier ideal had been self-containment; that
is, an army should carry with it, in lhe hands
of the troops and in its baggage trains, the
military supplies essential for a ca mpaign,
and rely upon the resources of the country
th rough which it opera ted forth e remainder.
Then- and this was true for the most part
in the Civil War- it ca me to be the practice
for armies to tic themselves to sizable bases,
and lhe army, in cffect, dragged il~ supplics
from the rear.
It remained for the Prussians to develop
fully the principle of continuous replenishment from the rear through a system of
stag ing. They demonstrated the efTectiveness of the new supply system in the short
wa r wit h Austria in 1866, and showed an
expanded and improved version in the
Fra nco- Prussian War. The impetus of sup-

III

France

ply was from the rear, through a system of
depots that stretched out behind an advancing amlY like the extensions of a telescope,
with continuous shuttling from the rearward
depot to the next one forward.
Even the elaborate system of the Germ ans,
however, had broken down by 1914 when
supplies were un able to keep up with t he
a rmies sweeping toward Paris. By this
time the FI'Cnch had developed a supply
system equal to th at of the Germans, and
perhaps surpassing it in flexibility. When
the war on the Western Front sett led down
to stabilized trench warfare, it became in
some respects a "logistician's dream":
regular supply lin es and schedules could be
set up, depots and even forward rail heads
cou ld be organized on a semipermanent
basis, and requirements could be calculated
in fairly accurate terms.
In setting up its own supply system the
United States had the advantage of nea rly
t hrcc years of Allied experience, even
though it was clear that a peculiar set of
circumstances wou ld have to be met in
mai ntain ing a sizable a rmy across 3,000
miles of ocean. Yet, in spite of all the
carlier planning and experience, the American line of communication in France "grew
like T opsy" .

Organiz(ltion (Ind Admillislralion
When General Pershing and his staff arrived in Liverpool on 8 June 19 17, the
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American military mission which previously
had been established in Paris had a prelim inary reporl rcady for him on prospective
locations for American forces and the use of
French ports and railways. A few days
latcr the general sent a board of officers
ahead to visit va rious ports and make more
specific recommendations. Circumstances
and the desires of the French largely dictated the choices. Considerations of avoiding the Chan nel ports which alread y wcre
overtaxed with British shipping, using railroads not alread y congested with tra ffi c in
SUppatt of French and British forces, avoiding cutting across British and French supply
lines in so far as possible, and respecting the
desire of the French to have thei r own forces
interposed between the enem y a nd Pa ris, a ll
pointed to an eastern sector for American
forces. At the suggestion of the French,
the 1st Division was to go to t he area of
Gondreeourt for training. This indica ted a
probable line of communication of about
500 miles across France from the ports, a
distance which, together with the need for
Ilexibility in meeting enemy attacks as well
as in buildi ng up for Allied attacks at various points, made it desirable to develop a
system of base, intermediate, and advanced
storage for supplies.
Saint-Nazaire at the mouth of the Loire
River, was designated Base Port No. I by
oral orders of General Pershing on 2 1 J une
1917, and became the starting poim for the
line of communication. T o serve the an ticipated American forces, it wou ld have to extend in t he direction of Gondreeourt, and
the intermediate and advance storage depots would have to be along this line. The
choice for the pri ncipal intermediate storage
fell to Cicvres, on the main r<l ilroad li'ne
from Saint-Nazaire through Tours and toward Dijoll. For advance storage in the

vicinity of the designated t raining area for
American troops, Is-su r-TiJle, where t he
French already had a regulating station in
operation, was chosen as t he principa l location. Work hard ly had begun on facilities at C icvres when the growing conception
of the role American forces should play in
the wa r made it evident that additional port
faciliti es would be needed as well as another
intermediate depot. The Gironde River
area was then d eveloped, with faci lities at
Bordeaux, Bassens; and Talmont; this a rea
was destined to become more important than
the Loire for landing American troops and
supplies. This development, as well as the
desirability of dispersing supplies to some
extent, led to establishment of a second
major intermed iate depot at M ontierchau me, ncar C hateauroux, on the main
railroad connecting Bordeaux with the
Saint-Naza ire-Is-su r-Tille line.
Later, other ports came into use. Brest
was the only French port which could accom modate some of the deep-draft Germa n
passenger ships t hat the United States took
over, and it became the principal port for
troop deba rkation. During the crisis in the
spring of 19 18, when American infantrymen were bei ng rushed to France in British
ships, many by way of England, the C hannel ports, primarily Le Havre, Cherbourg,
a nd Boulogne, were lIsed fol' d ebark ation.
Later that yea r the r...lediterranean port of
M arseille beca me an important port of
entry for heavy cargo. ( Mal' / 5)
Mea nwhile the organization for co-ordimlting the activities of the portl:i and depots
was taking shape. In J ul y 19 17 the Line
of Communications was organized with
headquarters in Paris, bu t the Advance Section, organ ized about the So,'l.llle time to exercise control over logistical activities in the
divisional training areas with a rear limit
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A

SERVIC ES OF SU PP L Y AREA IN FRAN CE

corresponding to the French Zone of the
Armies, remained directly under General
Headquarters, AEF. By a general order
issued on 13 August, the Advance Section
became a definite part of the Line of Communications organiza tion, an I ntermed iate
Section was established with headquarters
at Nevers, the former site of Advance Section headquarters, and lhe previously established base ports became the nuclei for new
base sections. Presently the whole coast of
France and adjacent deparl emellts for some
distance inland were included in the base
section organization. At first Base Section
No.3 included activ iti es in England as well
as in the French Channel ports, but it was
later divided and its headq ua rters moved
to London, whereupon, Base Sect ion No.4
was organized with headquarters at Le

Havre. The District ·of Paris, comprising
the departeme7lts of the Seine and Seine-etOise, and later the arrondissement of
Tours, remained directiy under the Commanding General, Line of Communications,
exempt from control of thc Jntennediate
Section. Commanders of base and intennediatc sections were designated Assistant
C hiefs of Staff, Li ne of Comm unications.
Another major element of the Line of Communications, although it operated independently, was the Service of Milita." Railways.
The system as it operated at the end of
1917 divided responsibility for supply into
three phases: procurement, care and storage, and transportation. Procurement was
the responsibility of the chiefs of t he supply
departments at General H eadquarters,
C haumont ( with European purchases co-
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ordinalcd through the Genera! Purchasing
Agent ); care and storage was the responsi.
bility of the Commanding General, Line of
Communications; the Director General of

T ransportation was responsible for unloading troops and freight at the ports and for
transporting them by rai l to stations, depot.'>.

and regu lating stations.

Co-ordination of
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a ll these activities was a function of the General Staff at GHQ, usually through the Coordination Section. On the surface this arrangement seemed logical enough, but as
the AEF expanded, structural weaknesses
became morc a nd morc evident. The chid
difficulties arose from the lack of specific
definitions of jurisdiction and the overlapping of functi ons.
Sensitive to the growing deficiencies in
organizationa l structure, General Pershing
invited the chiefs of the staff sections and
departments, and the division and brigade
commanders as well, to make recommend ations for changes. Early in Febru ary 1918
he asked Col. Johnson Hagood to head
a board of officers to study the replies a nd
to make recommendations for reorga nization of the headquarters, general staff, and
supply services of the AEF. Recommenda·
tions extended from those th at would have
more or less presen-ed the sta/us quo
through those in favor of centralizing all
responsibility for supply under a single of·
flee r, to some advocating demilitarization
of the whole rear logistical organization in
favor of reorganization under civilian lead·
ers along business lines.
After seven d ays in continuous session the
Hagood Board ca me up with a fa r·rcaehing
proposal for centralization of the AEF'ssupply organ ization. The boa rd considered
that the most important q uestion before it
was the necessi ty for providing a single and
direct li ne of responsibility for all matters of
supply while making the Cullest lI SC of the
knowledge and ex perience of the chiefs of
administrative a,;d technica l services already
on t he staff of the Commander in Chief.
General Pershing approved the recommend ations almost completely, and, with a few
exceptions, they went into eITect in Feb-
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ruary and M a reh with Maj. Gen. Francis J.
Kernan as commanding general.
While retaining their titles a nd authority
as members of the staff of the Commander
in Chief, the chiefs of the administrative and
technical services thereafter were to exercise all their function s in matters of procurement, transportation, and supply under the
direction of the Commanding General,
Services of Supply (50 S) , as t he Line of
Com munications was redesignated after a
brief designation as Service of the Rear.
Ch iefs of all of the scn-ices, with the exception of the Adjutant General , Inspector
General, Judge Advocate, and chief of th e
Tank Corps, moved from Chaumont to
T ours. Each service chief a ppoint('d an
officer to represent him on the General Staff
at Chaumont. In addition, a Service of
Utilities was established under the Commanding General, 50S, to include the
Transportation Department, M otor Tra nsport Service, Construction and Forcstry
Service, and Division of Light Railways and
Roads. The General Pu rchasing Agent
also ca me under the 50S although his headqua rters remained in Paris.
At the same time the heads of the various
sections of the General Staff at C haumOllt
were made assistant chiefs of staff, a nd designa ted respectively G- I, G- 2, G- 3, G-4,
and G_S. 1 A similar staff orga nization was
prov ided for the Commanding General,
Sen-ices of Supply.
The intention of the Hagood Board had
been to make the Commanding General,
50S, a kind of chief of staff for supply, wit h

'AI Ihal lime Staff designations dem;oled the fo tlow ing fll m;tions: G- I, Administration; G-2, Intelligence, 0 - 3, Operations; 0 - 4, Supply, 0 - 5,
T raini ng.
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territorial jurisdiction extending right down
to the receiving units, and with the major
elements of G- I and G-4 to be transferred
from Chaumont to T ours along with the administrative and technical service chiefs.
Somehow this part of the recommendations
never went into effect. and there continued
to be doubts about the responsibilities and
authority of G-4 at Chaumont with respect

authority all interesting or knotty problems,
no matter how inconsequential, all indicated
lilat certai n fund amental principles must be
finnly establ ished for the government of myself and my General Staff assistants if we were
to find time in each twenty-foul' hours to
handle the big problems and let the little oncs
go. These principles were:
First: Rank and authority should not be
confused wilil knowledge. . . . If after a full
discussion I cou ld not agree with a bureau
chief
upon a matter lying wholly within
his department, I yielded my judgment to his
and let him do it his own way.
Secolld: When intelligent men differed on
matters of minor importlU'lce, a minor official
had to decide between them.
Third: No subordinate officeI' should make
a final unfavorable decision on any matter
which a bureau chief or section commander
considered vital to his interests . . . .
Fourth: No order, memorandum, instructions, or plan could be changed and issued by
the General Staff without first submitting it
in final fonn to lhe man who originated

to the Commanding General, SOS.

The

latter was supposed to co-ordinate all the
supply activities of the technical services,
but t he matter jurisdiction in the Advance
Section and over the regulating stations contin ued to be obscure. In practice, G-4 at
General Headquarters retained control of

or

the regulating station at IH ur-Tille, and
since this also was the site of the principal
advance storage, the Advance Section, 50S,
was Icrt with little authority.
J n April, Headquarters, 50S, moved
from the crowded quarters of the Hotel
Metropolc in Tours to the more commodious
Barracks 66 and Rannes Barracks in t he
same city. Departments that had becn
scriously cram ped in the hotel now occupied only 15 percent of their assigned office
space, although with the rapid expa nsion of
activities in the next few months, these quarters, too, would soon become overcrowded.
As Chief of Staff, Services of Supply,
Hagood, now a brigadier general , laid down
rules for staff procedure which carried a
ring of relevance a generation later. He
described his rules as follow s:
GClliu al Stao procedure:

The training at West Point for mathematical precision, the temptation to work out
puzzles, the long-established custom of our
finance .department to look for lost pennies,
the habIt of passing up for decision of higher

i I.

.

Fifth: The bureau chicfs were required to
see that there was no unnecessary delay in
getting General Starr a pproval of their
projects . . . .
Sixth: Complete I'csponsibility was placed
upon the bureau chiefs and section commanders for the initiation and prosecution of
all that was needfu l within their respective
spheres unless they were specifically told otherwise.
That is, all powers not specifically
reserved fol' higher authority were delegated
to subordi nates. No bureau chief or section
commander could stand arou nd wondering if
THEY were to look after this or that. If he
had heard nothing to the con trary, he was
"THEY".'

Early in Ju ly 19 18 there was a serious
proposal afoot in Washington, confinning
rumors which already had reached General
• J ohlUOn Hagood, Th~ Services 0/ S"p/ll, ( Bos·
ton: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1927), pp. 16364.
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Pershing's headquarters, for detaching the
Services of Supply from AEF control, placing it directly under the War Department,
and sending General Goethals to France to
take command of supply operations there.
Pershing learned officially of the proposal
from a letter Secretary of War Baker sent
to him inviting. his comments.
The Secretary could not have known
Pershing vcry well if he really did not know
wha t the reply wou ld be to this proposal.
Indeed , it would have been rare ever to find
any military commander assenting without
protest to any division of his command.
Nothi ng could have sti rred Pershing to
quicker action. On 26 July, almost immediately after receiving Secretary Baker's letter, he sent for M aj. Gen. James G. Harbord, then at Nanteuil-le-Haudouin in command or the 2d Division, to come at once to
Chaumont. After a five-hour motor trip,
Harbord arrived at Pershing's quarters, in
a chateau in the Val des Escoliers, about
2 100 hours. The Commander in C hief said
that he and his staff had ror some time been
considering changes in the Services or Supply, and had agreed that H arbord , with the
advantage or his experience as chief or staff
at Ceneral Headquarters and his recently
won reputation as a field commander, together with the confidence evel)'one had in
his ability and judgment, made him the logical choice to take command of the SOS. He
added that now the arrival of a letter from
SecretaI)' Baker made it necCS5a1)' to make
some changes immediately, and suggested
that Harbord think about it until morn ing.
Though he was disappointed at having to
relinquish his division, and his ambition of
perhaps one day comm anding a corps or
even an a rmy, H arbord could give only one
reply; the next day he retunled to his head -
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quarters a nd prepared to leave for T ours.
Pershing rcached for the pad on his desk,
wrote across the top, " RU SH, RU S H , RU S H ,
RU S H ," 3 and drafted a cable to Secretary
Ba ker:
I very much appreciate your desire to
relieve me of every burden that might interfere with the direction of military operations.
However, there appears to be an exaggerated
view concerning the personal attention required in handling the ..details of administration of this command. Our organization here
is fulfilling its functi ons as planned. Since
your visi t, the greater part of the details have
been shifted to the general staff and an increasing amount to the services of supply.
When it becomes necessary for me to be constantly at the front I shall retain general control through the general staff.
the system includes transportation up to
the trenches and is intimately interwoven with
our whole organization. The whole must remain absolutely under one head. Any division of responsibil ity or coordinate con trol in
any sense ".ould be fatal. The man who
fights the armies must control their supply
through subordinates responsible to him alone.
The responsibility is then fixed and the possibility of conllicting authori ty avoided. This
military principle is vital and cannot be
violated without inviting failure. It is the
very principle which we all urged upon the
Allies when we got a supreme commander.
It is applied in the British Army in France
and as far as possible in the French army. As
in those armies the general in charge of the
services of supply and lines of commu nication of our forces must be subordinate to the
Commander-in-Chief. J very earnestly urge
upon you Mr. Secretary that no variations of
this principle be permitted. 4

• Frederick Palmer. John / . PtrJh ing, C'nlTol of
the Armies ( Harrisbu rg. Pa.: The Mili tary Seryice
Publishing Co., 1948), p. 256 .
• Cable, Pershing to Secy. War, 27 lui ]8, Extract in United S/O/II A rm,. ill the World War 19 171919 (Washington 1948), II , 553.
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The next day General Pershing expanded
on this theme and other matters in a long
letter to the Secretary:
I do not wish to appear unappreciative of
any suggestion from you because I know that
it is your desire to do the best possible to help,
a nd have satisfied myself by a knowledge of
this fact. I do think, however, that General
Harbord can handle it as well as, or better
than, any onc 1 know; besides, 1 have every
confidence in General Harbord and know that
he is going to pull in the team. I should have
put Harbord in some time ago but his division
was in the line. Now it goes to a quiet seelor
and his services can be spared.s

The next morning Persh ing went to T ours
to preside over the change in comma nd, then

left with Harbord on an inspection tour of
the ports.
Actually the proposal to place t he Services of Supply dirtctly under t he War Department- in effect, to extend the "zone of
the interior" across the Atlantic and up to
the advance zone- was not so far-fetched
as Pershi ng represented it to be. To say
that the man who fights annics must control
their supplies does not say how far back that
control should extend. Certainly Pershing
was dependent upon the War Department
for shipments from the United States though
he did not control activities at New York or
Philadelphia. It could as reasonably be
argued that all major supply activities in
France as well as in the United States should
be under single authority. In fact, the
French commander in chief did not control
French supply activities in the zone of the
interior, in the rear of the Zone of lhe
Armies, which coincided in territorial extent
• J ohn J. Petlhing, M y ExperieJ1ul ill Ihe World
War (New York: Frederick A. Stoke. Co., 193 1),
11 ,19 1.

GENERAL H ARBORO

with the base and intermediate sections of
lhe U.S. Services of Supply. He had to
rely on the Ministry of War, the Ministry of
Transportation, and other agencies. French
military commanders, under the commander in chief, did control the lines of
communication in the Zone of the Rear and
the Zone des £ tapes which were subdivi·
sions of the Zone des Armies. The commander of the Zone of the Rea r was directly
under the commander in chief, as was the
American 50S commander, while the Zone
des Etapes was subdivided into areas under
directors (general officers) responsible to
commanders of armies or groups of armies,
and the Zone de L~A vant comprised the
army areas directly under the anny commanders. The French commander in
chief never had to concern himsel£ with
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questions relating to the procurement of
supplies i~' the interior of the country or
from abroad, and the Minister of Transportation was responsible for transporting supplies down to the regulating stations. The
British commander in chief did have control over his lines of commun ication to the

French coast, but actually these were relatively small areas, and most of the type of

activity carried on in the American base
and intermediate sections the British accomplished in England under the direction of the
War Office.

The origin of the plan to extend direct
War Department control over the Services
of Supply still is not dear. Doubtless it was
a result in part of the criticism in Washington of the congestion in the French ports
and of the slow turnaround time for ships.
As early as 3 June 1918 Colonel House had
suggested to the President that Edward
Steuinius be sent over in his capacity as A&sistant Secretary of War to take charge of
supply services in the rear areas, and a few
days later, when Wilson asked Secretary
Baker for his opinion, the laner agreed with
House, but suggested that General Goethals,
a mi litary commander, be sent rather than
Stettinius. General March later wrote that
he tirst heard about the proposal early in
July, and understood that it emanated from
the White House. General Harbord found
evidence in a series of leHers from Goethals
to his son indicating that March was in
touch with Goethals on the matter early in
June, the implication being that March saw
here a chance to ti nd an appropriate overseas billet for Goethals. s
• Ray Stannard Baker, Wood,ow Wilson, Life and
Doubleday, Doran &. Co.,
193!i- 39), VIII, 186-87, 197, 2!i8; Frederick
Palmer, Newlon D. 8ak", Am"iea III Waf, 2 vols.
(New York: Dodd Mead &. Co., 1931), II , 331- 35;

LelfITs (New York:
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In any case, the incident was a turning
point in the history of the Anny's system for
the control of logistics. Pershing's reaction
and Baker's acceptance of his view set the
precedent for allowing oversea commanders
to control t heir lines of commu nication.
Pershing considered that his real answer
to the War Department proposal was the
assignment of Harbord to command the
SOS. At the same time he strengthened
the hand of the new commander by adding
to his authority. No longer was it necessary
for the SOS to clear its commun ications
with the War Department through GHQ
at Chaumont; on all matters of supply not
involving questions of policy, the Commanding General, SOS, could speak with
the same authority of the commander in
chief as could the GHQ General Staff.
Already the promptness of action and vigor
of support in the War Department had improved, so that now the organization and
control on both sides of the Atlantic appeared to be equal to the task. For a time
it had seemed that the tradition for independence and red tape in the War Department's supply bureaus might nullify
much or the action being taken in France.
Evidently moved by principles contrary to
those General Hagood spelled out for the
SOS staff, staff officers in Washington had
seemed impelled to substitute their own
judgment ror that of Pershing a nd his staff
Palmer, joltn J. Penhing, pp. 255-59; Pershing, My
Experiences inlht World Wa" 11,180- 91; J amesG.
Harbord, The Amtrican Army in France, 1917/9/9 (Bonon: Little, Brown and Company, 1936),
pp. 347- 56; J ames G. Harbord, Leaves From a Wa,
Dill,)! (New York: Dodd, Mead &. Co., 1925), pp.
339-40; Peyton C. March, The Nolion DI Will
(Ga rden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, Doran &. Co.,
1932), pp. 193- 96; Hagood, Th e Servius of Supply, pp. 260-61; Frederick L. Paxson, Ameriea al
Waf, 1917-1918,2 vo/s. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1939 ), 11.351-52.
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as to his real needs.

In some instances,

it was reported, staff officers in Washington
sought the opinion of Allied officers there
about AEF requirements, and sometimes
the latter were known to make inquiries of
French authorities ill Paris, who in turn

sought the information from Persh ing! To
officers in the AEF it was not at all clear
why their requests, based on t heir own
studies, should be reviewed and screened
by officers in Washington who had accc~
to no other information.
In contrast to his predecessor who had
made relatively few inspection trips (and
then nea rly always by motor car), and who
had not been given to making corrections
and issuing orders on the ground , Harbord
determined to spend most of his time on inspection tours, to t ravel by rail so that he
could travel at night and, moreover, could
maintain communications with headq uar.
ters and be prepared to issue orders on the
ground whenever needed. H~ was convinced that only in this way could such a
loose-knit organization with such widely
separated units as the 50S be built into an
effective team with the esprit de corfU neccssary to get the job done. As he put it, he
was taking a leaf from the book of experience
of the ancient oriental rulers who appeared
frequently among their subjects to personally
redre$ grieva nces, distribute praise and
blame as needed, and thus to demonstrate
interest in their people and what they were
doing.
Throughout its operations probably no
single problem was more serioLis fo r the SOS
than the acquisition and employment of
service troops. After several weeks of study
in the Summer of 1917, Pershing's staff prepared a Service of the Rear Project showing
by category the number of service troops
considered necessary: a total of 329,653 for
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an army of 1,328,448 men, or not quite 25
percent. In the circumstances this proportion appeared to be a minimum, but it never
was attained. Accurate anticipation of the
need for service troops in large-scale operations is always difficult, and to apply any set
formu la is almost impossi ble. The number
of serv ice troops needed will depend upon
such variabJc factors as the length of the
lines of comlllunication, the nature of the
combat operations, the nature of the country, the availability of local resources, the
support given to or received from allied
units, the availability of local la bor, and
enemy action. As it turned out, the requirements for service troops that Pershing submitted to the War Department in September 1917 were not far wrong. The req uirements never were met, and there always was
a more or less serious shortage of personnel
in the 50S.
It was possible to rely on civilian labor
for many of lhe tasks of construction, depot
operations, and communications in the 50S,
but this created furthe r problems of administration and control. The Labor Bu reau,
organized under the General Purchasing
Agent in Paris, made arrangements with
the French Government on conditions of
employment and the recruitment of civilia n
workers. Later the Labor Bureau moved
to Tours, and reported to G-4, 50S, although an office in Paris continued to work
thl'Ough the General Purchasi ng Agent on
labor relations with the French authorities.
As might be expected morale posed a
special problem for troops assigned to the
50S. Although a soldier might be glad
to have an assignment .beyond the range of
enemy fire, he still was likely to be troubled
by consta nt reminders that his role was one
of secondary importance. He was called
upon to work for long hours at hard tasks
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without the compensating reward of the
glamour popularly attaching to the comM
bat man. A popular army song in France
said, "Mother, take down your service fiag,
your son's in the S.O.S." 7 The feeling
that he had been passed by, that he was not
making an important contribution prob
ably was most serious among officers, and
the vel)' problems of leadership this created,
particularly at the lower levels, only added
to the general attitude of discontent. Offi cers considered unfit for combat duty were
sent back to a reclassification depot at Blois,
and most of them were reassigned to the
SOS. Sometimes these men worked out
satisfactorily, but often it meant that the
less capable officers were assigned to SOS
units.

transportation officers and the base section
commanders in regard to the unload ing of
ships, and in the forward areas there was
confusion of jurisdict ion as between GHQ
and SOS over the Transportation Department.

w

Transportation
Undoubtedly onc of the biggest headaches for the SOS was the organization and
control of transportation. Strongly opposing points of view had to be reconciled.
Engineer and Quartermaster officers looked
with dissatisfaction on the transfer of their
responsibilities for certain aspects of transportation to a new organization. Railroad men assigned to operate the Transportation Department in France wanted to run
the railroads like commercial lines in the
United States, outside strict military control,
while military commanders responsible for
supply insisted on militarizing the Transportation Service and making it subordinate to
the military commander. In the rear areas
there was con Aict of authority between the
'Frederick Palmer, Or" Gua/esl Bailie (New
York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1919), p. 393; Elmer
W. Sherwood, The Diary of a Rainbolt! VeferolZ
(Terre H au te, Ind.: Moore.Langen Co., 1929), p.
100.

Reception of Troops
Troop debarkations began at Saint-Nazaire, and then Brest became the principal
port for the landing of troops, though Le
Havre was a close second. Fully half of the
American soldiers going to France-usually
those carried in British transports-landed
at Liverpool, Glasgow, or other ports in the
Un ited Kingdom, and after a few days ill
rest camps moved across the C hannel to Le
Havre, Cherbourg, Calais, or one of the
other Channel ports. T his made more
work for Base Section No.3 in England, but
it pennitted the big British transP9rts to
turn around quickly, and to use the shortest
routes across the Atlantic. Seldom did all
of the elements of a division arrive at a single
port- un its of the 3d, 29th, and 36th
Divisions, for instance, landed at Saint-Nazaire, Bordeaux, and Brest, as well as at
English ports from which they moved to Le
Havre.
Facili ties for the reception of troops varied
a great deal, and never were altogether
satisfactory. For a time, reception at Brest
consisted of marching the new arrivals out
to an open field . Later it was possible to set
up a large tent camp, with good messing
fac ilities staffed by French cooks, at Pontanezen ncar Brest. The initial su rvey had
indicated that Brest might handle 18,000
troops a month, but when the big rush began
in the spring of 19 18, and the base section
comma nder, Brig. Gen. George H. Harries,
was · asked how many troops he could re-
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eeive there, he replied that he could hand le
all that t hey could send . He was put to the
test ncar the cnd of May when a convoy

portation officers who were independent of
the local SOS organ izat ion.
During his tour of the ports with Harbord , Pershing had spoken to the stevedore
battalions ahout the importance of their
work, and he promised that if they did well,
later they might get their turn at the front .
Their frank response was that they would
rather go home than any nearer the fi ghting.
Now Harbord hit upon the idea of exploiting this homesickness. Early in September
he and his aides worked out a scheme of
competition among the pons which they
called "The Race to Berlin," using as the
incen tive the promise that the winning company would be the fi rst to go home at the
end of the war. Performance fo r each port
was calculated on t he basis of its average
performance during the preceding eight
weeks, so that ratio of improvement over
its own past record was the basis for comparison. Standings were telegraphed to all
headquarters each week, and published in
Th e Slars mid Slripes, the AEF newspaper.
In addition to the prize of first 10 go home,
leading companies at each port were
awarded ieave to the Mediterranean area,
a nd the commander of the leading port for
the month fl ew a pennant from his headquarters.
The competi tion produeed spectaeula r
results. Discharge of cargo increased by
ahout 20 percent during the period of the
race, and the average detention time for
transatlantic ca rgo vessels dropped from 14
days for 84 vessels in July to 11.04 d ays for
138 ships in November. T otal cargo discharged at a ll French ports for the AEF
through I I November. 19 18, incfuding that
arriving from Great Britain and ot her fo reign sources as wcll as that shipped from the
Un ited States, amounted to 5,960,000 tons.
T he figu re grew to 9,577,000 tons by the

arrived carrying 42,000 troops.

The chid

transport officer commandeered everything
that would noat to use as lighters and to
make a bridge of ships to bring the troops to
land . The whole debarkat ion was completed in twenty-four hours. On another
occasion, some time later, a convoy of fourteen ships, wit h 46,000 men on board, arrived at Brest; over 35,000 of them were
liglHcrcd ashore that same a ft ernoon and
ma rched to the reception ca mp, while
another 18,000 men fro m a previolls convoy
marched out of the camp to the railroad
station to take trains for forward areas.
Discharge of Cargo
The probl em of discha rging cargo to support this army was rather more d ifficult.
Shortages of equipment a nd facilities to·
get her with short ages of personnel ablt to do
the various tasks effi cient ly, handicapped
operations. Congestion around the docks
became commonplace. There was no point
in making all ki nds of ext raordinary efforts
to get more shipping and to hasten the departure of convoys from New York if they
could not be promptly un loaded in France.
Each day's delay in the turnaround of a ship
was sa id to mean the loss of the eq uivalent
of $ 10,000. Eady in 19 18 the wharves at
Saint-Nazai re had reached a sta te of general
con fu sion. ' ''' hile stevedores rested, or even
slept in the warehollses, piles of supplies
waited to be sorted and pu t into some kind
of orderly arrangement. This was during
the period of divided authori ty, when the
base commander was responsible for quartering and feeding the stevedore troops, but
they worked under the su pervision of trans-
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cnd of May 1919. Nevertheless, all this
would not have been enough to meet the
requirements for continuing the war
through 1919 with the size force contemplated. Cargo landed during the month
preceding the armistice was equal to only
65 percent of current requirements for
2,000,000 men, and it would have been
necessary to triple the average dail y rate of
discharge of cargo to meet the needs for the
planned army of 3,500,000 in July 1919,
not to mention the need to make up the accumulating shortages. By using ga ntry
cranes to the fu llest extent possi ble, by working around the clock at all ports, by completing the additional facilities under conslruction, by making maximum usc of dolph ins and lighters for offshore discharge,
and by other ex pedients, perhaps the job
could have been done, but it is doubtful.
G ranting that possibility it is doubtful
whether arrivals from the United States
would have been able to keep up, and more
doubtful still whether such quantities could
have been moved inland even if they could
have been loaded, brought to port, and discharged.
Railway Transportation
As the weeks of intense activity during
19 18 passed, it became more and more eviden t that the real supply bottlenecks were
evacuation from the pons and movemen t to
forward areas. In June Secretary of War
Baker expressed his concern to Pershing:
"Ou r tables seem to show that the evacuations from the ports from month to month
arc less th an t he cargo discharges there, so
that there seems to be a constant increase
in accumu lated and unevacuated ca rgo at
the ports which we usc ; and 1 am fearfu l
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that if we secured additional cargo ships we
would simply add to the congestion of the
ports, rather than add to your supplies." I
At first glance the American transportation problem in France must have seemed
virtually impossible. The strain of t hree
and four years of war alone, wit h all manpower mobilized as full y as possible to support the war effort, left enough problems in
the maintenance of railways and highways
to make doubly difficult the additional burdens on the system.
At first it was necessa ry for the Americans
to rely for their needs entirely upon French
trains and French crews, co-ord inated
through Americtln liaison officers. Later,
American crews and trains were able to take
over a part of the task. But there were further difficulties in language, plus differences
in equipment and methods to interpose'delays and inefficiencies.
The French maintained standard t roop
trains rderred to as T.U. (type ulIique ),
made up of 30 boxcars ( 40 men or eight
horses), 17 flat cars, a coach, and two Ctlbooses for the train crew, intended to carry
a battallion of infantry or a battery of a rti llery, with all orga nic transportation and
equipment. If a unit did not fill a train
completel)" the extra cars remained empty;
this was deemed quicker than making up
special trains to fit every unit. When the
Americans adopted the practice of sending
troops overseas without organ izational
equipment, the French made up a standard
T .A. ( type americai1l) train, with capacity
for 1,600 officers a nd men, to move the
American units inland from the ports. T o
move an American division with its equipment, 50 to 58 T.U. trains were required.
• Quoted in Palmer, Newlon D. Bake,_ II , 331.
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Motor Transportati07l

Inland Waterways

By the time of World War I the usc of
motor transportation had become significant, but it was more of a supplement to
horses and wagons for local t ransportation
than a substitute for railroads for long hauls.
Truck convoys did carry supplies from the
ports to forward areas, but usually in connection with t he delivery of the vehicles to
forwa rd units. A fixed percentage, at first
25 percent but latcr reduced to 10 percent,
of all vehicles arriving at the ports wenl to
the SOS, while the remainder were distributed by G-4, GHQ. The AEF never did
have morc t han half the vehicles called fo r
in tables of organization and other estimates, and no one knew how accurately
these represented true needs.
Control of motor transportation was at
first a responsibility of the Quartermaster
Corps. After the usc of motor trucks in
Pershing's Punitive Expedition in Mexico,
some steps had been taken to extend their
use, and fou r truck companies and a repair
unit arrived in France in June 1917. In
December 1917 a Motor Transport Service,
within the Quartermaster Corps, was
formed in the AEF. I t was transferred to
the Service of Util ities, SOS, in February
1918, and in Ju ly became a separate service,
designated the Motor T ransport Corps.
At fi rst the Motor Transport Service had
only technical supervision, but later it was
made responsible for operating the vehicles
in the SOS. All vehicles, passenger cars as
wel l as trucks, were pooled under district
commanders in each section to be assigned
to parlicular tasks as needed. O perational
responsibility included t he make-up and
routing of truck convoys for delivery to
units.

In spite of the historical rdiance of Ameriean armies on river transportation, AEF
planners initially gave almost no thought to
the possible use of F rench rivers and canals
for the support of American forces. D istances seemed too great in any case to rely to
any marked extent on slow-moving barges.
Bul when it became evident how hardpressed the railroads were going to be to
handle the necessary t raffic, any means of
relieving them even slightly was welcomed.
Arrangements were made fo r the loan of
tugs and barges from t he British, and for
taking over a number of F rench ba rges that
were unserviceable bu t could be reconditioned; however, chief reliance had to be on
individuaJly owned French barges chartered
through the co-operation of the French Government. All these sou rces had put thirteen
tugs and 307 barges at the disposal of the
American service by the time of the armistice. (Tugs ordinarily were used on the
rivers, whi le horses usually towed the barges
on the canals.) Tonnages shipped by inland
waterway were m inor- monthly totals
reached 47,000 tons in October- but especially for shipment of coal and wood even
this amount represented a considerable relief to local railroad congestion. Most of
the river traffic was on the Seine R iver, from
Le Havre and Rouen to below Paris, though
some barge traffic went to Dijon, Gimouville Saint-Satur, and Montargis. T he canal
system was well-disposed to serve the American front, and, given carlier plann ing and
more equipment, it could have had far
greater logistical signi fi ca nce. Plans being
put into effect when the armistice was signed
would have tripled the volume of supplies
transported on the inland waterways- to
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about 150,000 tons a month, or some 5 pcrcent of the total AEF tonnage passing
through the French ports-had the war cootinued. The British for some time had been
shipping 250,000 tons a month on the rivers
and canals in their sector.

Supply
The two principal sou rces of supply for
the AEF were, of course, shipments from
the United States and pu rchases in Europe.
Then a sort of "in between" sou rce became
important for certain items-cultivation
and manufactu re by the Anny or under
Army supervision in France.

Local Procurement
In the interest of saving time as well as
precious ocean tonnage, not to mention the
fact that many items si mply were not avail'lblc in the United States, first emphasis

was ufX>n local procurcment. 9
As had been the case in the United States
until General Staff control had become ef~
fcctive, U.S. supply departments in France
and England at once began to compete with
each other and even with the Allied annics
in bidding for supplies. In August 1917
General Pershing moved to co~ordinate these
purchases. Overruling the recommendations of a staff study, he established at Paris
a General Purch asing Board, made up of
the purchasing officers of each of the supply services plus representatives from the
Red Cross and the Young Men's Christian
Association (YMCA), and he called upon
Charles G. Dawes, a prominent banker and
• See above, Chapter XXI, for a di scussion of
ordnance and other supplies furnished by Great
Britain and France.

a long-time friend, then a lieutenan t colonel
with an engineer regiment in France, to
be chairman of the board and General Purchasing Agent. Dawes, who subsequently
achieved the rank of brigadier general, entered upon his new assignment with gusto.
The new arrangement centralized supervision, but not procurement operations. Although he was called the General Purchasing Agent, Dawes actually did no purchasing himself- each service continued to do
its own purchasing. The General Purchasing Board provided a fo rum for co-ordinating activity, and Dawes held a veto over
purchases. He, in effect, made the pol icies.
Soon after taking up hjs duties as Purchasing Agent, Dawes was able to have cha nged
the policy that had required all requisitions
for purchases from the French Government
to go through the chief of staff at GHQ, and
he was then the final authority on all such
req uests. With the organization of the
broad~ned SOS, the General Purchasing
Agent was made a member of the staff of
the command ing general; but he continued
to have close contact with Pershing, and he
maintained a fairly independent, though cooperative, operat ion. It was up to Dawes
to negotiate agreements with the governments concerned covering procurement policies and to search out and develop all possible sources of supply in neutral as well as
in Allied countries. Responding to condi·
tions as they arose, he organized a Labor
Bureau, a Board of Contracts and Adjustments, a Technical Board to co-ordinate
electrical power, a nd a Bureau of Reciprocal
Supply, and the adm inistrative machinery
necessary for such a vast enterprise.
Procurement in Europe rcached substantial proportions. H ow important it was in
saving ocean tonnage may be seen in the
fa ct that the AEF actually obtained a greater
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REPAIRING CLOTHING AT THE SA LVAGE DEPOT, TOURS

tonnage of supplies from Eu ropean sources
than through all of the efforts of the Wa r
Department in making shipments from the

United States.

T hrough December 1918

the AEF received 7,675,000 ship tons of
supplies from the Uni ted States, while it
received the cquivaJcnl of over 10,000,000
ship tons from European procurement.

Tn the process of carrying ou t his dutie.<;,
Dawes dcvclopcd strong convictions that
t he type of co-ordinating agency Pershing
had set up was the correct one. He soon
rejected the idea t hat Army procurement
should be cond ucted as a busi nes>, with
complete centralization. He took time to

prepare a memorandum for the historical
record in February a nd Ma rch 1918 w hich
gains weight from the fact that he himself
was a business man, and is maki ng no plea
tha t he shou ld have had more authority.
He said in pal1 :
The argument of the busines.<; man is that if
all purchasing and supply activities were centralized in one distinct anny department, created to supply all other branches of the sclv ice,
there would be obviated competition among
the vmious departments, piecemeal and wasteful purchases, loose methods, insufficient estimation of forward collective needs, and many
other objections now incident to some extent
to the present system . . . . It was with this
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belief that I took up my duties as Genera l
Purchasing Agent of the American Expeditionary Force, under a new system of central
control devised personally by Ceneral Pershing against the advice of a reporting army
board to whom the subject had been first
rcfclTcd.

My idea, as that of many other business
men, had been that the law of the United
States, which 50 jealously guarded the independent right of purchase and supply in departments of the service, was on our statute
books as a l"C$ult of a lack of business knowledge and foresight on the part of legislators,
instead of its being, as it is, the logical, legitimate, and necessary evolution of thousands of
years of actual military experience.
The statement is frequently made that the
business organization of an anny is the same

in its purpose as the business organization of
any great corporation. This is misleading....
The prime consideration, in the establishment
in nonnal business organization of central
control of purchase, is the surrounding of purchasing activity with checks and balances coml:JClling due consideration of every purchase
from the standpoint of its relation to a prospcc
tive profit. . .. The first purpose of the
army business organization in time of war is
the securing of necessary military supplies irrespective of any question of financial profit,
yet as cheaply and expeditiously as possible
without prejudice to military effectiveness. '0
M

A sp«ial source of supply in Europe was
production by the U.S. Army itself. This
often called for local procurement of facilities, construction materials, raw materials,
and labor. It was most important, perhaps, in food supply. A quartennaster ma-

jor, Otto H. Goldstein, who had been a
wholesale grocer in Chicago, built a plant
near Paris for roasting and grinding coffee
which in September 1918 was turning out
Charlet G. Dawes, A Journal 01 11" Gr,al War,
2 voll. (8<»lon: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1921), I,
16n.
,t

90,000 pounds a day; three similar plants
were added, and by 1919 they would have
been able to provide the entire eoffee req uirement for the AEF. Major Goldstein
also arra nged to rent idle chocolate-ma king
machinery from the French owners, and
soon he had nearly a dozen factories turn ing
out 4,000,000 poull9s of chocolate a month
for the ration component, and another
1,000,000 pounds made into candies for
sale to the soldiers. Next Goldstein was
called upon to produce hard bread, and he
reached a production of 9,000,000 pounds
a month. He also devised a mechanical
process that turncd out 1,500,000 pounds of
macaroni a month. A string of Quartermaster bakeries extending from the ports to
the armies turned out the pound of bread for
each man each day that the AEF required.
Vegetable gardens cultivated by individual
units provided important ration supplements, and a Garden Service was orga nized
with plans to cultivate gardens on a large
scale in 1919. In the fall of 1918 over
W,OOO men were at work clltting fuel wood
for the AEF.
A related source of Jolupply was in the
operation of the big salvage depots where
all kinds of clothing and equipment were
reconditioned, and materials saved and
made into useful products. Salvage Depot
No. I, near Tours, alone was turning out
nearly $3.4 million worth of reconditioned
clothing a month by August 1918; it was
but one of nearly twenty salvage depots,
having nearly one million squa rc feet of
working space, then in operation. ThiJol
was the first systematic salvage operation in
war.

Supply Policies and Distribution
The automatic su pply system worked out
even better than most supply officers had
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dared hope, though the big problem of finding enough shipping to meet requirements

reserves actually maintained at the ports
never exceeded 22 days. Of course the
British were close to their home bases, and
the American dread of interruption of the
ocean supply line dictated a conservative
figure. As it developed, the submarine
menace was overcome, and there was no
serious threat of interruption. This, together with the more important fact that
the projected 90-day level for most supplies
never had been possible to approach, finally
led to the change in favor of a 45-day level.
Reserves are, in any case, psychological
as wcll as physical phenomena. It may be
reassuring to know that enough supplies are
on hand to withstand a three-month interruption of overseas communications, but if
that figure has been taken as representing
a minimum requirement, and stocks never
reach more than haH that level, then a f~l
ing of uneasiness over .a situation where
reserves are "half depleted" may develop.
By arbitrarily halving the reserve requirements, AEF stocks immediately were seen
as approaching the requ ired levels. After
March 1918 the supply of rations on hand
never fell below the 45-day level (it fluctuated between 72 days in June and 48 days
in September) , so that what had seemed
a serious shortage appeared as an adequate
supply; and, in the circumstances, it was
adequate.
Ammunition was divided among the sections according to the same ratio, but Ordnance officers concluded that all ammun ition not stored at base depots, or necessary
to have an emergency reserve in case of loss,
or for temporary storage to relieve congestion at the ports, should be shipped directly
to advance depots located where rapid shipments could be made to army depots.
Mainly as an aid to distribution, supplies
in the AEF (from December 1917 ), were

persisted until the end of the war.

What

made the situation seem especially critical
in the fall of 1918, of course, was the spec-

tacular rise in troop shipments in July and
August. Even though increasing tonnages
were being shipped, they could not keep
pace with the rapidly growing requirements
in terms of increasing troop strength. A
cable to the War Department on 28 October slated; "On account of failure to receive the supplies called for in past months
our reserves arc so depleted that the reduction in number of troops shipped during
October cannot reduce our requirements
for supplies to be shipped during that
month. The shipments for October arc
falling so far short of what we need that
prospects are extremely alanning." II If
all shipments had been made as requested,
it is doubtful whether they could have been
moved away from the ports; sti ll, there
would have been some satisfaction simply
in having them on the ncar side of the
ocean, where they might be counted as a
part of the reserves. The AEF's established supply policy of maintaining a 90-day
stock of supplies-45 days at the base
depots, 30 days at the intenncdiate depots,
and 15 days in the Advance Section-was
more or less arbitrary. In spite of the
studies which preceded this decision, the
figure "Vas one that, in effect, had to be
taken out of the air. There was nothing
to indicate that that quant ity of reserve
supplies was absolutely essential. The
British plan originally had been to maintain 30 days' supplies at the base depots
and another 8 days' forward, but the total
"Report, CG 50S, AEF. U.S. A,my in the World
Wo" XV, 12-13.
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divided into four c1a$eS. Class 1 comprised
all items of daily automatic su pply. includ*
ing rations, (ud, gasoline, and oil. Daily
automatic supply depended upon the actual
troop strength and number of an imals in an
organization. This infonnation went from
the division 0 - 1 (corps G--l for corps
troops ) to army G-4 who telegraphed it to
the regulating officer at least once a week.
The regulating officer might call upon the
depot ( normally the advance depot) to ship
items marked for specific divisions, or might
have them sh ipped in bulk; under this arrangement, shipments of forage or fuel, for
example, would be in carload lots SO that
overissues and undcrissues would have to be
averaged ou t over a period of days.
Class 2 supplies, including mainly personal clothing and bedding, were shipped
on requisitions submitted by compa ny commanders, consolidated and approved by
regimental commanders, and forwarded
through division (or corps) G- I (army G-4
for army troops) directly to the advance
depot. In this case the regulating officer
entered the picture only if necessary to indicate order of priority if there was a shortage
of railway cars and to record shipments passing through his station.
Requisitions for Class 3 supplies, comprising all other authorized equipment provided
for in the tables, includi ng weapons, vehicles, and roll ing kitchens, were handled in
the same way as those for Class 2, except
that they were to be filled insofar as possible
by the division supply officer and from army
dumps or parks before being sent to the
advance depot for the remainder.
CIllS'> 4 supplies included ammunition,
construction materials, special eq ui pment,
and items wh ich by orders from time to time
might be excepted from Classes 2 and 3.
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Requisitions for this class were handled in
the same way as those for Class 3 except
that that part sent to depots to be filled had
to pass through G-4 at GHQ where it
would be considered in the light of contemplated operations and the needs of other
units. Cred its for certain quantities might
be established at the depots upon which
army could draw without reference to
GHQ.
Units in rear of the Advance Section obtai.ned their Class I, 2, and 3 supplies on
requisitions made direct to the depots.
Requisitions for their C lass 4 supplies had
to be submitted to t he chief of the supply
service concerned who, all approval, sent
them to the proper depot to be fi lled.
The depots, in turn, obtained their supplies automatically to the extent practicable,
and for the rest submitted requisitions to
the ch ief of service. A control1ed stores
poHcy, adopted in the su mmer of 19 18, centralized accountability of stocks and enabled
supply service chiefs to equalize stocks according to c urrent supply policies among the
depots. This, in effect, extended further
the system of automatic supply, for the chief
of service concerned had essential items
shipped to a depot as soon as his status reports showed that a shortage of those items
was developing at that place, and no special
action by the depot staff was necessary.
(Chari 2)
or all the developments and innovations
of World War T, American logist ics officers
seemed to thin k that the finest was the institution of the regulating station and the regulating officer adopted from the French, who
considered it to be about the only innovation
developed in their long years of study preceding the war t hat could be retai ncd with
liule change when the war camc. T he
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main trouble for the Americans was in deciding who should regulate the regulating
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made up into trains or rames. l : The use of
division rames pennittcd t he greatest flexi-

officer.
A regulating station was a large railroad
yard where cars from the depots and other
installations in the rear were received and

.. A rame is a $uing of cars for a division or other
unit, so that if a single Irain were to carry su pplies
for more than one unit it would be made up of one

rame for each uni t.
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bility in the redirection of supplies to keep
up wit h rapid changes in the location of the
divisions.
At the regulating station control of supplies passed from the SOS to GHQ for delivery to the a rmies. The reg ulating officer
was designated officially as a member of the
G-4 Section of GHQ, but he also belonged
to the headquarters of the army which he

served.

General Harbord thought the reg-

ulating officer should belong to the G-4 Section of SOS, and be directly under the
supervision of the commander of the Advance Section in whose area he operated.
As Harbord saw it, "the Regulating Officer
was thus the bridge over which [G-4,
GHQ] continued to travel from Supervision
to Operation, and to divide and overlap the
authority of the Commanding General of
the Services of Supply,"" ActuaHy, Col.
Milosh R. Hilgard, the regu lating officer at
Is-sur-Tille went about his task with an independent determination to get results to
whieh the formal arrangement of the hierarchy over him made little p ractical
difference.
The AEF constructed two regulating stations, the one at Is-sur-Tille, the principal
station for supplying American forces during much of t he time, and a second at LiffolIe-Grand. For other parts of the front it
was possible to use facilities that the French
already had organized. These included
regulating stations at Saint-Dizier, Gray, Le
Bourget, Noisy-Ie-Sec, Mantes, and Creil.
The regulating station at Is-sur-Tille had
t he advantages and disadvantages of being
located adjacent to the principal advance
depot, which facilitated co-ordination, but
led to a constant threat of congestion on th ~
.. Harbord, James G., The Am"ic/lin Arm)' in
Fr/linCl, 1917- 1919, p. 364.

railroads. For a regulating station this
could be fatal.
A daily supply train, with cars carrying
rations, mail, express, replacement troops,
and whatever else might be going to the
units, went from the regulating station to
the lailroad. The equivalent of 25 French
railway cars was needed for the daily supplies of a division. Ideally there was a railhead for each division, and a train for each
division, but often these had to be shared.
At the more or less permanent railheads
such as t hose serving the Saint-Mi hiel and
Meuse-Argonne sectors, there was some
storage of emergency supplies. At the
more temporary railheads, supplies were unloaded directly from the railway cars to division transportation. Ordinarily, a oneday supply of rations was kept on hand at
the railhead or at the refilling point ( the
refilling point sometimes coincided with the
railhead, sometimes was located a short distance away) so that division trains could
pick up their rations immediately on a rrival
without having to wait for t hat day's supply
train.
Near the end of the war a system of army
depots, particularly for ordnance, was developing. This permitted shipments in
trainload lots to the army depots, and
prompt delivery to the units. The shortage
of ears often made it impossible to get
small shipments of Class 3 suppHes from the
SOS depot to the unit quickly. Supply officers anticipated that the greatest drawback
of the army depot system wou ld be that,
with supplies so easy to obtain, units might
become careless and wasteful.
The pay-off of the whole complex. supply
system was in the ddivery of needed supplies on time to the troops on the line
whether they were in stabilized or in rapidly
changing situations. A parallel aspect of
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logistics was the timely movement of the
troops themselves to a threatened point to
meet an enemy attack, or to an assembly
area a nd a line of departure for an attack of
their own. Here logistics, strategy, and tactics merged for the ultimate decision.
From the railheads supplies went lanyard
by narrow-gauge railroad, motor trucks,
mule-drawn and horse-drawn wagon, pack
train, and by hand. The individual soldier
went into battle carrying equipment which,

and t roops not on the firing line could come
to the rear to eat. For the others hot food
was carried to the trenches in mannite cans.
Gas attacks freque ntly rendered food supplies useless, and then a call wou ld go back
for immed iate resupply or the emergency
rations kept in t he trenches in gas-proof
containers would be used. I n offensive operations, the emergency rations frequently
were used anyway- packed twenty-fi ve rations in a galvanized iron box, t hey were
easy to handle and req uired no elaborate
cooking faci lities.
Division am munition trains set up ammun ition dum ps, and during active operations the trucks of their motor battalion
and the wagons of their horse battalion
were in almost constant use. Often they
were pressed into service to haul rations and
other supplies as well as ammunition .
When roads became impassable, some units
found it exped ient to obtain bu rros and to
send both ammun ition and rations up by
pack trains.
O rdnance resup ply was ordi narily
through lhe division mobile ordnance repai r
shops, where weapons were turned in for
repair or replacement. When it was not
possible to set up a complete shop ncar the
combat units, a forward section might be
set up within walking distance of the companies, with the machine shop some distance
in t he rear. A truck would bring up parts
to the forward section daily and pick up
weapons that cou ld not be repaired there.
Some commanders insisted on frequent inspection of weapons by Ordnance sergeants;
if possible, the O rd nance sergeant detailed
to each artillery regiment inspected all the
guns of the regiment each day, and had all
possible repairs made at the positions.
Clothing and other supplies as needed
ordinarily wen t up with the rations if t here

though it had not become lighter since the
C ivil War, had become more complex. If
the 50 to 70 pounds that he carried seemed
a burden, perhaps he could gain some satisfaction in knowing that it was less heavy
than in the other armies.
A railhead or refilling point might be
practically adjacent to a division dump, or
it might be as far as twenty~five miles to the
rear. For longer hauls, two companies or
the division supply train, operating under
the direction of the division quartennaster,
might be stationed at the railhead to bring
up rations, forage, and other su pplies each
day in convoys of 3~ ton trucks. Sometimes
narrow-gauge railroads rel ieved the motor
transportation. Units in t he rear with
transportation would pick up t heir supplies
at the railheads. For t he fo rward units
convoys of some fourteen trucks took the
supplies up at night; rations would be di~
vided and loaded accordi ng to un its, with
issue sJips prepared to reduce con fusion in
the night distribution. The greatest diffi·
culty occurred when the troops were on the
move. Then trucks might be on the road
forty~eight hours before they cou ld get back
to the dump, and sometimes they could not
find the units at all. Mu l e~drawn wagons
sometimes carried the rations up to the
kitchen areas. Whenever cond itions permitted, the kitchens prepared hot meals,
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was sufficient transportation.

Emergency

supplies of clothing had to be sent up after
a heavy gas attack, but reissues of clothing
generally were resclVcd for a time when
troops could be brought back fo r baths and
delousing. Intervals between t hose opportunities varied from a few days to several

weeks.
An essential item that could not be over-

looked in operations involving big armies
was water supply- water for mcn a nd water
for animals. Provisional engineer organizations had the responsibility of fi nding sources
of water, operating pu rificat ion facil ities,
piping water and storing it, and sending it
up in tank t rucks or tank cars on the narrowgauge railroads to be distributed to water
wagons or tanks for the units.
Battlefield Logistics

Of all the problems of logistics, the most
serious at the battlefield as in t he rear was
transportation. Shortages of vehicles, shortages of horses, and bad road condi tions militated against Pershi ng's determination to return to open warfare. The obstacles, however, were not so great that they could not
be overcome, at least at critical times and
places; and if the AEF never had but half
the motor vehicles considered necessary,
nonetheless, it was the truck and the key role
it played which, more than any other single
thing, characterized battlefield logistics of
World War I in contrast to previous wars.
At one time ambulances would be called in
to deliver rations, and at another trucks
would have to evacuate casualties. The
long hours that vehicles ha.d to be kept in
operation meant hard work for maintenance
men as well as for drivers.
The shortage of horses made the shortagc
of motor trucks morc serious. I n fact, the

motorization of add itional units, particularly ficld artillery, was stepped up in order
to help overcome the shortage of horses, but
it was hard to fi nd either horses or trucks.
Even when t rucks and horses were
available, they cou ld not a lways operate,
for under heavy traffic, especially in bad
weather, roads soon gave way, and trucks
and wagons freq uently bogged down. Offensive operations were likely to move over
battlefields completely impassable for vehicles, which meant that road details had to
be ready at crit ical points to keep roads in
repair and to bui ld new ones as they were
needed . H ad the entire Army been set to
bui ld ing roads, an adequate network could
not have been built as fast as needed across
some of the no man's lands; however, engineer units did manage to keep enough roads
open to get supplies forward most of the
time. In November 1918 some 28,000 men
were at work on t he roads in the army areas,
and five engineer battalions were operating
quarries to provide crushed stone. Across
country torn by shell holes, plan k roads
sometimes were laid because they were
quicker, even though more expensive and
less permanent than stone fill.
The narrow-gauge ra ilroad offered the
best alternat ive to the truck and the road. A
system of 60~cm. lines developed duri ng the
period of stabilized warfare proved invaluable in serving the forward areas when of.
fensive operations started. By laying connections acros.~ no man's land to the enemy's
system, the advancing Allied troops could be
kept up with easily. Track could be made
up in sections of ties and ra ils in advance and
laid very rapidly. It was estimated that it
took a detail of 60 men ten hours to build a
quarter-mile of plank road (four meters
wide ), whereas as much as three mil es of
light rai lroad track was laid by 135 men in
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five hours. During their spring offensives
in 1918, the Germans laid 60-em. track
alongside practically every important highway, and actually used the light railways to
carry most o f their supplies. Of the 1,400
kilometers of light railroads the AEF was
operating at the time of the armistice, over
half had been taken from the Germans.
Powered wit h over 100 steam and 60 gasoline locomotives, these lines during October
1918 carried an average of 8,100 tons of
supplies a day. Local units frequentl y put
down light track ( usually 40-cm.) to serve
artillery positions, machine gun positions,
and strongpoints. In these cases men or
animals would move the small cars. All
together the light railways did the work of
several thousa nd motor trucks; morc important, they could operate at times when the
roads became impassable under heavy truck
traffi c and trucks could not be used at all.
Battlefield evacuation of the wounded,
patterned after the system developed during
the Civil War, had very different pl"Oblems
of application in the varying types of combat
in France. Each division san itary train had
a field hospital section and an ambulance
section which was authorized (but seldom
issued in fu ll ) twelve mule-drawn ambulances and thirty-six motor ambulances.
During the period of stabilized trench warfare, there were no serious problems: evacuation hospi tals could be established in huts
or buildings on a more or less permanent
basis, and the relatively few casualties did
not overtax facilities. Tn somc cases the
French handed over complete hospitals,
with full equ ipment, to the American units
relieving them. But when the great German ofTensives in the spring of 19 18 pushed
Allied positions back, and the Allied eounterofTensive beginning in July kept moving

in the opposite direction , it became a differentstory. There were not enough hospitals
or hospital trains, or ambulances, and rough
rides to the rear and long waiting all too
often then werc the lot of the wounded man.
Salvage of materiel from the battlefield,
using wagons and trucks from the division
ammunition train or from wherever they
could be obtained, turned out to be a major
supply effort. Special details were pressed
into this work after a battle had subsided .
They wou ld collect equipment and send it
to the rear on returning ration trucks. After
the battle of 14-18 July 1918 on the Marne,
a detail of 600 replacements collected nearly
300 truckloads of equipment to be turned
over to the salvage squad at the railhead at
ChaiUy Boissy.

Saint-Mihiel
With the counteroffensive in the AisneMarne sector successfully under way, in the
summer of 1918 Pershing returned to his
project for fonning a separate American
army. Foeh ultimately agreed to his proposal to make a limited attack with an
American army against the Sain t-Mihie!
salient- <)Il condition that the Americans
would be ready to launch another offensive
in the Meuse-Argonne sector by 25 September. While there was a concentration of
American divisions in the Aisne-Marne region, American units in August 1918
were scattered all along the front from the
Swiss border to the Chan nel. To assemble
them into a single anny north of Toul posed
one of the great logistical undertaking of
the war. On 11 August American divisions began moving by rail, by truck, by the
motor busses that earlier had been pressed
into service from the streets of Paris and
London, and on foot to the area of the
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SUPPLIES ON A CONGESTEO ROAO IN FRANCE

newly formed American First Army.
Three divisions came from the British front,
four from the Vesle River front ( Aisne·
Marne sector), two from the Vosges in the
extreme east, and three from training areas
in the vicinity of Chaumont; four already
were in the Sai nt~Mihic l region. On 12
September the First Anny, with nine American divisions and four French divisions in
the line and three American divisions in
army reserve, attacked both sides and point
of the Saint-Mihicl salient.
Supply again could be based on the advance depot and regu lating station at ]5sur-Tille, though it still was a considerable

distance from the fighting front. Work on
a forward regulating station at Liffol-leGrand had been delayed during the weeks
of uncertainty as to exactly where the American front would be. For army service
units, air service and tank units, corps and
army artillery, and divisions moving up
in preparation for t he Meuse-Argonne offensive; a regulating station was established
at Saint-Dizier, and to serve it, the intermediate depot at Gicvl'es once more was
designated an advance depot. When the
threat of German attack was no longer a
menace, supplies could be built up fartha
fonva rd to support the advance.
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FOOD TO THE FRONT ON

Rains Calling over the Saint-Mi hicl battlefield added to the inevitable complication
of supply. Mud on roads that would have
been congested under the best of conditions
held truck wheels finnly in grip, and lines
of supplies backed up waiting for an engineer breakthrough. Engi neers began laying railroad as soon as the a ttack began,
and they widened a French one-meter line
t hat had been laid in 1914, then left unused
for four years. Gcnna n light railways were
taken over and roads built across the seas of
mud. Since this was a limited objective
attack, concluded within four days, the obstacJes to supply did not become critical.

A NARROW-CAUGE

RAILROA D

T he Meuse-Argonne
Far more serious was the build-up and
support of the Meuse-Argonne offensive.
With his eyes open, Persh ing accepted a
commitment to launch wi thin twen ty-three
days two great offensives in areas forty miles
a part. Starting ten days before the SaintMihiel battle began, he had to concentrate
600,000 men , 2,700 guns, and 1,000,000
tons of supplies to launch a still greater operation thirteen days after the Saint-Mihiel
attack. Logistical problems would h ave
been a litt1e simpler if the second American
offensive could have been launched farther
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to the east, but the decision that it should
be in the area forty miles west of SaintMihiel, between the Argonne Forest and
the Meuse River, required a reorientation of
supply lines. The Meuse-Argonne offensive was to be a part of a co-ordinated attack with the French Fourth Army on the
left, aiming at Mezieres and Sedan. Time
and distance obviated the possibility of the
divisiollS in the attack at Saint-Mihicl participating in the initial phase of the MeuseArgonne.
Except for one division, actual movements of troops did not begin until the SaintMihie! attack was under way, and then
every precaution had to be taken to preserve
secrecy, Nine divisions were to be in the
assault, but fifteen, including seven transferred from the Saint-Mihiel sector, wert to
be concentrated. A single division with its
trains occupied nineteen miles of road space,
and in this area where roads were few, where
French divisions had to be relieved at thc
front a nd in reserve, where the French had
to move up forces and supplies for thcir coordinated attack, and where movement had
to be restricted to darkness, the logistical
complications were unequaled. Still, all
forces were in position at the appointed
time, though all were grateful for one-day's
postponement in the time for the attack.
With the greatest artillery barrage Americans had ever fired they jumped off at dawn
on 26 September against positions the enemy
had held with little variation for nearly four

yean.
A railroad from Sainte-Menehould to
Verdun paralleled the front and was the
main route of supply. Railhcads for all the
forward divisions were established along
this line; others were established on the
lines running to the rear. All together,
there were nineteen railheads served prin-
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cipally through the regulating station at
Saint-Dizier. Only two standard-gauge
railroads ran forward in the direction of the
advance, one of them in the French zone,
the other under enemy fire. This meant
that the First Army had to rely on the na rrow-gauge railroads running in the direction
of Montfaucon and in the Argonne Forest
which could be tied into the German system
as the advance continued, and on the three
roads which ran as far as the front lines.
Across no man's land, roads would have to
be built and tracks laid if the advance was
to continue.
The 40,000 tons of artillery ammunition
in place when the battle began had to be replenished by 12 to 14 daily trainloads. Between 26 September and 11 November,
American artillery fired 4,214,000 rounds
of ammunition. Divisions had to be
brought out of the line and new ones sent
in; materials for roads and railroads had to
be brought.up without interfering with regular supplies. In contrast to the army general depot that had been established at
Lieusaint during the Ch1heau-Thierry operations, in the Meuse-Argonne each service
cstablished several depots and kept them
wcll Iorward- 24 ammunition depots, 12
ordnance, 9 quartennaster, ~ gasoline and
oil, 8 water points, '7 chemical warfare, plus
depots for medical, motor, tank, and signal
supplies, and 34 evacuation hospitals, were
set up. In the area 3,500 motor trucks and
93,000 animals, as well as 215 miles of light
railways, ultimately were in operation.
Following the advance closely, engineers
b uilt a standard-gauge line from Aubcc:ville
through the Argonne to connect to a line at
Apremont which ran northeastward to
Grand Pre a nd they repaired sections of the
Verdun-Sedan line as quickly as they were
cleared of enemy fire . When new rail-
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heads were opened as far north as Dun~sur~
Meuse and Chatcl-Chehery, those to the
rear served the reserve divisions.
Delivering supplies to the units on the
battlefi eld was. aside from the actual fighting, the most difficult aspect of the whole
Meuse-Argonne operation. The thousands
of trucks and animals in usc were but a fraction of what was though t to be needed.
Pershing stripped the SOS of its trucks and
animals--thus crippling operations at the
ports and at construction projects-and he
called men out of t he SOS to run depots,
repair vehicles, and build roads in the army
area. T he fact that he could do this was
one of his justifications for keeping the SOS
under his command .
Even if all the vehicles and animals called
for had been available, it is difficult to see
how many more of them could have moved
across the morass of the battle zone. T he
whole area of no man's land was covered
with interlocking shell holes and piles of
debris. Infantrymen of the 4th Division in
their initial attack carried boards from their
trenches on wh ich to cross the mud of the
valley of Forges Creek. Pioncer un its and
engineers wcnt to work build ing roads. They
put in a plank road fro m Avocourt to Monl·
faucon. In many places they used sandbags
and gravel-on one road alone they used
40,000 sandbags. It took three to five trains
a day to bring in road·building materials,
not to mention the six or seven trains a day
for railway construction materials. The
diarist of the 42d Division reportcd, "The
condition of the roads is wretched. The
orders are, 'guns up first, then ammunition
for the guns, coffee and food later.' " .4

Great activity went on in d arkness. On
every road behind the lines, a tangle of
trucks and wagons would be trying to move
forward with supplies. Ambulances carry·
ing wounded to the rear had to wait for guns
and ammunition to pass. Labor battalions
were at work continuously trying to kcep the
roads passable, and ammunition companies
werc put to road building as well. Energetic
officers fresh to the experienec would hurry
forward to break the traffi c jam in front
of them, disrupt even the semblance of a
system, and assurc thc development of a half·
dozen more tie·ups.
In the first phase of the offensive, many
mcn went hungry. After consuming the
two days of iron rations they carried, they
were frequently without resupply. Rolling
kitchens followed as closely as they could,
but it was not possiblc very often to send
hot meals forward to the fighting units. De·
tails could go back to the ration d umps and
pick up marc iron rations, but then sometimes were unablc to find their units when
thcy returned. Hungry men in the ad·
vance searched dead comrades and enemy
soldiers for rations.
As casualties mounted, thc med ical units
were hard presscd to carc for them. Sometimes it took six tired and weakened littcr
bearers to carry a man. Ambulances under
hcavy shellfire carried thc wounded from
aid stations to hospitals. Ten hospital
trains a day evacuated wounded and sick
men further to the rear.
On 10 October the American Second
Army became operational, and on the 12th
it took over a sector on the right of thc First
Army. On the same day the new regulating station at Liffol·lc-G rand opened to
serve it.

"Sherwood, Th t Diary of a Rainbow Vt/tran,
p. 175.
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ROLLING KITCHEN SET UP FOR MESS

FaciiitieJ
In tenns of the Anny's previous experience, the facilities and activities of the 80S
in France were immense. In tcnns of requirements, many thought they were not
nearly enough. At each of no less than 130
cities, towns and villages in nearly all parts
of France from one to a dozen major activities for the support of the AEF were in oper-

ation.
Sites were chosen, presumably, according
to the best places from which to support
operations at the front, but often compromises had to be made. Dijon, for instance,
could not be used as extensively as desired

because the movement of troops through
there to and from Italy created too much
congestion.
Buildings were" leased or requisitioned
through arrangements with the French, or
they were constructed . Negotiations with
French authorities for use of the sites at
first were long and tedious; however, the
organization of periodic conferences later
cased this situation. For construction proj~
ects it was necessary not only to get permis~
sion to use the land and to detail the tenns
of its lease, but also to have the whole con~
struction plan approved, including arrange~
ments for Jabor and materials.
Major construction completed before the
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armistice included over 15,000 barracks
whose combined length would be 285 miles;
hospitals for nearly 146,000 beds, equivalent
to 146 mi les of wards; covered storage space
amounting to nearly 22,000,000 square feet,

or 500 acres; 947 miles of standard-gauge
railroads, all of it in yards except for a sixmile double-track cutoff around Nevers
which included a bridge 2,190 feet long
across the Loire River; the pier, warehousing and switching facilities to accomodate
the docking of ten vessels at Basscnsj a 750·

foot pier, 84 lighters, and 7 derrick barges
at Saint-LoubCs; large municipal water sup-

ply developments at such places as Brest,
Saint-Nazaire, and in the Bordeaux regionj
storage tanks along the seacoast (or 150,000

barrels of gasoline and oil ; remount space
for 30,000 animals and veterinary hospital
space for 23,000 animals. Most of the lumber for this construction had to come from
France, whooe foresters carefully marked the
trees for cutting. By October 1918, 91 sawmills were in operation, and by December
they had produced nearly 190,000,000
board-feet of lumber, over 3,000,000 railroad ties, and more than 1,170,000 poles
and pit props, not to mention 375 miles of
cord wood for fuep s

.. Final Report. AQofS, 0-4, GHQ. AEF U.S.
Arm)' in the W orld War, XIV, 70-71, 147-48,22325; U.S. Arm)' in the World War, XV (W8lIhi ng'
ton, 1948 ), 75-79; Report of the Military Board of
Allied Supply, 2 voll. (W8lIhington, 1924, 1925) II ,
868-82, 910- 21 j Jacques Aldebert De Pioeton,
CornIe de Chambrun, Th, Amtr ican Arm)' in tht
Ewrop,an Conflict (New York ; The Macmillan
Company, 1919 ), pp. 92-115, 342- 50j Hagood, Th,
$1rI)i"s 0/ Swppl),. pp. 160-62, 34().....i.2j hallc MarCOlson, S.O.S., Am.ri,a's Miracl, in Fran" (New
York; John Lane Co., 1918), pp. 220-36. 289-92;
William J. Wilgus, Transporting th, A.E.F. in W,st.
.rn Ewrop, (New York: Columbia Univenity Press,
1931), pp. 290-302.
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Summary
On 31 October 1918 the AEF had a
strength of 81,800 officers, with 1,037,000
men in the zone of the annies, and 855,600
men in the rear (including combat replacements as well as service troops), together
with 47,700 civilian workers, and 35,000
prisoners of war being used as laborers. It
had 20,000 saddle horses, 94,000 draft animals, and 2,500 pack animals in the zone of
the armies, and 25,000 saddle horses, 21,500
draft animals, and 87 pack animals in the
rear. It had on hand 70,000,000 rations,
including 15,500,000 in the zone of the armies, for the men, and 4,500,000 rations of
forage for the animals. 1t had a total of
nearly 30,000 trucks, 7,800 motor cars, and
13,700 motorcycles. The AEF was operating, partially, 6,000 miles of standardgauge and 1,400 miles of narrow-gauge railroads; it had in operation 1,380 locomotives
and 14,000 cars for standard-gauge, and
450 locomotives and 3,300 cars for narrowgauge railroads. Its weapons included
1,400 pieces of heavy artillery, 1,890 pieces
of field artillery, 1,362,000 rifles, 68,000
machine guns and automatic rifles, 1,000
trench mortars, and 240 tanks, and it had
868 airplanes and 79 balloons in the zone
of the armies and 1,092 airplanes and 140
balloons in the depots and rear areas. Its
ammunition supply induded, in the zone of
the armies, 122,400 rounds for heavy artillery, 2,500,000 rounds for field artillery,
and 166,000,000 rounds for rifles and machine guns; in the rear areas, 3 10,800
rounds for heavy artillery, 6,470,000 rounds
for field artillery, and 716,000,000 rounds
of small' anns ammunition. Hospitals at
that time included 153 in the zone of the
armies, with beds for 48,520 patients of
which 30,241 were occupied; hospitals in
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the rear areas had a capacity of 224,330
beds of which 133,526 wefe occupied.'o
Was all of this enough? Surely for some
military leader.> there is no such thing as
enough. With millions of tons of supplies
descending upon t hem, threatening to
smother them, the cry always is for morc.
In World War I commanders feared that
the armies, just freed from the immobility
of trench warfare, were threatened by the
weight of their supplies and, conditioned to
a vast administrative structure and highly
organized railway facil ities, had become subject to further immobilization as soon as they
ventured away from their previously developed communications.
In spite of the real or imagined shortages
of most items, the logistical efforts of the
AEF and of the Allies did prove to be sufficient to accomplish the task at hand. If
men at the fron t sometimes went hungry, if
ammunition sometimes ran low, if evacuation of the wounded sometimes was less than
satisfactory, it more than likely was not t he
result of any general shortage of supplies in
t he area or even of transportation, but the
result of enemy action and the inherent difficulties of getting supplies fonvard and casualties rearward during intensive combat.
On a visit to the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, and 28th
Divisions a week after the launch ing of the
Aisne-Marne counteroffensive, General Hagood found all the division commanders satisfied with the logistical support they were
receiving from the SOS.
Nevertheless, the success of banle seems
to have concealed some serious defi ciencies.
Yes, supplies and faci lities proved to be sufficient for the task at hand; but what if the
war had continued several months morc?
,. Report of Military Board of Allied Supply, I,

48-62.
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T hen this is not so sure. A few more weeks
or months of combat as extensive as that in
the Meusc-Argonne- and plans were afoot
for the Second Army to launch another
offensive in mid-November- m ight have
threatened the entire system. It is unlikely
that available transportation was enough to
continue for long the delivery of supplies to
the front at the rate they were being consumed, and even had that been possible, reserves might have been ncar depletion before
new shortages of ocean sh ipping could have
been overcome. Many more weeks of casualties at the rate they were suffered in the
Meuse-Argonne (in six weeks the United
States had 120,000 killed and wounded, or
nearly 50 percent of its batt1e casualties for
t he whole war) would have over,vhelmed
the U.S. evacuation and hospitalization system, wh ich in turn would have further complicated the movement of men and supplies.
Even the organization for logistics had not
been completely settled at the time of the
arnllstlce. Pershing had been able to hold
to his position that the Services of Supply
should be under his command and not under a co-ord inate commander under the
War Department though logic was not
necessariJy altogether on his side on this
point. Relations between GHQ and SOS
continued to be vague. There was a certain rivalry between the command ing general at Tours and the G-4 at Chaumont,
and control of activities in the Advance Section was always d ivided. It would have
helped if an army rear boundary had been
drawn to mark off the army area from the
Advance Section. It might have helped
more if the suggestion had been taken to
move G-4 and G- t completely to Tours.
As it was, a certain "layering" of headquarters ex isted , particularly during the period
before field armies wcre organized.
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In the general picture t ransportation remained the key. At first the critical item
was ocean shipping. T hen it was the unloading of ships. Then it was inland transportation- mostly a lack of equipment, but,
again, the organization for co-ordination
and control was unsatisfactory much of the
time. Contributing to the difficulty was
the lack of service personnel that resulted
largely from the emergency shipment overseas of infantry troops during the spring
of 1918 to help meet the threat of the great
German offensi ves.
In a way, all aspects of logistics in the

AEF were interrelated. Many of the shortcomings could be attributed to lack of experience and to a corresponding lack of advance planning, and to a certain multiplier
factor which caused a deficiency in ooc
area or activity to run through many other
areas and activities, magnifying existing
deficiencies or creating new ones. But experience of the kind required was experience that neither the AEF nor any other
army had, for the support of such a force
at such a distance from its homeland and
from its base ports was a p ioneer effort in
19 17 and 1918.

CHAPTER XXIV

Demobilization
When the armistice of 11 November
1918 at last stilled the guns all a long the
Western Front, the first thought of Americans on both sides of the Atlantic was to
"get the boys home by Christmas." The
gigantic industrial and military machine of
the United States, only beginning to run
in high gear, suddenly had to be thrown
into reverse. For months the cry had been
for more of everything; suddenly the cry
was to stop everything---except the ships
and trains to bring the men home.

To the Rhineland
The immediate logistical problem for the

AEF after the armistice was the movement
and supply of the American forces designated for occupation to their assigned area
around Coblenz.
AIter allowing German troops six days to

evacuate the immediate front, Allied forces
on 17 November began a co-ordinated advance all along the line from the Channel to
the Swiss border. In the Ameriean zone,
the newly formed Third Army, designated
the American Army of Occupation, controlled the advance. Marching two corps
abreast, the divisions moving on parallel
roads when possible, the Third Army advaneed across Lorraine and across Luxembourg to reach the German frontier on 23
November. While on this move, men
marched an average of about twelve miles
a day.

On 9 December, cavalry patrols reached
the Rhine at Remagen, and on the 13th
units began crossing the Rhine. On the
19th the American forces, now numbering
nearly 240,000 officers and men, completed
the occupation of their assigned sector of
the Coblenz bridgehead.
The opening of railroads followed immediately upon the advance of the troops,
and as soon as railheads could be opened
near the division zones of advance, the supply problem eased. During the march, divisions drew supplies from as many as nine
successive railheads. Trucks hauled rations
in bulk from the railheads to refilling points
where ration details unloaded them and
broke them down for issue to the units.
Expeditions to Rws'ia
Another area of activity involving American participation after the armistice was
the intervention in Russia. The forces involved were small, but some of the logistical
problems were unique in American
experience.

Archangel
After a small Allied detachment of
British, French, and Serbians had landed at
Murmansk in the spring of 1918 for the
stated purpose of facilitating the evacuation
of Czechs (liberated prisoners in Russia) re_
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ported moving across R ussia, President
Wilson yielded to Allied pressure for Ameri-

can participation in a somewhat larger expedition to ArchangeL In the meantime
an Allied force, including fifty American
sailors, sailed from Mu rmansk to Archangel,
where it seized that city and overthrew the
local Soviet.
On 27 August an expedition made up of
an infantry regiment, a battalion of engineers, a field hospital company, and a n ambulance company. all drawn from the newly
arrived 85th Division, sailed from Newcastlc-on-Tyne, England, for Archangel.
Reinforcements of 500 officers and men
sailed a month later. The Czechs had been
turned back from their northward march in
J une, hut there was still the danger that
military supplies stored at Murmansk and
Archangel might fall into German hands
and that those northern ports might be used
a8submarine bases. The fighting that broke
out, however, was against bolshevist fo rces
seeking to re-establish control over the area.
The American contingent arrived at
Archangel on 4 September and became a
part of the Allied forces under British command. The whole operation was commanded by the British ; American forces
were British equipped, clothed, and fed.
U.S. troops were scattered along a 450-mile
front, from Onega on the southwest ann of
the White Sea to Ust Padenga to the south,
and Pinega to the east, with some outposts
as far as 200 miles from the base at Archangel. Although the port at Murmansk was
open the year round, the port of Archangel
was ice-bound from October to May. T he
single railroad running south from Archangel was of only limited usc in bringing up.
supplies. Long nights, heavy snows, and
severe cold added incalculable complicatiOIlS. During the winter, supplies went to

the outposts by convoys of one-horse tra vois
or sleds.

Siberia
Meanwhile a rather larger American
force was participating in the AlLied intervention in eastern Siberia. After much
soul-searching during the summer of 1918,
President Wilson fi nally agreed to co-operate with the J apanese in this venture. Earlier the Western Allio had been interested
in the project mainly with a view to supporting Czechs and friendly Rus<;ians in restoring a second front against Germany. But
this seemed ou t of the question since the
Bolsheviki in . wc<>tem Russia had adopted
a hostile a ttitude toward any such scheme,
and the Czechs were moving eastward across
Siberia. What fin ally brought the matter
to a head was the capture of Vladivostok by
one group of Czechs, while another group
still was making its way eastward from central Siberia. The United States had so
identified itself with the new Czechoslovak
Republic that ties of sentiment alone were
enough to recommend support for the
Czechs then trying to complete their anabasis across Siberia. Indeed, General
March said that there was nothing but sentiment to support such an operation; on the
grounds of logistical difficulties, the inadvisability of diverting men and resources
from Western Europe and the lack of any
prospect for military decisiveness, he opposed the whole thing from the start but was
overruled.
On 3 August 1918 Secretary of War
Baker met Maj. Gen. William S. Graves,
then commanding the 8th Division at Camp
Fremont, California, at Kansas City to give
him his instructions as commander of the
American Expeditionary Force, Siberia.
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The purpose was to aid the Czechoslovaks,
guard military stores at Vladivostok, and to
help the Russians, if they desired, in their
efforts at self-government and self-defense
- and to do this without intcn'cning or taking sides in Russian politics. All Allied
forces in Siberia were under J apanese command, but General Graves never would per-

mit any action on the part of American
forces that might be construed as being in
violation of his instructions.
Actually, the problems of cold-weather
logistics proved to be less difficult than had
been imagined. American forces were
stationed mainly along the Tran~Sibcrian
Railroad cast of Lake Baikal, on the southern extension of the railroad from Khabarovsk, and at Vladivostok. Although the
temperatl1re at Vladivostok fell to as low as
34° below zero (F.) and reached 46° below
at Chita where the mean temperature
for January was 18° below zero, the air
generally was elear and dry and the sensible
temperature was rather higher. T he snow
was light enough that wheeled vehicles
could operate throughout the winter. The
American soldiers came well supplied with
winter clothing, they found good shelter,
and they generally had good food; hence
they suffered little because of the weather.
There was no special difficulty in shipping
supplies from Manila to Vladivostok, which
was kept open all winter with the aid of jce~
breakers, and then by rail to t he various
troop locations. Early in 1919 the Rus~
sian Railway Service Corps, made up of
American railroad men who had been in the
area for over a year assisting Russian rail·
road operations, began to supervise rail·
road activities on the Trans-Siberian and
Chinese-Eastern Railroads within the zone
of Allied operations.
A major concern of American logistics was
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the delivery of munitions, supplies and food
to the czarist provisional government of
Admiral Alcksandr V. Kolchak, then
taking its turn at trying to overthrow
the Bolsheviks. As far as General Graves
could see, the original reasons given for
the intervention had evaporated. The
only real purpose seemed to be to oppose
the spread of bolshevism, yet Graves had
serious misgivings on this score since it
seemed a violation of his instructions not
to take sides in Russian politics.
Clashes with anned partisans along the
railroads resulted in some thirty·six battle
deaths in the Siberian area for American
soldiers after the armistice had been signed
in Europe. Remaining longer than the
Arch angel expedition, this force saw two
Siberian winters. American units with·
drew, and sailed for Manila between 17
J anuary and 20 April 1920.

Return of the AEF
Although Secretary Baker at first favored
troop demobilization according to occupa~
tional specialty in order to ease the shock
on the national economy, t he War Depart·
ment finally adopted a plan for demohil iza·
tion by units-divisions overseas prefer.
ably would be returned in order of de·
parture from the Uni ted States. The unit
demobilization plan was adopted as the one
best calculated to preserve the units needed
for the Army's continuing missions, includ·
ing the supply and maintenance of the
forces overseas and the logistical activities
necessary to bring all the men home, but
even these units had been considerably
altered by the time they reached their home
stations.
In France, after a few d ays of hesitation,
Pershing released all troops not needed for
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the Army of Occupation or its support. This
meant that something over half of the AEF
could return to the U oited States as soon as
transportation could be found. It took about
a month to get facil ities and shipping ready
so that embarkation could begin . The chief
quartennaster, cha rged with the task of p reparing facilities and organizing embarkation, designated Brest, Saint-Nazaire, and
Bordeaux as the principal ports of embarkation; of these Brest turned out to be by far
the most import<,nt.
At or ncar the ports, small rest camps for
arriving troops had to be turned into huge
embarkation camps for departing troops.
Camp Pontanezcn at Brest had served Napoleon's troops with barracks for 1,500 men .
T he reception and rest camps set up there
during World War [ could accommodate
about 50,000 men. For emba rkation the
camp was expanded to take 80,000 men.
Usc of Pontanezen and the other camps did
not await completion , and as construction
went on during the rainy winter months of
1918- 19, so d id embarkation. Many returning soldiers carried away a lasting impression of Pontanezen as a sea of mud in
which they were stuck while waiting for
their ships. By spring when most of the
construction was completed- and when
shelter was less needed- the camps, long
rows of tar-papered, rough, board buildings
connected by boardwalks, had become more
livable.
The biggest camp of all was the embarkation center built on the site of the AEF's

classification and replacement camp at Le
Mans, where the capacity of the old camp-about 120,000 troops-was nearly doubled
after the armistice, and the troop population
never fell below 100,000 men until the late
spring of 1919. The camp was used as a
divisional center, and most of the combat
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d ivisions stopped there for reorganization
and processing before going to Brest or
Saint-Nazaire to board ships.
Even before the a nnistice, American
leaders had anticipated the problem of fi nding shi ps to bring the AEF home. Some expressed concern that British ships would be
withdrawn from American service, and that
while American ships were taxed with
bringing troops home the British would
recapture com mercial routes and markets.
Aside from the long-range considerations of
commercial competition, England faced
immediate tasks of returning British colonial
and dominion troops to their homelands and
of importing foodstuffs and other essential
goods for the civilian population. As expected, England withdrew its sh ipping almost at once, as did F rance and Italy. Brig.
Gen. Frank T. H ines, chief of the E mbarkation Service (in December combined with
the Inland Traffic Service to form the
Transportation Service under the leadership of Hines) moved just as promptly to
make up the difference.
Troopships left at the disposal of the
Army (American-flag vessels) after the
armistice had a single-lift capacity of 11 2,000 men. Under war conditions they had
been able to transport about 100,000 men a
month across the Atlantic. Now that the
convoy system could be abandoned, this
mont hly rate could be increased by perhaps
50 percent, but even at that rate it would
have taken over a year to return the AEF.
With no further demands for large shipments of guns and ammunition, animals,
vehicles, and other war materials, the obvious solution was to convert as many as possible of the large fleet of American cargo
ships to troop carriers. Conversion req uired
a large outlay of money and time, but in the
long run it saved both. Shipyards congested
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with the construction of new vessels on order
by the Emergency Fleet Corporation, were
soon freed for the task of conversion. Averaging forty-one days pcr ship, fifty-eight of
the fastest and largest cargo ships were
fitted with the necessary bunks, galleys, messing areas, and sanitation facilities, and put
into service as troop passenger ships. This
project alone more than doubled the capacity of the troop-carrying flee t.
The Navy installed bunks and other facilities on 14 battleships and 10 cruisers, giving a total capacity of 28,600 troops, and
d iverted them to the transatlantic ferry.
Ten large German vessels, idle for nearly
five years at their German berths, were
turned over to the United States, and after
quick repairs were put into service. With
the aid of passage obtained on British commerciaJ liners and available American transports, some 70,000 American soldiers stationed in Great Britain landed in the U nited
States within six weeks after the signing of
the armistice. Finally, General H ines managed to charter 33 passenger ships from Italian, French, Spanish, and DUlch owners.
By 23 June 1919 the United States' troopcarrying fleet was bigger by 40 ships than
t heentire fl eet of American and Allied troopships available to the United States before
the annistice. With a totaJ of 174 vcsscls
having single-lift capacity of 4 19,000 troops,
embarkations from France reached a peak
of 368,000 for the month of June 191960,000 more than ever embarked from the
United States in a single month .

I ndustrial Demobiliz.ation

An even more complex matter than the
return of the troops was that of t he concurrent industrial demobilization. When the
armistice was signed, there were outstand-

ing some 30,000 Wa r Department contracts
and agreements which, on completion,
would involve an expenditure of about $7.5
billion. Contracts containing a termination clause presented no special problem.
Most of them could be terminated and settled quickly on the basis, generally, of allowing payment for a ll fi nished articles and
reimbursement for expenditures on work in
progress, plus up to 10 percent of these costs
for the use of capital and services, but without aJlowance for prospective profits, as
provided in the contracts themselves. These
contracts, however, were just the beginning, for only sinee 7 September had there
been a requirement to include a standard
tennination clause in all contracts; therefore a great number of outstanding contracts
contained no such provision.
The problem, t hen, was to negotiate termination agreements that would be accepted as amendments to contracts having
no termination provisions.
Conceivably, the War Department could
have simply canceled all contracts, but this
would h ave worked obvious hardships not
only on the individual producers but on the
economy as a whole, not to men tion the unmanageable number of claims that would
have gone to the claims court. Instead,
contractors were asked to suspend production pending preparation of term ination
schedules and negotiation of termination
agreements. When worked out, the schedules and agreements frequ ently permitted
resumption of some product ion so that there
would be a mote or less graduaJ tapeting off.
The bases of settlement generally followed
the policies previously established in the
standard termination clauses.
Further serious problems of settlement
arose when the Comptroller of the Treasury
issued a ruling shortly after the armistice
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which forbade payment (or unfinished work
under agreements that had not been reduced
to writing in proper legal form. This meant
that for (\"0 broad categories of contractors
no settlement was possible at all. The first
included those who held written contracts
that were considered inval id because of
some technical deficiency. T he most im·
portant of this group were the "proxy can·
tracts," wh ich had been signed on behalf of
the government by officers who h ad been
appointed by contracti ng officers to act as
their deputies, and so had not received the
necessary delegation of authority from the
Secretary of War himself. The second
category comprised those for whom no formal contract had been drawn. In the interest of cutting red tape and getting

BoUND

production started as qu ickly as possible
without wailing for the formal docu ment,
a number of officers had made out direct
purchase orders; many others had allowed
letters of intent, or even oral agreements,
to stand as binding agreements pending the
drawi ng of a formal contract. Accepting
these on good fa ith, businessmen had often
hurried forwa rd their production wi thout
further delay. Then the armistice and the
Treasury's ruling caught them.
Some obvious injustices were so numerous that Congress fina lly came to the rescue
with an act known as the Dent Law, approved 2 March 1919, which authorized
the Secretary of War to settle all contracts,
informal as well as formal, which could be
shown to have been entered into in good
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faith- with the proviso that no payment
could be made foc prospective profits. An~
ticipating passage of the Dent Law, the
War Department already had negotiated a
huge number of settlements that only
awaited the approval of the act for signature
and execution. The three to four months'
delay undoubtedly created hardship for
many contractors, but thereaher settlements
proceeded at a reasonable pace.
In order to settle the invalid contracts
under the Dent Law, they were divided into
two classes. The first was composed of
those for which there was written evidence,
whether a fau lty lonnal contract or $Orne
kind of correspondence or memoranda.
These wcnt through the regular procedure
for final approval by the War Claims Board.
The second class consisted of those agreements which were at least in part oral. Because thcy required the taking of testimony,
these cases went to the Board of Contract
Adjustment. When the terms of an agreement had becn established, the Board of
Contract Adjustment either rdCITed the
contract to the propcr d istrict board for
settlement, or itself detennined the amount
due and issucd an award. Some 7,000
claims were filed under the tenns of the
Dent Law.
In the process of reconvcrting war industry to a peacetime status, the main considerations were: the impact on the domestic
economy; the additional production, if any,
desirable to contribu te to adequate rescrvcs;
and to what extent and in what ways facilities and machinery should be retai ned for
an industrial reseNe, The general policy
was to allow completion of most items on
which work had begun, to penn it a tapering-off process in most plants, and to n::tain
some of the facilities in reserve,
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Surplus Property DiJPosol
With the abrupt tennination of hostilities, the Army found itself with vast quantities of supplies on hand for which there was
no foreseeable use, and leaders in Europe
as well as in America faced the problem of
what should be saved and what should be
disposed of. For the Anny the problem
was chieAy one of comparing maintenance
costs and obsolescence with possible future
requirements. Any really accurate answers
could be found only with the benefit of omniscient planners who might have precise
information on the future. ru, timing is
one of the most difficult problems of industrial mobilization-when to standardize certain models, and when to go into full production on certain items-so it is in dem~
bilization. ]n each case it is not a simple
problem of obsolescence versus quantity; it
is more complex than that. Whether obsolete or not it may actually cost a great deal
more to hold a givcn piece of equipment in
storage and to keep it in good repair than
to sell or even abandon that equipment and
to buy a replacement several years later.
The question, and it was an unanswerable
one, was: how long will this equipment have
to be stored and maintained before it is
needed again?
If the property was held in storage, the
cost might add up to more than the cost
of buying new equipment later; if sold at
nominal rates, it would tend to depress the
market, which would bring criticism from
affected merchants. If the property was
destroyed, abandoned, or allowed to deteriorate, government officials wou ld be blamed
for waste. As it turned out, some equipment did accrue storage costs exceeding its
value; some did depress markets in various
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places; some did waste away; and some became involved in fraudulent transactions.
Liquidation of Pro/JeTty Overseas

Initially t he question was one of retaining
sufficient supplies for the AEF, and of allowing for a possible resumption of hostilities.
The policy adopted, then, was to maintain
no war reserves of suppl ies that could be
obta ined on the open market within thirty
days; to maintain a sufficient reserve of
those supplies which required more than
thirty days but less than six months for procurement for expansion of the peace <'I nl1y
into a waT army with complete initial equipment; to retain a six-months' supply for the
war army of supplier; requiring more than
six months butlcss than a year for procurement, and a year's supply for support of the
war army for those items requiring over a
year to obtain. This definition of reserve
requirements also provided the definition of
sur plus. All above t he qu antities needed
for those reserves and cu rrent maintenance
were to be sold .
When hostilities ceased, Edward R. Stet*
tinius already had been in Europe for several
months as special representative of lhe Secretary of War in making contract adjustments. H e continued this work immediately
after the signi ng of the amlistice, and he
became a member, with General Dawcs and
Col. John A. Hull, of the Ad"isOIY Liquida*
t ion Board which General Harbord a ppointed ncar the end of Novcmber. Har_
bord also appoimed a General Sales Agent,
Brig. Gen. Charlcs R. K rauthoff, to begin
arrangi ng for the sale of surplus property.
In February 19 19 the War Department established the United Stales Liquidation
Commi.$ion under the chairmanship of
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Edwin B. Parker, with Dawes of the AEF
continuing as a member, to supervise the
settJement of al\ contracts and other claims
and property sales in Europe. Congress
passcd supporting legislation in March.
An inventory of AEF installations indicated that surplus property with a value of
some $1.5 billion ( the Army never depreciated property, no matter how old ) was on
hand. The lack of shipping, when all available ships were being used for returning the
men, an d the lack of any need for most of
the property in the United States made it
desirable to dispose of the greater part of it
in Europe. About 850,000 tons of equipment- mostly artillery and road-making
machinery- was shipped to the U nited
Statcs. All the rest went up for sale in
Europe.
Since most of the property was located in
France, the problem of disposal centered
there. Numerous complications d eveloped
in French claims fo r port ducs for the use of
the ports and charges for the use of French
railroads, which had to be balanced against
the usc of American rolling stock and train
crews. FUI·thenllOre, the French insisted
that import duties t hat had been waived on
all goods dcsti ned for usc by the AEF would
have to be paid on any goods now sold to
private purchasers. Moreover, goods sold
outside f rance could hardly be moved on
the badly deteriorated railroads. Obviously,
the best solution was to negotiate a bulk sale
of all rema ining property to the French
Government at the eal"iiest possible moment
This was done during the summer of 19 19,
and the bulk sa le wa., concluded on 1 August
by which various claims were canceled and
the French Government agreed to pay $400
million in IO-year, interest-bearing bonds
for all fixed and designated movable prop-
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crt}' rcmalOlIlg in France. A furth e r gen~
cral settlement of claims followed in November, coveri ng tr:tnsactions on both sides of
the Atlantic, which resulted in a small net
bal ance in favor of the United States.

Sale of Surplus Pro/JeTty
ill the U'I;ted Slates
The sale of surplus property in the U nited
States was rather morc complicated than
were sales abroad, principally because there
was no other government to whom a bulk
sale in place could be made as had been
done in France. Moreover, lhe amount to
be sold in the United States was greater.
According to rough estimates, surplus war
supplies in the Army inventor), in the Uni ted
States on 11 Novem ber 19 18 had a procurement value of about $2 billion- about
$700 million mOfC than that in Ihe inventory
of the A EF. The tapering off of industry
in the next several weeks added scveral hundred million dollars worth to the total , and
all this does not take into account real estate
and fa cilities to be disposed of.
Actual sale of surplus property contin ued
to be the responsibi lity of the respective supply bureau that had procured it, but all sales
activities were under the su pervision of the
newly established Sales Branch of the Division of Purchase, Storage, and Traffic.
With the exception of some g.·d es made to
foreign com paniC'! a nd governments, the
Sa les Branch did no direct scll ing.
After the threat to the domestic market
had cased somewhat, Congress on 29 July
19 19 authorized the War D epartment to
enter into retail sales of food, clot hing, a nd
household supplics. The fi rst attempt was
made by mail, through the post offices.
Local postmasters were to receive orders a nd
payment and to send in consolidated requi-

silions, but this was beyond the experience
of most of the postmasters, and the system
broke down. A couple of months later the
War Department set up a system whereby
stores in various parts of the country (25 at
first , finally 77) could sell surplus goods over
the counter. Prices were set at 80 percent
of the prevailing price. The stores did fairI}' well, but people were not will ing to go to
the inconvenience of seeking them out for
the 20 percent savings on goexis that might
not turn out to be exactly what they wanted.
The Arm}' took its grealc.'\l financia l loss
in the d isposa l of surplus buildings and
grounds. The greatest value of the camps
a nd ca ntonments was in the labor that had
gone into their construction and in their
utility for military purposes. The price obtained for mate rials sa lvaged from the sites
could be but a sma ll fra ction of the construction cost. Further loss could be assumed
from the fact that most of the sites had been
leased rather than purchased, and what had
been improvements for the Army's usc now
represented damages from the owner's point
of view.
In view of the great loss to be taken, and
in view of the nced of suc h costly facililies
in great haste in the event of another general
mobilization, it might have been wise for
the Anny to have retained most of the major camps and cantonments on a standby
basis. It is true that main tenance over the
years would have been costly, but reconstruction under emergency conditions might
have been more costly. H owever, the basic
question was not simply one of maintenance
versus reconstruction, it was the exten t to
which these facilities cou ld contribute to
rapid mobiliza tion, a nd thus to general militar}, prepared ness.
The sixteen National Guard camps and
a large number of special purpose camps
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had been tcnt camps, so that they had only
n fraction of the buildings of a cantonment.
I n a number of instances storage buildings
and hospitals were set aside. Otherwise all
of the National Guard camps and most of
the special purpose camps were condemned
for salvage. Within a year 14 National
Guard camps, 3 embarkation camps, 16
special and regular training camps, 4 flying
fields, 4 hospitals, and various small build~
ings had been disposed of for about $4,215,DOD, where the original cost of construction
at the Nationa l Gua rd camps alone h&d
been about six times that much . Camp
Beaurega rd in Lou isiana, which had 'Cost

$4,300,000 brought $43,000 in salvage recovery, and Camp H ancock in Georgia
which cost $6,000,000 brought $75,000.
The others realized only slightly better
amounts. Yet, any price at all was net gain
for the Anny, for the facilities were com ~
pletely useless; the investment had been
made to provide training and ot hcr faci lities
for troops in the shortest possible timc, not
to realize a return on sa les. The proper
balance between immediate and long-range
economic considerations, and between financial cost and the maintenance of mobi l i~
zation readiness still had not bcen determined; however, the pattern that had come
to characterize the American tradition was
clear: short~tenn economics generally
should prevail over hoped-for long-term
economics, and economy in general should
prevail over military readiness, and in demobilization speed should prevail over all .'

Summa ry
In their own contemporary appraisals
of their total effort in World War I, Ameri1

Crowell a nd Wilson, " How America Went to

War," Dtmobilization . . . 19]8- ]920, pp. 256- 68.
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cans freque ntly were given to an extreme
sclf~con sciousn ess and a certain sent im ental~
ity which perha ps betrays a sense of inferiority in their determ ination to show how well
all clements of the AEF did in comparison
with their Allics, and how the Americans
were more than a match for the best troops
of Imperial Germ any. It was "A merican
manhood" that was being spent, and
writers were at almost as much pains to
cstabl ish the equality of American fi ghting
men with the veterans of France and Great
Britain as with "t he best that the Ka iser
could send against them." In the same
way, American industry was held up for
comparison, and victory was seen as being
as much a triumph of Yankee industrial
ingenuity as it was of the bravery of the
righteous on the batlleficld.
I n those protestations there was much
truth, and if they carried a ring of exag~
gerated sentiment calculated to overcome re~
sponses of incredulity perhaps it was because
the accomplishments themselves were almost beyond belief for even the most ex~
perienced obscf\lcrs. A German staff estimate shortly aftcr the United States en~
tcred the war told t he world that the United
States could not cquip and transport to
Europe within a year an anny of over 500,~
000 mcn. In Decembcr 1917 a ' Var Department estimate concluded that no more
than 1,030,000 men could be landed in
France b)' October 1918, and even as late
as Mareh 1918 this estimate had been in~
creased only to 1,088,000 mcn, while studies
at Pershing's headquarters indicated that a
more realistic figure would be 77 1,000 men
by I Scptember. But. on 1 July the 'Var
Department could an nounce that thc first
million men had sailed; and a sceond million wou ld land within the next four
months. No such movement of troops, in
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size of force transported over so great a distance in so short a time, had ever before
been accomplished. Forty-two over-size

divisions moved to France; 28 engaged in
battle; and the equivalent of another 22 divisions manned the bases and Jines of communication of the Services of Supply. On
1 April 1918, the Germans held a rifle
superiority of 300,000. Thanks to the expeditious arrival of the Americans, by November the Allies had a superiority of over

600,000.
Still, it is not quite accurate to suggest
that the U nited States had equipped and

transported an army of 2,000,000 men to
Europe in less than nineteen months. That
il.rmy could not have been moved without
the heavy contribu tion of Allied ( mostly
British ) shipping and it could not have been
made effective in time without the ordnance
Great Britain and France made availa ble.
T he major factors limi ting the American
war effort were: (I) avai lability of ocean
shipping for troops as well as for- cargo, (2)
production of artillcry, and (3) commitments of U.S. ind ustry to su pply both fin *
ished products and raw materials for the
Allied countries.
T he rate of manpower mobilization fo r
the initial phase of 'World War I actually
was less than that for the Civi l War or even,
so far as it went, for the Spa nish*American
War. Once more there was the belated
recognition that manpower was not the primary element in spced)' mobi lization for
modern wal'. Assistant Secreta lY of War
Crowell noted: "The war taught us that
America can organize, train, and transport
troops of a superior sort at a rate which
leavcs far behind any practicable program
for the manufacture of munitions. It upset the previous opinion th at adequate mili·
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tary preparedness is largely a question of
trained man power." 1
The total outlay of the War Department
during the war amou nted to some $ 16 billion, and allowi ng for the value of real assets
acquired, recovel)' from the sale of surplus,
and other relurns, direct costs for the Army
were at least $8 billion. The cost of ord_
nance alone to equip what was to be the first
5,000,000 men brought into the Anny was
equal to half the total fu nds the nation appropriated from the First Continental Congress to the declaration of war in April 1917.
The list of stand ard items in the Army's
supply system grew from 20,000 items in
191 7 to 120,000 in 1919. 3
The tremendous upsurge in the expenditure of artillery ammunition is an indication
not only of the improvement in guns, but
also a testimony to industrial production and
to the improved methods of supply in the
field. Although the artillery ammunition
expenditure of the Union Anny was by far
the greatest up to that time, and required an
unprccedented industrial mobilization, the
1,95 0,000 rounds that Un ion forces fired in
the year cnding 30 J une· 1864 is to be compared with the 8, 100,000 rounds the Ameri·
ca n forces fired in the year ending 10 November 1918- and the British and French
forc es each fired nearly ten timcs that
amounl. Union forces at Gettysburg fired
32,700 round£ of arti llery ammunition in
th ree days; in four days at Saint-Mi hic1 the
AEF fi red 1,093,200 rounds.

• Crowell and Wil$On, " How America Went
War," Thl Armill o/indllstr), I , p. xxii.
• Crowell lind Wilson, " H ow America Went
War," D"nobili:lttion, pp. 315- 21 ; Armiu
Inollslr'l i , Pil. 32- 33; Armi,s o/ i ndllll'), ll,
661.
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DEMOBILIZATION
At the time of the armistice the strength
of the American force in France exceeded
that of the British, and it is likely that if the
war had contin ued another year the American forces would have been larger than the
French. At th e beginning of 1918 the
AEF held but I percent of the battle line
of the Western Front; by November it held
21 percent. In war production the major
contribution of the United States was in
rines, which exceeded the production of
either France or Grea t Britain; machine
guns and automatic riAes, in which American production exceeded t he British; smokeless powder, which exceeded the combined
production of the principal Allied powers;
riAe and machine gun ammunition, whose
production was almost as great as the
French; a nd high explosives, in which
American production was about half that.
of the British and the French.
The fu ll impact of the American war ef·
fort is to be guaged in tcrms of what "would
have been" had the war continued through
19 19. If that had been the case, and if
the anticipated shipping and supply short·
ages of the winter of 19 19 could have been
overcome without serious setback, then by
late 1919 the AEF in France would have
numbered 4,000,000 men supplied almost
wholly, with the exception of artillery, from
American sources delivered by American·
built ships, and havi ng adequate motor and
animal transportation. Surely this pros·
pect as well as the grim batties of 1918
weighed heavily in the German decision to
end the war in 1918.
The American potential to make war far
from home perhaps was the most important
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revelation of World War I. For the future,
the big qucstion would be whether Ameri·
can planning would reAect the war experi·
ence by emphasizing the importance to mili·
tary preparedness of maintaining materiel
reserves and industrial mobilization plans.
Whether the clear trend toward increased
motorization and mechanization would relieve or complicate the logistical problems
remained to be seen. Consumption of suppl ies during the war had been beyond anything previously imagined, but the stabiliza·
tion of the fro nt had permitted the organiza·
tion of a supply system which made that rate
of consumption possible. For all the mod·
ern advances, the horse rather than the gasoline engine still dominated t he supply lines.
A" was later pointed out, the greatest single
class of supplies shipped by the British to
France was hay and oats-5,439,000 tons,
as compared to 759,000 tons of gasoline and
oil. It was argued that com plete motorization of local transportation and the widespread use of combat vehicles would restore
mobi lity to the battleficld, and that requi rements for hay and oats and harness and
veterinary stores, and for moving the animals themselves, would be relieved. But
motorized mobility wou ld bring with it demands for other supplies, and for new ways
to ko::ep up with those demands. W hatever
the trend of war in t he fu ture, the United
States had assured itself a measure of involvement that would be almost unavoidable, for it had revealed the greatest
war.making capacity that the world had
ever seen.·
• For SOUTCtJ upon which Pari III is based sce
Bibliography, pages 717_23.
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CHAPTER XXV

Logistical Organization and Planning,

1920-1945
Postwar and Prewar
ReQrganization
The Conn the General Staff and the War
Department assumed after World War I
bore the unmistakable imprint of the Persh·
iog organization of the American Expeditionary Force. but was adapted to the wartime organization of the War Department
itself, and grafted onto the bureau system.
Still another clement in postwar reorganization was Assistant Secretary of War Benedict Crowell's conception of the proper
division of civilian and military authority
in supply activities.
Crowell believed that the General Staff
had no business in the procurement and
production of military supplies. The General Staff, he thought, should restrict its interest in production matters to the military
aspects, and the Assistant Secretary should
control the industrial aspects without reference to the G<..'crai Staff. He considcrcd
that the stafT's function in this area was to
determine the Army's rcquirements and to
supervise distribution of finished items; but
that the purchase, the production, the contacts with industry should be left to civilian
officials schooled in the language and
methods of industry. The wartime arrangement by which the Assistant Secretary
had worked through the Purchase, Storage,

and Traffic Division had been one of only
legal expcdiency, and Crowell feared that
continuation of that system in the permanent establishmen t might lead to General
Staff control over the production of supplies,
and might in time of emergency lead to
conditions as chaotic as the independent bureau system had been. Secretary of War
Baker, while sympathetic to the idea of civilian control over procurement, opposed the
idea of assigni ng this responsibility by law
to the Assistant Secretary. He would have
preferred that it be assigned to the Secretary
who then might retain it himself, or delegate
it to one of his assistants. Nevertheless,
Crowell's opinion prevailed pretty largely
in the National Defense Act of 1920, which
charged the Assistant Secretary of War with
"supervision of the procurement of all military supplies and other business of the War
Department pertaining thereto. " The law
did not provide fol' a Munitions Department under the Assistant Secretary as
Crowell had hoped it would, but it did assign to the Assistant Secretary responsibility
for economic mobilization planni ng.
Three new branchcs--Air Service, Chemical Warfare Service, and Finance-were
established. Infantry, Cavalry, and Field
Artillery chiefs were "given status equal to
that of bureau chiefs (the chief of the Coast
Artillery had had this status since 1908).
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A reorganization of the General Staff in
1921 under General Pershing as C hief of
Staff and General Harbord ( who rccco lly
had headed a board of officers to study War
Department organization) as his dep uty,
brought it into conformity with the staff or~
ganization Pershing had found so successfu l
in the American Expeditionary Force. It
divided the General Staff into five major
divisions, each under an assistant chief of
staff: Personnel (G- I ), Military I ntelligence (G-2), Operations and Traini ng
(G-3), Supply (G-4), and War Plans Di-

vision (W PD ). T he War Plans Division
was to prepare war plans, and in time of
war provide the nucleus for a GHQ to take
the field, presumably with the Chief of Staff
as commander. The new organization further strengthened the position of the Assistant Secretary of War. W hereas the War
Department orders of t he previous year had
implied that he would operate through the
General Staff, it now appeared that he was
to exercise an independent supervisory authority. Thereafter the supply bureaus
would report directly to the Assistant Secretary on matters of procurement and economic mobilization, although t hey would
continue to report to the General Staff
(G-4) on other supply matters. Curiously
enough, though General Harbord had been
commanding general of the Services of SUJr
ply in France, he made no recommendation
for a comparable organization in the War
Department.
T he 1921 organization of the War Department and the General Staff remained essentially unchanged until World War II.
In July 1940 a General Headquarters was
activated to supervise training of field forces,
and potentially to serve as the staff of the
field commander (the Ch ief of Staff) in the
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even t of war operations. Contrary to earlier assumptions, the War P lans Division
remained intact as a major division of the
General Staff. I n 1941 the War Department created the Army Air Forces as an independent command on a level with GHQ.
In the meant ime, Secretary of War Henry L.
Stimson had obtained a change in the National Defense Act to assign procurement responsibility to the Secretary with authority
to delegate it to any of his assistants. Stimson also obtained authorization to appoint
an Under Secretary of War. He elevated
Assistant Secretary Robert P. Patterson to
the new post in July 1940, and delegated to
him the duties of supervising procurement.
As Assistant Secretary in 1939, Louis Johnson had maintained a staff of about 50 officers, and a year later the total of officers and
civilians in his office was but 181. Under
Secretary Patterson wcnt directly into operations, and soon he had a stafT of 1,200
officers and civilians working for him, while
the total number in the office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4, was approximately
280.
Under the procedures prevailing at the
time, G-4 set up the types and numbers of
items needed, added the time clement, and
sent this "shipping list" to the U nder Secretary. The Under Secretary broke down the
requirements and sent them to the ch iefs of
the appropriate supply services for procurement. The Techn ical Services placed the
contracts, followed production, and made
inspections under the direction of the Under
Secretary. When supplies were ready for
delivery, G-4 took up the duty of supervising their distribut ion by the serviccs.
Procurement policy and industrial mobilization were the sphere of the U ndcr Secretary;
determination of requirements and dis t ribu~
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tion were the tasks of G-4. Actual cxccution under both lines of authority remained
with the supply services, which was as Benedict Crowell had indicated it should be;
however, there was no direct command a uthority over the supply services, and no machinery for the close co-ordination of the cntire logistics area at any level below the
Secretary of War himself.
Strategic and Logistical Planning
Measured against the planning accomplished during the formative years of the

General Staff from 1903 to 19 17, planni ng
in the years between the world wars was impressive indeed. Even so, in the emergency
situation of 1940 and 1941, plans to meet
such a situation appear to have been desul.
tory and too incomplete to be translated
rapidly into action. Some advances had
been made toward high.level eo·ordination
but they had fa llen short of that common
understanding and comprehensiveness upon
which effectiveness depends. Troop mo-bilization depended on the availability of
supplies and equipment and transportation,
and materiel requirements depended upon
troop mobilization. Mobilization of the
civilian economy depended upon the ex·
tent of military mobilization, and the scale
of mobilization depended upon its feasi·
bility in relation to industrial capacity and
availability of raw materials. Planning
had not been sufficiently infonned, realistic,
and continuous, to bring all elements into
proper balance, On the other hand) it had
served to educate the offi cers involved to
some extent; it had revealed certain possi·
bilities to be further explored and certain
blind alleys to be avoided; and it had de·
veJoped some machinery that would be
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needed and useful when mobilization did
in fact begin.

Planning Responsibilities
Cha rged with the development of strate·
gic plans, the War Plans Division calculated
what forces would be necessary to achieve
objectives in possible theaters of operations.
Matters requiring Navy c6·operation were
referred to the Join t Army a nd Navy Board ,
fonnally reconstituted after World War I
to include the Anny Chief of Staff, the Chief
of Naval Operations) and t he principal
plans and operations officers, The j oint
Boa rd met irregularly as needed, and func·
tioned mainly through lhe joint Planning
Committee made up of the war plans chiefs
and their first assistants from both services.
After May 1941 the Plan ning Comm ittee
set up a joint Strategical Committee to
make more detailed studies. The Joint
Board was only an advisory body, but it per·
fanned a useful and necessary service until
it was superseded in 1942 by the Joint Chiefs
of Staff.
The Assistant Secretary of War had stat·
utory responsibility for economic mobiliza·
tion planning) which was centered in the
Planning Branch of the Procurement Divi·
sion of the Office of t he Assistant Secretary
of War. From the Planning Branch came
the initiative for co--ordination of industrial
mobilization planning with the Navy, for
creation of the Army Industrial College, for
development of procurement plann ing in
the supply bureaus, and, finally, for the for·
mulation of the Industrial Mobilization
Plan,
Under the law the Assistant Secretary of
War actually had authority to direct eco-nomic mobilization planning throughout
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the government, but it was clear that in wartime the Navy would be a competing claimant for resourccs, and some degree of jOint
planning for economic mobilization was indicated. Accordingly the Army and Navy
Munitions Board was established by joint
action of the Secretaries of War and the
Navy in June 1922, with the Assistant Secretary of War and the ~istant Secretary
of the Navy constituting its membership.
Operations began through a series of committees made up of representatives drawn
from the two departments. Officers were
not assigned to full ' lime dmy with the board
until the 1930's when a permanent executive committee was set up to give some fulltime direct ion to its activities. The board
then became the sponsor of the Industrial
Mobilization Plan, wherein it was assumed
that the Army and Navy Munitions Board
would act as the central control authority
for economic mobilization in time of national emergency un til such time as an appropriate civilian agency, presumably along
the lines of the War Industries Board,
should be .set up to assume that responsibility.
Preparation of detailed procurement
plans was left to the supply anns and services that would have actual procurement
responsibility. Each of these bureaus had
established a procurement planning section
in its headquarters in May 1921 , which,
following the general plans and policies laid
down by the Assistant Secretary of War, developed and revised procurement plans that
became the basis for contract placements
in 1940 and 1941.
A particularly far-sighted step in preparing for economic mobilization was the establishment of the Army Indust rial College,
which opened in 1924 under the direct
supervision of the Assistant Secretary of
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War. Army officers (Navy and Marine
Corps officers were admitted in 1925) assigned to the college as students had an opportunity for a year's fuli-time study in the
basic economic, political, industrial, administrative, and legal aspects of economic mobilization for war. In addition, faculty
members and students prepared studies and
participated in consultations contributing to
the preparation of the Industrial Mobilization Plan.

War Plans
Most of the war plans emanating from the
War Plans Division during the 1920's and
1930's contemplated only minor emergency
actions. Aimed in the direction of providing a plan for all pos-ible contingencies, the
plans showed a fine impartiality in the
choice of nations as potential enemies without reference to the current international
situation. On the other hand, all suffered
from the same unrealistic limitation that had
prevailed in pre-World War T planning and
that apparently was accepted as a matter of
national policy: all plans should be for the
defense of the United States, by the United
States alone, against any or all combinations
of foreign powers. The much more likely
prospect of participation in coalition warfare overseas was for the most part ignored.
The most significant of a series of war
plans assigned color code names to correspond generally to the supposed enemy in
each case was the ORANGE plan, wh ich visualized war against Japan in the Pacific.
As of 1935 this plan assumed that such a war
would result in the early loss of the Philippines, and would then require a progressive
movement through the Marshall and Caroline Islands to secure a line of communication to the Western Pacific. Army plan-
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ners doubted that execution of the plan
would be worth the cost, and in the passage
of the Philippine Independence Act in 1934
they saw an opportunity to curtail the overcommitment of the United States in that
area. But the Navy insisted that the fleet
should be prepared to take the offensive in
the Western Pacific should war break out
with J apan. A revision of the plan in 1938
represented a compromise calculated to obscure the differences between the selvices,
but it remained clear that the U.S. Army
units in the Philippines, which retained the
basic mission of denying Manila Bay to
J apanese forces, would have little hope of
reinforcement in case of war.
By 1938 and 1939 the international situation had deteriorated to the point that military planners were called upon to prepare
plans that assumed co-operation with Great
Britain and France in projecting forces to
South America, to the Pacific, or to Europe
and Africa to defeat Japan, Germany, and
Italy, singly or in combination. The new
plans appeared as the RA INBOW series. By
far the most important of this series was
RAIN BOW 5, which combined the hemisphere defense mission of RAINBOW 1 with
an assumption that American forces should
be sent to the Eastern Atlantic and to Afriea
and/or Europe to join in concerted action
with the British and French for the decisive
defeat of Germany and Italy. The fall of
France and the growing danger of war wi th
Japan in 1940 forced planners to look more
directly at the prospect of involvment. On
the whole they were far more pessimistic
than was President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Contrary to Roosevelt's views, plans offi cers
assumed that Great Britain would not be
able to hold out for six months after the
surrender of France, and they were anxious
to avoid any commitment that would in-
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volve the United States in its current condition of unpreparedness. Then, as hopes
grew with continued British resistance,
RAINBOW 5 was attuned to the new situation, and defense of the British Isles and defeat of the Axis Powers in Europe remained
primary aims. RA INBOW 5 was integrated
with Navy plans and was in accord with
U.S.-British staff conversations of early
1941; in June 1941 it emerged as a joint war
plan with the approval of the Secretaries of
War and t he Nav),. In August the Army
Chief of Staff approved revised Army RAINBOW 5 plans based on the joint plan.
Although G-4 and the supply services
were directly concerned with the logistical
implications of the war plans, the War Plans
Division found it necessary to take these implications into account when drawing its
plans. As chief of the division during 1941,
Brig. Gen. Leonard T. Gerow wanted logistical requirements to be drawn logically
from the types, numbers, and missions of
forces contemplated in the strategic plans.
This was reasonable and "realistic," but it
was impracticable, for the plans themselves
generally were too far from reality- particularly so long as the potential enemies held
the initiative. About the best that could
be done was to anticipate the total forces
that might be ava il able to oppose the enemy,
guess what their most likely makeup would
be, and try to get as much as possible of the
best possible equipment to make them most
effective.

bldustriai Mobilization Plans
Planning for procurement and industrial
mobilization during the 1920's and 1930's
about kept pace with war pl anning. With
little to go on other than World War I experience, and faced with small annual
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budgets that put the Army back on a peace
footing, plus some relurn to the altitude
which regarded peace as normal for the
Army, successive Assistant Secretaries of
War and the planning bra nches of the SllP~
ply services went about the task of formulati ng plans for the procu rement of all ma jor
items, and undertook to develop policies and
procedures and proposed organizational
machinery for a wartime procurement program. Procurement planning involved assessment of the types of supplies and equipment that would be needed to meet given
emergencies, calculation of quantities t hat
would be needed at stated intervals after an
assumed M-day (general mobilization day),
parceling out the procuremen t load amongst
the procurement and manufacturing districts in the United States, and selecting and
preparing facil ities to produce the needed
items. Revisions of the General Mobiliiation Plan reflected too few studies of feasibility, and attempted to establish a rate of
troop mobilization that was beyond the capacity of industrial facilities to support adequately in t he ea rlier stages. In an effort to
correlate troop and matericl mobilization
more closely, the General Staff from 1936
replaced the general mobilization plans with
a Protective Mobilization Plan for rapidly
mobilizing a well-equipped emergency
force made up essen tially of the Regular
Army and the National Guard and then expanding at a more deliberate pace in order
to allow for the slower mobilization of industry. The Protective Mobilization Plan was
the basis for procurement requirements
when large-scale reannament began in
1940.
Surveys of some 25,000 industrial plants
indicated that about 10,000 would be capable of some kind of military production, and
all 10,000 were assigned certain items or
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categories of items they should be prepared
to produce; many plants were given "educational orders" to familiarize them with
t heir war production assignments. The
Ordnance Department's arsenals satisfi ed
the Army's peacetime requirements for arms
and ammu nition, but it was estimated that
they could supply no more than 10 percent
of wartime needs. A one-million-man
Anny could be supplied, it was thought, by
the idle capacity in the industrial system in
the late 1930's; but support for a four-m illion-man Army, fol' instance, would necessitate extensive conversion of industry from
civilian to military production.
Beyond procu rement plann ing it wa!l
necessary to look to plans for broader industrial mobilization, with all the implications
in conversion of industry and expansion of
fac ilities, controls over raw materials, labor
relations, and co-ordi nation of other clements of the econom)' to assure fulfillment
of procurement plans without disruption of
the civilian economy. These broader aspects, too, were the responsibility of the As-sistant Secretary of War, and, while the
major planning had to be done in the War
Department and in co-operation with the
Navy under the Army and Navy Munitions
Board, the assumption always existed that
the actual administration of an industrial
mobi lization program wou ld be under a
civilian "superagency" (comparable to the
World War I War Industries Board ) appointed directly by the President. In a way
this assumption complicated and weakened
the planning process, for plans were being
made that, presumably, would be carried
out by an outside agency.
After several attempts to prepare pl ... ns
relating to certain areas of activity, the Office of the Assistant Secretary of War in
1930 completed a comprehensive Indus-
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trial Mobilization Plan, of which revised
editions, prepared under the aegis of the
Army and Navy Munitions Board, appeared
in 1933, 1936, and 1939. In its final form
(1939) the Industrial Mobilization Plan
envisaged a War Resources Administration
as the central control agency over War Fi·
na nce, War Trade, War Labor, and Price
Control organizations, with separate selective service and public relations agencies reporting directly to the President. The plan
provided for commodity committees, dear
to the heart of Bernard Baruch, and prescribed policies for the stockpiling and control of strategic and critical materials. In
order to counter criticisms that civilian kaders had had no significant part in drawing
up the plan, in the summer of 1939 the
War Department invited a group of prominent business men to act as a review committee on the educational order program,
Chairman of the committee was Benedict
Crowell,
Efforts to have Congress pass legislation
that would make it possible to put the Industrial Mobilization Plan into effect immediately upon declaration of an emergency
were uniformly. unsuccessful. Nevertheless,
when war in Europe appeared imminent
in August 1939, President Roosevelt appointed a War Resources Board under the
chairmanship of Edward R. Steuinius. Jr:,
which elearly was intended (by Assistant
Secretary Johnson if not by the President)
to become the War Resources Administration of the Industrial Mobilization Plan if
the plan were put into effect. Meanwhile
the board was to advise the Army and Navy
Munitions Board on policies pertain ing to
economic mobilization. It surveyed materials and facilities, made plans fo r price controls, and studied such special problems as
synthetic rubber. It reviewed the Indus-
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trial Mobilization Plan and gave its approval. Public opin ion, still impressed by the
Senate investigations of the munitions industry of 1934-36 and divided between isolation and participation in the critical world
events of the times, appeared unreceptive to
strong econom ic controls or central direction of a n industrial mobilization effort.
Moreover, criticism had developed over the
make-up of the War Resources &ard. For
these and other reasons the President re.jected the Industrial Mobilization Plan, and
asked Bernard Baruch and John Hancock,
former Secretary of the Navy, to prepare
a modified plan. They came in with a plan
that had a greater degree of flexibility in
that it got away from the strict M-day concept of the Army plan, and recognized a
planning, transition, and war stage in mobilization; it also moved away from the superagency idea in favor of several agencies
under the President and away from concentrating emergency powers in the War Department. The Baruch recommendations
were embodied in a report of the War Resources Board which the President promptly
suppressed and kept secret until the end of
the war. By November 1939 the War Resources Board evidently had outlived its
usefulness and it went out of existence.
The turn of events in Europe in the spring
of 1940 sparked new demands for putting
the Industrial Mobilization Plan into effect,
but White House advisers, barely aC
quainted with the contents of the plan or
how it was prepared and holding thal
World War I experience which had had
such influence on the plan no longer was
valid, discouraged ils acceptance. President Roosevelt feared the plan would remove the direction of industrial mobilization too far from his own control; and Secretary of War Harry H. Woodring himself
M
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was lukewarm toward it and openly critical

of Assistant Secretary Louis Johnson's d~
forts in favo r of rearmament. As a result
the Industrial Mobilization Plan never was
formally put into effect; however, its provisions were in fact used in many instances
to meet situations which demonstrated their
necessity and essential sound ncs<; in a way

that mere appeal to the experiences of an~
other war never could have done. Prob~
ably the greatest deficiency in the plan itself
was one not mentioned at the time- its lack
of a really effective means to control the allocation of basic materials such as steel, copper, and aluminum.

Steps Toward Rearmament
On 28 May 1940 President Roosevelt, relying on existing law, revived the old Advisory Commission to the Council bf
National Defense, and so set the stage for a
painful repetition of the experience of
World W ar I what would become an
extensive rearmament program.
After
months and years of hesitating, faltering
steps in that direction, mobilization was
about to begin. It would proceed gradually, however, urged on by the shock of
events in the European war, and contrary to
the immediate aU-out effort contemplated
by the M-day concept in the Industrial
Mobilization Plan. Actually, there was not
very much difference between a gradual
build-up and an immediate all-out effort
once firm d ecisions on eventual goals were
made, for in the existing state of preparedness no urgency could have attained mobilization much more swiftly than it was
accomplished once rearmament was undertaken in earnest. The conversion, expansion, and contruction of industrial facilities

would have been a necessary first measure in
any case.
Until 1940, world events had little noticeable effect on Army budgets. J apanese
occupation of Manchuria in 1931, while
regrettable, was thought to be too remote
to afTect the security of the United States.
The Marco Polo Bridge incident in 1937,
when the Japanese moved into China
proper, in a way was the first step on the
path to Pearl Harbor, but not even the economic recession of that year was enough to
persuade Congress to accept a War Department recommendation for the expenditure
of a modest sum for industrial preparation
for the production of modem weapons. No
less startling events on the other side of the
world had any greater impact on the United
States. The Gennan occupation of Austria
in the spring of 1938 had no more discernible effect on Army procurement than had
the Italian invasion of Ethiopia in .1935,
the German reoccupation of the Rhineland
in 1936, or the Spanish Civil War from
1936 to 1939, and requests for funds to
build up a small reserve of modern arms and
special equipment were unavailing.
Congress seemed to be reAecting the
mood of a people determined to stay out of
war at almost a ny cost, and President
Roosevelt, perhaps smarting from the unenthusiastic response to his speech in 1937
calling for a "quarantine of aggressors," was
not yet prepared to recommend otherwise.
Almost the only interruption to the ordinary course of limited annual Army budgets
was an act which Congress passed in June
1938 authorizing the expenditure of $2
million during each of the next five fiscal
years for educational orders as a means of
preparing industry for possible mobilization
tasks. TIlen the Czechoslovakian crisis,
culminating in the Munich conference on
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29-30 September 1938, and confidential
reports from American ambassadors in
Europe testifying to Gennan war preparations convinced Roosevelt of the necessity
for qu ick action. He was especially anxious
for a build-up of air power, a position he
made clear in a conference with military
and political leaders on 14 November. The
Army look advantage of the opening to
attempt to get a balanced build-up, and
everyone rushed in to try to make up for
deficiencies that had been accumulating for
years. Alter repeated revisions, the President in January 1939,Iaid before Congress
a proposed $575 million arms program---of
which $ 110 million were for new equipment for ground forces. German absorption of the remainder of a Czechoslovakia
left vulnerable by the loss of its frontier lines
as a result of the Munich agreement added
impetus to Congressional approval of this
program, in separate acts, in the spring of
1939. The procurement of new weapons
was to be spread over a period of three
years, with deliveries commencing in Sep~
tember t 940.
The outbreak of war in Europe with the
invasion of Poland in September 1939 had
less eITtct than might be supposed upon tht
Anny's rearmament program. Actual appropriations already approved for the War
Department for Fiscal Year t 940 were more
than double those approved for the previ~
ous year. But the war in Europe, after the
bli tzkrieg in Poland, settled into the period
of inactivity commentators referred to as
the "sitzkrieg," and "phony war;" and Con~
gress, whose constituents quickly lapsed
into a false sense of security fostered
by "quiet on the Western Front" and wish~
ful thinking, considered the addition in
February of $100 million to the current
year's appropriations as ample. Indeed,
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the total funds of $1.1 billion for the fiscal
year did seem substantial when compared
to War Department appropriations that
had averaged less than $252 million a year
during the preceding twenty~one years, and
which for Fiscal Year 1939 had totaled approximately $496 million. It took the Nazi
blitzkrieg in the west and the fall of France
in the spring of 1940 to shock the Ameri~
can people into decisive action. The Anny
Chief of Staff, General George C. Marshall,
had a cool reception from Congress when
he appeared before the House Committee
on Appropriations in February 1940 to de·
fend the Army's request for $853 million for
the next fiscal year---calculated to obtain essential and critical items for the currently
authorized strength of the Regular Army
(227,000 men ) and the National Guard
(235,000 men) and to stock certain critical
items for the remainder of the planned Initial Protective Force. Ten days after the
Germans moved into Norway (9 April
1940 ), G-4 asked the supply services to
submit by the next day estimates to cover
critical items omitted from the earlier
request.
Members of Congress at last began to inquire into the nation's preparedness status.
They were shocked to learn that there were
not enough effective antiaircraft guns to defend a single major American city; that
some coast defense guns had not been fired
for twenty years, and nearly all were v ul~
nerable to air attack; that the fi eld a rtillery
still relied almost entirely on the 5,000
French 75's left over from World War I,
and that it would be another fourteen to
sixteen months before the forty~eight 105mm. howitzers for which funds had been
provided could be dtlivered. Congres'i
learned that the Army had virtually no tanks
or tank~type vehicles other than about 400
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light infantry tanks and similar cavalry COffi*
bat can which now seemed pitifully inadequate in the fa ce of the impressive showing
of the German panzer forces. The ammunition supply was equally discouraging.
There was little comlort to be derived from
the President's reassurances in a nationwide
radio address that there were "on hand or
on order" 792 tanks, 744 antitank guns, 741
modernized 75'-mm. guns, and 2,000 antiaircraft gu ns, Cor only a small part of these
were on hand, and of that part most of the
tanks were light and half of the antiaircraft
guns were .50-caliber machine guns.
Revival of the Advisory Commission to
the Council Cor National Defense in May
1940 set in motion the machinery for economic mobilization, and the rearmament
program began in June inaugurated the
"defense period" of war preparat ion- a
time somewhat akin to the preparedness period of 1916. Nevertheless, rearmament
efforts wert considerably less than all-out,
and President Roosevelt resisted the urging
of military leaders for total mobilization.
By the end of June, Congress had provided $2.75 billion for Army procurement,
and with the air blitz raging on Britain, it
addccl another $4 billion in August, and
$1.4 billion more in October. With the
grant of $4.8 billion to the War Department
under the Lend-Lease Act of March 1941 ,
the total War Department funds for Fiscal
Year 1941 came to about $ 13 billion. The
regular appropriation for the next fiscal
year, passed eight days after the German invasion of Russia in June 1941 , was nearly
$10.6 billion. After the annou ncement of
the Atlantic C harter in August, another
$4.25 billion were added, and before Pearl
Harbor another $7.4 billion. Thus the total
funds made available to the War Department from June 1940 to December 1941
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was nearly $36 billion- more than the combined expenditures of the Anny and the
Navy during World War I.
Undoubtedly the supply programs received their greatest impetus from the adoption in August 1940 of a resolution which
authorized calling the National Guard into
federal service and the enactment in September of t he first peacetime draft law in
American history. By December 1940 the
Army's strength was over 600,000 officers
and men; six months later it was over
1,460,000. Here was a substantial force
already short of equipment as soon as it
came into being: once more troops were be109 mobilized before they could be
equipped. That st range popu lar psychology of materiel mobilization again was at
work-all the intellectual conviction of the
reasonableness and the necessity of maintaining materiel reserves was of little avail;
it seemed to be necessary to have unarmed
or ill-equipped men for aU to see before it
was possible to get equipment for them. AJ
the year for which t he National Guard and
the original selective service men had been
called neared expiration, Congress extended
the law by a very narrow margin of time
and the Anny, just beginn ing to become
effective, was preserved. The eighteen
months of rearmament during the defense
period from June 1940 to Pearl Harbor
probably were crucial for the American war
effort. Although some have complained of
a lost year during 1939-40 while mobilization machinery was being developed in a
rather ineffective and incomplete way, it is
possjble that as much was done during the
defense period toward that total mobilization and war production record which soon
was to amaze the world as could have been
done even if the U nited States actually had
been involved in the war eighteen months
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earlier. Certainly if the contributions of
the United States during the critical years of

1942-45 had been delayed another eighteen
months, the cost would have been much
higher, for by then there might have been no
strong allies left to share the burden.
Another bit of emotional response that

may have had considerable effect on plans
and mobilization was the emphasis given to
defense of the Western H emisphere.

Al~

though the Caribbean long had been acknowledged as an area of vital interest to

the United States, the extension of concern
throughout the hemisphere was based less
on immediate threats and interests,than upOn general sentiment which, like the Mon-

roe Doctrine, perhaps developed as a corollary to the hope of noninvolvement in
Europe. For some reason a German lodgement in the Rio de la Plata area would have
been viewed with greater alarm, although
it was 6,000 miles away, than would a German arrival at Cherbourg, only 3,000 miles
distant. The RAINBOW plans, General
Man;hall's staff conferences, the President's
messages to Congress, all referred repeatedly
to the problem of hemisphere defense. Indeed, the proviso in the draft legisJation and
the National Guard resolution that draftees
and guardsmen should not be available for
service "beyond the limits of the Western
Hemisphere" except in territories and possessions of the United Sta t~ suggested that
there would be less objection to an expedition to Patagonia or the Andes than to the
reinforcement of Great Britain.

Emergency Expedition Plans
While ~arma ment and mobilization were
only beginning, the Army also during 1940
and 1941 made plans for organizing and
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equipping forces to meet possible emergency
calls and for sending troops and supplies to
garrison newly acquired bases in the Atlantic and to strengthen positions in the Pacific. All these efforts seem meager in
retrospect, but worst of all at the time was
the embarrassmam attcnding the effort of
even moving a small expeditionary force.
Caught in the dilemma of having to provide
cadres for expanding its forces and providing equipment for trai ning as well as preparing for emergency operations, the Army
discovered that it could hardly move a force
overseas. Staffs were unfamiliar with the
logistical problems involved, troops had had
little training in such operations, equipment
was short, and, even if all other problems
were overcome, transportation was lacking.
Forces preparing fOr possible "protective
occupation" of French islands in the West
Indies should there be a threat of a German
take-over were only half the size considered
necessary; they needed double the five and
ten days desircd for them to be ready to
move out to reinforce Navy and Marine assault fo rces, and transports could not have
been made available for several days or
weeks more. Cond itions had improved
little in the spring of 1941 when the Army
was called upon to provide some 25,000 men
for a possible expedition, under Navy command, to the Azores. This expedition was
canceled, but an Anny force of about 6,000
men was scnt to Iceland in August to reinforce marines who had landed there a month
earlier. Meanwhile, small garrisons were
sent to occupy the Atlantic bases leased from
Great Britain in the destroyers-for-bases deal
of the summer of 1940; reinforcements were
sent to Alaska, where construction of facilities for an air base and for garrisoning troops
was being rushed; and (in something of a
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reversal of the General Staff's previous attitude) men and supplies were dispatched to
the Philippines.
Even so, on 1 December 194 1 only about
10 percent of the Army was deployed outside the continental United States. By far
the largest s.ingle oversea establishment was
in Hawaii where nearly 43,000 men were
stationed . Nineteen thousand men, together with 12,000 Philippine Scouts, were
in the Philippines backing up the recently
mobilized lOO,OOO-man Philippine Army.
T he Alaska garrisons had been increased to
a strength of about 24,000 offi cers and men.
Another 66,000 were in the Caribbean Defense Com mand, which included the Panama Canal Zone, Puerto Rico, t he Bahamas,
Antigua, Santa Lucia, Trinidad, and
British Guiana. Troops stationed in the
North Atlantic included 1,200 in Bermuda,
2,383 in Newfoundland, and 687 in Greenland, as well as nearly 6,000 in Iceland.
Army combat forces in the continental
United States had been organized into 27
infantry divisions, five new armored divisions, two cavalry divisions, and about 200
incomplete air squadrons. Only seven of
these divisions could have been equipped
for combat duty, and lack of shipping would
have made it impossible to transport most
of t he troops overseas even if they had been
fullyequippcd.

The Army Service Forces
Lack of effective top level co-ordination,

zational machinery. There was, in fact, no
mach inery for the close co-ordination of
the whole logistics area anywhere below the
Secretary of War himself. This situation,
together with a restlC$ desi re fo r greater
autonomy on the part of the Air Forces, led
to another far-reaching reorganization or
the War Depa rtment which became effective on 9 March 1942. The new arrangement set up a command structure between
the General Staff and the anns and services.
The Army Ground Forces ( AGF ), Anny
Air Forces (AAF), and Army Service
Forces shared command responsibility
equally under the War Department. l The
offi ces of the chiefs of the combat armsIn fantry, Cavalry, Field Artillery, Coast Artillery- were abolished, and their functions
transferred to Headquarters, Army Ground
Forces. C hiefs of administrative and technical services were retained but became subordinate to the commanding general of the
Army Service Forces. The organization fo r
supply operations filled the gap left open in
the Pershing reorganization of 1921, for it
set up a supply services organization analogous to Pershing's in the AEF. Maj.
Gen. Brehon B. Somervell who was appointed Commandi ng General, Army Service Forces, held a position similar in many
respects to that of t he Director of Purchase,
Storage, and Traffic in World War I. The
new organization did not solve the weaknC$
of divided authority: on procurement matters the commanding general of ASF reported directly to the Under Secretary of

and the dispersion of procurement and
supply activities among the supply services
again threatened to delay the service and
supply of the Army as mobilization meas.ures quickened after Pearl Harbor. As had
been the case in 1917, the demands of war
revealed serious weaknesses in the organi-

t General Orders 14, 12 March 1943, changed
the name of Services of Supply (SOS) to Anny
Service Forces (ASF). Anny Service Forces is used
(or the remainder of the volume when referring to
the Washington commllnd. Theaters continued to
use the Services o( Supply designation, a distinction
honored in the text.
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War ; on other matters he reported to the
Ch;e! of StaJ!. (C ha,,3)
Although establishment of the Anny Serv-

ice Forces set authoritative direction over
the supply services, the organization for logistics in the War Department became, if
anything, more confusing. First of all, the
supply services continued to act under a division of responsibility based upon particular commodities rather than upon distinct
functions. That is, the Quartcnna8t('r
Corps and the Ordnance Department, for
instance, each performed all the functions
of procurement, storage, distribution, and
maintenance for the particular types of
equ ipment and supplies charged to them.
Co-ordination was thus made both more
difficult a nd more necessal)', and this was
where the Army Service Forces came into
the picture. Furthermore, the supply services, even though they had been "unified"
under the ASF, maintained individual distinctions and continued to perform the fun ction of command over troops as well as that
of technical staffs in the War Department.
Headqu arters Army Service Forces, absorbed most of the staffs of the Under Secretary of War and of G-4, though both of
those agencies retained their supervisory
roles. While the ASF staff charged with
logistic planning and supervision grew, G-4
shrank to a minor agency of twelve officers
and twenty-six civilian employees. By July
1944 the strength of ~ had climbed back
to thirty-seven officers, and a little later to
forty-five, but the Director of Plans and
Operations in Headquarters, Army Service
Forces, had a staff of 232 officers and 369
civilians, the Control Office had another
190 people, and similar accretions of
strength had appeared in the offices of the
Director of Materiel and the Director of
Supply.

GENERAL SOIlfERVELL

In the meantime another staff agency for
high-level logistic planning and co-ordinating logistics with strategy had risen to a position of central importance; it was the Logistics Group of Operations Division (as the
War Plans Division was redesignated in
May 1943). War Department General Staff.
The functions left to G-4 after Army Service Forces began operations were more or
less taken over by the Operations Division,
a nd it was that agency rather than G-4
which, together with ASF, furnished the
Army's representation on the J oint Logistics
Conunittee servi ng the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
If this were not complicated enough, th(
Army Air Forces had its own logistical stafl
(A-4), its own Materiel Command, which
functioned as another supply or technical
service, and very soon began to develop some
duplicating services opposed to Army Service Forces. In addition to all these con Aicts
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the Army Service Forces organization had
the responsibility of command over such admin istrative bureaus as the offices of The
Adjutant Ceneral, the Judge Advocate General, and the Chief of Chaplains. ASF was
something of a catch-all (or the assignment
of all offices which logically could go nowhere else. All together it at one time commanded eight administrative services, nine
service commands ( fonnerly known as corps
areas) whose chief fun ction was to supervise
the operation of the posts, camps and stations within their respe:ctive are~ six ports
of embarkation, and nine general depots,
all of which previously had reported directly
to the Chief of Staff. It was an unwieldy
organization that only a strong personality
could have pulled together, and th at personality it had in General Somcrvcll. (CharI
4)
Such a drastic reorganization, amid the
pressures of wartime mobilization, was
bound to leave lines of authority and defi~
nitions of responsibility obscure in a number
of instances where points of friction were
bound to arise. Differences between Anny
Service Forces and Army Ground Forces
developed, particu la rly with regard to the
assignment of personnel, as a result of the
system of classifying and assigning men
according to their civili an occupation specialtics. Since the duties of men in the
Army Service Forces frequ ently corre~
sponded to civilian occupations, while no
such relevance existed for such duties as machine gunner, rifleman, or artilleryman,
there was basis for the feeling in Army
G round Forces that it was being s!ightcd in
the assignment of the best soldier materia l.
The fa ct that Army Service Forces had
charge of personnel did not help that situation. Ultimately, over the protest of ASF,
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a physical profile system, which gave greater
weight to physical qualifications, was adopted. On the whole, however, these diffel"~
ences were minor compared to the disputes
over jurisdiction and policy that developed
with the Anny Air Forces and with the Operations Division of the General Staff.
Air Forces officcrs, anxious to limit any
restrictions on their newly won autonomy
and alive to any opportunity to move in the
direction of a completely independent air
force, were sensitive to almost any appearance of subjection to Army Service Forces.
The Air Forces had been givcn responsibility for procurement of all equipment "peculiar to the Army Air Forces," but General
Somervell thought that procurement policies
and proced ures should be uniform throughout the Army. He was able to accomplish
a measure of general supervision by the device of insisting th at sta ff offi ccrs of ASF
should be designated as representatives of
the Under Secretary of War when dealing
with AAF. There were almost continuous
disputes about what equipment should be
regarded as "pecu liar to the Army Air
Forces." The most bitter controversies of
all concerned the management of Army air
bases and the operation of services attached
to them. All camps, posts, and stations operated for units of Army Ground Forces
were under the com mand of ASF through
the service commands, but air bases came
under the jurisdiction of AAF. Still, it had
been indicated that services insofar as practicable should be provided by ASF. In
practice, the Air Forces tended to develop
its own system, inClud ing the operation of
station hospitals, signal communications,
stock controi system, and the management
of repairs and utilities. All of these became
sore points between the two major com~
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manrls, each onc anxious to perfonn its as-.
signed duties well, and each one concerned
for its own prcstige.
Ju risdictional controversies of a different
kind developed between ASF and the Operations Division. Operations was the only
division of the General Staff that remained
essentially intact after the reorganization of
1942. Indeed, its staff of more than three
hundred officers and civilians was more than
double the combined strength of G- I, G-2,
G-3, and G-4. Charged with preparing
plans and strategi..: direction of forces in the
theaters of war, it was, in effect, a complete
general staff in itself. One basic question
was the relationship between strategy and
logistics. General Somcrvell insisted that
he must be informed of strategic plans well
in advance in order to allow for logistic
planning on the part of ASF; on the other
hand, he was not unwilling to offer his own
recommendations for future military operations on the basis of his estimates of logistic
capabilities. Somervell felt that his headquarters shou ld not only contribute technical advice in the matter of logistical data,
but that it should participate in thc strategic
decisions. He resented the fac t tha t Operations Division furnished most of the reprcsentation on the joint planning committees,
and ASF was for the most part frozen out
of strategic planning. Irritations multiplied
when Operations Division interfered with
some logistie activity of ASF relating to oversea support, or when ASF took the initiative in some matter affecting a theater of
war.
Thc new War Department organ ization
was scarcely more than a year old when
Ceneral SomevelJ offered a scrics of proposa!s for further drastic reorganization.
H is first move was to recommend the absorption of G- l , G-4, and the Logistics
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Croup of the O perations Division into ASF
headquarters. This proposal received no
encouragement from General Marshall, and
got nowhere. About the same time Somervell proposed a reorganization of the intemal structure of Army Service Forces
along functional lines which met with General Marshall's approval, for he hoped to
accomplish such a revision while the problems of war still recortunended it, and before the expected postwar rush for recovery
of bureaucratic position should have a
chance to set in. The plan would have
eliminated the technical services as technical staff and .operating agencies of Army
Service Forces, and would h ave substituted
a staff including The Surgeon General minus his procurement and supply functions,
and directors of utilities, communications,
transportation, procurement, supply, personnel administration, and fiscal affairs. A
leak to the press brought outcries that the
Wa r Department was to be turned into a
"Ncw Deal" agency staffed with "political
gcnerals." Cries of dictatorship sprang
from those who themselves seemed more
anxious to preserve their lesser domains than
to exchange hope of return to cherished prerogatives for promises of logistical efficiency.
Secretary of War Stimson, recalling the controversies of 1911 and 1912 involving The
Adjutant General and the General Staff
and fearing just such a reaction as had
developed , remained cool to the plan. Congressmen, alert to political opportunity as
well as to any threat to favored bureaus,
contri buted so much to the clamor of opposition that President Roosevelt, though he
was sympathetic toward the plan, felt constrained to drop it.
Perhaps if it had bcen presented with
more political fin esse, perhaps if even the
traditional titles of C hief of Engineers, C hief
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of Ordnance, and Quartermaster General
had been retained for the new directorates,
the plan could have been put across.
Whether or not the hoped-for efficiencies
would have developed cannot be said. Failure to have it adopted probably strengthened the notion that the War Department
wou ld retain one organ ization for wa rtime
emergencies and another, more fami liar if
less efficient, for the " permanent" peacetime
establ ishment. Actually Somcrvcll's proposals anticipated by twenty years the kind
of fun ctional reorganizat ion which one day
would in fact be adopted.
During the closing months of the war, the
War Department yielded to a demand of
The Surgeon General for direct access to the
General Staff on policy matters independent
of Army Service Forces control. Somewhat
later the other chiefs of technical services
received similar authority. Thus the stage
was set for abolition of Army Service Forces
a nd a return for the time to the "normalcy"
of the prewar General Staff and su pply
bureaus. Still, the new organization of
1946 reflected the wartime experience and
Somervell's recommendation to consolidate
the logsitics staff of ASF and the Logistics
Group of Operations Division with G-4;
however, the consolidation took place at
General Staff level under a director of Servicc, Supply and Procurement with the
understanding that the new staff directors
would "operate" as well as plan and
supervise.

joint and Combined Stalls
The need lor joint strategic and logistic
pl anning had been recognized earlier in the
establishment of the Joint Army and Navy
Board and the Joint Anny and Navy Munitions Board, but the actual machinery for

joint logistical co·ordination remained rudimentary. W ith the growing emergency
after the outbreak of World War II in E ufope it quickly became evident that improved joint (Army and Navy) planning,
and combined ( international) planning as
well, would be necessary if the United States
became involved in global conA ict. Much
in the way of Amly requirements for material and transportation was the result of
such high-level planning, and logistical considerations, at the same time, played an important part in detennining the nature of
those plans.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS ) structure
had its origin as an almost automatic result
of the arrival of the British military chiefs
in Washington for discussions soon afler the
United States entered the war. To prepare
themsclves for these internat ional conversations, and subsequently to participate satisfactorily in t he U.S.- U.K. Combined
C hiefs of Staff ( CCS), the American
ch iefs- the C hief of Staff of the Anny, the
C hief of Naval Operations, the Commanding General, Anny Air Forces, and, a little
later, the Chief of Staff to the Com mander
in Chief- found it desirable to co-ordinate
policies among themselves before meeting
with their British counterparts. As a reSUll, the Joint Chiefs of Staff grew into the
principal top military co-ordinating agency
for the armed forces of the U nited States,
and eventualIy it took over the functions of
the old J oint Anny and Navy Board . Although the Joint Chiefs had no standing
eilher by statu te or by executive order and
did not even have a charter defining
its fun ctions, from the time of the first formal meetings in February 1942 the effective authority of the J oint Chiefs of Staff
grew stead ily and remained unchallenged
throughout the war.
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strategic plans, but the J oint Staff Planners
and Joint U.S. Strategic Commiltee included no logistics experts in their membership.
The North Africa operation in 1942 revealed such weaknesses in joi nt logistical coordination that some overhau ling of the
joint committee system took place. Most
important from the viewpoint of logistics
planning was lhe forma tion of the J oint
Administrative Comm ittee, which in October 1943 became the Joint Logistics Committee. T his committee fi lled an obvious
need, but members of the Joint Staff PlanThe Joint C hiefs of Staff, then, was as close ners feared t hat it might have too much into a hig h command as was developed. It flue nce in strategic planning- t hat the logisoperated as a committee, and stood at the tic tail might wag the strategic dog. They
apex. of a system of committees engaged in argued that imaginative strategic planning
co-ord ination of activities and joint plan- cou ld not be tied down by the restrictive
ning. The Joint Staff Planners was the judgment of logistical experts about what
principal planning agency serving the Joint cou ld or could not be done: that logistics
C hids, and initially the main working com- experts should not, in effect, be givcn a veto
miltee under t he Joint Staff Planners was over strategic plans. Somc strategic planthe Joint U.S. Strategic Committee. The ncrs seemed to have an idea that an imperJoint Staff planners, associated with their fect organization could somehow reduce the
British colleagues, served as the Combined importance of logistics itscU. T he Joint
Staff Planners for the Combined Chieh of Staff Planners were able to enforee a proStaff. At first there was no separate joi nt cedure requiring t hat logistical plans be foragency for logistical planni ng as such, warded th rough themselves to the Joint
although the Joint Mi litary Transportation Chiefs. They also had their way in insistCommittee and the corresponding Com- ing that membership on the Joint Logistics
bined Military Transportation Comm ittee Committee be made up of one representa·
served this fun ction insofar as it pertained tive each from Army Air Forces, Anny
to transportation, the Army-Navy Petro- Service Forces, and Operations D ivision,
leum Board co-ordinated the supply of pe- rat her than the two members from Army
troleum products, and the U.S. representa- Service Forces that General Somervell had
tives on the Munitions Assignments Board urged. On the other hand, they fina lly achelped to co-ordinate requirements and allo- cepted the formation of a working commitcations of munitions. Much of the work of tee, the Joint Logistics Plans Committee, to
the J oint and Combined Chids themselves serve the Joint Logistics Committee in a
had to do with logistics in the formulati on of way that the Joint War Plans Committee
general requirements and t he allocation of (successor to the J oint U.S. Strategic Comshipping and equipment to support their mittee) served the Join t Starr Planners.
Both the Army and Navy pa id lip service
to t he principle of unity of command, and as
the waf progressed the princ iple was put
into practice in the oversea theaters to bring
forces of the Army and Navy under a single
commander, but it never was achieved on
the home front. In thcsu m mcror 1941 the
General Board of the Navy proposed the
appointment of a supreme commander, responsible to thc Presiden t, with a joint general staff. The Army h ad come around
with a similar propooal shortly after Pearl
Harbor, but by that lime the Navy had
grown cool to the idea and it was dropped.
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Made up of six pennanent members drawn
from the same sources as its parent commit-

tee, the J oint Logistics Plans Committee
worked through a system of associate members in developing its detailed planning
data. These officers, serving the joint staff
in addition to their other duties, often found
the demands made upon them too much for
effective performance. Quickly their number grew to more than a hundred and fifty.
Then in April 1944 pennanent associate
members were appointed, nine from the
Navy, and ten from the Anny of whom
three each came from Air Forces, Service
Forces, and the Operations Division, and
one from the G-4 office. These fu ll-time
assignments perm itted much more effective
planning.
The Joint Logistics Committee took over
some of the duties assigned the U.s. representatives of the M unitions Assignments
Board. The latter body was, in the fall of
1943, renamed the Joint Munitions Allocation Committee with responsibility for
allocating finished munitjons between the
Anny and Navy and for developing joint
policy on questions of international allocations which came before the Combined Munitions Assignments Board.
Largely as a result of pressure from James
F. Byrnes, Director of the Office of War
Mobilization, the Joint Chiefs of Staff in
September 1943 had set up the Joint Production Survey Committee as a logistical
cou nterpart of the committee of high4anking elder statesmen that had been organ ized
earlier to look at the big picture in slIategic
pl:i.ns-the Joint St rategic Survey Committee. More specifically the J oint Production
Survey Committee was to step in where
other agencies such as the Anny and Navy
Munitions Board and the Muni tions Assignment'> Board had failed to provide liaison
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between the civil ian mobilization agencies
and the J oint Chiefs of Staff in detemlining
the logistical feasibility of strategic plans
and relating military requirements to production possibilities.
Finally. on the logistics side of the Joint
Production Survey Committee, the Joint
Logistics Committee and the Joint Logistics
Plans Committee could be said to parallel
the Joint Strategic Survey Committee, the
Joint Staff Planners, and the J oint War
Plans Committee on the strategic planning
side. They were not co-ordinate structures,
for the strategic planners continued to have
the upper hand. T he Joint Staff Planners
brough t together strategy and logistics but
that committee included no logistics experts
as such. Anny Service Forces representatives on the logistics committecs never ceased
to complain about this arrangement, for
they felt that logistical considerations were
not given sufficient weight in strategic planning and that strategic plans were not communicated in a way to permit most effective
logistical planning to support them.
Apart from the joint logistics planning under the J oint Chiefs of Staff. Army-Navy
collaboration developed in various areas of
procurement. T he J oint Army and Navy
Munitions Board virtually went out of existence after fonnation of the War Prod uction Board in 1942, though some of its nominal subcommittecs con tinued to function.
A Joint Speci fications Board worked at devcioping common specifications for supply
items of common interest, There werc
joint arrangements for the procurement of
textiles, food , and petroleum, as well as frequent exchanges of data bctween the Anny
techn ical services and the Navy burcaus,
and co-ordination of policies for contract
terru ination.

LOGISTICAL ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING, 1920-45
Summary
In the entire area of World War II logis~
tical planning and organ ization the most
striking feaure j.s the extent to which revision was necessary after the war started.
Planning, while useful in many ways, was
not attuned to the times, and the peacetime

organization could not meet the strain of
war emergency. This situation was not new
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in the American experience. Indeed, in
com parison with meeting the demands of
earlier wars, the preparation fo r World War
II was rather notable. The Army structure
did not have the Aexibility that wou ld permit it to ex ist in drought and flourish in
flood without major changes when crisis
struck. Still, it did have the flex ibility to
change when necessity demanded that it
do so, even in the face of enemy action.

CHAPTER XXVI

World War II Strategy and Logistics
Everybody likes to talk about and analyze strategy, for there is about it the attractive quality of intellectual contest.
Logistics. on the other hand, is the more
pedestria n application to war of the factors
of time and space: it docs not determine the
course of action to be taken; it docs set the
stage for the action and its limits, and often
will indicate a prerel red course of action.
War frequently is likened to a game of chess,
but chess is no strategic game, for there is no
logistics.
To the question of whether there can be
a strategic decision dist inct from a logistical
decision the answer must be no, for virtually all considerations entering into the
major decisions of war arc logistical. Logic
would suggest- and military planners would
prefer to bclieve- that logistic plans stem
from strategic plans; that first there must
be strategic decisions and plans, with logistic
plans drawn as a consequence of them to
provide support at the right place and the
right time. World War II turned out to be
somewhat the reverse of this logical sequence
of events. There were certain obvious strategic movcs; there were certain choices; but
more often than not the chosen strategy
hinged on logistical fa ctors and their implications, particularly for high-level procurement planning. At the \c', c\ of specific planning for specific operations, logistic plans
were based on strategic decisions. On the
othcr hand, high-level strategic decisions

generally were based on logistical limitations
more than on any other consideration.
Throughout the war, logistic planners had
to operate without strategic plans sufficiently
explicit and approved far enough in advance to provide a firm basis for production
programs. And it could hardly have been
otherwise, for production lead time of
eighteen months to two years for major
items was too gre.1.t to aJlow for such specific
assumptions as long as the enemy held the
inItIative. Instead, the American production effort was geared to a determination to
out-produce the enemy. Economic mobilization was based, not on strategic plans, but
on build ing up an arsenal of material to
equip divisions and squadrons which then
would be availabfe to implement future
strategic plans. This was the thinking behind the munitions program of 1940, and
behind President Roosevelt's call to make
the nation an "arsenal of democracy" in
providing assistance to the Allies under the
lend-\case program. The greatest influcnces
on the character of the "Victory Program"
of 194 1 were a memorandum of Under Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson to the
effect that the total amount of product ion
was of greater immediate importance than
the ultimate use to which it might be put
and the directive of the President calling for
an estimate of the equipment needed "to
exceed by an appropriate amount that avail-
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able to our potential cncmjes." 1 Although
this kind of thinking caused some protest
f r~m the War Plans Division, it sti ll was
paramount in the munitions programs of
1942 and 1943. Subsequent strategic decisions might modi fy the munitions program
but they could not determine it, because
time would not wait for them. The best
that Army Service Forces could do was to
anticipate as closely as possible what the
strategic plans wou ld be, and then aucmpt
to govern the qua litative aspects of its program accordingly.
By the end of 7 December 194 1 there was
no question that the United States was up
against formidable opposition . J a pan, considered by most mi litary observers to be incapable of striking in morc than onc place,
on the same day attacked Pearl Harbor;
Kota Bharu in British Malaya; Singora and
Pattani, in Thailand; Singapore; Guam;
Hong Kong; Wake; and the Philippine
Islands. Japanese forces spread swi ftly
throughout the Western P acific, supported
by a war economy that had begun orientalion toward war product ion as ea rly as 1928
and whose heavy industry had increased
from that time to 1940 by 500 percent and
whose total output had increased by 85 percent. Aircraft, aluminum, machine tool,
automotive, and tank industries had been
built from almost not hing. Acq uisitions in
Manchuria and China had helped relieve
J apan of shortages of coking coal, iron ore,
salt, and food; ex pansion through Malaya
a nd the East Indies wou ld augment sources
of both critical raw malerials and food.
Nevertheless, J apan was in no position to

'Llr. President to Secy of War. 9 J uly 1941 .
quoted in R. Elbenon Smith. The Army alld &0·
IlOmic Mobl1ila/ioll, United States Army in World War
II (Washington. 1959). p. 135.
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wage a long war, for Japanese industry was
at lhe mercy of its sea communications-no
cou ntry could have been less self-sufficient.
T he industrial potential of J apan was no
more t han 10 percen t of that of the United
States, but because J apan had expanded its
industria l capacity so rapidly and was already geared to war production, many people tended to underrate its current strength .
T he tenuous naval superiority in the
Western Pacific that J a pan gai ned by the
devastation of the U.S. Aeet at Pearl Harbor
and its two to one numerical superiority over
All ied air forces in the area wefe eventually
negated by the U nited States' capacity to
restore and greatly increase its naval
strength while building u p ground and air
forces which gave to the Uni ted States a
clear logistical ad vantage in a long war.
The swift J apanese expa nsion in the Pacific and Southeast Asia could be p ushed
back on ly by overcoming tremendous logistical problems, for th is would be a war of
magnificent distances. T he t housands of
miles separating one base or strategic area
from another were nautical m iles, however,
which mea nt that lhe economic distance,
thal is, the distance in terms of the cost of
transportation, was but a frac tion of what
it wou ld have been over land. H the sea
lancs could be kept open for the Unitcd
Statcs and its allies and closed for the enemy,
t hc logistic advantage was likely to be decIsive. Moreover, the J apanese advanced
so rapid ly that t hey neglected to go to allout economic mobilization until revefS<.ls of
fortu ne demanded il, and it was they who,
in the end, had too little too late.
Germany was the world's second industrial power. By Decem ber 194 1 it had
added the resources of most of the rest of
Europe to its own, and its armies were driving to the gates of Moscow. A highly de-
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vclopcd railway network and a modem system of military highways facilitated the
movement of troops and supplies from one
part of the country to another. German
submarines, more menacing than ever,
threatened to sever Atlantic communications between America and Britain. German scientists and engineers had made incredible strides in developi ng new machinery and methods of production, besides a
wide range of synthetics in motor fuel, rubber, and other products to lessen the dependence of the Reich on oversea'; imports.
Nevertheless, German war production remained surprisingly low for the first three
years of the war. It was low in relation to
what outside observers thought j it was low
in relation to latcr German production j it
was low in relation to that of Great Britain.
Actually in 1940, 1941, and 1942 British
production of aircraft, trucks, tanks, selfpropelled guns, and several other types of
armament exceeded Germany's. The
world, amazed at the German blitzkrieg
across Poland, into Scandinavia, through
the Low Countries, France, and Yugoslavia,
easily overestimated the current produ ction
of the German armaments industry. One
result of this inaccuracy probably was an
infl ation of American requirements in terms
of what had to be done to surpass the supposed production of the enemy. At the
sa me time, the Gennans themselves were so
impressed with their own accomplishments
that they did not undertake full-scale ind ustrial mobilization until after the United
States had entered the war, after their fai lure before M oscow, and after their defeat
at Stalingrad in February 1943. Then, in
the face of heavy bombing attacks, German
industrial production climbed until the
spring of 1944. As in World Wa r I, Germany again enjoyed the supposed advan-
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tage of interior li nes, but again control of the
peripheral seas proved to be more important. Shorter Jines of communication were
all advantage in lesseni ng total requirements, but made little d ifference once America n industry began to fill the pipelines of
oversea supply.
Germany and Japan alike were led by
early successes to overconfidence, wh ich actually delayed their achievement of full
economic mobilization. This handicap the
Uniled States was able to avoid, though
there was a tendency fo r a time to oven-ate
lhe swiftness with which J apan could be
brought to terms.
For the U nited States there was no question from the moment of the attack on Pea rl
Harbor but that this war would require an
all-out efTort to defeat Germany, Italy, and
Japan.
Even the America n war potential, however, could not be expected to overwhelm
all th ree enem ies simultaneously. Here was
a question of logistical limitation, and it
provided t he basis for the first and fundamental strategic decision for wag ing global
war- that the main efTort should be aimed
first at defeating the Axis Powers in Europe
while fighting a holding campaign against
J apan. Army and Navy staff officers had
been considering for several years the prospect of having to fight a two-ocean war,
and in November 1940 Admiral Harold R.
Stark, C hief of Naval Operations, presented
a memorandum proposing the "Germany
fi rst" strategy should the United States become involved in war with both Germany
and J apan at the same time. General Marshall, Army Chief of Staff, agreed with the
proposal, and the J oin t Board accepted it
in J anuary 1941. It was con fi rmed in
secret conversations with British staff officers
in the ensuing weeks, and became a part of
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war plan R .... INBOW 5, which was approved Australia and New Zealand. The decision
by the Secretaries of War and the Navy in to send U.S. troops and supplies to Australia
meant a diversion of troopships and, more
May and June.
The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor important, of cargo ships that would be
created some sentiment in the United States needed to send any sizablc forces across the
for going after the Japanese first, but the Atlantic, and would thus delay North AfriGermany-first decision was reconfirmed in can operations at least until May 1942.
conversations with the British a few weeks Actually, the Navy program for a two-ocean
after the attack, and in spite of various fleet and its continued interest in the Pacific
pressures for a change it remained firm to considerably inAuenced the conduct of the
the end of hostilities.
war throughout. In spite of emphasis on
The logistical factor of limited resources Germany first, the Pacific war soon grew
recommended concentration against one into much morc than a holding operation.
enemy at a time. Other logistical factors, The resultant scattering of forces around the
mainly the shorter distance across the At- world had grave logistical implications.
lanlic, wruch would make assistance to the
There seemed to be no enduring answers
Allies more immediate, and the danger to to the basic questions of deployment. ConAtlantic communications posed by German tinuing pressures made it necessary to itersubmarines and raiders, indicated Germany a te again and again decisions already taken;
and Italy as the first targets. Conditions sometimes to modify them. While troops
of latc 1941, when it appeared t hat Great ' and supplies were on the way to Australia,
Britain and the Soviet Union were in danger questions came up about reinforcing Haof succumbing if major assistance were not waii and which islands of the Pacific should
forthcoming, reinforced t he earlier decision. be garrisoned, and always in the background
Nevertheless, circumstances forced the loomed the urgency and the fut ility of tryfirst moves of American strategic deploy- ing in some way to save the Phillippines.
ment to be in the direction of the Pacific. In tho other direction there were again quesFirst it was necessary to close a ring around tions about how many troops shou ld be sent
the J apanese before any holding action to occupy bases in the Atlantic and Caribcould be effective. J apanese advances in bean, whether an early occupation of North
the Philippines, down the Malay Peninsula, Africa should be undertaken and whether
through the East Indies, and into the South American forces shou ld be concen trated
Pacific required a shift in emphasis, for the in the British Isles preparatory to an
time being, away from the planned build-up invasion of the Continent. Events in
of land and air power in the Atlantic in North Africa, including a new counteroffavor of concentrating on building a great fensive by the German Afrika Korps against
base in Australia and securing lines of com- the British Eighth Anny, and the unco-opmunication to it so that the Japanese might erative attitude of the Vichy government
be checked before it was too late. The Brit- of France led to the abandonment by early
ish at this time were hoping for an early March of plans for an invasion of that area.
occupation of French North Africa, with The J oint Chiefs of Staff shortly thereafter
American co-operation, but they also were decided to restrict the allocation of forces
concerned about the J apanese threat to to the Pacific to the number already com-
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milled and to begin to build up forces in
the United Kingdom.
In Apri l 1942 President Rooscvelt sent
General Marshall and Harry H opkins to
London to present to Prime M inister Win·
ston S. Churchill and his military staff a
plan to prepare and launch an invasion
across the English Channel. Briefly, the
plan ca lled for: (1) immediate co-ordination of procurement priorities, allocations
of materiel, and movements of troops and
equipment; (2) preparations for launching
a possible emergency landing on the Continent should an imminent collapse of the
Soviet Union or a possible deterioration of
German strength call for such action; and
(3) a cross-Channel invasion with 48 divisions and some 5,800 ai rcraft (of which 30
divisions, with a million men all together,
and 3,250 aircraft would be American)
with a target date of I April 1943. The
British accepted the U.S. proposal, but not
without qualifications-such as maintaining
strong forces in the Middle East and Indian
Ocean area- and reservations.
Basic differences in British and American
views on the strategy to be adopted in the
war against Germany arose repeated ly. In
general, the British favored a peripheral
strategy, closing a ring around German
power with sea and air forces, and striking
at the Continent in a series of limited actions
with mobile ground forces; for major operations they preferred t he Mediterranean, the
"soft under belly" of Europe as t he Prime
Minister termed it. The Americans, on the
other hand, insisted on a great offensive, to
be mounted from Great Britain , across the
Channel. The British were influenced by
recollections of the frightfu lly costly warfare
in northern France during four years of
World War I , by a desire to do something
early with the forces available, and by
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doubts about the logistical Ceasibility of
mounting a massive invasion. The American view also reflected logistics considerations- t he longer and more difficu lt supply
lines necessary for supporting large-scale operations in the Mediterranean, the difficulty
of supporting Corces across the mountains
of southern Europe, and a conviction that
the quickest way to complete victory lay in
a strike at the industrial heartland of Germany. Differences between British and
American views were more a matter of emphasis than of substance, and represented
differences in views of particular leaders
rather than rigid national positions. As the
situation unfolded, the British indicated that
they were quite willing to acccpt a crossChannel invasion, but they wanted it to be
really massive, with a really good prospect of
success; the Americans following the lead of
the President, were willing to go along with
expanded operations in the Mediterranean
as complementary to operations in northwestern France. H ardly less significant
were recurring differences among American
leaders on emphasizing Europe or the PacifiC in deployment of forces a nd in strategic
plans.
Adoption of the plan for the bui ld-up of
forces in the United Kingdom (referred to
by the code name, BoLERO), and invasion of
the Continent in 1943 ( ROUNDUI' ) entailed
no basic change in the pre-Pearl Harbor
Victory Program, cxecept that the President
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff urged an increase in the production of aircraft, ships,
tanks, guns, and amph ibious cquipment.
The real limiting factor fo r the concentration in the British Isles would be cargoships,
and already it was e"ident that the most
critical ilem for the invasion was landing
craft. The idea of using specially designed
ships and smal l craft for direct discharge of
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vehicles and su pplies as well as mcn on the
beaches was a new one, but their usc was
essential for operations contemplated in the
Pacific as well as in the Atlantic and Mediterranean. The Anny had to depend upon
the Navy fo r procurement of these vessels,
and the Navy was disposed to give priority
to ilS regular shipbuilding programs. Morcover, American requirements had been
drawn in tCrolS of small landing craft until
the British were able to persuade t he President and his advisers of the need for larger,

ocean-going landing ships in May 1942.
The new program began at once, and for a
short time during the next summer construction of landing craft had priority over all
other shipbuilding.
T he BOLERO plan could not be carried
through without reckoning with prior claims
for limited resources and with new demands
in the various theaters. When questions
arose in April a nd again in May 1942 about
sending add itional forces to the Pacific, reinforcing the Middle East, stepping up aid
to C hina, and increasing lend-lease to the
Soviet Union- all at the expense of BoLERo-President Roosevelt in each case decided in favor of continuing the build-up in
the British Isles.
By the end of August 1942 some 170,000
American troops had arrived in or were en
route to the United Kingdom, and about 1.3
million ship tons of Army cargo had moved
to that area du ring june, july, and August.
While a sizable achievement, this was but
a fraction of what would be needed to
mount such an invasion as was hoped for in
April 1943. It is doubtful if enough shipping could have been foun d to carry t hrough
the program in that tim e, and it is even more
doubtful that British ports and inland transportation could have handled it. With the
need for commitment of additional forces
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in the Middle East and increased aid to
Russia, the prospect of a continental invasion in the spring of t 943 grew more remote, and plans for a possible emergency
landing in J 942 practically were given up.
But Presiden t Roosevelt was anxious for
a significant operation against Germany in
t 942- General Marshall later observed that
in war it was necessary for the politicians to
do something big every year. It took little
convincing on the part of Churchill, who
had long cherished a desire for an invasion
of North Africa, to persuade President
Roosevelt, over the protests of his military
advisers, to accept that arena for action in
1942. American leaders recognized t he
value of heading off German occupation of
northwest Africa, of securing the British line
of communication through the Mediterranean, and of acquiring a base for possible
future land and air operations in the Mediterranean and southern Europe, but they
feared that such a diversion of resources
must lead to a postponement of what they
always considered the main event- a massive attack against western Europe- and
they were correct. It soon was evident to
all that the planned cross-Channel attack
could not be launched in 1943. Again it
was a matter of logistics. Certain ly there
was no strategic reason why Nort h Africa
and western Eu rope should not be invaded
sim ultaneously- any more than there was
any strategic object ion to si multaneous allout efforts against Germany and j apanbut the resources were not t here in the face
of steppi ng up deployment in the Pacific.
The weakening of the BoLERO program and
the tacit postponement of an invasion of
Europe also made it possible to give more
attention to demands for send ing reinforcements to the Pacific. Shortly after the
naval victory over the japanese Fleet at
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Midway in June 1942, approval was given
for going over to a limited offensive. In
August 1942 a Marine amphibious force
could land on Guada1canal, and Army reinforcements could go in two mon ths later.
By the cnd of December 1942 the strength
of Army forces arrayed against Japan had
reached 464,000 men- some 200,000 more
than had been contemplated in plans approved the previous spring- while those deployed against Germany and Italy, about
378,000, were about 50,000 fewer than had
been planned. From this point the Army
found itself committed to a policy of
"scatterization," which its leaders had
hoped to avoid.
The campaign in North Africa was
launched in November 1942. When the
North Africa operation seemed to be p roceeding to a successful conclusion, Allied
leaders had to face demands from every
side as to wh at the next step should be.
There still was the American concern for
returning to a build-up for a cross-Channel
attack as soon as possible; the British wanted to expand operations in the Mediterranean ; Air Forces commanders wanted a
chance to knock out Germany by strategic
bombardment; General Douglas MacArthur, Supreme Commander, Southwest Pacific Area, wanted to step up offensive operations in the Southwest Pacific; Admiral
Chester W. Nimitz, Commander in Chief,
Pacific Ocean Area, wanted reinCorcements
for t he South and Central Pacific; more
needed to be done in Southeast Asia; the
Soviet Union wanted more lend-lease material as well as an Allied second Cront in
Europe.
In January 1943 Roosevelt and Churchill
and their military chiefs met at Casablanca
to attempt to resolve these conAicting demands. T he result was a compromise
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that attempted to satisfy about everybody
at the expense of concentrating on any
place.
Since an invasion of Western
E urope that year was out of the question
anyway, it was agreed that the build-up in
the British Isles should be resumed, but only
after mounting an invasion of Sicily, a massive air bombardment of Germany, a
stepped-up offensive against the submarine,
preparation for an offensive in Burma, closing the ring against the main Japanese base
in the Southwest Pacific, Rabaul; and a
push against Japanese-held islands in the
Central Pacific. Plans for E urope and the
Mediterranean were a triumph for the British preference for peripheral strategy and
attrition; they also sa ti~ fi ed the need to do
something in 1943.
Offensive plans for
Asia and the Pacific satisfied certain American dema nds for more emphasis on those
areas. The all-important invasion of Western Europe could be expected to have priority for 1944.
Even without the build-up for invasion as
the immediate project, the program outlined for 1943 spread logistical resources so
thin that it threatened to bog down before
getting fairly started. As the Nort h Africa
campaign dragged on through spring, it
continued to d rain supplies and shipping,
and the decisions reached in January at
Casablanca had been based upon apparently
unrealistic assumptions about the amou nt of
shipping avai lable and necessary to meet
those worldwide commitments. A more
serious crisis developed in British imports in
March 1943. W hile the Joint Chiefs of
Staff were wa rn ing the President that red uctions in American shipping allocations to
the British import program as well as d rastic
curtailment of civilian commitments would
be necessary if the Casablanca decisions
were to be ca rried out, Foreign Secretary
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Anthony Eden of Great Britain, Lewis
Douglas, deputy administrator of the
United States War Shipping Administration, and H arry Hopkins were urging upon
the President the necessity of fulfilling commitments to provide American shipping for
British imports. Agreeing with the vicw of
these men that the whole Allied war effort
would be jeopardized by a fai lu re in the
British import program, and that shipping
probably could be found sufficient for the
Casablanca programs as well, Roosevelt in
another one of the few instances where he
overru led clear recommendations of t he
military chiefs, decided that ships must be
allocated to Britain. In the end. it was
p06Sible to meet most of the requirements, which suggested that perhaps Lewis
Douglas had some justification for his contention that military planners habitually inflated their shipping requirr.:ments. Thanks
mainly to a sharp decline in shipping losses
to submarine action, plus the continuing increase in ship construction, the great deficits
in shippi ng that t he military plan ners had
foreseen had largely disappeared by August
1943.
At that time things were looking better
all around. Most important was the finn
decision, agreed to by American and British
leaders at a two-week conference in Washington in May, to launch a cross-Channel
invasion in the spring of 1944. T he old
British-American debate, the Mediterranean versus the cross-Channel operation
came up again, and again it was largely a
question of logistics in general and of landing craft in particular. The America ns
were not unwilling to support further
operations in the Mediterranean ai med
at knocking Italy out of the war, if it
could be done without draining men and
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equipment needed for the invasion of
western France; the British were willing
to accept a firm target date and force
size for the invasion if operations could
proceed in t he Med iterranean, which might,
in fact, substantially improve the chance of
success of that invasion. The two nations'
agreement was that a cross-Channel attack
should be launched with a target date of
I May 1944, on the basis of twenty-nine
American and British divisions to be in the
United Kingdom by that time, and with
sufficient landing craft (estimated at 4,504)
to lift five divisions-three in ass.1.ult and two
in immediate fo llow-up-simu ltaneously.
American fears that the Mediterranean
might become a continuous drain on resources that might weaken the main effort in
western France were eased by an agreement
which established a ceiling of twenty-seven
divisions in all for the Mediterranean (quite
a sizable diversion at that from original
plans for concentra ting in the British Isles),
and a commitmen t for the transfer, beginning I November, of fou r American a nd
three British divisions from the Mediterranea n to Great Britain.
If the Americans had reservations about
British enthusiasm for t he cross-Channel operation, the British were suspicious of an
American pu ll to the Pacific to the neglect
of what was supposed to be the main stra·
tegic effort against the European Axis.
Nevertheless, the Washington conference
also agreed to a more specific implementation of the Casablanca plans for stepping
up the offensive in the Southwest and Cent ral Pacifie areas as well as for expelling the
J apanese from the Ale,utians. Ground op·
erations in the China-Bunna- Jndia (CBI )
theater were relegated to a second ary role
in favor of increased em phasis on improving ai r transportation to Ch ina over the
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Hump, and building up air forces in that
area,

Logistic problems and limitations assured
a continuation of the strategic debate. Dc~
cisions made " firm " sti ll remained open to
question. Although during the summer of
1943 Lt. Gen. Sir Frederick Morgan, appointed Chief of Staff to the Supreme Allied
Commander (designate) , and his combined
staff in London were able to draft a plan
for Operation OVERLORD, as the crossChannel operation now was designated, this
did not arrest demands for increasing commitmen ts in the Mediterranean and in the
Far East. General Marshall was most anxious to come to a final agreement on the
plan and then adhere to it, for, he observed,
every shift in plans resulted in logistical dislocations such as had happened in the
BOLERO program when the North Africa
operation was undertaken, and the implications for production, loading of convoys,
and other such matters extended throughout
the American mobilization effort. At the
first Quebec Conference in August 1943 the
British and American heads of government
and military chiefs reaffinned their commitment to the western European invasion,
made their plans more concrete (or a concentration of forces and equipment in Great
Bri tain, and in a more precise way established operations in the Mediterranean as
subsidiary to lhe OVERLORD plan. The
conferees even went so far as to chOOlSe
an optimist ic target date-October 1944for ending the war in Europe as an aid to
planning future operations in Japan which,
they surmised, might be concluded twelve
months after victory in Europe. The momentum of offensives against the Japanese
in the meantime was to be mai ntained,
though there still was no agreement about
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what form the operation£ for the final defeat
of J apan should take.
There was concern at the Quebec Conference about the logistical fe asi bility of
maintaining such widespread offensive operations. The Combi ned Planning Staff
considered t hat generally speaking the status
of equipment of Allied fo rces was at this
time remarkably satisfactory. To be sure,
some critical items, such as radar and radio
equipment, still were in short supply, more
cargo-hand li ng equipment was needed, and
a shortage of aviation gasoline was potentially serious, but none of these was of the
nature to affect strategic plans. The shortages that threatened to limit the offensive
strategy as agreed to at Quebec were those
relati ng to mobili ty- merchant shipping, as&1.uit shipping, and transport aircraft- an
area of the greatest difficulty in arriving at
satisfactory estimates of needs and resourccs.
Large deficits in shipping, after further debate and calculation, would tum into surpl uses, and pessimism would tum into optimism more quickly as a result of a re-examinat ion of resources than of revised
strategic plans. Nonetheless, the problems
were real and continuing.
Not until the conferences at Cairo and
Tehran in November and December 1943
could there be assurances that the crossC hannel operation was to go on as scheduled . O nce again Churchill urged an expansion of activities in the Mediterranean,
including an attack on Rhodes in the Aegea n Sea with a view to opening the Dardanelles if Turkey could be persuaded to enter
the war. Churchill thought it a mistake
to hold rigidly to the 1 May date [or the
invasion o[ western France at the expense
of keeping an active theater going and of
taking full advantage of further opportunities.in the active theater to weaken the ene-
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my's hold.

American

military leaders
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LST's ( landing ships, tank)) should be retained t here until mid-J anuary as Eisenhower had requested (a support the Italian
campaign; although t his probably would
mean the postponement of D-d ay ta about
I June, it sti ll would be interpreted as
ern Mediterranean, but this concern prob- "May" in the conversations with the R usably overlooked the political implications sians. Agreement that a land ing also
the Russians attached to the military occu- should be effected against southern F rance
pation of eastern European countries. simultaneously with OVERLORD or shortly
Churchill insisted that the plans to invade thereafter meant that even more landing
F rance would be strengthened by the Med- craft would have to be found. And this
iterranean operations, and the gain might mea nt the cancellation of a praposed ambe worth postponing D-day for a couple of phibious operation off Burma and the transmonths. As President Roosevelt put it: fe r of landing craft from the Southeast Asia
"The problem before them [was] essentially Command, as weU as diversion to Eu rope
one of logistics--whether OVERLORD could of other craft earmarked fo r the Pacific.
be retained 'in all its integrity' and , at the
In view of the forces already being supsame time, the Mediterranean be kept ported in the Med iterranean, it can not be
'ablaze.' " I It came somewhat as a sur- maintained t hat the proposed operations in
prise that Stalin threw his full weight in ' the Aegean Sea and possibly above the Adrifavor of the western front in France as atic were necessarily not logistically feasible;
scheduled. If the other operations suggest- however, it is clear that, in tenns of landed for the Mediterranean, includ ing a land- ing craft if nothing else, all these operations
jng in southern France, furth er operations could not have been carried out without
in Italy, and p roposals for the Aegean were furthe r postponing the landings in France.
subsidiary to that project, Stalin said, then T he British appeared to have fa r less confithey should be governed by it, and not vice dence than their American counterparts in
versa. As a further step toward making t he American industrial potential ta deliver
OVERLORD plans defin ite, Stalin urged the
t he weight needed for decisive results in a
immed iate appoi ntment of an Allied com- direct attack. But with the advantage of
mander for t he operation . President Roose- the relatively short distance across the North
velt annaunced the appointment of General Atlantic and the availability of Great Britain
Dwight D. Eisenhower to that post on 6 De- as a base for staging a great amphibious ascember 1943.
sault, American leaders were sure that this
T he military chiefs did agree ta, and the was where they could be most effective. It
President and Prime Minister accepted the could be argued that there would have been
decisian, that the assault shipping presently political advantages to operations in eastern
in the Mediterranean ( mainly sixty-eight Europe, but logistics poi nted to the west, and
logisties and the west prevailed.
Logistical considerations continued to
I Mauri~ Matloff. Strategic Planning for Coaliplaya dominant role in the develop ment of
tion Warfare, 1941- 19-/4, United States Army in
World Wa r II (Washingtan, 19!'>9), p,352.
further plans and preparations for OVER~
fea red above all else that the Russians, anxious to establish a direct trade route through
the Black Sea and seeking relief for the pressure on their forces in the Ukraine, would
welcome the British suggestions fo r the east-
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itself. Port capacities were a continuing factor in the choice of the lodgment area,
and avai lability of shipping was the constant concern in the size of the build-up.
General Eisenhower arrived in London
on 14 J anuary to oversee detailed pla nn ing
to accomplish the mission defi ned for him
a month later in a directive from the Combined Chiefs of Staff:
You will cnter the continentaf Europe and,
in conjunction with the other United Nations,
undertake operations aimed at the heart of
Cermany and the destruction of her anned
forces. The date for entering the Continent
is the month of May, 1944. After adequate
Channel ports have been secured, exploitation will be directed towards securi ng an area
that will faci litate both ground and air operdlions against the encmy.~
Alrt'ady Genera1 Sir Bernard L. Mont~
gomery, British commander designated to
command the Allied ground forces in the
assault, had examined the OVERl.ORD plan,
and had recommended t hat it be expanded
by extending the planned invasion front
(rom twe n ty~five miles to about forty-five
miles and by increasing the size of the as~
sault force from t hree to five divisions ( plus
three airborne divisions instead of t wo as
planned ), retaining two divisions prcloaded
in assault craft for immediate follow-up.
These views re Aected those of General
Eisenhower, and they were a ble to win ac~
ceplance of them, which immediately raised
the problem that always had limited amphibious operations plans-the avai labi lity
of land ing c raft. Eisenhower had hoped to
be able to hold to the early May date for
LORD

"Quoted in Reporl by Ihe Sup,eme Allied Com·
mond" 10 Ih, Combined Chiefs 0/ SIa6 011 Ihe
Operalions in EIl'op~ 0/ Ih, Allied Expedilionary
Poree 6 /Iln, 1944 108 Ma y 1945 ( Washinglon,
1945), p. vi.
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launching the attack, but t he need to wait
for a nother month's production of landing
craft led to definite postponemenllo the end
of that month. When it developed that
even this lime wou ld not yield enough boats,
a length y debate went on about canceling
or postponing t he planned invasion of southern France schedu led to go simu ltaneously
with OVERLORD in order to transfer to
Britain t he landing craft being held for that
operation. Curiously enough, at this point
it was the British who urged cancellation of
the Mediterranean project while the Americans insisted on carying it out. At first pla ns
for the southern France operation were
scaled down in order to reduce requ irements
for landing craft. T hen, when stalemate
developed in Italy, tying down forces there,
the operation was postponed. ( If the l a n d ~
ing craft sent to the Pacific had been sent to
Europe, the shortages for OVERl.ORD and
southern France might have been averted.)
In a telegram to General Marshall during
these discussions (April 1944) Churchill
said:
T he whole of chis difficult question on ly
arises ou t of the absurd shortage of L. S. T. s.
How it is that the plans of two great empires
like Britai n and the United States should be
SO much hamstrung and limited by a hundred
or two of chese particu lar vessels will never be
understood by history. I am deeply concerned
a t the strong disinclination of the American
Government even to keep the manufacture of
L. S. T . s. at its full height so as to have a
sufficient number to give us to help you in the
war against Ja pan. T he absence of these
special vessels may limit our whole war effort
on your left flank, and I fea r we shall be ac~
cused unjustly of not doing our best, as we arc
resolved to do.'

• Winston S. Churehill, Closing Ihe Ring, ( Bos·
Ion: 1lle H oug hton Mimin Company, (951), p.
5 14.
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Meanwhile the build-up of U.S. troops
and supplies in the United Kingdom had
been growing since the autumn ol1 943. In
the first five months of 1944 the number of
men and the tonnage of supplies in Great
Britain had nearly doubled. With the arrival of 1,527,000 American troops by May
1944 the goal set by the Combined Chiefs
of Staff at the Quebec Conference in August 1943 had been exceeded. In add ition,
some 5,000,000 long tons of American military cargo had been landed in Britain by
that time.
T he vast scale of the Normandy invasion
left no doubt about the primacy of that effort over the Mediterranean, nor about
making effective the basic decision to beat
Germany first. But the contest for rC$Ources

between Europe and the Far East would
continue.
One reason for what appeared as excessive commitments to the Pacific was the
competition between the Army and the
Navy and the acceptance of supporting simultaneously offensives in the Southwest
Pacific and the Central Pacific. Central direction of the war was not characterized by
hard decisions. On the contrary, the commitee procedures of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
resulted in a strategy of opportunism where
it was easier to agree upon specific operations as opportunity presented than it was
to agree upon a consistent grand design.
Compromise among various demands and
recommended courses of action betrayed a
desire to avoid altogether harsh choicesor simply reflected an inability to obtain interservice agreement on decisions when the
interests of one service would suffer without
compensating by some kind of concession
elsewhere. Faced with dilemmas growing
out of limitations of resources, when no de-
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cision could have satisfied evel)'body but
when a clear-cut decision on priorities indicating major and secondary efforts might
have seemed desirable from the broad point
of view, the Joint Chiefs at times had a tendency to fight the problem, such as accepting overopti mistic assumptions about the
availability of shipping ra ther than make a
firm choice.
Even as plans for the Normandy invasion were being completed, Nim itz was taking a giant stride in the Central Pacific.
Offensive action being mounted in the Marshalls, aiming at the Marianas and the isolation of Truk and the Carol ines, would involve amphibious forces almost as large as
those invading Normandy. MacArthur,
too, was stepping up his campaign to return
to the Philippines. His forces had advanced
aiong the northern coast of New Guinea as
far as Biak Island, and had leapfrogged into
the Admiralities. A hundred thousand
Japanese preparing a warm reception at Rabaul had been bypassed and left to wither on
the vine. While the build-up for OVERLORD
reached its climax, reinforcements to the
extent of seven Army divisions were going to
the Pacific, making a total of twenty aU
together. The t1'ansfcr of six divisions from
the South Pacific and three from the Central
Pacific brought the Army strength of the
Southwest Pacific to fourteen divisions by
June 1944, while the arrival of four additional divisions increased the net Army
strength in the Central Pacific to six divisions. But each arrival or transfer of a new
division brought with it added proble.ms of
shipping and service support. MacArthur
was especially concerned about the lack of
service troops. "The great problem of warfare in the Pacific is to move fo rces into contact and maintain them," he stated. "Victory is dependent upon the solution of the
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logistic problem." ~ Postponement of the
planned invasion of southern France made it
possible to meet immediate shipping requirements in t he Pacifir:, though the Joint
Chiefs of Staff warned: "The shortage in
shipping during t he coming months may
affect the strategy of the war in both E urope
and the Pacific, unless all concerned exercise
the most rigid economy and adopt all possible expedients to conserve both personnel
and cargo shipping.'"
No relief could be
expected fOT the shortage of land ing craft
until after the Normand y invasion .
In the Cace of continuing rivalry between
t he Southwest Pacific and the Central Pacific for a major share of limited resources
the J oin t C hiefs of Staff held to the flex ible
strategy of a double-pronged attack, west
across the Ceni Ta l Pacific, and northwest
by MacArthur's command, converging on
the general area of the Philippines and Formosa (Taiwan). Priorities and objectives
might be changed as the situation developed.
Meanwh ile the other major theater of the
war against Japan, the China-Burm a-India
theater, fe ll into decline with the transfer
of landing craft to Eu rope a nd decisions
that no major land offensive should be
planned for the Asiatic Continent. Operations did continue in North Burma, but the
main activity concerned getting enough
supplies over the Hump to keep the Chinese
war effort alive. Basing B-29 bombers at
airfields in China to threaten the J apanese
home islands sparked some add itional interest for support in the theater, but it also set
ofT a J apanese offensive to eliminate the airfields. Plans already were under way to
sh ift the B-29's to the Marianas where 10"QUOIW In Matlofr, SlrQlegic Planlling/or Coali.
lion Wllrfore, 1943--44, p. 461.
• Quoted in ibid., p. 463.
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gistics support would be less difficult. Like
the garrisons on many of the Pacific Islands,
J apanese forces in Southeast Asia could be
bypassed.
With the successful launching of OVERLORD, the British-American debate on operations in the Mediterranean erupted once
more. American leaders moved for a revival of the plan for invasion of southern
France, or possibly a modification of objectives in southern France, while the British
proposal su pported a landing in the Bay
of Biscay area; all, however, were aimed at
providing additional port facilities to
strengthen the OVERLORD effort. Churchill
argued with great persuasiveness for keeping troops needed for such an operation in
Italy for offensive action across the Adriatic
to the Istrian Peninsula and through the
Lubljana Gap of Yugoslavia to sout hern
Hungary. He was thinking of political as
welt as logistical advantages-mak ing the
best use of forces and shipping already in
the Mediterranean, and the American commander in Itaiy, Lt. Gen. Mark W. Clark,
agreed with him. But American military
leaders generally were impatient with political considerations, sometimes losi ng sight
of the fact, perhaps, that the very purpose
of a war is political, not military. Above
all they wanted all efforts aimed directly at
the objective: the earliest possible defeat of
Germany. Roosevelt firml y backed the
thinking of his military chiefs. His expressed doubts about whether logistica llimi ~
tations would permit putting more than six
divisions in to the fighting beyond the
Lubljana Gap may have been a rationalization. Surely, if the Russians could maintai n large forces through this area with long
land lines of communication, the British
and America n All ies could have done so
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with their sea communications through the
Adri atic. In any case, when Roosevelt reCused lO pe rmit the usc of U.S. troops in
the \'cnture, a reluctant Churchill had little
choice but to go along with the invasion of
south ern france, finally ag reed to for 15
August 1944. Thus at last, the long debate
came to an cnd, and the Mediterranean,
like the CBI , became a holding theater.

Meanwhile a debate between the Army
and Navy went on all summer Q\'cr objectives in the war in the Pacific. Main ly this
debate concerned whether Luzon or Formosa shou ld be the major ta rget, a nd
whether onc or the other migh t be bypassed .
MacArthur was insisti ng on direct liberation
of the Philippines as a political and moral
responsibi lity as well as a mi litary necessity
for preparing further operat ions aga inst
Japan. Admiral Ernest J. King, C hief of
Nava l Operations, on the other hand, was
pressing his colleagues on the J oint C hiefs
of Staff to acccpt Fonnosa as the major
objective, in which case Admi ral Nimitz'
forces in the Central Pacific would ma ke
the attack. Differences between Army and
Navy staffs on this poi nt reflected differcnt
assumptions about logistical support which
were growing out of MacArthur's and
Nimitz' operations. An officu of Army
Service f orces planning staff stated the objections to the Central Pacific approach in
these tenns:
Bases from which supplies wilt have to be
transported to support the landings are so
far distan t that movement will be slow and
supplies wi ll have to be transported in freighters and t ransferred at sea to small craft to be
pu t ashore instead of bei ng moved directly in
small craft from a dose-in base. . . . The line
of communication will be much more expost."CI
to raider, ai r and submari ne attack than would
the line of communi(,ation from SWPA ....
The easy access that has been enjoyed against
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the Gilberts and Marshalls is an outpost action
which does not adequately justify any assumption that landing operations closer in to the
Japanese inner zone can be executed with
equal facility .. . .f
In addition to concern about the great
distances over open sea in\'olved, Army
planners had serious misgivings about the
adequacy of the Marianas and Palaus for
providing the bases needed to mount the
kind of massive assau lts needed aga inst the
Japanese inner defenses. But Navy logistics officers saw the situation quite differently. Whi le the Army held to its belief
in large land bases and while operations in
the Southwest Pacific had been over relatively short water distances (frequent ly
shore-to-shore, reqUIring only la nding
craft), in the Central Pacific long approaches over wid e expa nses of open ocean
had become the rule. The Navy was developing elaborate techniques for fl oating base
support, using combat loaders and fleet
auxiliaries, and relied upon carrier-based
air support. Admira l K ing would not rely
on bases in the Marianas for more than a
small fraction of the bu il d~ up for a major
offensive aga inst Formosa (or the Ph ilippines ), but would mount it from such
widely separated points as Hawaii, Manus,
Mi lne Bay, New Ca ledonia, Guada1canal,
and Espiritu Santo, and, wou ld rely upon
direct shipments from the United States,
by way of the Marianas, for follow-up support. Such procedures h ad been followed
with success in mounting the North African
invasion as well as in the Guadalcanal and
Gilberts operations.
'Memo. Wood for Somenoell. 20 Feb. 44 . qUOted
in Robert W. Coakley and Richard M. u,ighton .
Global LogUtia and Strategy. 1934- 19045. a forth ·
coming volume in United Statet Army in Wor ld War
II . See draft MS. OCMH. ch. XVI . p. 55.
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In the end the decision, like so many
others, hinged on immediate logistic rc·
sources. Means were available for the
Luzon operation, but not for Formosa, and
could T10t be counted upon unti l resources,
particularly cargo shipping and service
troops, could be spared from the war in
Europe. On the ot her hand, MacArthur
held that logistic lim itations would not permit a speed-up in the sched ule of his advance. Later he did revise his schedule to
call for landings on Morotai on 15 September, the Talauds on 15 October, Saragaoi and Mindanao on 15 November, and
Leyte in the central Philippines on 20 Dccember. On this basis MacArthur hoped
to be able to land on Luzon in the Lingayen
Gulf region on 20 February. Then, whi le
the second Quebec Conference was in session, in September 1944 the J oint C hiefs of
Staff received a message from Admiral
Nimitz forwarding a recommendation of
Admiral William F. Halsey, given aftc.· h is
carrier planes had attacked the cen tra l
Philippines, that the proposed operations
against the Talauds and Mindanao, as well
as plans fo r Central Pacific forces to take
Yap, be canceled in favo r of a direct thrust
to Leyte. Nimitz offered to put forces
scheduled for Yap at the disposal of MacArthur for the invasion, and a query to
MacArthur brought a quick reply that he
was preparcd to land on Leyte on 20 October. It then was possible to make firm
plans for taking Luzon , a nd the landings
there could be moved up to early January.
At the same time the projected operation
against Formosa came up fo r review. Now
it appeared that more could be accomplished at less cost by moving di rectly to
the Ryukyus and Bonins, approaching the
home islands of Japan . All agreed that
Formosa wou ld require a major undertak-
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ing. Admi ral King favored the Formosa
attack, but he conceded that it probably
wou ld not be feasib lc until after the defeat
of Germany, when additional resou rces
could be made avai lable from Europe.
Admiral N imitz, t herefore, was d irected
to undertake a landing on I wo Jima in
the Donins on 20 January, and in the
Ryukyus by I March 1945.
The German counteroffensive in t he
Ardennes in December 1941 complicated
plans for redeployment of resources to
the Pacific, but already means had bcen
fou nd to support the campaign in the
Philippines, and operations there went
very muc h according to sched ule.
The q uestion still remained whether
Japan fi nally could be defeated by air
and naval power alone, as far as the
home islands were concerned, or whether
an invasion would be necessary. The
Army took the pessimistic view. At the
Yalta Conference in Jan uary 1945 General Marshall ~nd Admiral King reported
that plans had been p repared lor an invasion of the home islands of Kyushu a nd
Honshu in 1945, though it was recognized that these pla ns wou ld depend
upon redeployment from Europe, which
wou ld take four to six months after the
surrender of Germany. For planning
purposes it was assumed that the defeat
of Germany could be accomplished by 1
Ju ly, and that it would take about eighteen mont hs after that date to end the
war against Japan.
Plans for redeployment involved the
most ambitious logistical operations of
the war- or of any war- for the America n forces. They called for the movement of 1.2 m illion mcn from Europe
(800,000 by way of the United States,
and 400,000 directly) to t he Pacific, the
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transfer of 5 million tons of supplies
and equipment from Europe to the Pacific, and the return of another 5 million tons to the United States. The Eighth
Air Force swiftly redeployed after V- E
Day, and the redeployment of ground
forces began. The build-up in the Philippines and on Okinawa for the planned
invasion of the Japancsc home islands

proceeded rapidly.

Logistic factors vel)'

largely determined the choice of target
dates and t he size of forces. Plans called
for two major operations. The first,
scheduled tentatively for 1 November
1945, was to be a three-pronged attack
by Sixth Anny on the southern Japanese island of Kyushu. The second,
scheduled for 1 March 1946 with a
force of nine infantry divisions, two
amlOrcd divisions, and three Marine
Corps divisions, under Eighth Anny and
Tenth Army, followed by First Army,
to be redeployed from Europe with ten
infantry and one airborne divisions, was
to be aimed initially at the Konto plain
cast of Tokyo.
Then came the rapid turn of events
in August 1945: the atomic bomb on
Hiroshima on the 6th; USSR entry into
the war agai nst Japan on the 8th, and
the swift moves of the Red Anny across
Manchuria, into Korea and into the
southern half of Sakhalin; t he second
atomic bomb, on Nagasaki, on the 9th;
and finally, the Japanese request fo r
peace tenns on the I Ddt. The machin~
cry of redeployment for invasion was
abruptly reversed.
By V - J Day all of the eighty-n ine divisions that the Army had mobilized (one
other had been mobilized but inactivated
in North Africa ) had been deployed overseas, and all but two had seen combat. At
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that time Army forces in the Pacific still had
only the twenty-one divisions with which
they had stepped up their operations in 1944.
What really was the effect of the Europefirst decision? Actually, it probably made
very little difference to the progress of the
war in the Pacific, where the limiting factor
on operations was not ground forces
nor even supplies for their support, but
rather shipping and the availability of sea~
based and land-based air cover, which, in
turn depended upon the recovery of the
U.S. Pacific Fleet and the building of airfields within range of objectives. Once the
new Essex-class carriers and the floating repair and supply system were available, longrange offensive operations could begin.
Until they were available little more could
be done no matter how many troops and
supplies might have beeen available. On
the other hand, it is quite likely that a contrary decision in favor of the Pacific first
would have caused serious dclays to the
successful conclusion of the war in Europe.
Divisions and shippi ng diverted to the
Pacific would have made the Normandy invasion impossible until some redeployment
could have taken place, and prolonged
delay might have resulted in a dangerous
strengthening of the German position relative to t hat of the British and Russian.
Indeed, there have been numerous contentions that the Pacific war was an undue
drag on the main effort in Europe. Was
there in fact a pull to the Pacific? First of
all, it must be granted that in practice if
not officially the Pacific did enjoy a priority
in deployment of American forces during
the early months of the war, but this was
more a matter of necessity than of design.
Then it was a question of getti ng enough
forces out there to secure a supply line to
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Australia and to contain the J apanese expansion. Furthermore, the delays in getting
fi rm comm itments finnl y held fo r the
OVERLORD operation pcnnittcd sending
morc men and resou rces to the Pacific than
otherwise would have been the case, so that
about the max imum usable strength was on
hand for the conditions of the time. It
must be granted, too, that Admiral Ki ng's
strong influence consistently leaned to the
Pacific- the area of greatest naval concentration- and MacArthur never did recond ie himself to the Europe-fi rst decision and
never ceased his a ttempts to get it reversed.
The em had to give up most of its landing
craft for the European landings, and much
additional landing craft for the Pacific had
to be held up unt il after the Normandy
invasion. Two divisions en route to the
west coast for shipment to t he Pacific in
Fcbruary 1945 were halted and rushed
back across the country and onto fast ships
to reinforce European armies weakened in
t he Ardennes battles. By this time the
ratio of divisions in Europe to those in the
Pacific was 3.5 to 1, without taking into
account the six Marine divisions in the
Pacific. In a way the American chiefs of
staff learned to use the demands of the
Pacific as a barga ining instrument when
their British colleagues brought up the
question of steppi ng up operations in the
Mediterranean : if there was to be a diver~
sion from the main effort in Western
Europe, t hey maintained it ought to go to
the Pacific .
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A number of u ncertain ties contributed
to difficulties in planning throughout World
War II. The fact that the enemy held the
initiative for several months in the begin*
ning made long-range plans difficult ; the
changing fortunes of war frequently made
it necessary to modify plans, which nearly
always entailed delay; the submarine campaign and civilian and other competing requirements made it difficult to anticipate
shipping; uncertainties about the effectiveness of amphibious landings on welldefended coasts when that kind of warfare
was necessary in all major theaten; multiplied planning problems. Finally, the
continuing debates over priorities as between the war in Europe and the war
agai nst Japan, and over the peripheral
strategy and the direct-attack strategy for
Eu rope, and competition between the Southwest and Central Pacific Areas against
Japan all made it virtually impossible to
arrive at firm, long-range logistic plans.
T he major strategic decisions of the war
were in the main based on logistical considerations, a nd were themselves essentially
logistical decisions. As far as high policy
was concerned, strategic decisions d id not
govern industrial mobilization and procurement, but only modified details of those
programs. Even deployment did not at fi rst
reflect rna jor strategic decisions, though of
course in the end the deployment of forces
did correspond to those decisions in a
general way.

CHAPTER XXVII

Lend-Lease
Direct involvement of the Un ited States
in World War II may be said to have begun
with the passage of the Lend-Lease Act in
March 1941, which committed the U nited
States to an Allied victory at least to the extcnl that materiel support could help bring
it about. T he Lend-Lease Act 'vas not a
sudden or an isolated step, but the culmina·
tion of a long series of steps taken in the
direction of co-operation with the Allies as
th('.: threat of war became greater.

Origins and Inception

As early as 1937 informal conversations
between American and British naval leaders
had anticipated certain measures of co-operation in t he event of a war involving both
powers agai nst a common enemy. With in a
month after the Gennan take-over of
Austria in March 1938 a British purchasing
mission had arrived in the United States to
survey the aircraft industry. In the fi rst,
tentative moves toward. rearmament following hard upon the Munich conference in the
fall of 1938, President Roosevelt had c mpha ~
sized the building of aircraft for France and
Britain as well as for t he United States. A
Freneh survey mission headed by the d y~
namic industrialist, Jean Monnet, had prepared the way for French purchase orders
early in 1939 that laid the groundwork (or
the expansion of production. But the Neutrality Acts, a group of laws passed between
1935 and 1937 aimed less at preserving

traditional neutral rights and duties than at
staying out of war on the basis of a superficial analysis of the cause for American
entry into World War I , posed an ironic
obstacle. So long as peace was maintained,
French and British orders could be filled
without question, but if these countries became involved in war, the Neutrality Acts
required an embargo on the shipment of
arms to them . When war became a fact in
September 1939, shipments had to be sus.
pended until the "cash and carry" amendment to the Neutrality Acts was adopted.
Within a few days of the declaration of war,
a British Purchasing Commisison , headed by
Arthur B. Purvis, a lead ing Canadian Industrialist, was formally established. An
Anglo-French Co-ord inating Commission
then began operations in London under the
direction of Jean Monnet, and an AngloFrench Purchasing Board, under Purvis, in
Washington. By mid~1939 British and
French orders reached such proportions as
to raise questions of priority in American
industry for meeting the needs of the United
States as against those of the Allies, and the
President assigned to the Army and Navy
M unitions Board the task of co~ordinating
those purchases. In December of that year
he set up a committee made up of representatives from the Army, the Navy, and the
Treasury Department Procurement Division, under the chairmanship of Secretary
of the Treasury H enry Morgenthau, Jr., to
act as liaison with foreign governments on
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malters of procurement. TIle choice of
Morgenthau for this role can be attributed,
apparently, to a feel ing that he could be
expected to take a less parochial view than
either the Anny or Navy and that h e
would zealously follow through on national
armaments policies.
These activities had given impetus to the
expansion of facilities for the production of
aircraft, machine tools, weapons, and am·
munition, but before production could become effective Allied dden~ on the European Continent collapsed . After Dunkerque
the British, desperate but determined to
fight on, called for an urgent shipment of
arms to replace those left on the beaches of
France. Roosevelt responded with an
emergency shipment of World War J Enfield riflts, 75-m m. guns, machine gu ns, and
ammunition by resorting to the device of
having the Army declare them surplus ( with
the expectation that they would be replaced
by new itcms), and selling them to a private corporation for resale to Great
Britain. In September 1940 the transfer of
fifty W orld War I destroyers to Britain in
return for teases of Atlantic bases was effected . A Joint Aircraft Committee, made
up of British and American air officers, was
fonned in the autumn of 1940 to work toward aircraft standardization and the allocation of fin ished planes. Although no set
formula was ever adopted, Roosevelt by
this time had committed himself to an evenstephen division with the British of aircraft,
tanks, and other major items from current
U.S. production.
Increasing re1ianee of the British on new
weapons and equipment from the United
States brought to a head a basic question on
standardization.
In World War I the
United States had used an adaptation of a
British-model riAe rather than its own
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Springfield because t he arms factories already had been tooled and were producing
British models under earlier orders. The
q uestion then had been whether British
types of riO es, artillery pieces, and ammunition should be produced when requirements
for reanning the U.S. forces had to be met
concurrently. T his time the War Department ref used to allow orders for British
types. so that the British had to work out
ways for anning certain of their units with
American types without at the same time
jeopardizing their ow n production effort or
unduly compl icating t heir supply system.
The most serious problem for the British
in the fall of 1940 was the impend ing depletion of their dollar resources. All dollar rcserves, includi ng those resu lting from the
British Govcmment'sexpropriation of dollar
investments held by British subjects, were
nearly exhausted.
The British outlay in
purchases a nd in building new factories in
the Un ited States amounted to nearly $4.5
billion. But there could be no more. Something drastk had to bc done if Britain was
to hold out.
After meditating on a long and detailed
letter from Winston Churchi ll during a
Caribbean cruise, Roosevelt on 17 December 1940 called a news conference at the
White House. Having explained the situation and va rious ways of dealing with it, the
President went on to say:
Now, what I am trying to do is eliminate
the dollar sign. That is something brand new
in the thoughts of everybody in this !"Oom, I
think-get rid of the silly, foolish old dollar
sign.
Well, let me give you an illustration. Suppose my neighbor's home catches fire, and I
have a length of garden hose four or five hundred feet away. If he can take my garden
hose and connect it up wi th his hydrant, 1 may
help him to put out the fire. Now what do I
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do? I don't say to him before that operation
"Neighbor, my garden hose cost me $ 15 ; yo~
have to pay me $ 15 for it." What is the
transaction that goes on? I don't want $15-J want my garden hose back after the fire is
over,'

Three months of vigorous debate fo llowed. Many Americans argued, with
Roosevelt, that effective aid to Great Britain
was the best means for the United States
to avoid war; t hey found hope in Chu rchill 's

appeal, "give us the tools, and we'll fin ish
the job." t Others warned that that position was a dear abandonment of ne utrality,
and would lead directly to wa r ; many felt
that in the circumstances of 1941 the security of the U nited Sta tes was bound with the
securi ty of Britain, w hatever o nc mig ht
thi nk about getting into war.

Conceived as an instrument to provide
effective materiel assistance in a common
war effort, without provoking the irritating
aftermath incident to equaling a war measure with a commercial loan sueh as troubled
international relations after World War I,
l~nd-Iease aid was gran ted with no assumption of full repayment. The act provided
that the President might "sell, transfer title
to, exchange, lease, lend, or otherwise dispose of . . . any defense article" to any
country whose defense the President
deemed "vital to the defense of the United
States." Transfers from current stocks and
f~om production under earlier appropriations were limited to $ 1.3 billion in total
value, and such transfers had to have the
approval of the Army Chief of Staff or the
1 Samueil. Rosenman, comp., "The Pubtic Papers
an d Addreuci of Franklin D. Rooseve!!," 1940
Volume: Wa'_rld Aid 10 D ,tIZ(u:racies (New
Y~rk; The Macmillan Company, 1941 ), p. 607.
Quoted in Robert E. Sherwood, R OOU/lel, and
Hopki'/U, An Infimale U iJlo r, (New York: Harper
& Brothers, 1948) , p. 261.
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Chief of Naval Operations-thus giving to
the military chie£s a veto over their own
comma nder in chief- but new procurement, whether from manufacture in government arsenals or by private contractors. was
limited only by the amounts of appropriations avai lable. U rgency for immediate
deliveries gave special importance to tlle
provision for transfer from cUlTCnt productions. Unless sooner terminated by concurrent resolution of Congress, authority to
enter into lend-lease arrangements would
end on 30 June 1943, and authority to
carry out contracts or agreements made
with foreign governments before that date
would continue un til I July 1946. Congress subsequently made three one-year extensions of the act, so that the final date
set for making lend-lease commitments was
30 June 1946, with authority to carry them
out until I J uly 1949.
Administration
The President at first kept the direction
of the lend-lease program largely in his own
hands, but called upon his close adviser,
Harry L. H opkins, to act fo r him as a kind
of unofficial adm inistrator. To handle the
details of co-ordination and reporting, in
May he set up the Division of Defense Aid
Reports with Maj. Gen. J ames H. Bums,
executive assistant to the Under Secretary
of War, as executive officer. Although the
President was authorized to exercise his
powers through any departments or agencies that he might choose, many decisions
need ing immediate attention were his alone
to make: which countries should receive
aid, what tenns ought to govern such aid,
to what extent foreign aid should be granted
priority over the needs of the U.S. Annv and
Nary.
.
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After a few months of this informal organization, during which the President
personally signed all allocation orders and
transfer lette~ he set up the Office of LendLease Administration under Edward R.
Stettinius, Jr., son of one of the assistant
secretaries of war during World War I ,
and formerly chairman of the board of the
United States Steel Corporation. This
organization continued until the autumn of
1943 when the Office of Lend-Lease Administration, together with a dozen other
agencies and activities in the field of international economic relations, was consolidated in the new Foreign Economic
Administration under Leo T . Crowley. All
of these agencies were concerned mainly
with ccrord ination and record·keeping.
The business of procurement and supply
of military materiel for foreign governments
remained with the military bureaus.
Within the Army the division of responsibility among the procurement and supply
agencies, and the necessity, until after Pearl
Harbor, of developing separate supply
programs to correspond to separate apM
propriations, further complicated the admmlStrative machinery.
Later, when
Congress appropriated funds for military
lend-lease supplies directly to the War Department, the Army could develop a single
supply program for its own and Allied
needs. The organizational structure began
to improve when Col. Henry S. Aurand
was named Defense Aid Director of the
War Department on 1 Oetober 1941.
Though he remained responsible to four or
five different supervisors, including the
Under Secretary and the two Assistant Secretaries of War, each one having a separate
responsibility in the program, as well as to
his chiefs on the General Staff, Colonel
Aurand was able to bring together most of

the committees and staff sections engaged
in lend-lease activities. After the War Department reorganization of 1942 his offi ce
became the International Division of Army
Service Forces.
The lend-lease program got off to a fast
start with an appropriation of $7 billion in
March 1941 , and another for $5.985 billion
in O ctober. Approximately $6.4 billion of
the total amount was for Army procureM
men!. This was about as much as was
appropriated for the Army's own procurement for Fiscal Year 194 1, and almost
exactly equal to the total War Department
appropriations for all purposes for the preceding nineteen fiscal years. Some saw in
this program a serious competitor Cor materiel that the U.S. Anny would be needing.
It probably would be more fair to recognize
that lend-lease provided the impetus for a
gain of six months to a year in the conversion
and expansion of American industry so that
it could meet the Anny's needs as well as
those of the Navy and the Allies in the years
ahead. This made it especially important
to insist that weapons and equipment produced under the program should be
American types.
The General Staff adopted an 80-20
formula as the basis for preparing lists of
available equipment. This represented
something of a compromise with earlier
insistence in the War Department that requirements for the Army's own forces as
contemplated under the Protective Mobili~
zation Plan should be met first. The 80-20
formula provided that 20 percent of cu rrent
production might go for foreign assistance
until requirements for the protective mobilization force were met, plus one month's
maintenance reserve; then the ratio might
be reversed so that 80 percent cou ld be
transferred to other countries. Military
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leaders began to see a successful lend-lease
program as a way to expand American military production that would later be avail_
able for U.S. needs if necessary. In practice, t he President continued to play it by
ear as emergency demands of Great Britain
fo r the Midd le East, minor concessions to
the Netherla nds East Indies and to China,
and major demands of the Soviet Union
were met at the expense of the Army's own
projects. In spite of the pull of competing
demands and crises, it was possible to adhere
fairly closely to the 80- 20 formula, even
though the President never did accept it as
a commitment.

The Programs

Great Britain
British and American leaders meeting in
Washington in the weeks following Pearl
Harbor were aware of the necessity for
logistic as well as for strategic co-ordination.
Machinery intended to move in this direction had been evolving wit h the relatively
slow munitions build-up of the preceding
year. With the impetus of Pearl Harbor,
and taking fu ll advantage of the preparatory
work, the conference very early reached
agreement on a more complete organization
for international collaboration. Inevitably
the experiences of war brought additions
and modifications, but basically the pattern
for the operation of probably the closest
military alliance in history- accomplished
without any treaty of alliance-was set by
J anuary 1942.
In the interest of clarification and simplicity of tenninology, it was agreed that the
word " joint" would be reserved for reference
to intcrservice operations or activities within
one nation (although it continued to be
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used in connection wit h some U.S.- Canadian boards and with some agencies fanned
with Latin-American nations), while "combined " would be used with reference to
agencies and activities of international, specifically British-American, scope. At t he
pinnacle of the military organization, subject only to the President and the Prime
Minister, was the Combined Chiefs of Staff
(CCS). But CCS reaUy was not a separate
and distinct entity; rather it was a combination of the chiefs of staff of each nation who
continued their own work separately. The
Combined Chiefs met in formal session only
at the series of international conferences
where the major strategic decisions of the
war were taken. Between conferences, the
Joint Staff Mission in Washington, representing the Brit ish chiefs, held weekly meetings with the United States J oint Chiefs of
Staff, and, together with a combined secretariat and a combined planning staff (which
actually did less planning than did the regular national staffs ), provided continuity
for the Combined Chiefs.
Leaders at the Washington Conference
accepted the principle that "the entire munitions resources of Great Britain and the
United States will be deemed to be in a common pool" from which assignments should
be made according to strategic needs. The
Munitions Assignments Board (MAB) was
established at the same time to operate under the Combined Chiefs of Staff in effecting the co-ordination of combined action in
logistics with combined strategy. MAB
worked through a Washington committee
made up of m ilitary representatives but with
a civilian chairman, Harry Hopkins, and
through a similar London committee under
a British chairman, Lord Beaverbrook.
Two other agencies that also emerged from
the Washington Conference were to deal
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with particular problems demanding immediate international attention- the Combined Shipping Adjustment Board and the
Combined Raw Materials Board. Five
months later the establishment of the Combined Production and Resources Board and
the Combined Food Board completed the
pattern of earlier British proposals to correspond to the analysis by the British Supply
Council (which became the body for coordination of the British missions and participants on the combined boards in the
United States ) of the steps of international
logistics: ( 1) determination of strategic
concr.pt and its expression in military requirements ; (2) translation into raw materials necessary for production; (3) production itself; (4) assignment of fin ished
weapons; (5) shipping.
Reluctantly following the British lead, the
Americans agreed infonnaUy to a division of
labor between the Washington and London
Munitions Assignments Boards whereby
members of the British Empire a nd the
European Allies would apply to London,
while the Latin American republics and
China would apply to Washington. Each
would satisfy requirements to the extent
possible from stocks within the respective
country, and tum to its transat1antic counterpart for the remainder. In practice this
meant that a large share of the requests ultimately came to Washington, but allocations
from Washington for the Allied governments-in-exile generally were made in bulk
to England and the London Assignments
Board made the suballocations. Both
boards did most of their work through committees for ground, naval, a nd air forces.
Allocations were supposed to be based upon
stra~egic plans and agreed priorities for the
theaters, but logistic plans often could not
await precise strategic planning, and had to
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be based more upon assumptions and hopes
than upon well-defined strategy.
The other combined boards generally
consisted of two-man teams-one British
and one American member- surrounded
by a system of committees. In some ways
they resembled the international committces
and councils that had co-ordinated purchases and controlled raw materials and
shipping during Wotld War I. At the
same time, for example, the boards did not
have the power of decision as had the Allied
Maritime Transport Executive of World
War I, or the current Munitions Assignments Board, for that matter. Yet, the
tcam and the committee recommendations
were important in bringing into phase the
separate national programs toward a common purpose.
T he machinery for Allied co-operation
during World War II was rather less formalized and less complete than that which
ultimately developed in 1917- 18. No
Supreme War Council sat as the over-all
directing authority. The President of the
United States and the Prime Minister of
Great Britain performed that function at
their international meetings and through
direct communications. This left out the
other members of the United Nations coalition in the maki ng of policy, which was
as the British and American leaders intended it should be. Only China objected
to the arrangement, but was persuaded to go
along with it by being recognized as a theater
outside the scope of the Combined Chiefs of
Staff, while participating in their plans in
Southeast Asia. Canada, holding a peculiar
position between Great Britain and the
United States, participated on scpuate
boards with each nation, and finally won
distinct membership on the Combined Production and Resources Board and the Com-
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bined Food Board. Other British Commonwealth cou ntries, notably Australia and New
Zealand, maintained sizable supply missions
in Washington, and their members contrilr
uled important advice to thcscvcral committees but never as full members of the combined boards. Heads of the Commonwealth
and Empire missions in Washington fonned
a Principal Commonweal th Supply Committee (or their own co-ordination.
If the pooling of mun itions had been
complete there would appear to have been
little reason for continuation of the LendLease Administration (except for civilian
goods), but this was less an allocation
agency than a co-ord inator of requirements,
appropriations, and procurement. The
practice generally came to be fo r lend-lease
to be programmed to the " British Empire"
as an entity, and to allow t he Commonwealth members to handle the suballocations, t hough they made cash purchases in
the United States directly.
When British forces were actively engaged
on several fronts, before the Americans had
begun to figh t, and when British war production was greater than the American, the
idea of pooling t he munitions resources of
the two nations seemed reasonable and practica l enough to American leaders. Bu t as
American partici pation grew in all theaters,
and as American war production in mid1942 pulled ahead of the British and a year
later exceeded it by four times, pressure
mounted in the United States for control
over its own resoUl:Ces. The protege a rrangement for division of authority between
the London a nd Washington Munitions
Assignments Boa rds never did work out
fully, and the center of gravity for the whole
program became more and more clearly established in Washington . British hopes for
a tru ly integrated international munitions
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program, one adm in istered by the Combined Production and Resources Board on
the basis of combined requirements as determined by the Combined Chiefs of Staff,
never materialized. Early in the war the
British had urged stra tegic necessity as the
criterion for the allocation of munitions;
later, when the American strategic requirements had grown far greater, the United
Stales adopted this position to the disadvantage of Great Britai n. Gradually lendlease came to be regarded less as a means
for pool ing resources than as an instrument
of the national policy of the United Stateswhich, of course, it had been proclaimed to
be at the outset. Nevertheless, BritishAmerican co-operation probably was the
closest ever among allies, and all together
t he British Empi re received about onefourth of all its munitions through American lend-lease.
For about a year the International Supply
Committee continued to co-ordinate lendlease requirements for ground forces equipment under lend-lease a nd the Joint
Aircraft Committee to co-ordinate air
equipment requirements, but after a few
months none of the international agencies
had much influence on the detenn ination
of American military requ irements. Agencies of the Army Service Forces in general
drew u p the various parts of the Anny
Supply Program, including its lend-lease
aspects. Co-ord ination of lend-lease functions within Anny Services Forces fell to the
International Division which furnished the
chairman and secretariat for the M unitions
Assignments Committee (Grou nd), liaison
with foreig n governments participating in
lend-lease, and staff for correlating lendlease and U.S. Army requirements. On
the other hand, the Operations Division of
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the General Staff had the major role in
determining assignments policy.

During 1943, with abolition of the
International Supply Committee, administration of m ilitary lend-lease was left almost
exclusively in the h ands of Army Service
Forces. Requests from foreign govemments
no longer went to the Mun itions Assignmen ts Board, but to General Somervell , and

War

Department

Conference

Groups,

without British representation, replaced the
combined subcommittees of the Munitions
Assignments Committee (G round ).

Soviet Union
The German invasion of the Soviet Union
in June 1941 raised hope for a great new
weight against the German war machine
and at the same time aroused (can; that the
invasion wou ld succeed in integrating Russian resources with those of Central Eu·
rope, thus add ing new strength to the Axis.
Churchill immediately offered all possible
British aid to the USSR. Against the
doubts of h is military advisers, Roosevelt
too decided that aid should go to the
Soviet Union- to get materiel to forces already deployed in battle. At first American
aid was in the form of cash purchases.
Then, after a scries of U.S.- U.K. conferences the U nitcd States joined in negotiations in Moscow which resultcd in a tripartite protocol (signed I October 194 1)
committing both the United States and
Great Britain to deliver to thc USSR stated
amou nts of military equipment. A few
weeks later the Presidcnt put the whole program of U.S. aid to the Soviet Union under
lend-lease with an allocation of $1 billion.
Much as the British favo red aid to USSR,
thcy feared that the U.S . com mitmcnts

would mean a cut in the share of materiel
for themselves; they had hoped to combine
the Russian program with their own, and
to retain the right of suballocating for Soviet
requirements.. At the same time, U.S.
military leaders were cool toward another
substantial drain on American equipment
when they were having a difficult cnough
time equipping their own forces- and, in
view of an expected early Russian collapse,
to no apparcn t purpose. The highly critical attitude tha t Russian representatives
revealed did nothing toward alleviating th~s
coolness. T hen Pearl Harbor, coinciding
as it did with the Gcrman drive on Moscow,
magnified feelings that supplies could not
be spared now that American forces would
havc to be mobilized, and that aid to the
USS R would be futile.
Nevertheless, Roosevclt held firml y to his
policy of all possible aid for Russia. T he
limits of possibil ity were set not so much by
the availabi li ty of supplies- a decision that
U.S . units in t raining should have only 50
percent of their authorizcd equipment
helped to stretch available quantities- as by
the means of d elivcry to the Sovict Union.
The northern route to Archangel and M urmansk was terribly difficult in winter, and
Germ an submarincs soon m ade it almost impossible at any time. The route across the
Pacific came too close to Japan, a nd Vladivostok was too far from the fighting fronts
to be very useful. The Mediterranean was
closed to most Allicd shipping. The ap"
proach through the Persian G ulf and Iran
was left as a possibility.
W ith an eye to the potential usefulness of
transportation connections across Iran the
British and Russians had agreed on a joint
occupat ion of th at country in August 1941,
but in the ncxt year did little to dcvclep
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facilities while they turned their attention
to other tasks, and relied on the northern
route for delivery of supplies. I n May 1942
losses to subma rines became so serious that
Churchill decided at first that northern convoys would have to be drasticall y reduced,
and then that they would have to be canceled altogether. The decision in J uly for
the invasion of North Africa made it necessary to concentrate shipping for that purpose. and, as Russian aid was being nearly
cut oIT, Stalin had to be told that the second
fron t for which he had been c1amoriag
wou ld have to be postponed in favor of a
second front in North Africa. If Russian
resistance were to be maintained, the only
recourse was to open a large-scale line of
com munication through Iran.
Churchill
and Rooscveh quickly agreed that this must
be done, though it took their staffs several
weeks to work out the details. General
Somervcll's staff actua lly worked out the
basic plan, calling for operation of the ports,
railroad , and truck routes by the U.S. Army,
and the Combined C hiefs of Staff a pproved
it with minor modifications on 22 Scptembcr 1942. A long period of transition followed in which Americans gradually took
over facilities from the British, military construction units replaced civilian contractors,
and the capaci ties of the ports and the railroad graduall y expanded. Curiously, materiel earmarked for the Soviet Union had
been granted almost the highcst possible
pd ority, but the materials needed for developing the facilities to make effective delivery had been among the lowest. Once development of communications faci lities in
the Persian Corridor had been decided
upon, that project enjoyed hig her priorit),
than the build-up in the United Kingdom.
In addition, the North Pacific became a n
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important route for delivering civilian-type
goods to the Soviet Union. U.S. ships
turned over to the USSR were able to proceed past Hokkaido wi thout Japanese interference. After about three mon ths' delay
while Russia repaired port faci lities and negotiated a new agreement with the United
States, shipments by way of the Black Sea,
principally to Od~a, bega n in January
1945, and this route quickly replaced the
Persian Gulf for access from the southwest.
American programs for aid to the Soviet
Union under the first two protocols ( 194 1
to 1943) fell abou t 25 percent short, but
deliveries for Fisca l Year 1944 were 30 percent above commitments, and those for
1944-45 already were 95 percent complete
when V- E Day allowed a revision in schedules nearly two months bcfore the end of the
fiscal year. About 40,000 long tons or supplies reached the Soviet Union by way of the
Persian Corridor in September 1942. In
September 1943 ( the sa me month that the
Persian Gulf Command as a sepa rate command reporting di rect ly to the Wa r Department superseded the ronner Persian GuJr
Service Command under U.S. Anny Forces
in the Middle East at Ca iro) deliveries to
the Soviet Union by this route reached over
200,000 tons. The Third Protocol ( Fiscal Year 1944) alone comprised a program
ror shipping 5,100,000 tons- 2,700,000 by
the Pacific route, and 2,400,000 tons by the
Atlantic. Difficulties in the North Pacific
made it necessary to shift considerable q uantities to the Atlantic, and northern convoys,
with British escort, were resumed in November 1944. Military items under tile Third
Protocol program included, among other
things, approximately 5,000 aircraft, 20,000
jeeps, 3,000 artillery prime movers, 2,000
medium tanks, 132,000 trucks, 10,000 rail-
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road flatcars, 500 locomotives, and 100,000
field tciephones.

The only other major recipien t of lendlease a id before Pearl Harbo r was China.
Greece and Yugoslavia we re included in the
origin al program, but the Nazis reached

Athens and Belgrade before the aid could
a rrive. Although British requi remen ts had
been almost lhe whole concern of the
framers of the Lend-Lease Act, 1I request
for a billion-dollar program for C hina was
promptly presented. It was the work of

China Ddense Supplies, Jnc., a corporation
formed under the laws of Delawa re with
T . V. Soong, brother-in-law of C hiang Kai-

shd , at its head, and stalled largely by
American business 01 (' 11. I n May the President declared China eligible for lcnd-kasc
aid, but serious o bs taclc..~ were in the way.
Virtually all available surplus .~t ock s already
had been rcle,l<;cd to the British, and the
allocation of appropriated fund s had been
based entirely on aid to Creat Britain. The
C hinese program represented a serious
competitor for limited suppli ~ and for
available shipping. Ne\,erthelc..'i..'I:, it was
the policy of the United Sta tes to use all
possible means to prop up China a~ an effective power against Japan, a nd by making
adju ~tment'i here and there some $200 mi llion worth of equipmen t was earmarked for
C hina. Chinese reque ~ t'> wel'e included
along with the British in the second lentllea.';e appropriation in October 1941.
M ost se rious of all wa.'; the problem of
access to China . The onl y approach open
wa~ by way of Burma, and extensive improvem ent to that line of communication
wa~ n eces.~ary before an y siza ble shipments
of supplies could be deli\·ercd.
While
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Pea rl Harbor added to the desirabi lity of
aid to Chin a, inc reased Japanese activity in
Southeast Asia also made access even more
difficult. Proj ect.~ for equipment for the
C hinese Anny allowed for thirty divisions in
1941 and 1942, then sixty divisions; in 1943
they reverted to the original thirty divisions
plu" I 0 percent for thirty additiona l division."
for training purposes. Actually supplies., for
the most pa rt, \"hen they did mate rialize,
had to be stored in depot<; in Indi a until the
As.~am line of communica tion could be improved and until the Stilwell R(Xld could be
opencd , although some es~ential ~lIppli cs
were delivered by air o,'cr the Hump. Suppli e~ to U .S.-sponsorcd Chinese divisions in
India and Bunlla gained by drawing supplies from U.s. depol~ jll ~t as American units
did . While initi al cquipme nt still had to be
cleared by the M unition~ A<;<;igmnent'>
Board , the War Depa rtment la te in 1944
permitted direct rcquisition ing on the Los
Angeles Port of Embarkation for maintenance supplies for Chinese unil~ in India
and Burma.
Prance
A rath er different kind of problem preitself with proposals for reanning the
French. It seemed a stra ngc, unreal, situ ation that Francc, the source of major assistance for American forces in the Revolulion and again in ''''orld War I , now should
by prostrate, almost enti rel y dependent
upon Am crican materiel for any recovery of
military strength. Although thc British had
been suppl ying Free Frcnch Forces under
Ge neral Charles de Gaulle, America n
leaders, perhal>!' undercstimating the support for de Gaulle within France, had
turned down h i ~ picas for assistance. Then
the in\'a ~ion of North Africa in the fall of
~ nted
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FRENCH TROOPS W ITH LEND-LEASe TANKS,

parading through Algiers on Bastille

Day, 1943.
1942 brought to a head the question of
providing equipment for the sizable French
forces there which so far had remained loyal
to the Vichy government. The Americans
sponsored General Henri Giraud , lately
escaped from a German p rison camp, fo r
commander in chid of French forces in
Non h Africa, and at Casablanca he obtained what he considered to be firm commitmen ts for the rcamlamcnt of the F rench
forces. The British had some qualms about
America n plans for rcamling the French
bot h on the grounds of another competing
claimant for limited resources, and of sponsorshi p of a French mi litary regime in competition with de Gaulle. Nevertheless, all
agreed with the views of General Marshall

and President Roosevelt, stated at Casa~
blanca, that rearmament of F rench units
so that they might become effective fighting
forces would be an economical addition to
Allied strength; rearmed French troops
could save just that much in personnel s hi p~
ping from the United States. General Ei·
senhower, as t heater commander, had been
granted a large measure of authority over
French rearmamenl. I n December 1942
he had set up a J oint Rearmament Commit~
lee as a staff section of his Allied Force
Headquarters to review French requests and
develop a long-range program. Equipment for the French went through U.S.
supply channels. The Mun itions Assign~
ments Board confirmed the allocations only
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after the transfers had been made, and all
supplies thus turned over were charged to
the French lend-Iense account.
I n the Tunisian campaign French troops,
demonstrating their loya lly and determination, qualified for further assistance. In
Italy the French corps under Genera l Alphonse Juin proved its effectiveness in a way
that gave impetus to plans for completing
the rearmament program, and in France
and Germany the 1st French Army under
General Jean de LaUre de Tassigny carried
its full weight in the climactic campaigns of
the war, while Maj. Gen. J acques Leclerc's
2d French Annorcd Division demonstrated
effective usc of American eq uipment with
American forces in the race across France.
T his was a novel experience: rearming
the enti re army of a major nation. All together the United States furn ished full :nitial
equipmen t and complete maintenance for
250,000 men organized in eight divisions
and 300 supporting units raised in North
Africa, together with about one-thi rd of the
initia l equipment and complete main tenance for another 50,000 men in three divisions and fort y supporting units activa ted in
Metropolitan France. It also eq ui pped
nineteen air squadrons and sixty supporting
units. Another 200,000 men in local Territorial forces in Africa received partial supp!ies from the U nited States, and abou t
260,000 men in the French forces depended
almost enti rely upon American rations.3
Probably the greatest weakness in this program was the lack of sufficient se rvice troops
to make it fully e~ecti"e.
De Gaulle quickly had gained the a~end
ancy over Giraud in North Africa, and made
' Marcel Vigneras, Rearming Ih l! French,
United States Anny in World War II (Washington,
1957), pp. 401- 02.
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himsel f the effective ruler of Free France,
although the Allies did not recognize his
French Provisional Government until October 1944. De Gaulle's sensitivity over exclusion from Allied councils and fu ll participation in plans for the liberation of his own
country was a constant source of embarrassment. H e agreed to place Frcnch units
under the operational control of Supreme
Allied Headquarters even though he had no
represemation on its staff, but he insisted on
retaining a measure of control for French
national purposes.
Political and logistical controversy went
together. When Strasbourg was left in an
exposed salient as a rcsult of German COUllterattacks around Col mar at the same time
as the Ardennes counteroffensive in December 1944, Eisenhower ordered the 1st
French Army, through 6th Anny Group, to
withdraw from Strasbourg in favor of a
better defensive position. But de Gaulle,
insisting that the psychological impact of
giving up Strasbourg would be a serious
blow to the morale of the French nation,
countermanded the order, and went to see
Eisenhower to insist on his position. The
Supreme Commander suggested that he
could no longer permit America n supplies to
go to the French forccs if they did not obey
the order. But when De Gaulle pointed out
that America n supply lines ran all the way
across France, and that he could take no responsibility for their sec urity if a withdrawal
led to dissatisfaction among the French,
Eisenhower was able to see the soundness of
the French position. In April 1945 when
the French refused to evacuate Stuttga rt as
ordered by Lt. Cen. J acob L. Devers to
permit the U.S. Seventh Arm y to establish
lines of communication through the town,
whi ch lay in its zone of opera'ions, Eisenhower suspended further deli"erics of equip-
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mcnt under the program or rcanning units
raised in Metropolitan France. A few
weeks later refusal of other French forces to
withd raw (rom halian territory when so
ordered incurred furt her suspensions of
supply deliveries. By t hen V- E Day had
come, and lhe rearmament program (except
fo r preparation of a French expeditionary corps for the Far East ) had ended .
Throughout, the United States insisted that
France develop its own supply system so that
with the end of hostilities a revived French
Amly cou ld then stand on its ow n feet and
contribute to French postwar recovery of
nat ional strength.

Latin America and Other Programs
Countries of potential value in support ing
the All ies or providing logistical facili t i~
but who were not actively engaged in military operations, had to be content with
lower priorities in !cnd-lease assistance.
Liberated countries came in Cor shares of
lend-Ieasc aid as they rejoined the war effort.
British-sponsored plans for aid to Tu rkey
did not amoun t to very m uch until late in
the war.
After modest sales programs to Latin
American countries under various tenns in
1940, they were brought into t he lend-lease
program the next year. Differences over
requirements for weapons and equ ipment,
both as to types and quantities, compl icated
relations throughout the war, and the Latin
Americnn programs all together never
amounted to more t han I percent of all
lend-lease aid. Still , the part that 1 percent
played in encouraging econom ic co-operation, in making some return for the willing_
ness of sixteen Latin America n nations to
permit the development of U.S. air and
naval bascson their territory, and in present-
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ing a solid front against the Axi~ is not to
be ignored. Brazi l, whic h provided importan t bases for approaches to the Caribbean
and for the South Atlantic ai r route, and
which sent an exped itionary force to Italy,
received more than 70 percent of lend-lease
aid to Latin America.
The War Department's policy was that
insofar as possible theater commanders
should control lend-lease in their areas, including the screeni ng of requests·, detcnnining priorities Cor Shipping, and d istribution,
though allocations had to come from Washington. The extent to which this worked
out in p ractice depended upon the exten t
to which American control was dominant.
Con trol by the theater commander was
almost complete in the Southwest Pacific,
the South Pacillc, China, and North Africa,
but the British wou ld not agree to it in the
Middle East, and not until 1944 in I ndia
and Southeast Asia.
Reverse Lelld-Lease
An aspect of Allied co-operation which
grew in importance as American operations
overseas expanded was reverse lend-lease,
which pennitted theater commanders to
arrange for the usc of local facilities and for
local procurement of supplies without involving cash transactions. General Purchasing Boardsorgan izcd in Australia and in
thc U ni ted Kingdom in 1942 became the
models for organizations for local procure_
ment in other theaters. Nearly everywhere
that American soldiers went, reverse lendlease helped to support them. American
forces deployed to Australia and New
Zealand were able to obtain most of their
food and a good deal of their clothing locally
under reciprocal a id arrangements. Reverse lend-lease provided a convenient
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mechanism for obtaining housing, transpor*
talion, and training facilities. It never
cou ld approach the total volume of lendw
lease itself, but it- provided a means for a
two-way pooling of all available resources
at tremendous savings in shipping, handling,
and time. The total value of reverse lend·
lease, over $7.8 billion, was almost one-sixth
the value of total lend-lease aid. Most of
this came from the British Commonwealth.

Summary
By 1945 lend- lease goods and services of
all kinds being furnished to a llies of the
United States had reached an annual rate
of $15 billion. T otal [end-lease furnished
from March 1941 to December 1945
amounted to more than $48 billion. This
included aircraft and parts (to the exlent
of $8.2 billion), tanks and other combat
vehicles and parts ($3.9 billion ), trucks and
parts ($2.5 billion ), weapons ($3 billion ).
ammunition ( $1.5 bi llion ), military clothing, signa l equipment, chemical warfare
items, and other military equipment and
supplies, as wetl as ships, industrial equipment, raw materia ls, food , and other goods

and services. About $31.6 billion worth
went to the countries of ~he British Empire,
$11 billion to the USSR, over $3.23 bitlion
to France, and about $1.6 bitlion to China. 4
The magnitude of the lend-lease program
gave to the United States an dTective means
for influencing Allied policy. It was especially effective at limes in persuading China
and France a nd sometimes Greal Britain
to go along with United States views. It
might have been put to more effective usc
with respect to Russia. It was a part of
the American disposition, however, to
avoid political issues and implications.
Eisenhower was impatient with proposals
that seemed to be based upon political considerations. Somervell and others were
vel')' sensitive to anything that might tend
to give to t he British some postwar advantage, or that might contribute to the postwar rebuilding of F rance or China. But
surely the purpose of the war was not to be
found in the war itself, but precisely in the
kind of postwar world that would emerge.
• Twenty·second Report 10 Congress on Lend·
Lease Operations, House Doc 663, 791 h Cong., 2d
scn. JUll H, 1946, pp. 17- 18.

CHAPTER XXVIII

Industrial Mobilization and Procurement
From the moment the United Sta tes became actively involved in World War II
it was clear that the country must mobi lize
for total war. To the question " how
much?" the answer already was evidem:
"as much as possible of everything." But
this stilllcft crucial questions to be answered.
How much was possible? Wha t was the
proper " mix ?" Should facilities and resources be devoted to motor trucks or airplanes? Should there be morc small arms or
more artillery? Were landing craft morc
essential than railway cars? What possible
basis was there for knowing what would be
needed one to twO years hence when current
production plans would be in terms of military hardware?
Planners and responsible leaders during
World War II took small advantage of the
example and experience of the country's
mobilization for \Vorld War I, but went
about making many of the same mistakes
and suffering the same frust rations as had
their predecessors. They reassured themselves that " thjs war is different," a nd excused their mistakes and fru strations with
the observation that no one cou ld foretell
what form the war wou ld take . Indeed,
noone could foresee the future in any deta il;
but neither could the future be left to chance
and the enemy. The war could , at least to
a degree, be shaped to a desired fonn , depending on the decisions made for conducting it, which, in their turn, must depend on
prevailing strategic concepts, estimates of

relative capabilities, enemy actions, and,
above all, imagination.
Perhaps the greatest fa ilure of all was the
failure of Germany to read the lessons of
1918 and 1919 on the capacity of the United
States to produce. Early in 1942, when
war production was just beginning its expansion, General Somervell said;
The road ahead is dim with the dust of
battles still unfought. How long that road is,
no one can know. But it is shorter than it
would have been had not our enemies misjudged us and themselves. For, when Hitler
put his war on wheels he ran it straight down
our alley. When he hitched his chariot to an
internal combustion engine, he opened up a
new battle front- a front that we know welt.
It's called Detroit.'

Industrial Expmuion
Folll)wing its practice in all wars, the
United States on the eve of World War II
mobilized troops before weapons and
equipment could possibly be available for
them. Although in the spring of 1940 the
United Slates was t he leading industrial
power of the world with trem~ndous potentia l fo r ex pansion, it was far down the scale

when it came to facilities for turning out
munitions of war. There was neit her the
powder on hand nor the facilities to produce il to provide one day's supply for the
1 Quoted in Automobile Manufacturers Association, Freedom's Arullal (Detroit: American Automobile Manufacturers Association, 1950), p . v.
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force the United States would have overseas
within three years. Sold iers on maneuvers
in 1940 and 1941 often had to be content
to use trucks to simulate tanks, and to carry
sticks to represent gu ns and mortars. Lack
of production facilities fo r military eq ui pment made evident by orders from the Wcstern Allies, lend-lease requirements, and the
needs of parlial mobilization, became crit·
ical with Pearl H arbor and total mobi lization when morc emphasis came to be placed
where it probably should have been plnccd
at first : on industrial mobi lization as the
key to rapid military mobil ization. It became clear that facili ties would have to be
expanded in ever y possible way-by conversion of existing civilian plants to ""<If p roduction, by expansion of the government 's
own arsena ls, by construction of new facilities, and by encouraging expansion and new
constru ction on the part of private industry
and by combinations of private and government undertakirlgs.
The greatest boon to privately fi nan ced
expansion of fa ci lities for the production of
essentia l war goods was the tax amortization
law which permitted a deduction from taxable income of 20 percent a year of the cost
of building or acquiring facilities for national defense purposes. T his was in lieu
of th e normal depreciation allowance of 5
to 10 percent a ycar. T hus complete amortization of ncw facili ties could be accomplished in fi ve years, and if thc national
emergency or lhe need for the plant should
end before th at time, complete amortization
would be allowed for the shorter period .
Cou pled with higher rates on corporate income taxes and an excess pro fil~ tax adopted
about the same time, the amortization law
prO\'ed to be a powerful incentive for expansion, but could not ;l lone pos.~ibl}' provide all the facilitie.~ th at would be needed.
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[\'[ol'e direct government action was necessary.
T he first a pproach to government financing of industrial expansion took the
form of Emel'genc), Plant Facilities ( EP F )
contracts. In general these provided for
government reimbursement, by monthly
paymen ts over a five-year period , of t he
costs of conversion or construction. Companies arranged for financing through
ban ks or other private sources and made
their own construction contracts. T he
contractor held ti tle to the facilit y until fu ll
reimbursemen t had becn received, when it
revertcd to the govcrnment, but he held an
option to bu y at cost l es.~ deprecia tion . Difficulties in sa tisfying the banks, the expense
to the War Department to hold funds eq ua l
to th e whole amount du e on these facilities and still pay interest of 2Y2 to 4 pereenl,
and problems of arriving at depreciation
and meeting tax req uirements led to the
early obsolescence of this t ype of contract.
1\'IOI'c favora ble a rrangemcnt.;; soon were
avaiJable under Defensc Plant Corporation
(ont racts. Set up by the Rcconstruction
Finance Corporation in August 1940, the
Defense PJar~t Corporation, after a determination of need by the Ann y or other
agency, would enter in to a contract with the
private firm to provide it with the funds
necded for !'it c acquisi tion and construction. T he Defense Plant Corporation retained title to the property, and construction
cont racts of th e lessee remained ~ ubj ec t to
its approval. T he le.<:.<;ce paid a nomin al
rental ( perh.lps a dollar a yea r ), depreci ation rental, or full rental, depending on the
nature of the it ems produced. At the end
of th e emergency th e ies."ee had the option
to buy the fa ci lit y at cost less renta l payments, or cost less depreciation, whichever
was higher. I ntcrest on the loa n was <l. t th c
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rate of 11'1 percent. Over 80 percent of
the $3 billion which the Defense Plant Cor.
paralion advanced wcnt for expanding facilities for the p roduction of aircraft and
related items.
Most important were the facili ties constructed with the War Department's own
funds. There was some expansion at the
arsenals and depots operated by t he War
Department, but for the most part the new
War Department-owned faci lities were built
by private construction companies under
cost-plus-a-fi xed-fcc cont racts, and operated
by private contractors for a management
fce. Generally referred to as governmentowned, contractor-operated plants, they
were mostly ordnance fac ilities for the
production of powder, bombs, shells, and
chemicals. The largest, the Sunfl ower O rdnance Works at Lawrence, Kansas, represented a capital outlay of more than
$180,000,000. This program also began
with rearmament in 1940, gained impetus
with the passage of the Lend-Lease Act in
March 194 1, and was redoubled after
Pearl Harbor. The total investment in new
War Department facilities through September 1945 was over $4.3 billion. T hese were
mostly faci lities having little or no use for
commercial production, and, since they remained in the hands of the War Department, they could be retained in reserve after
the war.

Production and Materials Controls
The rearmament program of 1940 hardly
was under way before strains began to appear in the American economy, ill-prepared
as it was for the support of war. W here
only a few years before t he market had neen
glutted with products of all kinds, now serious shortages q uickly began to develop in
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cotton, flan nel and linen cloth ; cotton duck
and webbing; a luminu m, and va rious alloy steels. With additional military orders,
other shortages at all levels of p rod uction
appeared. Most serious of all was the shortage of machine tools, the root cause of many
of the other shortages along the line.
Clearly special governmental organization
and controls would be necessary to channel
materials and production efforts into the
places where they were most needed, and to
effect a mobilization of the economy sufficient to support the defense effort.
T he
problem was to apply just the right amount
of d irection and control to eli minate waste
and inefficiency without discouraging allout efforts, and so obtain the greatest possible output. Hesitantly at first, the government went through essentially the same
steps, repeatin g most of the same errors, and
with about the same results as had been the
case in t he industrial mobilization fo r World
War I. Ullimately the total effort and accomplishment, after more than a year of defense preparation and four years of war, far
overshadowed the two-year mobilization effort of World War I, but t he trials were
about the same~once aga in experience, unfortunately, proved little help in avoidi ng
the early problems and delays of organization and control.
Although Bernard
Baruch, chairman of the War I ndustries
Board during World War I, was called in
to give the benefit of his experience, his recommendations on organizing industry committees, priorities, and price controls for the
most part were ignored un til later conditions
forced their acceptance. Similarly, studies
of the Army Industrial College, organized
in 1924 for the very purpose of prcparing
for industrial mobilization, received little
attention . At the beginning it was largely
a matter of opinion as to what the require-
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mcnts were going to be. In 194Dand 1941,
as in 1916, there were sharp differences as
to whether the United States actually would
be drawn into war. Until these doubts were
resolved, half.measures often had to be accepted, though by 1941 the American econamy was becoming more and more geared
for war.
Even so, it took some drastic
changes in organization and control to meet
the impact of war.

Shortly artcr his call for 50,000 aircraft
and a billion-dollar supplementary appropriation for defense in May 1940, President.
Roosevelt set up the Office of Emergency
Management to fu nction within the Executive Office of the President as a kind of overseer for various special defense agencies as

they appeared.

Then he revived the Ad-

visory Commission to the Council of National Defense which had been provided for
in 1916. With the fall of France, the J oint
Army and Navy Munitions Board again
organized a Priorities Committee.
The
National Defense Advisory Commission had
only advisory powers, and it had no chairman, but able men such as William S.
Knudsen, president of General Motors, who
headed the Commission's Industrial Division; Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., chairman of
the board of the United States Steel Corporation, in charge of the Materials Division,
and Ralph Budd, president of the Burlington Railroad, who headed the Transportation Division, laid the groundwork for the
industrial mobilization which followed.
However, it soon became evident that a
directing agency with more authority was
needed. Before the end of 1940, the Offiee
of Production Management (OPM),
with Knudsen as di rector general, and Sidney Hillman, a leader of organized labor, as
associate director general, superseded the
Advisory Commission.
Some divisions,

such as Prices and Transportation, spun off
to become separate agencies.
Meanwhile passage of the fi rst peacetime
selective service law in United States history
hastened the whole mobilization effort.
The Selective Service and Training Act,
passed on 16 September 1940, provided not
only for the drafting of men, but authorized
obligatory orders on industry, and empowered the government to seize and operate
plants if necessary.
Moreover, President
Roosevelt's campaign for a third term
strengthened the hand of the government in
that direction, for, despite considerable opposition, leaders of both parties suppolted
mobilization measures and aid to Britain.
Even so, the political climate did not seem
appropriate for a full-scale effort, and the
Office of Production Management, suffering from the same weaknesses in authority
and direction as its predecessor, soon went
the same way.
The Office of Price Administration
(OPA), first established as the Office of
Price Administration and Civilian Supply
in April 1941, combined two divisions of the
National Defense Advisory Commission
under the leadership of Leon Henderson.
Friction between Henderson's agency and
the OPM led President Roosevelt to fa ll
back on his favor ite device to overcome
organizational failures-setting up a new
agency without abolishing the old. In
August 1941 he appointed the Supply Priorities and Allocations Board to bring together representatives of the military service
and the principal mobilization agencies.
Presided over by Vice President Henry
Wallace, as chairman of the Economic Defense Board, and with Donald Nelson, a
former executive of Scars, Roebuck and
Com pany who had been head of the O P M
Purchases Division, as its executive d irector,
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SPAB was a policy~making body without
any staff of its own. In some ways it can·
fused even further the lines of authority for
direction of industrial mobilization and
settled no basic differences on requirements

and priorities.

In January 1942 SPAD

gave way to the War Production Board
(W PB), with Nelson as its Chairman .~
With doubts about the national purpose
resolved by Pearl Harbor, and with authority to enforce compliance thro ugh the grant-

ing of priorities and allocations, the new
organ ization began to demonstrate its effectiveness almost at oncc.

Still, the Office of

Price Administration, the Office of Defense
Transportation, the War Manpower Commission, the War Food Administration, and
other agencies rem a ined or were established

as separate agencies, and the Army and
Navy retained control over their own procurements. In October 1942 Roosevelt
called J ames F. Byrnes from the Supreme
Court to become Director of Economic Stabilization as an over-all co-ordinator.
Seven months later Byrnes became director
of the Office of War Mobilization with
broad powers for managing the war agencies; in this position he came to be known
as the "Assistant President."
With the establishment of the War Production Board the principle of civilian
direction of economic mobilization was set.
But military procurement was still a military
function. Contacts between the WPB and
Army Service Forces frequently were at

, Knudsen was commissioned a lieutenant general
in January 1942, and assigned to the Office of the
Under Secretary of War IU Director of Production.
Thil move at last centralized authority. coming
around approximately to the kind of organization
found lI.u:ceuful in the War Industries Board of
World War I and recommended in the Industrial
Mobilization Plan.
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points of friction, and suspicions persisted
that each was attempting to take over the
fun ctions of the other. With the examples
before them of G reat Britain and Canada,
where civilian ministries of supply had appeared to be quite successfu l in military
p rocurement, a good many business and
political leaders were convinced that this
would be a good system for the United
States. Let the military people prepare
their shopping lists, so the argument ran,
and then tum them over to a civilian agency
manned by people familiar with business
and industry to get the orders filled. This
position had a fam iliar ring to those fam iliar
with World War I mobilization, but it could
not be lightly dismissed. On the other
hand, there were those who held that the
Army (and the Navy) not only should develop requirements, but should also exercise
sufficient control over production and resources to insure that their orders would be
fi lled. In the system that developed, responsibility for military procurement did
remain with the military, but the War Production Board controlled priori ties, and
struck the balance between military and
essential civilian requirements. Although
the President had assigned to the chainnan
of the War Production Board broad powers
over war procurement, WPB influence over
military procurement declined after the
spring of 1942, and the services assumed
increasing responsibility in procurement
policy.
Some people, in WPB, in Congress, and
elsewhere, saw in each increment of Army
authority an attempt to take over the national economy. Vigprously denying any
such ambition, Secretary Stimson, Under
Secretary Patterson, and General Somervell
all protested their respect for civilian control,
but they continued to insist that procure-
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ment was a part of military logistics which
could not be separated from the other aspects of logistics, and that an Amly responsible for developing strategy and conducting
war must have control of its logistics to make
these plans and operations effective. If t he
chairman of the War Production Board
were given complete au thority to determine
what materials the armed forces might receive, the Army asserted, this in effect made
him a commander in chief who could determine what kind of war was to be fought
Here is where co-ordination wit h lhe J oint
Chiefs of Staff was necessary if that body
was in fact to carry on su preme military
direction of the war.
Although it was clear almost from the
outset of the defense build-up that a system
of priorities would be necessary if military
production orders were to be filled as necdcd,
the process went through several painful
steps between 1940 and late 1942. The
J oint Army and Navy Munitions Board
P riori ties Committee developed a system of
priority classification which was extended
under OPM's Defense Supplies Rating
P lan. Weaknesses appeared qu ickly and
compou nded rapidly in a system that de~
pended at first upon voluntary compliance,
and was based only on a vertical approach
by which ratings were granted accord ing to
end items and thcn filtered down. Even the
introduction of mandatory preference for
defense orders in December 1940 did little
to overcome basic deficiencies. A tend ency
to grant high priorities to everything, to give
"out-of-line" ratings to meet specia l problems, the granting of blanket ratin~ to companies for all their contracts rather than
according to individua l orders, and the practice of " lifting" materials or fac ilities already
designated for one usc by obtaining a preference rating for another, all contributed to an
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unending inflation in priority ratings. In
these circumstances it was impossible to
guarantee tools or materials even though
priorities were granted, and the whole system broke down. One corrective measure
attacked the problem from the other end of
the scale by allocating specific q uantities of
machine tools or raw materials for certai n
purposes. With only the Quartermaster
Corps approving among t he Army's procurement agencies, the War Production
Board in mid-1942 put into effect the Production Req uirements Plan whereby allocations of materials were made di rectly by
WPB to the various firms. This system bypassed the selViees, and gave them little leeway in Shifting requirements to ma ke up
deficiencies in their own programs. It did
have the advantage of attempting to balance
in a systematic way total requirements and
materials resources. It paved the way for
the highly successful system adopted in November 1942- the Controlled Materi als
Plan , based largely on British experience.
The Controllcd Materials Plan (CMP)
went into e(feet at what probably was the
da rkest hour for the war production effort.
It was a vertical system working somewhat
like the shipping allocation system. '.\,1 hile
other materials remained under the previous
priorities system or thc Production Requirements Plan, the new Controlled Materials
Plan applied to steel, copper, and aluminum. The War Department and the other
claimant agencies such as the Navy, LendLease Administration, Maritime Commission, and Office of Civilian Supply of WPB
submitted their requircments for these materials, based 0 11 their procu rement plans, a
quarter in advance, to the WPB Requirements Committee, upon which each agency
was represented. On t he basis of supply
data furnished by the appropriate material
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division of WPB and on the total requirements subm itted , the commitlee made allocation.. of the materials to the respective
claima nts who in turn made alloca tions to
their contractors. Direction of Ihe Controlled Materials Plan within the Arm)' was
centra lized in the e MP Control Branch,
Prod uction Division of Arm)' Service Forces,
though allotments to contractors were made
th roug h the technica l services rc... ponsiblc
for procurement. Allhough complexi ties
of calculating requirements, and particula rly of rela ting them to lead time, and of
resolvi ng conn k ling claims for scarce materia ls con tinucd, the Controlled Materials
Plan provi(;cd the best means for handling
steel, copper, and aluminum allocations.
For a time there was continued contrO\'ersy
over retention of a so-ca lled " 13 list" of
ma teria ls still subject to horizontal con trols
by which WPB received statements of requirements in terms of dollar va lue or uni ts
of end items, then made allocations d irectly
to the fi rms; by 1944 this procedure was
virtua lly abandoned for mi litary items.
Aside from the control of basic materials
and tools, ot her control measw'es were necessa ry to assu re efficient production of military supplies. Fi rst of all, the matter of
realist ic product ion schedules had to be
considered, and specia l procedures were
adopted to deal with bottlenecks whenevel'
they threatened to delay prod uction. It
was as important to schedule the production
of components needed in the produ ction of
major items as to alloca te raw materials or
to schedu le production of the finis hed items.
In addition, systemat ic programs for conserving scarce materials, procedures for the
governmen t to furnish ma terials and equi pment in certain cases, importation and
stockpiling of strntcgic and critica l materia ls,
a nd export cont rols, alt contributed to the
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general purpose of expediting production.
With the prodding and probi ng of the
Tru man Committee and other interested
committees of Cong ress anxious to be helpful in thei l' revelations of waste or ineffi.
cienc}' or corruption, with the most
immediate problems of industria l conversion, manpower a nd labor relations, and
altocation of materials in some way resolved ,
and pressured by military operations and
strategic decisions, war production in the
United States in 1943 was in high gear.
At last it appeared to most mil itary leaders
that alt the troops that could be raised cou ld
be equipped a nd transported and resupplied , and th e whole nation took confidence
that now victory was just a matter of time.
The rapid advance of the armies across
France in the summer of 1944 turned confidence into overconfidence, and production
slow·downs threatencd serious consequences
for thc su ppl y of such items as ammunition
when it became necessary to meet strong
counterattacks at the end of the year when
the Germans struck back through the
Ardcnnes.
Delerl1!i,wtioll of R equirements
However difficu lt to apply all the factors
that had to be taken into account. some
kind of a program other than simply " more
of everything" was necessary both to co.
ordinate the industrial effort with strategic
plans and to give some guidance for stra·
tegic as well as logist ic plan ning.
The same dements were at work in the
ca lculation of req uiremen ts for World War
II that had been presen t in all the previous
wars, although now the complex ities could
be defined a little more sharply. In assessing requiremen ts generall y it was useful to
think of supplies and equipment according
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to various types of categories. There was pended on experience factors. At fi rst tables
a distinction between "critical" items, those developed from World War I expericnce,
difficult to produce or having long lead figured in term.') of the percentage of each
time (a year or more), and "CS')cn tial" item lost in a month of various types of
items which might be importan t, but cou ld operations, had to be used. Latcr the
be more readi ly produced. A d istinction tables could be revised on the basis of morc
could be drawn along items of regular or immediate ex perience.
Finally, requi rements had to allow for
standard issue whose quantity depended
mainly on the size of the Army, expendable qua ntities in the distribution system- stocks
items depending largely on the nature and needed (or estimated) for reserve in the
intensity of combat (such as ammunition ), theaters, near the ports of embarkation,
and special equipment depending mainly on and at distribution points in the U nited
particular strategic plans or special projects States; quantities in transi t (a variable de(such as la nding craft and construction pend ing on the lcngth of the su pply lines
materials). Further, a distinction had to a nd the methods and effici ency of transporbe made simply between more or less dur- tation ) ; losses in transit due to enemy action
able equ ipment and expendable supplies, or other causes; and, for items of individual
those ordinarily consumed in a single use. clothing, additional allowances for size
In arriving at the requirements for any tariffs, depending on the item and the size
item of equipment, the first step was to of the unit being served.
As for expendable supplies, of which the
determine the need for initia l supply. This
in turn depended upon three basic fac tors principal items were subsistence, ammunieach of which in itseU was the result of esti- lion and fuel, initial issue was of no conmates, guesses, predictions, com promises. sideration apart (rom consumption and
These factors were the troop basis, a calcu- distribution requi rements. These requi relation developed by G- 3 and the O perations ments were expressed in terms of days of
Division of the General Staff showi ng the supply. An ammunition day of suppl y was
expected strength of the Anny in tenos of the n umber of rounds used on the average
total number of men and accord ing to num- per gun in the theater; a thi rty-days' supply
bers and types of d ivisions and other units for the theater, then, would represent that
for the next one to two years; unit allow- average figu re limes the number of guns
ances, as expressed in tables of allowa nces times thirty. A ration, as always, was food
and tables of basic allowances, and later in fo r one man for one d ay. Gasol ine, too,
tables of organization and eq uipment and was given in days of suppl y for each type of
tables of individual clothing and equipment ; vehicle, and, again , it was necessary to allow
and special equipment such as might be for resenrcs and for quantities in tra nsit or
needed in j ungle, desert, amphibious or lost in the distribution system.
Basic assumptions underlying the supply
other specialized warfare, or needed for a
particular operation at hand.
effort- that suppl}' should be adequate, and
The second step in detennining equip- that it was better to have too much than
ment requirements for troops was to esti- too little; and that supply in so far as posmate the need for replacing equipment as sible should be au tomatic- that is, that it
it became damaged or worn out. This de- should be sent fonvard 10 the theaters a nd
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units without requisitioni ng- added significantly to the total requirements. Presently
those assumptions had to be modified somewhat by greater consideration for feasibi lity
and balance.
In the conti nuing debate between logistics and strategy, it would seem logical that
a basic dement in the determination of requirements should have been the strategic
plans. Often logisticians complaim:d that
their plans were uncertain and vague btcause they had no strategic plans from the
Joint Chiefs of Staff to guide them, but it
hardly could have been otherwise. Strategy
had to fo llow politics and the fortunes of
war and finn plans for stmtegic undertakings eighteen mon ths to two years in
advance, in time to influence major procurement in a significantly conti nuing way,
could not be expected. It was necessary,
then, to guess what the force requirements
would be, and, in tum, what the materiel
requirements would be. Logic also might
have suggested that requirements fo r industrial facilities, raw materials a nd labor
would have depended upon the calculation
of military requirements; however, in an
all-out effort, it waS\ once aga in, more
likely to be the other way around. Military
requirements had to be geared to strategic
plans not yet formed , and gauged to national resources not yet measu red.
President Roosevelt took a d ifferent approach to the dctermination of requ irements; for him it was not a matter of carefull y calculating quanti ties called for by a
series of tables based on abstract plans, nor
even a matter of going to the limits of assumed feasibility, but simply a matter of
doing what had to be done in relation to
the enemy threat. In May 1940, as the
Western Front in Europe was coll apsing
under the Nazi blitzkrieg, the War Depart-
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ment, under prodding, finally was moved to
call for an increase in its current aircraft
program of 5,500 planes to 19,000. The
President dramatically set a goal of 50,000
aircraft a year for the Army and Navy.
Where did he get such a figure? Apparently
from the same ki nd of intuition and thin air
that prompted Polk's call for 50,000 volunteers and Lincoln's call for 75,000 militia.
If Lord Beaverbrook, Secretary of State
Cordell Hull, and other political advisers
influenced Roosevelt's bold program, General Staff studies of the time certainly did
not.
With the President's example before them,
the General Staff set about revising its estimates to accord more closely with the requirements of waging global war should
that become necessary. Major impetus in
this direction came from the British and,
again, from the President. Near the end
of 1940 and in early 1941 , the British, following a device developed by the French
product ion represen tative, Jean Monnet,
prepared a balance sheet showing in para llel
columns estimates of British and Empi re
production, estimates of requirements, and
the deficiencies, and ind icating that the d ifferences could be made up only from the
United States. This produced somethi ng
of a shock for American planners, and it
also probably produced a bigger initial appropriation under lend-lease. A reannament program, gea red to arming the "protective mobi lization force" was under way,
but still long-range, co-ordinated plans were
lacking.
Two weeks after Germany invaded Russia on 22 June 1941 , Roosevelt asked the
Secreta ries of War a nd the Navy to prepare a report on the munitions and equipment that wou ld be requi red to exceed by
a fair margin that available to poten tial
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enemies. Some staff officers were afraid
that this requ est implied an assumption that
Germany could be defeated by superior materiel production alone. On the other
hand- ma npower and strategy aside- it
would not be very safe to assume victory
on less production than that of which the
enemy was ca pablc. Although Brig. Gen.
Leonard T. Gerow, chief of the War Plans
Division, was anxious to follow the logical
sequence of deriving manpower requirements from strategic plans, and thus a rriving at materiel requirements, M aj. Albert C.
\Vcdcmcycr, who drew the immediate assignment, went about it backwards. H e
a rrived at a manpower fi gure, not from any
analysis of strategic plans, but from figures
showing what manpower could be expected
to be available for the Army after requirements of industll', agricu lture, and the Na,vy
had been mel. Adriing a certain safety
factor, he came up with a fi gure of 8,7 95,658 which, in spite of va rious internal errors,
carne within a half mi ll ion of the actua l
peak strength of the Army in May 1945.
Major Wedemeyer proeecded to break this
total down into numbers and types of d ivisions and other units ( these forecasts did
not hold up so well ), and this became the
troop basis fo r the Victory Program, with
J uly 1943 set as the ta rget date for realization. The supply services determined the
quantities of major items of equipment
needed on this basis, and the whole went
to the Joint Army and Navy Board to be
joined wi th the Navy report and fonvarded
to the President in Septembcr. A separate
report carried estimates of Axis production. Meanwhile Prime Minister Winston
Churchi ll had called for a combined BritishAmerican program for victory. A new balance sheet, this one made up with one column for the U nited States and the other for
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the United Kingdom a nd Canada, showed
stocks on hand and realistic production forecasts for a long Jist of major items based on
programs then in effect, and revealed how
far behind American production rea lly was.
As it was, the Victory Program represented far higher goals than anything previously considered, though it was only a
paper plan to be used in the event of all-ou t
war. I n assuming maximum mobilization,
the Victory Program did reAect an apparent
st rategic concept of sending massed armies
against the Germans on the European continent. T he Air Corps program, prepared
separately, as<;urlled a prom inent role for
strategic bombing. Newspaper disclosure
of much of the contents of the secret document on 4 December 194 1 set the stage for
a storm of political controversy un til the
attack on Pearl Harbor three days later laid
it to rest.
Now tha t thc country was at war it was
both necessary and possible to put a longrange program into effect. While military
staffs worked feveris hly to develop more
detailed statements of requirements, Roosevelt again came u p with a program of h is
own . I n December at a White House conference with C hurchill and Lord Beaverbrook, the British Minister of Supply, the
President, using as a basis figures which
Dona ld Nelson of the War Production
Board had furnished, prepared a "Must"
Program for unhea rd-of q uantities of planes,
tanks, ships, and guns. Alter arbitrarily
revising somc of his fi gures upward the night
before, he went before Congress on 6 J anuary 1942 to give his State of the Union
message, and in it to indicate a part of his
Victory Program for production . Where
current plans called for the pl'Oduct ion of
28,600 aircraft during 1942, he now called
for 60,000, and for 125,000 during 1943;
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the goal for tank production went up from
20,400 for 1942 to 45,000, and to 75,000
for the next year; for antiaircraft guns, from
6,300 to 20,000, and then 35,000; during
the cum'nt year he called for doubling the
planned output of 7,000 antitank guns,
raising the production of mach ine guns from
168,000 to 500,000, and the tonnage of
bombs fro m 84,000 to 720,000. Military
and civilian leaders alike gasped at these
figures, and some opined that the President
had "gone in for the numbers racket." But
he let it be known t hat he was in dead
earnest. No, his figures again were not the
rcsult of careful calculations, but they were
a challenge to "think big" all along the line.
Attempts to meet t he President's goals
raised very serious problems. Many secondary requirements sprang from them. Airplanes had to have hangars and gasoline and
maintenance facilities, not to mention pilots,
if they were to be operational; guns, to be
useful, had to have prime movers and ammunition; ta nks had to have fuel and ammunition. And all the men to operate and
maintain all this equ ipment had to be
housed, clothed, fed, p rovided with ind ividual weapons and ammunition, t rained, and
transported.
T he Army's War M unitions Program,
growing out of its revisions of t he Victory
Program and the President's requests, the
Navy's increased requirements, the need for
facilities not yet programed, and th e requi rements for stepped-up lend-lease shipments
to Britain and to the Soviet Union, not to
mention plans for the deploymen t of troops
to the Pacific a nd to the United Kingdom,
when placed alongside the needs of civilian
economy added up to a tota1 which the War
Production Board estimated to be far above
the capacity of American industry to produce in any reasonable time. A bitter con-
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troversy over the feasibility of the procurement program between the Army and the
War Production Board ensued over the next
several months. In the end Under Secretary of War Patterson agreed that the Production Board's basic Fosition was correct,
but the solution of the problem was not to be
found in creating a super board to sit over
the Army, Navy, and Maritime Comm ission
to reconcile strategy with production feasibility, as the WPB report had recommended; rather it was for the Joint C hiefs
of StafT to recast t hei r strategic and logistic
plans to conform to the production limit as
set by WPB. The J oi nt C hiefs thereupon
reduced their combined military program
for 1943 from $93 billion to $80 billion.
The Army's share of the $13 billion reduction was $9 billion, the greatest single reduction in its program during the war.
Meanwhile the Army General Staff had
been developi ng a more comprehensive and
useful statement of its over-all requirements.
The computation of requirements in the
War Munitions Program adopted early in
1942 made no allowance for distribution
requirements, included no analysis of stocks
on hand, d id not cover expendable supplies,
and made no provision for construction,
lend-lease, and certain Navy items for the
procurement of which t he Army was responsible. For an ordered procurement program it was necessary to fill these gaps, and
this General Somervell, first as G-4 and
later as command ing general of the Anny
Service Forces, undertook to do by developing a comprehensive supply program that
would be a thorough a nd authoritative statement of req uirements. As defined in the
publication titled Anny Supply Program,
which began in March 1942, the new program took into account virtually all the factors which the previous program had left
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out. Revised semiannually, the Anny Supply Program stated the procurement objectives for the next two to three calendar yean;,
and became the basic statement of requirements and the basic procurement directive.
It continued until the last few months of the
war when the more comprehensive and detailed Supply Control System replaced it.
Based on elaborate supply and demand
studies of up to 1,900 principal items and
900,000 secondary items, Supply Control
System reports came out monthly with revisions in estimates of requirements and
other supply data.
The difficulties of relating long-range
requirements to strategy probably were inherent in the kind of total war into which
World War II developed. For a limited
war, the nature of the objective and the
strategy might indeed set the limits for
materiel requirements, time permitting; but
for total war the limit was total productive
r:apacity.
Recognition of this limiting
factor, and even determining what the
actual limits were, did little to furth er the
computation of speci fi c requirements for
speci fi c numbers and types of forees. Probably the greatest variable in this connection
turned out to be the one which had to be
at the very foundation of the requirements
problem- the troop basis. While Major
Wedemeyer's Victory Program troop basis
retained validity as a total figure, the makeup of units went through drastic and frequent changes. Official revisions of the
troop basis, as the war progressed, were
i~ued monthly.
The War Department
troop basis approved in November 1942
envisaged (and in fact authorized), so far
as ground forces were concerned, an Army
of tOO divisions (62 infantry, 2 cavalry, 20
armored, 10 motorized, and 6 airborne) by
the end of 1943. In response to economic
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feasibility, availability of shipping, and
other limitations when the Army had to cut
back its supply program, t he troop basis was
revised in mid- 1943 to provide for 90 divisions, and reductions in various tables of
organization and equipment further reduced the attendi ng supply requirements.
On the other hand, the practice of scattering
forces around the world in widely separated
theaters, and the opening of such commands
as the Persian Gulf and the China-BurmaIndia where most of the activity was in fact
logistical, continuously added to the pressure for service troops. Though many revisions followed, particularly in nondivisonal
units, the 90-division target remained, and
at the end of the war the Army comprised
89 divisions-66 infantry, 1 cavalry (dismounted), 16 armored, 5 airborne, a nd 1
mountain, all of them overseas.
Industrial capacity and reductions in
troop bases were not the only factors leading
to reductions in the Army Supply Program.
Pressure from the newly established Office
of War Mobilization in the summer of 1943
led to the appointment of a War Dcpart~
ment Procurement Review Board which,
after a thoroughgoing study, recommended
some sharp reductions in Army requirements. The board found that rigid adherence to certain supply policies, assumed
consumption factors, and tables of equipment, with little regard to variables in local
conditions, was contributing to the setting
of unrealistic requirements and consequent
waste of resourccs. In view of the nation's
food-producing capacity and highly developed transportation system, the boa rd found
the ninety-day reserve of nonperishable food
established by the Quanermaster Corps in
the United States too high. It sharply
criticized an unrealistic application of the
"day of supply" concept in determining
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ammunition requirements, for rcscrve stocks
of ammunition were exceeding all reason
able needs. The Review Board pointed out
that fai lure to discriminate among theaters
on the basis of local conditions was resu lting
in much waste; vehicles and items of heavy
equipment, for instance, were being shipped
alike to Pacific islands where there were no
ro..rls and to North Africa, on the basis of
common tables of allowances. As in World
War I, soldiers were overburdened with individual clothing and equipment, inevitably
resulting in serious waste. Moreover, there.
seemed to be no way of stopping a program
once it had started even though the original
need no longer existed as, for instance, the
com pletion of camps in the Caribbean that
never would be used, and the continuation
of an ambitious program of seacoast artillery
long alter the apparent threat to U.S. coasts
had disappeared.
Even before the Procurement Review
Board had submitted its report the Amly
had taken steps to put into effect many of its
recommendations. As a follow-up, the
Deputy Chief of Staff in September 1943
appointed a Special Committee fo r the ReStudy of Reserves, with Brig. Gen. George
J. Richards as chairman. Its duty was to
survey and make recommendations on five
areas of requirements determination: (I)
the strategic reserve; (2) theater reserves;
(3) stockpiles in the United States; (4) the
day of supply; and (5) maintenance, distribution, and shippi ng loss factors. Aga in
the general result was a broad reduction in
Army requirements.
Aside from the more or less formal bases
for calculating requirements, lhe progress
of the war itself, as anticipated needs became
satisfied, led to thoughts about cutbacks of
procurement programs. Civilian agencies
were far more anxious for action on this
M
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score than were the military, though by early
1944 it appeared that the battle of production had been won, and months before the
Normandy landings, Secretary Stimson announced far-rea ching reductions in procurement.

R esearch and Development
Aside from the calculation of total quantities of supplies and equipment needed, the
question of quality- the introduction of improved models, new types, and entirely new
items-added complications to logistics
problems throughout the war.
Improvements in weapons and equipment had come slowly for the Army during
lhe interwar period, and to a considerable
degree it had to follow the familiar pattern
of entering one war with the weapons of
the last. Even after the outbreak of war,
some of the old inertia, some of the old narrowness, still prevailed. Concern about who
would control a new device loomed larger
in some minds than how effective it might
be for the national purpose; sometimes pride
in a particular service dominated pride in
the U.S. service. Sometimes, as in early
attitudes toward the pneumatic-float treadway bridge developed in Germany, and the
Bailey bridge developed in Great Britain,
some officers bet rayed a coolness toward devices "not invented here." Soon, however,
lhe trend took an entirely opposite direction,
and under the pressure of war a n enthusiasm for research and development in military weapons and equi pment grew on an
unprecedented scale. Thanks to t he initiative of a group of civilian scientists and engineers headed by Vannevar Bush, J ames B.
Conant, and Karl Compton, modest military programs were transfonned into urgent
matters of national teamwork. The organization developed under the National De-
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fense Research Committee, the Office of
Scientific Research and Development, together with the National I nventors' Council
set up in the Department of Commerce, the
Office of Production Research and Development, and the older, respected , National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and
the National Academv of Sciences. It provided a structure far beyond any previously
seen along these lines in the United States
and far surpassing any to be found for t he
purpose in Germany or J apan. Perhaps the
fact that research and development now
encompassed more than any supply service
or, indeed, the War Department itself, had
something to do wit h the spectacular results
achieved, hut the spirit had caught on
throughout most of the Army. Instead of
calling for the tried and the true, everyone
now wanted something new and revolutionary.
The introduction of such things as radar,
improved tanks, new kinds of aircraft and
bombs, rockets, am phibious vehicles, landing craft, and proximity-fuzed artillery
shells, in the process of revolutionizing warfare also introduced new logistical problems. It was a long process to bring a completely new device into operation against
the enemy- beyond the primary research
there were production engineering and
t he whole process of production . Attempts
to short-circuit these stages usually led to
trouble.
The dilemma became not only one of
when to standardize, but also when to slow
production in order to modify. Changes in
aircraft design came so swiftly that a continuing tug of war went on between leaders
and production people anx ious to obtain
large quantities, and engineers insisting on
adding improvements. Often the changes
were the result of requests from corrunand-
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ers in the field. The incorporation of any
changes not only slowed production, but
complicated the field logistical picture by
adding difficulties to the maintenance of so
many varying models of equipment.

Procurement Policies
Execpt as the most common denominator
for expressi ng calls upon manpower and
resources, financia l problems were secondary for wartime procurement. W hile more
elaborate accounting procedures were neccassary to keep track of the huge sums
involved in the fourteenfo ld increase in
Army expenditures during the war, Army
budgcts now were targets rather than ceilings. I n fact, $60 billion (for all agencies)
of unused appropriations remained on the
books at the end of the war. Nevertheless,
fimler central control over Army finances
came with the appointment of a fiscal director in the Army Service Forces, and control
of fu nds became a principal means for controll ing and co-ord inating policies of the
Army services.

C ontraclS and Pricing
Govemment contracting and purchasing
policies always have been subject to a good
deal of red tape not only in protecting public expenditures, but also in supporting
certain special interests or secondary economic policies. In addition to legislation of
long standing that required formal advertising for competitive bids and awards to the
lowest responsible bidder, other laws in
effect at the time of Pearl Harbor included
those which required the use of only
domestically produced materials, prohihi ted
payroll deductions, forbade the employment
of women under eighteen years of age on
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government orders, limited workers under
govern ment contracts to an eight-hour day,
prohibited advance payments to government contractors, and established various
labor standards. Whether calculated to
p rotect the public purse or to protect special
interests, these laws and regulations set up
such an imposing bundle of red tape that
many firms preferred to avoid all government con tracts rather than attempt to
modify their policies and organizations to
conform to government restrictions. The
result was unfortunate even in peacetime.
In wartime it was intolerable. After delaying the rearmament program during the
1940-41 defense period to a considerable
extent, most of these restrictions were swept

away shortly after Pearl Harbor, though
Army procuremen t agencies never were permitted to lose sight of the desirability of
economy in all their transactions.
The pressure for speed which came with
full involvement in the war brought a growing preference for contracting by negotiation rather than through forma l advertising,
until early in 1942 when the War Production Board abandoned the latter method.
altogether. For a time the new freedom in
contracting imposed new restrictions as
headquarters and agencies at various levels
introduced t heir own restrictions to insure
themselves against charges of favoritism, collusion, or improper awards of contracts.
Insofar as practical, the principle of competition remained in the practice of soliciting informal bids from as many responsible
and qualified suppliers as possible, and then
making awards to the lowest bidders. But
speed and capacity to pcrfonn were essential. In the interest of effecting as efficient
an industrial mobilization as possible, the
policy was to place contracts involving
difficult problems with those firms best
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equipped to handle them. In these cases
invitations to bid went to firms needing to
add the least machinery and equipment in
order to fill the orders. Less complicated
tasks were reserved where possible for
smaller concerns.
There was a strong trend toward decentralization of procuremen t responsibilities
and actual negotiation of contracts. Chiefs
of the technical services were authorized to a ward contracts involving expenditures of up to $5 million withou t reference to higher authority, and they in turn
could further delegate this authority. This
they did in varying degrees. The Quartermaster General, for instance, went all the
way, and extended fu ll authority to Quartermaster field procurement officers to enter
into agreements up to the $5 m illion limit.
The Chief of Transportation, on thc other
hand, centered all responsibility for negotiating contracts for major items in his procurement division, while supply officers in
the transportation zones and at the ports
of embarkation pu rchased secondary items
and administered all the contracts placed
in their respective areas.
Depending upon the nature of the items
and the circumsta nces, contracts during
World War II generally were either of the
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee type or the fixedprice-whether lump sum or unit pricet ype . The cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost
contract that had been the subject of much
investigation and criticism after World War
I was outlawed from the beginning. Soon
commi ttees of ooth houses of Congress were
reporting widespread abuses under the costplus-a-fixed-fce contracts, and were recommending that they too be abolished.
The outlawing of the cost-plus~a~ percent~
age-of-cost contract may have been an
instance where appa rent logic triumphed
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over facts. There had indeed been extrav~
agance and abuse of these contracts during
World War I, but because at first glance
it seemed logical that nothing else could be
expected under an arrangement where a
contractor's profit went up in proportion to
his costs, the relative disadvantages of other
forms of cont racts tended to be overlooked.
The form of cost-plus contract in most general use during World War I carried a sliding scale and a maximum fec. Now, by
outlawing this type of contract in favor of
the cost-plus-a-fixcd-fee, the maximum fec
was likely to become the fixed fce, without
the benefit of a lower sliding scale based
upon percentage of cost.
Again. logic favored a fixed-price agreement over any kind of a cost reimbursable
arrangement, for only then was it possible
to be sure what the ultirrate cost to the
government was going to be. But this too
had serious drawbacks. Bidders felt it necessary to allow for every possible contingency in addition to a high profit in arriving
at a fixed-price proposal. Actually, the
ratio of profit to cost was far greater in the
fixed · price than in the cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
contracts; moreover, the costs were not necessarily less. In arriving at his price the
bidder had to allow for all conceivable costs,
and then he was tempted to use inferior
materials and less-qualified workers, and to
take undesirable shortcuts in filling the contract. When it came to research and development contracts, or the manufacture of
new items for which there was no production experience, bidders were unlikely to
accept at all unless there was some guarantee for covering costs which no one at the
moment could forecast accurately. But by
1945 Under Secretary of War Patterson fcit
that there had been enough cost experience
to permit converting all cost-plus contracts

to fixed-price types. Hostilities ended before this program could be completed, but
it represented the ultimate in a trend which
had been operating from the early months
of the war.
Probably the most difficult general prob.
lem in procurement was arriving at accurate
cost estimates and settling on reasonable
prices. Convinced that it could not be
done satisfactorily in advance, t he War Department in March 1942 issued regulations
providing for the redetermination of prices
according to a fonnu la and ceiling applied
after preliminary and trial runs of production and for revision of prices, either upward
or downward, after 20 to 40 percent of a
contract had been completed. The ncxt
month Congress passed the Renegotiation
Act. As amended in October of that year,
the act made it mandatory to include a renegotiation clause in all contracts with firms
having renegotiablc sales of over $100,000
in a fiscal year, and excepting contracts in
the primary extracting industries such as
mining and timber. The Secretary had
discretionary power to exempt certain other
contracts, and to rule that renegotiation
would not apply to portions of certain contracts during certain periods of time. This
allowed a measure of Aexibility in offering
incentives by sharing cost-savings with contractors, and by assuring them, after renegotiation, of firm forward prices not subject
to furthe r renegotiation. The Renegotiation Act of 1943 (approved in February
1944) cxtended the blanket exemption to

$500,000.
At first the assumption had been that reo
negotiation would apply only to fixed-price
contracts, but soon it became clear t hat excessive profits also were being made on costplus·a-fixed·fee contracts, and they too
came under the scrutiny of the War De-
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partmcnt Price Adjustment Board. Renegotiation did not apply so much to construction contracts as to supply contracts.
For the latter a procedure had evolved
whereby cost-plus-a-fixcd-fee was set on a
unit basis, so that while the margin of profit
might be small pef unit, large volume and
the reduction in costs with production experience frequently led to an accumulation

of profits that were high indeed.

Yet re-

covery of excessive payments made under
this type of conlract was small compared to
the amounts under fixed-price contracts.

AJI ~ogcther the War Department recaptured nearly $7.5 billion through the renegotiation of contracts, and the Navy and
other government agencies recaptured
about $3.5 billion. While not insignificant, these amounts are not very large in
comparison with the total military procurement outlay of $300 billion for the war; in
any event, excess profits taxes would have
returned $7 billion to $8 billion of the total
recovered. T he real purpose of the renegotiation policy was not so much to recover
excess profits as to prevent them. To the
cxtent that it resulted in closer pricing and
inflation control, the policy promoted efficiency in the use of resources, and, together
with other measures taken for those purposes, renegotiation had a high degree of
success in its main purpose.
The greatest weaknesses in the renegotiation laws undoubtedly were in the exemptions of raw materials and agricultural products and of construction contracts based on
competitive bidding, as well as the blanket
exemption of all firms h aving less than
$500,000 in renegotiable sales in a year and
certain permissive exem ptions. All these
exemptions opened the way for special consideration fo r special interests, while it was
doubtful whether any of the general exemp-
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tions were justified either on moral or economic grounds. Fa r from relieving the administrative burden, they added to it.
One of the most significant developments
in procurement pricing during World War
II came with the adoption of a policy of
progressive prICing. Although public emphasis tended to center 011 excess profits as
the main object of concern, these profits
represented but a small fraction of the total
prices. Rcduction in costs represented
more efficient use of resources. This was
the main object of the Army's consistent
ph ilosophy of "close pricing." The trouble
was that even when original prices could be
set close to cost, the results of experience as
evidenced in increased efficiency a nd added
volume cou ld widen the gap between cost
and profit--or costs as calculated might remain close to the price when they could
have been reduced by more careful management. This actually amounted to a hidden
inflation. In adopting progressive pricing,
Army procurement agencies gave up t he
idea t hat there was a single ideal price for
any particular contract, and adopted the
idea of reviewing prices from time to time
while a contract was in effect. On the
basis of experience or the appearance of
unforeseen developments, prices then might
be adjusted either upward or downward, so
that three or four different prices might be
in effect during the term of the contract.
It was assumed, too, that the contractor
might retain a higher profit margin when
he reduced his costs, and he might be guaranteed retention of this gain by exemption
from negotiation. Both contractors and
contracti ng officers were hesitant about
using progressive pricing for some time, the
former because they wanted to retain the
higher prices as protection against all contingencies, and the latter because they feared
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that the higher margins of profit that were
likely to be granted might appear unreasonable, or the result of collusion, to some
future investigating committee. By 1944,
however, the practice had come into fairly
general use, and it probably made a real
contribution to reduction in costs and increased efficiency.
A further consideration in price redetermination and renegotiation was the over-aU
position of the firm in question. It soon
became evident that in cases of companies
having a large number of war contracts, a
far more accurate picture of costs a nd profits
could be seen if all the company's government business were examined together
rather than individually, contract by contract. As developed by the summer of 1944,
the company pricing program involved the
appointment of pricing teams to examine
the situation of selected companies and to
analyze the extent and causes of high prices,
high costs, and excessive profits. This made
it possible to give special attention to common costs among several con tracts, differentials in civilian and military business, total
volume, and subcontract prices. Earlier,
subcontract prices had had little scrutiny,
and unduly high prices for components simply were passed on, usually with a mark-up,
to the government. Some of the most notable examples of extravagant profits were
likely to be here. When subcontract prices
were found to be a major factor in a prime
con tractor's price position, the War Department entered into direct negotiations with
the compa ny's su bcontractors with a view to
recovering excessive profits and reducing
prices; these savings would be passed to the
primc contractor who in tum would be persuaded to pass the savings along to the government. The effectiveness of the company-pricing program for the eighteen
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months it was in effect is difficult to assess.
In particular cases it demonstrated great
merit, and the fa ct that 100 major con tractors held two-thirds of we War Department's contracts as well as a large number
of subcontracts indicates the coverage that
the selection of this number of companies for
price review could mean.

The Civilian Economy
Further problems for Anny procurement
agencies rose out of efforts to control inflation and hold the price line in the civilian
economy. As contemplated in the Industrial Mobilization Plan , the Office of Price
Administration (OPA ) was established for
this purpose. Immediately the question had
to be met as to the extent the regulations
of this agency would extend to military
goods. Both the Secretary of the Navy and
the Secretary of War appealed to Congress
as well as to the President to permit the military services to make their own determination as to when exemptions from OPA price
ceilings should be granted. The request was
refused. The Secretaries then turned to
negotiations with OPA, and subsequently
arrived at an agreement whereby strictly
mi li tary goods-comprising about twothirds of military procurements-should be
exempted from OPA regulations. There
remained an important area of overlap,
particularly in items of food and clothing,
where military procurement had to be based
on OPA price ceilings. As for rationed
items, the OPA generally agreed to allow the
Army unlimited rationing accounts in return
for the Quartermaster General's undertaking to establish limits for their use. In
many cases Army posts set up their own
boards for issuing coupons to soldiers for the
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purchase of gasoline. lires, and o lher items
for their private usc.
Some points of controversy developed
when O PA on occasion sought to extend iL<;
authority over strictly military items, and the
red tape and delays involved in attempts to
obtain relief from price ceilings on items the
Army considered essential were irritating;
however. close liaison between the War Dcpal1.mcnt and OPA, and a general appreciation of the problems each faced, hel ped to
maintain a healthy attitude of co-operation.
On the whole OPA's remarkable success in
resisting the heavy in fl ationary pressures of
wa rtime was of great benefi t to Anny procurement. T he stabilization of prices not
only pcnnittcd va'>t savings, but encouraged
conditions fo r negotiation of finn prices in
mi litary procurement. T he su cc~ of the
Anny's own battle against high prices was
suggested by the publication of quarterly
indexes which showed a continuous decline
in unit prices, fo r all except quartermaster
items which were largely civilian-type goods,
from 1912 to the end of the war.

Small Business
I n the natural course of attempting to
mobilize rapidly. and of placing orders
where there was greatest confidence in obtaining large-scale production q uickly,
Army contracts tended to be concentrated
with a relativel y few large finns. In the
early stages of mobilization it hardly could
have bcen othen vise. But t his brought the
inevitablc complaints from smaller firms
which, withou t war contracts, found it increasingly difficult to obtain raw materials,
and thus to remain in business at aU.
Actually, the pictu re of distress was exaggerated, for a large number of small
plants already were busy with government
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contracts, subcontracts, or essential civi lian
orders. Nevertheless, there was a general
feeling that at a time when all available
resources were needed in the war effort
small busi ness should not be allowed to
d ecl ine. If the main purpose of Congress
in passing the Small Business Act in 1942
was relief for small finns, it paralleled a purJX>SC of the Army to broaden the industrial
production basco The act assigned various
duties to the chairman of the War Production Board which he in turn delegated to a
Smaller War P lants Division. This division worked closely with the Smaller War
Plants Corporation wh ich was established to
make loa ns or advances to small concerns;
to acq ui re a nd lease land, equ ipment, and
materials; and to act as a prime contractor
for war goods which then would be fi lled
by subcontracting. The Smaller War
Plants Division of t he War Production
Board was to survey production capabilities
among small plan ts, and it might even
certify certa in small companies to be capable of fi lling certain contracts, in which case
it was incumhcnt upon the procurement
agency to award t he contract to the company so designated. Whi le the general pressure for mobilizing smaller plants p robably
benefited the economic mobilization, some
of the specific measures were fraught with
dangers. I n practice the Smaller W ar
Plants Division preferred to "designate"
rather than "certify" plants, and then leave
it to the d iscretion of the Army as to
whether a plant could perform on a contract. As for the provision that the Smaller
War P lants Corporation could act as prime
contractor in orga':lizing pools of subcontractors, this practice q uickly fell into disuse
and was of little significance, although its
framers had considered it to be t he heart of
the act. On the whole, mobilization of small
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plants-those having fewer than 500 employce&-probably could not have been accomplished much sooner even had the
Small Business Act been passed sooner,
though the extent to which such facilities
finally were used in military production
probably was considerably greater than it
would have been without the act. From
1943 to 1945 the share of the dollar value
of War Department contracts going to small
business rose from 12.6 percent to 27.4 percent. In addition, these firms received a
growing share of subcontracts under the
prime contracts of larger companies.

Procurement in Action
Inevitably special problems arOSe in
connection with the procurement and pro-duction of almost all of the hundreds of
types of weapons, equipment and sup pli~
needed for the World War II forces. Sometimes items had to be substituted, and
sometimes plans had to be changed, but on
the whole production went far beyond what
most people had dreamed possible in earlier
years. Still, it should be noted that in some
ways production did faUshort of early hopes
and expectations, and actually was never
really stretched to its limits.

Arms and Ammunition
T he transfer to Great Britain of a large
share of the Anny's reserve of small anns
after the Dunkerque evacuation in 1940
stirred the Ordnance Department and Congress to action in procurement of new anns.
Although the 1903 Springfield ri fl e was a
favorite target weapon for more than half
a century, it never did enjoy the distinction
of "being the standard rifle in a war. I n
World War I it had to give way to the En-

field in the interest of rapid produetion; in
World War II it was superseded by the
semiautomatic M I, or Garand, though
Springfields in the hundreds of thousands
were used until the new Garand becamc
available, and even then a model was retained fo r use as a sniper's rifl e. Actually,
the Garand had been adopted in the mid1930's with the first prod uction models
coming ofT the lints of the Springfield
Annory in 1937. "Bugs" appeared in the
production model, however, and in 1940
strong sentiment developed in Congress and
in the press in favor of a rival semiautomatic
rifle which Capt. Melvin M. J ohnson, Jr. , of
the Marine Corps Reserve had designed.
The ensuing controversy cnded only after
the Marine Corps itself finally adopted the
Garand. No one claimed th at the Garand
was more accurate or more reliable than the
old Springfi eld, but it was a semiautomatic
weapon that could fire several times marc
rapidly than any hand-operated bolt-action
weapon, and its lighter recoil and ease of
operation made it a desirable weapon for
t roops in combat. O n the other ha nd, difficulties arose in production, particularly in
maintaining the fine tolerances necessary for
interchangeability, and the high rate of production needed was not reached until the
end of 1943. The Springfield Armory was
tu rning out 1,000 Ml ri fl es a day in the
autumn of 1941 , but later this had to be
raised to 3,000, and the W inchester company raised its output from 100 to 750 a
day. Total M I production between 1940
and 1945 amounted to over 4,000,000.
In the meantime t he Remin gton Arms
Company, beginning production of the
Springfield 1903 for the British in 1941
with machinery from the Rock Island
Arsenal, and the L. C. Smith-Corona Type_
writer Corporation by early 1944 turned
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out over 1,300,000 Springfields, modified
to facilitate production rather than to imPI"()Vc the weapon. The Browning automatic rifle, introduced near the end of World
War I, found unexpected favor with inCan-

tt)'mcn of World War II, and 188,000 of
thest were produced largely by the New
England Small Arms Corporation, an organization fonned by six New England finns.
In addition, various firms produced another
million rifles, Lce-Enfields. for the British.
The biggest small anns production story of

the war was in the carbine, a light, shortbarreled rifle intended to replace the automatic pistols and rilles carried by troops
serving crew-served weapons, by service
troops, and by most officers. Just fourtee n
days after being invited to enter competit ive
tests for such a weapon, Winchester submitted a model which passed preliminary
tcsts; then, with only thirty-four days in
which to perfect the design, won the competition. Winchester and the Inland Manufacturing Division of General Motors,
joined later by several other companics
most of which had been engaged in making
hardware, juke boxes, and typewriters, proceeded to turn out over 6, I 00,000 of these
earbincsby 1945.
For machine guns the United States relied
on improved models of the Browning that
had been adopted during or immediately
after World War I. An improved version
of the .50-caliber, adopted in 1933, in d iffe rent forms became standard for aircraft,
antiaircraft, and tank usc. By the time of
Pearl Harbor ten plants, including the Rock
Island Arsenal, the Colt Company ( mostly
British orders), the Savage Anns Company,
and several divis.ionsof General Motors were
producing machine guns at a rate of about
27,600 .30-caliber and 50,000 .50-caliber
guns a year. In the next year total produc_

SoLDtER EX I'LAIN ING HIS BAZOOKA

to

an aged Te,m essean.

tion increased tenfold, and in spite of prod uction stoppages and bottlenecks at
d ifferent times, p rod uction kept up with
requirements nearly the whole time. Machille gun production was one of t he most
successful aspects of the whole Ordnance
program.
The most unusual infantry weapon to appcar during World War II was the 2.36inch rocket launcher, quickly dubbed the
"bazooka" by reason of its similarity in
appcarance to the homemade musical instrument made famous by radio comedian
Bob Burns. F iring by electrical impulse a
rocket carrying a shaped charge, the bazooka
at last provided the foot soldier with a mcans
for knocking out a ta nk ( though in practice
it tumed out to be more useful against
machine gun emplacements, pillboxes, and
buildings ). Perhaps most unusual of all was
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t he fact that here, in 1942, was a new weapon that was simpler rather than morc complex. The General Electric Company was
given but thirty days in which to deliver the

first order of 5,000.

T hen, using over one

hundred subcontractors, the company met
production schedules for 60,000 more in

1942, about 100,000 in 1943, and 200,000
in 1944, even though many improvements
were added on the basis of battlefield experi-

ence.

T he only other major producer of

bazookas was the C heney Bigelow Wire
Works of Springfield, Massachusctts, which
turned out about 40,000 of a modified
version during the win ter of 1944-45.
Recoilless rifles, the 57-nun. and 75-mm.
artillery pieces that could be carried by
hand or fired from a machine gun mount on
a jeep, showed great promise in demonstrations in Eu rope and in action on Okinawa,
but they appeared too late to make an important cont ribution to the war.
When it came to bigger guns, the Anny's
position on the eve of war was rather less
satisfactory than in small arms. For the
most part it still relied on the French 75-mm.
guns of World War I fame. The 10S-mm.
howitzer which was to become the artillery
workhorse had been under development
throughout the in terwar period, but was not
adopted in its fi nal form until 1940.
As World War II approached, planners
tended to pass by any concerted effort for
artillery production, presumably on the assumption that aerial bombing would take
over much of the work of artillery in future
warfare. The Army had relied on its own
arsenals, mainly Watervliet and Watertown,
for production of the few guns and howitzers
it obtained between the wars, so that no
private manufacturers were in any position
to enter the field quickly. When the rearmament program started, the gunmakers

who had kept the art alive at the arsenals
were nearly swamped, not only in expand ing
their own facilit ies but in providing instructions and assistance fo r private companies
accepti ng contracts. Low priorities for
artillery made the machine tool bottleneck
especially acute, and delayed production
during the early months of the war.
Meanwhile plant facilities were bcing expanded rapidly, and output increased
sharply in ]942.
A 155-mm. howitzer took its place as
companion piece of t he 105 in division artillery. Development of a 240-m m. howitzer
and an 8-inch gun had begun immediately
after World War I , b ut lack of appropriations fo rced a fi fteen-year interruption until
World War II. Two mortars which became standard in the infantry, the 60-mm .
and the 81-mm., had been obtained in the
1930's from a French fi rm, and presen ted
no serious p roduction problems once the
program was launched- except fo r an unexpected shortage of the 60-mm . growing
out of suddenly increased requirements in
the European t heater in 1944. Tank guns
and antitank guns, aircraft guns and antia ircraft guns, and self-propelled guns and
howitzers comprised by far the greatest
share of all artillery weapons. Of h ighcst
priority were the antiaircraft guns where the
chief emphasis and the major problems were
with the new 90-mm. Production fell considerably behind the President's "M ust"
Program, until ultimately he was convinced
that so many guns (5,400 for 1942) were
not needed, and the requirements were cut
in half. Production of tank guns lagged far
behind production of tanks during the first
half of 1942; when it did catch up, the 75mm. gun ca rried on American tanks was no
match for t he German 88 which the tanks
frequently encountered . Production of air-
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craft can non, on t he other hand, was able
to keep pace with aircraft production prac~
lically from the beginning.
In the early part of the war emphasis in
artillery production, as was t rue for many
other items, was on all-out production all
along the line, with no effective program for
scheduling and balancing components until
the end of 1942.
Modifications in the design of weapons
probably was caused as often by the neecs-sity to speed production or conserve scarce
materials as to improve performance. It
was a happy combination when an improved production method resulted also in
a superior product. Such was the case of
two major techniques for making gun tubes
that had been developed about the time of
World War I, but were applied during
World War II for the first time on a large
scale. T he first was cold-working, or
"autofettage," based upon earlier French
practice which, by the application of hydraulic pressure within the bore, accomplished the same kind of strengthening as
had been achieved during the Civil War by
shrinking hoops on the outside of the barrel.
The other was centrifugal casting, whereby
molten steel was poured into a revolving
mold, and was shaped by the centrifugal
force. The result was simplified and
speedier production, economy of materials,
and greater uniformity of strength than
could be achieved by forging.
Over $3 billion went into the expansion
program for government-owned, contractoroperated facilities engaged in the manufacture of ammunition. In the biggest program of its kind undertaken durjng the war,
these faciliti es eventually included twelve
plants for maufacturing the chemical components of explosives, twenty-one plants for
making high explosives and smokeless
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powder, and twenty-five for loading shells
and bombs. All together these plants produced over a billion rounds of artillery ammunition and about 4.5 million tons of several types of bombs. Even this output was
not enough to keep up with an appetite that
Each new
seemed to grow with eating.
campaign brought a higher statement of requirements than had been forecast, though
in most cases there were no actual shortages
in the theaters. O nly the end of the war
curtailed further expansion of ammunition
faci lities. Besides plants for producing artillery ammunition and bombs, a dozen government-owned, contractor-operated plants
were built to augment production of small
arms ammunition that had been centered at
the Frankford Arsenal in Philadelphia.
T otal capacity reached 71 million rounds
a d ay, and total production of small arms
ammunition from 1940 to 1945 amounted
to over 41 billion rounds, mostly .30- and
.50-caliber. Although production of small
arms a mmunition did not involve the complications of producing fuzes or manufacturing and loading high explosives, it nevertheless had its share of difficulties. O ne
problem common to making both small
a rms and light and med ium art·iIlery ammunition was the serious shortage of copper
needed for the brass cartridge cases. Attempts to develop satisfactory steel ca rtridge
cases to replace cappel" casings were not
successful duri ng the war, but the necessity
for a substitute diminished as the Controlled
Materials Plan cased the copper shortage.

Vehicles
U ndoubtedly the most revolutionary
change in the American ground forces of
World War II was their almost complete
motorization. With the exception of cer-
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tain special cases, such as the mountain warfare in Italy, animl,l.ls had disappeared from
the service areas as well as the combat units
in the Un ited States Army, and, almost as
needed, troops and supplies cou ld be moved
by motor truck, while combat vehicles appeared by the thousa nds to restore to waffare the mobility that had been so slightly
employed in World War I.
After the German blitzk rieg in Poland
and through the Low Countries and Fnmcc,
it was generally agreed that tanks had become an essential clemen t of warfare, but
great disagree·ncn! continued about lypes
needed and how they should be used. U.S.
mili tary doctrine had emphasized the light
tank, insi:<>ting that the role of the medium

lank was to secure the breakthrough of the
ligh t tank, a nd in the latter category the
United States had kept fa irly close to the
pace of other mil itary powcn;. Then cm~
phasis shi fted to the medium tank, and
leaders of the Armored Force and of Army
Ground Forces throughout most of the war
held to the view that the war shou ld be
fought with the medium M4, General
Sherman. Ordnance experts recommended
almost from the beginning the development
of heavier tan ks with more powerfu l gu ns.
Even though the Germans rushed into production the heavy Tiger and Panther, the
fact that they out-gun ned the U.S. models
and had better armor protection had little
immediate consequence in American tank
development, for according to U.S. Army
doctrine tanks were not intended to fight
tanks, and furthermore Aml }' Regulations
forbade tanks hea\·ier than thirty tonsboth of which rules Hitler ignored.
The launching of a big tank produclion
program in the United States coincided with
the fall of France in 1940 and the arri val
of a British tank commission a nxious 10 ob-
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lain thousands of tanks as quickly as possible. T he greatest step forward was the
sign ing of a contract to build and operate
a completely new tank plant-the Detroit
Tank Arsenal- by the Chrysler Corporation. The greatest drawback was the lack
of a satisfactory design for a medium tank.
In the interest of speed , the M3, General
Grant, despite its high silhouette, riveted
construction, and the position of its 75-mm .
gun at the "right shoulder," first went into
production until the improved Sherman,
without rivets, and with its gun mounted in
a fully traversing turret, could be perfected.
It then became the standard medium tank.
The Ord nance Corps had been at work on
a heavy tank, carrying a 90-mm. gun, which
eventually appeared as the T26, General
Pershing, but it was delayed so long by
Ground Forces insistence that there was no
need for it t hat it arrived too late to have
much influence in battle. While officers of
the Armored Force kept insisting that ta nks
were not supposed to fight tanks, doughboys
observed bitterly that when they were
ordered to attack they were told "you cannot fight tanks with tanks, and you cannot
use tan k destroyers for attack ," so the infantryman must advance in his "armored
0.0. shirt" against German Tigers and
Panthers.
Aside from basic differences on doctrine
and the design of tanks, other differences
came up repeatedly. One of these was the
matter of whether diesel or gasoline engines
should be used. The early assumption was
that diesel engines should be used in the
interest of economy of fuel and durability,
plus a supposed greater measure of safety
from fire. Later, however, U.S. planners
were less in favor of diesel engines, largely
because of other logistical considerations.
One of these was the complication of having
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SHERMAN TANKS,

MOUNTINC 75-MM. GUNS, I N ACT ION I N

to maintain a separate su pply line for d iesel
fuel when most Army vehicles lIscd gasoline.
Furthermore, it was argued, the supposed
savings rcsulting from the usc of diesel fuel
wou ld be to some extent a fa lse economy
because of the fact that to obtain such vast
quantities of diesel Cucl, gasoli ne or olher
products would be given ofT in the refining
process which might just as well be uscd to
power gasoline engines. On the other side
of lhe argument it was pointed out that with
a grealer usc of diesel fucl a beu er ba lance

of petroleum products wou ld be achieved,
and thus a more complete and economical
use of potential fuels. Although diesel.
powered tanks, amounting at the time to
twice the number being produced for American forces, continued to go to the British
and the Russians, production for American

FRANCE

use went almost w holly over to the gasoline
engines in 1942. Development of the Ford
GAA engine, tested at Aberdeen Proving
Ground by C hrysler and General Motors
engineers, added to the general acceptability
of gasoline power.
Over 25 percent of the more than 88,000
tanks produced between 1940 and 1945
were produced a t the Detroit T ank Arsenal.
Ot her plants, operated mostly by automobile or railway equipment manufacturers,
produced the rema inder. Hund reds of
plants produced ta nk components.
Although motor trucks were much more
closely akin to commercial models than were
combat vehicles, special military speci fications were such as to make commercial experience only partially applicable. Moreover, during peacetime, the requirements for
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competitive bidding made it most difficult to
develop satisfactory military vehicles, for it
was held that the preparation of detai led
speci fi cations or standardization by the
Anny would eliminate competition. As an
officer observed in 1936, "vehicle types and
models that fully meet military requirements
arc not practicable of production in quan tity
in time of war nor legaUy procurable in t ime
of pcace.3
So far as motor transportation during
World War II was concerned, the 2!0-ton
6x6 (actually the truck had ten tires, for the
rear fOUf wheels werc dual) was the work-

horse. Fully loaded, the versatile 2~-ton
could climb a 65-percent grade from a
standing start, move along the face of a hill
without losing its balance, and was eq ually
at home r unning down a smooth highway or
over wet fields, or through th ickets of 2Y2inch t rees. Soon after production bega n in
J anuary 194 1 demand increased so much
that it became t he most serious production
problem in the truck program . The Yellow
T ruck and Coach Company (taken ovcr in
1943 by General Motors) continued to be
the chief producer throughout the war, although Studebaker, Reo, and Interna tional
Harvester later participated, mostly for lendlease req uirements.
T he other favorite motor vehicle of World
War II was the little 4x4 which came to be
known as the jeep. T he original model was
dcveloped in 1940 by the American Bantam
Ca r Company of Butler, Pennsylvania.
Whcn it came to placing production orders,
the Quartermaster Corps, over the protests
of Bantam, brought in W illys-Overland and
Ford fo r equal shares, on the ground that it
was desirable to have more than one com• Quoted in Smith, The Army and Eco,lQmi, Mobilization, p. 253.
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pany ready to produce in case of war. All
three compa nies improved upon their designs, and after competitive tests, the Willys
model was standardized. Then, for a contract to produce 16,000 jeeps, competitive
bids were invited on an all-or-none basis.
Willys submitted the low bid . The Quartermaster Corps made t he award to Ford as
being a larger and more dependable producer. However, the Office of Production
Management overruled the Quartermaster
decision, a nd the contract went to Willys.
T his time the order was not divided, on the
ground that it was desirable to be sure that
all jeeps were identical. As demand increased additional orders went to Ford (but
not to Bantam) to produce jeeps accord ing
to Wi llys blueprints.
Early delays in motor truck production
were attribu table mainly to the difficulty of
obta ining three components-<:onstant velocity joints, tra nsfer cases, and bogie rear
axles-needed fo r the all-w heel drive used
in most Army vehicles. Other parts and
componen ts were in more general use in
commercial trucks. T he supply of spare
parts to keep t he vehicles serviceable posed a
related problem, and one made vastly more
complicated by the conti nued use of large
numbers of differ.ent models. Some 330
different types of vehiclcs, as com pared to
216 during World War I , were in service
in World Wa r II. Fortunately, the 2~
ton truck and t he jeep constituted wel l over
half of the nearly 2.4 mill ion motor vehicles
prod uced between 1940 a nd 1945, so t hat
problems of ma intenance and spare parts
were eased accordingly. Prewar standardization would .have contributed much more
in this direction.
I n the matter of responsibil ity for motor
vehicles procurement, the Quartermaster
Corps still had this funct ion during the early
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pa rt of the war, but, largely for the advantage of cen tering maintenance of both combat and transport vehicles in the same authority, some sentiment developed for reviving a separate Motor Transport Corps
such as had been created during World War
I to have responsibility for procurement as
well as maintenance ( but not operation of
tran<;portation) of all motor vehicles. Both
the Quartermaster Corps and the Ord nance
Corps objected to this notion, as most organizat ions object to any loss of function, and
bot h ind ica ted willingness to take on the
whole job. It went to Ordnance in August
1942.

Aircraft
One of the great production stories of the
waT is that related to aircraft. West Coast
aviation companies, eastern ai rcraft man u ~
facturers, and automobile companies and
their suppliers, all of whom before had been
fie rcely competitive, organized and integrated their activities in expansion, conversion, and new fac ilities un til the President's "fan tastic" call in 1940 for 50,000
a ircraft came to be a rather unimaginative
request. In this fi eld shortages of materials
and machine tools were most critical, but
the production record proves how well the
industry surmounted all problems. Working together in commitlees and subcommittees, contractors and the Air Corps ironed
out problems of design, engi neering, and
production.
In 1939 the entire aircraft industry of
the United States produced 5,865 planes.
It hardly had produced 50,000 planes together si nce the Wright brothers' first flight
at Kitty H awk in 1903. By 1942 what had
been essentially a handcraft industl, had
been converted to mass production, and in
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1944 it attained a peak production of 96,318
aircraft. The total produced from 1940
through 1945 was over 303,300, of which
about three~fou rths were procured by the
Army Air Forces. This feat had to be accomplished along with improvements in
quali ty as well as quantity. Young lads
who had been collecting box-top photographs of the sleek P- 39 Airacobra were
amazed to learn that it was no match for
the Japanese Zero or the German Messerschmidt and that the other standard fi ghter
of 1940, the P-40 Warhawk, though able
to hold its own a little better, also was obsolete. Fortunately, improved designs of
fighters as well as bombers were on the way.
The twin-engine, twin-fuselage P-38
Lightning had been designed in 1937, but
onl y sixty-nine were on hand at the time of
Pearl Harbor. Two other supcrior fighters,
designed in 1940, did not get into combat
until 1943. T hesc were Republic's P-47
Thunderbolt, and North American's P- 51
Mustang, a plnne which proved to be the
fin est bomber escort in the war, but which
the U.S. Army Air Forces largely ignored
u ntil after the British had been impressed
with its qualities.
One reason for the lag in fighter plane
production early in the war doubtless was
the assumption of bomber superiority in the
AAF. First priority in d esign and production went to the heavy bombers, the Boeing
B- 17 Flying Fortress, designed in 1933, and
the Consolid ated B- 24 Liberator, designed
in 1939. The Boeing B- 29 Superfortrcss
was designcd in 1940. Contracts for its
production were Jet even before it had been
flight tested. Deliveries began in August
1943, and within the next two years over
3,700 had been accepted, of which over one
thousand were based in the Marianas, engaging in long-range attacks against Japan.
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JEEP ON A HILLSIDE I N ITALY

At the beginn ing of the war, two com~
panics, Wright Aeronautical Corporation
and Pratt and Whitney dominated the field
in the production of aircraft engines, while
a third, the Allison Division of General
Motors, was coming into the picture as a
producer of liquid-cooled, in-line engines.
These companies continued to be the leading producers, though major automobile
companies, as licensees, were contributing
60 percent of the horsepower output by
1944. Similarly, the old-line ai rcraft companies, converted to basic mass-production
techniquc:s, produced most of the airframes
used during the war.
The most notable newcomer to the group
was the Ford Motor Company. In 1940
Ford offered to undertake the mas... produc-

tion of a irpl anes at the rate of one an
hour- an offer having dramatic appeal in
the dark days whcn France was falling before the Gennan onslaught, but considered
to be impracticable of realization. The
War Department was not prepared to freeze
design as would be necessary. and a statement of the Assistant Secretary of War in
1938 to the elTect that combat aircraft were
not adaptable to mass-production techniques remained the official policy. It was
the old logistical dilemma of quality versus
quantity. Ford showed little interest in
manufacturing aircraft parts-the attitude
was that complete airplanes should be
turned out. Early in 1941 the company was
persuaded to join with other automobile
makers in parts production, but was not
satisfied with this arrangement for a moment, and on its own initiative proceeded to
build one of the largest industrial facilitics in
the world at Willow Run near Detroit to
turn out B- 24 heavy bombers. The main
building at Wi llow Run was nearly a
mile long, and into it went 1,600 machine tools, 7,500 jigs and fixturcs, and
an overhead conveyor system with cranes
having a capacity of 19 tons. All this
activity was regularized with a production contract signed in October 1941.
Then complete redrawing, and in many
cases redcsigning of parts, of the aircraft
was necessary so that it could be put on the
production line; next came the big job of
tool ing and retooling before the production
model was made firm. Eleven mon ths after
ground had been broken for the new plant
B-24's began coming off the line at Willow
Run, but the rate of output was low for another twelve months. Difficulties in adapting the usc of dies and presses to working
with alumi num, and almost continual
changes in Air Forces requirements never
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did pennit the Willow Run plant to run at
fu ll capacity. Given the cost and time necessary for complete tooling, and given the
continuous design changes which cha racterized war production it was not dear at the
conclusion of the war whether the Ford
system actually was superior to that of the
older aircraft companies in final results, but
the experience did point the way to possible
fu ture improvement.

Clot hing and Equipment
The problems of design, industrial coordination, expansion of capacity, scheduling, and materials common to the
procurement of munitions, vehicles. and
aircraft also appeared in varying degrees in
the procurement of other supplies and
equipment. In 1941 the Army, used to
peacetime garrison soldiering in the United
States, was iIl~prep ared to clothe and equip
troops for global conflict in all climates.
Neither satisfactory jungle uniforms nor win~
ter combat clothing were on hand. Efforts
to overcome these defi ciencies while step~
ping up procurement of all standard items
a t once developed shortages in textiles, and
added production delays.
A satisfactory jungle uniform did not go
into production until ncar the end of the
war. There was better luck in the addition
of several items of winter wear, such as
woolen jackets, sweaters, and headgear,
though development of a good combat boot
and of a shocpac that would protect against
trench foot in operations over cold, wet ter~
rain came late. Special equipment had to
be developed, too, for a new type of fighting
man in this war- the airborne soldier.
Paratroopers and glidermen had to have
parachutes ( for which nylon had to be sub~
stituted for silk), jump boots, special packs,
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and other specialized items of unit and personal equipment. A new steel helmet pro~
vided br.tter protection than the shallow
" tin hat" of World War I. One of the
worst shortages developed in cotton duck.
Requirements of that fabric for tents, vehicle covers, ammunition bags, and other
items far exceeded all previous demands,
~n d only by conversion of a part of the textile industry could they be met. Many
items of Quartermaster equipment had to
be redesigned to substitute other materials
for much of the rubber, copper, tin, and
nylon which had been previously used.

Rations
The Subsistence Division of the Quartermaster Corps, lineal desccndant of the formerly independent Subsistence Department,
continued to supelvise food procurement;
however, the peacetime practice of decentralized purchasing gave way to a nationa lly co-ordinated system in wh:ch three
Quartermaster depots did the buying of
nonperishable items, while a chain of thirtyfive Quartermaster Market Centers, operating under the administrative supervision
of the C hicago Market Center, handled the
buying of perishable foods.
During wartime virtually all troops were
issued field rations, the menus more or less
standardized depending on ~eason, location,
a nd transportation, instead of relying on thf'
peacetime garrison ration system under
which a n organization could obtain food
p retty much according to its own tastes.
Field ration A approx imated the garrison
ra tion, and the d iet of soldiers stationed in
the continental United States contained approximately 70 percent fresh food s. Field
ration B was the same except for the substitution of nonperishables, so that troops
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A DAY'S SUPPLY OF K

stationed overseas received a large share of
canned meats, fruits, and vegetables, besides
quantities of such items as dehydrated p0ta toes and dehydrated eggs. As refrigerator
space became avaiJa blc on ca rgo ships, more
fresh foods were shipped overseas.
The combat soldier learned to rely on a
famil y of combat rations. Two of these,
the C ration and t he D ration, had been
developed just before lhe wa r. The first,
replacing the reserve ration of World War I,

RATIONS

consisted of meat components (usually hash
or stew), biscuits, beverage powder, and
sweets, packed in two cylindrical cans for
each meal. Mod ifications during the war
permitted the inclusion of a variety of ten
different meat components by 1945. The
D ration meal was a highl y concentrated
bar of cocoa, oat flour, and skim milk pow~
der, weighing four ounces and conta ini ng
600 calories, for emergency use in place of
the World War I emergency iron ration.
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ing forces as were guns and veh ieles. T he
main problem in su pplying the pop ular
floa ting tread way bridges was the shortage
of canvas and rubber needed for the pneumatic floats; again deliveries had just begun
to meet demand by the end of 1944. P rocurement of Bailey bridges, on t he other
hand, was more than enough to meet deane rations designed for the group feeding mand in 1944, but unfortu nately practically
of tank or gun crews or dctachmcnL<; iso- none could be used in the European theater
lated from kitchens. These, too, came into beca use the parts proved to be not intcrgeneral usc in combat areas.
changeable with the British-made Baileys
Food shortages at t imes plagued procure- already in usc there.
T he first impact of mil itary mobilization
ment officers and frequem ly produced an
imbalance of components that led to the was on military installations for housing,
monotony of diet wh ich planners constantly training, and supplying t he troops. Camps
sought to eliminate. Most serious was the constructed during World War II were
difficulty of procuring canned meats when much more elaborate, and on a larger scale
the producers, havi ng to sell under O PA than those built during World War L
price ceilings wh ile buying meat without Again speed was the watchword, a nd buildcontrolled prices, refused to bid on Army " ers- sometimes single fimls, at other times
conU·acts. This caused a crisis in 1942 several compan ies working on parallel conuntil the OPA granted an exemption for tracts on a big site- mobilized workers and
finished meat products, at first temporarily, materials to meet the demand . Contracts
and then indefinitely. T he importation of generally were of the cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
beef from South America helped to case type. Somctimes tracts of land as large as
the general shortage.
three million acres were leased for maneuver
areas. At the beginning the Quartermaster
Corps was charged with construction within
Engineer EquifJme1ll (md COIlSlruction
the United States, but in December 1941
At first glance it may seem that in any t his responsibili ty was transferred to the
competition for materials and facilities, Corps of Engineers, which previously had
tan ks and other combat materiel must have been responsible only for construction overpriority, and so they did at first. But tanks seas and for civil projects for improvement
cannot operate without bases, and aircraft of rivers and harbors within the United
ca nnot operate without airfields. T he logis- States. Total cost of all the Amly cam ps,
tical importance of such engineer items as hospitals, airfields, arsenals, depots, and
tractors, earth movers, cranes, and shovels storage, port, transportation, and other famounted rapidly until in 1944 req uirements cil itier-sufficient for 5.3 million troops in
were fully met, and it was possible to cut the United States at one time-was $7.2
back production after January 1945. In bi ll ion for installations bu ilt within the zone
mobile warfare, bridging was as necessary of lhe interior, and $ 1.8 billion fo r those
fo r the uninterrupted advance of the attack- built overseas.
The K ration, developed during the war
originally for parach ute troops, became
most fami liar to men in front- line combat.
One meal, packed in a cardboa rd box 6Y2
inc hes long, it quickly came into general use
in combat areas, appreciated more for its
convenience than for its palatability. More
attractive WCfe the five-ill-one and ten-in-
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Transportation Equipment

The Anny T ransportation Corps procured vessels used by the Army other than
landing craft for which the Navy (except
for a short period) had procurement responsibility. Mainly because of the failure to
anticipate requirements, land ing craft procurement became one of the real strategic
bottlenecks. Vessels obtained by the Transportation Corps included all kinds of tug_
boats, lighters, ferries, motor la unches. and
miscellaneous small craft.
T he Transportation Corps built, operated, and maintained railroads in many
parts of the world. It contracted for all
sorts of railway equipment-steam, diesel,
a nd gasoline locomotives ; freight, passenger,
and hospital cars; and the heavy maintenance equipment, thousands of miles of
track, and other material necessary to keep
the railroads running.

Chemical Equipment
Although toxic gases were not used during
World War 11, a good deal of elTort went
into the produetion of some 146,000 tons
(nearly twice the production of Gennany)
of these agents in the United States, and
into the production of over 30 million gas
masks of various types, as well as ointments,
protective clothing, and decontamination
equipment. In addition, the C hemical
Warfare Service manufactured or contracted for a numbcr of special items that
were widely used, such as 4.2-inch mortars,
flame thrower.!, and smoke-generating
equipment; incendiary and smoke bombs,
shells, and grenades; and napalm.
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simplifying its control, while at the same
time they immeasurably complicated procurement for ils support. "Handy-ta lkies"
and "walkie-talkie" radios and soundpowered telephones extended communications down to the rifle platoons. Sets were
improved to meet the need of tanks, aircraft,
and higher headquarters. Radar detection
was an exciting new development of World
War II , and presented its own problems in
procurement of the highly specialized
equipment.

The A lom;c Bomb
The largest a nd most complex single project of World War 11 had no effect, other
than the diversion of cri tical materials from
other programs of highest priority, until the
final few weeks of the war in the Pacific.
That was the atomic bomb project. Placed
under the direction of the "Man hattan D istrict" of the Corps of Enginecrs when turned
over to the Army from the Office of Scientific Research and Development in the su mmer of 1942, it became a $2 .2 billion undertaking, and involved the c(H)rdinatcd elTort<;
of scientists and engineers and laborers, of
universities, and of industrial corporations.
Secretary of War Stimson called the production of the atomic bomb "the greatest
achievement of the eombined efforts of science industry, and the military in all
history. " 4
With several avenues possible for the produ ction of fission material (uranium 235,
or plutonium) but with none as yet proved!
Brig. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, commander of
the Manhattan District, detennin ed to press
along all fronts simultaneously. In Septem.

Communications
Radio and telephone commun ications
added a new dimension to warfare in greatly

• Quoted in James P. Baxter, 3d, SeifnliJlI
Against Time (Bo, ton : Litlle, Brown and Co.,
1946), p. 438.
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ber 1942 Groves chose the site for the construction of production plants-the Clinton

Engineer Works-and town for the workers at what soon would become knO\V1l as
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, about twenty miles
from Knoxville. There facilities would be
built for the separation of uranium 235
isotopes from the more common uranium
238 by each of three processes, as well as a
laboratory and pilot plant for the production of plutonium.

On the basis largely of research being
done at Columbia University, the Kellex
Company, a company fanned for the purpose by the M. W. Kellogg Company, which
had been working with the Columbia scientists on design for a pilot plant, accepted a
contract to proceed directly to the construction of a full-size gaseous diffusion plant
without waiting for a pilot p lant.
The
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation, operating subsidiary of the Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, agreed to
operate the plant. About the same time,
Stone & Webster, general contractors for
the construction of the town, also accepted
a contract to build a plant for recovering
uranium 235 by the electromagnetic process,
based on research being done at the University of California. The Tennessee Eastman Corporation, primarily an operating
unit of the Eastman Kodak Company,
which had built the Holston Ordnance
Works near Kingsport, Tennessee, served
as consultants and operators of the plant.
Within nine months Stone & Webster had
10,000 people on their payroll, and Tennessee Eastman had 4,800 people at work. As
a kind of backstop for the other two processes, the Man hattan District contracted
with the H. K. Ferguson Company of Cleveland for construction of a thermal diffusion
plant, based on a process developed at the
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Naval Research Laboratories. Much of t he
work in all cases was done by subcontractors.
In the meantime a group of scientists at
the University of Chicago working with
Enrico Fenni had achieved the first seJfsustaining chain reaction in their laboratory
in a squash court under the stands at Stagg
Field. Later this pile was moved to the
Argonne National Laboratories near Chicago. This work proviaed the basis for the
plutonium process. For cost plus a fixed
fee of $ 1.00, the Du Pont Company agreed
to build a pilot plant for plutonium at Oak
Ridge, to be operated by the Metallurgical
Laboratory (the University of Chicago
group ), and to engineer, design, construct,
and operate a huge plant for the production of plutonium at Hanford, Washington,
where the quantities of water needed for
cooling the reactor piles were available from
the Columbia River. Before long some
25,000 workers were on the job at Hanford.
A third major installation was needed for
the work of actually making a bomb from
the fissionable materials produced at Oak
Ridge and Hanford. This was developed
in the cstablishment in New Mexico of the
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory ncar the
end of 1942, under the direction of J.
Robert Oppenheimer.
The extent the project reached in a few
months is summed up in the following:
By 1943, the project had grown so rapidly
in so many directions that no one individual
could follow it. As the year began, earthmovers were already carving huge excavations
out of the narrow Tennessee valleys for three
plants and a new American city. Across the
country a network of university laboratories
and private contractors were designing and
fabricating components to specifications unprecedented in mass-production efforts. Now,
to follow the fortunes of the bomb, one had to
observe physicists assembling vacuum tanks
and high-voltage equipment at the University
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of California Radiation Laboratory, engineers
laying precision-machined blocks of graphite
wi thin a conc rete cube in T ennessee, chcmists
testi ng fra gile pieces of porous meta l in corrosive gases at Co lumbia University, scientists
exploring the fundamenta ls of the fission process in New Mexico, and Army offi cers planning the transformation of a desert into an industrial city in thc Pacific North wcst .~
All the pro blem s and frustratio ns of a ny
such gigantic underta king were com• Richard C . Hewlelt and Oscar E. Andenon, J r.,
" T he New World, 1939 / 19<16," ' -01. 1, A l/ isto'1 0/
tlte Unil t d Sioles Al omi~ En",), Comm illio"
( University P:nk, Pa, : Pennsylvania Siale Unil'ersily Press, 1962 ), p . 6.

pounded by the battles with the unknown .
The pressure of haste, t he bypassing of pilot
plants in the processes for uranium 235,
the problems involved in assembli ng t h ou ~
sands of workers in isolated areas, not to
ment ion the battles for priorities to obtai n
processing equipment and sca rce materials
surcJy would have discouraged any men had
not thesta kcs been so high.
Before the end of 1944 success a ppea red
to be in sight. Engineers at O ak Ridge had
devised a scheme to operate separation
plan ts as a uni t so as to make best usc of the
ad vantages of each process. Results at
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PRODUCTION PLANT AT THE OAK RIOGE ATOMIC ENERGY COMPLEX

Hanford as well as Oak Ridge were cncouraging, and in the late spring of 1945 significant quantities of both uraniu m 235 and
plutonium were rcaching the laboratory a t
Los Alamos. On 16 July 1945 the Ma nhattan District detonated the first atomic
bomb at Alamogordo Air Base in New
Mexico. A uranium 235 device, its (orce
p roved to be the equivalent of 20,000 tons
of T NT - four times greater than its developers had expected. On 6 August an

American 8- 29 dropped a uranium bomb
on Hiroshima. Three days iater Nagasaki
was hit by a plutonium bomb.

Summary
Several outstanding features cont ributed
to a total productive achievement during
World Wa r II Ih at could not have been
imagined previously. Industrial mobilization and procurement were ma rked by swift
conversion of industry to a wartime basis
and expansion of both government and private facil ities for wartime production, as
well as by the fcarless acccptancc of requirements to accomplish what had to be
done. The policy of close-pricing in procu rement contracts helped to red uce costs
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and increase efficiency. Controls, such as
the Controlled Materials Plan, inaugurated
to reduce competition for materials and
facilities and thus eliminate bottlenecks in
machine tool production and critical raw
materials, greatly expedited both industriaJ
mobilization and military procurement.
During the war years American industry
produced, for the Navy as well as the Army,
40 percent of the world production of
munitions, a fact that figured greatly in the
Alljed victory. Total War Department ex·

•

pcnditures for the period from 1 July 1940
to 31 August 1945 were $167.4 billion, or
55 percent of all national defense expenditures, and almost 50 percent of the total
federal budget for that period. Great as
the achievement was, it might have been
greater, and the job might have been done
more swiftly if better use had been made
of previous experience. Whether it would
be surpassed in the future would depend on
necessity and on the extent to which this
experience might be applied.

CHAPTER XXIX

Global Distribution and Transportation
For logistics, as with strategy and tact ics,
the ballic is the pay-ofT. Berond the proClII'CIll Cll1 of military supplies and equipment there remai n the closely related activilies of storage, distribution, and tra nsportation to get materiel into the hands of the
troops, and all to t he baule areas. W orld
War II put lhe whole distribution process
into a new d imension, the d imension of
global wa rfare, when active theaters a world
apart had to be supported simu ltaneously.

Orga'/izatiQn

lor

Supply Services

From the fou ntainhead of the W ar
Departmen t in W ashington logistica l authority a nd responsibility fl owed down three
diverging but concurrent streams-through
the chiefs of the technical services to Class
IV insta llations; through the service commands to posts, camps, and stat ions in the
United Stalcs; through oversea t heater commanders to comm unications zoncs and operationa l annies. The good fortune of the
United States in two world wars in keepi ng
combat operations d istant from its own
shores gave to it a military organ izat ion
structure considerably difTe rent from those
of a land power such as Germany or the
Soviet Union where intenlal military districts had to be closely related to the operational orga nization.
Within the zone of interior- which included a ll the continenta l U nited Statesinstallations were classified in four categories

according to the degree or nature of control
exercised by the service commands. C lass
I installations were directl y under t he command of Ihe service commands and included
recept ion centers, repa ir shops, Amly Se rv~
ice Forces training centers, and all named
general hospitals except Walter Reed.
Class 1I installa tions were those at which
Anny Ground Forces units were stationed
for training; here the service commands appointed the post commanders and were re~
sponsible for all housekeeping duties, but
had no command over the troops or training
of Ground Forces. C lass III were Air
Forces insta llations where the ASF service
commands had limited housekeeping duties.
Class IV installations and activities were
"exempted" from service command control,
and remained under the command of the
head of an admi nistrat ive or tech nical serv~
icc, though the service commands performed some limi ted housekeeping fun ctions. C lass IV installat ions, such as depots and ports of emba rkation, perfonned
fun ctions relating d irectly to nationwide
programs that needed centralized control for
effectiveness. General depots handl ing
su ppl ies of more t han one technical service
ca me u nder the command and managemen t
of The Quartennaster General, though the
sections remained under the supervision and
control of t heir respective technical service
chiefs.
O versea commanders, benefiting from the
precedent of World War I when General
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Pershing mainta in ed virtua lly complete
independence from the Chief of S tall in
Washingto n, enjoyed an a uto nolll Y far
g rc<l tcr than an y to be found in the continental U nited Sta tes. The kind of organi zation C!'ta blishcd in a theater of o pera tio ns for logistic support stemmed mainly
from Wo rld Wa r I experience, a lthoug h
local variations re flec ted widd y differing
conditions. I n gene ral , the assumption was
that a theater of o perations wo uld be divided into a combat zo ne and a communi cations zone. T he dividing line between
the two wnes, esta blished by the theat er
commander, gene rall y coinc id ed with the
rear bounda ric,> of the field annics occupying t he comba t zolle. Army admini ~ trati \'c
a nd sen'icc units. possibl y bro ug ht together
in an Army Service Comm a nd in special
situ:uio ns such as am p hibi o u.~ o perations,
pe rform ed their service and suppl y fun ctions
m ostly within t he Arm y service area- the
territory between the corps real' bounda ry
and the combat zone rear boundar),thoug h the), might be located anywhere in
the combat zone, Similarl y, co rps a nd d ivisio ns had rear boundaries t hat defin ed
their territo rial respo nsibility a nd pro vided
rea r areas in which service troops could
fun ction,
The communicati ons zo ne was a territ orial organiza tion extending fro m t he combat
zone rear boundary to the theater bOIl11da l),
a.~ fi xed by the J oint Chiefs of Staff.
Its
purpose w a.~ to relieve co mba t com mand ers
of logistical and te rritorial responsibility not
immedi a tely affected by the condu ct of
o perations. The o rganizatio n of the COIll mun ica tions zone depended on the size and
nature of the theater and th e type of o perations being conducted. I n a la rge l;md
theater the communicatio ns zone mig ht be
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divided into subo rdinate commands, including one or mo re base sec tions ( adjacent to
the coastal areas), intermediate sectio ns, and
a dvance sec tions ( adjacent to the combat
zon e) . Responsibili ty was delegated to the
sec tio n commande rs fo r logistic support
throug h their areas. Som e services, such as
rail"':l Y service, pipe lines, tru ek sel'vice, inland wate rways, and m:ljo r construc tion
mig ht th en be held ou l as inler.;eetional sen 'ices and administered d irectly from co mmunie:ltions zon e h e :ld q lla rter~, thoug h in
Wo rld War II the pra ctiee toO oft en was to
permit divided command. In o ther ea.'i.es
the communicatio ns zone might nol be divided at all, bU I its eommander could assign
specifie tasks to districts ( llsually confin ed to
limited :ldministration and tenit orial respomibi lity, but not charged with th e support of combat forces), bases (for support
of a fOI'ce), o r areas. D istricts, baSl..'S, or
a reas o perated directly under communications zone headquarters even when sections
had been organized to handle most functions, or they ope rated as subo rdinate clements of sections,
U.S. A rm y theater.; of o perations usually
corresponded to Allied theaters, but not always. Th e U .S. Arm)' established th e European Thea ter of Operatio ns ( ETO ) under
General Eisenhower in 1942, ;lIld by ag reement wit h the Navy it se rved as a joint
comma nd. La ter its area was redefined to
co rrespond with that co ming uncleI' the ( om bined British-American Allied ExpeditionaI) ' Fo rce. I n North Africa, Eisenho wer
W:lS a U.S. Ann)' theater comm a nd er a.~ well
a ~ an Allied commander, an arrangement
that continued whe n the the a ~cr W ;IS redesignat ed and ex pand ed under a British com mande r as the Meditcr rane;1I1 Theater of
Operations ( r.. ITO ) . In the Pa ci fi c, Gcn-
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eral MacAnhur's Southwest Pacific Area
(SWPA ) was an Allied and a join t command , and it also comprised a U. S. Army
theater. The Pacific O cean Area ( POA )
under Admi ral Nimitz also was recognized
as an Allied command , though actually it
fun ctioned (L'$ a U. S. join t theater ; the Sou th
P acific Area had a separate organization,
but was subordinate to Nimi tz, whi le he
commanded directly the Central Pacific and
the North Pacific subdivisions.
I n Southeast Asia the structure was much
more complicated.
There the ChinaBunna-lndia thea ter was a U. S. Army
theater that had grown up without any official designation as such from the War Departmen t, but where Lt. Gen. J oseph W.
Stilwell was recogn ized as theater commander. II extended over the area of the
China Theater, which was an Allicd theater
under the command of Generalissimo
Ch iang Kai-shek with Stilwell as chief of
staff, indepen dent of the Combined C hiefs
of Staff ; over Burma which was wi th in the
area of another Allied command, the Sou theast Asia Comma nd ( afte r August 1943),
under Admiral Lord Louis tvl ountballen
with Stilwell act ing as dep uty commander;
and over I ndia which comprised a sepa rate
Bri tish comma nd responsible to the G overnment of Indi a . I n October 1944 the U.S.
command was divided into separate C hina.
and I ndia-Burma Theaters.

Different kinds of supplies were frequen tly d c.~ ig n ated according to the responsible service, that is, Quartermaster, Ordnance, and so forth; but for plann ing and
distribution purposes classifica tion according to handli ng and usc continued. I n the
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interwa r period supplies had been placed in
five categories as a modifica tion and refinement of th e four-class system of World War
1. Class I consisted of su pplies generally
consumed at a uniform rate rega rdless of
conditions, principally food. Class II supplies included cloth ing, weapons, and other
items for wh ich there were specific allowances for unit~ or for indiv iduals on tables
of organization and equipment, tables of
bas ic allowances, tables of allowances, and
other lists. Class I I I consisted of gasoline,
lubricating oil, and ot her fu els and lubricants, common ly referred to as POL ( aviation fuels and lubricant'> were classified IlIA). Class TV was a miscellaneous category
for itcms such as constru ction and fortification materials needed for spec ial purposes
or not otherwise classi fied . Class V was
ammunition, explosives, and c hem i ca l
agents.
Before World War II most supplies for
distribution, othcr than ammuni tion, were
stored at five general d epots where, through
the corps area commander, a station cou ld
place its requisitions with the appropriate
technical service section a t the general
depot in its area. The upsurge of activity
in warlime made this arra ngemen t imprac·
tical. It no longer was feasible to store all
items even of a single technical scrvice at
one place, much less all of the items of most
of the serviccs. Therefore depots began
to specialize in certa in major items-one
in art iller}', for instance, another in tanks,
another in clothing. Frequ entl), several
d e pol~ had to speciali ze in th e sa me commodity. These came to be known as key
depots. Oth ers, known as distribution
depots continued to handle a broad g rou p
of commoditie.~, bu t for units within a limited area. Both kinds of depots were as-
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signed "satellites," or reserve depots, to
handle overflow. Storage systems developed independently by each of the technical
services were brought under centralized
control in ASF so that space CQuid be transferred from one service to another, and a
measure of balance could be maintained
between supply and demand among the diffcren t areas. By the end of 1942 the additional depot facilities needed had been
completed or were under construction. A
Quartermaster depot generally covered onc
hu ndred to eight hu ndred acres of land
while the Ordnance Department had six
depots with over 20,000 acres each. At
the peak of wa r activity 125 large installations were active in the continental United
States where 2,000,000 people hand led over
4,000,000 tons of supplies a mont-h. Special effort went into packaging and packing
supplies so that they could withstand long
shipments protected against the effects of
moisture, insects, and fungus.
Newly activated units received their authorized allowances of initial equipment
automatically since the techn ical services
shipped it d irectly, on the basis of approved
tables. without requisitions from depots or
manufac turers to post su pply officers. For
replenishment supplies, after J anuary 1942,
units in the U nited States placed requisitions
with post supply officers who fi lled them
from station stocks or for.."arded them directly to the depot concerned without having
to go through any higher headq uarters.
Certai n items, listed as controlled items or
otherwise as critical items, were su bject to
strict distribution controls, and requisitions
for such items as tanks, heavy artillery, certain ammunition, mortars, name throwers,
tires and tubes, dry batteries, X-ray film,
heavy tentage, field wire, and various radio
and radar scts had to have the approval of
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the appropriate chief of technical service befo re being filled. During their in itial training, divisional units received ha lf of their
eq ui pment allowances, and nondivisional
units received 20 percent.
Perhaps the most significant cont rol measure was the stock control system adopted in
1943. This system provided for a prescribed
stock level for each post, and post supply officers had to make periodic physical inventories to assure conformity to the prescribed
levels. A reporting system had to be developed to keep track of the items on hand at
the depots, on requisition, on procurement,
in transit, and so on, and the technical services soon began moving the duties involved
out of Washington to stock control points in
various parts of t he country. Gradually, the
services also began delegating the computation of requirements for all but a few major
items to inventory control points, which
often were located at the same place as the
stock control points.
Total q uantities of items- levels of supply- which oversea theaters were to keep
on hand were detennined by t he War Department on the basis of J CS operational
and planning directives and recommendations of the theater commander.
These
were prescribed in terms of days of supply,
that is, t he supplies estimated to be necessary for one day for the conditions of the
operation and for the force stated . The
minimum level of su pply was the quantity
needed to su pport operations during any
reasonably anticipated interruption of supply lines, and it was considered a reserve to
be uscd when ],eshipments were delayed or
the operati ng level was temporari ly insufficient. T he operating level of suppiy was the
q uantity needed to sup port operat ions during the in telVai between resupply shipmen ts.
T he-maximum level of supply was the mini-
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mum level plus the operating level; it was
t he total authorized for the t heater to have
on hand under War Department d irectives.
Sometimes unimaginative or arbitrary use
of the day of supply concept led to d ifficulties in the accumulation of disproportionately large reserves.
At the same time
theater levels were subject to revision as a
result of changes in operational needs, the
general availability or supplies and transportation, and the competing req uirements
of other theaters. Requirements of t he d ifferent theaters varied according to local cooditions, but on the whole, and as a general
average, it took 1,600 tons d aily- I, IOO tons
of d ry cargo of all classes, 475 tons of bulk
petroleum products, and 25 tons of vehicles-to maintain a division slice (a division at full strength plus a proportionate
share of all supporting and service troops,
calculated at a total of 40,000 men), plus '
two air wing slices (5,000 men each), in
combat. Of this amount, 595 tons went to
the combat zone for ground forces, and 65
tons for the air forces un its, and 365 tons
went up to the d ivision area. I n tenns of
pounds per man per day, there was a good
deal of variation between the European and
Pacifie theaters in various classes of supply,
b ut t he total came to nearly t he same- 66 .8
pounds per man per day in the European
theater, and 67.4 in the Pacific. In Europe
it took 7.17 pounds of rations per ma n per
day, as compared to 6.71 pounds in the
Pacific. W hile it took 1 pound of clothing
and eq uipage, 11.9 pounds of construction
ma.tcriafs, a.nd 5.14 pounds of ammunition
per man per day in the Pacific, the req uirements for the European t heater for those
supplies were .426, 7.28, and 3.64 pounds,
respectively.
Air Forces ammumtlon
amounted to an additional eq uivalent of 4.4
pounds per man per day in Europe, and 3.5
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pounds in the Pacific.' As had been noted
in World War I, there agai n was a noticeable tendency to overequip the soldier. T his
not only added to the burden the individual
soldier had to carry, b ut it taxed transportation and, moreover, p ut unnecessarily heavy
demands on t he whofe supply system .
For supplying oversea theaters from t he
U nited States, the ports of embarkation became, in effect, supply regulating points. I n
order to localize responsibility, port commanders were charged with handling the
flow of supplies into and out of t heir ports
in accordance with the theaters' needs. At
the ports, Oversea Supply Divisions functioned in a way as Army Service Forces staff
divisions to supervise all matters pertaining
to the supply of the oversea commands and
bases which were the responsibility of the
respective ports. This responsibility was divided according to a reas in order to clarify
funct ions and simplify procedures. Thus
the New York Port of Embarkation was responsible for supplying the E uropean and
Mediterranean theaters; Boston for the
North Atlantic; C harleston for the Bahamas, Central Africa, and the Middie East;
New Orleans for Latin America and the
Caribbean and South Atlantic bases; San
Francisco for the Pacifi c; Los Angeles for
China-Burma-India; Seattle, for Alaska.
Other ports might be used as OUlpOrts of the
major ports, but they always operated under
the direction of the port commander having
responsibility for the particular area. Port
and oversea commands exchanged liaison
officers, and the port commanders issued
monthly policy charts listing such th ings as
directives in fo rce, levels of supply, and t roop
• FM 101 - 10, Organization, Technical and Logistical Data, August 1949, pp. 223- 88, 303-04,
490.
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strength, so that close co-o.d ination could
be mai ntained. An oversea command then
would requisition supplies from its supplying port, the Oversea Supply D ivision wou ld
edit the requ isitions, and {or.vard extracts
to the depots furnishing the lypes of goods
called for. Requisitions for controlled or
special items went to the headqu arters of the
technical service concerned or to Anny Service Forees headquarters. (Chart 5)
During the fi rst months of operations in a
new theater, the expectation was tha t supply
from the continental Un ited States would
be on an automatic basis. For a time a system of prcshipmcnt, without regard to current troop movements, was used to bu ild
up supplies in the British Isles for planned
future operations. Units movi ng into a new
theater carried with them thcir initial equipment and supplies together with enough re·
placement and maintenancesupplics to keep
them going for a short while. The technical
services then shipped supplies periodically
without requisitions according to prear·
ranged schedules. Some supplies, such as
rations and gasoline, that were consumed at
a fairl y unifonn rate, remained on auto-malic suppl y; others came under the requi.
sition method. Neither method served
satisfactorily in situations where there was a
shortage of required items, or, as frequently
happened, where infonnation was in·
complete.
Overseas commanders were supposed to
kecp the ports in fonned about shortages and
excesses in subsistence supplies and fuci, the
extent of local procurement of supplies in
the theater, storage space, priorities desired
in the shipment of supplies, a nd ports of
entry to be used. But information often
was slow in coming, or did not come at all .
The greatest difficuhy in meeting require.
ments for automatic suppl y was in deter·
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mining the strength and composition of the
forces in the theater being supplied. The
Operations Division of the General Stall
was supposed to fu rnish the ports a troop
basis, revised quarterly, together with
mon thly troop lists showing troops present
and en route to the various theaters, but
these figures were not furnished regularly,
and usually were many weeks out of date.
A port could record its own troop move.
ments, but in lhe early part of the war had
no way of findin g out what troops had
moved through other ports or had arrived
from other areas in the theater for which
it had major responsibility. Reports from
the overseas commands were hardly more
reliable tha n the others, and the practice
of basing requisitions on projected rather
than actual troop strength often led to
duplication.
The emphasis on automatic supply, which
continued through most of 1942 while
minimum theater levels were being cstab·
lished, began to shift as it became evident
that unbalanced stocks and largc reserves
were accumulating in several theaters.
Clearly, if control, and supply itself, were
to be made effective, some way had to be
found to get better information. Already,
in March 1942, the War Depa rtment had
instituted a Materiel Status Report listing
on-hand quanti ties, as well as quantities authorized, of selected scarce items, including
ammunition, to be submitted monthly to the
departmen t by overseas comman ders.
Originally the 0-4 stall had intended that
this report should serve as a requisition ;
however, because of expected difficulties in
eliminating overlapping reports of shortages
and the difficulties of correlating successive
reports as they were affected by shipments
and by changes in troop bases, this feature
was 'dropped for the time being leading to
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further confusion when commanders used
it as a requisition. Moreover, the report
covered only a fraction oC the items
supplied.
In the spring of 1943 the War Depart.
ment moved to systematize the reporting
system. The new system req uired port
commanders to prepare three major reports
for the thealers they served on the basis of
d ata provided by thealer commanders as
well as from their own records. These fC·
ports were a revised Monthly Materiel
Status Report for selected Class II a nd
Class IV items, a monthly Automatic Supply Report for subsistence and fucl (replaced
a little later by a Selected h ems Report on
certain Class r and III items) and an
Ammunition Su pply Report to be su bmitted
every tcn days. The system required Op·
erations Division of the General Staff to
furnish Army Service Forces with an official
troop basis for each oversea theater within
eight days after the end of each month .
Copies went simu ltaneously to Anny Serv _
ice Forces headquarters and to theater commanders. Showing q uantities en route as
well as theater stocks and theater allowances, the reports soon came to serve as
requisitions for the items covered.
About the same time the practice was
confirmed whereby Air Forces technical
supplies were req uisitioned directly from
the Air Service Command , an organization
already functioni ng autonomously so far as
Army Service Forces was concerned, at
Patterson Field, O hio. I n th is case the port
of embarkation was bypassed completely in
the requisitioning channel, though Army
Air Forces still was su pposed to p rovide
periodic information on the movement of
cargo under its control.
On the basis of experience up to the
autumn of 1943 the War Department
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adopted an assumption that overseas supply
operations might be expected to develop in
three successive phases with the opening of
a new theater. D uring the first phase all
supply would be automatic. This would
continue until the second phase- considered
the normal phase- when procedu res would
become semiautomatic, with the su pply of
controlled items and ammuni tion based
upon status reports, and other supplies dependi ng on req uisitions. In the third
phase, expected to occur considerably later,
supply would be by req UIsItion only.
Curiously, it was expected th at it would be
possible to go over completely to the system
of requ isitioning only when a theater had
become stabil ized. Yet it was precisely in
the stab ilized theater- as had been true in
a relative sense in World War I- that automatic supply should have worked best, for
then information should be most com plete
and abrupt changes in status less frequent.
On the other ha nd, when automatic supply
was Illost difficult, at the beginning of an
operation or the opening of a new theater,
was prccisely when autom atic supply was
most necessary.
The system of sem iau tomatic supply remained in effect substantially as developed
by fa ll of 1943 until the end of the war,
but familiar problems continued to reappear.
Serious discrepancies between
port records and fig ures supplied by the theaters were still common, theater inventories
seldom were adequate, and time lag still
made the status reports out of date before
su pply action could be taken on them. In
fact, one study by Army Service Forces
headquarters concluded that the usc of the
Materiel Status Report actually was slowing down rather than speeding up delivery
of supplies to the theaters. Among the
constant efforts to make the system work,
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a major improvement required the port
commander to keep a " perpetual inventory" for each overseas com mand for which
he had responsibility_ This was to be based
upon a finn inventory which the overseas
theater com mander was to furnish at a
mutu ally agreeable d ate, and kept up to date
by notification of arrival of vessels in the
theater and reports from the theater 011
items lost, ex pended, or transferred. For
his part the theater comma nder also was to
keep a perpetual inventory which would be
ad justed from time to time with the one
kept at the port. In 1944 the whole system
of supply on the basis of status l"Cports was
called into question. Then the trend
became to extend the stock control system

in effect in the zone of interior- based on
central records of depot stocks and issues
upon which both production and distribution requ iremcnts were calculated- to the
oversea commands insofar as practicab le.
A new system went into effect only a week
before the end of hostilities in Europe. It
continued the perpetual inventory at the
ports, but a Cri tical Items Report, no longer
itself to serve as a requisition, replaced the
Materiel Sta tus Report. All theaters were
placed on requisi tion supply, but requisitions for critical items wcre to go directly to
the chiefs of the technical services rather
than to the ports. The techn ical services
tried to antici pate demands by preparing
distribution plans for the allocation of items
expected to be in short supply during the
next three months. While the new system
never was full y tested, the conclusion at
Amly Service Forces headquarters was that
stock control and requisitioning was the best
system of supply, and should replace au tomatic supply as soon as practicable in any
o\'ersea thea ter. Automatic supply never
did secm to be as satisfa ctory during ,Vorld
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War II as it had been in suppl )'i ng the AEF
in World War I- no doubt because of the
different conditions of a multiple-theater
war and failure to ma ke distinctions fo r authorized equipment needs according to
areas.
So long as there were not enough supplies
and equipment to satisf), all demands, some
system of priorities in supply dist ribution
was necessary. Priorities were co-ordinated
in the General Staff. The Opera tions Division Logistics Grou p and G-3 dctennined
them, while the technica l services prepared
list,> of the controlled items (consolidated
and edited in Army Service Forces headqu arters and forwarded to G-4 for approval ), subject to basic priorities. T he
number of listed controlled items varied
from a high of 776 in the spring of 1943
to 130 in June 1945. Items not actua lly
on the controlled lists were in fact handled
in much the same way when in short supply.
In the first part of t he war the main problem was to determine priorities as between
overseas theaters and traini ng in the United
States. In general the system allowed 100
percent of authorized equipment to units
in categor), A, comprising units overseas and
those alerted or subject to early movement
overseas, units of the defcnse commands,
and school and tcsting units ; 50 percent of
most items to units in category B ( those in
training for some time, but not earma rked
for overseas movement ); and 20 percent
equipmcnt for the remainder, category C,
mostl y newly activated units. In the latler
half of the war, the major priorities problem
was determination of the order among overscas theaters themselves.. The general ru le
was to grant highcst priority to operations
in progress or pl anned for the immed iate
future , with preference to requirements for
the war against German), as against those
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for the war against J apan. Thus in 1944
first priority wcnt to the Europea n theater,
while the Mediterranea n held the second ,
the principa l Pacific theaters, third , and
C hina-Burma- India , fourth. After V- E
Day, the Pacific theater held fi rst priority,
C hina and India- Burma, second , the I::UI'Opea n {hen ter, th ird, and the Mediterranean ,
fourth. In practice, howc\'cr, the Operations Division frequently dctcnn incd priorities for specific items on an ad hoc basis
as among the theaters, and often differen t
projects or operations with in the same theater were assigned different priorit ies. J n
d istributing supplies und er the priori ties
system, the general practice was to provide
all table of orga nization a nd equipmen t
supplies in order of priority, to provide
maintena ncc a nd opcrational suppliC'l to
each clai mant in order, and, fi na lly, to provide stocks needed for maximu m authorized
levels of suppl y in each case.
It was difficult enough to maintain efTective supply of regularly authorized items of
supplies and equ ipment, but more difficult
by far was the supply of special purpose
items not cove red by the different ta bles of
equipment and tables of a llowances.
These included all Class IV supplies of
which the most important were Engineer
construction materials and Transportation
Corps equi pment, and all major Class II
items (individual and organizational clothing a nd equi pment ) O\'er a nd above those
authorized in the tables. One way in
which these additional supplies and equipment could be obtained was through spec ial
lists of eq uipment submitted for War Department a pprova l fo r part icular units.
These uSl.l:l. lly were concerned with noncritical items, a nd usually presented no great
difficulty. Less satisfactory was the practice of si mply submitting requisitions for
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addi tiona l supplies and equipment on short
notice. Even though justification of the
additional requirements could be found,
hasty a ltempts to meet them in this manner
were bound to lead to confusion and waste.
Specia l needs to meet special condi tions
were so frequent that some kind of rou tine
proccdure was need ed to meet them. By
t he end of 1943, therefore, a n "operational
project system" was developed whereby the
theater commander prepared a "project"
to cover special needs for an an ticipated
operation in connection with his mission,
assigned it a key number, and submitted it
directly to the W ar Department Operations
Division. With the project the theater included cither a detailed bill of materials,
or sufficiently detailed information of requirements to pcmlit the War Depa rtment
to compute one, and indicated what materials could be obtained locally in the t heater.
When it had been reviewed by the technical
services concerned a nd approved by Army
Servicc Forces and Operations Division, the
bill of materials became an approved requirement against which req uisitions submitted to the ports wou ld be honored. As
a n additional aid to timely procuremen t,
a fter early 1944 thea ters were required to
file quarterly estimates for Eng ineer construction materials and Transportation
Corps equipment needed for keyed projects
three to fi ve quarters in advance. As might
have bcen expected , tim ing was the greatest
trouble. Oftcn requ isitions foll owed so
closely upon the submission of projects that
little time was gained in prepa ring for them,
but, again, this was a resu lt of frequent
changes in the strategic pi ctu fl~ a nd in tactical decisions. As in the broader case of
general procurement it was difficult to maintain the logic of basing logistic requiremen ts
on strategic and tactical decisions when
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those decisions allowed so little time for ad~
justment of procurement and shipping
schedules. Again it was for the War
Department to try to anticipate needs.

During 1944 the practice began for the
Planning Division of Army Service Forces
itself to prepare projects which served as
the main guide for the theaters in preparing
their own requirements for operational supplies, and to an extent alerted the technical

services on what to expect. The theaters
still had to submit their projects before supply action CQuid begin. (Chart 6)
R esponsibility for supply extended down
the chain of command from the theater
commander to the smallest unit commander; each was responsible for the supply
of troops within his own command. The
communications zone commander was responsible for the bulk supply of all items to
the armies and theater and communica tions
zone troops. When a theater communications zone was divided into sections, supply
operations became the direct responsibility
of the section commanders, but the control
of theater supply remained the responsibility
of the communications zone commander,
under the theater commander. The army
group was principally a tactical and not an
administrative headquarters, but an army
group commander was responsible for
supply policies affecting the armies in his
group and the determination of priorities
and the allocation of service troops among
them. The field army did have full administrative as well as tactical functions. The
nonnal procedure was for the communications zone to deliver supplies to army depots,
or, at times, to anny supply points where
they could be issued directly to subordinate
units. The army was responsible for receiving, storing, and distributing the supplies. Again, the corps ordinarily was not
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a link in the chain of supply; however, the
corps commander supervised the usc of ammunition or items in short supply considered
to have direct tactical significance. When
operating independently of an anny, the
corps then, of course, had to assume responsibility for its own supply. The division
ordinarily got its supplies directly from army
depots or supply points, and it operated distributing points for rations and fuel. Service elements of the division carried small
stocks of C lass II and Class IV supplies.
The supply of ammunition was based upon
a system of keeping on hand in the using
units a detennined basic load (established
by the War Department, and expressed in
the number of rounds by type that could be
carried by a unit in its organic transportation) which was replenished as used.
Distribution of supplies followed two general methods. The first was unit distribution, by which the higher unit, in its own
transportation, delivered supplies to the
using unit's bivouac, dump, or distributing
point. The second was supply point distribution, by which the using unit picked up
its supplies at the sup ply point (depot, railhead, airhead or other point). The nonnal
procedure was for the communications zone
in delivering supplies to armie; to use unit
distribution, and for armies and divisions to
use supply point distribution. It was the
rule in theaters of operations for depots to
ship supplies to supported depots or supply
points, and to make all arrangements for
transportation to do so.
In a war given to mechanization and the
use of motor transportation on a scale never
before approached, and in which new kinds
of equipment were being introduced at
every (urn , the ever-present problem of the
maintenance of equipment took on new significance. Efforts to standardize shop pro-
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cedures, reduce the number of models in
usc, and promote preventive mai ntenance
all helped to case the problem . Throughout the war spare parts supply presented
the most difficult maintena nce problem . A
system of determining requirements for
spare parts by shops and units on the basis

of experience factors and stocking parts at
maintenance shops cut down on delays, bu t
the greatest difficulties Jay in anticipating
requirements su ffi ciently in advance to have
parts in the distribut ion system at all, a nd
then controlling them so tha t they were

avai lable where most nceded. As the newspaper correspondent Ernie Pyle wrote,
"T his is not a war of ammunition, tanks,
It is as much a
war of replenishing spa re parts to keep them
in combat as it is a war of major equipment." Z By the mid-war period shipments
of ordnance spare parts alone were at the
rate of more than one hundred million
pieces a month .

gu ns, and trucks alone.

hiland Transportation
Undoubtedly the key to the logistics of
World War 11 was transportation. M ore
often than not this had been the limiting
factor to past logistical efforts, but now, to
meet the demands of the world's greatest
industrial power in conducting a wa r spread
all over the globe, it was more prom inent
than ever.

Railroads in the United States
An immediate question was whether the
rai lroads would fare any better than they
• QUOled in Ha rry C. Thomson and l..ida Mayo.
Ordnance D epartm~nt : Procurement and
Supply. Uniled Stain Army in World War II
(Washington. 1960). p. ~OO .
Th~

had during World War I when the system
so nearly collapsed that the government
took over their operation. T hanks to better orga nizations, in particular to the Ca r
Service D ivision of the Association of
American Railroads, to the emergency
powers exercised by the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Office of Defense Transportation, and to improvements
in railway fa cilities to the extent of $8 billion in capital expenditures since the last
war, while highways, wateI'\vays and pipelines were able to carry a greater share of the
t raffic, the railroads were able to continue
throughou t the war under private m anagement. Actually the total freight car loadings at the pea k of World War II were less
than they had been in 1918, but the total
ton-miles ca rried in 1944 was 80 percent
greater. As for Anny freig ht, the 105 million tons moved during 1944 was nearly ten
times that for fiscal Year 1919.
Anxious to avoid the kind of port congestion th at had paralyzed oversea sh ipments
in 19 17, the O ffi ce of The Qua rterm aster
General and later t he Transportation Corps
(after March 1942) worked closely with the
Association of American Railroads to develop a system of hold ing and reconsignment points to regulate a rrivals at the ports.
Seldom were freight cars held up at the
ports ror longer than ten days. T hc Office
of Defcnse Transportation waged a continuous campaign against light loading and
using cars for storage a nd so delaying their
movement. T he average speed of cars moving on the roads and through term inals increased from 43.9 miles a day in 1941 to
51. 7 mi les a day in 1944. A further measure toward the efficient use of cars was the
Army's inauguration of the consolidated ca r
service which established consolidation stations where less-than-ca rload lots could be
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brought together to be shipped in full cars.

The Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard
joi ned in this service.

I n moving troops the railroads did better
with less equipment than they had du r ing
World Wa r I. Again. beuer organization

and planning on the part of t he railroads
themselves as well as in the Army produced
good results. It took 63 trains, comprised
of 442 tourist sleeping cars, 48 standard

sleepers, 89 baggage cars, 90 kitchen cars,
1,124 flatcars, and 89 boxcars, to move an
infantry division with its equipment in 1942.
It took 69 trains, with a total of 2,22 1 cars
to move an armored division. D uring 1943
a n average oj 28,815 passenger and freight
cars a month were used in special troop
trains or as special cars attached to regular
trains. Joint agreements worked out each
year between regional passenger associations
and the armed forces governed the move·
ment of military passengers. From 1943
the Army put into service, by arrangement
with the Pullma n Company, a series of new·
Iy designed govemment·owned troop sleep·
erS and troop kitchen cars. In general, the
fouting of Army troop movements was cen·
tralized in the Traffic Control Division of the
Office of the Chief of Transportation. For
small groups (generally less than forty
people and requiring no more t han one car )
Army transportation officers at the station
of departu re made a rrangements directly
wit h local railroad representatives.

Other Trans/JOrtalion in the
Zone of I n/erior
Othe r means of transportation ca rried a
relatively small share, probably not over 10
percent, of the Army's traffic, but this was
enough to provide significant relief for the
overburdened railroads.
Highway motor
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carriers were especially useful for short hauls,
barges on the rivers and canals provided
welcome relief in the movement of non·
urgent bulk goods, and airlines were valu·
able for slllall emergency sh ipments.
Perhaps even more significant for military
operations were t he oi l pipelines. A war·
time construction prog ram increased the ca·
racity for pipeline delivery of petroleu m
products to the east coast from 50,000 har·
rels a day at the beginn ing of the waf to
754,000 barrels a d ay. One line known as
Big Inch alone had a capacity equal to
30,000 tank cars or 60 to 75 ships. A sec·
and line, Little Big Inch, paralleling the
other most of the way, del ivered 235,000
barrels of gasoline and fuel oil a day-72
percent of it for military supplies.

Ocean Tran sportation
Ports of Embarkation
The regulation of oversea traffic focused
in the port of em barkation where policies
and activities relating both to suppiy and
transportation came toget her, and some·
times worked at cross purposes. The result
was a jurisdictional contest for control of the
ports. During World War J, it will be rc:·
called, the ports began operations undef di·
vided authority, later were brought under
a single commander responsible to the Em·
barkation Service, and finally, nea r the end
of the war, were consolidated directly under
the Purchase, Storage, and Traffic Division
of the General Staff. Jn World War 11 port
jurisdiction was originally under the Army
Transport Service of the Office of T he
Quartennaster General, and there were no
supply fun ctions as sueh involved. Shortly
after Pearl Harbor t he Transportation
Branch of 0-4, War Department General
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Staff, was given jurisdiction.
In March on shipments to the Pacific late in the war
1942 ports wefe assigned to the newly there was some danger that the railroads
created Transportation Corps, by which servi ng San Francisco might be overtaxed.
time they also had been assigned the mission
Port commanders similarly controlled
of co-ordinating supply for designated ovc r~ troop movements overseas from home stasea theaters.
This assignment seemed to tion to staging area, ca rried out final inspecgive to the Chief of Transportation undue tions and processing both of troops and
ascendancy over the chiefs of the other tech- equipment, prepared billeting plans for the
nical services and an undue independence transports, loaded the equipment, and emof Army Service Forces headquarters. barked the troops according to planned
Without any fonnal reorganization, the schedules. There were some early comOversea Supply Divisions that had been plaints from the theaters regarding informaorganized at the ports came more directly tion on troop movements, but with experiunder the supervision of the Assistant Chief ence, greater resources, and better
of Staff for Operations, Army Service organization, the exchange of information
Forccs. In a contest between the proper between ports and theaters improved.
distribution of supplies according to deter- It was up to the Operations Divimined priorities and the most efficient use sion of the General Staff to keep theater
of transportation, supply was the first con- commanders informed about action on their
sideration. (Map /6)
requests for troops, but the port commandWith improved efficiency resulting from ers provided information about actual
longer experience, the ports of embarkation movements. About a week to ten days beoperated essentially as they had during fore a scheduled sailing, the port comWorld War I. They were responsible for mander concerned would send a loading
regulati ng the arrival of outbound cargo cable to the theater giving the units to be
according to the shipping assigned, and for loaded on what ships and their tentative
loading the vessels and dispatching them on time of departure. A sailing cable brought
scheduie. They had to devise special meth- this information up to date, and gave the
ods for handling heavy and bulky items, actual time of departure as soon as possible
and they had to exercise special care in the after a ship or con'.'oy had sailed. Changes
transshipment of large quantities of explo- in priorities, changes in availability of ships,
sives. It was up to them to process tanks, shortages of equipment, failure of units to
trucks, guns, and other equipment to assure meet inspection requirements, and other
their arrival in the oversea theaters in good mattcrs caused frequent changes in schedcondition.
ules but all that was a part of war. No
Throughout the war the greatest prob- such force had ever before been sent ovcrlems in port operations occurred at the seas. It was more than three and one-half
Pacific ports. The greater distances from times as great as the AEF of World War I.
sources of supply, the greater distances to
destinations, the use of undeveloped island Preparation for Overse(U },{ovement
bases, uncertainties of shipping, and rapidly
changing requirements, made reliable schedStaging troops for overseas movement
uling difficult. With the shifting emphasis was done in much the same way that it had
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been done during World War I. For a
time there was some sentiment for doing
away with staging arcas, and moving troops
directly from home stations to shipside, bllt
soon that was secn to be as impractical in
1942 as it had been in 1917. New York,
which handled by far the greatest traffic of
any of the ports, had the two largest staging
area camps-Camp Kilmer, New J ersey,
with capacity for over 37,500 men, and
Camp Shanks, New York, with capacity for

over 34,600; in add ition Fort H amilton,
with capacity for 5,700 troops. was used as
a staging area as needed. Camp Miles
Standish, near Boston, had a capacity of
23,400, and Camp Patrick H enry, Virginia,

serving H ampton Roads, had a capacity of
24, 100 . O n the wcst coast, the principal
staging area for San Francisco was Camp
Stoncman, with facili ties for 30,600 men.
Units were supposed to complete all training. fill troop strength, a nd draw complete
personal a nd organizational equ ipment in
accordance with Wa r Department instruct ionscodified in a manual called Prepa ration
for Overseas Movement ( POM ). but almost
all arrived at the ports with some deficiencies, usua lly in eq uipment, to be made up.
In many cases a uthorized eq uipment had
not been made available to alertcd units in
time for them to obtain it at their home
stations; sometimes priorities were ehanged.
and movement dates were moved up; sometimes inspections were inadequate, or requirements had not been a nticipated fa r
enough in advance. O h en new equipment
was authorized too late to be issued at the
home station, as fo r instance the new type
of gas masks which many troops received
at the staging a reas. These ca mps also had
to maintain training fa cilities so that troops
receiving new types of equipment could
become fami liar with it, or individuals who
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had not completed their weapons training
could do so. The length of stay at the
staging areas varied from a few days to two
weeks or longer, depending on the defi cien_
cies that had to be overcome and on the
availabi lity of ships. Usually it took un its
less tha n two weeks to pass through the ports.

Movements Overseas
As du ring World W ar I , a great problem
in the overseas movement of troops was the
shipment of organizationa l equipment.
The solution foun d in 1917- 18- for units
to turn in their equipment before leaving,
then draw new equipment on the other side,
thus permitting bulk shipment of eq uipment
withou t the dt'lays and difficulties of marking it and keeping track of it a t every turnwas applied only to a lim ited degree in
World War II. The preshipment of equip~
ment to the U nited Kingdom, when shipping was available and conditions permi tted,
was the most effective a pplication of this
method . At other times it could not be
done because, it was said, su fficient shipping
was not available, though bulk shipments
actually look less tonnage than any other ;
or there was not enough time, though it
took less time to draw new equipment fro m
cen tra l depots than' to search for equipment
marked for pa rticular units arriving at
va rious times and a t different ports; or certain items of equipment were not available
in sufficient qu antities, t hough in t he long
rUIl it should have taken less equ ipment if
shipped in bulk to central points than if it
was stored a t various destinations awaiting
claimants.
The main difficulties in maintaining an
effective preshipment program appear to
have been the wide scattering of forces and
the absence of well-defi ned strategic deci-
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!'ions. W hen supplies were short, it m ight
h;\\'c been a seriOlls ha ndicap to flexi bility
to have had la rge q uantities stored at a few
pl :lccs. I n the Pac ific, pa rticul a rly, whe re
dist:l ll cCS wc re so g reat bclwcCll a reas of
actua l :md potent ial operations, a nd where
the ba~ic strategy was one of opportunism,
it wou ld hll\'c been most d iffi cult to fi nd a
pl;ICC where equi pment could be stored a nd
j,"ucd in bul k. Still, this d id not n cccs.~1. rit y
make im practica l the bulk shipment of author ized equi pment to dest inat ions to which
un its a lready wcre ordered . Bulk :-:hi pmenl , moreo\'er, el imina ted th e necessity fo r
uni ts to m a rk a nd keep tra ck of a ll the ir
own particu lar items. But even this assumes a great deal for the accuracy of records in oversea" theatcrs when often equi pment cou ld not be fo und by itcm evcn when
it was known to have arrived . Morcover,
Arllly Ground Forces a pplied constant pres_
sure to retain a" much eq u ipment as pos."ible
for troop train ing in the U nited $ t:nes.
Special loa ding or handl ing of orga nizational eq uipment was necessary when units
were designated for ea rly entry into combat.
Comma nde rs nea rly a lways preferred uni t
load ing, t hat j,>, loading a unit's equipment
in the sa me ships with its men . Th i ~ had
the obvious advantage o f as.suring the arrival of the unit and its equipment at the
same t illle and a t the sa me po rt, but it
usually made ineffi cient use of space, a nd
frequently was not praClical at a U, for cargo
space and troop space was not likely to be
in ba la nce. The great British li ners, the
Qllcell M ary and the Q IUC1I Eliza beth ,
could each ca rr y up to 15,000 troops, but
only 500 tons of ca rgo. In convoy loading
the men and their unit's equ ipment went
in diffe ren t ships, but in the same convoy.
This made Illore efficient usc of space, but
had only limited a ppl ication, for convoys
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seldom we re used in the Pacific, and in the
A tlantic t he slower ca rgo ships usuall y
sailed in sepa ra te convoys from troop transPOrls. T he fast ships, such as the Queens,
Jid not even tra vel in convoy.
Combal load ing was a special kind of ull it
loading used for la nd ings on host ile shores
whe reby troo ps a nd equipment we re loaded
so that debarkation \vou ld ta ke place in the
orde r needed as the unit went into banle.
Comba t loading was necessary for all of the
scores of amphibious operations undertaken
du ring the war. Usually such opera tions
were mounted from forward bases, bllt Maj .
Ge n. G eorge S. Pa n on, J r.'s, Western Task
Force was combat-loaded a t H ampton
Roads in O ctober 1942 for the invasion of
North Africa. Considera ble confusion accompanied tha t efTort, but the comba t load ing of the task force u nder Maj. Gen. T roy
H . Midd leton for the invasion of Sicily at
H ampton Roads in J une 1943 went m uch
more smoothly. Othe r forces for the
attacks aga inst AUu, K iska, a nd Ada k in
the A leut ians combat-loaded a t west coast
ports in April and J uly J943.
Plans for the rein forcement of troops in
Europe after the Normandy la ndings in the
spring of 1944 called for all units a rriving
from the United States after D p lus 90 to
be landed d irectly on the Continent, and to
be read y to fight wi th in fifteen days aftcr
landing. T o mee t the req ui re ment all
a vailable fast cargo ships had to be assigned
for convoy loading with the units. The
Tra nsporta tion Corps organized the Nort heast Equ ipment Stag ing Area a t the E lmi ra
H oldi ng and Reconsignment Point , E lmira,
New York, to serve both the New York and
Boston Ports of Emba rkation by receiving
all organizational equipment tha t could not
reach home stations by sta ted dead lines, and
then forwarding it to the ports in ti me to
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be loaded for the unit's convoy. At times,
as in September 1944, troop movements
were too heavy for equipment to keep pace
and some had to go in later convoys, but
on the whole it worked out well. In particular, the equipment staging area provided
that measu re of flexibility necessary for
response to frequent changes in sailing
dates. Assembling a mixed convoy, loading equipment, embarking troops, arranging
ror naval escort, and moving to arrive at
the desired port at the proper time was onc
of the most complex logistical tasks of the
war. The confusion, the delays, the nUstakes were remarkably small in relation to
the total accomplishment. (Map 17)
Early in 1944 the War Department devised a new system of exchanging organizational equipment in order to save shipping
in the Pacific. The 38th Division, for instance, when it moved from California to
Hawaii to replace the 6th which was moving from Hawaii to the Southwest Pacific,
left its equipment on the ships for the 6th
which moved in the same vessels, and the
38th took over the equipment the 6t h left
in Hawaii.
For the early supply replenishment of
troops in combat a system of block loading
was adopted in the Pacific in late 1943.
Under this procedure blocks of supplies expected to be needed early in an invasion were
loaded in such a way that they could be dig..
charged at different times and places as
needed. The supplies could be called for
si mply by block number. A similar system,
referred to as prcstowage was used to support the Normandy invasion, and later became common in the Pacific. After the
Normandy landings, a large number of ships
were commodiw-Ioaded for support of the
operations there. This meant that an entire
ship was loaded with a single type or class of
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supplies so that they could be found and unloaded quickly as needed. In alllhcse cases
ships were used for storage, contrary to longstand ing transportation doctrine that ncither
railway cars nor ships should be put to such
usc; however, in the absence of facilities
ashore, and because: the uncertainties in the
situations made fl exibility a necessity, it
probably was a more effective usc of lheships
than to have them bring up more supplies
that could not be stored ashore so as to be
readily acceSiible. This was a view which
the Navy tacitly accepted, but the War Shippi ng Administration as well as the Anny
continued to insist it was a wasteful usc of
shipping that could be overcome by proper
scheduling.

Oceat! ShippiTlg
The most important limitations on the
oversea movement of troops and supplies
undoubtedly were. the capacities of port'
and the local transportation facilities at
destinations. There was a limit to how
much could be landed at British ports within
a given time. In western France there were
no ports at all for several weeks aher the
Nonnandy landings, and over-the-beach
landings were common on the Pacific islands. Sometimes port facilities in the
United States were taxed to maintain the
high level of olltshipments called for. But
these elements did not receive most attention
from Allied planners for whom the matter
of greatest concern was the same as that of
World War J-ocean shipping. These matters were, of course, not unrelated. Long
discharge time in ports with poor facilities,
waiting for make-up of convoys, and the usc
of ships for storage in the absence of facilit ies
near the batt le areas, all added to the problem of finding enough ships.
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GLOBAL DISTR IBUTION AND TRANSPORTATION
Enemy aviation, surface raiders, and especially subma rines, continued to menace
shipping throughout th e war, although the
threat was neutralized by about May 1943.
Tn Novem ber 1942105-"c5 of Allied llnd neutral shipping rcached a peak of over 900,000
gross tons for the month, exceed ing even the
worst month of World War I, April 1917.
For the whole war period, from September
1939 through August 1945 the total losses
of nearly 24,000,000 gross tons were nearly
double those of World \Var I, with about
two-thirds of them the resull of Gennan submarine a,lion . By the su mmer of 1942
losses had exceeded new const ruction by
10,000,000 gross tons; then new construction began to exceed losses, and, with the decisive victory over the submari ne in the
spring of 1943 and the upsurge in American
sh ipbu ilding, the cumulative deficit was
eliminated by October. Nevertheless, the
need to move in convoys and to take special
precautions against subma l'incs continued
to add to the shipping requiremcnts, par·
ticu larly in the Atlantic.
It never was an easy matter to estimate
the shi pping that would be needed during
a given period, nor to anticipate what would
be available. The central problem was
finding a desirable balance between person·
nel a.nd equipment, and shipping. It can be
sa id that there was a real crisis in shipping
until the spring of 1943, and the British
economy as well as Al lied military opcrations
wel'c in jeopardy, but serious concern can·
tinued long after that because no one was
willing to assume that sin kings would not
continue at a high rate. Americans can·
sistenl ly tended to overestimate their ship·
ping requirements, and the British exhibited
a n habitual anx iety about the adequacy of
their stocks. When American and British
planners came to the Washington Confer·
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ence in ~l'ay 1943 with figures showing a
combined deficit of 2~ to 3~ million dead·
weight Ions for the second half of that year,
it appea red that Allied strategic plans might
have to be modified if additional shipping
could not be found . Within a few days
this shortage had been reduced by about
two million tons. Had Ihere been a sud·
den increase in shipbuilding? A sudden
reduction in losses? No. The planners
had recalculated their figures, and thus had
added more shi ps in a few hours than
the shipyards could have turned out in
weeks or months. By the time of the Quebec Confel'ence in August 1943, the United
States, for the first time, could show a surplus in shipping, and the Combined Chie£s
could conclude with satisfaction that all essential commitments could be met. Yet,
in November gloom returned with the pros·
pect of further shortages, though there had
been no change in strategic plans, no in·
crease in losses at sea, a nd new construction
was run ning ahead of schedule. Again at
Cairo the Combined Staff Planners took
another look at their fi gures and, aftcr con·
siderable debate, were able to turn a deficit
into a surplus.
In the mass production of ships the
United States took up where it had le£t
off in World War I. It took 244 days to
build the first Liberty ship, a slow freighter
adapted from a British design; steady im·
provements in the usc of prefabricated parts
and assembly line methods reduced the
average construction time to 39.2 days in
December 1943. Half of the merchant
ships produced in the United Slates during
the war were Libertys. The faster Victory
ship appeared in 1944, but was not pro·
duccd in such large quantities. Many of
both types were converted to troop trans.
ports and ot her uses. The shipbui lding
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program, carried Ollt under the Maritime
Commission, included the construction of
5,570 vessels, with a total of over 55 m illion
dead-weight tons, during the period 194145. The Army, entering the war with six
ships in its Transport Service, was the principal user of this tonnage th roughout the
war.
As in World War I , shipping was pooled,
and came under centralized control. Attempts to accom plish this by allocati ng shipping by agreement of the Army, the Navy,
and Maritime Commission through their
representatives on a Strategic Shipping
Board were not satisfactory, and the responsibility was assigned to the War Shipping
Administration cstablished by the President
in February 1942. The Army had some
misgivi ngs over entrusting such a significant
aspect of its logistics to an outside agency,
but the arrangemen t worked out fai rly well .
The Army retained control over its own
vessels, though the Shipping Admin istration
had to be kept infomled about Army movements, and migh t assign return cargoes.
Actually, of a total of 1,706 vessels in Army
service in July 1945, only 186 were operated
by t he Army. It was up to the W ar Shipping Administration to make allocations
among the various claimants-lend-lease,
civi lian needs, foreign control, and Army
and Navy. At the height of operations,
military representatives mel d aily with officials of the Wa r Shipping Ad ministration
to work out fluctua tions in needs a nd resources. T he War Shippi ng Administration was the control agency for the pool of
British and American ships assigned to it,
while a second All ied pool operated from
London under British con trol. The Combined C hiefs of Staff a nd the Joint C hiefs
of Staff, usually working t hrough the Combined Military Transportat ion Committee
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and the J oint Mili tary T ransportation Comm ittee, fu rther allocated the vessels made
available fo r military usc.
Before the war the Army and the Navy
had agreed that in case of hostilities the
World War I p rocedu re in wh ich the Navy
manned and operated the Army's ships
shou ld be revived, and when war came, the
Navy did provide crews for the Am ly's
transports for a time. Attempts, largely on
the initiative of the Army, to form a unified
Army and Navy ocean transportation service were unsuccessfu l. In the end, the War
Shipping Admin ist ration operated mOst of
the ships with civilian crews.
The whole transportation program was
onc requi ring internat ional as well as interagency co-operation . It was to be expected
that in both areas petty concern for prestige
or personal advantage and an eye to the
implications for postwar position would
in terfere with the task at h and, but somehow the larger issues usually took precedence and missions were accomplished in
a way previously thought impossible.

Air T ransportation
Air t ransportation had just begun to
come into its own and the special problems
it presented had no solutions in previous experience. I n terms of total tonnage carried,
ai r transportation seems almost insignifi cant,
but the speed with which small groups of
men and small quantities of high-priority
cargo could be carried great distances, often
to p laces otherwise virtually jnacces.~ible,
added a new dimension to warfare with
tremendous implications for the future. In
fact, probably more significant than the
actual tonnage carried du ring World War
II was the accu mula tion of experience for
the future.
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cargo plane takes on supplies

while it is beillg seruiced, Assam, I ndia.

Organized in June 1942 from the Air
Corps Ferryi ng Command which had been
established a year earlier to fly lend-lease
aircraft to the Al lies, the Ai r Transport
Comma nd of the Army Air Forces became
the headquarters for a world-wide air
transportation system whose main mission
was to fly passengers and supplies to the
oversea theaters. ( Air transportation within
the theaters was the responsibility of troop
carrier units assigned to them.) Relying
most ly on twin-engine C- 47 (DC- 3) and
four- engine C- 54 (DC- 4 ) aircra ft , the Air
Transport Command flew regular routes
across the South Atlantic to Dakar and other
points in Africa ; across the Middle Atlantic

by way of Labrador, Newfoundland,
Greenland, and Iceland; and over a northwest route to Alaska, and via Hawaii to the
Southwest Pacific. A long line, carrying
supplies brought in by ship and air, extended
across Africa to Karach i and Calcutta,
picked up the route from Bengal to Assam,
t hen crossed the Hump to Kumming
in China. The long and often seemingly futi le effort to fly supplies into
China received more public attention than
a ny other Air Transport Command operaI.ion. Air delivery of gasoline, munitions,
and other supplies to Chi na reached a peak
of 71,000 tons during the month of July
1945. The total for the war was 650,000
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tons.

Two convoys of thirty-five Liberty

ships each could have carried that amount.
To what extent the strategic results justified
the logistical effort remains open to quc.stion, but it is a clear demonstration of what
could be done in an emergency situation.

Evacuation and f/os/,italizatiot1
A major task of returning aircraft as well
as troopships was the evacuation of sick and
wounded men from oversea theaters to the

United States, for hospital ships were not
available for that purpose. During Ihe
period from January 1942 through August
1945 morc than 518,000 patien ts debarked
at Army ports, and another 121,400 arrived
by air. Admissions to Army hospitals during that time totaled approximately
5, 100,000 in the oversea thealers, and about
8,900,000 in the United States. The high·
est number on the hospital registcrs at any
one time was 266,500 in the theatcrs of
operations at the end of J anuary 1945, and
over 318,000 in the United Stales al the
end of Ju ne 1945. In May 1945 over
57,000 patients were evacuated from the
theaters to the United States.
The chief surgeon of a theater prepared
the general plan for evacuation and hospitalization of the sick and wounded in accordance with the theater commander's
policies; the major subord inate commands
carried it out. The evacuation and hospitalization system was based on the principle
t hat it was the responsibility of rearward
units to relieve forwa rd units of their casualties in accordance with the evacuation
policy. This policy, established by the War
Department after consultation with the theater commanders, laid down the maximum
number of days that patients should be held
in the t heater for treatment; a patient whose

illness or wound required treatment for a
longer period than that number of days
would be evacuated to the United States.
Because of lhe lack of hospital facilities a
90-day policy was approved for the Southwest Pacific, South Pacific, and North
Africa; in August 1943 a 180-day policy
was established for Europe and the em,
while all other theaters were ordered to go
to a 120-day policy as soon as possible.
Evacuation within a comba t zone was by
litter, by jeeps, and by ambula nces. Air
evacuat ion within a combat zone might be
made by liaison planes or light transport
aircraft. Surface evacuation from the
combat zone, whether by motor vehicle, by
ship, or by rail, was solely the responsibility
of the communications zone commander;
air evacuation within the theater wa<; the
responsibility of the theater commander, re·
qui ring the co-operation of air force and
communications zone commanders and of
the army surgeon. Air evacuation to the
Uni ted States was the responsibility of the
Air Transport Com mand, but the commlh
nications zone had to arrange for the patien ts' a rrival at thc airfields and for their
ca re unti l thc)' Do.1. rded the planes.
The type of hospitals ordinarily assigned
to the annies included evacuation, convalescent, and portable surgical hospitals.
Those assigned to the communications zone
incl uded fiel d, convalc.'>Ccllt , stat ion , and
general hmpi tals. Evacuation hospita ls CO Il stituted " the neck of the fun nel " through
which all casualties ( less those evacuated by
airp lane) had to pass in their transit from
the combat zone to hospitals in the communications zone. E\lacuation hospitals
were located when possible twelve to thirty
or more miles from the battle front , on good
roads and near airfields, rai lroads, or waterways. Portable surgical hospitals, 25-bed
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units first developed in the Sou thwest Pacific
in 1942, were mobile units used to reinforce
division clearing stations by providing sur·
gical treatment for patients in too serious
condition for f1ll1hcr immediate movement
to the rear. Convalescents and other patients showing prospect of early return to
combat effectiveness remained at convalescent hospitals in the army area.
Field hospitals were mobile hospitaJs capabic of giving station .hospital type of
service in lhe field where there was a temporary concentration of troops, or while a
fixed hospital was being constructed .
Station hospitals were fixed units which
served onl}' a limited assigned area where
there was a large enough concentration of
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service troops to require local hospitalization; they usually did not receive patients
from t he combat zone. General hospitals
were fixed units of 1,000, 1,500, or 2,000bed capacity, equipped to give complete
treatment for all cases in the theater. Most
of their patients could be expected to come
from the com bat zone.

Summary
I n spi te of glaring examples of overages
and shortages in some theaters, and problems
of distri bution and transportation that never
entirely disappeared, theaters for the most
part received the supplies and equipment
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they nceded at t he times and places neccssary for their operations. No operation,
once definitely scheduled by the Combi ned
C hids or the J oint Chiefs of Stall, ever was
held up because of failure of lhe supply
system. The system depended upon the
accumula tion of generolls reserve and
back-up supplies all the way along t he su pply
lines so that difficu lties or fai lures at one
point wou ld not hold up deli veries to the
ba ule areas when needed. Build-up of
large oversea reserves was made necessary
by the threat of enemy aviation and sub-
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ma rines, and made possi ble by the absence
after early 1943 of appreciable enemy submarine and air action. It never was possible to a ntici pate requirements accu rately,
but by planning for the widest possi ble range
of contingencies plus a good deal of imagina·
ti\'e improvisat ion, the Anny distribution
system, matchi ng its procurement errort,
achicvcd unparallelcd results. Althc same
timc, world·widc evacuation of casllalties
for the best possible medica l care provided
tha t onc ext ra link of csscmial encourage·
mcnt fo r undcrtakings SO great.

CHAPTER XXX

Battle Support
Logistical considerations and limitations
wefe as prominent in the strategy of cam-

paigns and the tactics of battle ns in the
higher strategy of global war. The ultimate aim of all logistics is to get the proper
combat clements to the right place at the

right time, properly equi pped to fi ght, and
with the means at hand to main ta in them in
the accom plishment of their missions.
In fa I'-reach ing reorganization of tactical
units during the period 194 0-42 the big
squa re division that had persisted si nce
World War I, an organization based on four
infantry regiments organized under two
brigades, gave way to a triangu lar divi!>.ion
based on three regiments having no brigade
stru cture. The new streamlined infantry
division, intended to be more suitable for
open wa l'fal'e, had a total strength of a p~
proximatel y 15,500 officers and men. All
horse transportation was eliminated in co n ~
trast to the German division which still relied on mixed horse and motor transport,
and service clements were min imized on t he
assumption that the division ordinarily
\\'ould operate as a part of a corps and army
to which additional supporting units would
be attached. These changes had been
urged by Ceneral Pershing as early as 1920,
had been tentati,'cly approved by the War
Department in 1935, and field tested in
1937 and 1939. But it was not unti l aft er
lhe fall of France in 1940 that the new table
of org;'lnization and eq uipment was adopted .
It was applied to divisions of the Regu lar

Army almost immediately; National Guard
di visions were not reorganized until after
Pearl H arbor. Newly mobilized divisions
followed the triangular organization from
the start. The airborne d ivision was organized as a min iature infantry division around
two gl id er regiments and one parachute
regiment. Ot her special va riants of the
infa ntry division, in vogue only to a limited
extent or for a short while, were the mountain di"ision, the jungle division, and the
light division. Armored divisions were also
provided for. Their organization, as finally
worked out in 1943, permitted a greater
degree of flex ibil ity by abandoning the regimental organ iza tion altogether, and providing for two comba t commands and a
reserve command to which might be attached varyi ng numbers of the division's
three tank battalions, three armored in fantry batta lions, and three armored artillery
battalions. (Two of the armored divisions
continued to operate with the old regimental
organization .) One cavalry division remained, but it fought dismounted as an infantry division throughout the war.
In general the triangular pa llern a ppeared throughout the tactical organization .
At each level in the in fantry structure three
units, plus supporting elements, comprised
the next higher organization. Thus three
rifle squads went into the rifle platoon.
Three rifl e platoons, plus a weapons platoon
and plus a headquarters including a supply
sergeant, mess sc r~cant , and cooks mad e up
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the rifle company. Three rifle companies,
together with a heavy weapons compa ny
(8 t -mm. mortars and .30-caliber machine
gu ns) and a headquarters company including an ammunition and pioneer platoon, an
antitank platoon, and a communications
section made up the infantry battalion.
Three ballalions together with a ca nnon
compa ny, antitank company, and headquarters clements comprised the infantry
regiment . Three regiments, together with
division a rtillery consisting of a headqu arters
and three light (105·mm. howitzer ) and
one medium ( 15S-mm. howitzer) battalions, and a reconnaissance troop (armored
cavalry ), military police platoon, ord nance
com pany, quartermaster company, signal
compa ny, medical battalion, engi neer battalion, and headquarters and band comprised the infantry division. Ordinarily in
Europe a medium ta nk battalion and tank
destroyer battalion were attached to the
infantry division. Batt alions of the ArmOI'ed Force, separate uniLs as well as those
organic to armored d ivisions, were organized as self- contained uniLs, each with iLs
own service company to bring up supplies.
North A/rica and the MediteTTalleml
The invasion of North Africa in November 1942 was a graduate sehool in logistics
when too many officers had not yet completed even elemen tary school in that subject, but on the whole the offi cers learned
their lessons well . The short time- li ttle
more tha n three months-between t he decision and the execution would have made
logistical preparations difficult under the
most fa vorable cond itions. Not only the
fi rst grou nd offensive undertaken by Americans against the European Axis, it was also
the greatest overseas expedi tionary assault
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ever undertaken up to that time. Moreover,
it was launched, not from a nearby base, but
by fo rces mounted simultaneously in the
Uni ted States and the United Kingdom,
thousa nds of miles from each other and from
the landing sites. Further, the fact that this
was the first major combined British-AmeriC<'ln operation added to the problems of coordination. The greatest enemy of orderly
procedure was change. Changes in tactical
plans, changes in shipping plans, shortages
of supplies, a determination to provide
America n troops with the latest equipment
for their first engagement against the Cermans, differing desires of troop commanders, and planning on both sides of the Atlantic which was not always in phase led to
almost innumerable changes in logistical
requirements and timing. After strenuous
efforts had been made to bring units up to
a uthorized equipment levels, it was decided
to cut thei r allowance by 50 percent. P lanners in Washington preparing for the Western Task Force that was to sail from Ham pton Roads, Virginia, had to adj ust to no less
than fifty~scven changes during a seventeenday period in September.
A situat ion as shocking to the War Department as it was embarrassing to the Services of Supply in the European theater developed when it beca me necessa ry to reorder
large quantities of Class I I and IV supplies
that were known to be a lready in the United
Kingdom, but which, because of faulty
marki ng and lack of proper records, could
not be found in lime to equip the forces
prepari ng to sa il from Britain. 1t hardly
helped matters when requisit ions arrived
without proper identification, and when
timely status of supply reports were lacking.
In addition to shipmenLs from the United
States, shortages in Creat Brita in were made
up by borrowing from the British and by
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emergency local procurement, induding
emergency production in British fa ctories.
Again, it was not always clear how real the
shortages were, for the addition of all kinds
of materiel for the comfort and convenience
of the soldier and ambitions for stocking
large reserves added considerably to what
really were immediately essential su pplies.
Availability of combat loaders (vessels
especially rigged and designed to carry as·
sault forces and cargo to the vicinity of the
projected landing together with the landing
craft and lighters necessary to put the forces
ashore) limited the size of the assault forces
to some extent, but the main limitation both
on the size of the assault and on its latcr
support was the size of convoys that naval
leaders considered within the limits of reas<mablesarety for escort.
All the preceding delays and changes
made of the loading a chaotic scramble
characterized more by haste and improvisation than by well-developed plans and
procedures. Things continued to go wrong
right up to the time of departure, but somehow most of the ships got away on time.
With great good fortune , all three task
forces, the Western, sailing from the United
Stales to the Casablanca area, the Central,
a U.s. force sailing from the United Kingdom to Oran, and the Eastern, a primarily
British Corce with a few American troops,
sa iling to Algiers, made their landings on
schedule, and within Carty-eight hou rs seized
their objectives. A parachute battalion
made the 1,500-mile trip from England in
C-47 transports in twelve hours, mark ing
the first American airborne operation of the
war. All together, the invasion task forces
comprised about I07,OOOmen.
The approved supply plan for support of
Corces in North Africa put into effect the
new procedures for centralizing responsibili-
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ties at a port of embarkation- in this instance, New York. The plan was not announced until nea d y a month after the landings and it would take some time for the
new procedures involved to become routine.
It set a ninety days' level for rcscrve supplies
in North Africa, and thirty days of Class I
and II in the United Kingdom, though it
recognized that such rcscrves would have
to be built up slowly. Actually, by early
1943 a number of shortages had turned into
excesses. In April 1943 automatic supply
was suspended in favor of supply based on
requisitions and status of supply reports.
To get supplies up to the fig hting fronts, it
was necessary to haul them overland by rail
and by truck, some 1,400 miles from Casablanca, or about half that distance from
Oran. The British operated the port of
Algiers. Later in the campaign the use of
several British-controlled ports east of Algiers cased considerably the burden on land
transportation. (Map 18)
The North Africa operation impressed
upon everyone a fact they already kncw but
did not always feci incli ned to recognizc:
the necessity for close co-ordination betwcen
tactical and logistical planning. It was,
moreover, a pioneering effort and suffered
from all the shortcomings inherent in being
the first-of-a-kind. The invasion of North
Africa served as a proving ground for developing data for supply replenishment, for
service troops, for troop replacements, for
casualty estimates, and for amphibious assault plan ni ng and support. All would bc
put to use in coming operations in Sicily,
Italy, and France.
The invasion of Sicily (July 1943 ) had
the bencfit of bctter planning and preparation as well as the advantage of being staged
mostly from the relatively ncar North
African shore. For the first time a naval
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beach b(ltta lion co-ordinatcd the landing of
supplics, and an engineer a mphibian brigade organ ized the beaches. The Dukw ,
the versatile 2!h-10I1 am phihian truck, made
its combat support dehut, and promptly
proved itself completely indispensable to
over-t he-beach operations. The engineer
amphibian brigade, ha vi ng demonstrated its
va lue in unloading suppl ies on the beaches,
was pushed beyond its capabilities when
called upon to fonvard them to the front.
\'Vi lhout a base section of the Services of
Su pply to support ii , Seventh Arm)' had to
organize its own rear, and it pressed the
engineer brigade into operating depots.
Failu re here was the greatest threat to the

a beach

dZlyj'lg 7I!arUlUuers in

Ilaly.

ra pid movement of the Seventh Army
around Sicily. As one observer pointed
out, the fa~ t e r an arm y moved and the
harder it struck, the bigger must be its administrative tail.
Landin!-,~ at Sa lerno (SeptemLer 1943)
a nd Anzio (Janual"}' 1944 ) provid ed more
experience in pointing to the feasibilit y of
ex tended over-the-beach supply and of how
the cilpacity of a minor port might be
stepped up to ~ uppo r t majol· operations.
On the It alian mai nland it was possible to
develop a fairly com plete communications
zone orga nization and to get railways and
highways into operation for large-scale
support, but in the slow slugging match u p
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the peninsula against determined German
opposition the most memorable aspects of
that campaign probably could be summed
up in " mud, mountai ns, a nd mules." The
Seventh Army had already discovered the
usefu lness of pack animals while crossing
the rough terrain of Sicily, where some 4,000
mules, ho~, and donkeys had been used
to bring up ammunition, signal equipment,
rations, and water. For the advance north
of Naples the Fifth Army organized Italian

pack train companies, and Peninsular Base
Section sought mules wherever they could
be found in the theater. By December
1943 Fifth Army was using over 2,250 pack
animals, and the number was growing as
rapidly as additional animals could be
found. The use of animals added secondary logistical problems. Forage became
so short that it was necessary to establish a
J oint Purchasing Forage Board . The arrival of the 10th Mountain Division late in
1944 with mu les from the United States
added further complications by necessitating the shipment of grain and hay from the
United States. Nine mule ships were withdrawn from the Burma-India run to bring
in the 7,000 mules the mountai n division
required, but hostilities ended before the
project was finished.

The European Th eater

of 0 per,uions
Normandy
Logistics was a constant and overriding
factor in the conception, planning, and execution of the Normandy invasion in June
1944. It will be recalled that the question
of logistics was greatly responsible for the
preference of American military chiefs for
a cross-Channel attack for the maill efTort
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as opposed to a Mediterranean or other approach on the Continent. In development
of the plans for the great invasion, logist ics
dominated the definition of objectives, the
choice of landing sites, the size of the assault
force, and plans for building up the initial
forces and pushing inland. Availability of
shipping, including landing craft, coasters,
troop transports, ca rgo ships, tankers, and
lighters, and capacity for discharge on the
Continent were the most common items for
planning and worrying sessions in the
crowded weeks of preparation preceding
D- day.
T he supply plan for the support of the
invasion forces provided fo r the prcstowage
of supplies (90,000 tons for First Army
alone) in coasters,landing craft, and motor
transport ships (adapted Liberty'S) sufficient for the first eight days. Then, after
a thirteen-day transi tion period during
which prestowage would end, more use
would be made of commod ity-loaded Liberty sh ips until aftcr D plus 41 when the
major burden would be on deep-draft ships
from the United States, supplemented hy a
smaller number of coasters from the United
Ki ngdom. Arrangements for special delivery of small quantities of urgently needed
items by reserved sh ipping and by air, and
for the substitution of ammu nition and certain other items for schedu led Class IV items
when requested lor any particular day lent
some flexib ility to an otherwise rigid plan.
As the time drew ncar, the G-4 at Supreme
Allied Headquarters surmised that the operation could be supported if everything went
according to plan, for there was no margin
of safety. In a way, perhaps military supply
is like private income in that a requirement
develops for everything known to be available.
I n preparing and maintai ning the mar-
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MULES OF THE 60IsT FIELO ARTIL LERY

shaling areas for the U.S. troops, Southern
Base Section of the Communications Zone
used 54,000 men. II trained 4,500 new
cooks in three months to prepare the necessary meals, and it operated 3,800 trucks to
haul men and supplies.
After a twcnt)'-Cour hour postponement
because of bad weather- some convoys already under way had to turn back- the
largest fleet ever assembled, comprising
some 5,000 vcsscls (some estimates, counting "everything that would float" put the
number as high as 7,000), carried British,
Canad ian, and American divisions to five

BATTALION

(MOUNTAIN )

ON

AN

LST

designated beaches on the Normandy coast.
Nearly 2,400 troop carrier aircraft and over
860 gliders carried one British a nd two U.S.
airborne divisions to drop zones behind the
beaches four to five hours before H-hour.
The American forces alone numbered
130,000 men in the assault, initial follow-up,
and preloaded bui ld-up waves. In the next
ni nety days that force would grow to
1,330,000 men.
Orderly plans for organ izat ion of the
beaches melted away under a heav)' surf
and, especialJ)' at the eastern American
beach, designated O~I""H"", fiercc encmy
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PACK ~1U I, ES IN MOUNTA INS OF ITALY

resistance. Soldiers burdened wi th at least
sixty-eight pounds of equipment provided
to meet any contingency except carrying it
ashore under fire found themselves hard ly
able to move fo r hours. Gradually overcomi ng the d ifficu lties resulti ng from wreckage along the shore and poorly co-ordina ted
ship-la-shore operations, engineer special

lifted previous objections, and penn itted the
beaching of land ing ships during low tide,
when their cargoes could be discharged directly on the beaches wi thout the need for
boats, Aoating piers, or ponton causeways.
Even coasters were beached a nd d ischarged
in this way after 20 June. Artificial harbors, the componen ts for which had been
laboriously towed across the channel, gave
some promise of value, but the one in the
American sector, known as MULBERRY A,
just after it wen t into operation at OMAHA
beach, was swamped in the severe stann
which struck on 19 J une. The breakwater
still protected ' the Dukws and small craft
there, but how valuable the harbor as such
might have been remains open to q uestion.
The surprise came in the quan tity of goods
that could be la nded over the beaches, and
this type of unloading continued as a major
activity fa r beyond the time originally
planned. Some of the greatest handicaps
arose in keepi ng track of what cargoes were
being carried by wha t vessels, and in trying
to hold to a system of unloading accordi ng
to priority. W hen the Navy insistcd on
unloading everythi ng regardless of priority,
the rate of discharge became much greater ;
after th is "system" had transferred the confusion from the sea to the shore sufficiently,
a degree of priority discharge had to be
reinstituted. In the confusion of precarious
moments, chaos seemed to rule supreme,
and all of the p lans of this best-plan ned
operation seemed to be going awry. But in
broad olL tline the plans held up well.

brigades soon wcre able to begin build ing
up supplies on the beaches. Six steel
barges beached ncar the end of D-da)' served
as rcady-made ammunition d istributing
point,s. Amphibian trucks and small craft
busi ly brought in additiona l supplies, but
t he greatest impetus came when the Navy

The Race Across France
After initial successes, the attacks in
Normandy quickly fell behind schedu le.
Allied planners had hoped for the fa ll of
Cherbourg by 0 plus 8; it did not come
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SUI'PLIES COM ING AS H ORE ON A NORMANDY B eACH H EAD, D ·PAY

until D plus 2 1 (27 June ). The V Corps
was to have taken St. La by 0 plus 9, but
it was not occu pied until D plus 48 ( 16
Jllly). Then , after the breakout in latc
Juiy, the armies not onl y made up for lost
lime, but plunged far ahead of a ll schedules.
TIle plan had assumed a halt a t the Seine
of about a month which would pertu it a
more or less orderly build-up before lhe nex t
phase. The advancing columns rcached
the Seine only cleven days ahead of schedule, but ill the precedi ng thirty days the)'
had covered a distance expected to take
seventy. 13y 0 plus 90 whcn it was planned
tha t they should dose to the Seine, spearheads of the Third Army were 200 miles

beyond . Such a n eruption was bound to
th row logistica l machinery Ollt of gea r.
W hat had been lhe battle of unloadi ng at
the beaches now was eclipsed by the battle
of transportation to keep pace wi th the rac109 arm ies.
French railroads and roll ing stock had
been so badly d amaged by bomb ing that
they could bear on ly a fra ction of t he necessary burden. Chief relia nce then h ad to be
on motor trucks. This resulted in the establishment in late August of the R ed Ball
Express, operating on a one-way return loop
highwa y system in which the roads were
reserved for its t raffic. By 29 August it
reached a peak strength of 132 truck com-
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GASOLINE TANK TR UCKS OF T il E R ED BALL EXPR ESS

panics, with 5,958 vchicles, and on that day
hauled a record of 12,342 tons of su pplies.
Within the next two weeks the rOute was
extended until it rcached all the way from
St. La to Versailles, where it forked, the
northern branch going on to Soissons for
support of the l"irst Army, and the sou thern
branch to SommCSOlls fo r support of the
Third. Whatever trucks could be spa red
were pressed into service for this m ission.
Most of them were 2Y2-1on cargo carriers.
A remarkable record of achievement in delivering supplies might have been even morc
remarkable if advance planning at all
levels had anticipated the need for such a
great dependence on motor transportation

to supply two armies engaged in rapid
pursuit. Heavy duty, IO-ton sem itrailer
and truck-traClOr combi nations sufficient to
permit a shuttle system might have made all
the difference, but pleas of the theater transpOI'tation officer had been ignored, and,
anyway, such a procurement requirement
had not been anticipated in the Wa r Departmen t :,ufTicien tly far in advance to make
it realizable. In weighi ng demands for
trucks against other demands no less urgently pressed, planners apparen tly had
assumed greater usefulness fo r French railroads than previous Allied bombing strikes
would justify. Cu riously enough, most of
the heavy trucks sen t to Europe at this lim e
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had been produced as a resu lt of strategiclogistic plans drawn in headquarters of
Army Serv ice Forces on the assumption thaI
they wou ld be needed in the em when the
Burma Road should be reopened.
Other defects in the Red Ball Express
sa pped some of its effectiveness. There were
not enough military police for pol icing the
route and controlling traffic. Division of
cont rol with section commanders through
whose areas the routes passed led to abuses
a nd lack of co-ordination. Almost cont inuo us use of vchicles fo r long houT'S in an effort
to meet emergency goals made it virtua lly
im possible lor the inadequate repair facilities available to keep the trucks rolling.
Exhausted drivers, many of them without
training, frequently became careless about
preventive mai ntenance.
Fatigue drove
some of the drivers to mali ngering and even
sabotage, and some took advantage of loose
supervision and yielded to the temptation to
sell their cargoes on the lucrative French
black ma rket. The great accompl ishment
of hauling 41 2, 193 tons of supplies in eigh t)'one days of operation in spite of all the deficiencies m",de the more bitter the re.,liz;J.tion of what might have been done.
'''lith the benefi t of t he Red Ball experience, ot her motor exp.·css routes operated in
other areas a t various timcs.
It had been expe<:ted t hat airlift would
provide a valuable supplementary means of
deliveri ng supplies to meet emergency dema nds, but air delivery never did meet its
ful! potential during the time when it was
most needed to support the pursuit across
France. R equests both for scheduled and
emergency supply by ai r were submi tted to
the Combined Air Transport Operations
Room, orga nized originally under Supreme
Headqu arters, and later under thc control
of the First Allied Airborne Army ah er the
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formation of that headquarters. But the
determi nation of priorities remained with a
Priorities Board at Supreme Headquarters,
and lIsually took the form of a com promise
among various claiman ts, including 21
Army Grou p ( British ), the U.S. 12th Army
Group, ch'il relid of Paris, and demands of
the Alli ed Airborne Army for with hold ing
troop carriers to prepare for planned airborne opera tions.
Poor planning and eo-ordi nntion often
reduced the fu ll use even of the a"iation resourccs that were available. Requcsts often
were dupl icated. Delays arose when supplies were found to be located in depots far
from airfields, or a supply agency would
arrange for supplies and aircraft but fail to
arrange for trucks. Bad weather delayed
planned missions. The First and Third
Armies received as muc h as 1,200 tons of
supplies by air in a d ay, but the average from
mid-August to mid-September was less than
500 tons a day for the two armies. Troop
carriers resupplied the airborne divisions by
airdrop d uring the period before lin k-u p
with the beachhead , but that was a difficult
and costly procedure. For reliable, largescale supply operations it was neces...."'Iry to
have airfiel ds for landing as ncar as possible
to where the supplies were needed . The lack
of these fields was a pri nci pal fa ctor in limiting the whole effort. W hen a fonvard field
could be developed quickly for supply o pcrations, as the one a t O rlea ns for supporting
the Third Anny, ",ir combat uni ts soon
moved in and pre-empted it for the usc of
bombers and fig hter.;. The ot her principal
hindrance to maximum air delivery was the.
competing demand of the Fi rst Allied Ai rborne "rmy. I n the summer of 1944 the
ground armies were moving more swiftly
than the ai rborne army cou ld plan; a whole
series of opera tions had to be canceled as t he
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ground forces raced past the planned objec·
lives before the airborne operation cou ld be
mounted. But the prcplration for these
operations meant that supplies had to be
built up for t heir su pport, and transport
planes of the Troop Carrier Command had
to be diverted to be ready to carry both men
and supplies.
Undou btedly the most critical single item
in the pursuit was gasoli ne. Petroleum
products accou nted for onc.fourth of the
tonnage moved to the Continent all together.
but in this situation its lack or availability
determined whether the advance would COlltinue or halt. With the bulk discharge of
tankers by ship-ta-shore pipelines beginning
by 3 July, fuel supply in Normandy had
been adequate. But bad weather and other
difficulties delayed completion of a planned
system of underwater pipelines across the
C hannel until latc August. More signifi~
cantly, laying the pipeline system for bulk
delivery of fuel toward the front could not
keep pace with the rapid advances. In late
September three lines were in operation, but
the most advanced of them still was twenty
miles short of the Seine. Railway tank
cars and tank trucks made up most of the
difference, but deliveries to the using units
were in 5-gallon cans, hauled by truck and
sometimes by air, and at times the shortage
of gasoline at the front resulted from a sh ort~
age of cans rather than a shortage of the
fuel itself.
By September the supply lines were about
played out. Each additional mile of ad~
va nce multiplied the d ifficulties of bringing
up supplies to sustain it. With all transportation already overtaxed, something had to
give. In the midst of rapid advances at the
cnd of August and the beginning of September, some units of the Third Army had to
content themselves with ten or twelve days
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in bivouac at basic trai ning and care and
cleaning of equipment, fOl· there was not
enough gasoline to move ahead . Perhaps
the lime could have been better used in
walking to Ihe Moselle where the enemy,
glad for the respite, had a chance to prepare
a defense line. General Patton was pl ead~
ing for a chance to rush on through the heart
of Germany with his Third Army: Lt. Gen.
Dmar N. Bradley favored a major thrust
by the J 2th Amly Group. Most emphati~
cally of all, Field Marshal Montgomery had
been urgi ng "one powerful full-blooded
thrust across tile Rhine and into the heart
of Germany, backed by the whole of the
resources of the Allied Armies." 1 But
Eisenhower felt that "any pcnciUike thrust
into the heart of Germany such as [Montgomery] proposed would meet nothing but
certain destruction," and he "would not
consider it." 2 Instead, the Supreme Commander decided in favor of a "broad front"
strategy by which all the Allied armies wou ld
close to the Rhine, build up their supplies,
and then make multiple crossings of the
river. This would allow a chance for the
supply lines to catch up. It also would give
the enemy a cha nce to make some prepara_
tions of his own.
T he rationale against the single thrust
generaHy has been on the basis of the logistical limitations. But it was precisely the
logistical limitations that led Montgomery
and the others to want to concentrate all
available resources behind a single, decisive
blow rather than attempt to spread them
thinly across the whole broad front. Actuall y, Eisen hower did authorize a main
' Field Marshal the Viscount Montgomery or
Alamein, NormlITldy /0 th t Boltic (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, ]948 ), p. 193.
• Dwight D. Eisenhowe r, Crusodt ill europt ( New
York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1948), p. 306.
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effort in the north for the attempt to secure
a crossing of the lower Rhine at Amhem,
but this was to be a limited offensive. Just
enough supplies were diverted from the
Third Army and part of the fi rst Army to
immobilize them, bu t not enough to 2 1
Army Group to make its action decisive.
Another logist ical consideration led to
Eisenhower's decision to make a main, if
limited, effort in the north: to clear the
access to the port of Antwerp so that it
could be used in building up supplies for
the offensive across the Rhine.
Logisticians had been embarrassed by success. A breakthrough, the aim of all ofTensive operations, was the one contingency
against which they were unable to prepare.
Since 1942 they had been plann ing a n emergency operation ( SLEDGEHAMMER ) for a
hasty invasion of the Continent in ease of
an imminent Gennan collapse; when that
collapse appeared imminent, they could
mount no such offensive. Requirements
calculated for the weeks ahead were multiplied by the continuing arrival of more divisions, when those already in action cou ld
not be fu lly supported. Possibly those calculations were further inflated by unrealistic
factors. Requirements were based upon an
assumed daily need of about 650 tons of
supplies for each division, but experience
showed the average daily requ irement of an
armored division in pursuit and exploitation to be 328 tons, and for an infantry
division 296 tons. It is intercsting to speculate on what might have been the rcsult
if the Germans had offered sti fT resistance
at the Seine, and if a month's d clay had been
necessary there with d aily requirements for
the divisions attacking strongly defended
positions nearly twice the tonnage ( mostly
ammunition ) needed in pursuit; or if they
had forced the Americans into a defensive
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situation with (for infantry divisions) an
even greater tonnage requirement.
Meanwhi le the landing in southern
France on 15 August brought another U .S .
Army and co-operating french forces into
the baule . In less than a month they ad vanced over 300 miles to link up with the
Third Anny. The limitation on the size
and the timing of that operation was logis_
tical- ma inly the availability of la nding
craft. That it could be done at all , and in
the south of France rather than somewhere
else, was beca use of the logistical fact that
troops and resources already were in the
Mediterranean. The principal reason for
the landing also was by then logistical , to
secure a nother major p0l1 ( M a rseille was
taken on 28 August ) and open a second line
of communication to support the campaigns
in Europe. Gaining M a rseille also promised to make up for some of the loss resulting
from the unexpectedly slow clearance of
Channel and North Sea ports.

Communications Zone
T hough it had to cover a vastly greater
area and operate on a much larger scale, the
organ ization of the Commu nications Zone
followed in a general way the one the Scrvices of Supply had developed during World
War I and the pattern which ultimately had
emerged in North Africa and the Mediterranea n. Although in this case the theater
staff also served as the Communications
Zone staff, the vague definition of authority
of those two organizations, such as had persisted between SOS a nd Pershing's G HQ ,
reappeared. further, the existence of Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary
force (SHAEf ) added a new complication , as the American section of that headquarters tended more and more to act as a
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theater stafT, si nce General Eisenhower was
theater commander as well as Allied commander. Ill-defined lines of authority and
responsibili ty bred chronic problems of coordination throughout the war in Europe.
Appointment of Lt. Gen. John C. H. Lee
to be Deputy Theater Commander for Administration as well as Commanding General, Communi cations Zone, appeared for a
time to give a certain integration to the
stm ct urcj but this was deceptive, for field
commanders resisted t he arrangement and
General Eisen hower finalfy rescinded it.
The result was an anomalollS situation in
whch theater a nd Communications Zone
staffs overlapped {where the chiefs of technical services had thcaterwide responsibilities} but the Communications Zone com·
mander had no theaterwide responsibility
as such. It was a confusion between theater
and Communications Zone organ izaLionindeed, a confusion in conception- which
would not end with World War II. (Map

19)
Again, as in World War I, jurisdictional
conflict between area commands and lunc·
tional commands and between "command"
and "technical control" was a problem at
various times. More serious for the efTec·
tive operation of the logistical support sys·
tern was the tendency (again as in World
War I ), to reassign officers found unfit for
combat duty to positions of responsibility in
this "rear area" where training and compe·
tence were hardly less in demand.
Communications Zone came in for special
criticism when it moved its headquarters to
Paris in Scptember 1944. In the first place,
Eisenhower thought that Paris should have
been avoided altogether for this pu rpose,
though he did concede fina lly that Paris was
the logical center for logistical control on
the Continent. Worse was the tim ing of
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the move, necessitat ing the diversion of
precious motor and air transportation, and
causing disruption of headquarters activity
at the very time that supply shortages forced
the armies to halt in their race across France.
In mid·August a sizable forwa rd echelon of
Communications Zone headquarters moved
from England to an area ncar Valognes
where engineers had put up tented quarters
for 11,000 persons and had built about
560,000 square feel of hutted office space.
Only a few days later this whole grou p, together with other elements that had re·
mained in England, moved to Paris. The
operation took about two weeks. By mid·
October Americans had taken over about
90 percent of the hotel space of the city.
Communications Zone headquarters occu·
pied 167 hotels, and the Seine Base Scction
another 129. Supreme Headquarters and
other organ izations were using about 25
more.
Developing its structure logically accord·
ing to the progress of the armies, Commu·
nications Zone developed a territorial orga·
nization which ultimately comp rised three
base sections, two intermediate sections, and
two advance sections. T he Southern Line
of Communications, based on Marseille fol·
lowing the invasion of southern France and
the organization of the 6th Anny Group,
operated until February 1945 as a separate
though subordi.nate headquarters under the
command of Maj. Gen. T homas B. Larkin,
who also was named deputy commander
of the Comm unications Zone.
Distribution

Port operations, assumed from the begin·
ning to be the key to success, really began to
achieve la rge proportions only as the pursuit
ended, and the armies settled down fo r a
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long winter campaign. Cherbourg, a
prime target for the Normandy invasion
itself, was so badly damaged that it could
not begin operations until 16 July, and then
at a rate of only about 2,000 tons a day.
But until late August it remained the most
important port, and by then it was able to
discharge J 2,000 or more tons of cargo a
day. The ports of Le Havre and Rouen
handled rather less. When the southern
French ports were opened, particularly
Marseille, they wefe able to receive cargo
morc quickly than expected. Actually,
Marseille discharged morc American cargo
than any other European port during the
war. By rcason of its fa cilities as well as
its proximity to the front, the port of Antwerp, which was captured intact, became
the most important of all the Eu ropean
ports after the enemy had been cleared from
the Schelde estuary approaches to it. This
port remained under British command , but
its facilit ies were divided between the British
and Americans with the expectation that
it would be possi ble for the British to move
17,500 tons a day to their forward depots,
while the Americans could move 22,500
tons to their depots, both exclusive of bulk
gasoline and oil. In April 1945 Antwerp
reached a peak monthly discharge rate of
628,2 I 7 long tons.
One of the most serious shortcomings of
the distribution system in Europe was the
lack of an adequate system of depots properly echeloned in depth. In this regard
the logistic structure probably was inferior
to that devised during World War I. Base
depots were not sufficiently developed to
keep the ports cleared and to pennit selective forwarding of supplies. There was no
adequate system of intemlediate depots for
storing the bulk of supplies to take the p res-
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sure off the bases and to provide closer support to the front. There was no satisfactory system of inventory and supply control.
As had happened in the U nited Kingdom
before the invasion of North Africa, stocks
at Antwerp were unloaded and stored so
hastily that suppl y officers lost track of them,
and when units ordered certain items known
to be on hand, it was easier at times to place
a new order in the U nited States than to
search the Antwerp warehouses. The reason
for all this was not so much a disrega rd for
proper organization and control or lack of
planning as it was the nature of fast-moving
warfare which allowed no time for organization of the logistical tai l. The stabilized
warfare during the time when the World
War I depots were set up was a far d ifferent
situation from that of 1944 and 1945.
For normal resupply, most front-line infantry com panies depended upon the arrival
of jeeps and trailers each evening, enemy
and terrain pennitting, usually under cover
of darkness when in contact, with rations,
water, rad io batteric<5, and dry socks. A
resupply of ammunition was likely to go up
at the same time, though the battalion am~
munition and pioneer platoon mainta ined
an ammunition dist ributi ng point where a
detail could be sent to pick up ammunition
when needed . Whenever possible most
commanders liked to send up hot meals, in
mannite cans, and platoons or squads would
go back successively for their food. But
more and more freq uen tly units came to rely
on a d aily distribution of K rations or lOin- I rations which, being cold, could be
eaten almost any time. Men would try to
find some shelter where they could make a
fire of the ration containers to heat water for
instant coffee or chocolate. At times, when
jecps were unable to get close to the front-
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line positions, headquarters platoons and
reserve companies wou ld be pressed into
service to hand~carry the su pplies.
The Arde1tneS
The German Ardennes counteroffensive
upset supply operations; some of the depots in Belgium wcre threatened, and even
activities at Antwerp had to be suspended
for a few days.
Called upon to give up its offensive in the
Saar in order to shi ft its weight 50 to 75
miles to the north against the Rank of the
Bulge, the Third Anny had two divisions in
the counterattack within two days. Some
133,000 tanks and trucks rolled day and
night over the icy roads. T he switch of the
bulk of T hi rd Anny forces, with su pplies
and eq uipment, to the new front wi th in the
week was onc of the rema rkable moves of
the war.
Although the IOIst Airborne Division
moved overland when it wa,> called up from
reserve to help stem the Gennan tide, the
fact that it was an airbome division contributed substantially to its survival at
Bastogne, for when it was su rrounded it had
to depend 011 emergency air supply. T he
IOlst had had training and experience in
working with the IX Troop Carrier Command on resupply by air. It had a rear base
organization outside the encireled area
which could help co-ordinate resupply missions. It had its own pathfinder teams,
experienced in working with the division
and with the troop carriers, which were able
to drop in the vici nity of Bastogne and set
up radar aids to assure the arrival of the
supply planes. Its staff and its men were
trained and experienced in recovering supplies dropped by parachute and landed by
glider.
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One of the serious consequences for U.S.
forces of the Arden nes operation was the lew;
of equipment, including some 684 med ium
tanks, 2,600 trucks (2!/:!-ton ), 280 heavy
guns, 4,000 machine guns, 10,000 rifles,
70,000 bayonets, 24,000 rocket launchers.
2 1,000 radio sets, and 11,000 telephones.
Six complete hospitals were loot.
East of the Rhine
For t he crossing of the Rhine the Allied
bui ld-up resem bled t hat for the C hannel
crossing. But this time pla ns were deliber:l.tely laid for !.he support of a rapid and
sustained advance across Germany. By
Febnlary 1945 deliveries were being made
by rail well for·,vard inlo army service areas.
For high priority freight a special train,
known as the Toot Sweet Exp ress, had begun
operating in September 1944 to ma ke daily
deliveries all the way from Cherbourg and
Paris to forwa rd depots in the Advance
Section; this service continued until after
V- E Day. Another special delivery service, called lhe Meat Ball Express began in
March to deliver perishables on alternate
days frOIll Namur to the First and Ni nth
Armies.
The greatest problem in ma intaini ng railway transportat ion to support the arm ies
beyond the Rhine was bridgi ng the river.
To meet it, engineers agai n rose to miraeles
of construction. On the basis of planning
begun ea rl y in October 1944, they were
able to arrange for the necessa l1' nava l craft,
steel beams, and othcr materia ls. As soon
as bridgeheads had been secured they went
to work. The 1056 th Port Construction
and Repair Group completed the first railway bridge across the Rhine at Wcscl in ten
days. This was a structure of twenty-th ree
spans over a total length of 1,753 feet; more-
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TRAIN CROSS I NG T HE RHINE ON THE WESEL DRIDOE

over, the site chosen made it necessary to
build a second bridge over the Lippe tributary. a six-spa n structure of 463 fect.
Starting a few days later (4 April 1945 )
Engineer Group B completed another railway bridge at Maim in tcn days-making
use of an old bridge site, this involved 2, 100
feet of new construction to make an over-all
length of 3,445 feet. Farther south engineer u nits of the Seventh Army built two
bridges under the direction of the 1st Military Railway Service, one at Mannhcim
and the other at Karlsruhe. A fifth railway bridge, built by units of Engineer
Group B at Duisburg in the Ruhe area but
completed too late for usc before V- E Day,
was a thirty-eight span, 2,8 15-foot structure

completed in the record time of six and onehalf days.
With completion of the bridges, the railroads quickly became the chief means for
long-distance hauling across the Rhine.
The main bridges, being single-track structures, became serious bottlenecks in the absence at first of effective traffic control, and
the demands put upon them were beyond
their capacities. The bridge at Wescl had
a capacity estimated at 7,000 to 8,000 tons
a day, but actu ally carried traffic averaging
over 10,000 tons a day during the week befo re V- E Day. More serious was the perennial problem of getti ng fre ight cars unloaded
and returned rapidly. Everywhere there
was a tendency to hold supplies in railway
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cars as mobile reserves. In some cases, especially in Third Army, only cars carrying most
urgent supplies were forwarded , while the
others were sidetracked. By the end of April
some 2,000 loaded cars still were at fonne r
army railheads west of the Rhine, a nd 12,000 morc cars had been sent cast of the
Rhine than had been returned. Pressure for
rolling stock contin ued to mount as supply
lines lengthened and civilian demands in-

been mobilized for this operation , and de~
live ries were averaging 15,000 tons a day.
Constant changes in loading and delivery
points resulted from the rapid advances of
the armies, a nd also from the ra pid advances of the railways which made it
possible to shift ra ilheads for.vard so that
distances for the t ruck hauls ordinarily were
much shorter than they had been for the

creased. The 250,000 cars and the 11,500

Air transportation also evidenced imp rovement over the previous summer.
One reason contributing to the more effective airlift was better co-ordination of supply
requests. Another reason was that tactical
aviation did not now present com petition
to supply operations, for enough for.vard
a irfields were avai lable. Moreover, after
the great airborne operation in connect ion
w ith the Rhine cr~ings, no airborne plans
were sufficiently advanced to cause. diversion of a ircraft from supply delivery tasks
as they had been in 1944. The improvement in air transportation was most important for units 'of General Patton's Third
Ann y as they pushed into Aust ria and
Czechoslovakia. Some 22 percent (22,500
tons, or six million gallons) of all the gasoline going to the Third Anny between 30
March and 8 May went by air, and it receivcd 11 percent of its total issues of rations
by air.
Inevitably maintenance of vehicles and
supply of spare parts was the greatest ob~
stacie to maximum perfonnance even
though planning also had taken this problem into account. With the concentration
of so much transportation in one effort,
othe r operations were bound to sufTer, a
fact t hat became most apparent in port
clearance. In the short run there is no
doubt that the highest movement priority
had to go to for.vard deliveries, but though

locomotives in use at the e nd of April would

have been far from adequate had military
operations continued much longer.
1£ there had been doubts and lack of
pla nning and improvisation in the use of
highway transportation in the drive across
France in the summer of 1944, t he situation
was far different in the drive across Ger~
many in the spring of 1945. Thorough~
going planning for a n elabora te system of
motor transportation- later referred to as
the XYZ Operation- began ea rly in Febru ~
ary, a nd steps had been taken to obtain the
necessary vehicles. Chief reliance for l ong~
distance hauling, in contrast to the sit uation
in 1944, was to be put on IO-ton tractortrailer combinations, with a number of 10ton heavy duty diesel units and 2Y2 -ton
uni ts available for local and feed er operations. T he Motor Transport Service set up
a marshaling yard type of operations on the
main routes to handle the trailers in the
same way that the M ilitary R ailway Service
h andled freight cars. Organization and
control measures reOected earlier experience
gained from the Red Ball and other motor
h auls. Within a week after starting opera~
tions on 25 March the X YZ Operation was
delivering 12,000 tons a day to the four
advancing U.S. annies. By the end of
April fully th ree~fourlhs of all motor transportation in the Communications Zone had

Red Ball Exp""'. (Map 20 )
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effective at the time, indications are that it
could not have been kept up over a very long
period of time.
If operations in Germany had been prolonged, it is likely that t he same stresses and
strains that h ad limited the advance in 1944
would have reappeared. With the benefit

of earlier experience in organization and
control, the advantage of far greater rc·
sources in transportation, and the gain from

thorough plans and preparations, the can·
trast with earlier efforts was striking. Here
was a case where the logisticians were not
sUJ1lrised or embarrassed by the success of
breakthrough operations; they anticipated
it. T h is time the armies could keep moving,
right up to the Elbe River and beyond until
firm contact was established with the Russians, and the war in Europe was finis hed.

The Pacific and the Far East
The war in the Pacific presented a sharp
contrast in the means of logistical support
with those found in E urope. In t he Pacific
emphasis always had to be on water trans·
portation and on development of port and
storage faci li ties to make effective usc of
shipping. Operations thousands of miles
apart, supported from one island base to
another, had to be maintained simultane·
ously. (Map21)

The Fall of the Philippines
Logisties predominated in the Army's
first, heartbreaking action of the war- the
defense of the Philippines. The ORANGE
and RAINBOW plans had assumed that
strength could not be built up sufficient ly in
the Philippines to pennit their retention
against a full-scale attack, and consequently
there had been no bui ld-up of supplies to-

ward that end , though the expectation had
been that Bataan could be held for a mini·
mum of six months. Doubt1ess General
MacArthur's decision to fight it out on the
beaches instead of adheri ng to the plan for
an immed iate and orderly withdrawal into
the peninsula hastened the loss of Bataan,
for supplies sent fOnYard for the beach defense had to be abandoned in many cases
during the hasty withdrawal which followed. Then , when the few efforts to run
the tightening Japanese blockade were unavailing, supplies bega n to run short. Lack
of food probably more than any other single
factor forced the end of resistance on Bataan.

Joint Logistics and SPecial Problems
As the war spread across the vast reaches
of the western Pacific throughout east Asia
and back again, t he sheer exertion re·
qu ired to exist often overshadowed the
special skills of artillery adjustment or
rifle marksmanship. The environment of
t ropical seas and islands cast logistics in
a wholly different light from that found
in the more fami liar surroundings of
Europe. Railway networks and fi nished
highway systems were foreign to most of the
combat areas. Logistical organization, al·
lowa nces of equipment, and standard operating procedures developed for continental
warfare were la rgel y inappropriate. Dis·
persal of forces and supplies over tremen·
dous distances and reliance on water trans~
portation to bring them together as needed
were common throughout. Rapid dete·
rioration of supplies in the hot, wet climate
cha racteristic of much of the area com pli~
cated the factors of supply storage and distribution. The incidence of malaria added
to the problems of medical care. Lack of
maps and terrain data, and lack of ports
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a nd ot-her facilities of all kinds hampered
nearly all operations. J ungle often limited
every effort at inland movement and co n ~
struction of airfields and base facilities.
The long series of am phibious operations
and reliance on oversea lines of conunun ica~
tion, not only from the United States, but
withi n the theaters, brought forces of the
Army and Navy and Marine Corps into
close and continuous contact t hroughout
the war in the Pacific. The situation cried
for the integration of logistics for the support of joint operations, but, as is usually the

case, this was more evident to commanders
on the scene than to planners in Washington. Recommendations made independently by Admiral Nim itz and Lt. Gen.
Delos C. Emmons, Anny commander in
H awa ii, for a system of joint supply in the
Paci fi c Ocean Area received a cool reception, largely because General Somervell
lacked confidence in the Navy's logistical
organization and feared that Army interests would suffer. Steps toward closer cooperation followed the course of battle. A
J oint Logistical Plan approved (July 1942)
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for the South Pacific entrusted local procurement- a major activity in arranging
for the usc of local Cacilities and the purchase of food and other supplies-to a joint
board, and assigned each of the services certain logistical responsibi lities for the support of the other, while supply from the
United States remai ned separate. Later,
as offensive operations bega n with insufficient regard for the logistical problems,
Somcrvcll cou ld give his support for a far
more comprehensive plan of logistical unity.
Nimitz formed a joint staff according to
which a Logistics Division, J-4, at last
would give some cen tral direction to logistics in the Pacific Ocean Area, but t he full
measure of integration which this kind of
warfare seemed so clearly to call for at all
levels never was fort hcoming.
In general, Army-Navy co-ordinat ion of
logistics was slowly realized, and reflected
different approaches to problems, different
kinds of problems, and different experiences.
Previously, the closest co-ordination req uired had been in transporting and protecting troops and supplies overseas, but in
the theaters each service had to operate
pretty much on its own. In the Pacific,
Anny and Navy elements were thrown into
intimate contact at every level. Inevitably
an officer's views reflected his own trai ning
and experience, and often these precluded
a full appreciation of viewpoints in the other
service resulting in an appearance of petty
parochialism where, in fact, differences of
conviction were very real. A difference in
emphasis in the conduct of the war magn ified other differences. W hatever the basic
strategic decision to seck victory first in
Europe, the primary Navy war was the Pacific war, and it was bound to receive priority in Navy thinking, while the Army's
biggest effort was in Europe, and it could
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accept limitations in the Pacific unacceptable to the Navy.
The very machinery of logistics varied
greatly. The Army, geared for ma&<>ive land
campaigns, had developed a system of centralized control and orderly d istribution.
The Navy, emphasizing the support of forces
at sea, retained a high degree of decentralization, concent rating its depots at the ports,
relying on the supply bureaus to carry out
their responsibilities without close over-all
command, and granting much autonomy
and flexibi lity to supply distribution in forward areas. By early 1942 the Navy had
carried its flexibili ty in forward supply to
un precedented Jcngth with one of the great
logistical innovations of the war: auxiliary
units amounting to floating bases. With
fuel, ammunition, provisions, and other supplies, as well as repair facilities, afloat, the
fleets had the "long legs" needed to move
and fight almost indefinitely without retu rning to any fixed advanced basco The Navy
system m ight well have been more readily
adaptable to the Army's island wa rfare
needs than the closely organized communications system that worked so well in
Europe.
Widespread duplication of effort by Army
and Navy agencies and the consequent waste
of resources when everything scemed critically short where most needed, plus the constant need for strategic and tactical co-ordinat ion, and, above all, the need to make
the most efficient a nd economical usc of
available shipping where the great distances
added a premium to every vessel, developed
pressures lor real logistical co-ordination.
But other factors militated aga inst it. Brig.
Gen. LeRoy Lu tes, Assistant Chief of Staff
lor Operations, Army Service Forccs, who
had been lukewa rm toward the unification
of logistics, on his return from a visit to the
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Pacific in October 1942 recommended a
complete union of the overseas supply lines
of the two services. Somcrvcll, too, now was
rcady to back unification; but the Navy,
possibly frightened away by the develop-ment of the Army Service Forces organization, reversed its earlier position favoring
such a move, and decided that the Army
must have been right in the first place.
Finally, General Marshall and Admiral
King, in their capacities as Army Chief of
Staff and Chief of Naval Operations, attained a compromise that rcsuiled in the
Basic Logistical Plan for Command Areas
Involving J oint Ann)' and Navy Operations
issued in March 1943. While avoiding any
close-knit logistical integration at home,

this document put the main burden for
logistic co-ord ination on the theater commanders. It urged the development of unified supply staffs and joint staff planning.
The hope was that, with agreement upon
supply policies and priorities in the theaters,
submittals of identical copies of shipping
priorities by Anny and Navy to their respective agencies on the west coast of the
United States would achieve a co-ord ination that would extend back along the lines
of commun ication. Although a good deal
of joint procurement and service had been
going on, still no general system of joint
procurement, storage, or transportation
existed in the United States, or any real unification of supply lines from the U.S. ports
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to the Pacific theaters. The main instru·
ment for co-ordination of west coast shipping was the Joint Army-Navy War Shipping Administration Ship Operations Committee instituted infonnally in San Francisco
early in 1943.
A serious shortage of shipping in 1943
made co-ordination more difficult than ever,
and also made joint action more imperative.
For a time in August and September the
scramble for space left shipments against
agreed joint priorities lists forty-five days
behind schedule. After the situation had
eased somewhat, more orderly procedures
came into general use. By mid-1944 the
system of allocating troop shipping according to joint personnel priority lists operated
q'lite smoothly. Theater commanders proposed priority lists on the basis of troop
availability lists furnished monthly by the
War and Navy Departments. Matching
the theater lists against a list of available
shipping, a joint committee then prepared
a single joint priority Jist, which then became the guide for the Joint Surface Personnel Transportation Committee in San
Franeisco (a subcommittee of the Ship
Operations Committee) to work out the details of scheduling movements. The greatest difficulty in the system occurred from
the lack of criteria for establishing priority
between the Pacific Ocean Area and the
Southwest Pacific Area.
A comparable joint priority list and procedure for shipping cargo was never
achieved. To make any system work in
the Pacific would have been difficult without a great deal of experience to base it on.
As a comparison, a force of 40,000 U.S.
personnel in Australia required almost as
much shippi ng to move and maintain it as
did a U.S. force of 100,000 men in the Brit-
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ish Isles. With forces scattered over thousands of miles of ocean a rea, it was impractical to establish central reserve stocks and
a systematic Aow of supplies through a series
of depots. Neither was it practical simply
to make wholesale deliveries of su pplies to
the theaters and expect the theaters to make
"'ocal" deliveries to points extending over
two or three thousand miles. On the contrary, standard proced ure ca me to be for
the theaters to determine requirements and
forward requisitions, then for deliveries from
the United States to be made directly to
ma ny individual bases. In 1944 Anny shipments from the U nited States were going to
some seventy different destinations in the
Pacific.
To make direct shipments most effective,
a way had to be fou nd a round the " normal"
procedures of sorting, storage, and d istribution. This came wi th the introduction of
block-loading, which began in the Central
Pacific in 1943. On the basis of its own
experience factors, the theater determined
a standard block made up according to the
requirements for a given number of men
for a given number of days. At first defined as supplies for one thousand men for
20 days, it later was extended to 30 days.
Composition of the blocks fo llowed two patterns. For supporting the early phase of an
operation a block consisted of a1l types of
supplies needed by the number of men for
the number of days. For resupply it came
to be the pract ice to depend upon solid
block ships carrying only one c1aS5 of supply,
the load still made up on the basis of the
quantity of a particular class of supply
needed for 30 days. A group of ships then
would be dispatched in a convoy or within
a specifi ed sailing period so tha t together
they would provide all classes of supply.
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Under the block-loading system, the tncater water transportation pcnnitted a deg ree of
could simply order so many standard blocks, flexibility impossible in Europe. Ships al·
or so many blocks of given classes, to be de- ready under way for one island could be dilivered to any designated advance base. verted to another wit hout serious loss, and
The greatest difficulties in the system were if at ti mes the supply lines bent under the
in the determination of requirements and strain, they never broke. The momentum
the frequ ent redefinition of blocks.
of the stepped-up offensives, once gained,
Special requirements beyond routine sup- never diminished.
ply that could be precalculated had to be
Plagued by inadequate facilities for ship
met in other ways, and although organiza- discharge and with insufficient service
tion had become rather more systematized troops, harried port officers pressed intoserv·
by the last several months of the war, im- ice combat troops, Navy and Marine units,
provisation characterized supply and trans- a nd native labor to try to overcome the conportation activities to the end. Conditions gestion of shipping that followed from one
could never be precisely anticipated , though base to the next as the fighting moved fort he War Department attempted to do so, ward in the Pacific t heaters, and probably
largely at the insistence of the Operations was the greatest continuing logistical prob·
Division, by t he keyed "project system" ac- Iem in the Pacific. Congestion reached
cording to which Class IV supplies for spe· critical proportions a t Noumea, New Calecial purposes were supposed to be ordered donia, in the autumn of 1942; the shipping
months in advance for specific construction tic-up had scarcely been overcome there
projects the nature of which could only be when it reappeared at Guadalcanal a'3 prepguessed at the time. Other kinds of special arations mou nted for furthe r offensives in
supplies had to be ordered to meet special t he northern Solomons, and later it moved
cond itions as they arosc-canvas buckets, to the Marianas. 1n the Southwest Pacific
water cans, and ex tra canteens fo r an island the critical congestion of shipping appeared
where water was short; machetes for hack- later, for as long as supplies continued to go
ing through jungle growth ; special tropical intI) the Australian base, the well-developed
clothing; and materials for combating in- ports of Brisbane and Sydney were adequate.
sects. Quartermaster units were able to Moreover, the Southwest Pacific Area was
step up their operations on some of the is- able to rely to a greater extent on local prolands by the use of palletized loads. Front. curement ; indeed MacArthur's staff re·
line supplies at different times were air- ported t hat in the last half of 1942 the Sou th·
dropped, hand·carried, or brought up in west Pacific received a smaller tonnage of
jeeps over freshly cut trails. Frequent and supplics from the U nited Statcs than the
sudden changes in objectives and repc.:·\ted theater itself shipped out to the neighboring
advances in timing, growing out of and South Pacific. Then, as the Southwest Paleading to furth er unanticipated success, cific offensives movcd forward, serious con·
created some of the same kinds of problems gestion appeared at Milne Bay, and succesfor Pacific supply officers as did the break· sively at Hollandia and, worst of all, Leyte.
through in Europe. But in the Pacific em- With Mani la recaptured, a sizable, fa irly
barrassment was less acute, for reliance on modem port at last was at hand, but the
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Japanese had damaged it so badly that all
the shipping dirf'cted to it could not be
handled. A related problem existed in the
displacement forward of rear bases. Ac~
tually, it was easier to rely on regu lar s hi p~
ment from the Uni ted States than to lind
shipping for supplies left on bases hund reds
or thousands of miles to the rear. When
supplies were moved forward, the burden
of unloading them in forward areas negated
any contribution of essential supplies, so that
all efforts for efficient roll-up were only
partially successful.

Southwelt Pacific Area
The fact that the Southwest Pacific Area
was an Allied as well as a joi nt command ,
with Australian forces and other smaller
elements, actively participati ng, complicated the problem of logistical organization
for General MacArthur. Actually he never
did set up a combined or joint staff in any
full sense. His General Headquarters remained essentially an Army staff throughout, with the addition of American a nd
Australian naval officers and Australian
Army offi cers as technica l assistants at va rious levels. His approach to logistics was
to leave supply lines of each of the national
service components separate with firm coordination only at the top level. Having
no general unified organization either for
planning or operations with respect to supply, transportation, communication, construction, or adm inistrative services at lower
levels, and only limited arrangements for
joint procurement or cross-servicing, GHQ
exercised co-ordination through a system of
priorities control over shipments of cargo
into the t heater. General Sir Thomas
Blarney, Australian Army commander in
chief, was named commander of Allied
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Land Forces, but his headquarters actually
controlled only training and a certain
amount of common administration. For
field operations, MacArthur maintai ned a
task force organization known as the ALAMO
Force, with the commander of the Sixth
Army, Lt. Gen. Walter Kreuger, as commander, to which was attached the Sixth
Army and Australian elements as required.
There was a consolidation of forward
Australia n and America n supply services
for support of particu lar campaigns, as for
the support of operations in New Guinea
where G HQ in October 1942 established
in Papua the Combined Opera tional Service Command to control all Allied lines of
communication actlvltlCS. Operat ing under the New Guinea Force, it had t he
deputy commander of the U.S. Army Services of Supply as its commander, and an
offi cer of the Australian Staff Corps as his
deputy.
The Army's Services of Supply in the
Southwest Pacific had to bend conventional
organization to adapt to conditions, but it
also suffered from a lack of definition of responsibility to a greater degree than was the
case in Europe, for its staff had to operate
in the shadow of GHQ. As the situation
developed, SOS ~rganized six base sections
in Australia and an advance section in New
Guinea, but it did not operate in d ose support of combat units. Ordinarily, each
task force commander improvised a service
command to organize a nd operate h is rear
area until combat operations had been completed in the vicinity, when facilities would
be turned over to SOS. For the Leyte
operation, involving the support of over
200,000 men, a new command, the Army
Service Command, was organ ized as a
major command of Sixth Army for immediate logistical support.
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C hilla-Burma-!ndia

Pacific Ocean Areas

In the C hina-Bunna-I ndia theater the
central objective as well as the centra l problem was logistical. The major value of the
campaign in Burma lay in fe -establishing
communications with China, and the greatest obstacle to successful completion of the
campaign was the difficu lty in getting up
supplies to support the forces engaged.
Pack animals and natives carried supplies
to the fronL<i. For months long-range penetration columns, operating in the Japanese
rear, depended on airdrops. But major
operations and effective support of the
Ch inese depended upon expansion of the
Assam line of communication. ( Mal) 22)
Tremendous efforts went into improving
the port of Calcutta, into pro\!iding operationa l a nd ma intenance personnel for stepping up traffic on the Bengal and ASS.lIn
Railway, into getting the fullest use out of
the Brahmaputra barge line operated by
severa l British companies, into constructing
a irfields in Assam, and into layi ng pipelines
from Calcutta and Chi ttagong to Upper
Assam. All this was neccssary to complete
the vita l link in communications across the
rugged, jungle-covered mountai ns and
swampy valleys-the Lcdo Road- to link
up with the old Burma Road, as well as to
bring up supplies for air d el ivery over the
Hump, a nd to support current combat operations. I n May 1943 scarcely 5,000 tons
of sup plies were brought in over the Assam
line of communication ; in O ctober 1944
that figure had riscn to nearly 125,000 tons.
While operations agai nst the J apanese continued, so did work on the road and pipelines. In January 1945 the Stilwell Road,
over 1,000 mi les long, opened, and six
months later the pipcline was completed to
Kunrning.

In the Paci fi c Ocean Areas, where Army,
Navy, and Marine forces were present in
about equal numbers, and where they freq uently were thrown into close contact in
the course of operations, joint organization
and procedures fo r logistics were far more
advanced than in the CB I or the Southwest
Pacific.
Steps toward a joint logistical system began very early in the Sou th Pacific subtheater. Vice Adm. Robert L. Ghormley,
commander under Admiral Nimitz of the
South Pacific Area, set up a joint purchasing board in M ay 1942 to co-ordinate local
procurement in New Zealand and on smaller
islands in the area, with the Navy responsible for delivering supplies purchased there
to both services. When Maj. Gen. Millard
F. Harmon became commanding general of
U.S. Army Forces in the South Pacific
Area, he co-operated closely with Ghormley and naval forces on logistical su pport.
Subseq uen tly the Army assumed responsibility for obtaini ng provisions as neCCSS<'lry
from the continental Un ited Sta tes for all
shore-based forces except those in Samoa,
wh ile the Navy su pplied gasoline and oi l for
all forces. But no amou nt of co-operation
could reduce very much the logistical problems arising out of the ratio of forces to
distance. This command covered more
th an a million square mi les, almost all of it
ocean. Some bases were 3,000 miles apart.
On ly four ports with usable terminal installations existed in the en li re area- Auckland a nd Wellington in New Zealand, Suva
in the Fiji Islands, and Noumea, New Caledonia. After the con fu sion ( which might
have been expected) of the first offensive
operation of the war at Guadalcanal, and
faced with the tremendous congestion de-
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BATTLE SUPPORT
veloping at Noumca, Admiral William F.
Halsey, Jr., G horm ley's successor as commander of the arca, moved for further joint
arrangements to hand le incoming shipments
and to move supplies forward. Halsey gave
Army commanders full responsibility for
co-ordinating logistical support for Guada lcanal and for port operations at NOlltnca.
Neither GhormJey nor H alsey saw any need
to set up a joint staff organization, and the
Army commanders, too, were satisfied with
the results obtained by informal conferences
and close working relationships. After promu lgation of the Basic Logistical Plan , however, Ad miral Nimitz decreed in May 1943
that arrangements in the South Pacific
should be given a more {onnal structu re.
Admiral Halsey thereupon established the
Joint Logistics Boa rd on which Army, Navy,
and Marine sclvice commandcrs were to do
fonnall y what they already had becn doing
informally. In early 1944 a joint logistical
staff replaced the Joint Bo.1.rd, but it, too,
was for the most part a paper organization.
M ost of the actual joint planning and logistical operations were done through a Join t
Working Boa rd made up of subordinates
organized into various subcommittces as
needcd. The board never did work out
satistfactory procedu res for detenni ning
joi nt supply requirements to be filled from
the United Sta tes, for making inventory
control cffective, or for plan ning base development.
The Anl1 Y's logistical orga nization in the
South P acific gradually took fonn with a
SClVices of Su pply and selVice commands
established on the islands of major activity.
With eleven different bases and 400 separate organizations under its administrative
control, but with never enough men to accom plish the tasks in volved , Brig. Gen. Robert G. Breene, SO S commander, at no time
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was able to satisfy the demands from Washington for effective inventory control. Supply accounting became fairly accurate only
a fte r October 1944, when the Sout h Pacific
had become a rear base area.
The command and administrative machinelY developed under Admiral Nimitz
had special complications growing out of
the fact that Nimitz was at the same time
commander in chief of the Pacific O cean
Area, commander of the Central Pacific and
North Pacific Areas, and commander in
chief of the Pacific Fleet. Nevertheless, it
was in Nim itz' cqrn mands that joint logistics
reached its highest development. After a
series of recommendations a nd studies, both
in the Pacific and in W ashington, Admiral
Nimitz in September 1943 organized a joint
staff for h is headquarters at Pearl Harbor.
It was the only truly fun ctioning theater
joint staff of the war, and even though it
fell considera bly short of many Anny officers' hopes, it became the prototype for later
unified command staffs. It comprised four
staff sections, each one including Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps officers. These
sections were: J- 1, Plans, under a naval
officer ; J- 2, I ntelligence, under an Anny
officer ( there were also some British and
Australian officers in this section ) ; J - 3,
Operations, under a n aval offi cer; and
J-4, Logistics, under an Army officer ( Brig.
Gen. Edmond Leavey, drawn from Somerveil's Arm y Service Forces staff ) . Later a
fifth section, J- 5, General Administration,
was added under a naval officer.
The J-4 section h ad branches for transportation, fuel , supply, and advanced bases.
Th roughout , Leavey worked very closely
with the commander of the Service f orce,
Paci fi c Fleet, but co-operation still did not
go as far as Leavey and others would have
desired; as for instance, bringing in repre-
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sentat ivcs of the Army and Navy technical
and supply services to form a SO lt of sp(!cial
stafT including medical, signal, ordnan ce,
engineer, quarterm aster, transportation, and
other sections. Neither did Nimitz agree lO
lhe recommendations of General Man;hall
and others that he tum over lhe comma nd
of the subordinate areas a nd the fleet to
other officers, for he thought that this would
lead to a n unnecessary prolife ration of headquarters and a loosening of control. AJready, however, he had fonned the Central

Pacific Force, a separate joint task fo rce
under the command of Rea r Adm. R aymond A. Spruancc, for the invasion of the
Gilbcl't I sla nds (November 1943) and this
would be his a pproach for future operations.
Actually, t he join t staff system in the
Central Pacific worked rclatively smoothly,
and much of the reason for its successful
operation was that N imitz and the men he
had chosen fo r his staff were determined
to make it work. One veteran of this service
described Nimitz' joint staff as "the smoothest, most competent group I ever worked
with.'"
At times rela tions wi th Lt. Cen.
R obert C. Richardson , Jr. , who succeeded
Emmons as commander of the Hawaiian
D epa rtment and in August 1943 was named
Comm anding Gcneral, U.S. Anny Forces,
Central Pacifi c Area, were not so smooth.
Although he had applauded the movcs (or
a joint slafT, Richardson was disposed to
uphold tradi tional service prerogatives of
the Anny whenever questions of further
cen tralization of supply and administration
came up. There never was a unification
of logistical systems in the a rea around
H awaii, and eac h service requ isitioned most
of its own requirements from the U nited
States, but in the forward areas experience
' Memo, Rear Adm Henry E. Eccles for the
author, 9 Jul 63.
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a nd planning soon led to many instances of
close logistical integration. As in other circ um ~ t an ccs the control of shipping was the
secret to logistical co-ordination, and judged
by the relative lack of congestion and retelltion of ships, shipping control in the Cen tral
Pacific was superior to that in a ny othe r
theater of the war. Under a system of joi nt
theater pl an ning a nd joint base comma nds,
ships were echeloned according to detailed
plans so that lhe supplies would a rrive as
needed and in proper order. Anny engineers and Navy construction battalions
(Seabees) accomplished wonders of construction in building air bases and su pport
bases for amphibious operations in the offensive westward across the Pacific.
As for the Army's logistical structure in
this area, the Army Port and Service Command , under Army Forces in the Central
Pacific, succeeded the H awaiian D epartment Service Forces. With the ex pansion
of operations across the Central Pacific a nd
the closing out of the South Pacific Area as
a subtheater, the South Paci fi c Base Command su persedcd U .S. Army Forces in the
South Pacific Area under the bl'Oadcned
U.S. Army Forces in th e Pacific O cean
Areas, a nd the Anny Port and Service Comma nd was made subordinate to a newly
established Central Pacific Base Com mand.
Subseq uently ( April 1945 ) the Vlestern
Pacific Base Command was establishcd for
the logistical support of Army forces {and
Navy and Marine (orces as directed ) in the
Maria nas, the western Caro l ine~, and on
fwo J ima. Okinawa remained the responsibi lity o( the Central Base Command.

Amphibious Warfare ;11 the Pacific
Logistical procedu res developed to mou nt
and support the scores of a mph ibious opera-
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lions in the Pacific, and based upon the CX~ beached at low tide and floated off at high
pcricncc of the great landings in North tide. The vessels fell into two general cateAfrica, Sicily, Italy, Normandy. and south· gories: landing ships, ocean-going ships
ern Fra nce, constituted one of the major especially useful for shore-to-shore operaAmerican contributions to the art of war- tions, a nd land ing craft, intended to be carried on board combat loaders or other ships
fare.
The most significant innovation deter- or to be used across relatively narrow straits.
mining the special characteristics of these Of the dozen or so types, t he most important
operations was the design and construction of the ships probably were th e LST (landof specia l vessels for the purposc-combat ing ship, tank ) which might carry, for exloaders and landing craft of various types. ample, 20 medium tanks on its tank deck
Combat loaders were specially designed and with II 2~-ton trucks on its mai n deck;
rigged transports fo r carrying assau lt fo rces the LSM (landi ng ship, med ium); and the
and cargo to the vici nity of hostile shores LSD (la nding ship, dock), a fl oa ting d ryfor landing by boats and lighters carried on dock wh ich carried land ing craft and amboard. Combat loaders were of three main phibious vehicles and launched them by
types-the au ack personnel transport flooding t he hold . The most common of the
( A PA ); the converted destroyer transport landing cra ft were the LC I (landing craft.
(APD ), for carrying personnel and equip- infantry ) the large version of wh ich could
ment; and the attack cargo transport carry 200 men or 75 long tons of cargo;
( AKA), main ly fo r cargo. Allhough de- various moocls of the LCI' (landing craft,
signs for special landi ng craft were being tank ); the LCM (landing craft, mechaprepared in the United States, it was the nized ); and the LCVP (landing craft, veJapanese who introd uced lhese vessels inlO hicle, personnel), which cou ld carry 36 men
warfare in their invasions of the Philippines and one ¥I-ton truck or 4 tons of cargo.
and Malaya, and the British had made some I n add ition there were amphibious vehicles
use of similar craft in their North African which could be launched from ships and
operations. T he United States soon de- proceed across water and up on the beaches
veloped new types and produced them in under their own power such as Ihe Alligator,
great quantities. T hey quickly bt:came so an amphibous tractor used to carry troops
important that they were critical items of and equipment ashore; the amphibious tank,
equipment throughout the war, and, as al- for comba t support; and the previously
ready noted, st rategic decisions and the tim- noted amphibious 2~-to n truck, the Dukw.
ing of major operations freq uently hinged
TIle shipping required for an amphibious
upon their availability.
assault force varied according to the length
T he common characteristics of t hese ves- of the voyage, the mission, special equipsels were a bow which could be opened ment, and t he proportion of land ing craCt
to pennil lowering a ram p, or a bow which and amphibious vehicles carried. For a
itself could be lowered as a ramp so that short voyage, a force equivalent to a rei ntroops, tanks, tru cks and other vehicles could forced infan try division of some 22,300 men,
move out directly to the beaches under their with 3,600 veh icles, in a fai rly typical case
own power; shallow draft; and controlled might take 9 APA's, 6 AKA's, 36 LST's,
water ballast so that the vessel could be 12 LSM 's, and 3 LSD's. I n the choice of
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landing sites the ma in considerations had to
do with the advantages or disadva ntages of
the beaches: their ex its and their approaches in permitting logistical follow-up
as well as the initial landings. It was desirable to avoid the reefs and shoals characteristic of Pacific atolls and islands, and if
they could not be cleared by four feet a t
low tide, then it was nccessal)' to go in at
higher tide, even though that comp licated
beaching and fl oating of the cra ft. Beaches
with too gentle a $lope caused landing craft
to ground at long distance from the shore
line, while a too steep gradient made discharge of vessels difficull. In a sud running higher than four or five feet, amphib-.
ious vehicles opera ted a t great hazard.
The beaches themselves had to be finn
enough for traction.
l~or amphibious operations over any extended dista nce in the Southwest P acific,
troops generally were t ransported in APD's
and landed by landing craft carried on
board. J f the landing had to be made o,'er
coral reefs blocking the way to the beaches,
amphibious tractors and Dukw's had to be
used for the initial assault. As soon as a
way was cleared, LCI" s carrying tanks and
shore party engi neering equipment, were
launched from the flood ed well of an LSD,
and then successive waves of infantry arrived in LC I's hopefully spaced and timed
to avoid congestion. About an hour after
the assault, several LST's would arrive with
troops, vehicles, and supplies to be unloaded
before nightfa ll . For the follow-up after a
landing, any and a U types of landing vessels might be used. Echclons usually wou ld
go in at three- to fi ve-day in tervals un tiJ
Anny Services of Suppl y could take over responsibilit), with its ow n merchant shipping.
For shore-ta-shore operations, MacArthur relied on Anny engineer special bri-

gades to man fleets of la nding craft, and this
gave them special significance, for only in
the Southwest Pacifie Area did the Navy
not man all the boats in such operations.
After specialized training at the Engineer
Amphibian Command on Cape Cod, the 2d
Engineer Amphibian Brigade (later redesignated as the 2d Engineer Special Brigade)
went to the Southwest Pacific in November
1942; a second brigade arrived in October
1943, and a t hird in May 1944. Like the
brigades serving in the Mediterranean and
in the Nonnandy landings, these brigades
also had responsibility for organizi ng shore
party tea ms to unlo..1.d the assault ships and
to set up supply dumps, and in the follow-up
phase they provided local transportation
and lighterage for supply build-up. Beach
parties, as distinct from shore parties, were
Navy uni ts charged with co-ord in ating t-he
arrival of boats a nd ships on the beaches,
seei ng to the evacuation of casualties into
waiting vessels, a nd getting vessels baek 01T
the beaches once they had been unloaded.
In a ll of these duties they had to work very
closely with the engineer shore pa rties.
U ltimately the VII Amphibious Force, cootrolling the Navy beaching craft of MacArthur's command, organized and trai ned
eight beach parties, eac h composed of three
naval officers and eighteen men.

Return

10

the Ph ilippines

Southwest Pacifie forces got thei r first
test in the ways of amphibious warfare in
operations along the coast of New Guinea,
perfected them in campaigns agai nst islands
from Biak and Nocmfoor to Morolai, and
reached t heir highest achievement in the
return to the Ph ilippines. Operations never
went according to plan, bu t they came closer
to it with experience, and results always
were elTective.
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The October 1944 invasion of Lcyte was
(he biggest operation in the Pacifi c up to
that time, and required the closest kind of
co-operation between area commanders.
An invasion force of 150,000 men, larger
than the American assault clements in the
Normandy landings, was assembled off
Lcytc from points as widely distant as Hawaii
in the Central Pacific Area and Hollandia,
New Guinea, in the Southwest Pacific Area.
Originally marked for an invasion of Yap,
XXIV Corps' two divisions embarked at
Honolu lu on 13 September aboard transports of the III Amphibious Force. With
cancellation of the Yap plans XXIV Corps
was shifted to the Lcytc operation and proceeded to Manus Island for completion of
staging . At Manus the assault t roops trans-fe rred from AKA's to LST's for the last leg
of the journey. Sixt h Anny units, including X Corps and Sixth Anny Service Command, were staged a t HoUandia. A month
aftcr XX IV Corps IcCt Hawaii X Corps'
24t h Infa ntry Division and the Sixth Anny
Service Command got under way from Hollandia in vessels of the VII Amphibious
Forcc ; two days later they joi ned with ships
bringing a nother X Corps unit, the 1st
Cavalry Division, from Manus. When the
forces merged they fonned a convoy of some
518 ocean-going troop and cargo ships of
various types supported by about 180 wa rsh ips. T he convoy arrived off Leyte as
scheduled for the landing on 20 October.
( Maps 23 aad 24)
Almost simultaneously at 1000 assault
troops of X Corps, in amphibian tractors
and LCl 's led by a wave of amphibian
tan ks launched about5 ,DDO yards from the
shore, hit the beaches (designated White
and Red ) in the San Pedro Bay area near
Tacloban; about foulteen miles to the south
XX JV Corps hit the beaches designated

LST

B OUND

FOR

HOLLANDIA

Orange, Blue, Violet, and Yellow around
Dulag. In a separate action a regiment
of the 24th Infantry Division landed in the
vicinity of Panaon Strait to hold the entrance to Sogod Bay. The XXIV Corps
had retained the supplies and equipment
provided for the Yap expedition, and carried ashore a 3D-day supply of rations and
medical supplics; twenty days of clothing,
weapons, vehicles, fuels, and construction
materials; and seven units of fi re for all
a rtillery weapons and five units for other
weapons. The X Corps was to take ashore
ten days of all supplies other than engi neer,
and thirty days of those, and two urlits of
fire for all weapons; within ten days add itionaJ supplies were to be brought in to permit building up to thirty days for most
categories, and fi fteen days for motor fuei.
Resupply stocks were being shipped from
the United States and Australia, and were
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on call at New Guinea. In addition, ten
Liberty ships, eight at Hollandia and two in
lhe Pal aus, wefC to be held loaded in (Ioating reserve.
In the main iand ingsopposilion was relatively lig h t and the beaches were receptive
to la nd ing. But swampy, wooded te rrain
blocked most of the exits, and at one beach
in the northern sector the approaches wefe
too shallow fo r the LST's to come in and
they had to wit hdraw under hostile fire.
Within an hou r afte r the la ndings supplies
a nd equipment began to pour onlO the
beaches. Then the trouble began. Many
of the ships had not been properly combatloaded, so that supplies could not be unloaded in the order needed. Ship's crews
and soldiers detailed to stay on ho.'l.rd for
lhe work did their best to gel vehicles and
supplics unloaded from t he APA's, AKA's,
a nd LST's, making good usc of LSM 's as
ligh ters. O n the northern beaches (X
Corps) shore parties from two regimcnts of
the 2d Eng incer Specia l Brigade controlled
the unloading on the beach cs; in the XX IV
Corps sector, the shore parties were d rawn
from two combat engi neer groups because
the Central Paci fi c Area from '.vhich tltis
force came had no enginecr spccial brigades.
Congestion soon appeared nearly everywhere. Some of the shore pa rties did not
la nd ea rly enough to develop p roper organization before supplies began to arrivc;
plans had to be changed for handling supplies from some of the LST's when it bec:tme
necessa ry to divcrt thcm to another bcac h ;
boa ts were carelessly loadcd It\ many
cascs. Supplies were strewn over thc
beaches, or thrown onto vchicles with lillie
ordcr; beach parties brough t in supplies faster than shore parties cou ld handle thcm;
swampy land restrictcd thc usable area.
The shore party su pporting the 7th Oi "i-
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sian ncar Du lag probably had t he smoothest
organizat ion and opera tion. Duri ng the
early phases this shore party uscd what it
called thc "d rugstore system" of delivcring
supplies by Du kws d ircc tly from LST's
anchorcd off the shore to front-line units.
Thus it cou ld fi ll requests an hou r after they
were received without ham pering concurrent orderly build-up of dumps. Six hours
after the la ndings the shore party had sufficiently organized regimental dumps about
500 yards inlanclto fi ll requisitions there and
to give up direct deliveries by amphibious
truck . Dming the first d ay some 107,450
tons of equipment a nd su pplies were discharged ovcl· the beaches of the Six th Army.
Thc firs t congestion on the beaches was
quickly relieved, but was soon followed by a
gencral congestion of almost unprecedented
magn itude.
I n the d ays t hat followed, both taclica l
and logist ica l operations became morc diffi cult, and delays of the one del ayed the
other. The greatest probJcms resulted from
the terrain and the weather. Const ruction
of airfields fell fa r be hind schedule, and in
some cases had to be a bandoned , delayi ng
air support a nd pennitting Japanese reinforcements. SuitabJc areas for supply
bases, hospitals, and other installations were
ha rd to find, for swamps and rice paddies
during a pe riod of heavy rai n were good
for no such purposes. R oads, old oncs 01'
new onc.'i, la boriously cut through by engineers, quic kly d isi ntegrated. In the northern sector suppt il.'S gravitated to the T adoban airstri p, and hundreds of vchides and
lhous.1.nds of tons of ammunition, ra tions,
a nd fuel , st re,~n about the area, made it impossible to com mcnce work on the airstrip
itself until they cou ld be cleared away.
During NO"embcr the Sixll\ Anny Service
Command established its major ba"e at
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Tacloban, where two deepwater berths were
found intact and additional docking facilities and several lighterage wharves were
constructed. 10 addition, the sClvicc com·
mand established a sub-base at Dulag and a
supply point at Carigara. But successive
resupply convoys kept arriving berofc the
preceding oncs could be unloaded, and
Japanese bombers kept attacking the ships.
Once supplies were ashore, the problem
of moving them up to front-line troops was
always a hard one. As the roads occame
virtually unusable, morc and morc reliance
had to be placed upon water transpo'-tation.
Naval vessels and amphibious vchicles ca rried supplies around as d ose as possible to
the troops; then vchicles wcre used when
possible, but often carrying parties had to
be made up of soldiers and Filipino civilians.
In many cases supplies were air-dropped to
forces othenvise isolated. When the Japanese decided to make a decisive stand for
Leyte, additional forces were brought in,
and the landing of the 112th Cavalry Regimental Combat Team, the 11th Airborne
Division, and elements of the 38th Infantry
Division, as well as the 32d and 77t h infant ry Divisions which had been in reserve
added to the problems of log istic support.
As forces joined on the west side of the
isla nd , and then drove northward, supply
lines were stretched to the breaking point,
and only the d ispatch of addit ional amphibious vessels relieved the critical supply
situation. By 26 December a generallevc1
of five to ten days' supply of aU classes had
been built up, and this was maintained fo r
the rest of the operation. Nearly two and
one-hal f months after the initial landings
Lcyte finally was secured.
In some ways over-the-beach supply operat ions in su pport of the landings in t he
Lingayen Gulf area of Luzon on 9 January
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1945 showed improvements over the Leytc
experience- thanks in part to the beuer terrain and the absence of resistance at most
points, but also to beller organization. Congestion on the beaches inevitably reappeared, however, and the perpetual shortage
of labor for un loading was furt her aggravated by a tendency of men to disappear
from their tasks in favor of fraternizing with
the local Filipinos.
J oin t procedures for logistic su pport of
amph ibious operations were most advanced
in t he Central Pacific Area where dircctives
from Admiral Nimitz' headquarters ordinarily defined three phases for an operation.
Control over logistics was in the hands of
the eom mande.· in each phase-the first, the
assault phase, ca me under t he amphibious
task force com mander, usually Vice Adm.
Richmond Kelly Turner; the second, the
land operations phase, came under a ground
forces commander, usually Lt. Gen. HoIland M. Smith , Marine Corps, and the
third, a ga rrison phase, came under a garrison or base commander of the service having major responsibi lity (or base development. As Central Pacific campaigns moved
westward, the Anny was assigned major
responsibility for base development on
Makin in the Gilberts, Kwajalcin in the
Marshalls, Saipan in the Marianas, and
Anguar in the Pa laus. Joint staff plann ing
sought to anticipate joi nt requi rements for
each operation, and there was a certain division of labor in supply and sen'ices even
though each service continued to requisition through its own cha nnels on rear bases
and the United States. In plann ing for
base materials, the Navy.avoided the Anny's
keyed project system (in which each project
was handled as a distinct un it) by making
up standard units that could be called for
in the amount needed for the development
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of any basco The Navy system, used in the
Pacific Ocean Area for advance bases, in
effect, extended block-loading and, to a
degree, automatic supply to virtually all
categories.

Okinawa
Four months before the Leyte operation,
th e Centra l Pacific Force already had
launched an amphibious attack of comparable magnitude. Just nine days after the
Jandings in Normandy, on the other side of
the world a force of over 127,500 mentwo-thirds of whom were marincs---with a
convoy of 535 transports and warships, arrived after a one-thousand-mile voyage
from Eniwetok to the Marianas for successive assaults against Saipan, Tinian, and
Guam. The operation, which began with
the benefit of on ly three months of planning,
was carried ou t 3,600 miles away from the
main base in Hawaii.
By far the greatest baltle against the J apanese was the last. An assault force of nearly
183,000 soldiers and marines with 747,100
measurement tons of cargo went into t he
invasion of Okinawa . Troops and supplies
went aboard 430 assault transports and
landing ships at ports on the American west
coast, H awaii, Espiritu San to in New Caledonia, Guad a1canal, the Russell Islands,
Saipan, and Leyte. They assembled at
Eniwetok, Ulithi, Sai pan, and Leytc. Additional ships brought follow-up forces and
supplies for building up a base. The Navy
commander of the task force, Admiral
Turner, was responsible for delivering t he
troops and supplies to the beaches. The
Arnl}' commander, Lt. Gen. Simon n. Buckner, Jr. , commanding the T enth Army, was
responsi ble for landing the supplies and
moving them to d umps. The Island Com-
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mand Okinawa operated as an affily service
command for Tenth Army in providing immediate logistic support and in base development. The assault units carried a 3D-day
supply of rations, clothing, fu el , and other
essentia l items, and five un its of fi re. Automatic rcsupply was scheduled in twenty-one
sh ipments to leave the United States at 10day intervals (beginni ng 20 February 1945)
for regulating stations at Ulithi and Eniwetok to awai t call by Ceneral Buckner.
Careful planning a nd a surprising lack
of enem y resistance made possible fast and
effective organization of the beachcs after
the landings on I April 1945. Landing
cra ft cou ld cross the reef d uring four or five
hours at Aood tide, and were able to discharge cargo d irectly on the beach, while
larger ships un loaded at the reef. General
unloading began 3 April, and in the absence
of the enemy, continued through the night
under floodlights. Storms interru pted unloading, but on the whole cargo came in
faster than it cou ld be cleared. Control of
the beaches passed successively up the chain
of command unt il Tenth Army, acting
through t he 1st Engineer Special Brigade,
a unit ex perienced in European landing
operations, and the Island Command, assumed control on 9 April. Navy beachmasters directed the movements of incoming ships. At the end of May the Joint
Freight Handling Facilities, under Navy
command, relieved t he 1st Engi neer Special
Brigade of all shore party operations, and
Quartemlaster service and truck companies previously assigned to the brigade were
assigned to the 53d M ed ium Port, which in
turn was attached to Join t Freight H and ling
Faci lities. This a rrangement continued
unlil August when Army and Navy cargo
operations were scpa rated.
Japanese air attacks, incuding kamikazi
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suicide planes, first encou ntered at Leyte,
were in greater force than ever before at
Okinawa and disrupted supply activities.
Fail ure to ca pture the port of Naha as had
been planned made it necessary to depend
all over-the-beach operations for supply,
and rc50rt to selective u nloading caused fu rther congestion. I nsta llation of fl oating
causeways and build ing of makeshift piers
helped somewha t, but by the end of the
campa ign in Ju ne, unloading had fallen
over 200,000 measu rement tons behind
schedule. The end of hostilities on Oki·
nawa brought no slacken ing of logistical ef·
fort, for its captu re was rega rded as but a
preparatory step fo r the invasion of the

J apa nese home islands. When improvemen t of port facilities became possi ble, discharge of cargo was stepped up from a rate
of 20,000 measu rement tOilS a day in June
to over 37,700 measurement tons a day in
J uly.

Pre/JllTlllions for Ihe Ili vasion of Japan
The planned assault on Japan wou ld
have dwarfed even the Okinawa operation.
When J apan surrendered, General MacArthu r, to whose command the forces in the
R yukyus had been transferred on 3 1 July,
was pl'eparing his forces for the fi nal blow.
On Luzon the Sixth Army was regrouping
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for its assigned invasion of Kyushu, and the
advance detachment of First Anny had arrived from Europe to begin preparations for
its pari in the latcr invasion of Honshu. A
maximum logistic efTort was called for.
Although from the beginning there had
been those who urged a single theater command structure for the entire Pacific, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff never had been able
to bring themselves to a firm choice octween
MacArthur and Nimitz, and they did not do
so now. MacArthur was given command
over the planned invasion of J apan, but
Nimitz was to be a co-ordinate, not a subordinate, commander. C limax became anticlimax , not only because the last and big-

gcst planned operation proved to be unnCCCS&1.r)" but also because the logistical
organizat ion machinery to carry it out was
to be somewhat of a return to the prewar
concept of separate Army and Navy commands, with co-operation depending upon
agreement between the commanders concerned . General MacA rthur's headquarters had not achieved the degree of interservicc logistical integration that had evolved in
the Pacific Ocean Area, and organizational
arrangements for h is broadened com mand
reflected that experience. An Army-Navy
Conference on Shipping and Supply in May
and a conference at Guam in J une between
representatives of MacAnhur and Nimitz
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developed joint arrangements for support of
the Kyushu operation . Already Army
Service Forces in Washington and the
theater Army staff had prepared logistic
plans for this final phase. While the initial
assault would be mounted and supplied
from Pacific bases, it was expected that resupply would be direct from the United
States. The Army would maintain major
distribution points in the Philippines, with
air depots at Guam, Manila, and later on
Okinawa. I n the absence of a general agreement, the Anny and Navy each would control the shi pping fo r support of forces under
its control, with the Army exercising major
control over shipping to common ports in
the operational area. Regulati ng stations
would be operated at Ulitlli and Oki nawa.
Detailed plans had been developed fo r the
special loading of 482 ships fo r the Kyushu
operation and some 700 for Honshu.
With the J apanese su rrender it became
neccssall' to put into effect only the recently
developed pla ns for unopposed occupation.
The 11th Airborne Division, the 27th Infantry Division, and elements of General
H eadquarters were airlifted from the Philippines by way of Okinawa to T okyo. The
remainder of the Sixth and Eighth Annies
arrived by sea- \35 of the vessels had been
specially loaded for the invasion- to move
into their assigned occupation zones in Japan. An Army service com mand was assigned to each army. The XX IV Corps,
with a newly organized Anny service command assigned to it, went to Korea . The
greatest of all wars was at an end on all
fron ts.

Summary
In the days and the hours when Americans went ashore Oil the Normandy beaches
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on 6 J une 1944, when they crossed the Elbe
River in mid-April 1945, when other Americans went ashore on the beaches of Okinawa half a world away, the history of the
Army's logistics reached its fulfillment. I n
putting ashore and maintaining forces of
such great numbers of men, 3,000 to 6,000
miles from their own homeland and 12,000
miles from each other, with their own supplies and equipment piled behind them in
their own boats and ships, the U.S. Army,
in co-operation with the Navy, had done
what no other army in history had ever
done. Nothing could be compared with it.
In the period from December 1941
through August 1945 the Army had deployed some 6,902,000 officers and men
overseas. About 4,300,000 of these went
to Europe, Africa, and t he Middle East;
about 2,250,000 to the Pacific and the cm,
and about 350,000 to Alaska, Latin America and the Atlantic bases. Cargo shipments during the period totaled over 126,700,000 measurement tons, in roughly the
same p roportions as the t roop; to oversea
theaters. T ota l supplies sent to forces in
the European Theater of Operations alone,
including loca l procurement in France and
Great Britai n ( about 13,300,000 tons ) but
excluding construction in the United Kingdom, amounted to more than 47,600,000
long tons-nearly six times the amount (including local procurement ) scnt to the AEF
in World War I.'

• CheSle r Wardlow. The Tra'lsportalio" Corps:
Respousibililies, Orga'li~aliotl, and Operaliolts,
United Slales Army in World War II (Washingtoll.
1951). pp. 10- 17; Logistics in World War 11 : Final Re ·
port of Anny Service Forces. I July 1947. pp. 242- 43;
Lt. Col. Randolph leigh. 48 Million Tons 10 Eisenhower
(Washington. T he Infantry Journal Press. 1945). pp_
4- 7.

CHAPTER XXXI

Demobilization Once More
Relief from the perils a nd tensions of allout war wh ich came with the cnd of combat
operations in 1945 was accompanied by a
belief that cu rrent major problems had been
solved. I n spite of disillusionments that
followed \'Vorld War I, for the moment
bright hopes for a brave new world relegated continuing problems to the background. Logistical problems, for example,
were, if anything, greater than before. T he
Anny had been deployed over the globe during the course of four years. People demanded its return in a few months. Mountains of equipment that had piled up as war
industry hit its peak in 1944 and 1945 had
to he disposed of. The national economy,
geared to full war production, had to be reversed for rapid reconversion to meet
mounting shortages of civilian goods. Beyond t he immediate problems of liquidating
the war machinery and cleaning up the battle areas, it would become increasingly clear
in the years ahead that problems assumed to
be purely political would have their military
facets. U.S. foreign policy commitments
would be effective only to the extent t hat a
military establishment was at hand to support them.
The ragged ending of W orld War II left
without precise definition the beginning of
the postwar period. The world-wide extent
of the war, the apparent nece.o;sity of maintaini ng certain lega l fictions in order to continue controls over the domestic economy,
and the play of international politics re-

suited in a graduated termination of the conflict. For certain purposes- such as the beginning of limited demobilization and industrial reconversion, and suspension of lendlease shipments to those Allies participating
only in the European war- World War II
ended on V- E Day, 8 May 1945. For certain other purposcs-such as the cancellation of war contracts- the war ended with
the J apanese acceptance of surrcnder tenns
on 14 August 1945. For some purposessuch as general demobilization and industrial reconversion, and termination of lendlease- the war ended on 2 September 1945
with the signing of the instrument of surrender on the USS Missouri in Tokyo Bay. For
still other purposcs-such as the duration of
the Surplus Property Act and other malleTS
generally relating to domestic policy- the
war ended with the President's proclamation of the cessation of hostilities, 31 December 1946. The war with Italy, Bulgaria,
Hungary, Rumania, and Finland ended officially when peace treaties with those nations became effective on 15 September
1947. The war with Gennany officially
ended with the J oint Resolution of Congress approved on 19 October 1951. Finally, the war with J apan came to an official end on the date that the treaty of
peace with Japan became effective on 28
April 1952.
The yea rs between V- E Day and the
Japanese peace treat)' saw perhaps the
greatest retrenc hment program, and then the
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greatest peacetime bui ld-up in history. AI·
most from the start new tensions replaced
the old. Demands, first to husband resources, then to rebu ild, soon overtook those
for continued reduction. In his final report
as Chief of Staff of the Army in 1948, Ceneral of the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower
wrote:

In the fall of 1945 our milit::u-y forces in
Europe and the Orient were still fonnidablc;
OUI' network of bases and depots was global in
extent; vast stores of annamcnl and supply
wefe maintained acl'Oss the world. Si:1CC
theil, the manpower of the wartime Anny has
been returned home to be replaced fractionally
by postwar volunteers; all but critically importan t bases have been evacuated; surplus
property has been turned over to appropriate

govel'llillent agencies for disposition. But the
peace has not become the peace of which walJs
victims dreamed.'

Bringing the Bo)'s H ome
"With victory, a stampede for demobilization swept over the country." 2 Longabsent soldiers and anxious relatives and
fr iends exerted understandable pressure on
government officials for quick return of
troops from overseas and their rapid discharge from the Army. Clinging to the
civilian-soldier tradition of Cincinnatus and
the Minute Men, Americans could not bring
themselves to admit that a large postwar
military force might be necessaly. The only
misgivings about immediate and rapid demobilization seemed to be the possibility of
widespread unemployment during the period of readjustment, but even those ap-

• Final Report of Ihe Chief 01 Stag, United Statu
Army, 10 the Sure/ar)' of the Army, 7 February
1948, p . J.
• First R eport of the Secretary of De/elise, 1948,

p.59.
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prehensions soon dissipated. In the end,
the rate of troop returns bore little relationship to considerations of changing foreign
commitments and responsibilities or to continuing supply missions. The only real limitation during the months immediately after
V~J Day was, once again, the availability
of shipping.
Even as demobilization accelerated, signs
appearcd that raiscd serious doubts as to its
wisdom. As early as 16 October 1945 Secretaryof War Robel1 P. Patterson, Seereta ty
of thc Navy James V. Forrestal, and Secretary of State J ames F. Byrnes agrecd upon
the inadvisabi lity of continuing the rapid
demobilization, for, within six weeks of the
final victOlY, Russian intransigence had
made it clear that diffieuh times lay ahead .
Yet the Secretary of State counseled against
making public the details of the Soviet diplomacy onlhe ground that the Russians would
thereby be given an excuse to claim that
provocations had justified their actions.
Troop movements of unprecedented scope
had been under way for more t han three
months when Japan cap itulated . During
that pcriod redeployment of forces from
Europe to the Pacific had first priority, b ut
simultaneously demobilization began for
troops not needed in operations planned
against Japan. The unex pected swiftness
of the surrender cen tered attention on demobilization. The five mi llion men who
had gone overseas during a period of four
years were to be brought home within fOllrteen months. Target datcs called for the
return of all troops by the end of June 1946,
with t he exception of occupation and garrison forces (370,000 in Europe, 400,000
in the Pacific, and 100,000 in other areas) .
Over 550 ships, incl uding battlc.shi ps, ai rcraft carriers, hospital ships, transports, and
cargo vessels- and the British liner Queen
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Mary-served as troop carriers during this
period. Foreign brides added to the
Army's responsibi lities for transporting peopic to the United States. Some 35,000 war
brides a nd 15,000 children in the British
Isles alone awaited transportation.
Repatriation of War Dead
In sharp contrast to activities that rcsulted
generall y in the happy rcunion of soldiers
and dependents was t he Army's sensit ive
task of return ing t he war dead to the United
States or arranging permanent burial
abroad. Throughout the war tea ms had
been at work recovering the bodies of dead
soldiers. and long after the shooting war
stopped search teamS in Burma still had to
defend themselves against local attacks.
Expeditions into remote moun tain areas,
th rough jungles, and across deserts were
necessary to find the victims of air crashes.
Even in this task international politics interfe red. The Russia ns halted American
sea rches for war dead in the Soviet zone of
Austria in September 1947. T eams got
into Poland, but when t he program was
completed elsewhere by 30 J une 1949, clearance had not yet been forthcoming for ent ry
into Lithu ania or into the Soviet Union.
Shortages of steel fo r the ma nufactu re of
caskets delayed the repatriation schedule,
and it was not until 10 October 1947 that
the fir.;t mortuary ship arrived at Sa n Francisco. Dy the next May twelve Anny ships
were in this scn'ice, and wi thin a year over
71,000 remains had been rctumed. Under
the law setting up the program, the decision
as to whether a soldier's body should be returned to the Uni ted Stales or whether it
should be given pclmanen t bu rial in an
oversea cemetery was left to the next of kin.

Approximately two-t hirds of t hose replying
to the War Department's letters requested
repatriation . By mid-1949, over 150,000
war dead had been retu rned.
DispoJal

0/

Surplus Property

ProblemJ and Po/icieJ

Th e retum of oversea troops to the Uni ted
States and the movement and discharge of
men though a giga ntic logistical undertaking was perhaps less significant logistically
than the efTects of thc rapid demobilization
of personnel on the ha ndling of the vast
quantities of surplus ma teriel. The Army's
point system, under which a soldier accumulated credit toward his discharge on the basis
of length of service, overseas service, campaign stars, decorations, and dependent children, borc no relationship to the integrity of
units and little to the needs of the Army.
The infantry had taken a high percen tage of
casualties in combal, limiting the opportunitics of man y for winning ca mpaign stars
and decorations, and shorteni ng their service overseas. The consequent rate of turnover in the infantry resulted in fewer accumulated poi nts. As a result, sclVice troops,
who had a lower rate of turnover, found
themselves with relat ively higher poi nt credits, which made thel11 eligible fo r early discharge. This meant the loss of skilled technicians and thc disintegration of essential
service units at the vcry time the Army was
facing what were, in somc ways, its greatest
logistica l problems of the war. "Only those
present in the units at the time will know the
disastrous efTect of t he demobilization program on supply and maintenance activities.
Before we were through officers were performing the duties of mechanics and ever)'-
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body was doi ng what they could to save the
situation." I
Japanese acceptance of U nited Nations
surrender terms of 14 August 1945 caught
the Army without systematic plans fo r types
and quantities of matcriclth at should be returned to the United Statcs. When the
Chid of Sta ff. shortly after the capitulation,
indicated an intention fo r more rapid dcmobilization than had been prc"jolls\y considered, Army Service FOI'ccs was just begin ning a study of the problem of returning
supplies and equipmenl. Theater COIll manders were left in a difficult position: if
the), shipped out supplies immediately, without further instructions, they wcre likel y to
tic up valuable shipping with cargo not
needed in the United Stalcs; if they waited
for completion of t he ASF study, out loading
activities in Europe would be practically
suspcnded from about 15 September to some
time in November, whi le troop strength ( and
thus the capability of ha ndli ng the materiel ) wou ld be rapidly decreasing. Alread y
troops were being moved out of the Europcan and Med iterranean theaters faster t han
were supplies and equipment. As of August 1945 total stocks in the MTO amou nted
to an estimated five million tons, while those
in the European theater came to another
twenty-four million tons. About one million tons a month could be shipped from
European ports. By the spring of 1946 ETO
forces were down to occupation strength ,
but they were concentrated in Gennany far
from the major ports where outshipmcnts
could be handled .
In the Pacific an ambitious roll-up plan

• Maj. Cen. J ame, M. Gavin, quoted in DA
Pamphlet 20-210, HiJtoT1 0/ PtTJonn,1 D,mobili,otion in the U niltd StDleJ Arm)' (July, 1952), pre:pawd by Maj. John C. Sparrow, p. 274.
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to gather up supplies scattered over t he
Pacifie isla nds and bring them in to bases
near service units and close to civilia n markets bega n in July 194.). Armed wi th lists
of civilian-type goods most needed in the
United States, teams set to work on G uadacanal and New Caledonia ; and later moved
to New Gui nea , the Philippincs, Okinawa,
I wo Jima, and finally J apan. During the
first five months of 1946, 289 ships arrived
at the San Francisco Port of Emba rkation
with cargoes of eq uipment ( mostly ordnance ) from the Pacific. But here, too, the
depletion of units overtook the collection of
materiel, and little could be done just then
to salvage great qua ntities of goods left
behind.
The qua ntities of equipment and supplies
on hand when the shooting stopped were
beyond imagination. Inventories showed
Army Service Forces and Army Air Forces
supplies having respeetive procurement costs
of $14.6 billion and $3.9 billion in oversea
theaters alone. Procurement value of the
Army's world-wide stocks of personal property, exclusive of Air Force property,
amounted to $3 1.464 billion. Ammunition,
tanks, and gasoline drums; telephone wi re,
jeeps, machine tools, and bulldozers; ca nteens, shirts, shoes, coa ts, and tentage; airplanes, boats, and watchcs; and thousands
of other items from the Elbc River to Calcutta and from Detroi t to West Africa
awaited disposition. M oreover, the A011Y
had on its hands lhe fixed install ationsairfields, sea ports, storage facil ities, ra ilway
eq uipment, camps, hospitals-that had been
needed to carry out its world-wide activities.
These included 2,871 installations, which
had cost an est imated $3.4 billion, just in
areas outside the continental United States.
It can be assumed that any sizable war
wi ll leave large quantities of surplus prop-
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Cft y to be disposed of when it ends. But
certain fa ctors and condi tions operating in
World War II contributed to an especially
large .,mount of leftover stocks. The very
magnitude of the mobi lization made it clear
that demobilization would be a tremendoliS
task. T o effecti vely supply an army that
reached a strength of eight and one-third
million men would in itself contribute to a
substantial su rplus upon the demobilizat ion
of that force. The build-up over a period
of five years adder! considerably to that
surplus. Additional surplus resulted from
the fact that early in the war the Army had
fallen heir to the property of stich agencies
as the C ivilian Conservation Corps and the
Na tional Youth Administration when they
were liquidated, and so found itself with
certain property not suitable to military pur~
poses once something better was available.
A more important factor was the global ex~
tent of the conflict. Because supplies had
to be stockpiled in widely separated theaters
of operations, and carried over long supply
routes, the pipelines had to be kept filled
with several months' supplies. When hostilities ended- at a time that could not be
calculated in advance- most of those qtlan~
tities in the pipclinc.~ of the Army's worl d~
wide supply system immediately became sur~
plus. Other marc or less unique sou rces
of surplus were thc unconsumed and return~
able lend~lease goods that had becn deliv~
ered to All ied governments and the great
bulk of captured enemy materiel resulting
from the complete collapse of Germany and
J apan. Finally, t he widespread tendency
to overstock and oversupply was a real fac~
tor in the creation of unprecedented surpluses. American forces in Europe in
1944-45 had more surplus than the total
supplies of the AEF in 1917- 18. If the
Army actually did not need as many as 123
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million pairs of shoes (some 14.4 pairs per
man figured on the basis of its peak
strength of 8.3 million men) or if each
soldier would not wear out something over
nine herringbone jackets during the four
years of war, then the supply of those items
con tributed to sur plus fro m the very ou tset.
As after '\'orld War I, the disposal of sur~
plus property posed a dilcmma: to sell at
nominal rales, which would tcnd to depress
markets and bring criticism from affected
merc hants, or to destroy equipment or per~
mit it to deteriorate and bring down aCCllsa~
tions of waste. Again as with post-World
War I property disposal, despite precautions
some sa les did depress markets, some materiel did go to waste, and some did get into
the hands of fraudu lent operators.
Another problem mi litary commanders
and government officials faced was that of
deciding what should be saved and w hat
shou ld be d isposed of. This, too, had becn
a problem aftcr World War I, but was now
multiplied by the inconccivably greater
quantities of property. Morcover, once
again, obsolescence and mai ntenance costs
had to bc balanced against future requi remcnts that could not be forctold with any
dcgree of accuracy.
The Surplus Propcrty Act of 1944, which
govenlcd property disposa ls unti l 1949, laid
down so many object ives that it wa'i difficult
for any agcncy to cover thcm all. Dispos..u
was not a matter of simple busincss transac~
tion~, though officials received frequcnt
counsel thai they should adopt b u ~in c.<;.~
mcthods in all their dealings. Disposal agencies were "to obta in for the Covenllncnt, as
ncarly as possible, the fair value of surplus
property" only aftcr they had taken care to
pursue these objectives: ( I) make the most
effc ctive usc of thc propcrt y fOI" war purposes; (2) aid the re-cstabl istuncnt of a
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peacetime economy of free, independent,
private enterprise; (3) facilitate the transition from wartime to peacetime production ;
(4 ) discourage monopoly and strengthen
small business; (5 ) foster family-type fa rming; ( 6 ) give returning veterans an opportunity to establish themselves in business,
professions, and agriculture; (7) encourage
postwar em ployment opportunitics; (8 )
discou rage saJcs to speculators; (9) develop
foreign markets and mutua lly ad vantageous
internat ional economic relations; ( 10) make
a wide d istri bution of commodities to consumers at fair prices ; ( 11 ) insure a broad
and eq uitable distribution of surplus property; ( 12) protect free markets from uncontrolled d um ping ; ( 13 ) usc the norma l channels of trade and commerce so far as possi ble in d isposing of surpl us property; ( 14 )
promote production, em ployment, and utilization of resou rccs; ( 15) stimulate new independent enterprises; ( 16) prevent, " insofa r as possible," unusual and excessive profits
out of surplus property; ( 17) d ispose of the
property as promptly as feasibl e without
fostering monopoly or unduly disturbing the
economy; and ( 18 ) d ispose of governmentowned transportation faciliti es to promote
adequate and economical transportation and
of other major facilities for simila rly advantageous uses. Which of these objectives
were to have highest priorities was not clear.
The War Department on 14 September
1945 announced a policy to the effect that
surplus would be that p roperty on hand
which exceeded the sum of the following
requirements: ( I ) consumption during the
demobilization periods; (2) t he Peacetime
Army Supply Program ; (3) Western Hemisphere Defensc Program ; (4 ) approved
su pplies for the Phi lippine Army; (5) the
War Department Reserve; and (6 ) other
requirements currently approved. The
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policy invited almost immediate differences
of opinion. As expected, the argument became one of liberal declarations of surplus
versus saving for future needs.
During the period of consideration of
these policies, a note to the C hief of StafT
pointed out with disarmi ng simplicit y that
t he whole complex problem might easily be
approached from a completely different direction:
Present delays have resulted in no small
degree from a lack of basic information within
the Wa r Department as to what is to be retained, and what declared sU llllus. There are
rumors of a " Maxwell Study" and a "Hodges
Board." Ne ither are necessary, because there
are perfeclly definite limitations on what can
be retained. These limitations are the number
and size of depots that can be maintained in
the future, together with maintenance of their
stocks, on appropriations which can be reasonably expected. Give a Chief of Supply Service
the space he can have, and if he can't tell what
should be put in it, no one else can.
This sp.'lCe allotment should be made by
G-4 after getting a figure from the Budget
Branch .~

How much of the total inventory of supplies in any theater might become surplus
depended upon War Department policies
and commitments for the postwar period.
At first much of t he emphasis was on the
return of property to the United States.
Officers facing the d iffi cult problem of surplus disposal in the United States itseU, however, soon came to doubt the wisdom of
bringing back more property wit hout firs t
considering its future use. I n general, t he
theater commander could determine what
property was excess to the needs of the
• Note received by Cors, 30 Dec 45, lub: Proposc:d Me thod of Disposing of Surp lus Prope rt y, forwarded with Memo WD CSA 400.703 (30 Jan 46),
C-+ 400.703 (I V ).
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clothing, medical supplies, and other essential items. Holding that the action was nec w
cssary in order to prevent the spread of
d isease and unrest, he found a precedent in
the policies General MacArthur was at that
time carrying out in Japan. General Mc w
Narney decided to transfer surplus goods to
the German economy in return for quantitative receipts signed by the ministerwpresidents of the German States ·for which miliw
tary govenUllent would record thc value in
dollars as a future obligation to t he United
States to be paid from profits of German
exports whenever a favorab le balance of
trade might be restored. Both the Treasury
and
the State Departmen t objected to this
Overseas Disposal
procedure. The Treasury Department
Largest of the fore ign hulk sales was made maintained that such an arrangement was
to F rance by an agreement signed on 28 beyond the aut hority of the military comMay 1946, which involved the sale of prop- mander, (or, in effect, it amounted to the
erty having an estimated original cost of e..'(tension of a loan to Gennany and to supover $1 .13 billion. A separate sale agree w plemen ting the Congressional appropriation
ment signed with France in July 1946 dis- fo r the occupation. The State Department
posed of all surplus ammunition rema inin g said the Anny was disposing of surplus in
in France, plus 50,000 long tons to be violation of the Surplus P roperty Act, which
shipped from Gennany and 2,500 long tons assigned this function to the Office of the
Liquidation
Commissioner
in Belgium t hat had been declared surplus .Foreign
specifically for the purpose of balancing (OFLC). Another objection was to a War
French ream lament requ irements. These Department decision that quantitative resales practically completed sales operations ceipts did not constitute valid credit vouchw
with the French Government.
ers (or relief from accountability for the
A bulk sale to the United Kingdom, in- property so transferred.
Ironically, these d ifficulties a rose chiefly
cluding Army surplus having an original
cost of about $238 million was concluded because General McNarney and Lt. Gen.
on 6 December 1945. Si mi lar sales fol- Lucius D. Clay, the military governor under
lowed to Belgium and Italy and, finally, to his command, sought to obtain some obliGennany.
gation for repayment to the U nited States
General Joseph T. McNamey, Comw for property being t ransferred to t he Germandi ng General, United States Forces, mans. Technical ly, they cou ld have held
European T heater (USFET), saw the pos- that the property was not surplus at allsibility o( t ransferring quantities of Army it was needed to carry out the occu pation
surplus goods to the Gennan economy in mission, it was not "property in excess of
ordcr to meet serious shortages of food, theater requirements." Actually, this was
theater, and report that determination to
the Army Service Forces, or, for property
pertaining to aircraft, to Army Air Forces.
Property previollsly classified obsolete by
ASF or AAF could be declared surplus without further refe rence, and the sa me procedure would hold fo r perishable subsistence
and for certain classes of items that the
commanding generals of the ASF and AAF
might list from time to time. Other instructions called for the immediate return
to the United States of certain classes of supplies whenever they were found to be excess
to theater needs.
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the position USFET assumed when Maj.
Gen. Carter B. Magruder, G-4 of the European theater, notified the Central Field
Commissioner of QFLC in Pa ris that the
establishmen t of a self-supporting economy
in Gcnnany would be given priority over
the declaration of surplus "under any
circumstances,"
Final close-out of Office of the Foreign
Liquidation Commissioner in Pa ris came
on 15 May 1949. P roperty st ill unsold that
the Army had declared to QFLC went
back to the Anny as unsalable. The hcad~
of the various mi litary missions in Europe
received instructions on handli ng any inqu iries arising from OFLC operations.
One major account remained open. An
amendment signed 12 May 1949 extended
the 1946 agreement with Belgi um, under
which that government accepted surplus
property for resale on the basis of a 50 percent share of the proceeds, to t J uly 1951.
By that time the principal interest of the
United States would be not in the sale, but
in the recovery of some of the huge stocks it
had disposed of in Eu rope.
Although property lcrt over after the
battles in the Pacific and the Far East was
less abundan t than that in Europe, it was
far more scattered, and much more d iffic ult
to get to. When V- J Day came, huge
quantities of supplies and equipment had
been stockpiled on Guam, Saipan, fwo J ima,
and in the Phil ippines to support the
planned invasion of J apan. O ther quantities lay in earlier batt le and staging areas
from Hawaii to Guadalcanal and from New
Caledonia to Australia. Then came demobilization . Lack of experienced men was
marc serious in the Pacific than in Eu rope,
for the battle against deterioration was more
intense. T ens of thousands of trucks and
thousands of artillery pieces, as wel l as tanks,
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ammunition, accCSS9ries, and supplies sim·
p ly had to be left behind. Jungle rot and
curious natives soon set about patiently decimating the complicated machines they suddenly foun d at their complete disposal.
Other quantities were deelared to the Foreign Liqu idation Commissioner ( to the Surplus Property Division of the Department of
lhe Interior in H awaii and Alaska) and
sold, some went in to reserve stocks of t he
Far East Command, some went to relieve
distress in both liberated and occupied
areas, and some was returned to the United
States. Stevedores shifted from one island
to another in the South Pacific area to ship
out property, and by J uly 1946 t ha t area
was being closed out. T hen property from
the outlying Hawaiian Islands, from the
Gilberts, and from the Marshalls had to be
brought in to Oah u.
Wh ile not always the most profitable,
bulk s.1.les certainly were the most convenient; and often, when time was short and
personnel lacking, it was t he only pract icable method of selli ng large quantities of surplus p roperty. The Office of the Foreign
Liquidation Commissioner resorted to this
expedient in negotiating major sales to India, C hina, and the Philippines as well as
in smaller sales to Australia and other
count ri ~.

Conclusions
Disposition of surplus property was a conti nu ing activity, bot h during war and during
peacetime operations. BUl the magn itude
of the problem falli ng to the Army after V- J
Day b rought about a number of changes
in procedure. First was t he decen tralization of authority to act at local depots and
stations. Further, the demand for speed
reduced the ea rlier procedure of eirculariz-
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ing other services to find out if they needed
a particular item before it was declared to
the disposal agency. Th is led to one of
those obvious difficulties the Army dreaded
most- the likelihood that one service would
go out to buy items in the market while anot her service was disposing of the same types
of items as su rplus, and, even worse, the possibility of the Army's buying back some of its
own surplus. Procu rement regu lations did
lay down the rule that technical services
must offer their excess property to other
services and stipulated "care will be taken
to avoid purchasing property obtainable

through disposal agencies from commercial
sources." Army Air Forces suggested that
a clause should be inserted in procurement
contracts that would req ui re a cost breakdown to show any usc of surplus property .
The chief of the Readjustment Branch,
Service, Supply a nd Procurement (SS&P),
doubted the legal right to do this, but he
thought it might be possi ble to demand a
statement that any finished item obtained
from a contractor was not one that the contractor had obtained from the go\(crnmcnt.
He suggested that the only sure way to prevent such conditions wou ld be to insist upon
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thorough screening of items before they were
declared su rplus, though it might help for
the War Assets Administration to require
alt buyers to certify th at what they bought
would not be resold to a govern ment agency.
On the face of it, thc~c suggcsti ons seemed

to be examples of lessons a junior officer
often learned ea rly in his career- that sometimes in the Army the paper is more important than the deed, tha t some comma nders
arc more anxious to protect themselves by
requiring a bundle of certifi cates than they
are to actually do what the certificates purport to testify. This was a case of com mitti ng a second error to cover up the (irst. It
appea red to be morc important to avoid
c ritic i~m than to get equ ipment at the lowest
price. If the sa me quality item cou ld be had
from a surplus property dealer at a lower
price than from anyone else, why should it
not have been preferable to buy the article
from him ? The answer, of course, was tha t
these sta rT officers had learned the overriding
importance of maintaining the confidence of
the Congress a nd of the publ ic. In order to
keep ammunition from the hands of critics
whose principa l purpose in life seemed to be
to undermine that confi dence, whether or
not justi fied , it sometimes was more im portant to avoid the appearance of extravagance than to avoid ex tra vagance itself,
even at the expense, at times, of what wou ld
actually have been greater economy.
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much as possible, to supply badly needed
civilian goods, and to overcome threats of
unemployment d uring the period of readjustment, it was necessary to seule war contract~ as quickly and as ex peditiously as possible and to get the plants back into civilian
activities.
Within five minu tes after the announcement of the surrender of J apan on the
eveni ng of 14 August 1945, t he technical
services released previously preparcd telegrams directi ng the procurement districts to
terminate war contracts. Two days later
some 60,000 techn ical services contracts, involving commitmenl'> of $7.3 bill ion had
been canceled. The addition of Air Forces
contract cancellations to those of the techni~
ca l services brought the total War Depart~
ment ca ncell ations for August to 70,848,
with a total canceled commitment value of
nearly $15 billion. The previous peak, following V- E Day in May, had been less than
a third as much. By the end of September
th e Wa r Depa rtmen t had on its hands a
contract settlement job involving comm itments of $24 billion. At that time the War
Department had almost 22,000 persons
working fuil time at the task, plus a nother
8,000 who worked on scltlcment assign~
ments for short periods during August and
September. A year later the job was virtuallycomp] ete.

T erminatio ,t of Lend-L ease

T ennilwtio1t of Wa r CO lllracts
When the fi ghting ended, wa r industric.<;
still were ncar peak production. As long
as they continued in operation thereafter,
they wou ld be adding to the great quantities
of surplus which immediately bega n to accum ulate. T o avoid that unnecessary production, to reduce mi litary expenditures as

Liquida tion of lend·]easc operations pre.
sented problems hardly less complex than
other major aspects of materiel demobilization. The understanding was that the recipient governments would, at the end of the
war emergency, return only those articles the
President should determine "to be useful in
the defense of the United States of America
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or of the Western H emisphere or to be
otherwise of use to t he United States of
America. " ~ In commenting on the third
extension of the Lend-Lease Act in April
1945, President Truman promised that
lend-lease aid would be carried on "until
the uncond itional surrender or complete defeat of Germany and Japan." $ TIl is sta lement seemed to be reassuring news to Allied
nations depending upon that a id, for it was
assumed that lhe war against Japan would
probabl y continue for eighteen months after
the surrender of Germany. On the contrary, Truman's remark should have been
taken as a warning against the time when
lend-lease would ceasc. As lhe end of hostilities appeared to be approaching, early
tcnnination of lend-lease had been hinted .
but apparently the fi rst positive slalem ent to
that effect was in the letters of 20 August
1945 from Leo Crowley, Director of the
Foreign Economk Adm inistration, to the
heads of all foreign purcha.<;ing commissions
in Washi ngton , notifying them of President
T ruman's decision to terminate lend- lease
operations. I n ordering its abrupt end,
President Truman directed that all outstanding contracts be canceled, "execpt
where Allied Governments agree to take
them over, or where it is in the interest of thc
United States to complete them. " f Administration spokesmen hastened to explain
that this d id not mean the immediate cutting off of supplies; the only difference was
• British M U lcr Agr« ment , 23 Februa ry 1942,
pri nted in Appendix V , T went y-fi. st Reporf 10 Conrrrss on L~ nd· L~ou Opera/ions, House Doc 432,
79t h Cong. , 2d seu., November 17. 1947 .
• SI:l.tement of the President, released 17 Apr 45,
" Public:; Pape rs of the President of the Un iled
State.;' HaHY S . T,umon , A pril 12 10 Deumb" 3 1,
1945 ( Was hington , 1961 ), p . 7.
' Th ~ N~w York Times ( late ci ty ed ition ), Augus t
22, 1945.
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that after V-J Day recipient govern ments
would have to pay ea~ h or obtain cred it for
the goods and services they received . The
AlIie.<; were to be given an opportll nity to bu y
the goods in th e lend-Ieasc pipeline, that is
goods thcn on order and in thc process of
manufactu re, on the basis of payment in
thirty annual installrnen b with intercst at
20/.1 percen t. This, however, was sma ll
comfort to the governments, particularly
C rea l Britain, who wcre caught in the m idst
of redeployi ng forces to the Far Ea.;;!, and
who were operating on the assumption that
\cnd-lease would continue for another year
and a half.
Protests against the abrupt can cellation
of lend - I ea~e quickl y rcached Washington,
but Presi dent T ru man held firm to his a nnounced policy. In a special message to
Congress on G September, the President reiterated thal policy, but, referring to the
settlement of lend-lease accounts, he recognized th at the Allies could not be expected
to pay dollars " for the ovcr.vhelrning po r~
tion of lend-lease obligations." Admin istration spokesmen, unable to understand the
surprise of lend-lease recipients at its tcnnination as of V- J Day, referred to statemen ts made by Pre;idcnt Roosevelt in N~
vember 1944 and by Leo C rowley in
Februa ry 1945, which made it d ear th at
lend-lease would end when the war ended.
At the same time President Truman was
urging Congre."5 " not to end the war status
hastily." ~ When the war ended, of course,
depended upon the purpose in question .
In the eonliideration of settlements of
lend-lease accou nts, the Secretary of \Var
• Felix Ik l:l.ir, Jr., in Th~ N~w I' o, k Tim~s ( 1:l.le
ci ty edition ), Sr plcmbcr 9, 1945; The Ne", I'ork
Times (late cit y rd ition ), ,\ ugust 22, 1945 ; Th~
New Y" d Tim u ( Inte ci ty edi tio n ), Au gust 2.~,
1945.
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indicated (0 the Foreign Economic Ad·
min istralor that the interest of the War Department was limited to the physical return
of those lend-lease items ( I) needed for the
Army's own supply requirements, (2) to be
returned or destroyed Cor reasons of technical security, or (3) needed for reasons of
"strategic security," presumably to keep
them from being used to build up potential
enemies. Latcr surveys by the Intelligence
Division of Anny Service Forces, and by
Army Air Forces, ind icated that the recovery
of lend-lease: articles in the interest of technical security or national security would not
be warranted. Although the United States,
in the lend-lease master agreements with
the various Allied governments, reserved the
right of recapture of items not "destroyed,
lost, or consumed," policy generally was not
to exercist that right. Recipient governments paid only for nonmilitary lend-lease
having value for peacetime purposes.
Lend-lease military equ ipment generally
was included in the agreements covering
disposal of surplus property.
Lend-lease settlements also involved t he
disposal of reverse lend-lease, or reciprocal
aid-property foreign governments had provided for the United States. Title to such
property was assumed to remain with the
supplying government, and was not to be
disposed of without first obtaining the consent a nd instructions of the supplying government. Oversea commanders had au-
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thority to determine any reverse lend-lease
property in their commands to be surplus
and to return it without any further reference. These properties included real estate
and fixed installations, with the exception
of airfields having an investment value of
over $100,000 and radio facilities of the
Army Command and Administrative Network, which were to be reported to the
Chief of Engineers before disposal.
Transfers of surplus property and lendlease goods made up but a part of the total
United States aid to over fifty countries in
the period between 1 July 1945 and 31 December 1946. That assistance-includ ing
cash loans, transfers of goods and services
on terms of deferred payment, and grants
in money and in kind-totaled $14.3 billion.
Only $7.8 billion of that amount actually
was spent in that time, but the commitment
remained to be added to other assistance
t hat would be granted in succeeding years.Foreign military aid would continue to be
a dominant consideration in the Anny's
logistical policies as it began rcorgamzing
for the postwar period.·~

• Brookings Institution, Mdjor Problems in United
Statu Forei,,, Poliey. 1947 (Washington: The
Brookings Instit uti on, 1947), pp. 165-66; Anrnul'l
Reporl o/lhe Seereldry oflhe Army, 1948 (Wash_
ington, 1949), p. 126.
.. For 5Ourt:es upon which Part IV ;s based see
Bibliograp hy, pages 723- 26.

PART FIVE
THE SHADOW OF CONFLICT

CHAPTER XXXII

Not Peace, Not War
After the sliccessful conclusion of World
War II , O ld Arm y men could pen nil thc lll ~
selves (.) look forward with nostalgic yearning to the ca rl y excha nge of shelter tents
and fox holes for brick barracks, jungles and
hedgerows fol' trim lawns, end less mud for
smooth pa vemell ts, beachheads for swimming pools, and night combat patrols for
Saturday morning inspections. They could
look forward to a return to " nonnal peacetime functions" of hOllsckeeping. papcr
work, care a nd cleaning of equipment,
guard duty, and training. Sentimental attachmen ts for certain features of the Old
Army persisted outside the Army in such
actions as that of Congress to prolong the
quartermaster remount service fol' procuring horses even though no horse cavalry ~aw
action in World War II and that arm had
become wholly obsolete.
Housekeeping was, of course, no end in
itself, but it consumed a great deal of both
time and resources in the postwa r military
establishment. Rapid demobilization in itself created unprecedented problems i.n logistics, but while that went on other activities relating morc directly to the maintenance of an almy on a permanent footi ng
could not be ignored. The decl ine in activities for the logistical support of the Anny
was not proportional to the decline in its
troop strength. It was true that the logistical serv ices would have but a f.·action of
the troops to support that they had had during the war, but it also was clear that the

peacetime Army would be far larger than
any the United States had previously maintained. This meant immediate demands
for pennanent quarters and faci litics where
temporary wartime structures were insufficient. At the same time, many logistical
activities were not directly related to t he
troop strength of th e moment, but more
directly to a potential force to be mobilized
in the event of anot her emergency. I ndeed,
the problem of storing and caring for weapons and equipment was much greater,
rather than less, than it had been during
full mobilization. As the Chief of Ordnance put it, " If t he Army was red uced to
ten men and a boy, the same amoun t of
work we arc doing now would be necessary." 1 With an Army of 10,000,000 men
most of the equipment would be in the
hands of the troops. and it would be their
job to take care of it ; reduced to a million
men, the Army had to find ways of taking
care of its equipment in huge lois.

Reorgallizatio,1S
Army Reorgom·zatioll of 1946
Although a mil ilar)' organization presumably should be gea red for war at an)' time,
the Arm y generally has found it necessary
'Maj. C(,Il. E. S. H ughes, Chief of OrdolU1ce,
T('stimony Bl'fore th e U em j" l:l ofthc H ousc Sub·
commillu 011 Approp';lIliolls, 14 ~Iar('h 194 7, 80th
Cong., ht seu., p. 963.
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to undertake a major reorganization upon
entering a war, and aga in u pon emerging
into peacet ime. T his had rcac hed lhe
point where peacetime activilies had been
considered the " normal" stale of afTa irs,
while war, presumably the principal rcason
for the ex istence of a milita ry establishment,
seemed to be regarded as a n unfortunate interruption of the norm al way of doing
things. h CQuid be expected, theil, that
the Anny, sheathing its sword after the battles of World War II , would have to effect
a fundamental reorganization in order to return to its peacetime pursuits. But there
was to be no settling down to an und isturbed routine of soldiering. It soon became evide nt that war had given way not to
peace, but to "cold war," and in its inevitable postwar reorganizat ion, the Army had
to maintain the means to su pport worldwide
policics. Such responsibi lities had been i n ~
creasing since 1898, but now for the first
time they would be carried by lhe U n ited
States as the leadi ng world Ix>wer, confron ti ng at once the ma jor th reat to its posit ion a nd a direct threat to its own security.
As was the case after World War I , a
board of officers, this time under Lt. Gen.
Alexande r M. Patch, was conve ned to study
and make recommendations on the postwar
orga nization of the War Department and
the Army. Giving little consideration to
the type of fu nctional organization proposed
in 1943, the board recommended a n o rgani~
zation which in a num ber of wa ys returned
to the structural arrangement of 1939.
H owever, it agreed to a principle which re~
pudiated the old concept that "a General
Staff shou ld be restricted to matters of high
policy and planning and must not operate. "
H olding that such a concept led to the "devitalization of the G eneral Staff during war-
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time," t the board frankly recommended
that the heads of the major divisions of the
Genera l Staff be redesignated "direc tors" in
place of the former title of Assistant Chiefs
of Staff, with the understanding th at they
had to operate a nd direct so that orders
and instructions would be issued and carried
out as intended. T his a nd most of the other
recommendations of the Patch Board
formed the basis for the reorganization,
which went into effect II J u ne 1946.
M ost significa nt was the attempt to
centralize logistica l staff responsi bil ities.
Army Service f orces was abol ished , and its
staff res ponsi bi li ties in supply and service
ac tivities were Iransfened to the Director of
Service, Supply and Procurement- the new
division of the General Staff which replaced
the old G-4. The functions of the logistics Group of the Operations Division were
also transfe rred to SS& P. The technical
serv ices retained their fu ll ide nti ty and individual responsibili ties as before, bu t reported on matters of service, supply, a nd
procu rement to the D irector of Selvice,
Supply a nd Procurement. For the most
part, this arrangement was not much d ifferent from the one that had p revailed before the war, for the technical services again
reported direc tly to the other divisions of the
General Staff on mat ters fa lling within their
areas of inte rest. But there was one important diffe rence. The short-circuit to the
U nder Secre tary was eliminated by the
proviso that t he services should go through
SS& P on procurement matters. T he Djrec~
tor of SS&P, however, as the commanding
general of Arm y Service Forces had done
before him, reported directly to the Under
Secretary on procurement matters, and to
2 Repo rt of Board of Officers on Reorg aniz:uion
of th e War Dcpa rlll1 cnl, 18 October 1945, Tab ll.
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the Chief of Staff on other matters. The
other d ivisions of the Genera l Staff followed
the new patlern.

Army R eorganization

0/

1950

For the Army, reorganization in 1946,
and that of 1948 as well, represented but
interim measures pending a morc complete
reorganization that would have its legal
basis in a new act of Congress. The Army
Organization Act of 1950 made permanent
the Stimson procedure by which all authority was as.') igncd to the Secretary with authority to rcdelegate to the Under Secretary
or to either oi the Assistant Secretaries.
Perhaps the greatest difficulty in establishing, and then maintaining and expanding. the General Stall to fill its role was the
apparent fear of Congress that it might lead
to military dictatorship. It seemed that
most of the fears sprang from the name : the
automatic response to the words Gwcral
Staff seemed to be, Prussiall Gwcral Staff.
One congressman stated very frankly, "If
you folks down there would just forget the
word 'staff' and 'general' and call it something else, you wouldn't have anywhere near
the trouble you are getting about staffing
your people . . .. And my evidence to support that statement is that there is no limitation on the personnel in the Office of the
Chief of Naval Operations." 3 Because of
the legal restriction on the number of officers
who could be assigned to the General Staff,
it was necessary to resort to the subterfugeof detai ling offi cers to "duty with " the General Staff. While the law allowed a General
Staff of 102, at one time about 1, I00 actually were sen /ing with it.
• H ta~itlgs Be/ort SlIbcomm ill ee 0/ tire Committtl on Armed Suvices, HR 187 , 1- 20 March 1950,
81s1 Cong., 2d sCS!J., JlJl. 6052-53.

Against suggestions that an organization
simi lar to Army Service Forces was necessary to exercise command over the technical
services or that the traditional services
should be abolished in favor of a functionalized structure in which only one agency
was responsible fo r procurement, another
for supply storage and distribution, and another for research and development, Lt.
Gen. Thomas B. Larkin believed that the
technical services system, under a strong
G-4 office, could be made to work satisfa ctorily. After a little over a year as Secretary of Defense, Robert A. Lovett was
not so su re. Shortly before leaving office
in J anuary 1953, he stated:
Of these seven technical services, all arc
in one degree or another in the business of
design, procurement , production, supply, dislrib\ltion, warehousing, and issue. Their functions over-lap in a number of ilems, thus adding substan tial complications to the difficult
problem of administration and control.
It has always amazed me that the system
worked at all and the fact that it works rather
well is a tribute to the inborn capacity of
team-work in the average American.
A reorganizat ion of the technical services
would be no more painful than backing into a
buzz saw, but I believe that it is long overdue. 4

Logistical Commands
The supply of oversea theaters from the
U nited Slates conti nued to operate under
the types of organizat ion developed during
World War JI. W hen a communications

zone section was needed, a headquarters
would be fanned at the last minute, under
a table of distribution drawn for the immediate purpose, from people who happened to be thrown together on the job .
• Llr, Roberl A. Lo\'cu 10 the Presidenl (Truman), 18 Nov. 52, p . ! I. Mimeo copy in OCMH.
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T he result was confusion and wasted effort.
The procedure, moreover, led to temptations toward "empire building" since there
were no perm anent tables of orga nization.
In 1944 G- 4 asked the Comm and and
General Starr School at Fort Leavenwort h
to stud y the probl em with a view to improving the situation. The response was a recommendation for the organ izat ion of a logistical division. Just as the infantl), division was a basic unit of combi ned combat
arms, the log istical division would be a basic
unit of combin ed technical a nd administrative services. It would have organic service
and adm inistrati ve units numbering approxim a tel y 26,000 men to provide communi cations zone support for a reinforced corps.
The proposal .. furth er e n v i.~aged a logist ica l
corps with a strength of some 67,000 men
for th e support of a field a rmy.
The staff study proposal.. were carried
out, though th e unit~ were designated " logistical commands." They werc to ha ve as
their princi pal mission the operation of a
section ( base, intermedi ate, or advance) of a
communica tions zone. Under exceptional
condition.. it was contemplated that they
might operate in a combat zane ( perhaps as
an army service command ), or as an administration and rehabilitation unit in a stricken
area where civil means had broken d own.
R eserve Co m/JOllellts

\-Vhat amounted to a somew hat special
aspect of building up reserve supplies fDl'
emergency usc wa ~ logist ic support for the
Na tional Gu ard, Organized Reserve C0r~,
and Reserve Om ccrs' T ra ining Carps.
Equipment isslLed to National Guard and
R e~c n 'e units would be in re.. ponsiblc hand.;;
for care a nd storage; and, 10 thc extentthal

it would fill their mobilization needs, it was
a part of the mobilization reserve stocks.
The grea ter the reduction in the Regular
Aml }' <l fter World War II , the greater was
the presu med reli<l nce on R csen'e Components, and th e results of logistical support
for the R e:';Cr\'e program would be twofold:
to the degree th at peacetime training of Reserve units would save wartime training,
there would be a concomitant accumulation
of reserve equipment, and , upon emergency
mobiliza tion, there would be a reduction in
training tim e for raw recruits and offi cer
ca ndid ates. The Reserve program, then,
was a kind of stockpiling of men and materials. f or th e units to be more than papcr
orga nizations and to have real significance
for national defense they had to have some
degree of mobiliza tion readill ess, and for this
they had to have a complete and continuous
training program and the equipment with
which to train and to fonn a basis for
rapid expansion and for emergency misSlons.
The likelihood of emergenc}' was, indeed,
the r(liso n d'elre of the R eserve Componen t~, a nd their total logistical accumulatiolls- equipment, space, and training time
- added to the Arm y's capability of main taining Ih e national security. M oreover,
the ph ysical , current reqllire menL~ of an
existing organization were more easily justified to Congress and the publi c than equivalent stocks destined to be set aside in some
vaguel y defined stockpile for some vaguely
defined emergency. Indirectl y as well as
directl y, therefore, the Reserve program signific;lllliy affect ed materiel reserves.

UllifiCli lioll
The experiencc of World War I I ha.d
brought into sharp foc us dema nds for mili-
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tary reorganiza tion fa r beyond the si mple
return to peacetime "normalcy." Thi<; experience had demonstrated, apparently 10
the Sllt isfaction of most America ns who concerned themselves with the problems of rnililaq' security, the need for unification of the
armed forces. Several fac tors--somc long
antedating World War II , some growing
out of that conniet, but all gaining impetus
from it- influenced varioliS segments of
opinion toward support of th aI objective.
Briefly, the), ca n be su mmarized to include
the followin g: ( I ) Pearl Harbor ; (2) the
wartime organization of the Joint Chiefs of
Sta ff ; (3) the generally successfu l unified
commands in oversea theaters; (4) the increasing importance of t he airplane in warfare a nd the growing desire of the Amly Air
Forces for independence; and (5) the a pparent waste a nd inefficiency resulting from
the duplicating activities of the separate
log istical s),stems of t he Arm y and the Navy.
Approved by the President on 26 july,
the Nationa l Sccurity Act of 1947 established machinery for co-ordinating mi litary
policy with other policies of the govcrnment
a rTecting national security, and, while providing for a Department of the Army, Department of the Navy, and Department of
the Air Force as separate executive departments, brought them together in a Na tional
r\'l ilitary E.stablishmcnt under a Secretary of
Defense.
Ironically, J ames Forrestal, who as Secrctary of the Navy had opposed strong ccntra l authority over thc National Mi litary
Establishment, becamc thc first Secretary
of Defense, and upon his shou lders fcll the
task of making work the defective machincry hc had helped to creatc. He went
about his job with determ inat ion, rCSOlll·cefuln css, and hard work, and it was not long
before he was recommcnding changes. R ob-
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ert P. Patterson as Secretary of War had
insistcd from the beginning on the necc.'\sit)' fo r even more effective central control.
He had calted for abolition of the Nationa l
Military Establishment structure with its
three executive departments in favor of a
single executive department- a Department of Ddensc---under it Secreta ry of Defense with broad powers to manage and direct it'! actl\'ltit.'l. Furthermore, he had
ca lled for a C hief of StarT, with a n armed
forces general starT, responsi ble to the Secretall' of Defense. Aft er his rc.~ igna ti on in
jul y 1947, Patterson continued to ca rry
grea t \\Ieigh t as a d i.~ i nterested authority, and
his rccommenda tions toget her with those of
Secretary of Defense Forrest,li resu lted in
the National Security Act Amendments, of
1949. These amendments con\'crted the
Nat ional M ilitary Establishment into the
Department of Defense, broadened. the
IXlWCrs of the Secrctary of Defense, modified
the mem bersh ip and fun ctions of certain of
the other orga ns of national security, provided for a chairman of the j oint Chiefs of
Sta rT, and provided for selling up a per~
formance budgct and rules for uniform
property a nd financial management. The
military departments cea.<;cd to have separate cabinet status.
At the apex of the orga ni7. ation for national security was the Na tiona l Secu rity
Cou ncil, which made lip, for the first time,
a kind of permancnt war cabi net to co-ordinate matters arTecting foreign policy, military policy, and na tional resources at the
highest .governmental le\'cl. Under the
amended Nat iona l Security Act, the National Security Cou nci l was composed of the
President , the Vice P re~ i den l , the Secretary
of State, the Secretary of Defense, and the
Chai rm an of the National Security Resources Board .
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The National Security Resources Board
was an economic mobili7.ation planning
agency. It estimated the needs of war, appraising the resources t hat would be available for meeting those needs, measuring
deficiencies in resources as against requirements, and determining measures necessary
to overcome those deficiencics. The board's
duty was to advise the President on the coordination of military, industrial, and civilian mobilization. It was not a part of the
Department of Defensc. As an advisory
agency for the President, the National Security Resources Board had no operating
fUll ctions, but it was anticipated tha t its
Mobilization Planning Staff would become
operational in the event of mobilization.
Thus the Office of the Director of Production was designed to become a n Office of
War Production ; the Office of the Director
of Transportation and Storage was to be a
nucleus for an Office of War TranspOl·tation; the Manpower Division of the Office
of the Director of Human Resou rces was
intended to be the nucleus for an O ffi ce of
War Ma npower; and under the Director of
Economic Management, the Economic Stabi lization Division was intended to grow into
an Office of Economic Stabilization, and the
Foreign Economics Division was to become
an Office of Economic Warfare. Clearly
Wodd War II experience was being used
as the basis for planning future econom ic
mobilization, a n importa nt advance over
bot h World War I and Wodd War 11 when
mobilization began with little such planning and when, by trial and error, the
organizations of the economic mobilization
agencies changed frequently even while attempting to get their activities started.
Under the Unification Act of 1947 the
Munitions Board, composed of a chairman
appointed from civilian life by the President
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and an under secretary or assistant secretary from each of the three military departments, superseded t he Army-Navy Mu nitions Board. The new organization's fun ctions in assisting the Secretary of Defense
in the discharge of his responsibilities and in
supporting strategic and logistic plans prepared by the J oint Chiefs of Staff remained
essentially the same as those of the old board.
Those duties were more sharply defined,
however, and in some respects were broadened. In particular, the new board was to
be concemed not only with military aspects
of industrial mobilization, production, and
procurement, bu t with supply distribut ion
plans and policies as well.
The wartime Office of Scientific Research
and Devc10pmenl and the Joint Committee
on New Weapons a nd Equipment of the
Joint C hiefs of Staff, both under the chairmanshi p of Vannevar Bush, were the direct
antecedents of the postwar organization for
scientific research for national security.
The Research and Development Board,
established as a result of the Unification
Act. had no laboratories of its own and did
not undertake research projects on its own.
The Army, Navy, and Air Force each conducted its own research and development
program with its own appropriations. The
job of the Research and Deve10pment Board
was to supervise and co-ordinate individual
service programs into an integrated program. Under the authority of the Secretary of Defense, the board could direct a
service to modify a program or to undertake
new projects. By keeping in elose touch
with t he projects of all the services, it was
able to eliminate duplication and to speed
up research in one service by making use
of a discovery found in another. lIs review
of the research and development budgets of
the mi litary departments for the Secretary
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of D efense permitted close su pervision of the
whole program.
The j oint Chiefs of Staff organization
was the nerve center of national defense
unification. The genera l commiuee structUfe and the ways of operating that hac!
g rown up during the waf generally persisted
through the new organization . Perh aps the
most significant change, aside from the addition of a chairman, \Va ... t he creation of
a Joint Staff to work full lime under the

Joint Chiefs. Dy the Act of 1947, the size
of the J oint Staff wa,> limited to 100 officers,
bllllhc amendments of 1949 pcnnittcd 210

officers.
Under the Director of the Joi nt Sta ff,
who was executive officer of th e j eS organization, the J oint Staff wa... divided into three
groups- Joint Strategic Plan<; Group, J oint
Intelligence Group, and J oi nt Logi<;tics
Plans Grou p. Each scrved as the full-time
working staff for the corresponding committee. These particular comm ittees each had
four members- a deputy director of Ihe
Joint Staff and a representative from each
of the military scrvices. Thus the Joint L0gistics Plans Committee included the DeplIty Director of the J oint Sta ff for Logistics
a nd logistic planning representatives from
the staffs of the Army, Navy, and Air Force.
This comm ittee of part-time members had
the re;ponsibility of submitting logistics
plans recommendations to the J oi nt Chids.
They assigned the task of preparing papers
and data to the full -ti me J oint Logistics
Grou p of the Joint SlarT which worked for'
them.
The growth of the com mittee system
around the J oint C hids of Staff, which itsel f fun ctioned as a cornmillee, represented
a fund amental dirrerence between Army
and Navy thinki ng. The Arllly generally
had insistcd upon ~ing l c, clear-CUI lines of
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authority and responsibility, with decisions
resting upon one individual at each level
who made that decision wi lh the assistance
of information and advice furnished by a
competent starT. But pcrhaps fCSOrt 10 committees was lhe only practical way to bring
together sincere and resolute mcn of different experience and contra ry views.
"Thc creation of an efficient and clearheaded approach to the budget/' wrote Secretary of Defense Forrestal to Hanson Baldwin in 1948, " is the greatest central problem of unifica tion, and everything clse,
morc or less, stems from it. " S Here was
where the Joint Chiefs of Staff would exercise a more and more important control over
the anllcd services.
In accordance with recommcndations of
the Hoover Commission , the National Security Act amendments of 1949 provided
that the mi litary budgets should be converted from the agency budget to t he costof-performance type of budget in which appropriations would be broken down not according to the particular individual agency
handling a given matter, but according to
functiona l programs a nd activities. T o
curb overdrafts and deficiencies during a fiscal year, appropriations for the year were to
be available for commitment only after the
Secretary of Defense had approved scheduled rates of obligation. The act authorized the establishment of working-capital
fun ds for finan cing inventories of supplies
and industri al or commercial types of activities providing common services within or
among the departments and agencies of the
Department of Defense. It set up management funds within each military dcpartment
for lhe purpose of facilitat ing operations
• W:,lter Millis, ed., Th e ForTls/al Diaries (New
York: The Viking Pn:SlI, (951), p. 448.
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financed by two or more appropriations
where the costs cou ld not be readi ly broken
down accordi ng to t he individual appropriations.
Unification did not imply any attempt
to combine the supply services of the military departments, but the Secretary of Dcfense was interested in promoting uniformity
in procedu res where possible, i'lnd in improving co-operation between services in
their supply and serv ice activities. This cooperation included mainly the ex pansion of
"common service" in which one d epartment, Qut of i l~ own budget, provided com mon sclviccs for either or both of the othe r
departments, and of " cross-servicing" by
which one dcparll1lCnl would provide service for another department under arrangements for payment out of appropriations of
the receiving dcpartment. In November
1949 the Secretary of Defensc directed tbe
Munitions Board to develop, in kee ping
with the assignmeJlt of logistics rc."po nsibili.
tics by the J oint C hids of Staff, a supply
system for the Oep<lrtment of Odensc.
Each of the three mi lit ary departments was
to man and operate a supply system, but
common policies, standards, and procedu res
would be followed where practicable.
Among the ea rliest and best known concrete e:-.:amplcs of pr'Ojects in unification occu rred in the fields of transportation. In
June 1948 the Air Force's Ai r Transport
Command and the Naval Air Tra n ~ port
Service consolidated into lhe j\'l ili tary Air
Transport Service to provide global air
tra nsportation ror all the armed forces.
Some time later the Army gave up il" troop
transport service in favor of the Navy's
Milita,)· Sea T ra nsportation Serv ice, which
would provide water tran ~ po rtati o n for all
the military dcpartmc:nts. Co-ordin ation of
the usc of private transportation faciliti es
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in moving military personnel and supplies
then came unde r another joint agency, the
Military Traffic Service.
Division was, ironically, the first immediate oonscquellc:e fOr the Anny of national
defense unification. The Army Air Forces
had ga ined sLlbstantial operational allton ~
omy during World War' I, bu t the administra tive and technical services supporti ng it
had rem ained so intermeshed with those
supporting the g round forces th at major
surgel)' was necess.ary to separate them .
Thus, whi le one of the objectives of the
National Securi ty Act had been to reduce
costs and increase effrciency by elimina li ng
dupli cation , lhe immed iate result, insofa r as
the Anny and Air Force were concerned,
was just the reveI"SC. -nlis " unified separation" meant , in fact , a tendency toward
duplication of activities which previously
had been consolida ted. The Secretary of
Defense was required to take ."teps to eliminate unneCe<;S.1.I"Y duplication 01' overlapping
in the fields of procurement, supply, tra nspDrlalion, storage, health, and research; at
the same time he had to develop, by transfe r',
a third military dc partment wi thout d isturbing the efficiency of either the Army or
lhe Air Forcc.
Of activities in the field of logistics
affected by Arm y-Air Force agreements,
~vin gs had been made a.s of 3 1 December
1948 in thr'ec items, whil e there had been
an incrca.'IC in costs for sixteen items. A report to the Secrctary of Defense on elimination of overla pping and duplica tion of fa cil ities and services for Fiscal Year 1949 estimated that saving" resulting Croll l those
ste ps totalled $20 million for the ycar--of
which $1 7 million would be recurring allnual sa"in g~. Of this total , $9 mi llion was
attributed to adopt ion of a clothing credit
system in both thc Army and the Air Force
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- which of course bore [iu[e relation to unification; on th e contrary, the new Air f orce
uniform may later ha\'e added considerably
to the total clothing costs. ;.,.[oreovel",
nearl y $ [. 7 million in sa \'ings was attributed
to cOll5olidation of services and fa ci lities of
[ocal Army and Air f orce activities- activities which need not have been s:.:parated
in the first place. Actual savings that could
be attributed to unification resulted from
projects involving co-operation of the Navy
with one or both of thc other sen 'ices.
The Ai r Force immediately wanted a distribution system of its own , and the Army,
finding that its duties of eros.,> and common
selvice involved rather thankless tasks, did
little to discourage that ambition. Secretary
of Defense Louis Johnson signed a directive
of [9 November 1949 which stated that
each department was to "man and operate a
supply system. " The Army agreed to negotiate with the Air Force toward the Air
Force's assumption of distribu tion fun ctions
from the Army technical selv ices for its own
needs. Congress was dismayed at what appeared to be a violation of the vel'}' principles of unification. As a result the Office
of the Secretary of Defense issued a directive
in July 195 1, stating that there would be no
more changes in the distribution systems
without the specific approval of the Secretal)' of Defense.

U.S. EurolJcall Commtmd
Unifica tion among the three armcd forces
well as within the Army it.<;clf had existed
on a rather complete basis in overseas organizations. r.,'f ajar areas came under unificd
commands a~ established by the J oint Chiefs
of Sta ff and , while they operated under the
strategic d irec tion of the Joint Chiefs, one
of the Chiefs of Staff was designated the
a~
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executive agent for an area. I n the 1950's
major overseas unified commands included
the f ar East Command, Alaskan Command,
Caribbean Command , Pacifi c Command,
and European Command, all of them unified in a manner of speaking, but operating
in a maze of military organization. Nowhere was the maze more perplexing than
in the European area before formation of
the U.s . European Comma nd.
With separation of U.S. Forces, Austria,
from lhe European Command in 1949, the
latter became, for all practica l purposes, a
unified com mand for \"'estern Germany
onl }'. No less than six independent commands were operating directly under the
Joint Chiefs of Staff in the European area:
European Command; U.S. Air Forces in
Europe; Naval Forces, Eastern Atlantic and
M editerranean; U.S. Forces, Austria; 1'ri·
este United States Troops; and the Strategic
Air Command. The log istics problems became intolerable when military activities expanded to meet what appeared to be growing threats of war following the outbreak
of the Korea n War in J une 1950. The tae·
lieal structure of Supreme Headquartern,
Allied Powers, Europe (SHAPE ), sel up
under lhe Nort h Atlantic Treaty Orga nization was su perimposed on the existing structure for emergency war plans, giving some
unity to tactical plan ning but solving no immediate logistical problems.
Attempts to deal with the unsolved problems in logistical co-ordination for the European area were bound to lead sooner or later
to a realization of the need for a supreme
milital)' authority in Europe. At last, in
Ju[ y 1952, the J oin t Ch iefs of Staff took the
inevitable "tcp and set up a true unified command in Europe with General Matthew B.
Ridgway ( previously dc.~ig nal ed as Supreme
Allied Commander to repl ace General
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Eisenhower ) as its commander in chief.
Some semantic gymnastic') wefe necessary in
order to distinguish the new command from
the old European Command. The new organization was designated the U.S. European Com mand, and subordinate to it were
the three former J oint Chiefs of Sta ff "u nified commands"- Europca n Command,
now redesignated as U.S. Army, Europe,
with headquarters rema ining at Heidelberg;
U.S. Ai r Forces in Europe, with headq uarters at Wicsbaden ; and U.S. Naval Forces,
Eastern Atlantic and Med iterranea n, with
headquarters in London. Headquarters for
U.S. European Comma nd were at Frankfort initially, and later were moved to th e

Paris area.

General Thomas T . H andy,

prev iously Commander in Chief, European
Comma nd, was named Deputy Commander
in Chief of the new U.S. Eu ropea n Command with broad authority to exercise actual
command on bchalf of General Ridg-.\lay
who still had to give much of his attention
to t he Allied organization in Europe for
which he also was responsible.
What amounted to a. built-in weakness of
unified command in certain situations was
the limitation rcta ined on the conunander's
authori ty over logistics. Although success
in ca rryi ng out missions depend ed as much
on logistics as upon anything else, in this
realm the unified comma nder's authority
was most restricted. H e had responsibility
for co-ordinating the logistics su pport for the
clements of his command, but he lacked
command aut hori ty over the logistica l clements of the sc0'ices under his command.
He could invite Ail' Force and Almy uni ts to
negotiate on the join t usc of fa cilities, but he
could not, without a ppealing to t he J oin t
C hiefs of Staff, order such joint usc. H e was
ex pected to make commen ts and recommendations on all phases of logistics affecting

his comma nd but they had to be approved
by the J oint Chiefs of Staff before they could
be put into effect. The serv ice commanders
of a unified command were su pposed to operate under the broad policy direction of the
comma nder in chief, but t hey also were to
retain operating details of any logistic support system in accordance with instructions
from their respective military depa rtments
in Wa~ hing ton. Generall y the Army was
more will ing to grant broad authority to the
unified commander than were the Navy and
Air Force. 'W henever a componen t COillmander disagreed with t he unified commander on contemplated act ion in a logistica l matter of importance, the Navy and Air
Force proposed that the matter should be
made the subject of correspondence among
the three services, and then if not agreed upon should be submitted to the Joint C hiefs
of StafT. The Army mai ntained that such
a procedure would ca use unwarranted
delays that would be intolerable in wartime .
The vagueness of logistical authority and
responsibi lity in unified commands O\'erseas
refl ected the vagueness in the Department
of Defense and among the sclvice chiefs
arising from an inability to resolve differences sufficiently to present clea r-cut deciSIOns. As a result, diplomacy had to replace military direction, and "muddling
through " each difficult}' in turn as it presented itself had to replace n~ Jian ce on finn
policies for logistical control.
All of the strategic and tactica l skill in the
world could not overcome fund amental failures in logistical co-ordination. The problems which had pe rsuaded the J oi nt Ch iefs
of Sta ff tosel up an over-all European Command were primaril y logistical. But General Ridgway soon found that reorga nization itself was not enough to resolve those
problems unless authority went along with
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it. In October 1952 he wrote to the J oi nt
Chiefs of Sta ff that the authorit), delegated
to USC I NCEU R was " inadequate to his
logistical res ponsibilities." The European
commander said furthe r:
In short, his IUSCINCEUR'SJ authority in
the logistical field docs not provide "command
authority" but merely authority to "coord inat..:."
In JAAF (Joint Action Anned
Forces ) it is precisely stated what is lUeant by
"coordination," which is essentially persuasion. I f persuasion fails to producc agreclllt'llt
between the services, thell by JAAF Ihe malleI' must be referred to Washi ngton for decision. I feci thaI Ihis procedure is inefficient
and that power of decision TIlust rest with
CINCEU R.u
The result was a far-reaching decision on
the part 01 the J oint C hiefs of Staff to gr:lIlt
to the commander in chief in Europe directi\'e authority in the field of logisties. This
did not mean that logistic acti\'ities in Europe thereby would be consolidated. I ndividual service respon~ibilities would remain
much the S<1.me a.~ before, but in the event of
disagreement between the r.crvices 011 matle,rs of joint intcrcst, the cOlllmander in chief
himself could settle the maUer. At the sa me
time the Joint Chiefs of Staff, again following Gcneral'Ridgway's recommcndations,
in~truClcd the commander in c hid in Europe that headquartcrs of U.S. European
Command would perform dircctly the functions of a joint communications zone headqu arters and not set lip any intcrvening
headqua rters for those functions. One special joi nt agency would be establishcd- a
joint construction agcnc)'.
In adopting
thc$c llleasu r<.."'1 for strcngt hening the logistics
position of the Commander in C hief, Eu• i.lr, G('II M . Il Rid~war 10 Cots USt\ for Jes,
US Ckt 52, s"h: Establishment elf :I J oiut Logistical
Command in Europe.

rope, the Joint Chiefs of Staff made it clear
that their recommendations were not nccessa ril y applicable to unified commands in
general. Similar problems in other a rcas
would have to be handled specifically as they
arose.
R es/Jo1lJe 10 /lll ertUlliol1ai Crises

The likelihood of an emergency against
which the Anll)' had to maintain prepared ness C\'cn as it went about its tasks of reorganization and retrcnchment wa.~ risi ng in
1947 and 1948. A background of recurring intcrn<ltion<ll tension overshadowed
continuing cfforts at pcacctimc economy.
American reaction to threats of furt her
cxpansion of SO\'iet arcas of domination was
swift, but in some ways it also was fickle.
At timcs it secmed a part of the American
c haracter to rise to height.. of miraculous
achievcment whcn meeting a c risis, and
then to relax into a sta tc 01 wishful complacency that would require new miracles to
meet the next crisis. Demands for cconomy and sharp cuts in appropri<ltions for
current military functions after V- J Day
made it necessary to kecp all logistical activities not relating directly to liquidation of the
war cffort to a bare minimum. During this
period of postwar economy, budgetat,)' figures arri\'ed at aft cr long hOllrs of consideration and re\'i.~ i on in the offices of the chiefs
of the technical :$erviccs and in lhe office of
G- 4 bore little resem blance to the congressional appmpriations with which the
AI1l1Y'S logistical agencics had to work.
Often estimates compi led after thousa nds
of man-hours of calculations and deliberations fared little bellcr than might ha\'c
somc figure pllH'ked from the air without
an)' thought at <Ill. As an examplc, for Fiscal Year 1948 the Ordnance Department
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estimated lhat, to cover procurement of essen tial ammun ition and equipment, storage
and d istribution of QI"dnancc materiel,
maintenance of stand-by plants and arsenals, industrial mobilization planning, training, and resea rch and development activi-

ties, it wou ld need $750,000,000. The Bureau of the Budget cut this figure to $275,000,000. Congress reduced the approprialion to $245,532,800 together with authoriza tion to enter into contracts to the extent
of .mother $2,000,000.
By the spring of 1948 critical intcrnalionn l developments had impressed lIpon
mi lita ry and po litica l leaders the importance
of looki ng agai n to milita ry preparedness.
American policy already had been put to
the lcst in Greece when, 0 11 24 February
1947, the British Ambass.'ldor in Washington notified the Secretary of State that because of serious fina ncia l difficulties at home
the British Government would have to discontinue assistance to both G rcece and T urkey at the end of March. A note from the
Greek Government asking aid {l'Om the
United States arrived a bout a \\leck later.
Appe;u'ing before a joint session of Congresson 12 March 1947, President Trum an
asked for $300 million for assistance to
Greece a nd $ 100 million for Tu rkey. Half
of the fun ds for Greece and all of those for
Turkey were to go for military assistance.
This was a case where military necessity took
pl'eced cnce over economi c assistance, for no
economic a id could be made effective until
mi lital'Y stability had been established . Essentially the President's address was a plea
for logistica l support. It ca lled for military
su pplies and equ ipment to the threatened
countl'ies, and it called for military, as well
as economic, ad"isers to be sent to supc~'isc
the posi tive application of the assistance
program.
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During the last half of 1947 and ea rly
1948 even t he appearance of free choice disa ppeared from most countries behind the
I ron C lI!'! ain . 1n a series of swift seizures
of total au thority, the Comm unists moved
to consolidate their contl'Ol. On 3 1 May
1947 Communists ousted Premier Ference
Nagy of H unga ry whose Smallholders
Part y had won a n absolute majori ty in the
elect ion of 1945; shortly thereafter they
broke up Nagy's party and drove him into
exi le. In O ctober Stanislaw Mikolajczyk,
vice premier of Poland and leader of the
Peasant Party, had to flee for his life when
the Communists moved in to take complete
control. That sallle month Communist
leaders met ill Warsaw to organize their
Commun ist Infonnation Bureau (Comi nfonn) as successor to t he old Communist
In ternat ional (Col1lintem). In November
1947 the notorious Ana Pauker became fo r·
eign minister of ROll mania, and her Communist regime dissolved lhe National Peasant Party, imprisoning irs leader, l uliu
,M aniu ; King tvl ichact went into exi le in December. I n Bulga ria the Agra rian U nion
Party was broken up and its leader, Ni kola
Petkov, was hangcd; Bulgaria adopted a
new Soviet-type constitu tion in Decem ber.
Then came the fina l blow. So far
Czechoslovakia had been able to hold to
someth ing of it." tradition of democr.ICY,
and its leadcrs st ill hoped that it might be
a " bridge" between the East and the West.
Bu t in February 1948 that countr), too
came IInder full Soviet sway. Foreign Minister J an Masaryk fell to his death from a
window. Shortly thereafter Edua rd Benes,
a sick and broken man, ga\'e up the
presidenc)'.
Perhaps more than all)' other action up to
that time,the coup d'clal in Czechoslovakia
indicated the real dallger posed by Soviet
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policics. "W hen Czechoslovak ia, which
had done everythi ng possible to conciliate
the Soviel U nion, was seized by the commUllists in February 1948, little dou bt remained in Western minds that the CO ln munist ambi tions cou ld be checked onl y
through the ev idence of superior power." 1
Another Illajor danger spot dc\·clopcd in

Pa:cstinc.

In November 1917 the Gen-

eral A'iSCmbly of the United Nations, with
the support of t he United Sta tes. adopted
a plan for the part iti on of the COU llt l)' between Arabs a nd Jews, and fo r termination
of the Bri tish manda te on 15 M ay 19 48.
In i\'l arch 1948 the United S tates proposed
that p;l1"tit ion be delayed in favor of a
tempora ry trusleeship arra ngemen t, but
this proposal got no action. W ith the temlination of the British ma ndatc. the J ewish
Agency procla imed the new state of Israel ,
and the U nited S tates immediately exte nded
recognit ion . All these event<; preci pitatcd
the outbrea k of war between Israel and the
neig hhoring Arab states.
The new dominions of I ndia and Paki sta n were in conflict over the no rthern
province of K ashmir, and in J anuary 1948
the Un ited Nations set up a commission
to try to settle that question; in June I ndian
armed forces moved into H yderabad to o bta in the Slate's accession to the Indian
Union. In the East Indies sporad ic fi g hting between Dutc h and Indo ne.<;ian fo rces
still fla red.
Near the end of March 1948, Gene ral
Lucius Clay, commande r in chief of the
Euro pean COlllmand a nd military governo r
of Gennany, recei\'cd noticc from the So-

' The IlrookinMs I nstitu lio n, M ajot P, obl,mJ 0/
U"i/ttl Slatu ,,'o,tign Policy. 1949 1950
( Washiug lon: The Brookings insl ilUliou. 1919).
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viet commander that under a new system of
inspection being inaugura ted on 1 April it
would be necessary fo r Russian soldiers to
board Allied m ili ta ry trai ns to inspect shipments going th rough the Soviet Zone.
During the nex t several weeks Soviet
needling tactics in terfered with some highway traffic, attempted to regula te a ir traffic,
slo wed the clearance of trains. In the last
week of J une the Russia ns cut oft a ll traffic
between the Weo>tel'll Zones and Berlin .
In Ch ina the situ a tion deteri orated
rapidly, and in the fall of 19 48 C hiang a ppea led for immedia te and g reatl y increased
aid, but the Government of the United
S tates considered it was too la te for effective aid. By the summcr of 1949 Comm unist force.<; had won control of all north
and central China, and on 5 August the
S tate Dc pa rtment issued a "white pa per"
announcing that no further active support
of the Nationalist Government was contemplated. In October the Communist'>
announced the establishment of the Peoplcs'
R epublic of Chin a with its capital at
Pei ping. By the end of th e year, with Commun ist control of the Chinese mainland
virtually complete, the Na tiona list regime
had taken refuge on the island of F onnos,,\.
~\'( eanw h ile in the divided coun try of
Ko rea, Communist-oriented North K orea
continued to harass the democraticallyoriented Republic of Korea sou th of the
38th pa ra llel . Constan t strea ms of propaganda backed up by arm ed ra ids sought to
bring South Ko rea under Communist
domina tion.
Be<:ausc of the g rave dcvelopment,> in the
in ternationa l situation, the President in
tl-hrc h 1948 directed the Secretary of Defensc to prepare supplemen tary budget estimates which, when added to the budget a lready submitted to Congress in J an ual)',
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would provide a balanced military force and
would permit the beginning of modernization of wcapons and equipment. Comparing the situation to that of 1914 and 1939,
Secretary of Defense Forrestal recommended an expansion of the anncd fo rces
to include the addition of 240,000 men to
the Army. Several leaders suggested the
development of plans for reorganizing some
kind of a W ar Production Board , and
Berna rd Baruch urged that a sta ndby pla n
for full industrial mobilization be prepared.
Lewis Douglas, U.S. Am bassador to Great
Brita in , warned Forrcstal that it would be
most dangerous for the country to get the
impression that this was a temporary period
of tension. " I t hink ," said Douglas. "this
will be with us for the next decade." ,
On 17 March 1948 the President recom mended that Congress pass a new selective service act. This call for a peacetime
draft did indeed seem to be a re-enactment
of 1940. But this time the opposition, \\'hile
sometimes vigorous, was much weaker than
it had been on thc eve of World War I I.
The Senate passed the mcasure, after a brief
filibuster, by a vote of 78 to 10 on 10 June;
the House passed the bill soon thereah cr,
and it went to the White H ouse on 19 June.
The Presid ent signed it on 24 J une ( the
day the R ussians made their blockade of
Berlin complete ). At tha t time the Ann)'
numbered 538,000, as against a planned
strength of 667,000. On 1 Decembcr it
reached 660,000- the largest peacetime
volunteer AmlY in history. The lirst draft
call wenl ou t for 10,000 men in November,
15,000 in December, and 10,000 in Ja nuary. Congress had authorized the Army to

• Quoted in Millis, Tht FotrtJlal Diar;u, p. 400.
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reach a strength of 900,000 ( including
110,000 one-yea r trai nees) by June 1949.'

R etrenchment
Even whi le th e program for a build-up
of the armed forces was under consideration, signs of let-down began to appear.
Secretary of Defense FOITestal in M ay 1948
expressed concern "because of the changing
tempo of the Congress and in the relaxation
of tension. " "O n March 17," he noted,
"we could have had Selective Serv ice
through both houses in three days. T oday
there is serious question about the passage
of such a bilt. " 1(1 The expansion program
would continue t hrough about the fi rst half
of 1949, and then cut-backs would begi n
once more.
The defense budget for Fiscal Year 1950
dropped from t he $17.5 billion figure which
Secretary Forrestal suggested, to one of
$16 .9 bi llion which the military budget
commiuee unde!" General Joseph T. McName}' and the J oint C hiefs of StafT had
agreed to, then to the $14.2 bill ion which
the President included in his budget message in J anua ry 1949 . After he succeeded
Forrestal as Secretary of Defense on 28
March J 949, Louis A. J ohnson lost little
time in promisi ng furth er cuts in military
expenditu res. I n O ctober he announced
that ord ers cllni ng runds for F iscal Yea r
1950 by $800 million would reduce fun ds
for the Navy 9 percent, for the Army 8 percent, and for the Ai r Force 3 Y2 percent. In
Decem ber J ohnson sa id that the economy

• First Report of Iht Surelary of Def,nse, 1948,
p. 39 ; Annual R ,pori of the Stculary of Ih, Army,
1948, pp. 6, 73-74; Millis, Tht FoutslDI Diof;t$,
pp. 400-401 , 409-10, 428, 447 .
" Ibid., p. 441.
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drive would keep defense expend itures (or
Fiscal Year 1950 down to $13 billion. '1
It seemed that the President, t he Secretary of Defense, and the Congress were trying to outdo each other in effecting economics in defense expenditures. Some leaders stood out against these cut-backs. Perhaps the mOSt vocal was Representative Carl
Vi nson of Georgia. Chainnan of the H ouse
Armed Services Commillee. Even when
J ohnson was being honored at a dinner on
the night of his entry into offi ce as Secretary
of Defense, Chief Justice Fred M. Vinson,
addressing the gatheri ng, recalled the days
of complacency and smug ness in 1940
"when our country was asleep at the switch."

"We are in troublesome days," he said,
"days perhaps analogous to those which
preceded W orId War II." 12
I nstead of the 900,000 men planned for
the end of Fiscal Year 1949, the Army had
to cut its strength back to 677 ,000. S.uch
a cutback coming in the midst of a program
of expansion was bound to disrupt activities.
"Much . . . time and energy had to be di·
verted to convulsive repla nning and reallo.cation of men and materials to come within
the new limits." n Between I January and
1 June 1950 that strength had to be cut fur·
ther to 630,000 in order to meet budgetary
limits. I n some ways the personnel cutsextending to civilian as well as mi litary personnel of the Department of the Armywere faIse economies, not omy as they impaired aspects of ddense prepared ness, but
as they interlered with programs such as
" Ibid., pp. 508- 11, 535; The New York Timu
( late city editions), March 29, 1949; October 9,
1949; December 8,1949.
" The New York TillleJ (late cit)' edition ),
March 29, 1949, p. 3.
n Annual Report 0/ the Secreto ry 01 the Arm),.
1948, p. 85.
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supply control studies that were designed to
achieve economy.
I n the spring of 1950 an important reduction in the Army's depOt system was underway. Shipments fO!' foreign military a id
and disposal of remaining surplus stocks reduced space req uirements. Demands of
economy hastened plans for depot deactivations. contemplated to reduce the number
of active depots from 70 to 53.
The impact of the reannament program
had been scarcely discemible on the Army's
monthly obligations and expenditures. To.tal Army obligations, representing orders
for goods and services, amou nted to $1. 162
billion for J une 1947, to $697 million in
June 1948, and $779 in June 1949. T hen
they dropped to the postwar low of $309
million in August 1949. Shipment of
goods overseas was the one logistics area
that responded sharply to international developments during this postwar period.
T hese shipments leaped from 795,232 measurement tons in February 1947 to over
1,945,000 tons in July of that year. Then
shipments dropped back to slightly over
1,000,000 tons in November, only to go up
to more than 2,000,000 tons both in J uly
and in August 1948. After another drop
to less than 1,000,000 t OilS in November,
shipments went back to 1,250,000 in De·
cember and remai ned well above the million-ton mark for the next several months,
suggesting that supplies were being consumed considerably faster t han they were
being replaced.
Meanwhile the international situation
remained tense, and commitments calling
for American logistical support increased
rather than decreased. T o carry out all of
its world-wide responsibilities the Army was
authorized a total strength for all ' commands, as of 30 J une 1950 , of 630,201.
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The actual assigned strength on 26 J une was
591,100. Of this strength, 244,263 men
were in overseas units scattered from Germany to Japan and from Alaska to Panama- with all the logistical su pport implications of such widespread troops d istribution .
By far the largest number in any oversea
theater was the 108,550 men assigned to
the Far East Command, though the command was nearly 10,000 under its authorized strength, and it included Army forces
in the Ph ili ppines, the Ryukyus, the Marianas a nd Bonins, as well as those in Japan.
U.S . Anny Forces in EUfope, located main ly
in Germany, numbered 80,018, those in
Austria 9,492, and Trieste United Sta tes
Troops numbered 4,783. Sligh tly over
7,000 were assigned to the Pacific, and a
similar number to Alaska ( the number au~
thorized for Alaska was 12,564 ), while
12,263 were in the Caribbean.
The National Guard had a strength ee il ~
ing of 350,000 (it had reached a strength
of 355.000 before being forced to cut down ),
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and the Organized Reserve Corps a strength
of 255,000. Students enrolled in the Reserve Officers' Training Corps totaled approximatel y 185,000 in some 375 educa~
tional institutions. U
In the everlasting contest between econ~
omy and preparedness that was the centra l
theme of peacetime logistics, the greater
consideration was on the side of economy.
The consequences were evident in the closing of camps, depots, and industrial facil i~
ties, the substantial depletion and d eter iora~
tion of materiel reserves, and the delays in
production of new models and new types
of equipment. The economy as well as
military preparedness might have been
better served by the maintenance of more
standby installations, more effective preservation of reserve stocks, and a more active
program of constant modernization.
"Weekly E5timale of Army Command Strength
as of 26 June 1950, STW- 1037, AGO Statistical
and Accoun ting Br., 3 Ju l 50, Pt I, p. 55.

CHAPTER XXXIII

Cold War Logistics
Certain ly the support of the military occupation demanded the major pa rt of overseas logistical commitments immediately
after the war, but the irony in the si tuation
was the changing orientation of secu rity
measures under which that logistical SUpp0l1
continued . Initial occupation policy was
aimed almost wholly against a possi ble resurgence of power on the part of Germa ny
and J apan. This too was the tenor of the
U nited Nations C hnrtcr. for the machinery
of interna tional peace enforcement had been
designed to opera te smoothly only when
operating against the fOnTlcr enemies. That
a recovery of power and the creation of a
new threat to world security was possible
h ad been demonstrated in the rise of Nazi
Germany out of the defea t of World War I.
Bul if anythi ng at all was clear in world
affa irs in 1945, it was that G erma ny and
J a pan, prostrate under the heavy blows of
aeri al bomba rdment and complete defeat on
land a nd sea, constituted no immediate
threat to the security of t hc United Stalcs.
Only one country in the world- whatever
policy it might pursuc- had the physical
capacity to pose such a n immediatc threat
to the United Sta tes, and that country was
the Soviet Un ion . Neglec t of the realities
of power politics led to some disillusionment
when threats to the national security bega n
to a ppea r from thc actions of an erstwhile
all y. But those actions Icd to an important
cha ngc of emphasis in occupation policies.

M ore and morc it became evident tha t U.S.
forces were being kept in Germany, Austria, and J apan less to keep those countries
down than to block possible aggression on
the part of that former ally.
In one a rea after another the United
States faced the challcnge of Communist attack. In the Near East, in Europe, and in
the Far East unprecedented measures were
necessary to meet what were, for the U nited
States, unprecedented threats. And each
had to be met in a world-widc context of
general and continuous peril.

Military Aid to Greece
The Communist guerrilla warfare in
Greece, which became the objec t of immediatc concern to the United States in 1947,
was but a continuation of raids, sabotage,
a nd civil strife that had been going on for
some time. In December 1947 the Joint
C hiefs of Staff established the Joint U.S.
Military Advisory a nd Pla nning Group
(jUSMAPG ), under Maj. Gen. William
G. Livesay, to give active assistance in operational and logistical advice to the Greek
anned forces.
A peculiarity of the Greek military supply
situation was t hat t he Greek forces had been
equipped la rgely with British equipment.
In the intcrest of preserving operational continuity, it was d esirable that replacement
items and spare parts should be furnished
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from British sou rces, at least for the time be·
ing. In order to arrange for the procurement of these necessary British items, and to
serve as fi nancial agency in making payments to the British Government for supplies obtained from its stocks, the General
Staff Liaison Group was established in London in May 1947, one week after the President approved the Greek-Turkish Aid Bill.
The Liaison Group was a n agency of the
Logistics Division ( later G-4 ). Army Ceneral StafT, and of the Malerials, Su pply and
Procurement D ivision of the Air Staff, in
co-ordinati ng, supervising, controlling, and
maki ng payments for su pplies obtained
from British depots for Greece a nd Turkey
under the American aid program . For its
part Great Britain continued to maintain a
relatively large mission and several thousand
British troops in Greece at the expense of t he
British Government.
Guerrilla forces in Greece were only
about 20,000 strong, but that number of
armed bandits loosed on the country could
create a remarkable amount of havoC. Under a hard core of Commu nist leadership,
people who fou nd a life of brigandage satisfying or profi table and numbers of fugitives
from justice made up much of the following.
Many of t he guerrillas were men who had
been conscripted forcibly in raids on villagcs, and then had been held obedient
through terror. Although sporadic guerrilla activity broke out in many parts of
Greece, the most numerous and successful
attacks took pl ace throughom the rural sections of mountainous northern Greece-in
Epirus, Macedon ia, and Thrace.
In con trast with other military aid progra ms that would develop later, the largest
category of supplies G reece obtained from
the United States at t his time was not ord-
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nance, bu t quarterm aster supplies, to the extent of over ha lf of the total value. Su rplus
property made up much of the early shipments to Greece, and a number of items
came from surplus stocks still in the European and Mediterranean areas. Additional equipment was obtained at no further
cost to the Un ited States by the recovery of
lend-lease materiel from Great Britain. By
the end of 1947 total shipments of military
supplies to Greece from all sources reached
147,000 long tons, with an estimated transfer value of $40 million.
During the fi rst weeks of supply operations under the aid program stocks of suppl ies and eq uipment were built up in the
Greek military depots. Beginni ng in September the distribution of supplies to the
troops proceeded rapid ly. Within a few
weeks delivery of hundreds of motor vehicles
increased the mobility of Greek units immeasurably although serious shortages in vehieles remai ned. Other logistic deficiencies
were in the supply of automatic weapons,
mountain artillery, mortars, and amm unition for light antiaircraft guns and in the organ ization and fun ct ioni ng of supply services, maintenance system , and medical service. During the spring and summer of 1948
the U.S. Army Group, Greece ( USAGG ),
helped to locale a nd build up supply installations for the support of mil itary operations
getting under way. Perhaps already Lt.
Gen. J ames A. Van Fleet, commander of
the U.S. Army group, had developed the
ent husiasm for artillery fi rc for which he was
to become noted in Korea. Unexpectedly
heavy expend itures of arti llery ammunition
during the ea rly phase of operations in the
Grammos a rea of northwestern Greece immediately made necessary a strict rationi ng
system until funher supplies could be built
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up. By 30 June 1948,69 ships had brought
into Greece cargoes of military supplies to-

taling 382,000 measurement tons of trucks,
weapons, ammunition, communications
and fire control equipment, engineer equ ipment, rations, and Olhe!" su pplies. T actical
operations being undertaken were not being
held back by shortages of su pplies.
Sometimes it seemed that all the suppl}'
efforts and the tactical operations of the
Greek forces were to no a\'ai1. T hey would
train men, distribute equipment, make a
successful attack, and a few week:<; later
would find themselves facing as many guerrillas as ever. President Trum an shared the
general disappointmen t with the rcsulL~ . H e
reported in December! 948: "The encou r·
aging prospect for substantial elimin ation
of the Greek guerri lla forces which existed
at the lime of the vic to!), of the Greek
National Army in the Grammos Mountains . . . has unfortunately not materialized. A military stalemate has ensued
which has prolonged the struggle ." ,
But important developments outside
Greece lent higher hopes for success to the
greater efforts to be undertaken in the ensuing months. 1'ito's break with Moscow
in June 1948, and the subsequent closing of
the Yugoslav-Greek fron tier denied thc
rebels their most important su pply base and
sanctuary.
Meanwhile the flow of supplies and program.'; for training and revitalizing the
G reek a rmed forces continued. One special measure anned civilian groups so that
they cou ld have some means of protecting
themselves against guerrilla raids. This
measure went a long way toward persuad'The President's letter of transmittal, Fiflh Repori 10 Congress on Auislanu 10 Cruce and Tur.
key, for Period endill g September 30, 1948.
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ing many refugees to return to their homes
where they could resume much-needed agricultural product ion.
It also involved
bringing certain irregular military units
under ccn tralized control.
A change in supply procedures effective
in August 1948 made the U.S. Amly Group,
Greece, responsible for deciding whether
given supplie.<; should be requisitioned from
the United Sla tes or from the United Kingdom . Previously this decision had been the
duty of the Director of Logistics in \-Vashington, but the advisers in Greece were in a
beller position to place requisitions according to the types of equipmen t that requ ired
British or American parts, the extent of replacement of certain British equipment with
Ameriean models, time factors, and other
considerations upon which (he decision had
to be based. After the change, requisitions
from USAGG went direc tly to the chiefs of
the tec hnical services (or to the London
Logistics Group). I n 1949 it was taking
an average time of six to eight months after
the requ est for supplies to be delivered in
Greece from the U nited States, and from
fou r to six: months for delivery f!"Om the
United Kingdom.
In J anuary 1949 Genera l Alexander
Papagos, the man who had given Mussolini's legions such a rough time when they
invaded G reece in 1940, accepted appointment as commander in chief of the Greek
Armed Forces. H olding himself independ ~
ent of political influences, the World War
II hero en forced strict discipline in the
senior ranks of the anny, adopted many
reforms which JUSMAPG had been rec~
ommending, and breathed new vigor inlo
the whole Greek military effort. After six:
months of seemingly hopeless stalemate,
victory came swiftly and, except for isola ted
ou tbreaks, completely.
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Aid for Turkey anti the Middle East
Greece and Turkey were neighbors in the
strategic Ncar East, and both received mili·
tary assistance from the United States under
the same legislation, but conditions in the
two countries differed sharply. Turkey had
been spared the devastation of World War
II, and it was not the impoverished
country that Greece was. Guerrilla b"nds
and domestic violence did not dominate
large areas of Turkish territory as was the
case in Greece. The threat to Turkey was
clear and direct: The Soviet Union coveted
control of the Dardanelles and Bosporus <lnd
the annexation of provinces ill northeastern
Anatolia.
The same act of Congress which authorized the original $200,000,000 program of
economic and military assistance fol' Greece
also authorized a $100,000,000 progr<lm of
military <lid to Turkey. At the time Turkey
had under arms a force of half a million
men, though its army was, as Secretary of
War Patterson put it, "what yOll migh t call
a 1910 anny." The aim was to increase
Turkish military effectiveness by modernizing the weapons and equipment of the
armed forces without adding appreciably to
the national budget, and to permit the release of men from the armed forces so that
they could return to productive civilian
occupations. In this instance the immediate
objecti,!e was not to build up the troop
strength of the anned forccs) but 10 reduce it.
Under the original Creek-Turkish Aid
Program, military assistance provided for
Turkey was about half of that granted to
Greece. Under the later ~'Iutual Defense
Assistance Program ( MDAP), the total
materiel appro"ed for Turkey for fiscal years
1950 through 1953 ($656.8 million, including $38.5 million worth of surplus stocks )
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was greater than the Greek total by over
$135 million. Most of the difference resulted from the amount provided for the air
force, induding air base construction.
The action of the Turkish Brigade in Korea- the largest force furnished by any
United Nations member outside the United
States and the United Kingdom- seemed to
fully justify the con fid ence placed in the
Turkish Arm)'. Most important, T urkish
integrity had been maintained without any
sign of weakness in the fa ce of Soviet attempts at intimid ation.
Iran, too, got a head start on military
assistance before the beginning of the general ~I utual Defense Assistance Program.
In 1948 lhe United Sla tes made an agreement with Iran for the sale of $10 million
worth of surpl us military eq uipmen t, under
the terms of the Surplus Property Act of
1944, on a credit basis. The principal aim
of American military a id to Iran , both under the surplus property program and under
the later Mutual Defense Assista nce Program was to strengthen lhe army and the
gendarmerie so that they might maintain order within the country. The Irani an Covernmen t did not sign the required bilateral
agreement for mutual defense assistance until 23 M <ly 1950, and on ly after pl"Otracted
ncgolla tlOns. A military assistance advisory group, in addition to the two military
missions al ready there, then went to Iran to
supervise execution of the new program.
M DA P shipments did not reac:h sizable proportions until early 1951, and e\'en then, of
course, the)' were on a much more modest
scale than those to Creece and Turkey. The
Mulual Security Act of 1951 required a further agreement 01' sta tement of guarantee on
the pan of recipient countries before they
could be declared eligible for additional aid.
The State and Defense Departments inter-
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preted this strictly as a requirement for additional assu rances even though bi lateral
agreements under the Mutual Defense Assistance Act al ready had been signed. Premier Mohammed Mossadcgh rduscd to give
any further assurances. At the end of the
ninety-day period pcnnittcd by lhe Mutua l

Security Act for compliance, on 8 J anuary
1952 military aid to Iran was suspended.
Ntc!' American officials gave notice that the
program would be canceled and the funds
rC<lnocated, Mossadcgh finally signed a n innocuous statement, and shipments were reslimed , effective 24 April.
American leaders hoped to promote further stability and security in the Midd le
East through a regional defense arrangement, prcsuming that the possibility of
American assistance would encou rage participation in a common defense organization. But a lmost insoluble diplomatic
problems still present in mid-1953 made an
early conclusion of an effective Middle East
pact un likely. Great Britain 's differences
with Iran over nationalization of oil holdings, the tense British-Egyptian dispute over
the Suez Canal, the Israeli-Arab si tuation
(a nd British and American relations invoh'edL all blocked the way to military
co-operation and assistance in the Middle
East. The Baghdad Pact ( later the Central
Treaty Organization ) was signed in 1955;
the United States has co-operated as an
associate.

The Berlin Airlifl
The most critical situation of all in 1948
resulted from the Soviet renewal of the
blockade of Berlin with the apparent purpose of ending the Western occupation. AI-
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ready President Truman had made it clear
to Sec retary of Defense Forrestal that the
policy would remain fixed: to stay in Berlin. A meeting of Sta te Departmen t and
military officials at lhe Pentagon on Sunday
afternoon, 27 June, uphcld this view. On
the same day Lt. Gen. Curtis E. LeM ay,
commander of the United States Air Forces
in Europe, met with General Clay in Berlin
to discuss plans for an airlift. The next day
General LeMay announced that he was going to send airfreight to Bcrlin at maxi mum
capacity, twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week, on a wartime basis with no holidays. Four squadrons of C-54 transport
planes were on the way to Germany, and
were due to arrive about 5 July.
The airlift for the supply of military forces
in Berlin had already begun on 21 June,
and the experience of the April airlift had
permitted plann ing for rapid action. Tonnage jumped from 5.88 tons carried in three
C-47 planes on the 21st, to 156.42 tons in
sixty-four planes on 24 J une. But the
supply of the civilian popula tion of West
Berlin was something else and called for
hasty planning and improvisation. Head·
quarters of the Europea n Command first
leamed of such a project on 26 J une, and
the first civilian supplies went into Tempelhof Airfield, Berlin, on 28 June.
T he maximum a ir elTort needed to carry
out these missions of civilian as well as mil itary supply called for essential support from
Army logistical agencies of the European
Command. They had to furnish necessary
t rucks and keep them in repair, to provide
quarters for aircrews, to expand a ir terminal
faciliti es, to provide communications, and
to bring in gasoline. They had to deliver
to the airports the supplies destined for the
military forces in Berlin, receive them at
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the Berlin end, and distribute them to the
Berlin garrisons. In t he beginning of the
civit supply program, which became known
as Operation V1TTt. ES, the Army was rc~
sponsiblc for finding the supplies and getting
them to and from the ai rplanes. Later
(28 July) the Biparti te Control Office took
over responsibility for gett ing the Gelman
food to the airports; civilian agencies of
mi litary government and of the Gennan
local governments then handled procure·
mcnt, storage, finan cing, and movement to
the airfields of civilian supplies. But the
Army still pcdolmed important logistical
activities in order to keep the airlift going.

The EUCOM Transportation Division
set up and maintai ned traffi c control points
at the the two air bases in the U.S. zone,
Rhein-Main and Wiesbadcn. Thc post
transportation officcr in Berlin set up a
Transportation Corps airhead at Tem pelhof
to exercise traffic control thcre. By the cnd
of 1948 six hcavy truck companies of the
Transportation Corps werc assigned to
Operation VITTLES. Anny engineers went
to work to expand the airfield faciliti es at
Berlin, to improve those at Rhein-Main and
Wiesbaden, and to construct quarters for
the additional aircrews being brought in to
the Frankfurt area. Expansion of airfield
facilities at Berlin included two new runways at Tempelhof and the contruction of
the Tegel Air Base. These projects themselves required air shipments ( by December
1948) of 5,562 tons of asphalt, 3,300 tons
of pierced plank, 671 tons of heavy construction equipment, and 505 tons of general engineer supplies and spare parts.
Ordnance support for the airlift involved
special programs of vehicle maintenance
both in Berlin and in the U.S. zone. As of
November 1948 the 1,182 ordnance ve-
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hicles being uscd for Operation VITTLES
were requiring 118 rebuilt vehicles, 732 rebuilt tires, and 659 tons of spare parts and
supplies per month above what had been
normal. Signal Corps units had to expand
comm unica tions faciliti es and maintain the
Signal Corps equipment used by the Air
Force. Quartermaster units providcd subsistence and individual clothi ng and equipment for men assigned to the airlift, and
gasoline and oil fo r the airplanes and trucks.
In Apri l 1949 aviation gasoline requirements reached a peak of 15,604,800 gallons
for the month. It took three ocean-going
tankers and 1,500 rail tank cars a month
to get t he gasoli ne to the ai r bases.
Th rough the winter the Berlin airlift continued to carry food , clothing, coal, raw materials, and medicines to the 2,500,000 peopic of the Westcrn sectors of Berlin . By the
spring of 1949 shipmcnts by the Amcrican
a nd British Allies had reached an average
dai ly a ir delivery ratc of 8,000 tons. On
the record day ( 16 April 1949) nearly
13,000 tons wcre delivered- more than was
being brought into Berlin by rail and water
before Ihe imposition of the blockade. T he
results suggested that t hc air supply operation might go on indefinitely, and Amcrican
leadcrs scemed determincd to do just t hat
if necessary. At last, on 4 May 1949, thc
Western All ies arrived at an agreement with
the Russians for lifting thc blockade, and on
12 Mayall transport, tradc, and communication services betwccn the Eastcrn and
Western Zones of Gcrmany wcrc restored .
Ncvertheless the airlift cominucd in order to
build up a rescrve against a possiblc rencwal
of restrictions. It gradually reduced in
scope until the last load was Aown from
Rhein-Main to Tempclhof on 30 Septcmber
1949.
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THE BERLIN AIRLIF T.

Unloading supplies from C-47's at Tempelhof Airfield.

European Lines 0/ Commut,;cat;on
Forces stationed in Europe, whatever
their size and purpose, had to have assured
supply lines to provide them with the food,
clothing, and equipment necessary for t heir
existence and for the performance of t heir
mission. T hat mission in the beginning, of

course, was conceived to be onc of occup a~
tion and military government in Gcnnany.
In those ci rcumstances setting up a line of
communications was principally a problem
of admi nist ration to be worked out in the
most economical and efficient way. Little
thought, supposedly, had to be given to such

tactical considerations as disposition of
troops and the facilities for a supply line to
scrve them. But as soon as the military
problem in Europe was seen as one of meeting threats of new aggression from the East
more than one of controll ing Germany, it
became necessary to revise the thinking on
matters of delivering supplies and to give
consideration to the continuation of effective supply in the event of a resumption of
war in Europe.
To provide port facilities for civil and
mil itary needs in the United States O ccupation Zone of Germany after the conclusion
of World War II, the U nited States ar-
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ranged for an enclave including the port
cities of Bremen and Brcmerhavcn to be set
aside under U.S. control, and fo r goods to
move from those ports southward across the
British Zone to Hesse. Brcmcrhavcn became the mili tary port serving American
occupation forces. T he line of commu nication connecting Brcmcrhavcn with U.S. installations in sou thwest Germany ran
through Bremcn-Hanovcr-Kasscl to Frankfurt. From Frankfurt one line branched
southwestward to Wurzburg and Nurem.
berg, while another continued southward
through Ma nn heim to Ka rlsruhe and then
turned southwest to Stuttgart, Augsburg,
and Munich. Running generally north
and south as it did, this line of communication pa ralleled the Soviet Zone bou ndary,
and t hus lay athwart the route of advance
of any major attack from East Germany.
At Kasscl the line of communication was
with in twenty miles of Soviet-occupied
T huringia. No defensible barrier protectcd it against possible attack from t he
cast.
For purposes of t he occupation the arrangement seemed logical and satisfactory.
The United States did not have to depend
upon the port and transportation facilities
of any other country, and the costs involved
were borne by German mark funds provided under the occupation statutcs. T hen
the Russian blockade of Berlin in 1948
opened the eyes of everyone concerned to
the reality of the danger of a Communist
attack. In JUlle 1950 the attack of North
Korea n forces across the 38th parallcl emphasizcd that danger. Unloading schedules for 1951 called fo r an average of
79,000 long tons a month, and a peak of
100,000 long tons a month at the Bremerhaven Port of Em barkation . II complete
dependence on the Bremerhavcn line of
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communication continued, commanders
had visions of the whole American Army
in Germany being imperiled by a sudden
thrust of Commun ist forces across their
supply route. Consequently, security had to
supersede economy and convenience in
logistical thinking, and friends had to be
called upon to make other facilities
available.
Under the stimulus of the Berlin blockade, the Logistics ·Division of the European
Command in 1948 and early in 1949 set
about investigating the possible establishment of a line of communication across
France. I n November 1949 the Joint
Chiefs of Staff approved the move, and
straightway the European Command ap pointed a tea m to survey the proposed route
and to meet with F rench military representatives to detclmine what installations,
facilities, and services would be required .
T he matter of conclud ing an agreement
with the French Govcl7ll1lent in troduced a
situation almost without precedent in recent
in ternational military affairs: negotiations
for the anny of one nation to set up a eomplcte line of communication across the territory of another fully sovereign, friendly state
in peacetime. It was to be expected that,
the strong Communist clements in F ra nce
wou ld fully exploit the novelty to show that
the United States was establishing miIital)'
bases in France in preparation for war and
in violation of French sovereignty. For this
rcason it was essential that the negotiations
proceed most carefully and diplomatically.
Both F rench and Amelican negotiators were
anxious to avoid political repercussions in
France, to limit the inAationary pressures
resulting from large-scale local spending
which might dislocate clements of the
French economy, and to discourage situations that might lead to ill-feeling and
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clashes between the local civili a n populations and the U.S. troops who wou ld be
stationed among them. The U.S. Anny
was also anxious that Fran ce aS~lIrnc a
major share of the costs of the line of
communi cat ion.
Eleven months after the first military discussions on the subject and five months a fter
the open ing of diplomatic negotiations,
Ambass.'\dor David Bruce of the United

States and Alexandre Parodi, SecretaryGeneral of the French Ministry of Foreign
AlTairs, on 6 November 1950, signed the
agreement 0 1': the line of communication.
The basic agreement provided vel)' simply
that a line of communication would be

establ ished from the La Pallicc- Bordcaux
arca to the German frontier over which the
principal means of movement wou ld be by
railways. Procedures for its establishment
and operation were to be worked out by the
military authorities of the two countries.
The agrecmcnt was to remain in effect for
five years, and would be renewed automatically unless tcnninated by ~ix lllomhs'
advance notice by one of the parties.
In line with the thinking which underlay
the establishment of communications across
France, it was r.eccssary to reoricnt logist ic
support facilities in Germany. Si nce tactical considerations had su perseded the occupat ion mission in Germany, and since dependence upon lhe Bremerhaven line of
communication was being minimized, it
seemed prudent to move all these installations wcst of the Rhine where they could be
disposed to receive suppl ies being shipped
across France, a nd where they might find a
measure of protection against attack from
the cast. But all Germ an territory west of
the Rhine was in the Frenc h Zone of Occupation ( except the Nort h Rhineland in the
British Zone). At the same time Allied
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planners thought that it would be well to
assign to thc French responsibility for defending a portion of the battle line if and
whcn an a Hack should come. This led to
the considera tion of an exchange of territory
by redrawing the boundaries of the occupation zones, but French Foreign Minister
R obert Schuman suggested that the objective might be achieved more simply by
agreeing to cxchange certain facilities a nd
to pcnnit troops to be located without regard to zon;'!l boundaries, while retaining
those boundaries [or the purpose of administrative responsibilities. Schuman's propo~al was agreeable to bot h the British a nd
the Americans. Specific arrangemcnts depended upon [urther agrcements to be
worked out to cover questions of jurisdiction of forccs, revision of budgetary procedures so that one nation could account [or
the costs of its forces in more tha n onc lAme,
acquisition of real estate in various zones,
procedures for hiring local labor, local procurement for t he forccs of one nation in the
zone of another, improvcmcnt of uni form
transportation regulations, and responsibilities for occupation damages. American
and French high commissioners a nd military commanders on 2 March 1951 signed
an agreement on an exchange of facilities
and a transfer of troops between the two
zones of occupation. The relocation program ca lled for the phase-out of engineer,
medical, and signa l, most ord nance, and a
major part of quartennaster dcpot activities
o\'cr the next two yea rs.
The peace treaty with Ita ly, which became cffectivc 15 September 1947, provided
that all occupation forces should be withdrawn from that country within ninety days.
The last ship carrying American troops
sailcd from Leghorn on 14 December. In
Italy, thcrefore, no American troops re-
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mained who could accept logist ic missions
for forces now being d isposed to meet the
threat of attack. As in France, new agreements had to be made so that troops could
return , and install ations had to he sct up to
carry Ollt the decision to establish a line of
communication which in Italy would be for
the purpose of supplying current needs for
U .S. Forces, Austria, a nd building up emergency stockpiles for Ihe support of war for
that force as well as Trieste United States
Troops (TRUST ) . The operation cnme
under the cont rol of U.S. Forces, Austria .
The line of communication would extend
from the port of Leghorn on the Liguri an
Sea northeastward some 300 miles through
Verona to the Austrian border, and thence
to the Camp Drum Storage Depot at Innsbruck in the Frenc h Zone of Austria.
T he program in Italy was but a frac tion
of the si ~e of the one undertaken to establish
the line of communication across France,
but the diplomatic negotiations wcre cven
more drawn out. Communist agitators
were more active in Italy t han in France,
and the Italian Government had to move
slowly in accepting new foreign commitments. T he American Embassy in Rome
began negotiations wit h the Italian Government 25 September 1950; arrangements
were concluded nine months la ter, on 29
June 1951. A leak to the press ( perhaps a
tria l balloon to test political opposition to
the agreement) la te in J une created some
last-minu te problems and further delays
when members of the Ital ian Parl iament demanded a fu ll discussion of the negotiations,
bu t at last an acceptable arrangement \vas
concluded in the form of an excha nge of
notes between italy'S foreign mIllIS!er,
Count Ca rlo Sforza, and Uni ted States Ambassador J ames C. Dunn .
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Aid to Wesler" Europe and NATO
As an in tegrated program of mili tary aid,
mutual defense assistance dcveloped main ly
from an alarming necessity to do something
about build ing the defenses of W estern
Europe. There had been ea .-l ier assistance
programs for the Philippines, for Greece
a nd Turkey, and for China. Bul as a
co-ordinated , long-term proposition, the
Mutual Defense Assistance Program had as
its fi rst objective the materiel support to
Europcan All ies that would make the North
Atlantic Treat y really effec ti ve.
The forerunn er of the North Atlantic
Treaty Orga nization ( NAT O ) w::.s the
Western Un ion Defense Organization,
which developed under the Trea ty of Economic, Soci al a nd C ultural Collaboration
a nd Collec tive Sel f-Defence, signed a t Brussels on 17 March 1948 by Belgium, fran cc.
Lu xembourg. the Net herlands, and the
U nitcd K ingdom, thereafter referred to colIcc ti,'c1y as the " fi ve Powe!'!>." Like the
T reat)' of Alliance and ~'f lltllal Assistance
which the French and British had signed at
Dunke rq ue a yea r ea ri ier, the Brussels Pact
was intended to remain in force for fifty
yea rs. To carry out the aims of the treaty,
the Five Powers established elaborate mac hinc ry for con<;ultation and co-ordina tion.
Given the !\trength to bac k up the determination expressed hy the nations of
Western Europe in the Brussels trea ty of
1948, a drive toward unity of purpose was
the immediate conSCf]lIence of the peril of
Communist expan~ i o n towa rd the west. It
was possible that future generations would
be grateful fo.· the Soviet threat that stimu lated unity in Europe a nd resulted in better
living for all concerned ; for the momcnt ,
however, prospects seemed hopeless withOl l1
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early and effective logistical support from
the United States. Even when large-scalc
programs of American assistance became
certain, possibilities of violent Soviet
counteraction as well as the recognized military advantage the Soviet then held in Europe left only the most stout-hearted free
from pessimism.
In contrast with that of the United States,
demobilization of Soviet anncd forces proceeded gradually afte.' World Wa r II. So-

viet Army strength dropped to about 2.5
million carly in 194 7, and stabilized there,
at least for the next six yc'U''S. Jn addition
to Regular Army troops, Russia Il)aintaincd
some 400,000 security police. Also to be
counted on the side of Soviet strength were
some sixty-eight divisions in the satellite
countries of Eastern Europe, and twentyfour regiments of East Gennan "police"
forecs. Not to be discou nted were the Communist fifth columns to be found in the
countries of Western Europe, where they
infiltrated the anned forces, interfered
with logistical operations of ports and lines
of com munication, and ham percd industrial
production. It was not unlikely that their
effect would be considerable in wal1ime.
In the post-World War II period Soviet
forces with thcir stockpiles of equipment
had the advantage of jumping-off places in
the satellite countries and East Gcnnany,
where relatively dense rai l and highway networks were available to them. Up to a
certa in point, military operations would be
easier to support from this area than (rom
Russian territory itself, while deep in the
rear, out of reach of the battle area, the
large-scale Soviet industry wou ld be replen ishi ng the stockpiles. In the event of
war in Europe the Soviet Achilles' heel of
limited transportation fa cilities would probably not be exposed very early in the conflict.
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While determined to fight aggression with
whatever they had, the leaders of the Brussels Treaty Powers recognized that they had
to depend on the United States for a great
part of lhe support t hat would perm it more
than token resistance. In answer to a question put by the Defense Committee, the Permanent Military Committee stated ( 12 May
1948 ) firmly and frank ly that in the event
of an attack by the U SS R, however soon it
might come, the Five Powers were determined to fight as far cast in Gennany as possible. I£ the Soviet Union overran Western
Europe, irreparable hann would be done
before lhe countries could be recaptu red because of the Soviet policy of deportation and
pillage. Preparations by the Five Powers,
therefore, would aim at holding t he Russians on the best posi tion in Germany covering the territory of the Five Powers in such
a way thal sufficient time would be gained
for American military power to intervene
decisively.
A summary of Inventories of Military
Forces and Resources submitted to the
Western Union Military Committee in August 1948 revealed pathetic weakncsscs. All
the ground forces these once mighty powers
could raise among themselves for 1949 were
ten divisions a nd thirteen brigades "in
being," and a hope that another twelve divisions and nine brigades could be mobilized
within three months' time. Americans were
used to practically abolishing their ground
fo rces in time of peace; not so the French
w ho had boasted the greatest army in the
world in the 1930's. Worst of all was the
equipment situation. Lists showed serious
deficiencies in ta nks, an tiaircraft artillery,
engineer equipment, and most types of guns;
little or no equipment was available for additional fo rces in the event of mobilization.
Much of the World War II equipment was
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not serviceable, and it could not be quickly
rehabilitated because of shortages of spare
parts and technicians. Most of the difficu lties of com plete mobilization of trained reserves could be boiled down to the shortage
of materid.
The North Atlantic Treaty, signed on 4
April 1949 and coming into effect on 24 August 1949, brought the United States into
active participation with the Wcstcm Europca " nations in developing plans and programs for defense. In add ition to the Five
Powers of the Brussels Pact, NOI'way, Denmark, Icela nd, Portuga l, and Italy associated themselves with activities und er the
North Atlantic Treaty. M ost significa ntly,
lhe United Sta tes, together with those European states and Ca nad a, commi tted itself
not only to come to the assistance of any
member attacked in t he North At lantic area,
but to contribute to a program of mutual
materiel assistance. " For the first time,"
sa id the Secretary of Defense in his annual
report, "we have to faee the security problems of ou r aHies, in peace time, and to accept responsibi lity in qu arters where in the
past we gave on ly advice." t
The treaty provided for consultation
among the parties, but it did not envisage an
active military organization. Probably it
took the Communist coup d'etat in Czechoslovakia and the Berlin blockade to bring the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization into
bei ng. Two other events changed its eharacter- Ihe announccmcnt in Sept cmber
[949 of an atomic explosion in the Soviet
Union and the Com munist attack in Korea
on 25 June 1950. The immediate fea r of
Europea ns was that they might be nex t.
France inquired in August [950 if th e
• Second R~/lo" of Iht Sec,ettl,y of D~/~nse
/0' Ih~ Fistll/ r~jI' 1949 ( W(uhington. 1950). p. :N .
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United States was prepa red to con tribute
grou nd fo rces for the defense of Western
Europe and whether forces of the Allies
should be integrated under a supreme commander. The reply of the United States
was an unprecedented affirmative on both
counlS.
In Europe the J oin t America n Mi litary
Advisory Group (JAMAG ) had prepared
a study which recommended the organization of the European area as a si ngle combined theater, with certain subordinate
commands, and the immediate appointment
of a theater commander designate. At the
meeting of the North Atlantic Council in
September 1950 ( berol'e the Inchon landing in Korea had restored confidence in the
Korean si tuation ) Secretary of State Dean
Acheson presented the American proposal
for an integrated command in Europe under a supreme commander. After a recess
for consultation with their home governments on this and related matters, the representa tives approved the plan on 26 September. Ceneral Eisenhower, then president
of Columbia Universil)', learned in October
that he might be recalled to active duty to
take ovcr the Allied eomma nd in Europe.
Meeting again in Brussels in December, the
North Atlantic Council approved a recommendation of the Defen sc Comm ittee for
the cstablish men t of Supreme Headquarters, A1\ied Powers, Europe, and to ask General Eisenhower to take t he Su preme Command. In February 195 1- as the United
States Sena te debated the President's plans
for sendi ng four additional divisions to
Eu rope- SHAPE was established physically in temporary facilit ies at t he Astoria
Hotel in Paris. On 2 April the new COIllma nd beca me opcr:lIional. On 27 May
the 4th Division arrived in Gennany .
Clea rly one of the most significant conse-
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qucnccs of the war in Korea was the reinforcement of Europe. What would have
been the condition of European defenses
without t he stimulus of a Korean War was
difficult to sa)'. It did seem clear that if the
Communists contemplated forceful expansion in Western Europe, they had made it
infinitely more difficult fo r themselves by
their attempts at expansion in far-off Korea ;
Premier Stalin had his answer to the qlH.'Stion on which the Kaiser and Hitler had
been kept guessing. Even if two wars too
late, the United States and the powers of
Western Europe together had made their
position clear. H ow effective would be
these steps for rcvitaJizcd mutual defense depended very largely on the materiel lhat
cou ld be found for the forces concerned.
By unanimous invitation the N0I1 h At·
lantic Treaty Organization was open for
admission to other European states. The
first ex.tension of membership was to Greece
and Turkey, effective 18 February 1952.
For some, admission of these nations
strained the designation "North Atlantic,"
but British and French leaders long had regarded the Eastel"O Mediterranean as a
critical area for their own security, and
Crecce and Turkey had been the first rt·
eipients of the kind of a id from the United
States that developed into the Mutual Defense Assistance Program. The forces of
Creece and Turkey, being built up with the
assistance 0 1 American materiel and advisers, were welcome additions to the
strength of the Western European Powers.
An inevitable weakness in the international military structurt existed in the provisions for logistic support. Initial emphasis
on the crea tion of combat units resulted in
serious shortages of SClvice troops and of certain critical equipment necessary for the
support of combat units. Each nation re-
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tained responsibility for the logistical support of its own forces, and th e I·esuit was
a lack of flexibility in the supply system.
In October 1952 SHAPE offered recommendations for an improved over-al l supply
organization, but no organi7.ation could
overcome the current lack of operational re·
serve stocks. Truly a co-ordinated internationalmilitary command structure in peacetime was in itself no mean achievement.
With the appointment of a Supreme Commander for Europe, the Allies had already
accomplished, even before the outbreak of a
possible European war, what had taken
three and one-half years to bring about in
World Wal" I, and, so far as the United
States was concerned, h ad ta ken two years
(although an embryonic headquarters had
been established eight months earlier) to
accompl ish in World War II .
To a great extent the suecess of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization depended on
effective and immediate materiel assistance
from the United States. T he need to furnish arms to the nations of Western Europe
had been considered by the United States
concu rrently with its consideration of entering into a North Atlantic pact, wit h Marshal l Plan economic assistance servi ng as an
example for development of military assistance supply requirements. A co-ordinated
defense plan prepared by the Western
Powers, employing presently available
means, was to be supplemented by a detennination of how measu l·es undertaken by
t he Five Powers and mutual assistance
among themselves (including co-ordinated
production and supply and standardization
of equipment ) could improve their collective military potential. The United Slates
would then provide supplemental assistance
where needed and in rctum expect reciprocal assistance to t he extent practicable.
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Lists of minimum deficiencies, prepared by
country, service, and dollar value for each
priority, were reviewed by the U .S. delega~
tion of observers to Western European
Union in its role as forerunner of the Joint
American Military Advisory Group.

The Fiscal Year 1950 program included
$1.159 billion for the Western European
countries, of which $859.7 million was for
Anny equipment. By far the largest beneficiary was France, for whom well over half
of the total was programed. Over 80 percent of the total Army funds were to be
com mitted for long lead-time equipment,
including tanks, other combat vehicles,
heavy trucks, field artil lery and antiaircraft
guns, radar, and heavy engineer equipment.
Before the North Atlantic Treaty Organization had begun to assume fonn the five
Brussels Treaty powers had begun an integrated program of military eonslmction
which they referred to generally as "i nfrastructure." The original program called for
completion of thirty-five airfields by the end
of 1951 at a cost of approximately $92.7
million. With the development of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the
infrastructure program was expanded to include the participation of the broader membership and the requirements of the combined European command. Thereafter the
original program was referred to as the "first
slice," and projects approved for subsequent
years became parts of second, third, and
fourth slices. Types of faciliti es programed
as common infrastructure included air
bases, communications facilities, gasoline
and oil storage facilities and pipelines, headquarters, radar warning installations, navigational aids, naval bases, and training facilities. All of these were in addition to facilities which member nations provided individually, such as the American lines of
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communication across France and acrO$
Italy.
The basis for logistic planning and for
building up and equipping NATO forces
had to be the strategic plans. International
strategic plans for the defense of Western
Europe h ad to be based upon logistical
feasibility in the same way as joint war plans
for the United States. A function comparable to that of the Munitions Board for
testing the industrial feasibility of strategic
plans in the United States had to be carried
out. For this purpose the North Atlantic
Council at its September 1951 meeting in
Ottawa establ ished the Temporary Council
Committee. The full committce actually
included representatives from all twelve
NATO powers, but its detailed work was
charged to an Executive Bureau of three
leaders, W. Averell Harriman of the United
States (chairman of the committee), Jean
Monnet of France, and Richard A. Butler
(or his deputy, Sir Edwin Plowden) of
Great Britain- a group which came to be
known as the "Three Wise Men." The
committee's job was to study the economic
and political capabilities of the NATO
countries to detennine how much of the
military requirements could be met, and
what portion each state could bear. In
setting up the committee the cou ncil "noted
the danger of inOation, the burdens which
increased defense efforts place on the balance or payments, and the obstacles to an
adequate defense arising from price and
allocations pressures on raw material
supplies." t
These men and their staff studied economic statistics, analyzed production potenI Communiquf, Seventh Session North Atlantic
Council, 20 September 1951, NATO l/(lIIdboo/r
(1952), p. 61.
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lial, and listened to the testimony of defense
officials and economic experts of the various
countries. On the basis of the gross national
product of each of the NATO countries
they determi ned what they considered to be
the maximum defense effort each country
cou ld make without overburdening its econ-

omy.

In December 1951 the Temporary

Council Commin ee submi u ed its report for
study by mem be r governments in preparation for the meeting of the counci l scheduled
to be held in Lisbon in February 1952.
The report indicated what should and CQuid
be done to give clTeet to the requirements
study which the council also would be considering at the Lisbon meeting. The com-

mittee recommended specific actions for
cll'cctivc arrangements for opcrationallogistical support, improved machinery for
su pply and pl"Od uction planning, and
NATO machinel), for detcml ining priorities in training, equipment, and military
construction for forces under NATO commands, as well as speci fi c actions on standards of readiness of forces, bettcr training
and organization, and improved command
arrangements.
At Lisbon the North Atlantic Treaty
powers adopted, with certain modifications,
the T em pora ry Council Committee recommcnd ations. Of particula r significance
were the force goals accepted. Going far
beyond the seope of previous comm itments,
the NATO powers agreed upon a program
of fifty divisions (exclusive of Greek and
Turkish units) for 1952.
T hese fifty
divisions, the "fi rm force goals," were
to inelude twenty-five active divisions
that could become operational immediately
in an emergency, and twen ty-five resen'e divisions. Some of the reserve divisions were
10 be ready within twenty-four hours, some
withi n seventy-two hours, some within ten
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days, and all were to be capable of mobilization within thi rty days after a future D-day.
Previous force goals for Western European
Union as weB as for NATO had listed reserve divisions capable of mobilization
wit hin ninety days. Shortening that time to
thirty days in the 1952 goals was hardly
less significant than the increase in the total
number accepted as provisional goals for
1953, and planning goals for long leadtime materiel. Whether or not the goals
set at Lisbon were too ambitious to be
reached was another mauer. A press dispatch of 27 February said that "sources at
General Eisenhower's headquarters" had
made it clear that talk of a combat-read y
fift y-division Atlantic pact army by the end
of 1952 "smacks more of fancy than fact,"
and indicated that the publication of
such a figure was "both misleading and
unfortunate." •
Actually the L isbon goals were in large
part met in numbers of aircraft, naval vessels, and army divisions by the end of 1952,
though the combat effectiveness of the units
fell considerably short of the planned
achievement. The goal of twenty-five active
di visions was reached by early 1953, but it
took a few months more for all twenty-five
reserve divisions ( those to be available within thirty days after D-day) to be organized.
Units themselves had been strengthened,
a nd additional items of major equipment
had been provided, but serious deficiencies
continued in service units, in logistical
establ ishments, and in stocks of ammunition
and other supplies. The next task was to
overeome those deficiencies and to improve
the combat effectiveness of existing units
rather than to create additional units. As
commander of SHAPE, General Ridgway
'The Washinglon Post, February 27,1952, p. 3.
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was not satisfi ed to have twenty-five rCSClVe
divisions only on paper. By personal inspection and evaluation he listed separately

units which, for reasons of shortages of
equipment or an incomplete or uns.;t.tisfactory training program, could not in fact be
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Should Soviet forces overrun Europe, the
United States would find itself in the awful
dilemma of having to resort to the pitilcs.<;
bombing of friendl )' nation<; or of seeing the
great indu<;trial resources of those countries
combined against il.

considered available for combat on thirty
days' notice or less.
The war in Korea made more difficult

Yugosla via (/lid S/)(Iill

the problems of logistic support for U.S.

Other European countri es, though less remotely "ituated than some of the NATO
membeN, presented more perplexing problems for miiital1' co-ordination. In particular Yugoslavia and Spain fell into this category. Yugoslavia was frank ly Communist,
but Tito's break with the Krem lin in 1948
opened the way for collahom-tion against
furth cr Soviet aspirations in the Balkans.
Prudence rcquircd the exploitation of every
sign of wcaknC:."S in thc CO!l1I11Ull ist bloc.
With an army of some thirty-two d ivisions, and a total strcngth givcn va riously
at from 300,000 to 500,000 IlIcn, Yugoslavia offercd an attractivc arca for the exlen<;iOll of military assistance. In 1949 and
1950 the Export-Import B:lIlk ex tcndcd
three loans amou nting to a total of $55
million to Yugoslavia, but the U nited States
made no dircct gr;tllt ;'l~sist;'l n cc available
unti l the latter half of 1950. Th is took the
form of ecollomic assistance to relieve the
stress ari<;ing from a serious drought that
yea r, mounting Yugoslav indebtednc.'iS, and
cconomic prc."5ures being applicd by the
Soviet bloc. Then followed an allocation of
$29 mill ion in MDAP fund s for raw materials for the necds of the armed forccs. At
the S;U11e timc the go\·crnments of the United
States, the Cnited Kingdom, and France
agrecd upon a tripartite program of economic a~ istallce in which the Americall contribution amounted to 65 percent. In May
and June 1951 an American military mis-

forces in all other parts of the world. interpreting the threat of communism to be

world-wide, the President and his military
advisers were anxious to build up U.S.
strength in athel' strategic areas while in-

creasing combat strength in Korea. In
1951 the garrison in Alaska was strengthened, ground forces were dispatched to
Iceland, construction of new air bases was
rushed in Green land a nd North Africa, and
four addjtional divisions were sent to Europe. In the world-wide game of chess, the
king had to be covered as the knighlS were
advanced to meet attacks on other parlS of
the board.
In actuality the Far East was the primary
theater during the 1950-53 period, for that
was where active combat operations were
going on. But potentially Europe was the
decisive theater, and as such it had to be an
area of major concern even while active
operations were being supported on the
other side of Ihe globe. With a population
of over 230,000,000 and an industrial plant
second only to that of the United States,
Western Europe was critical for the security
of the United States. With Western Europe's industry the free world could outproduce the Soviet bloc by nearly four to
one. Joined to that of the Soviet bloc,
Western European production might offset
completely that industrial advantage of the
free world over the Comm unist countries.
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sian held infofmal exploratory discussions
with Yugoslav military leaders to determine
the natufe and extent of mil itary assistance
\\'h ich would be needed to keep the Yugoslav

armed forces effective during Ihe next several years. Under a bilateral agreement
sig ned 14 November 1951, Yugoslavia became a recipient of regular mutual ddcnsc
assistance. The mission established in Belgrade to supclvisc the program was known
as the U.S. Military Assistance Staff, Yugoslavia, though its fun ctions were similar to
those of military assistance advisory groups
in other countries.
Anxious to temper the misgivings of European Allies, the U.S. administration
moved slowly in the direction of military assista nce to Spain. Less sensitive to the atti·
tudes of allies, Congress look matters into
its own hands to appropriate funds for Span·
ish assistance. The first step, in the fall of
1950, was the authorization of loans of up
to $62.5 million for economic assistance.
Slightly more than $52.8 million of this
amount was approved for loans by the Eco·
nomic Cooperation Administration (and the
Mutual Security Agency), and loan agree·
ments covering $35 million had been signcd
up to April 1952. Then in the Mutual Se·
curit y Appropriations Act, approved in Dc·
tober 1951, Congress provided: " for eco-nomic, technical and military assistance, in
the discretion of the President under the gen·
crOll objectives set forth in the declaration
of policy contained in the titles of the Eco·
nomic Cooperation Act of 1948 and the
Mutual Security Act of 1951, for Spai n,
$ 100,000,000." But condi tions were not
yet ripe for mi litary assistance to Spain, and
the President allocatcd none of these fund s
for expenditure. In July 195 1 Admiral
Forrest P. Shcrman entered into exploratory
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discussions with Spain's General Francisco
Franco in order 10 determine a possible
basis for mutual defense assistance. A
month later a joint military survey team
headed by ivlaj. Gen. James W, Spry,
USAF, al'rived in Spai n to continue the dis·
eussions. Congress carried over the unspent
$100 million in Mutual Security appropria·
tions to the next fi sc;!.l year ( 1953 ), a nd au·
thorized an additional $25 mi llion for that
fiscal rear. By June 1952 the U.S. Govern·
ment was contemplating a program to in·
elude the use of the $125 million already
authorized for grants of miiltary equipment
and for consumer goods and for developing
Spanish industry, and the expenditure, over
a three·year period, of $390 million for the
construction of air and naval bases and of
$15 mi llion for the rehabilitation of rail·
roads. Also in June 1952 the J oint Chiefs
of Staff reconsidered an earlier action desig·
nating the Anny as executive agency for the
J oi nt U.s. Military Group, Spa in , a nd re·
designated the chief of staff of the Air Force
as executive agent in the negotiations for
mutual aid and base rights then being can·
ducted, The negotiations dragged on for
month". Spain's estimates on the needs of
its Air Force and Navy did not vary great ly
from the planned assistance, but its requests
for modernization of its Army went far be·
yond anything American planners had in
mind. Franco, it appeared, was willi ng to
grant base rights, but at a price that was as
yet completely out of the question. The
Director for Mutual Security, on the recom·
mendation of the Sta te Department, with·
held approval of thc program for Spain
pending conelusion of three agreements:
(I ) base rights, (2) military assistance, (3)
economic aid, The proposed Anny pro·
gram was $37 million.
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The Federal Republic of Germany
Even more puzzling than the questions
of Yugoslavia and Spain in the build-up of
defenses for Western Europe was the position and contribution of Germany. The
solution Jay beyond the scope of U.S. initiative in a bilateral arrangement: the whole
North Atlantic aJliancc was concerned.
The problem was how to bring Gennan economic and military potential into the defense DC Wcstern Europe while s.1.tisfying
Western European neighbors that it would
not threaten their security.
At the same time that he proposed the
organiza tion of a su preme headquarters for
Allied forces in Europe (the meeting of the
North Atlantic Council in September 1950)
Secretary of State Acheson presented a proposal for seeking units from the Federal Republic of Gennany for NATO forces. The
immediate French reaction was one of reluctance to sec Gennany rearmed in any
way before F rance could rebuild its own
strength. A t a meeting of the North Atlantic Defense Committee in Washington
in October, Jules Moeh, the French Dcfense Minister, proposed a far-reaching innovation. The French could entertain no
suggestions for reconstituting German divisions or a Gennan general staff, but, said
Moch, why not bring the Gennans in as
part of a unified European Army? After a
year's preliminary work, t he six nations developed a comprehensive plan for a European Defense Force, within the framework
of the European Defense Community, under
which forces would be integrated for the
common defense of Western Europe. Once
fonned, this force would come under
SHAPE in the same way as the allocated
forces of the United States, Canada, and the
United Kingdom. The effect wou ld be to
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make Germany an "associate member" of
NATO. All of the North Atlantic Treaty
powers approved the European Defense
Community plan at the Lisbon meeting of
the North Atlantic Council in February
1952, but early promisc of success began to
give way to doubts as delays developed on
ratification of the pact.
Having proposed it, France proceeded
to kill the project when the French parliament refused to ratify the agreement. Although Secretary of State John Foster
Dulles warned that there was no alternative, Foreign Min ister Anthony Eden of
Great Britain immediately set Oll t to find
one, and did find it in the revitalization of
Western European Union to which both
Germany and Italy were admitted. It was
not until 1955 th at the Federal Republic
of Germany became a member o f NATO,
and Gennan units were added to the
NATO Corces, paving the way for U.S.
military assistance to a fonner enemy.

Military Aid in Ihe Far East
Military assistance to the Far East presented a ppreciably different, and in some
ways considerably more complex, problems
than those Cllcountered in Europe and the
Near East.
Because conditions varied greatly from
one country to another, individual programs
were worked out for each of the Far Eastern
cou ntries, and no unified effo!'t in the postwar period to 1954 either among the recipient nations or in execution by the United
St ates fostered a NATO-type structure, although proposals for a Pacific pact were
offered from time to time. Far East aid
programs were linked mainly by the threat
of Communist aggression or subversion that
ran like a red thread through all the military
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aid programs, and also by the circumstances
that the countries served occupied the 5.1.mc

quarter of the globe and received mutual
defense assistance under the same title of the
Mutual Defense Assistance and Mutual
Security Acts.
.
The United States did enter into a mutual
defense treaty with the Philippine R epublic
on I September 1951 , thus formalizing a
relationship previously based on executive
agreements, and on the s... mc date a pact
with Australia and New Zealand, commonl y referred to as the ANZUS pact was
signed. In each case the parties agreed that
an armed attack on any of the parties would
be deemed an attack on the metropolitan
territory of all the parties, or the island territories under their jurisdiction in the Pacific,
or on their anned forces, public vessels, or
aircraft in the Pacific.
But the: United States' policy so far was
opposed to establishing formal machinery
for defcnse co-operation as had been done
for the North Atlantic arca. Furthennore,
no mutual defense assistance program was
involved for Australia or New Zealand.
While sYlllpathetic to suggestions for coordinating the aid programs in the Asiat ic
and Pacific a reas, Maj. Gen . George H.
Olmsted , who had been director of the
O ffice of Milita ry Assistance in the Department of Defense, ca utioned agai nst a policy
that would seem to assign inferior status to
Far Eastern p'Hticipanrs in any co-ordina tcd
effort. He told the H Ollse Foreig n Affairs
Comm ittee in ~'r arc h 1953 :
~ ro~l the military standpoint the probl em in
ASLa LS one problem and the scvera l liule
shooting wars arc just parts of that one
problem.
If we would vicw the area as an area rather
than a number of isolated and indePendent
countries, we have potentially there a balanced
economy that could we ll nigh be sel f-sufficien t.
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There has lx'Cn some stirring and some talk,
as you know, on the political side about integration of the arca. Nothing could be more
fatal to. our standing in the area than to
popularize the expression of "Asians fight
Asians."
These people, for an understandable reason
do not like tha t concept and that really is no~
the problem. I t is the free world and communism that is the issue, not Asians or Europeans or N0I1h All1 c rica ns. ~
The competition for resources between
U nited States forces in Europe and in the
F.ar East also was manifest in the mi litary
aid programs. Doctrines of " Asia first" and
" Europe first," oft en with little relevancy to
their strategic and logistic merits, became
embroiled in U.S. domestic politics. European fe ars of a " pull to the Pacific" in mi litary aid had some justification in the U.S.
support of South Korea and in the increasing U.S. interest in Southeast Asia following
lhe outbrea k of the Korea n War. But U.S.
polic}' in those areas was related to a global
pattern, based on the premise that if the free
world were to be held safe from communism,
overt Communist aggression in Korea had to
be stopped. Wh ether later programs for
a rming a large SOllth Korea n ann }' could be
j ~stifi ed on th e same basis was another question. The foca l point of illlercst in Somheast Asia was Indochina where milita ry aid
to the French and Indochinese forces could
have importa nt results for the ddensc of
Europe by casing the stra in on the French
in that remote area. I n the spring of [953
the new Sec !'etary of State, J ohn Foster
Dulles, indicated that there might be a substantial shift in U.S . a id from Europe to
the Fa r East.
• Stateme nt or i\h ; C en Ceorge H. Ol msted ,
ro rme r Director O MA, 050 , II Mar 53, M ll/unl
Se~lI'it)'

A tl F..rttruion, H earingJ be/ore House COIII",,/lee on FouiR" ADtli.J, 83d Cong., hi .$CU., ]I 7.
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China was the principal recipient of U.S.
assistance in th e Far East, and the Philippines and Korea as well as China received
special conside ration as beneficiaries of mi litary aid programs developed some time before the Mutual Defense Assistance Program . In this sense the Far East had a clear
priorit), over Europe in military assistance
( though not in economic aid) unti l 1949.
By the time the Muilial Defense Assistance
Program began, the Communists had overrun continenta l China a nd therea ft er military assistance to China, including Formosa,
was slIspended until after the Korean War.
Earlier transfe rs of s urplu.~ property to the
Republic of Korea had been com pleted, but
Mutual Defe nse Assista nce, just begi nning
when the war started, was suspended for
that COllntr)' too, and replaced by larger
programs of direct assistance out of De partment of Defense funds.
Indochina replaced C hina as the principal Far Eastern recipient (exclusive of SliPport for the Korean \A,rar ) of U.S. military
assistance.
The increasing Communist
threat to Ind oc hina brought Thailand into
the assistance program in O ctober 1950.
A mutua l security survey team was refused
access to Burma, but that country did receive ten Coast Guard patrol vessels under
MDAP. Indonesia, too, had seriOliS misgivings about accepting U.S. assistance.
TI1C Indonesia n Government did sign an
agreement to receivc aid , but it led to the
downfall of the premier. That country recei\'ed small quantities of sma II anns, trucks,
and radios under the original MDAP for
its Nationa l Police Mobile Brigade as a
means of promoting intern al security. Shipments under the original program continued, but there were no programs for 111donesia for fiseal years 1952 and 1953. The
mi litary assistance advisory group sent to
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Indonesia in 1950 was withdrawn in january 1953, and the Indonesian Government
converted what remained of the previously
approved mu tual defense assistance program to a rcimburs.1.ble bas is. Beginning
slowl y in 1950, the Mutual Defense Assistance Program was building up to significa nt
proportions in the Far East by 1952 and
1953.
Dest roy them, disann them ; rebuild them .
reann them that was the patlern of conquest and containment as U.s. policy adjusted itself to the shift from world war to
cold war. After pursuing a policy in the
mid-1 940's aimed frankly a t complete demilitarization of an aggrcssi"e j apan, in the
1950's the United Sta tes perforce turned
to a policy of rearming a reluctant japan.
Much to the dis.1.ppointment of Amorieans
who saw in " total victory" a nd "unconditional su rrender" the solution of all international problems, the removal of one
threatening power only paved the way for
the rise of another, no less troublesome and
no less threatening. Such an extreme disturbance to the balance of power in the Far
East as lhe defeat of j apan entailed required
extreme concern for the security of U.S.
interests in that area, for the inevitable result was the extension of Soviet inAuenccs
into the power-vacuum thus created. Indeed, it was th e attempt by thc USSR to fill
that vacuum that gave to the Korean War
its special str:ltegie significance. Apart from
its import ance as a symbol of United Nations collective action and as an indica tion
of determination on the part of the United
States to fight if necessary to con tain communism, the Korea n \Var was for the United
States a primal)' step in maintaining the
securit y of J apan. It had become clear
that, failing the build-up of Nationalist
China to the status of a Great Power in the
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Far East, lhe 0111)' alternative to complete
Soviet domination was the rebuilding of
Japanese strength. Just as,. in Ihe view of
American policy makers, a pO$Siblc hostile
combination of Soviet and G(:rrllan strength
in Europe was the most sc riou ~ eventualit y
agai nst U.S. security in Europe, so Soviet
control of Japan, and with it cOlllrol of
East Asia's greatest industrial plaut , would
be the most seriou" dc\'elopmcllt a~ains l the
Un ited Slates in the Pacific.
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threat of possible aggression against Japan,
together with japan's inability at that time
to provide adequately for its own defense,
the secu rity treaty formed the legal basis for
stationing United States troops in japan as a
security measure after occupation terminated when the peace treaty became effective 28 April 1952. The security treaty also
assumed that J apan would "inc reasingly
assume responsibility for its own defense."
Concerned about a japanese tendency to
In 1948 a J apanese police force, anncd procrastinate in building up defense forces,
with American pistols and other light equip- Secretary of State Dulles, during a visit to
ment, was organized for local protectioll. the Far E;'l st in August 1953 obtained a
BUl the Korean \Var impelled formation of personal interview with Japanese Premier
postwar Japanese military forces, \\'hcn the Shigeru Yoshida. Indicating U.S. interest
deployment of U.S. divisions to Korea prac- in japanese reannament, Dulles pointed out
tically denuded j apan of efTcctive dcfensc that j apan was spending on ly abOllt 2Y2
forces.
Concerned about the situation , percent of its national income on defense,
General lI.'lacArthur in July 1950 took ac- while Ital r- in a less exposed position- was
tion to activate four Japanese divisions, spending 7 percent. Premier Yoshida inwith a total of 75,000 men , and cabled the sisted, however, that j a pan for the time beJoint C hiefs of Staff for confirming au- ing could not go beyond the four divisions
thority. With equ ipment furni shed by the then being maintained in the National
United Stalcs, this force would be orga- Safety Force. Du lles reportedly answered
nized as the equivalent of "light divisions," that it was strange tha i South Korea, with a
of the U.S. Army. In America n planning population less than a quarter as great as
the force was referred to as "Special japan's, had raised sevcnteen divisions and
FECQi\'[ Reserve ;" locally, it was given was trying to increase this number to
euphemistic designations, fi rst as Ihe " japa- twcllty.
Yoshida was responding to the political
nese National Rural Police R eservcs," later
as the "J npancse National Police Reserve," climate in japan. R ea rmament had beand still later as the "National SafelY come a prime domestic issue and, as in GcrForce." In December 1950 the U.S. Anny many, a large segment of the population in
added requirements for heavy elluipmen t this once militaristic state open ly opposed
for the japanese force , and already U.S. rearmament. This anti-mi litary at titude
plans anticipated its ultimate expansion 10 had had the full encou ragement of the
ten divisions with a total strength of 250,000 United States only a few years before when,
men.
with American blessing, Ihe j apanese had
At the time of the signing of Ihe Japanese included in their ncw constitution ( promulPeace Treaty at San Francisco, 8 September gated 3 NO"embcr 1946, effective 3 J\lay
1951, the United States also concluded a 1947 ) a chapter on the renunciation of war
secu rity treaty with japan. Noting the which remained in force in 1953 . The
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Liberal Party of Premier Yoshida was opposed to a constitutional amendment to permit rcanning. About as far as Yoshida was
willing to go in making concessions to the
rival Progressive ParlY on this point was to
join with the leader of that party (Mamoru
Shigcmitsu) in September 1953 in proposing to change the name of the N aliona!
Safety Force to National Defense Force and
to authorize it to oppose any forei gn invasion of Japan.
This announcement seemed to be aimed
at justifying grants of U.S. mil itary aid
under the Mutual Defense Assistance Program. Negotiations on a bilateral agreement as req uired under the Mutual Security
Act had been dragging on for months.
There already was a U.S. military advisory
group in Japan. This Security Advisory
Group, organized under the Far East Command to train the Japanese in the use of
American cquipment, became the M ilitary
Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG) as
soon as the bilateral agreement became effective. and from that time military aid to
Japan became a regula r MDAP project.
Negotiations had begu n in July 1953; the bilateral agreement was signed in March
1954. and became efTective on 1 May 1954.
Thereafter, too, fu nds for military aid to
J apan were provided in the Mutual Security
Program budget rather than included in
regular Army appropriations. Thus the
U nited 5.tates brought to full tide a policy of
collaboration with anot her erstwhile enemy
in order to curb the aggressive designs of a
former ally.
Mutual DelellSe Assistance Program

In general the Mutual Defense Assistance
Program got off to a slow start. Most foreign aid actually delivered during Fiscal

Year 1950 had already been scheduled
under previous programs. It was obvious
from the beginning tha t a large part of the
funds appropriated for Fiscal Year 1951
cou ld not be commi ued for specific programs before the end of that fiscal year.
The original act itself was not approved until 6 October 1949, the appropriation act
was approved three weeks later, and the required bilateral agreements were not completed with the European coun tries until 27
January 1950. Fiscal year 1950 was haH
gone, and supply action had not even begun.
Foreign requirements reported by preliminary survey teams could not be reprogra mmed until the State and Defense Departments agreed upon criteria. The mi litary assistance adviw ry groups could contribute little to reprogramming for fiscal year
1950 in the time left to them after their
arrival in forcign countries. Procedu res
sti ll had to be worked out for meeting all
lhe admi nistra live problems involved in such
a complcx undertaking.
Actuall y the General Appropria tions Act
passed in September 1950 con tained $ 1. 223
billion for MDAP (for all services), and
already, a month after the comm itment of
ground forces to act ion in Korea, President
Truman had asked Cong ress for additional
fund s for military aid. Here was clear testi.
mony of the sti mulus to foreign aid which
the Korean War prov ided. The Supplemental Appropriations Act, passed less than
three weeks after the General Appropriations Act, included an additional $4 billion
for the Mutual Defense Assistance Program- nearly a billion more than it provided for expansion of the Army itself and
for its conduct of operations in Korea . In
add it ion nearly $300,000,000 ( for all services) remained unobligated from the 1950
appropriation. At the end of J une 1950 the
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Army had obligated $470 million, and spent
only $25.6 million of the $524.8 million in
MDAP funds allocated to it.
The Mutual Defense Assistance Act of
1951 carried the proviso that economic re~
covery was to have p riority over programs
of military assistance. By 1951 the economic recovery of European nations, with
the benefit of the Marshall Plan, had progressed notably, but external threats to secu rity seemed as dangerous as evcr. The
Marshall Plan ended officially with the enactment of the Mutual Security Act, a pproved 10 O ctober 195 1, which brought
economic and technical assistance as well as
military assista nce programs under the general supervision of a single Director for
Mutua l Security. From that time military
assistance received the emphasis. Even the
econom ic programs frequently had to be
justified as contributing toward the effective
military defense of the countries concerned.
Military aid under the Mutual Security Program continued to be known as the Mutual
Defense Assistance Program. The new act
continued t he general title designations of
countries with some modifications : T itle I
p rovided for economi c, technical assistance,
and military aid programs for Europe, Title
II for the Ncar East and Africa, Title III for
Asia and the Pacific, and Title IV for the
W estern Hemisphere. The program was to
end 30 Ju ne 1954. The Mutual Security
Act of 1952, approved 20 June, made a
number of additions and amendments to
the original law, but retained its principa l
provisions. The President signed the appropriation bill on 15 July 1952. Carrying
a total of $4.22 billion for foreign military
aid , the appropriation act rep resented a reduction of ncady 8 percen t Crom the amount
Congress had authorized just a month before, and a cut of 22 percent from t he
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amou nt the Presiden t had requ ested. The
total appropriation, for economic and technical assistance as well as for military aid,
was $5.995 billion.
United States' assistance groups sent
to the countries designated to receive aid
were a distinctive feature of the Mutual D efense Assistance Program. In general the
military assistance advisory groups consisted
of Army, Navy, and Air Force sections, each
one headed by the sen ior officer of the respective service except that the chief of the
MAAG might designate the next senior
member of his section as section chief. The
senior officer, whatever his service, was chid
of the MAAG. His responsibility on general policy matters was to the U.S. ambassador or minister in the country where located,
but on questions of military programming,
su pply, and related questions, he reported
in Europe to the Joint U.S . Military Advisory Group in London ( later the Military
Assistance Division, U.S. European Command) and in other areas directly to the Department of the Army as executive agency
for the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Section chiefs
were authorized direct communication with
the ambassador, with their respective military departments in \'Vashington, and with
corresponding components of the recipient
country's anncd forces on questions affecting their service. The strength of MAAG
sections was detennined by agreement between the Departments of State and Defense. I ndividual assignments were as directed by the service concerned.
The Milita ry Assistance Advisory Group
together with the economic or technical assistance mission, under the Ambassador or
Minister, formed t he Country Team. The
chief of diplomatic mission was charged with
over-all co-ordin ation wi thin the cou ntry of
the activities of U.S. representatives provid-
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ing all types of assista nce under the Mutual
Security Program . In countries receiving
aid under the Act for International Development (popu larly known as the "Point Four
Program" by rcason of its origin as the
fourth major forei gn policy recommendation in President Truman's inaugural address of 1949 ), a State Department Tech nical Cooperation Administration mission
from the Mutual Security Agency (formerly Economic Cooperation Administration ) participated. If a country was receiving both econom ic and military assistance,
as a general rule a single mission from
t he agency having the major interest wou ld
perform the functions of both. In any case,
military assistance programs were not to be
isolated from other forms of assistance intended to contribute to the strength, stabi lity, and well-being of the countries
concerned .
By early 1953 it was dear that fulfillment
of mutual defense assistance programs was
ru nning at least eighteen mont hs berundabout the lead time required fo r initial procurement of items most difficult to
manufacture.
The Mutual Defense k;sistance Program
was not adapted to furnish military eq uipment to allies under wartime conditions.
''''ar would not wait fo r the months of programming, reprogramming, reVlSlon, coordination, and multilatcral approval. It
was ironic that when the Korean War
started, the far-rea ching program of foreign military aid which was just beginning
to become eITect ivc could oR'er no help in
supplying allics willi ng to participate in the
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collective action. Plans and programs
aimed solely at building st rength for war left
void an area meriting serious consideration:
the action to be taken should the war break
out for which all these preparations were being made. A year after the start of the Korean 'Val' had pointed so forcibly to the need
for such plans, none had yet been drawn up.
In March 1954 ~ stated: "up-to-date
guidance for war-time aid to allies is requircd a t earlicst prac ticable date by G4 and
Technical Services." In October 1951 the
Joi nt Chiefs of Staff a pproved guidance prepared by the Joi nt Logistics Plans Committee and the Joint Strategic Plans Commi ttee
to govern wartime aid. With this guidance the Strategic Logistics Branch of G-4
Plans Office developed a study, based on the
Joint M obi lization Plan and J oint Chiefs of
Staff criteria, to show Army mobiliza tion
requirements fo r aid to allies after a fut ure
D-day. The study was submitted to the Munitions Board in early 1952, bm when its foreign mi litary aid requircments were added
to those already established for U.S. forces,
the total mobilization requirement was
found to be not fea sible industrially.
Clearly, additiona l guidance based upon revisions in strategic assumptions and capabilities wou ld have to be provided in the new
mid-range plan then being prepared. In
April 1953 G-4 completed the preparation
of draft directivcs, in co-ordination with
U.S. European Command and Far East
Com mand , ca lling for studies to develop a
tentatl\'e scale of Army wartime aid to
bring mobilization requirements within
ca pabilities.

CHAPTER XXXIV

The Korean War
The full implications of the early morning attack of North Korean forces across the
38th parallel in Korea on 25 June 1950
wert not immediately clear. Border raids
over the parallel had been frequent for some
time but there had been little indication of
a major attack. However, when word came
from John J. Muccio, U.S. Ambassador to
Korea, that this was indeed an all-out attack, officials in Washington and Tokyo
moved swiftly to do something about it.
Their immediate reaction was limited to
sponsoring United Nations resolutions,
bringing American civi lians out of Korea,
and sending supplies to the already hardpressed Republic of Korea Anny. It took
but one day for the urgency of the situation
to be impressed upon President Truman
sufficiently for him to order sea and air forces
to the aid of South Korea. The Republic
of Korea (ROK) Government fled to
Taejon on 27 June, and the capital city of
Seoul fell on the next day. On 30 June
the President announced that U.S. Anny
forces were to be committed to ground
combat in Korea.
On I July, less than twelve hours after
the Far East Command (FEC) I received
authority to commit troops to ground combat, airplanes carrying advance elements of
• Commanders of Far EaSI Command during the
W.ar were, in tum: Ceneral MacArthur,
General Ridgway, and General Clark.
Ko~nn

an undcrstrength infantry battalion of the
24th Division landed near Pusan on the
southeaslern tip of Korea. Moving northward by railway train and by truck, these
men first met the enemy north of Osan,
about twenty miles south of Seoul, on 5 July.
In certain ways the steps toward military
intervention in Korea on the part of the
United States amounted to something of a
repeat perfonnance, compressed within a
few days and to a limited area, of the steps
taken in the months of 1940 and 1941 that
had led to involvement in World War II.
They were a recapitulation too, in some respects, of the early months of U.S. participation in World War I. In each case the
hope had been, in the beginning, that the
U.S. contribution could be limited to logistic su pport- to the provision of materiel.
Then it had become necessary to provitie
naval and air escort to insure the arrival of
the goods being furnished. Finally it had
become clear that American ground forces
would have to join the battle if the aggressor were to be turned back.

Comparatiue Logistic Positions
It was inescapable that logistic capabilities would dctennine to a major extent the
amount of force the United States could
bring to bear in Korea. Warfare 5,000
miles from the shores of continental United
States hardly could fail to impose critical
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problems of logistics support, but they were
by no means one-sided.

In Korea itself the North Koreans held
the advantage of controlling the greater part
of local industrial facilities. Plants producing perhaps 75 percent of the industrial output of Korea, including nearly all of the
heavy industry, lay north of the 38th
parallel. Transportation facilities, on the
other hand, probably were as good in the
south as in the north. The Japa nese-built
railways had been maintained in fairly
good condition in both sections of the
cou ntl)'. The main line was doubletracked, standard gauge, winding through
rugged hills from Pusan to Seoul (a d istance
of about 250 miles) and then on through
North Korea. By 1949 railway repai r shops
were fun ctioning effi ciently in South Korea,
and 7,000 of a total of 9,000 frei ght cars
were in operation. North Korea had no
shops equipped to bui ld locomotives, and
the principal repair shops at C h'ongj in
were reported to have been destroyed in
1945.
Large stockpiles of weapons and equipment that the Japanese had left in Manchuria, as well as qu antities of Americanmade equipment that Chinese Communists
had captured from the C hinese Nationalists
would be available- particularly if C hinese
Communist forces should intcrvene- to reinforce the weapons and equ ipment the
Soviet Union had furnished to the North
Korean Army. On the other side. large
stocks of American. su rplus World War II
equi ,)mcnt remained on the Pacific islands
where it m.ight be made avai lable to South
Korean and United Nations forces.
I mportant productive, repair, and storage
facilities in Manchuria, Chi na, and eastern
Siberia would be available to the Com-
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munists, but munitions production in that
area wou ld not be enough to support sustained military operations.
Communist
China, including Manch uria, was producing arti ll ery ammun ition in 1950 at a rate
probably close to 90,000 rounds a yearenough to last three to five months in the
kind of military operations then developing
in Korea. Annual production of small arms
ammunition was, roughly, enough to provide 250,000 men with fi ve cartridges a
day for each ma n. C hina did not produce
enough steel for its own usc. T here was
some im portant local production of steel in
Manchuria- the Showa Steel Works at
Anshan had a theoretica l capacity of 1,330,000 tons in 1945- but the la rge-scale removal of machinery by the Soviet Union
after V- J Day undoubtedly had impaired
M anchuri an industrial capabilities to a
point from which it had not yet recovered.
Other indw;trial faci lities in adjacent areas
of Soviet Siberia, p articularly the great steel
mill at the rapidly growing city of Komsomolsk (about 500 miles north of VJadivoslOk ), wou ld have to be taken into account.
But the extent to which these facilit ies in
the F ar East could add to Communist warmaking capabi lities in Korea would depend
to a considerable degree on how much of
their products could be moved to Korea
over the relatively meager transportation
fa cilities available. Three railway lines, all
si ngle track, connected Manchuria wi th
North Korea. :M anchu ria itself had a little
morc than 6,000 miles of railroads, and all
the rest of China h ad another 6,000 miles.
More than offsetting all this were the productive, repair, and storage facilities in
Japan, the Philippines, and interven ing
islands, which would be available to the
United Nations Command in !\u pporting
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the South Koreans. With its steel production back up to 330,000 Ions in December
1949, and reaching an annual rate of over
5,000,000 tons for 1950, Japan had reassumed its position as the leading industrial
po\. . cr of the Far East. Japanese industry
turned out 29,000 motor vehicles in [949.
Railway mileage in Japan was over 2Y2
times as great as that of all China combined,
and enough freight car; were avai lable to
move some 10,000,000 lons of goods a
month. In addition t he Japanese had 75,000 motor trucks on hand, and a fairly good
highwa y system.
Finally, backing up the stockpiles and the
local production avai lable to Communist
forces in Korea were the va<;! resources of
the Soviet Union ilSClf. During and since
World War II the Russians had added significantly to the industrial facilitic... of
Siberia, but sti ll the major centers of hcavy
industry upon which the Far Eastern area
depended for needs beyond its local capacity were in the KU1.netsk Basin, nea rly
4,000 miles from th e Korean battle area,
and the Urals, another thousand miles
farther away. Again transportation ca pabilities were the key to th e logistic support
that could be provided from the industrial
centers of the Soviet Union. In 1946 it
took lwelve days for an express train to run
the 5,800 miles o,'er the Trans-Siberian
Railway from Moscow to Vladivostok,
though plans were being announced for returning to the prewar schedule of nine days
for certain trains. Freight trains, of course,
could be expected to take considerably
longer. Yel the Soviet Union had been
able to save so much of its ro11ing stock from
World War II , and had been able to recover from that conflict to such an extent
that by 1950 the Trans-Siberian Railway
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could carry perhaps as much as 14,000 tons
of military supplies a day to the Far East in
a sustained effort. A more severe restriction
on the amount of goods that could be delivered to Korea from the So,·iet Union was
the capacity of the Chinese Eastern Railway across Manchuria. This was a singletrack line, and its standard gauge made
transshipment necessary at the :M anchurian
border. But by rou ting about half of the
freight over the line branching from the
Trans-Siberian at Chita to enter Manchuria
from the west, and carrying the remainder
farther on the Trans-S iberian to go around
Manchuria to the north and then enter
from the cas t at Sui fenh o, possibly 13,000
tons a da)" or 390,000 tons a month could
be shipped into Manchuria. Necessary
local traffic would reduce this amount, but
even so, as much as 339,000 tons of military
goods per month could be shipped into
Manchuria.
The United States could, of coursc, offset
the Communist capacity with the domestic
production and ocean shi pping faciliti es at
its com mand. And the distance of the
United States from the battle area was not
apprcciably greater than that of lhe Soviet
industrial centers. The economic distance,
that is to say the distance reckoned in terms
of the cost of transporting a given quantity
of goods, c\'en from Chicago to Korea probably W:lS much less than from Stalinsk in the
Ku"l1el..k. The ocean connection between
the U nited Statcs and Korea permitted relatively cheap water transportation for most
of Ihe distance, where:ls the Soviet U nion
was restricted almost wholly to a land connection for moving materiel to the Far East.
So long as U.s . sea and air power controlled
the Pacific Ocean, it would bc a connecting
link in logistic support, not a barrier.
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airlift if needed, G4 prepared a disposition
form for Lt. Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway,
All aspects of logistical activi ty had to re- Deputy Chief of Staff for Administration,
ceive prompt attention in July 1950 as the listing 100 tons of high priority air cargo
North Korean forces raced sou thward to assigncd to 3.5-inch rockel~ and 4.2-inch
complete their conquest of South Korea be- mortar ammunition, and estimating a need
fore sizable and effective com bat units and for further shipments of rockets and 4.2-inch
materiel resources could be built up to op- mortar ammunition. (2) Conferred with
pose them. The immediate problem facing the director and staff of the Di\,ision of
the United Nations Command was to get Korea Program of the Economic Cooperamen and supplies to Korea quickly and in tion Administration ( E.CA) on maintainnumbers sufficient to stabi lize the situation ing liaison between the Army and ECA
and hold on long enough to permit a build- relative to shipments of civilian su pplies to
up. This involved dipping in to reserve Korea. (3) Submitled a report, at the restocks of U.S. World War II equipment, quest of G- 3, showi ng the equipment status
expanding transportation fa ci lities, sclling of certain infantry, airborne, and armored
in motion programs to obtain additional units in the United Sta tes. ( 4) Co-ordisupplies and equipment from new produc- nated with G- 3 in preparing warning movetion, taking steps to obtain additional funds ment orders for the 2d Infantry Division
by supplementary appropriations, and ex- and other units in fir!'it priority alerted for
panding and reopening neccssa!)' installa- the Far E.ast Command. (5) Furnished
tions to handle the mobilization of men and information informally for the Deputy Chief
of Staff for Administration to answer an
materiel needed to meet the emergency.
Unfortunately, a large part of the R OK inquiry from the Office of the Secretary of
military equipment was lost in the first few Defense on the availability of bridging
days of the operations. Indeed, a great deal equipment in the Far East Command; this
of it was put to use by the enemy. It be- infomlation was to the effect that there wcre
came necessary to re-equip the ROK forces, no shortages in organizational bridging
and at the same time supply U.N. forces so equipment, but how much was stockpiled in
that they cou ld take their places in the battle J apan was uncertain. (6) In a teleconferlines.
ence with Far East Comman d asked the staLights burned late in the Pentagon in the tus of bridging eq uipment. ( 7 ) I nfonned
weeks after 25 June 1950 as sta ff offi celos and General Ridgway that, even with the divercivilian assistants worked long hours and sion of equipment being procured for lhe
through weekends to get troops and critica l Mutual Defense Assistance Program, apsupplies moving for support of the develop- proval of General MacArthur's request lor
ing combat opera tions. During the week- four divisjons with full combat and SClvice
end from noon Friday, 7 Jul y, to noon Mon- support probably would cxhaust certain catday, 10 J uly, Supply Division, G--4, disposcd egories of suppl ies in the Special Reserves,
and further wamed the Deputy Chief of
of twenty-four actions:
( 1) Referring to a letter of Secretary of Staff that immediate emphasis would have
the Air Force Thomas K. Finletler to Secre- to be put on expediting overhaul and rebuild
tary of the Army Frank Pace, Jr. , offering programs, renovation of ammunition, and
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essential new procurement, and t hat any delay in these efforts would put additiona l serious drains on reserves and depot stocks in
the United States. (8) Prepared a report
on the availability of troop and aerial cargo
delivery parachutes. (9) FOIwarded a mC$sage prepared in the Office of the Chief of
Ordnance to the Far East Command inquiring of the supply of 4.2-inch mortar ammunition with M - 2 and M- 3 fuses; FEe answered with a report on the availability of
shells with M- 8 and M- 9 fuses; again queried FEe on ammunition with M- 2 and
M- 3 fuses. (10) Prepared a disposition
Conn to the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4,
stating that for planning purposes fifteen
days shou ld be allowed for the movement of
tanks from inland points of departure to
western pons of embarkation, and that aU
types of tanks shipped by the Military Sea
Transportation Service could reach Yokohama. from San Francisco in fifteen days,
and PU$.'ln in sixteen d ays. (11) Preparcd
a disposition form for Assistant Chief of
Staff, 0-4, reporting the arrival at Fairfield,
California, of an instruction team with 3.5inch rockets and launchers en route by air to
the Far East. ( 12) Rcceivcd confirmation
of thc airlift of 159 recoilless rifles from Aberdeen Proving Ground to Fairfield en route
to the Far East. (13) Queried Far East
Command by telecon on the advisability of
shipping certain discretionary and Class IV
items. ( 14) Queried G- 3 to find out
whether troops moving to the Far East
should carry gas masks; the decision was yes.
( 15 ) Participated in a conference with representatives from the Engineer Corps, l'\'[edical Department, Ordnance Corps, Quartermaster Corps, and Signal Corps whcre it was
decided to assign technical service expcditers
at Fort Lewis, Washington, to route requisitions for alerted units directly to su ppl y
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sources by telephone when possible and let
the post catch up with the nccessary paper
work later. (16) Sent radio messages to
the commands a nd agencies concerned giving instructions for filling equipment shortages for the 2d Division and other alerted
units. (17) Notified G-3 that use of certain ammunition for 37-mm. antiaircraft
guns was being suspended because of the
danger of premature explosions. ( 18 ) Submitted a report to the Office of Military
Assistance, Department of Defense, on the
supply status of the Mutual Defense Assistance Program for Korea as of 25 June for
use in congressional hearings. ( 19) As·
sembled information for the Control Office,
G-4, on all equipment furnished Korea by
the Department of the Army. (20) Received a report from the Ch ief of Ordnance
on the current status of ammunition supplies. (2 1) Prepared a study on the distribution of sni perscopcs in the continental
United States. (22) Prepared a stud y on
the status of tanks in the 66th, 70t h, 72d ,
and 73d Tank Battalions. (23) Authorized
the technical services to spend appropriated
monies from any fund necessary to meet
expenses for supplies, depot operations, and
repair of equipment for units alerted for
movement to the Far East. (24) Received
nOlice from G- 3 that the 2d Infantry Division wou ld move overseas under reduction
table strength ; informed the technica l
services. Z
The 2d Infantry Division was preparing
for a field maneuver to make up some of its
training deficiencies when, on 8 July, it received word that it was being alerted for
early movement overseas. The division had
, D!li\y Diary, Supply Div G- 4, 1200, 7 Jul to
1200, 10 Jul 50. Copy in Hisl Records, Supply
I'I!lnning Br 0 - 4.
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to be brought up to strength, shortages of
equ ipmen t filled, tonnage and space requirements figured, ships ordered, toading
plans made, and cleven cargo ships and ten
troop transports loaded in twenty-nine d ays.
On 8 August the 9th Regimental Combat
Team ( less the 3d Battalion ) attacked the
North Koreans. J ust a month had passed
since the first word that these units would
be moving overseas. The last taclical clements came into port in Korea on the 20th.
Probably the quickest preparation and
movement of an entire infantry division
from home station to overseas battlefield to
that time in the Army's history had been
completed.
After about twelve weeks when the race
between North Korean advances and
American build-up was touch and go, the
whole comp\cxion of the war changed al~
most overnight. On 15 September General
MacArthur, with characteristic boldness,
scnt X Corps into an amphibious assault at
Inch'on, far up the west coast of the
Korean peninsula opposite the capital city
of Seoul. The logistical build-up made this
amphibious envelopment possible more
than three months ahead of the schedule
assumed in G-4 planning. The audacity
and the surprise of the landing paid rich
dividends. The next day the Eighth Anny I
struck out from its Pusan beachhead and,
after some difficult fig hting, broke through
enemy defenses. By the last week in Oc to~
ber United Nations forces had taken the
North Korean capital, P'yongyang, and, by
further amphibious landings on the east
coast and by advances inland, they were
moving rapidly northward toward the Yalu
• Commanders of the Eighth Army during the
Korean War were, in turn: Gener,,1 Walker, Gen·
eral Ridgw"y, General Van Fleel , and Gener"l
T"ylor.
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River on the Manchurian border. Thus
within six \~eeks of the Inch'on land ing
U.N. forces had broken out from their precarious beachhead, and had driven to the
line that earlier plans had anticipated
reach ing about a year later. The end of the
war appeared to be in sight.
In the first months of the Korean War
a large share of the Anny's total resources
of men and materiel and most of its reserve
stocks of ammunition and other supplies
went into the emergency effort to stop aggression in Korea. But that effort was effective. Within three months the Anny deployed more than 100,000 men and nearly
2,000,000 tons of su pplies and equipment
to the Korean peninsula. More than that,
the first big steps were taken to make cer~
tain that there would be more supplies
where those had come from.
Chillese llltrrvelltioll a11d
U.S. Build-up
Even as General MacA rthur, on 15
October 1950, was reassuring President
Truman at their Wake Island conrerence
that C hinese Communist intervention in
Korea was un likel)" or if it did come
would not amount to more than about
60,000 troops, twice that number were
pouring across the Yalu River. By mid~
November the Red Chinese had moved 30
divisions, totaling approximately 300,000
men into North Korea without detection by
the United Nations Command. On 24 No~
"ember General MacArthur announced the
launching of a "win the wa r" offensive inspiring hopes of "getting the boys home by
Christmas." Then a Communist counterattack against the ROK II Corps ga ined
some six miles through the center o( United
Nations lines. Communist attacks gained
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momentum on 26 November, and by the
27th it was evident that a full-scale Chinese
Communist offensive was underway with
apparently no less an objective than driving
all the United Nations forces into the sea.
The collapse of the ROK II Corps in the
center of the U.N. line imperiled the whole
situation. The optimism of rapid advances
gave way to the despair of retreat before
continuing Chinese assaults through a
frozen COli lltry swept by winds of northern
winter. Casualties, lost equ ipment, and
confusion pl'cvailcd in the opening sequences of what General MacArthur
termed a "new war." The light ning indeed
had struck twice in Korea, and the second
bolt was, if anything, worse than the first.
Emergency Supply Shipments

On receiving the grim news of Ihe Chinese
Commun ist successes and U.N. materiel
losses, officers in Washington sought effec·
live ways to case the logistics situation, but
found it difficult to establish a sound basis
for action, The Chief of Staff, Genera l J,
Lawton Collins, had left by air for T okyo
to obtain firsthand the requirements needed
but it wou ld be several dars before he could
report the results of his visit, To await an
accurate assessment of specific losses and the
prepa .'ation and processing of requisitions
might eausc a delay in delivery of materiel
that would be disastrous. General Larkin
and Maj, Gen, \Villiam 0, Reeder, DepuI)'
Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4, developed a
plan of action, If whole units were losing
their equipment, why not take the table of
organization and equipment of an infantry
division as the measure of items and quantities to be shipped and send at once all the
equipment needed to outfit a whole in fantry
division? This was an example par excel-

ience of the principle, " the impetus of supply
is (rom the rear." There would be no wait-

ing for requisitions, no query to the theater
on its needs, no wniling for status of equipment reports. Equipment for an infantry
division would be assembled and shipped in
the shortest possible time, and the theater
simply would be informed that the shipment
was on the wny. The supplies wenl out in
record time, but the ships were redirected
from Korea to Japan , since officers in J apan
were already making emergency shipments
to re-equip units in Korea,
Expansion

0/ U,S,

Military Effort

As soon as he hnd learned the extent of
the difficulties of the 2d I nfantr), Division
in Korea , Secretary of the Army Pace had
directed the Army StafI to "pull out a ll the
stops" in the procurement program. The
program all which the Arm )' had been op·
crating for an ordered build-up of military
strength by 1954 had become wholl), inadequate after the Chi nese counteroffensive in
Korea,
Secretary Pace regarded the
Chi nese intervention, as he had the original
attack in J une, as mllch more than a threat
to the tactical si tuation in Korea, He COIlsidered it another impressl\'e indication of
the danger to the security of the world at
large. And in the bigger and faster buildup which the Chinese attack touched off,
the defense of Western Europe conti nued to
hold high priority.
The stimulus that the Chinesc Communist attack gave to the expansion of military
strength carried with it cc.'tain dangers,
One was the possibility that deep apprehen~
sion ovcr the turn of events in Korea would
le."ld to such a large-sca le military efIon on
the part of the United States there as to leave
unguarded what was, in the view of the
high comma nd, the more importan t strate-
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gic area of Western Europe. A second
danger, in the view of high Army officials,
was that people would become so concerned
about the da nger to national security that
they would demand immediate full mobilization, which might have the effect of

retarding rather than promoting military
preparednC$. When General Ridgway reported to the Army Policy Council on 6 Dccember that the General Staff had arrived at
a tentative plan for increasing the strength
of the Anny from 16 divisions and 1,263,000
men to 21 divisions and 1,530,000, Secretary
Pace agreed to the use of those figures for
planning purposes, but he cautioned that
the immediate problem was to build up supplies of materiel. Agreeing with this view,
Assistant Secretary of the Army Karl R.
Bcndctsen observed, "The faster you mobilize personnel in units, the more you slow
down production capacity.'"
Too rapid
mobilization of addi tiona l troops would have
the effect of adding to the demands for
equipment and faci lities for training purposes, while at the same time taking away
manpower and skills from the industries attempting to produce that equipment.
A little over a week later, 14 December,
Secretary Pace told the Army Policy Council, "We do not intend to be stampeded into
a vast personnel program, since the real controlling factor in expanding ou r· forces is
that of procurement." The next day the
Army announced that two more National
Guard divisions were being ordered to active duty which would bring the total in
federal service to six. The same day Pace
emphasized procurement of materiel before
personnel, New York's governor, Thomas E.
Dewey, said that there should be total mobil'Min, 51st Mig, Armed Forces Policy Council
(AFPC) 6 Dec 50.
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ization, swift creation of a lOO-division
Army, and a call-up of all National Guard
divisions "tomorrow morning." ~
Undoubtedly reserve stocks of World
War II equipment had saved the supply
situation in the beginning, but by early 1951
deliveries from new procurement would be
reaching significant proportions. As it had
on policy in general, active Communist aggression in Korea had a primary and a secondary effect on procurement. The first
was the necessity to detennine requirements
for the operation being undertaken in
Korea to meet that aggression- to replace
reserve supplies being used immediately, to
anticipate the needs for winter clothing and
equipment, and to get the equipment necessary for such special operations as amphibiOWl and airborne operations.
The secondary effect was the need to determine
requirements for a general build-up of
armed strength to meet the increased worldwide threat suggested by the Korean attack.
T he impact of the Chinese invasion resulted in (I) speed ing up the annament
program; (2) expand ing procurement objectives, and (3) broadening thc industrial
base to make possible further rapid expansion if necessary in the future.
The major significance of the conflict in
Korea would be much more in political
and logistical tenns than in tactical. First
of all the American action had indicated
a willingness to fight if necessary to deny
further Communist expansion by fo rce of
arms. That was as significant for Greece
and Turkey and for Berlin as it was for
Korea. Beyond t hat the attack in Korea,
and more important the Chinese Com• Min, 52d Mtg AFPC, 14 Dec 50. Text of
Address, 14 Dec 50, The New York Times ( laic
city edition), Decembe r IS, 1950, p. 2.
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munist intervention, had awakened the
United States to the threat to it~ security,
and this had resulted in undertaki ng an
enlarged program of rearmament and industrial prcparcdnc'iS. The longer the war
in Korea dragged on, the morc certain
would it become that one result would be to
put the United States in the best long-term
prr.parcdncss position in its history. Responsible civilian and military leaders alike
shared the view lhat the preparedness program had to be based on an assumption of
a long period of tension, and that the buildup should seck to escape the crisiS-la-crisis
approach in favor of a plateau of preparedness which would furnish a more satisfactory continuity of strength with which to
meet not only current threats but also those
that would be sure to arise in the future. In
carrying out this policy the President, the
Secretaries, and the J oint Chiefs of Staff
were determi ned to hold the nation stead fastly to a course midway between the Scylln
of hysteria and the Charybdis of complacency.
SIJecial Problems

The Army was furni shing supply support
for the Air FOE'ce, Nnvy, and Marine Corps,
for the Anny of the Republic of Korea and
for United Nations pnrti eipants, fo r various
civilian groups, and for Japanese reserve
police forces activa ted to maintain Jocnl
security when U.S. occupation troops moved
out to Korea.
Levels of supply and troop strengths were
more or Jess constnnt; at least they could be
planned for in relatively precise terms.
More elusive was the detennination of requirements for Class IV supplies to support
the operations contempla ted in the theater.
The approved procedure rescm bled that developed during World War II- the theater,
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on the basis of its planned operations, prepared a list of projects that then served as
a guide for planning C lass IV supply. Approval of the projects by Department of the
Army then gave the theater com mander the
authority to requisition and store Class l V
supplies as provided fo r in bills of materials
su bmitted with the projects. Late in the
war a five-quarters (fi fteen months) Class
IV supply forecast system was adopted.
This was intended to assure a more uniform
flow of materials by providing a constant
review of requirements and revisions of current status of supply for the benefit of each
supply agency concerned.
A serious drag on the logistical effort fo r
operations in Korea was the overop timism
of high- level officia ls who insisted on assigning dates no more than six to twelve months
in advance by which hostilities were supposed to end.
That an early end to hostilities in Korea
should be assumed after the collapse of the
Nort h Korean Army in October 1950 was
understandable, though a more accurate appraisal of C hinese Communist capabilities
might even then have counseled caut ion .
Less understandable was the continuation of
such assum ptions in the midst of all-out
Chinese counterattacks. Throughout the
first half of 1951- even when Genera l r-.-racArthur was doubting the abi lity of the
United Nations to keep a foothold in
Korea- the official Department of Defense
as.<;umption remained that hostilities would
end by 30 J une 1951, which mea nt tha t no
supplies could be purchased for a con flict
in Korea continuing after that date. Since
order and shipping time to Korea was 120
d ays, in ~h rc h supplies being shipped for
support of operations after 30 J une had to
be obtained by furthcr depletion of depot
stocks and by diversion of production that
had been intended for other world-wide
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commitments.

At the ent! or December
1952 Ihe Departmen t of Defense againand wit h 1110rc rcason, as it turned ouldirected the preparation of budget estimates
on the assum ption that there would be no
combat operations in Korea in Fiscal Year
1954. In other words, the connic! would
now end by 30 June 1953.
In spite of the heavy tonnage handled , a
number of items persisted o n lists of critical
shortages. Ordnnncc equipme nt and supplies still listed as "critica l" in rnid· 195 J included ammunition , spare parts, heli copters,
lank bulldozers, tractors, heav), trucks, wate r
trailers, and hot tire patches. Critical engiIlcer items included motorized cranes,

pumps, generators, entrenching tools, rock
crushers, pneumatic float s and assault boats,
a nd spare parts. Shortages continued in
such qu artermastcr items as combat boOIS,
typewriters, forklifts, parachutes, bath units.
laundry units, a nd spa re parts. Signa l
equipment listed as critical included field
wire and very high frequency ( VHF ) relay
and terminal equipment. Of course shortages were expressed in terms of authorized
allowances; if those allowances provided for
more than actu ally was necded of gi\'cn
items, then the "real" shortages wcre not so
great as such compilations m igh t suggest.
There was no indication tha t supply shortages actuall y had interfercd se riously with
com bat efT ectiveness during that first cri tica l
year.
More serious was the cond it ion of the
Army's stlppl>' re~e rve~ in the United States.
By July 1952 the drain on .'\rrny supply resources as a I'esult of the con nict in Korea
was becoming pronou nced. Th e Army's
supply position was com ing to what might
be I'cferred to as the second stage logistical
crisis in t he ea rly phases of iI war eITon . The
first slage wou ld be the im mediate crisis of
moving sufficien t supplies and equipment
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to susta in the fo rces in meeting the initia l
attack and denying to the enelllY a quick
victory. That crisis had been met. Now,
the second-stage was th at poin t where stocks
were being depleted and new production
was not yet able to equal requi rements. In
World Wars I and I I the resistance of allies
d uring the earlr phases had given to thc
United States the time it needed to meet
th is .~econ d-s t age crisis. In Korea it was
World War I I surplus, and the fact that the
war was a loca lized conniet , which gave
hope that this crisis cou ld be met aga in.

Priorities lor Supplies
High officials and officers of the Department of the Anny were anxious to keep in
vicw the concept that for the United States
Western Europe potentia ll y was the most
important strategic area. Consolidation of
a Europea n defense system continued to be
the main objective. Secretary of the Army
Pace considered the most important lesson
to come Ollt of the Korean situation to be
this: a really effective U.S. land force participation was needed as a deterrent to aggression in sensitive areas, of which Western
Europe was the most im porta nt.
Here was the beginni ng of a repetition
of the tug of war that during World War II
had developed between the Paci fi c and
European theaters for favor in logistical support. A great dread of the Army high command in the ea rly 1950's was thal overemphasis on requiremcnts for the far E ast
would lea d to the neglect of EU I'opean defense. And in Ihe Army 's view the defense
of Westem Europe, with all its industrial
resources, its man pOwer, and its strategic
bases, was absolutely essential to the secu rity
of the U nited States. The lenders holding
this view saw Korea not as an isolated prob-
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1cm but as only one step in a world-wide
Communist move for domination . But at
the moment the contest for equipment was
between a potential war in Europe and a
going conflict in Korea. Tactical reverses
in Korea magnified the need for equ ipment
there. In September 1951, then, a revision
of the priority groups put the Fa r East
Command at the top for the equipment of
troops, though Europe was not forgotten .
Another priori ties problem arose in connection with the foreign assistance programs.
From the begi nning the assumption was thal
current commitments for the Mutual Defense Assistance Program and tlte North
Atlantic Treaty Organization would be met,
though priority would be on shipments to
support the Korean operations. Shipments
of property earmarked for the Fiscal Year
1950 Mutual Defense Assistance P rogram
were not to be interrupted for any reason
except to meet demands of the F ar East
Command which could not be met from
Army stocks or procuremcnt. For 1951
MDAP requirements, materiel could be
transferred from stocks held for a claimant
in a higher priority if new procurement
could rcplace it by the time the higher
elaimant needed it.
New Weapons and Vehicles
Weapo,1S
The U.S. Amly fought in Korea wi th
virtually the same weapons and vehicles it
had used in World War H , although there
were a few significant changes. The 'W orld
War II bazooka, the 2.36-inch rocket
launcher, gave way to a new 3.5-inch model
early in the conflict. Depots in the United
States shipped to the Fa r East over 14,800
of the new b<l.zook<l.s between July 1950

and July 1951, and 5,400 more in the fo llowing year. At first rushed to Korca by
special airlift to help stop the North Korea n
drive in the summer of 1950, the new
bazookas, ironically, may have damaged
more America n than enemy tanks, for the
Communists soon stopped using tanks but
in the f<l.1I and winter counteroffensives
they c<l.ptured a number of bazookas and
turned them on the Americans.
U ndoubtedly the greatest innovation in
infantry wea pons since World War II was
the recoi lless rifle- the in fantry'S own artillery. Both the 57-mill. and 75-mm. recoilless guns had been combat tested in World
War II, bu t they had had li u le actual usc
unt il Korea. These wea pons had the firepower of light field artillery without the
weight and com plications of recoil mechan isms and heavy mounts. I n a way they
had taken t he place of lhe 37-10 10. gun the
infantry had used in World War I, but they
were far more effective against p illboxes,
caves, and emplacemen ts as well as
against groups of personnel and unarmored
veh icles.
Some new items d id not win the favor
expec ted of them. I n 1950 and early 1951
ordnance officers in the United States were·
looking to every possible source for sniperscopes and snooperscopcs-devices usi ng infrared light for aiming ri fl es at night- to
meet urgent and heavy demands for the Far
East Command . 111en when the equipment reached the troops it remained largely
unused- supply officers could not persuade
un its to requisition the scopes.
Tanks
When the Korean War broke out, neither
light nor med ium tanks were in production
in the United States, and most tooling for
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World War II models had been disassembled or reconverted to civilian production.
But the Army was in the midst of a program
for converting 800 Pershing tanks, a 46-too
type developed near the cnd of World War
n, to M46 Pattons. As it became clear
that the emergency WQu id require morc
tanks than could be supplied from those on
hand or due in- if any were to be kept in
reserve or transferred to military assistance
prograrns--the question of which models
should be put into production arose. Of
a new series of tanks being developed, nonc
had been fully tcsted and standardized.
World War II models, on the other hand,
had been thoroughly tested and industry
knew how to build them, but they lacked the
firepower, maneuverability. and heavy
armor of the new tank designs. In either
case it would be necessary to retool and set
up production faciliti es. The Chief of Staff
and the Secretary of the Anny decided to
gamble on producing the new models withoUl full testing.
T he decision was not so difficult for the
new light tank, the T41 (later called the
Walker Bulldog in honor of Lt. Gen.
Walton H. Walker, of the Eighth Army,
who was killed in an accident in Korea), because the prototype had been tested. Designed to replace the M24 Chaffee as the
standard light tank , the Walker Bulldog
weighed twenty-five tons, carried a highvelocity 76-mm. gun, and could reaeh a
speed of 35 to 40 miles an hour.
Thought to be a more difficult problem,
though it actually turned out more satisfactorily, was that of the medium tank. While
the M26 Pershings were being converted
to M46 Pattons, a completely new medium
tank, the T42, was on the drawing boards.
Design work on the turret of the new tank
had been completed at the time of the
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Korea n attack, but drawings for the complete vehicle were not expected to be fin ished before November 1950. In the
interest of speed, the Army chiefs decided
to wed the new turret, with an improved
gO-mm. gun and a new fire control system,
to what was basically the M46 (a nd M26 )
hull. The resulti ng hybrid became the
M47. Bypassi ng the usual mock-up pilot
model and engineering and service board
tests, on 17 July 1930 the Army ordered
the M47 into production. Ten months
later the new models began to come off the
assembly lines. Another cleven monthpassed, however, before the inevitable
"bugs" could be eliminated. The AfTlly
announced acceptance for delivery to
troops in April 1952. At $240,000, the
new tank cost just three times as much as the:
World War II Pershing.
At the same time development contin ued
on other models. One of these, the Patton
48 (T48 ), the first completely new tank developed since World War II, promised to
become the standard tank for the mid1950's. It went into production in the summer of 1952. Wider tracked than older
models, the 49-ton T48 had a one-piece cast
hull. It was powered by an improved version of the Continental air-cooled engine of
the earlier M46 a nd M47 with Allison
cross-drive transmission and power steering.
Its one-piece cast turrel mounted an improved 90-mm . gun and a new-type ran ge~
finder.
Completing the family of new tanks was
the first heavy tank to go into production for
the U.S. Anny-the T43. In 1952 a heavy
tank was defined as one weighing between
fifty-six and eighty-five tons. The T43, a
heavily armored monster, mounted a 120mm. gun . h went inlO production late in
1952 at the Newark, Ddaware, plant of
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the Chrysler Corporation, but its production was not pushed until demands for the
new mediums could be satisfied.
Actually no new model tanks reached
Korea in time to effect the fighting. A
tank is a long-lead-time item. The design
and manufacture of the thousands of parts
and the assembly of a tank meeting the
strict Anny specifications is not something
that can be done overnight. In the circumstances of the "creeping mobilization"
of 1950--53, more than the ordinary delays
could be expected----delays similar to those
that hampered other areas of defense production as well. These included shortages
of machine tools, conflicts between civilian
business and defense work in the allocation
of scarce facilities and materials, and lack of
enough skilled engineers, supervisors, and in-

spectors to cover both continuing defense
production and continuing civilian production.

Tru.cks
In the type of fighting that developed in
Korea the supply of ordinary cargo trucks
probably was more significant than the supply of tanks. The Ordnance Corps h ad
been developing new models, and after
testing some 300 of a new type in Korea
with favorable results, shipments began in
the summer of 1952 with a view to replacing all World War II models then in use.
As replaced, the old trucks went to rebuild
shops in Japan, and then were issued to the
Republic of Korea Army, Japanese security
forces, and to other countries under the
Mutual Security Program. In general the
new trucks were slightly bigger, somewhat
better, and much more expensive. The new
2Y.z-ton general cargo truck, though still

rated a 2Yz-ton, was designed to carry that
load cross-country; on the highway its pay
load was five tons. $ The new model h ad
six wheels (but usually without the dual
wheels of the older models) mounting much
bigger tires; it had a more powerful engine
(145 or 146 horsepower), and the General
Motors model had hydramatic transmission.
The initial price of the Reo model of the
new truck was over $7,000, though in February 1953 the price was listed at $6,759
for the Reo and $6, 165 for the General
Motors, whereas the "old reliable" of
World War II had cost about $2,500. The
new jeep, slightly larger than the old, with
a more powerful engine and bigger, if less
reliable, battery, was priced at $2,162, or
more than twice the cost of the World War
II model. These vehicles went directly
from the manufacturer to the port of embarkation, saving time and the considerable
expense of handling at ordnance depots and
transshipment. But this direct shipment
had the disadvantages of an uneven fl ow of
vehicles to port and the added costs resulting
from interruption to shipping schedules.

Army Aviation
Another development which gained significance for logistic support in Korea was
the expansion of Army aviation. After
separation of the Air Force from the Army
in 1947, the only aviation left to the Army
was the organic light liaison plane used
mainly for artillery spotting and tactical
'Originally the 2y,-ton capacity rated for the
World War II type or general cargo truck W!U intended as its pay load on the highways, with half
that capacity CI'OS~-country, but in May 1944 the
War Department announced that the 2y,-ton 6x6
truck could carry a 100 percent ove rload on smooth,
hard road ..
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observation. While the Military Air Transport Service, operated by the Air Force, ca rried Army cargo from the United States to
the Far East, and the Far East Air Forces
had that responsibility within the theater,
the Army still nceded aircrah for local
transportation. TIle Marine Corps had its
own aviation, including tactical combat
planes as well as transport aircraft, besides
the support of the Navy's air amI. The
Army. on the other hand, was completely
dependent upon the Air Force. It had even
to obtain Air Force consent to get some
planes of its own. Doubtless the example
of Marine Corps units fighting side by side
with the Army units in Korea did much to
encourage the development of transport
aviation in the Army.
Aside from the difficulties of ex panding
production, the chief deterrent to development of Army aviation was the insistence of
the Air Force (with Defense Department
concurrence) th at Anny aviation should be
bound by strict limitations. At last in November 1952 the Air Force acceded to a
"Memorandum of Understanding" that removed weight limitations on helicopters but
defined the uses to which the Army could
put them; weight limitations were retained
for other types of aircraft. According to
the memorandum, Army aviation could be
used for observation, command and control
of forces, liaison, aerial wire Jaying within
the combat zone, tra nsportation of su pplies
and personnel within the combat zone, artillery and topographic survey, and medical
evacuation within the combat zone. An
these were permissiblc so long as a conventional plane weighing not morc than
5,000 pounds (or a hclieopter) were used.
Such artificiailimitations, not ncccssatily related to the Anny's tnissions, tended to
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hamper the program for aviation support.
It was much the same as if the Transportation Corps, for example, had objected to
the usc of trucks larger than 1!h-ton
capacity by the Quartermaster Corps, with
the difTercnce that the Quartermaster Corps
could have gone ahead using bigger trucks
anyway. Sti ll, the agrcernent on helicopters
was a notable achievement for Ihe Army,
and the C hief of StafT looked forward. to
building up a force of 2,200 light planes and
helicopters.
The helicopter came of age as the favorite
vehicle for local air transportation in Korea.
Before World War II the Army had taken
an interest in the development of rotarywing aircraft, but it was not until the Korean War that it came into common use
for combat support. Able to hover like a
hummingbird. and needing no specially
built runways, the helicopter was ideal for
delivcring supplies to small isolated units
and for evacuating casualti es from areas
inaccessible to surface motor transportation.
The demand for helicopters in Korea be·
came so great that they were a critical
supply problem throughout the war.
Helicopters in use during this period were
generally of two categories. The Bell H- 13
and the Hiller H -23 were the standard
utility models, while most of the cargo helicopters being built were the Sikorsky H- 19
and, later, the Piasecki H- 2 !. The H- 19
carried a pay load of 1,800 pounds; it could
carry tcn passengers 01" cight litter cases.
The boomcrang·shapcd H- 21, with an en·
gine at each end, was double the size of the
H-19 and could carry twice as many pas·
sengers and more than twice as heavy a
cargo. Improved liaison fixed·wing plancs,
including one light twin-engine model, also
were in production by 1952.
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Petroleum Products
As motor transportation played an ever
greater role in lhe movement and support
of armic.<;, motor fuels and lubricants
(POL) assumed increasing importance as
clements of supply. This was Inle par*
ticularly of the U .S. Army, which had come
to put such complete reliance upon motor
transportation that any extended intcmlption of the fuel supply could strangle the
whole combat effort. Approximately 65
percent of the tonnage of all supplies
shipped into the Far East Command was

petroleum products. The more than 170,
000 tons a month of gasoline and oil going
into Korea in April and May 1951 were
4.25 times as much as the tonnage of
food suppli~, and over 3.54 times the
tonnage of ammunition going in duri ng
the same period. Petroleum products comptised the one class of supply furnished
by the U.S. Anny (or all United Nations
forces-ground, sea, and air- in Korea.
The Air Force had responsibility for arranging the financing and the consignment to
the Far East Command of high grade aviation gasoline, jet fuel, and aviation lubri-
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cants, but the Army had that responsibility
for all other petroleum products, and with~
in the theater the Army was responsible for
all distribution, includi ng aviation fucl,
gasoline, and oils.
Handling POL cut across service lines
in a pecular way. POL was owned by the
respective military services, the tankers to
move it weTe controlled by the Navy's M ilitary Sea T ransportation Service, the req uirements were computed by the military services and the theaters, and the Armed
Services Petroleum Purchasing Agency
acted as purchasing agent for all the armed
forces. Within the Army, the Quartermaster Corps had over-all responsibility for
petroleum supply, but the construction,
maintenance, and operation of pipelines
and of terminal facilities were functions of
the Corps of Engineers, and the operation
of tank cars and trucks and the arrangement of air transportation and local water
transportation were fun ctions of the T ransportation Corps.

The "Ammunition Shortage"
Probably no single item of supply received
more attention in the support of operations
in Korea than ammunition. To a public
convinced that the American "miracle of
production" had won World War II, it was
almost inconceivable that in mid- 1952,
after more than two years of operations,
reports of ammunition shortages still should
be coming from Korea; yet such was the
case. Local shortages that developed from
time to time could be attributed generally to
difficulties of local distribution under adverse tactical and climatic conditions, over
rugged terrain, with poor transportation
facilities. Other limitations resulted in a
situation where, for a number of important

weapons, total stocks in the Far East Command freque ntly fell below the full authorized level of supply (90 days), and at times
dropped well below the defined "safety"
level (60 days). Factors contributing to
this situation were: (1) the unusually high
rate of fire deemed necessary to offset the
enemy's large numbers in particular situations; (2) the fac t that no ammunition
production lines of any consequence were
in operation in the United States; and (3)
the fact that it took about a year and a
half to establish production lines and get
volume production. Maintaining the right
levels of ammunition supply in all units in
such diverse cond itions as prevailed on the
Korean battlefi elds was no easy matter, but
it was most important. Shortages of ammunition could result in tactical reverses
and loss of life; overages would waste
resources.
The Army's ammunition supply system
was based on a "continuous refi ll system"
according to which each unit carried a prescribed "basic load of ammunition" set by
the theater commander, wh ich was replenished as used. The basic load was
supposed to be an amount that the unit
could carry on its own transportation, and
it was the responsibility of each unit commander to maintain it. Ordinarily the ammun ition supply point filled orders consisting only of a statement on a transportation
order that certain ammunition was necc.,s..
sary to replenish the basic load. Successive
commanders, from theater commander
down to lower units, controlled the consumption of ammunition by prescribing
"available su pply rates of ammunition."
These rates, expressed in rounds per weapon
per day in the tactical units, represented
the consumption that could be sustained
wi th avai lable supplies. In addition, com-
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manders made up estimates of the number
of rounds per weapon pcr day needed to
sustain operations of a designated force without restriction for a specific period. This
estimate, referred to as the "required supply rate of ammunition" formed the basis
for ammunition supply planning in connection with given operations.
On the basis either of combat necessity or
of tonnage, no category of supply held a
more important place in the combat zone
than ammun ition. Ammunition made up
over half of the tonnage of supplies rcaching division areas.
Shortly after the outbreak of hostilities in
Korea, Far East Command requested and
obtained a temporary increase in the approved ammunition day of supply for four
common types of mortar and artillery ammunition amounting to an increase of three
to six times over the previous day of supply.
The immediate effect, of course, was to reduce by that same ratio the quantities of
those types of ammu nition on hand as expressed in days of supply. For example,
the 3,240 rounds of 105-mm. howitzer ammunition in a depot in the Far East, which
previously had represented six days of supply for the field artillery of an infantry division, suddenly fell to a single day of supply
without the expenditure of a single round .
Planners who could take comfort in assuming that sixty days of this ammunition was
available at a certain place became uneasy
when they found that the level had been
reduced to ten days. Here, in effect, was
the making of a psychological shortage without any valid combat experience upon
which to base it. In October 1950 Far East
Command agreed to a return to the smaller
ammunition day of su pply for mortars and
howitzers.
'When the Chinese struck in the spri ng of
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1951, Genera l Van Fleet, now commander
of the Eighth Army, detennined to smother
the offensive in artillery fire. H e said, " I
want so mallY artillery holes that a man can
step from one to another." He authorized
a rate of fire five times as great as the approved ammunition day of supply. Under
this "Van Fleet day of fire," artillel1' expenditures skyrocketed. 1
Expenditures of artillery ammunition during the Battle of Soyang reached almost unheard-of proportions. I n the seven days
from 17 to 23 May 1951, the twenty-one
battalions (including fo ur Marine and two
Republic of Korea batta lions) supporting X
Corps fired 309,958 rounds, or more than
8,730 tons. The magnitude of this effort becomes even more striking when compared
to the 94,230 rounds that thirty-five battalions fired in support of the Third Army's attack toward Bastogne during t he ten days
from 22 to 3 1 December 1944. During the
assault on Metz in 1944 the XX Corps expended 10,000 tons of a rtillery ammunition
in ten days. At Soyang, dai ly expenditures
were 50,102 rounds, representing 1,378
tons, on 20 May, a nd 49,586 rounds, representing 1,456 tons, on 22 May. O n 17 May
the 38th Field Artillery Battalion alone fired
11,981 rounds--an average of almost one
round pcr gun every two minutes for the
whole twenty- four hour period. Tota l expenditures for the period 10 May- 7 June
amounted to over 644,000 rounds, or some
18,000 tons of artillery ammunition . The
tonnage of ammunition used by t he X
Corps during this period was nearly double
the tonnage of all other su pplies consumed.
Between IS and 22 May the daily expenditures of ammunition averaged 73 percent of
, Command Report, Eighth U.S. Army, May
1951,see.I,p.SS.
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the ton nage of all supplies expended, and it
rcached as high as 82.6 pcrccnt. s
Artillery ammunition expenditures attained even higher rates in a series of attacks against hill positions ncar Injc between
18 August and 5 September 1951. In fifteen days of hard fight ing five battalions of
IOS-mm. howitzers supporting the 2d Division each fired an average of 10,000 rounds
a day, and three IS5-mm. howitzer battalions fired an average of 7,500 rounds a day
apiece, for a total of 1,087,500 rounds.
Figured at $26 and $40 per round for the
two calibers, the total cost of artillery ammunition expended in the su pport of onc
division in a series of rugged battles covering fifteen days thus amounted to about
$33,000,000. Whether such high expenditures of ammunition were justified was open
(0 serious question.
Doubts on this point
arose at X Corps headquarters, and on 2
September the corps comma nder advised
the 2d Division, " W e have the distinct impression t hat two of your battalions arc trying to compete Cor the world's record. We
don't want you to cut down on this expenditure where it is really needed. We feci that
there is some wastefu l firing." 0
A great dea l of public discllssion centered
on reports of ammunition shortages and the
• Stati stics may bo:: found in: Aft e r Ac tion Report,
Third U.S. Army (1944-1945), I, 166; (XX Corps
at Metz ) Randolph Leigh, A merican Enlupriu in
Europt: Tht Rolt 0/ tilt SOS in lilt Dt/ea/ 0/ air'
man>, (Paris: Imp,ima/eur pm Belle n:md, 1945 ), p.
124; (bailie of the Soyang River) R eport, Battle of
the Soyang Ri ver, An an;llysis of Artillery Support,
1-29 May 1951, an. to Ind 4. OC~H[ file s.
• Mark S. Watson, "Ammunition Expenditure in
Korea," Ordnance (September- October 1952), p.
254; COSt fig ures in Ammunition Br, Industrial O iv,
OCofOrd; X Corps comm;lnder quoted in "Blood y
Ridge," August- September 195!, prepared by Capt.
Edward C. Williamson and othe rs, pp. 27-28.
MS in OCM H .
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imposition of rationing in Korea. The extent of those shortages and the nature of any
rationi ng depended pretty much on the
point of view . At no time were there shortages in Korea in the sense that all theater
stocks of critical items were exhausted.
Sometimes units locally ran out of ammunition when they did not receive resupplies
quickly enough, but the pipelines never were
empty. Though theater stock levels vaned
a great deal, the matter was largely relative.
AClUally, the bui ld-up of ammunition levels
in the Far East Command to 90 days for
ground forces in Korea, approved by the
Department of the Army in the fall oC1952,
amounted to nearly 180 days, if figured on
the basis of actual experience in Korea instead of on the basis of the exaggerated ammu nition day of supply then in force.
It was also true that theater stocks of ammunition remained considerably below
maximum authorized levels ( though above
the minimum s<.fety level for nearly all
items ) at the end of 1952. Fa r more serious, however, than any immediate threat
of acute ammunition shortages in Korea was
the Army's over-all ammunition position.
Expenditures in Korea had nearly exhausted
Army stocks of World War II ammunition,
and the g reat danger was that a new incident
in some other part of the world might create
immed iate demands for ammunition that
simply could not be met. The critical nature
of this logistical phase, when reserves were
becoming ex hausted a nd new production
had not yet caught up with demand, doubtless applied more emphatically to ammunition than to any other kind of supply. By
the end of 1952 new production was reaching the point where it cou ld su pport demands for the Far E ast, but it still took some
time before rcscn'es in the United States
cou ld be restored.
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Undeniably the production of ammunition in the Slates after the North Korean
attack was painfully slow in rcaching significant proportions. Total expenditures for
Army ammunition deliveries from 1 July
1950 through 30 June 1951 came 10 only
$62 ,300,OOO-lcss than double the $33,000,000 worth of ammuni tion the five a !'tillery battalions supporting the 2d Di"jsion
near Inje expended in fifteen days. In the
second year of the Korean War, 1 July
1951 - 30 June 1952, deliveries of Army ammunition of all types amounted to $892,900,000. This production was low whether
compared with consumption in ,Korea, or
\vith ammunition delivered in World War
U in the first two years afler Pearl Harbor,
or with orders placed. The picture began
to brighten by the end of 1952. I ndeed
Maj. Gen. Elbert L. Ford, C hid of Ord·
nance, reported that the over-a ll production
of artillel'y ammunition in the last ha lf of
1952 represented a thirtyfold increase o,'er
the one million rounds produ ced in the last
six months of 1950.'°
Much of the delay was unavoidable under
the circumstances. From one to two years
werc required to start up ammunition pro·
duction lines under t he best of conditions,
and a number of other factors contributed
to further delays. One factor still related to

It Rpl, OROCC-DP, data as of 30 March 1953,
Status or Ordnance Corps Ammunition Program
Army and All Customers, Funds FY 1951 , 1952,
1953, pp. 215- 17 (see also: Your Army Dollars, as
of 30 June 1951 , Office, Chief of Finance, II. 77,
and oA Financial Statement, J une 1952, AnllY
Progress Report 16- A, p. 56); ( 1942 and 1943)
Anny Ser"ices Forces, St:!tlst;c;.1 Review, World
War II , pp. 75-76; ( total ammunit ion production,
1952) DOD, OPI, Release 93-53, 8 February 1953;
(monthly cumulative figurcs) ProouClion Forccast
Shects, Ammunition Br, Industria l OJ,,, OCofORO.
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finance. Not unti l the second supplemental
appropriation, approved in J anuary 1951,
could ordnance procurement officers begin
to place contracts for significant amounts.
The lead time for major new production,
consequen tly, had to be measurcd from Jan·
uary 1951 rather than from July 1950.
Contracts placed between January and June
1951 would show as part of the obligations
for the fisca l yea r, but deliveries under those
orders could not be made effective until
much later. The unrealistic planning assumption that the war would end within a
few months made some shortages a certainty; moreover, the whole concept of creeping
mobilization- an ordered build-up of armaments production with the least possible dis-turbance to the civilian cconomy-carried
with it elements of delay that would have
been less conspicuous under conditions of
full mobilization. Shortages of machine
tools and special-purpose equipment needed
for the manufacture of ammunition com·
ponents added to the delays of returning
ammunition plants to production. The fact
that no deliveries of GO-mm. mortar ammunition came from new production lor
two years after the beginning of the Korean
connict is partly attributable to design
changes. In this case development problems became so great that it was necessary
to go back to t he \Alorld War II type of am·
munition until the difficulties could be over·
come. Another cause of delay was short·
ages in materials; in particular a shortagc of
a luminum (required for fuses ) seriously
hampered production of both 60-mm. and
BI·mm. mortar ammunition. Finally, a
crippling steel strike in the summer of 1952
caused production losses estimated as high
as 37 percent for some types of ammunition.
On 23 July 1952 the Chevrolet Shell Plant
at St. Louis, principal producer of 105-mm.
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ammunition, had to shut down because of

lack of steel.
Actually, then, it was early 1953 before
artillery ammunition, made of new compo-

nents, began to come from the production
lines in quan tity. Loading plants, on the
other hand, began significant production

from available components something over
a year earlier.

Supply Distribution From
the United States
The principal source of supplies for
United Nations forces in Korea was, of
course, the United Slates. Hardly less significant, particularly in the early months of
the conflict, was the extensive program of

rebuilding World War II equipment collected in Japan. A third major source of
supply, important in filling gaps between demand and supply, was procurement from
local merchants and manufacturers in Japan
and Korea.
Although supply to the Far East during
the Korean War never was put on the com·
pletely automatic basis that generally would
have been the case for a new theater initiat·
ing military operations, the Department of
the Anny did approve automatic resupply
for units moving to the Far East from the
United States. This continued until October 1950, when Far East Command requested tennination of automatic resupply
except for sixty days resupply of ammunition
and parts for equipment then not being used
in the command. Far East Command
could submit requisitions during the early
weeks of the conflict without regard to levels
of supply or Connal justification. It was
only necessary for the command to cstablish
priorities for movement of the supplies it re·
quested. As in World War II, each port of

embarkation had specific responsibility for
the supply of forces in a particular area of
the world. For support of operations in
Korea, the ports of embarkation at New
York, New Orlea ns, and Seattle, as well as
commercial ports on the wcst coast and on
the Gulf of Mexico, served as outports of
San Francisco. (Map 25)
Emergency demands of forces in Korea
triggered a far swifter reaction than had
been possible in the weeks follow ing the
Pea rl Harbor attack in 1941. The Oversea
Supply Division, even though at greatly
reduced strength in June 1950, was an effective, going organization capable of rapid expansion. In 1948, the Oversea Supply Division had been brought directly under the
Assistant C hief of Staff, G- 4 ( then the Di·
rector of Logistics) . This meant a certain
division of responsibility at the ports, for the
ports of embarkation remained under the
command of the Chief of Transportation.
On the other hand, the Oversea Supply D ivision, by the very nature of its function, had
to deal with all the technical services in getting supplies; th is seemed more logically a
fun ction of G-4 than of an agency of one of
the technical services. The closest co-operation between the chief of the Oversea Supply
Division and the port commander was, of
course, essential, sihce the Oversea Supply
Division continued to be involved in cargo
planning and in expediting cargo through
the port.
Once sufficient shipping had been put
into service early in the con flict, overseas
movement of supplies and troops proceeded
relatively smoothly under the supervision of
the Navy's Military Sea Transportation
Service. When the need for certain items
was especially urgent (as rockets and
launchers), the items were shipped by air
when practicable. High priority cargo be·
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yond the capaci ty of available airlift went
by MARINEX ( Marine Express), toploaded, when possible, on fast vcsscls sailing
directly to the oversea destination.
A gian t step for.vard in transportation
of military materiel was taken with the initiation of Container Express (CONEX )
service. Developed by the Transportation

days' saving in depot-ta-depot transportation time. Reports indicated that hand ling
was facil itated, damage and pilferage minimized, and overpacking requirements reduced. With the success of this tria l ru n,
use of the CONEX system for shipments to
Yokohama increased to nine weekly by May
1953 . "

Corps, the system unitized small packages
into unifonn loads in reusable steel containSupport of United Nations Foras
ers. The containers, called cargo transAllied forces in Korea ot her than those of
porters. could be tiered three high, could
be loaded on the deck of a ship or squared the United States and the Republic of Korea
to the hatch, and handled by ord inary ncver reached as much as 10 percenl of the
ship's gear. They could also be transported total troop strcngth. The United States
on the standard Anny 6x6 truck, on com- provided one-ha lf or more of the logistic supmercial or military flat-bed or open-top port for these forces, but this amoun ted to a
semitrailers, and on Aat or gondola railway relatively small fra ction of the total supplies
cars. After a test period from June to and services furn ished United Sta tes and
December 1951, Far Eastern Command re~ Korean forces. Yet the significance of
ported enthusiastically on the system and U nited Nations participation in the Korean
recommended that it be expanded in the operations, and of American logistical suptheater. The test shipments had been made port therefor, ca n not be measured alone in
from Japan to Korea by sea, and within the numbers of troops involved. The probKorea by rail. In November 1952 Icn1S of co-ord ination, negotiation, and acCONEX service began on a trial basis from counting were as great as though the troop
the United States to the Far East when, to contributions had been several times as large.
relieve the critical shortage of engineer It took about as much paper work to record
spare pa~ thirty transporters were put into the disposition of ten vehicles ag of a hun .serviee from the Columbus General Depot dred. Negotiations for concluding s.1.tisfacin Ohio to the Yokohama Engineer Depot tory agreements on financial a rrangements
in J apan. Operating on a fix ed schedule, were hardly less involved for the settlement
a group of three transporters left Columbus ' of accounts amounting to a million dollars
by commercial truck each week for San than for accounts of a hundred million dolFrancisco from where it was shipped via lars. Aside from the demonstration of soliMARINEX to Yokohama. Government darity for United Na tions principles which
vehicles delivered the transporters to the the military contributions of twenty ot her
consignee point where they were emptied nations indicated, probably the most imporimmediately and returned to port for move- tant result of those contributions was the exment to the depot in the eontinental United
Office, Chief of Transponation, TC in the
States. The average time of delivery was
Current Nationat Em('rg('ncy: The Pon-Korean Extwenty~seven days, and that of the round
perience, CONEX A ~'l ilel!One in Unilizluion, pp.
trip was fifty~five days-an estimated 25- 30 3- 5. Copy in O C MH.
II
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pericllce in international logistic co-opera· course of operations. T he other forty-two
lion, which would be of value in future col- members (twenty-n ine of whom supported
the General Assembly resolution on the unilective police actions and coalition wars.
National d iffere nces in customs, t a stc.~, fi cation of Korea in October 1950, and
and religions led to man)' complications in twenty-six of whom voted in favor of the
supplying United Nations forces. Moslems Ceneral Assembly resolution of 1 Febnlary
could not cat pork, a nd the H indus of the 1951 declaring Communist China an aggresIndian Ambu lance Company cou ld not cat sarj incurred no financia l obligation.
beef because of religious rest rictions; the I nThe Army had to keep account of its
dians had to have cu rry powder a nd rice; costs, and this included the support of other
Thais and Fi lipinos too wanted ricc, strong United Nations forces. Congress needed
spices, and strong brands of lea and coffec. to know, in approving p rograms and apThe Du tch m issed their milk and cheese; thc propriations, what the cost of providing supFrench missed their wi nc; a nd nearly all the port wero. Foreign governments were an xEuropean troops wanted a great ~ c al more ious to have accounts kept straight so they
bread than the American ration provided. would know the amount of indebtedT he Storage D ivision of the Yokohama ness they were incurring a nd would have an
Quartermaster Depot, beginni ng in Feb- indication of their participation as equal
ruary 195 1, prepared "spice packs" to ac- partners. Some officials in the Department
company shipmen ts of B rations to Korea so of the Army were fearful lest support
that individual units could season the food granted without provision (or repayment
to their taste. One type of packet contained might leave the U nited States opcn to unsoda and baking powder; anothcr con tained friendly foreign propaganda which m ight
eleven d ifferent spicing elements. A special suggest that thc U nited States was following
hot St'\uce supplement was provided for a policy of hiring mercenaries to do its fi ghtT hailand and Ethiopian troops who appar- ing. The Army prepared no separate
ently would eat most any ration if it had budget to cover the support of U nited Naenough hot sauce on it. Types of provisions tions fo rces. This support came out of the
furnished to particular countries changed regular funds of the technical services,
from time to time; in May 1952 only three though separate records had to be kept.
countries-Canada, Norway, and Sweden- were accepting the complete AmerExpan.sion of the
ican ration with nothing added and nothing
R epublic of Korea Army
subtracted.
As the Korean conflic t settled into a staleT he financia l arra ngements enta iled in
mate
apparently without end, an alternapaying for logistical support in the Korean
War were complicated. The United States tive to the indefinite commitment of Amer~
of course paid for all that went to its fo recs. ican forces seemed to be to build a ReThe eighteen members of the United Na- public of Korea Army that could relieve
tions (other than the United States) who American d ivisions in the defense of that
gave same kind of assistance in Korea in- country, or that could make a major COllcurred financial indebtedness to the United tribution toward breaking the stalemate.
Stales for U.S. materiel they used in the W ith peace talks giving no promise of ~n
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early amu.stlce, pressure toward that end
began to increase on both sides of the Pacific
in the spring of 1952. It was to become a
theme foJ' much of the discussion in the
presidential campaign of that year.
General Clark, in response to a request
from the Chief of Staff, had submitted a
plan to expand the Republic of Korea Anny
to twenty divisions within a period of eight.
een months, but he did so with grave misgivings about the over-all logistical implications of such a build-up within such a short
period of time.
Even if the suggested expansion of ROK
forces were successful in permitting the
withdrawal of American forces, it was to be
questioned whether such a course would
have been wise from the point of view of
international politics. What had begun as a
common United Nations effort would then
be completely lost, and the Korean War
would be reduced to a civil war. At the
same time, it was doubtful whether the
South Koreans themselves would have been
enthusiastic about the complete withdrawal
of American combat divisions. Perhaps a
more serious concern for the United States
was the loss of materiel that would be in~
volved. Weapons and equipment then in
the hands of American and other United
Nations forces in Korea could still be con~
sidered a materiel rescrve for use elsewhere
in the Far East, or in other parts of the world
if nccessary, but if they were handed over
to the Republic of Korea they could not be
counted on for use anywhere else in the
world. A further fact that could not be
ignored was the danger that some mate~
riel, if given to t he ROK Army, might fall
into the hands of the Communists. Doubt~
less the C hinese Communists would have the
capability of overrunning even a 20-division
South Korean Army if there were no other
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forces to deter them, and as had happened
in the case of some of the Chinese National~
ist forces, equipment delivered for the de~
fense of Korea might actually be turned
against it. Moreover, there was no getting
away from the fact that such a l arge~scale
turnover of equipment to the Republic of
Korea could not help but delay by another
year or more the fulfillment of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization programs,
wou ld delay further the arming of Japanese
security forces, would make necessary the
continuation of the 50 percent ceiling on
critical items for training units in the United
States, and would continue the gamble of
getting along without reconstituting the
materiel reserves in t he United States. Early
in February 1953 P resident Eisenhower authorized Gcneral Clark to add two divisions
to the Republic of Korea Army immediately
to make a force of fourteen divisions plus six
separate regiments with an over-all ceiling
(including marines) of 507,880. A few
days later the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to the Secretary of Defense that the
program for expanding the Republic of
Korea Army to twenty divisions be implemented immediately.

Far East Command
Organization for Logistics
The logistical mission of Far East Command encompassed broad responsibilities
for support of: (1) United Nations forces
in Korea, (2) the defense of the Far East
Command; (3) forces of the Republic of
Korea Army, Navy, and Air Force beyond
the capabilities of the Korean Government
to support ; (4) Korean augmentation to
U.S. Army ( Korean soldiers integrated into
American units), and the Korean Service
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Corps; (5) prisoners of war and civilian interneC$ in Korea, (6) the U.S. Military Advisory Group to the Republic of Korea
( KMAG), (7) civil assistance in Korea as
necessa ry to su pport mil itary operations;
(9) a program of civil relief and economic
aid until those responsibilities were assumed
by United Nations civil agencics; (9) a
planned program for moving and processing
refugees in Korea; ( 10) a planned movement of exchanged prisoners of war and
civilian internees in the event of an annistice; ( 11 ) a program to develop and equip
anned forces of the Republic of Korea to
assume increasing responsibility in the defense of the Republic; ( 12 ) J apanese sccu rity forccs; and ( 13) the Ryukyuan
Central Police Force.
The Japan Logistical Command, under
Maj. Gen. Walter L. Weible, was the agency
to which the Eighth Anny in Korea su},
mitted its requisitions for supplies, and it
was, in turn, the requisitioning agency of the
Far East Command for supplies from the
United States. Within Japan it operated
ports, depots, and other installations for logistic support. It carried out its administrative responsibilities through three area
commands. In order to save troop spaces
in its own service units, the Japan Logistical
Command used table of distribution rather
than table of organization units wherever
the substitution would effect a saving. Often it was possible to fill the supervisory
spaces with military personnel, and then to
fill out the unit with local labor.
The first use in combat operations of a
logistical command organized under an approved table of organization was in Korea.
And in Korea it was used in a way considered "exceptional" in the statements of
doctrine which had accompanied the development of this type of organization- it was
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being used in the combat zone, as a subordinate element of an army. In September 1950 the 2d Logistical Command, organized as a Type C table of organization
logistical command, replaced the Pusan
Logistical Command. The primary mission of the 2d Logistical Command was to
receive, store, and forward supplies for the
Eighth Anny in Korea. It also forwarded
most of the Eighth Army's requisitions to t·he
Japan Logistical Command. Eighth Army
headquarters retained direct control of
requisitioning ammunition, petroleum products, and perishable foods bccausc of the
difficulty of determining a satisfactory basis
for requisi tioni ng those items under t he 60day requisitioning policy then in effect.
After the Inchon landing the 3d Logistical
Command , a Type B organization, went in
to that area to perform the same kind of
support functions for X Corps that tbe
2d Logistical Command was pcrfonning for
Eighth Anny.
After some experience in Korea, the consensus of thosc concerned seemed to be that
the table-oC-organization logistical command was sound in concept and realistic
in proposed missions. Its great advantage
was in that it represented an approved
voucher against which a commander could
draw service troops when he was called
upon to set up a logistical support organ ization. Something might have been gained
by additional Aexibility.
The most critical problems commanders
faced in Korea were little different from
those commanders met in World War IIservice personnel and labor. The labor
problem could always be expected in any
similar logistical organization; yet no labor
organization as such had been developed in
the logistical command. Actually the 2d
Logistical Command eventualJ.y employed
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over 100,000 Koreans, either directly or in~
directly, as well as others who worked on
local procurement contracts. This put
many soldiers of all ranks in the positions of
supervisors, and it had the effect of making
the 2d Logistical Command a much larger
organization than anticipated. Finding the
right number of men with the needed military occupational special ity numbers, and
supervising scores of small specialists units
created major administrative problems.
When Lt. General Walton H. Wa lker assumed command of all U.S. ground troops
in Korea on 12 J uly 1950, the total strength
of his Eighth Army, in Korea and in Japan,
was 2,602 officers, 237 warrant officers, and
40,307 enlisted men. In the course of the
next several months U.S. clements in that
army expanded sixfold. On 16 July 1950
all ground forces of the Republic of Korea
Army came under the command of the
Eighth Army; a year later they outnumbered all the U.S. elements assigned to that
army. W hat had begun as the advance
headquarters of an underst rength amly was
soon tantamount to the headquarters of
an army group plus the advance section of
a communications zone.
The Eight h
Army's logistica l mission included logistica l
support for all United Nations forces in
Korea with the exception of ammunition
and technical supplies for air units, e(J ui pment peculiar to the Marine Corps, and
items furnished other United Nations forces
by their own governments, plus support of
the Korea n Civi l Assistance Program.
In J uly 1952 C eneral Clark isslled instructions to be effective 2 1 August, establishing the Korean Communications Zone
( KCOMZ ) to relie\'e the Commanding
General , Eighth Army, of responsibility fo r
logistica l and territoria l operations not immediately related to the conduct of com-
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bat operations in Korea, a nd to relieve him
of responsi bility for political relations with
the Government of the Republic of Korea. 1i
This permitted t he 2d Logistical Command
to fall into place as earlier Army doctrine
had envisaged the logistical commands:
under the new set-up it became the operating agency for the Korean Base Section.
As of November 1952 the Korean Communications Zone co-ordinated the work
of fou r subordinate commands: ( 1) the
Korean Base Section, operated by 2d Logistical Command, ( 2 ) the 3d Military Railway Service, (3 ) the U.N. Prisoner of War
Command, and ( 4 ) the U.N. Civi l Assistance Command. T heoretically the Korean
Base Section was only one of four operational com mands for which K COMZ headquarters was the co-ordinating agency.
H owever, in practice, this arrangement
amoun ted to a layering of headquarters to
some extent. Here was a communications
zone having only one section, a section that
had territorial boundaries co-extensive with
those of KCOMZ itself.
Although
KCOMZ was conceived as a planning and
policy-maki ng headquarters, with Korean
Base Section as the operat iona l command
fo r su pply activities, it was not possible to
maintain sharp lines of distinction.
Another major organizalional change became effective 1 O ctober 1952 when H eadquarters, U.S. Army Forces, Far East
( USAFFE ), absorbed J apan Logistical
Command and became the Army's principal admi nistrative headquarters in J apan.
This still left the administrative organization somewhat d ifferent from that outlined
in field service regulations. Actually Anny
" For his part, General Ridgway preferred the
a rrangeme nt under which he had opera ted as Eighth
Army commander, with the logistics structure part of
his own command.
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Forces, Far East, with responsibility for fifth
echelon ma intenance and for logistical support of Korean Base Section, was functioning as the base section of a theater communications zone, as well as theater communications zone headquarters and theater army
forces headquarters. The position of Korean Communications Zone in that framework was analogous to an advance section
of a communications zone, with one important difference- under the "nonnal" organization KCOMZ would have been subordinate to an over-all commun ications zoncArmy Forces, Far East- actually, until 1
January 1953, KCOMZ had equal status
with Army Forces, Far East, as a major .~ub
ordinate command of the Far East Command. Nevertheless, co-ordination between
the two logistical headquarters- with frequent visits of staff officers and commanders,
exchanges of personnel, and direct communication- probably was as close as though
one comma nd had been subordinate to the
other.

Supply from the United States became
effective quickly, but not nearly enough arrived to meet all requirements during the
early months of the conflict. Fortunately
for the United Nations effort, large quantities of World War II equipment were still
in Japan and on the Pacific islands, and
J apanese labor and fac ilities were at hand
to recondition that eq uipment.
In the first four months of the war the
ordnance rebuild program, begun in J apan
that spring, turned out 439,000 small
arms, 1,418 artillery pieccs, 34,316 pieces of
fire control equipment, 743 combat vehicles,
and 15,000 general purpose vehicles. The
program not on ly saved the tactical situation
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in all probability, but dollars as well- and
the resources and time which those dollars
represented. During the next two years dollar savings resulting from all the rebuild
operations of the various services in J apan
were estimated as high as $9.5 million.
Another fQltunate circumstance for the
United States was Korea's proximity to
J apan , the leading industrial power of the
Orient, whose industrial resources were at
the command of U.S. forccs. Had a war
occurred in an area such as the Middle East
the possible result is fearful to contemplate.
W hen the accelerated rebuild program,
which in itself depended upon Japanese industr,}" was not enough to close the gap between immediate requirements for K orea
and shipments arriving from the United
States, it was possible to make up much of
the difference by purchases from J apanese
merchants and manufacturers. From the
beginning of the Korean conflict, when thc
E.ighth Army obtained such emergency
items as landing net clips, manila rope, lumber, crushed rock, pallets, sandbags, carbon
tetrachloride, and life preservers from J apanese sources, local procurement was an
essential feature of su pply operations.
Attempts to set up automatic resupply
shipments directly from the United States to
Korea during the early weeks of the confli ct
were not particularly effective. The shiping time was too long, and the tactical situation was changing too rapidly. Automatic
resupply shipments from Japan to Korea,
howev~r) were the rule for the first several
months. Du ring that period of uncertainty,
when United Nations forces were withdrawing, defending, and auaeking in rapid succession up and down the length of the Korean Peninsula, it was nearly impossible to
find a firm basis for preparing requisitions.
Since at first practically everything was
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needed, availability of both supplies and ca r~
fiers governed supply shipments to Korea.
The inevitable results wefe evidenced in the
uneconomical use of shipping, loss of time
in unloading when ships jammed Korean
ports, delivery of noncritical supplies while
critical items awaited unloading, and added
shipping costs.
The depot system in Korea was much
morc simple than that found, for example,
in World War I or World War II in France,
where intcnncdiate and advance depots
shared the burdens of depot operat ions in
getting supplies forward, but the result was
a greater complexity of problems. Finding
t hat the doctrine, "the impetus of supply is
from the rcar" had lost its relevance in some
respects, unit suppl y officers in Korea resorted to va rious expedients to pull supplies
forw ard. The long su pply lines could be
likened to a long-range electrica l transmission line over which electrical energy loses
its force unless booster st<ltions arc used.
In K orea the "booster stations", that is, the
intermediate depots, were missing, an omission especially significant for Class I I and
IV supplies which did not fall within the
daily distribution pattern. The long distance separating depots from combat divisions seemed to dull the sense of urgency
of the men operati ng the depots. Some
divisions fou nd it useful to station expediters
ncar the d epots to sec that badly needed
supplies moved forward. ( Mal) 26 )
Pusan, t he primary depot area <IS well as
the primary port in Korea throughout the
war, was probably the most lucrative target for enemy bombing in all Korea. Destruction of the port and storage facilities
in the Pusan area would have almost paralyzed the U nited Nations' operations. Certainly no lesson is to be learned from the
fact that the enemy did not take advantage

of the circumstances. On the contrary,
everyone seemed to recognize the danger,
but because of the shortage of service personnel and the lack of suitable f<lcilities and
necessary transportation lines elscwheretogether with a certain amou nt of inertialittle was done to correct the situ ation.

Transportation
Probably th e greatest limitation on port
capacity in Korea, other than the lack of
skilled stevedores, was the lack of transportation facilities for moving cargo out of the
port areas. The practice of establishing
depots in the transportation facil ities at t he
port seriously aggravated the situ ation.
Pusan, with a potential ca pacity of 45,000
measurement tons a da y, had an actual
average d aily discharge rate of only about
14,000 tons in Fiscal Year 1951. Other
pons had similar transport limitations. As
a result, ships sometimes had to stand by
in the outer h<lrbors as long a.<; twenty-five
days-oncc, 36 vessels were at the port of
I nchon, and they had an average in-port
time of twenty-two days.
Geography severel y limited transportation wit hin Korca. An almost uninterrupted chain of mountains extending from
northern Korea all along the ea~ t coast and
through the middle of the peninsu la channeled communi cati ons through intervening
valleys and corridors and along the lowlands of the wcst coast.
T he logistica l effort in the coun try depended above all upon the succes.<;ful operation of the railroads. The Military Ra ilway Service supervised operat ions, and local
employecs of the National Railway actually ran the trains alltl did most of the repair work under a contract arrangement
that subseq uently resulted in a cred it to the
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South Korean Government approximating
$1,000,000 a month plus $3,500,000 a
month for operating supplies and maintenance. On an average day in 1951 over
thirty trains were dispatched- about 25
carrying supplies to forward railheads, 3 or
more carrying troops, 2 or morc taking casualties to the rcar, and the remainder transporting goods to supply points or other rear
area destinations. Each train, with 20 to
40 cars, carried about 500 tons of freight
or 1,000 passengers for average d istances of
100 miles.
T he most difficult part of the whole t ransportation system was the delivery of supplies to front.line units. D riving conditions
were bad enough in rear areas over the narrow, rough mountain roads where guerrilla
bands often menaced motor convoys. In
fo rward areas, road maintenance and the
road net were inadequate, and when trucks
cou ld not get through men had to carry the
su pplies. All the cross-count!), mobility of
the 2!h-ton trucks and the jeeps was of no
avail over the mountainous positions the
United Nations fo rces held on much of the
Korean fro nt. I n an attack road improvement and cargo vehicles could not keep u p
with the infan t!), advancing over mountainous terrain. The answer to these d ifficulties
was found in the organization of companies
of Korean hand carriers. Improvised cable
lifts performed furt her valuable service in
delivering supplies and bringing out casualties from almost inaccessible battle positions.
Although helicopters were slow in comparison to other aircraft, they could be used
to build up supplies very rapidly in a local
situation, and the supplies could be delivered precisely at the designated spot. In a
matter of mi nutes helicopters could deliver
a day's supplies to a front -line com pany

over terrain that would take hours to t raverse on land. With supplies in cargo nets,
a hel icopter had to remain no longer than
thirty seconds a t the landing area for unloading; if casualt ies were to be evacuated on t he
return trip, it took only three or four minutes to unload the supplies and load the casualties. As a means of getting a seriously
wounded patient to an aid station the helicopter was unequaled . Although influ enced by the weather, helicopters could still
fly in weather that grounded other types of
aircraft. Although sJow, and so presumably
a good target for ground fi re, t he helicopter
cou ld hover close to the ground and fly up
valleys out of sight of the enemy until close
to its destination, thus losses to enemy fi re
were very low.

Maintenance
Difficulties of ma intaining equipment in
Korea ap peared almost from the outset.
The added strain on vehicles fro m intensive
use over poor roads and mountainous terrain, mechan ical weaknesses in some tanks,
and periods of intensive arti lle!)' fire all contributed, but much of t he trouble in the early
months seemed to have been more the result
of a shortage of well-trained men to handle
organizational and field maintenance than
defects in the design or materials of the
equipment itself, most types of which had
hcld up well under strenuous combat conditions in World War I I. Shortages (or
misuse) of tank repair men in infantry regiments was especially noticeable. For the
first year and a half an especially acute problem was the shortage of spare parts for t he
great variety of highly specialized engineer
equipment that had to be kept in operation.
CONEX shipments, begun in November
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1952, p roved to be t he solution to most of
this problem.

genera l application, however, until the Korean ' <Va r, when a center, made up of many

Quartermaster Service Centers

Quartcnnastcr units, was organized to support each U.S. corps. The first center,

The perfection of Quartermaster service
cenlers was one of the outstandilll; develop-

ments of Quartermaster troop services in
Korea.

That the various Quartermaster

service units su pporting a corps, previously
operating independently of each other,
should be brought together in a single loca-

tion under central control seems to have
been accepted originally in the U.S. Fifth
Army in Italy during the latter phases of
World War II. The idea did not receive

Quartermaster Service Center N umber 3,
went into operation for X Corps on 1 May
1951. T he practice was to layout the service center along a stream, with shower and
clothing exchange point upstream from the
laundry, and repair and maintenance facilitics adjacent to the laundry. Centralized
messing fac ilities and billets for the troops
were located apart from the working areas.
At the shower point men entered, turned in
their dirty clothes, drew soap, towels, and
shaving equ ipment, had a hot shower in a
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tent t hat could accommodate forty men at a
time, and then drew a clean set of clothing.

Service Troops
Although t he p roportion of service troops
to combat troops in t he U.S. Army was su b~
ject to frequent criticism, actually the theater

division slice was considerably smaller35,000 in Korea a nd 6,000 in Japan-than
had been anticipated. But this was only
an illusory streamlining resulting from a
shortage of service troops. Local civilian

employees had to take the place of

con ~

siderablc numbers of service troops. In the
J a pan Logistical Command a bout onc mil-

itary space was being saved (or every two
civilians employed. As of March 1951, a pp roximate1y 145,000 civilians in J apan
coufd be considered as working in support
of operat ions in Korea. During the same

period anot her 100,000 or more civilians
(excluding members of t he Korean Service
C orps) were worki ng for A rmy service units
in Korea. All these people had to be supplied in one way or another.

BaUlefield Evacuation
A significant med ical fact of World War

II was tha t about 24 percen t of men who
died from wounds ( men who survived long
enough to reach a medical install ation ) died
before they reached installat ions equipped
fo r major surgery. The practice in W orld
War II of assigning platoons of field hospitals, rein forced by surgical teams, to support
division clea ring stations made surgery available closer to the front lines than it had been
before, and apparently this was an important factor in reducing the mortality rate
from that experienced in World War I.

Still, a relatively small percentage (2 1 percent according to two surveys) of patients
reached surgical treatment during what surgeons have termed the "golden period" of
the fi rst six hours after receiving the wounds.
U ndoubtedly the reduction in mortality
among men wounded in action in Korea
was due in large part to reductions in lapsed
time before surgical treatment for those seriously wounded. Evacuation of critically
wounded men by hclicopter to mobile surgical hospitals was one m ajor factor affecting
this result. A second was the expansion
of t he idea of provid ing su rgical teams by
the establishment of mobile army surgical
hospitals.
Developed on paper in 1947 on the basis
of the portable surgical hospitals, and the
larger surgical hospitals of World War 11,
the standa rd mobile anny surgical hospital
was a 60-bed hospital unit designed to be located with or near division clearing stations
in order to provide surgical treatment for
casualties too badly injured to be evacuated
fu rther to the rear without first receiving
such attention .

TaJk and Fight
Accustomed to associating armistice overtures with peace, t he peoples of the world
welcomed with enthusiasm t he announcement in June 195 1 that Communist leaders
had agreed to open truce negotiations. But
hope soon gave way to disappoin tment as
conversations d ragged on month after
mont h, fi rst at Kacsong and t hen at Panmunjom. Arm istice negotia tions began in
J uly 1951, wcre broken off by enemy delegates in August, and were resumed in October. The delegates reached an im passe in
May 1952; the conferences were suspended
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completely in October 1952 and did not resUIne until April 1953. The armistice was

signed 27 July 1953.
While negotiations went on so did the
fighting, but with a difference- t he fact that
the negotiations were underway influenced
the character of ensuing operations. Some
of the most difficult fighting of the entire
conflict took place in the autumn of 1951,
but offensives tended to be limited in scope.
Following the agreement upon a preliminary
line of demarcation in November 1951, the
warfare became more nearly stabilized while
negotiations on other points continued sporadically for more than two years.
The logistical implications were important. First of all, the military services were
alert to the likelihood of an annistice, and
there was no question of being caught by
a surprise armistice wi th no plans for adjusting to the new situation. Indeed, staff officers had been making plans for halting
supplies and withdrawing troops from
Korea ever si nce the successful landing at
Inchon in ·September 1950. Cut-backs had
actually been ordered in procurement and
shipment of some supplies shortly before the
Chi nese intervention became a certainty in
late November 1950. At the con fe rence
with President Truman on Wake Island in
October 1950, General MacArthur and
General Bradley had discus."ed plans for redeploying units from Korea to Europe and
the United States. The Army staff had
drawn plans for post hostilities logistical
support.
Even whi le demobilization and redeployment plans had to be held in abeyance as
truce negotiations and combat proceeded,
the relatively stabilized warfare permitted a
more orderly logistical support for the troops
still engaged. Regularized procedures could
replace improvis.1.tion, and new procedu res
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could be perfected free of the stresses of
rapidly cha nging battle positions. As stalemate developed at the confe rence table, its
effects appeared on the batllefield.
At the end of 1952, when Communist
authori ties had given no indication of a
willingness to resume armistice negotiations,
and when many Americans wcre bccom ing
impatient with the contin uation of the stalemate, suggestions were offered for a new
United Na tions offensive. Some suggested
amphibious assaults On one or both coasts
of North Korea, and possibly an airborne
attack over the Communist defensive works
as well, which would have n o less an objective than a return to the Manchurian
border. Even if such a plan were successful, there would be no reason to suppose
that the Chinc~e Communists would demobilize their forces as a result. It seemed
more likely that they would continue the
fight at the Yalu, and since an approach to
this region had been enough to incite them
to intervention in 1950, it was not unlikely
that again they would attempt to build up
for a major offensive. At best, the results
of this proposal would be to exchange a
stalemate on the relatively short front near
the 38th para lic! for another stalemate on
a front thrce or four times as long, located
close to enemy sources of supply but much
further removed from U.N. supply bases.
Others suggested settling for a line north
of P 'yongyang in the vicinity of Korea's
narrow "waist." This supposedly would
have gained much-needed prestige fo r the
United Nations without incurring the risk
or the logistical strain involved in a drive
to the Yalu. This suggestion, too, would
have lengthened United Nations lines of
communication while shorteni ng those of
the Communists.
Lengthened lines of communication
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wou ld mean additional miles of roads to
be built and maintained, railroads to be
repaired and operated, communication wire
to be strung, and radio stations to be sel up.
With lhe longer turn-around limes that
greater distances would mean for trucks and
railway cars, it was qucstionable whether
there would have been enough cars and
trucks- there were hardly enough to maintain large-scale operations in t he positions
then occupied- to sustain major operations
for any length of lime. On the other hand,
to the extent that the ports of Chinnamp'o
(on the west coast ) and Wonsan (on the cast

coast), and over-the-beach operations elscwhere could have relieved dependence on
rai lway and highway transportation, the effect would have been to shorten rather than
to lengthen the lines of communication by
an advance north to the waist. The port
of ''''onsan had an esti mated military lln~
loading capacity of 7,400 tons a day and
Chinnam p'o had an estimated capacity of
about 3,000 tons a day. Hungna m, some
distance north of Wonsan, had an cst i ~
mated capacity of 8,300 tons a day. It
also should be noted that Ch'ongjin, much
farther north on the cast coast, had an esti~
mated capacity of 19,700 tons a day, in·
eluding berthing for twelve Liberty-size
vessels, and that Najin ( Rashin), still closer
to the Siberian border, had an estimated
capacity of 9,000 tons per day including
berthing for eleven Liberty·size vessels;
wi th a combined capacity nearly as great as
that of Pusan, these ports could have been
usebl in shorteni-ng the lineS of communica·
tion for the support of forccs along the
northern border of Korea. Whether or not
enemy aircraft and submarines would have
permitted full usc of the northern ports was,
of course, another question.
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In short, the effect of lengthened lines of
com munication had to be calculated in
terms of requirements for trucks, cars, railway and highway equipment and materials
and the availability of alternative water
transportation, before a valid conclusion
cou ld be offered as to whether any particular
proposed tactical operation could be recommended from the standpoint of its effect
upon those communications. The other element to be considered was the additional
q uantities of supplies, particularly ammunition, that would have to be moved over those
lines to support the contemplated operation.
When an a rmistice agreement began to
appear imminent in the spring of 1953, the
immediate result was an increase rather than
a reduction in a number of supply activities.
Anxious not to be caught wit h shortages
that wou ld be frozen by armist ice stipulations against any build-up of combat material, commanders urged rapid replenishment
of such supplies in order to reach authorized
levels.
This in creased activity applied particularly to ammunition. Heavy expendi tures
of ammuni tion had reduced the su ppl y on
hand appreciably, and extraordinary steps
were req uired to restore authorized levels.
Special ammunition ships dispatched from
J apan and others sent directly to Korea
with cargoes from the U nited States brought
additional supplies of ammunition to the
Korean ports. The arrival of the ammu nition called for ext ra effort on the part of
units and dock workers of the Korean Base
Section to discharge the additional vessels
and keep the ports and beaches cleared.
Safety precautions for handling and storing
ammunition were relaxed as the port companies undertook to discharge 7,000 long
ton'; a day.

T HE KOREAN WAR

Summary
Many Americans were disappointed
when the Korean conAict ended on tcnn s of
less than tota l victory. But somethi ng even
more important than total victory may have
been gained in this demonstration of fC·
straint in the conduct of limited war for
limited objectives. I n an age when lotal
victory was associated with total deslruc·
tion, perhaps it was more urgent than ever
that total waf be avoided as long as the national sa fety and essential freed oms were
not sacrificed . This, indeed, presumably
was the objective of the whole Un ited Nations effort in Korea. If the United States
was engaged in a limited war in Korea in
order to fo restall a third \vorld war, then so
fa r it was successful. If the United States
was engaged in a limited waf in Korea in
order to prevent the ex tension of Commu·
nist domination to South Korea, then in
that too it was successful.

The KorCall Experience
It is difficult to draw generalizations from
the Korean experience that wou ld have application at other times and places. T here
never could be "another Korea." Even
resumption of hostilities in Korea itself
wou ld be under very different conditions
from those pre\'ailing in J une 1950, when
only by drawing heavily on World War II
equipment in the Far East and in the United
States and on the resources of J apan it was
possible to meet the logistical requirements.
Before June 1950, neither the Far East
Command nor the Dep<lrtment of the Army
appeared to have any prepared plan for
su pport of mi litary operations in Korea.
T he decision to go into Korea wi th ground
forces was an almost instantaneous one sup·
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ported by a spontaneous recomme ndation
from the Far East Command without detailed reference to logistical plans and anal·
yses. To general qucstions raised in the Depa rtment of the Army about the logistical
feasibi lity of a campaign in Korea, affirmative responses were given based more upon
faith than upon 'studied inquiry. At that
moment the question was not one of wha t
could be done, bu t of what must be done.
In meeting the first cri tical demands, A rmy
leaders in WaShington, Tokyo, and Pusan
had to play it by car. Detailed planning
did begin once the wa r was a reality. bu t
it might have been done more quic kly and
more effectively had more thorough planning preceded it.
T hc.·c could have been no K orean W ar
wit hout a World War II preced ing it.
Stocks being maintained in the various
materiel reseI>'es were made up almost en·
tirely of World W ar II supplies, fo r there
had been virtually no new procurement of
most items si nce thc end of World War II.
In addition, great quantities of World War
II equipment remaining on the Pacific is·
lands fed the rebuild plants in J a pan to
make up serious shortages. The im portance
of World War II in the logistical support
of the Korean War went beyond the matter
of essential materiel rCSCI>'es. The vcry
procedures by wh ich the ports of embarkation and the technical services were able to
fill req uisitions and build up shipments
quickly were the result largely of practices
developed during World W ar II .
The total tonnage of supplies of all classes
shipped from the Uni ted States to the Far
East during t he three years and olle mt!Oth
of the Korean War- ( approximately
31,500,000 measurement tons ) was more
than t\\lice the tonnage shipped from the
United Statcs in support of the American
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Expeditionary Force in World War I clur·
ing the nineteen months from Ju ne 19 17
through December 19 18. It was 82 percent
greater than the total shipment of supplies
(17,239,000 measurement tons)13 for the
su pport of Army ground and air forces in
the Southwest Pacific Area in World War
II in the thirty-seven months from August
1942 to August 1945.
The dollar cost to the United States of
military operations in Korea for goods and
services can only be approx imated very
roughry_ On the basis of data prepared in
the Statistical Analysis Section, Supply Planning Branch of G-4, the Office of the Comptroller of the Army estimated the total (:osl
to the Army of operations in Korea for the

period 27 J une 1950-30 June 1953 to be
about $17,200,672,000. Thissum includes
$11,756,134,000 for supplies shipped to the
Far East (excluding equipment which accompanied troops), $1,522,925,000 for contractual services for movement of troops and
supplies, and $ 1,729, 152,000 for the cost
of activities of installations both in the
United States and the Far East directly
supporting the Korean operations.
The
pay of soldiers in table of organization and
equipment units amounted to about
$2, 192,461,000 for the period. It

The Big Picture
The war in Korea was but a part of a
sequence of climactic events characterizing
the cold war. T he international tensions
between Communist states and the Free
World set Korea apart from earlier pun itive
expeditions of the United States. On many
"Army Service Forcel, StaliSlical Review, World
War II, app. G, p. 132. Copy in OCMH .
.. Estimate or CO$! or Korean Operations, Period
21 J une 1950-30 June 1953, Accounting and Financial Policy Div, OCA.
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occasions the Un ited States had supported
armed intervention- from Tripoli to Mexico, and from Nicaragua to C hina- but seldom had those actions carried such overtones of high policy as were found in the
Korean War. In Korea the whole worldwide tension between the Unjted States and
the Soviet Union was thrown into sharp
relief.
Probably the most important result of
the Korean War for the United States was
that it served to alert Americans to the general danger of Communist aggression at a
time when they were looking hopefully lOward trimming their defense expenditures
and commitments for logistic support for
allied nations. The Korean conflict consequently set in motion a long-term rearmament program through which t he U n ited
States would be more nearly prepared to
meet future emergencies, and particularly
to accept total mobilization s.hould that become necessary.
Actually it was the C hinese Communist
attack in November and Decemhcr 1950,
rather than the original North Korean attack of the preceding June, that provided
the more important stimulus to the reamlament program. After the Chinese intervention, the United Nations faced, as Ceneral MacArthur said, an entirely " new war."
Only after intervention by the Chinese Communists did the President proclaim a national emergency- largely for the benefi t of
logistical expansion. O nly then were supplementary budgets prepared on a scale
commensurate with the total situation.
A series of top-level decisions that followed had far-reaching cons.eq uences for the
military position of t he U n ited States, all
of them relating to the cntire world situation rather than to Korea a lone. The first
of these was th at Korea must be regarded
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That was the decision to base military
budget guide lines on the assumption of an

early tcnnination of the conflict. T he
Army, therefore, could not budget for op*
crations support in Korea for a projected
period; it could only replace ammunition
and other supplies already used and it could
not buy su pplies for future usc. After-thcfact supplementary appropriations had to
cover expenditures for operations in Korea.
Not until 1953- 54, as hostilities cnded, did
thc budget catch up with the war. Perhaps
in the circumstances this was a tribute to
political realism, bu t it seems that budget
projections wou ld have both benefited the
industrial mobilization program and have
been more in keeping with the theory of
long-term industrial preparedness.
T he Korean War had worldwide logistical ramifications. Wh ile it is true that the
war stimulated the movement of additional
troops and supplies to Europe, it must be
recognized that beyond a certain point
Korea loomed as a competitor with Europe
and other areas for available material resources. It was a repetition, in a way, of
the World War II contest for resources between the European and the Pacific theaters, but in 1950-53 the going war in Korea
had some advantages over a potential war in
Europe. T he Truman Administration consistently regarded Europe as the vital <lrea
in the world picture. Then what was essentiallya question of high military strategy
became ensnarled in domestic politics and
outstanding spokesmen appeared to su pport
each cause.
The Eisenhower Administration never
denied the vital importance of Western
Europe in the world strategy against Communist expansion, but it was inclined to
put somewhat greater emphasis on Asia than
had been the case ea rl ier. One of the most
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outstanding examples of this new emphasis
was the decision to accept the full program
of arming and equipping twenty divisions
for the Republic of Korea Army. This decision, too, had worldwide implications.
With no plan for a corresponding increase
in the procurement program, the decision
to expand the ROK Anny to twenty divisions amounted to denying equipment for
furt her building up European forces or for
replenishing American reserve stocks.
It
meant that most equipment was likely to be
tied down in Korea permanently and probably would not be avai lable for usc in emergencies in other parts of the world. If peace
were maintained during the mid-1950's, the
full implications of that decision for Europe
and other arcas probably would pass unnoticed. H hostilities should break out again
in Korea, it might a ppear as a most fortunate decision (unless the new outbreak
turned out LO be the result of an attack by the
strengthened South Koreans). But the possibility of emergencies elsewhere could not
be ignored. This decision, like so many m ilitary decisions by their very nature, belonged
in the realm of calculated risks- though
leaders were likely to disagree on what calcula tions shou ld be taken into account.
Logistical su pport of the Korean War had
far-reaching consequences for the U.S. position in the Far East, and it also had farreaching consequences in the worldwide
struggle against the spread of communism.
For the United States the Korean War was
the second greatest of its wars from the
standpoint of its logistical contributions.
The best measure of success in that effort
would be the extent to which it might help
avoid a future conflict that might become
the greatest war.' ~
,. For sources upon whi ch Part V is based scc
Bibliography, p.. ges 729- 3:"1.

PART SIX
THE USES OF LOGISTICAL EXPERIENCE

CHAPTER XXXV

Some Principles of Logistics
Is it possible, on the basis of 175 years of
experience, to draw any principle$ of logis~
tics having general applicability? By habitual usc, or by results becoming evident in
ignoring them, certain prescriptions may be
said to have come to light which, with necessary reservations and qualifications, may
be offered as tentative principles, not as
unalterable laws or maxims, but simply as
general guides. No relative order of importance can be assigned to these or other
principles except the first, and the primary
purpose of all logistics always must be identified with the objective of the battle or
campaign, or the object of the war, which
in tum derives from the national purpose.
These principles might include the
following:
First with the Most
Equivalence
Materiel Precedence
Economy
Dispersion
Flexibility
Feasibility
Civilian Responsibility
Contin uity
Timing
Unity of Command
Forward Impetus
Infonnation
Relativity

As characteristic pallcrns of logistical conduct, they are conceived as having many
facets and being of broad applicability.
While it is not practical here to review all the

aspects to which they have some application, nor to develop all the qualifications in
any such generalizations, certain points of
extension and of caution may be suggested
in the interest of making the logistics experience more meaningful.

Th e First With the Most
The primary purpose of logistics is to
deliver adequate potential or actual fire
power or shock to the critical places at the
critical times for achievement of tactical
and strategic objectives. It is, in short, as
Nathan Bedford Forrest is reported to have
put it, "to get there first with the most."
All else is subordinate to this primary
purpose.
Rapid changes in weapons and equipment in the more recent periods make it
necessary to modify somewhat this statement. Although "to get there first with the
most" probably is a fair expression of the
p rimary concern of Army logistics over the
years, it is not enough to be first with inferior
weapons and equipment. Although quantity frequently has made up for lack of
quality, and sometimes vice versa, the ideal
has been to have both, so that now th is primary aim 'of logistics might better be stated,
"to get there first with the most and the
best." Nor is this all : It is not to be supposed that victory goes automatically to the
side with the superior means, and many
battles have turned on other, less measur-
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able (actors. Still, it is difficult to find insta nces in modern war where a decidedly
stronger economic power ultimately has
succumbed to a weaker.
Basic to all logistic pl anning is the art
of asking the right questions. I n suggesting
th at the primary aim of logistics is " to get
there fi rst with the most" (and the best),
the question may be asked: Where is
" there ?" The answer probably wou ld be:
The critical point. And where is the critical
point? Very likely it will rdate to logistics-a major river, a railway center, a road
junction, an industrial area. It simply is
a case of mingling logistic with strategic and
tactica l considera tions in the basic decisions
of war- choosing objectives, deciding where
and when to do battlc, assessing the costs
of continuing battle. Even the decision
whether to attack or to defend depends
essentially on the relative logistic positions,
on whic h side ca n bring the superior force
to bea r at the critical poi nl. Indeed, intelligence doctrine in the U.S. Army has been
based upon relative logistic positions, for the
first concern of intelligence has been not to
attempt to guess what the enemy will do, but
10 determine what he call do, th at is, to analyze enemy capabilities, and capabilities depend fundamentally on relative logistic positions. Again, it is not to be suggested that
the issue of battle necessarily turns on t his
calcula tion ; if that were so, the whole process
could be left to calculating machines. But
knowing the enemy's capabilities cert ainly
provi des major clements for the application
of the leadership necessary to control any
situation.

Eq uivalence
St rategy and tactics and logistics are differelll aspects of the same thing. If com-

pletely sepa rated they become meaningless.
Subject to the primary purpose, no distinction in importance can be made between
combat fun ctions and service or logistical
funct ions. No distinction should bc drawn
on th is basis in establishing priorities for t he
assign ment of officers, enlisted men, or
eq uipment.
Strategy, tactics, a nd logistics stand at the
points of a triangle, or perhaps it would
be more accurate to say that they comprise
th ree arcs of a circle, without beginning or
end ing, each arc infl uencing, and influenced
by, each of the others.
All this is to re-emphasize t he equivalence
of strategy, tactics, and logistics. Yet with
all the emphasis given in recent times to the
importance of logistics, it still remains secondary in much popular and professional
t hinking. The very language of emphasis
given to logistics betrays a downgrading in
its discussion. Statements to the effect that
"logistics is an ind ispensable ingredicnt in
modern war" by their vcry forcefulness suggest a secondary role, for who would say,
"strategy is an indispensable ingredient in
war?"

M ateriel Precedence
M ateriel mobilization shou ld precede
manpower mobi lization, and mobil izat ion
of troops (or logistical su pport should p recede the mobilization of troops for combat
training. The ke)' to rapid mobilization is
the avai lability of weapons and equipment,
and it is more important to have matrriel
"in being" t han to have unequipped forces
in bcing.
Throughou t most of their history America ns have put manpower mobi lization
ahead of materiel mobilizat ion, both in timc
and in emphasis, and in doing so the}' h avc
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put the cart before the horse.
Far morc
men were mobilized than CQu id be equipped
or effectively used in the War of 1812.
Taylor was embarrassed by more men than
he cou ld su pply in Mexico. McClellan was
"troop poor" in the carly phases of the Civil
War, when all the states rushed men to the
Army morc rapidly than they could be cared
for. Ovcnnobilization of manpower was
notorious in the Spanish·American War.
The Dodge Commission, after that war, and
Secretary of War Root recogn ized the primacy of materiel readiness, but their views
had little visible effect on policy. In World
War I the first emphasis again was placed
on manpower, until draft calls had to be
delayed while the cantonments and basic
clothing and equipment were made ready.
On the eve of World War II men called
into service trained with sticks for guns when
they might better have remained in shops
and factories for another year or two to help
produce the weapons and eq uipment t he}'
would need. None of the National Guardsmen or draftees called into federal scl\lice in
1940 saw combat action before two years,
and the bull of the men brought into the
Army in 1940, 194 1, 1942, and 1943 did
not see action before 1944. What caused
the dclay? Certainly not lack of training
time. Nobody claimed that it took more
than a year to build and train a completely
new division- replacements with only thirteen to seventeen weeks of training performed q uite satisfactorily. No. Lack of
equipment caused the dcla}'-cquipmenl
with which to complete training, and equipment with which to fight. To get major
items into production required one to two
years, but in American habits of thought,
early manpower mobilization probably was
necessary to give visible evidence that some-

thing was being done, and to provide visible
requirements for eq uipmen t.
Mobilization planning, never refined
until after World Wa r I, had indeed given
attention to materiel requ irements in the
1920's and 1930's. The General Staff had
based its plans on the M-day concept, and
had calculated what materiel resel\les would
be needed to equip t he planned forces until
new production cou ld become effective. An
important aspect of the plan was the designation of plants to enter into the production
of stated items, and to obtain and set aside
the industrial tools that wou ld permit them
to do so. Then when the emergency came,
mobilization was more gradual than had
been expected and the whole plan was
largely passed over.
After World \'Var II the stockpiling of
matericJ rescrves and industrial equipment
resel\les received greater a tten tion than ever
before, though the reserves depended upon
World War II leftovers, and the prospect
of keeping them currcnt by continuous turnover was not bright until the fore ign military aid programs p rov ided a way for
replacing old cquipmen t wit h new.
Wha t was needed was implementation of
a "materiel in being" concept, where adequate mobilization equipment would be kept
on hand and up to date. This probably was
more important to the national defense by
permitting rapid mobilization than all of
the programs for the organ ization and training of reserve forces. General Reeder,
former Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff,
0-4, has remarked that the Army throughout its history seldom if ever has had any
divisions except in wartimc or for mobilization in a national emergency th at were
really combat ready; although sometimes
certain units have been so designated, even
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thc most advanced of them could not compare in readiness even with a mediocre wartime division. "The men may have their
wills drawn, their allotments made, and
their immunizations completed, but they
have not had their matericl . Even though
they may show their assets in good position
by showi ng those not physically present to
be 'on requisition' or 'due in' the depot
may not even be working on it yet (or lack
of funds." I
At the end of the Korean War the concious encouragement of a broad production base to promote industrial preparedness
was fmstratcd to an extent by Secretary of
Defense Charles E. W ilson's policy of "morc
bang for a buck." Th is suggested a preference fo r immediate return over long-range
preparedness, and for concen tration in fewer
plants in order to effeet an immed iate saving
in costs.
A problem closely related to procurement
has been fi nance. During the Revolution
and the War of 1812 it dom inated most
other aspects of military su pport. For the
remai nder of the history it has been a story
of feast or famine-st rict limitations in
peacetime, with almost never enough appropriations even to build up the most
modest reserves; then huge appropriations
in wartime with a mandate to spend them
wisely and quickly. During most of its history the United States has not needed a
large Military Establishment, and Congress,
reAecting the attitude of the country, was
unwilling to provide for one. Though the
attitude was probably a justifiable one, some
advantage would have been gained by
greater attention to materiel readiness.
However, the Army itself, devoting much
, Interview with Maj Cen William O. Reeder,
June 1962.
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of its effort to appeals for larger forces when
there was no evident need, fai led to provide
the leadership for maintaining greater degrees of materiel preparedness in the interwar periods.

Economy
Logistic resources are almost always
limited, and it is necessary to concentrate
them in the best way to achieve the primary
mISSIOn. In all cases the cost of an operation or activity must be considered, and the
least expensive means consistent with the
primary purpose should be chosen. The
ratio of secondary requiremen ts to primary
requirements should be kept low. Productibility of a given item may be as important
as battlefield performance.
Oversupply
should be avoided.
Logistics requi rements may be divided
into primary requirements (those for direct
support of tactical units) and secondary
requirements (those necessary for support of
the means used to meet the primary requirement<;). The most efficient military
transportation system, other things being
equal, is the one in which the ratio of secondary req uirements to primary results is
lowest. This was a matter or concern to
Sherman during the Civil War when he suggested that an army cou ld not be supplied
by horses and wagons at a greater distance
than 100 miles from its base, for in that
distance the horses wou ld consu me the en·
tire contents of their wagons. It was a matter or concern in the operation of the Red
Ball Express during World War II when
trucks were rushing gasoline forwa rded to
the fast-moving columns of the First and
Third Armies, a lthough a 2.Y2-ton truck
then carrying gasoline in 5-gallon containers
cou ld travel over 3,300 miles before con-
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suming its load. In air transportation, lip
to 1953, the ratio of secondary req uirements
to pay load was by far the greatest of all.
In fact, Ihe logistical problems in tcnns of
tonnage which air transportation created
were greater than those it solved. For each
five tons of cargo a C-54 carried across the
Pacific from San Francisco to J apan, that
airplane consumed about eighteen tons of
gasoline. Two Victory ships, transporting
15,000 tons of cargo from San Francisco
to Yokohama, consumed approximately
7,000 barrels of fuel oil, or 14,000 barrels
for the round trip. Aircraft of the C-54
type carrying the same tonnage over the
same route consumed about 1,140,000 barrels of h igh-grade avia tion gasol ine for the
flights in both directions. Victory sh ips
carried enough fuel to make two such round
trips. Aircraft had to refuel frequen tly at
bases served by tankers. Thus to move a
given 15,000 tons of cargo to J apan by sea
required two ships. To move it by air re~
quired 3,000 air flights plus eight ships to
carry the gasoline. And all this made no
allowance fo r the greater number of man~
hours required for operating and selvicing
the aircraft, nor for the high ly trained crews,
nor for the extra refinery capacity needed to
supply the aviation gasoline.
Yet this was not the whole picture of the
secondary logistical factors that had to be
taken into account in arriving at the economic cost of air transporta tion. The cost
of maintaining large quantities of supplies
in the long supply pipelines, and of maintaining large quantities of reserve stocks at
various points- with the costs of warehousing, stock control, maintenance, local
transportation, and multiple handling entailed- had to be weighed against the costs
of air flights which might permit c urtail ~
ment of the other costs.
The use of jet
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transports capable of making many more
trips with much greater capacity than t he
C- 54's, and using low-grade fuel instead
of aviation gasoline besides, brightened pros-pects for increasingly economical usc of air
transportation.
The generation of secondary logistical
problems in dealing with primary problems
applies to the whole chain of requirements
determination. The process of satisfying
requirements in turn creates new require~
ments. I n connection with transportation,
as noted above, requirements fo r forage or
fuel for the means of transportation have
to be taken into account as well as the re~
quirements fo r the supported unit. O ther
secondary considerations which must also be
taken into account include the supply of
vehicles, aircraft, or vessels, and their accessories and maintenance, and the provision
of drivers or crews and their sustenance.
This same kind of consideration applies
on a broader scale to the whole range of
troops and facilities, whether in Army scrv~
ice commands, communications zones,
bases, or zone of the interior, whose function
it is to provide supplies and services for other
troops. I n all support activities there seems
to be a tendency for what Rear Admiral
Henry E. Eccles has called the " logistical
snowball " to develop ~-where an increasing share of the logistical activity of a hase
goes to the support of the base itself. The
ultimate would seem to have been reached
in those cases where a base consumed more
supplies than it shipped out over an ex~
tcnded period , and so became a net drain
on the logistics system.
Still another opcration of secondary requirements is found in the production of
• H cn~' E. Eccles, Logistics in the National Dttense (Harrisburg, Pa. : The Stackpole C o., 1959),
pp. 102- 14.
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weapons a nd equipment.
Certainly Ihis
has been an important consideration in accepting or rejecting new weapons, adopting
model changes, and standard ization. Ease
of production with available raw materials
and faci lities may be as im portant for a
given item as battlefield performance.
Modification in design probably has been as
ollen the result of needs to step up production or to substitute for scarce ma terials as
of improvement in the operation or utility
of the equ ipment.
O ther secondary fa ctors have to be taken
into account in a decision to adopt a new
weapon. It will mean a delay in production
for retooling, assembling materials, <lncl
adapting available labor. It will bring with
it new problems of repair a nd supply of
spare parts, and it may require the production of new types of ammunition which will
further com plicate the problems of production and supply distribution. At any given
time such secondary requi rements have to
be weighed against the anticipated adva ntages of the new weapon and undoubtedly
they account for much of the resistance in
the Army at various times to the adoption
of new wea pons or equipment which in
themselves may have a ppeared quite desirable and acceptable. Conversely, such considerations have led to the adoption of
models considered inferior to others already
accepted and in production, as in the adoption of the Enfield rifle in World War I in
preference to the Springfield. These considerations arc related to the whole question
of whether it is likely to be more economical
to store a given article, or to dispose of it and
buy a new one later--or indeed, to buy the
same one back.
At the same time it always has been necessary in applying the principle of economy
to guard against deceptive appearances and
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to recognize that outside factors frequently
mitigate against strict application of the
principle. This can be seen in connection
with placing procurement contracts.
Vari ous types of contracts have proved
to bc useful undcr va rious conditions. The
lump-sum contract has a ppearcd most desirable when feasi ble, though a disposition to
make allowances for every possible contingency has tended to inn ate its costs. The
cost-plus-a-perccntage-o[-cos( contract was
open to such abuse t hat it was outlawed, although actual pe rformance under this ki nd
of ag reement in World War I was probably
bettcr than was generally assumed. The
revised version, cost-plus-a-fixed-fee, is open
to the sa me abuses but also may have advantages in actually reducing costs under
close supervision . It is almost necessary
when some new item of equipment is being
developed or is going into initial production.
Acceptance of renegotiation and price redetermination in World War II provided
powerful leverage for close-pricing, and
incentive-type contracts where savings were
shared had further effects in this d irection.
Open advertising and competitive bids
generally have been rega rded as the normal
method of contracting, though contracting
by direct negotiation became more and
more prominent in the more recent war
emergencies, and in connection with the
development of new weapons and equipmen t.
Alt hough Congress long has laid dow n
the policy that military procu rement should
be guided by gett ing acceptable quality for
the lowest price, outside pressures have been
repeatedly at work to influence Army procurement for other purposes. Economic
benefits of government contracts were recognized in the Civ il War. Isolationist se ntiment opera ted against procurement for
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preparedness in 1916 and again in 1940 and
1941 by objections to obtaining such items
as landing craft and "overseas caps." At
times the Anny has had to make allowa nce
in its procurement for assisting dairy fa rmers

at the expense of margarine processors, aid~
ing small business, aidi ng areas of unemployment distress, and preferring American
to foreign products. It has been difficult
to allow military considerations alone to
govern the opening or closi ng of an installation, the choice of a new weapon system,
or the cu rtailment of a program, for representatives of the areas, the companies, the
workers, the raw-materials producers, the
political parties, the military services, and
other interests directly or indirectly affected
inevitably have brought prc.ssu re to bear on
the decision. In the years. ahead this may
be one of the greatest of all logistical- or
indeed the greatcst of all national securityproblems.

Dispersio n
Within reasonable bounds storage and
other logistical activiticsshould be d ispersed ,
and multiple lines of communica tion should
be used when possible in order to minimize
losses from enemy action, ease congestion
of activities and transportation fa cilities,
and draw upon multiple sources of supply.
Multiplc sources of procurcmcnt should bc
used in order to develop a broad production
base which will facilitate rapid cxpansion
and lessen the impact of mobilization in a
particu lar area.
The idea of d ispersal and drawing upon
multiple sou rces of supply may run counter
to the principle of concentration, but it al·
ways has had some relevance for logistics,
and with thc introduction of weapons of
mass destruction it has become an impera·
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tive. Actually the very force of a great con·
centration has gained from the divergence
of resources, so that tactical concentration
has gone hand in hand with logistical
divcrgencc. A shift in bascs, as McClellan's
on the Pcninsu la, or Grant's at Vicksburg,
or Sherma n's from Atlanta to Savan nah,
often has added to thc strength of the force.
The only rcal justification fo r the invasion
of southern Francc in 1944 was the opening of a new line of communication through
the major port of Marseille. Thc greatest
battles of the Pacific were fought by con·
centrations of forces comi ng from widely
scattered areas, and supplied from bases
thousands of mi les apart.
In economic mobi lization the question
arises as to the weight to be given to considerations of economy and to the advantages of dispersion. In conditions of total
mobilization, this question is less urgen t, for
all possible sources a re used. But when
mobilization is only partial , as in the Korean
Wa r or in the years of cold war, it may be
as important to develop a broad production base ca pable of rapid expansion as it is
to maintain a certain level of current production. Then dispersion m ay be more
costly in terms of current outp ut, but will
contribute a great deal more in terms of
long-range preparedness.
On the basis of experience in the supply
build-up in the U nited K ingdom in World
War II and in the roll ~ up of equipment in
the Pacific for the support of operations in
K orea, there is something to be said for the
suggestion that the United States in cooperation with its allies, shou ld stockpile
all kinds of military supplies at strategic
points ncar areas of potential danger in
various parts of the world. This suggestion
proposed that cadres of logistical comma nds
could receive, store, and protect the sup-
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plies; then, if an emergency developed,
service troops could be Aown to the bases
nearest the threatened area to begin fullscale supply operations. It would be a
problem to maintain significant quantities
of materiel in remote places, but such distribution would make possible lower depot
levels in the United States, and its usefulness was demonstrated in Korea where
equipment that had been left unattended
for years on Pacific islands played an essential part in the success of operations. An
implicit disadvantage of inflexibility in this
kind of dispersion of materiel reserves is not
necessarily true in present-day world conditions when a threat in one quarter of the
globe has had to be met by preparations
and alertness in all quarters, lest an even
bigger fi re b reak out on another continent
while a small con fl agration draws all atten~
tion to itself. It is normally beyond the
capabilities of available aircraft to fiy divi~
sions with all their heavy equipment across
the oceans, but it is enti rely feasible to fiy
the men, at least an emergency force of 1im~
ited size, if the equipment can be picked
up on the other side.

Flexibility
Since often it is not possible to cou nt on
prior strategic plans, it is necessary to be
prepared to support any of a number of
different plans or decisions, and to su pport
changes in plans or dccisions indicated by
the fortunes of war. To support fl exibility
in plans there should be fl exibility in
forces-a versatility in troops and organiza~
tion as well as in storage and other facilities
to meet changing needs.
For operations short of total war the
p roper seq uence of high.level planning
would seem to be: strategy-+manpowe..-

production. For total war it may be as well
to assume an initial sequence of produc·
tion_manpowe..-strategy. In any case no
generalization can be made that logistical
planning depends on strategic planning, be·
cause production lead times often are so
great that production plans must be put into
effect long before detailed strategic plans
can be drawn. About the best that can be
done is to prepare for the widest possible
range of strategic possibilities in order to
kecp open the opportunity of choice to meet
a situation as it develops. Once a decision
has been taken for a specific operation-a
decision which itself must be governed by
logistical feasibility-then of course logisti~
cal calculations must be made and troops
and equipment and transportation assem·
bled for its support. In the long range,
logistics comes before strategy in a sense;
for the shorter range, logistics depends upon
strategy, but in tum it limits tactics and in
tum is dependent upon them.
Planning had not anticipated the Korean
emergency, and for the first months it was
necessary to improvise. Perh aps this experi.
ence suggests that something might be
gained by developing detailed plans for sup·
porting various types of possible operations
in potential areas of conflict in all parts of
the world. It is patently impossible to have
concrete plans to meet all eventualities, yet
there is an advantage to be won in the very
process of planning--cven if the plans them·
selves have to be discarded when the emergency arrives. In the planning process
certain data must be gathered and
evaluated, procedures considered, limita·
lions studied, assets analyzed, all of which
makes actual support when the necessity
arises simpler and quicker and more effi·
cient. Even if all proposcd lines of action
have to be rejccted in favor of something
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entirely new, at least the search for work·
able plans will not be delayed by blind alley
approaches which already have been discovered. Moreover, new data can be put
to use morc quickly and effe ctively if the
basic questions have been sought out in
advance.

It has led to failures in making victory
decisive by vigorous follow-up. I t has led to
the halting of great offensives when a rmies
have outrun their supplies. It has led to
prolonged con Aicts when mobilization did
not match requirements.

Ciuilian R esponsibility
Feasibility

Not only arc strategic and tactical plans
limited by the feasibility of logist ic support,
but logistic plans themselves arc subject to
capabi lities of the national economy, the
availability of other resources, and the limitations of secondary requirements.
Logistics, like politics, might be defined
as " the art of the poSSible." Indeed it might
well be regarded as the factors of possibility
in military operations. But the definition
of the possible changes, and it has been a
part of the function of logist ics to extend
the possible. Sometimes, as has been suggested, a single logistical factor is clearly
the limiting one. Then all kinds of complicated calculations might be avoided by a
precise definition of this one limitation.
Still, all as;umptions of rigid limitation are
dangerous. Although the feasibility dig..
pute, turning on the question of what the
economy could bear in military mobilization, was one of the great controversies of
World War II , President Roosevelt's approach seems characteristic of the American
approach-not h"w much call be done, but
what must be done in order to defeat the
enemy. Nevertheless it was no usc cilgaging
in dreamworld strategy divorced from logistica l fe asibility. Disregard of logistical limitations has Jed to the disappointing collapse
of defensive efforts when the forces engaged
might have held out much longer if their
ammunition and rations had not run out.

Procurement activity must be co-ordinated with the needs of the civilian economy,
and the chief reliance for the produ ction of
military good s remains on private industry.
One of the factors lying beneath the intensity of the feasibility dispute of World
War II was the question of control of t he
economy- whether the Army was attempting to take over. On the other hand, the
tradition for civilian control has been so well
established as at times (for example, the
artificial limitations on the size of the General Staff in Washington ) to hamstring military activities.
There always has been a question as to
whether the procurement of supplies for the
Army is in itselr essentially a military fun ction. Generally, t hough not always, it has
been treated so in the U nited States, but
always there have been suggestions for a
different approach, and at least since World
War 1 there has been special arrangement
for civilian supelVision. In recent times the
Army has prided itselr on adopting the most
modem business methods. But then other
questions arise: How does a career in the
Army especially qualify a person in the
methods of business? Would it not be better
to tum the whole procurement function over
to experienced, professional business men?
This might be done either by creating a
separate civilian department of supply, as
the British did , or by contracting with large
private corporations to do the military buy-
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ing. The argument usually has been th at
the user ought to conlrol the procurement.
But an ordn ance procurement officer can
hard ly be regarded as representing the user
any more than might some civilian agent,
for an infantry or armored or artillery unit
is the user of a weapon . If the Anny can
be regarded as the user, so m ight the Depart·
ment of Defense, or evcn the government.
Actually, of course, a civi li an agency of
the government, the Treasury Department,
did do military procurement for a lime. At
various times, particul arly during the Revolution and the ' ,Va r of 1812, the contracting
system was used by which an individual or
a company contracted to provide certain
supplies for a certain period of time, and did
all the nCCC5Sa ty purc hasing. In the Ameri·
can experience these arra ngements were not
altogether sa tisfactory. The contract system of the R evolution, under the direction
of Robert Morris ( himself the head of the
Treasury ) showed a measure of success, because it was almost bound to be a vast im·
provement over a supply system which had
broken down completely, but M orris's regime came at a time when private credit
often was beller t han the public credit.
Undoubtedly differen t systems can be made
to work al most equally well, and a secret
to successful procurem ent seems to have
been an arrangement wherein the interest
of the purchaser could be identified imme·
diatcly wi th the interest of the Anny. At the
same time, the Arm y always has depended
upon private industry to a great degree, and
its programs have h ad to be keyed to the
civi lian economy. The assignment of spc·
cia I responsibilities for su pervising procurement to the Assista nt or Under Secretary of
War during and since World War J has
assured special altention to ultim ate civilian
control.

T HE SINEWS OF WAR
A elosely rel ated question has been the
extent to which the Army shou ld depend
upon private industry or shou ld operate its
own manufacturing plants. A considerable feelin g during the early years was t hat
government faciliti es should produce aU essentially military goods-that private businessmen could not be expected to produce
goods solely for war purposes. It was a
feelin g recurring later, particu larly in the
1930's, that such government production
was necessary for taking the profits out of
war. But Alexa nder Hamilton's policy of
developing government arsenals for a certain share of needed production and letting
long-term con tracts to encourage the developmen t of a private arms industry led to a
compromise which probably has served all
needs best. Government arsenals have set
production sta ndards, given reliable cost
data, and quickly adapted to changing
needs, while private manufacturers also
have contributed improved designs and production methods, and provided a basis for
expansion . The Army could not have
begun to meet its requirements for modem
tota l war wi thout the wholesale conversion
of private industry to wa r production. But
rel iance on private industries also perm itted
pressures to be brought to bear that attempted to in flu ence military procurement
in favor of local econom ic in terests, and the
operation of these pressures in the selection
of weapon systems and the manufacture of
componen ts promises to be one of the major
problems of national security.

Co ntinuity
The perfection of logistical organization
and the development of production models
of essential equipment shou ld be a cont inuOllS process in peacetime for war. O rgani-
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zatian should be such that no fundamental
change is necessary to meet an emergency.
For an clTcctive army, war cannot be regarded as a temporary condition foreign to
its purpose.
Not until the assumed necessity for a constant plateau of prcpardcncss in t he years
of cold war followi ng the Korean War did

in detail for logistics to be tied to specific
strategic plans, the only thing to do is to
develop resources in a way that will permit the greatest possible flexibi lity in strategic and tactical dccisions. Greater emphasis on the mobility of advance bases and on
the \'crsatility of troops for service as well as
for combat fun ctions might add a good deal
to military flexibility in gencral.

the Army rcaUy begin to apply a policy of
continuity to its structure and activities for
peace and war. The peace of the postwar
world turned out to be something different
from periods of peace in the past, so that
even the distinction between peace and waf
tended to be blurred . In these ci rcumstances, the continuity which ah\;ays would
have been desi rable came to be seen as a
necessity.
The Army's reccnt unprecedented emphasis on research and development for new weapons and equipment, and
its sea rch for belter organization reflects this
concern.

Timing must be relative to the objective,
whether in high-level procurement or tactical supply. Req uirements must be anticipated. i n standardizing prod uction ca reful
timing is neces.~ 3I'y to avoid either an abundance of obsolete eq uipment or too small
quantities of better models . In field operations, 0pp0l1unity for decisive action should
not be lost while awaiting additional supplies which may be needed only because of
the delay. Timing often is the key to all
logistics.
The tim ing of expeditionary forces, of
troop movements, of standardization of
items of equipment, and of procurement is
likely to be as important to the resul ts of an
action as the action iL'>Clf. Since it is patently impossible to plan sufficiently ahead

U7lity of Commmld

Logistics is a function of command. Control of logistics is essential to control of
strategy and tactics. I n a given a rea, or for
a given mis."ion, a single authority, identical
with the command authority, should be responsible for logistics. Rationing or other
logistical restrictions should be p<l$Cd only
as far as the next lower command without
any effort to define how .they should be
applied specifically in lower units. I n logistical activities, control of single funct ions
such as rai lways, long-distance trucking, or
pipelines should be centralized.
Nearly everyone has agreed that there
should be un ity of command for logi~t ies,
but there has been no general agreement
about what that means. I n the first place,
how far should a commander's control extend to the rear? I n World War I the
extension of di rect War Department coutrol
over the Services of Supply could have been
justified in the name of unity of command;
so could the retention of 50S under the
overseas commander. Either arra ngement
probably could have been made to work, but
in either case thc necessity of relying on req·
uisitions from the theater for su pplies might
be qucstioned .
A second aspect of uni ty of command has
had to do with interservice control. During
World War II some aspects of Anny·Navy
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unity were fairly developed, especially in the

Central Pacific, but there was not the complete integration of structure and resources
which might have been expected for that
kind of warfare. In Korea the Army furnished common items for Air Force and
Marine units, and there was, at the end, a
joint staff organization. In the U.S. European Command General Ridgway insisted
that if his unified command were to be effective it must include control, and not just
general co-ordination, over logistics.
A frequent debilitating influence on
logistics has been that trait of human nature
expressing itself as "localitis" or "parochialism. " Too often individual or special interests have taken precedence over the
general interest, and local pride and loyalty
have operated against over·all achievement.
On many occasions competition among the
bureaus or technical services for limited
materials or transportation--each anxious
to accomplish its own mission, but with littlc
concern for the others--has militated
against the total war effort. Competition,
as among theaters or armies in a single
World Wa r II theater, has been a com;tant
threat to orderly planning and has been
evident to some degree in every war. Often
the allocation of resources has appeared to
be as much the result of the force of the
personality of the commander as of relative
requirements and strategic plans. " Moon·
light requisitions," commandeering convoys
consigned to another organization, unauthorized cannibalization of vehicles, all are
expedients resorted to by units large and
small anxious to look ,after their own missions without concern for others. Inter·
sClVice rivalry has grown with the increasing co-operation among the armed forces
and with unification. Where is one to get
advice which is both informed and un·
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biased? It is difficult indeed to find an officcr who will support a proposa l likely to
weaken the position of his own service or his
own command. Localism is not at all peculiar to military affairs, and to understand it
may be to forgive it, but it does not make it
any the less objectionable. How to overcome it, how to broaden the perspective of
responsible leaders at all levels, remains an
especially serious problem for logistics.
Forward lm/Jttus
It has become well-established doctrine
in the U.S. Army since the Civi l War that
the impetus of supply is from thc rear, and
a system of continuous replenishment from
the rear has become standard. Forward
commanders should be relieved of all pag..
sible details without impairing their control
of their own logisti cs. Automatic supply
should be developed whenever possible to
further that aim.
Probably no principle of modern logistics
has been better established than this one, yet
certain implications of the axiom were still
being questioned during World War II.
Automatic supply, for instance, in World
War II was found to be rather less satisfactory than in World War I, and frequently resulted in seriously unbalanced
stocks, accumulation of unnecessary re·
serves, and waste.
In Korea , a utomatic
supply operated quile effectively. The de·
vclopment of electronic computers and
automatic data processing appeared to open
the way for putting almost all supplies on
requisition with good prospect for quick ac·
tion. On the other hand, the use of such
equipment should make it possible for supply centers in the zone of the interior to
have better information on the supply situation of a theater than the theater com-
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mandcr himself, in which case requisitioning
might be a formality to be dispensed with
in favorar even more fully automatic supply.

An expanded stafT also adds to the number of concurrences required for full staff
co-ordination , and thereby creates a concomitant problem. Because a chief of a major General Staff office cannot possibly
review all the decision papers in his organization, the practice is to pass up for his
resolution only t hose matters on which concurrence cannot be obtained. This practice has the built-in possibility that, in efforts
to resolve noneoncurrenccs, information
may become obscured. Concurrence procedures tend to follow a well-established
system of precedence; it is often frustrating,
always time-consuming, and inevitably contributes to the. workload. On the other
hand, the result more often than not is that
the official who is to make the decision can
do so with the assurance t hat he has the
essential information pertinent to the
problem.

Information

Accurate, up-la-date information is vital
to effective logistical planning and to supply
distribution. Ideally, information processes
shou ld engender a minimum of paper work
anel transmit all of, and on ly, the best and
most relevant details.
Effective logistics operations, from supply
distribution to long-range planning, require
all the best possible information that affects
requirements: strategic and tactical plans,
resources (their limitation and possibilities),
location and availability of types and kinds
of equipment. Moreover, unless the information is accurate, relevant, and current it
serves no purpose.
Su pplies shipped or stored without adequate documentation at various times have
been lost to the use of the command concerned. It is as important to know where
supplies are located as to have them physically present. At headquarters the need
for precise information has produced an
ever-increasing load of paper work. The
accumulation of paper work and enlarging
a staff to meet its demands, thus engendering more paper work, has always been a
problem and one that has grown by leaps
and bounds, particularly in this country
since the Civil War, until it was stated in a
1961 managcmcnt study that the Army had
"gone overboard in substituting paper for
action," and that it often spent more on
paper work to keep track of an item than
the item was worth. 3
• Analrsis of U.S. Armr Logiuiu, USALMC
Projec.:t 1- 61,20 April 1962.

R elatitlity

All logistics is relative to time, to place,
to circumstance. Preparedness never can
be absolute, but only relative to the time and
place of possible conflict and to potential
enemies. Moreover, logistical activities cannot be isolated. One area or command
must be related to another to meet requirements for the whole.
Since all logistical resources arc limited,
every decision for build-up or cutback or
priority or a new project has implications
for other areas or other activities or projects.
Logistical factors always have to be regarded as relative. The decision to invadeNorth Africa meant postponement of the
invasion of western Europe; division of
resources for the Pacific between the Pacific
Ocean Area and the Southwest Pacific vir·
tually determined the strategy of the two-
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pronged ofTensive against the Japanese.
The decision to arm and equip twenty divisions of the Republic of Korea Army meant
that a certain accumulation of equipment
would be available for the defense of South
Korea, but it also meant a loss of flexibility
in ma king that equipment available for use
in other a reas. Since World War II the

•

spread of foreign military assistance around
the world has posed questions about an effec tive concentration of friendly forces anywhere, and the whole q uestion of preparedness to resist aggression at various points
throughout the world, or of preparedness
in general, has had to be related to the
capabilities of a potential enemy.

CHAPTER XXXVI

Some General Conclusions
Which has been the most important
aspect of logistics for the U.S. Anny? One
might as well ask which is more important,
the gun or the ammunition; or which is
more important fo r a truck, the motor, the
drive sha h , or the fucl. By the very nature
of logistics onc or more clements of supply,
transportation, or services almOst always
must be limiting factors in any given situa·
tion. If Korea, for instance, had been a
country covered with rail lincs and express
highways, and all the rolling stock, vehicles,
and fucl desired had been ava ilable then
something else- possibly the supply of ammunition- would have been t he limiting
factor. Then if all the ammunition in the
world had been available, yet anot her fac-

tor- perhaps the supply of art illery tubeswould have set the logistic limi tation. Almost never can all logistic req uirements be
satisfied in an exact balance, and as long as
that is true, and as long as military operations arc governed by the fi ni te, some phase
of logistics is bound to be a limiting factor.
It therefore would serve no useful purpose
to isolate one clement of logistics and show
that it limited t he scope of given military
operations, unless it also could be shown that
all the other logistical requirements could
have been met to support the operations in
question.
T he critical link in the chain of factors
making up military logistics may vary a
great deal from one situation to another.
For one country at a given time and place,

the li mi ting fac tor in logistics may be manufacturing capacity. That is to say, all the
equipment that can be turned out from
accessible industrial plants can be delivered
to the military forces, but the productive
capacity itself sets the limits as to what can
be done. For another count ry or under
other circumstances the availability of raw
materials may set t he limit for logistics.

Transportation
Probably the most com mon limiting factor in U.S. Ann y logistics has been transportation. Whenever shortages of supplies
or equipment have appeared at the battlc
fronts, from the Revolutiona ry W ar to the
Korean Wa r, more often than not it has
been the result of some shortage in transportation somewhere along the line.
While t ransportation might be the most
general limiting factor on logistics as a
whole, t he lim itations of transportation itself
might be detennined by a small segment of
the total transportation system- shipping,
port facilities, roads, railroads, vehicles, or
other facilit ies. To pursue t he problem a
step further, limitations of highway trans-portation, for instance, might be due to poor
roads, to lack of motor vehicles or animals, to
shortages of f ud or forage; limitations of
railway transportation might be set by the
track, the restoration of damaged bridgcs,
availability of rolling stock, f uel, operating
personnel, or other factors. Generally most
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transportation difficulties Cor U.S. Army
forces, once support activities have been
stepped up after the initial impact of war,
have been found within the theaters of operations rather than in the long supply lines
from the zone of the interior, but again a
qualification may be necessary. In the support of oversea operations, shipping was the
factor most prominent in logistic calculations and strategic planning, and this being
so, it is likely that steps to overcome that
kind of shortage would be taken before a
major expedition would be launched, so that
almost inevitably. the transportation shortages would be shifted to the far cnd of the
line.

Probably nothing influenced the changing character of war morc than the revolution in transportation, though old ways
retained a certain relevance in some conditions, and it was easy to anticipate or exaggerate the real significance of new or spectacular ways at given times and places.
Hand-carrying of supplies never has disappeared. On many occasions it was the
only way to get food and ammunition up
to the front lines in both World Wars, and
in the mountains of Korea it took on
renewed significance with the organization
of Korean Service Corps carrying parties.
Animals had a1most disappeared from the
Army by World War II, but they had to be
brought back for carrying supplies over the
difficult country of Sicily, the Italian mainland, and Burma. T he very quaintness for
men of the U.S. Army in using mules and
dealing with the problems of forage and
other supplies for them is an indication of
the completeness of motorization only two
decades after horses and mules had been
cssentiallor the supply of all American combat divisions. For the German Anny in
World War II, requisitions for forage, horse-
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shoes and hamcss were not at all strange;
horses sti ll were drawing artillery and pulling su pply carts for the infantry companies
in the Gennan forces in the west. It came
as something of a surprise to German generals in 1944 when they saw how rapidly
a fu lly motorized army could advance across
France so long as fuel could be brought up.
Railroads made their first great impact
on American warfare in the Civil War,
though it must not be forgotten that in that
war steamboats were as important as railroads. Since then the role of railroads in
logistics has continued to grow, but the
motor truck carried a large share of supplies
in the theaters of operations in World War
II.
The use of air transportation in World
War II and in the Korean War, both for
transoceanic hauls and forward deliveryincluding the use of the helicopter in frontline supply and evacuation in Knfeaindicated air transport as the area of spectacular achievement in the future. But
sometimes recognition of the potential of
aviation indicated by isolated examples led
to serious exaggeration of its real significance
for logistical support up through 1953.
The importance of air transportation in
delivering relatively small quantities of
highly important items of supply or rela~
tively small numbers of men in time to inAuence immediate situations cannot be minimized. But in view of the limited tonnage
capabilities and high cost, there still was
serious question as to the role ai r transportation should play in the general military
transportation system of the early 1950's.
Even speed, when the cargo involved more
than a few tons, was better served by sea
transportation.
In May 1950 the Military Air Transport
Service was carrying about 70 tons of cargo
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a month to Japan. By the cnd of August
1950 that rate had rcached 100 tons a day.
But that was the equivalent of only about
3,000 taos a month- less than three-fourths
of I percent of the tota l cargo moved to the
Far East during that month. The Army's
share of air cargo was only about 3,700 tons
for the whole first year of the Korean War.
This included most of the 3.5-i nch rockets
and lau nchers used in Korea up to midSeptember 1950, as well as recoilless fi Aes
and ammunition, whole blood, ai rdrop
equipment, and other h igh-priority items.
In such deliveries as these the airlift was
most valuable. Bazookas and rockets could
be sent quickly to the battlc areas where
they were needed at once, in any numbers
that could be obtained, as they came from
the assembly lines. Had it been a question
of delivering all those same items within
th irty days, and the circumstances such that
none would be needed un til all arrived, then
it would have been just as well to send them
by ship.
If a situation had come up in which, say,
15,000 tons of high.priority cargo were
needed within thirty days in order to prepare
for an amphibious landing (such as the one
at Inchon ) , two Victory ships could have
delivered the whole amou nt within t he
month, including loading time, sailing time,
and unloading time. T he available airlift
could not have delivered t hat quantity of
supplies in less than five months. On long
flights across the Pacific, a C- 54 type of
a ircraft could carry about five tons of cargo.
At peak operations during the Korean War,
no more than about 200 such a ircraft could
be counted upon for sustained use, each one
averaging about three round trips to t he
Far East from the west coast a month. Ac·
tual capabilities of the Pacific airlift in 1952
averaged about 2,225 tons a month for t he
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whole Pacific area. Total tonnage of all
kinds flown to the Far East in 1951
amounted to about 23,000 tons, and in 1952
to about 30,000 tons.
The Air Force budgeted for the Anny's
air transportation requirements, and no
reimbursement was necessary (as it was for
sea transportation ); nevertheless the rela·
live costs had to be taken into account in
broad military plannnig. The contract rate
for a C- 54 type of aircraft making one
round trip between t he west coast and the
Far East was $25,000. Wit h a capacity of
five tons, this mean t a cost of $5,000 a ton
for air cargo (or $2,500 if the plane carried
a full load both ways). The cargo rate by
sea transportation was $17 a measurement
ton, or equiva lent to about $38 a short ton.
lly the end of the Korean War the air
age really had not yet arrived insofar as
nOlmal transportation was concerned, and
examples intended to emphasize how the
world had shrunk in point of time·distance
were sometimes exaggerated. It m ight be
suggested, for example, that Tokyo was
closer in time to San Francisco than Phila·
delphia was to New York during the Revo·
Jution because an airplane in 1953 could
span the Pacific more quickly than a
horse-drawn coach could go from New York
to Philadelphia in 1780. But this comparison is not altogether a fair one, for it
compares a very special method of travel
wi th a common method. An anny m ight
march from New York to Philadelphia in a
matter of six or seven days (Washington'S
army in 1781, with some delays, covered the
distance in about twelve days). I n 1953 no
anny could reach Tokyo from San Francisco
in that time. It took nine days after the firs t
warning for first clements of the 2d Division
to begin moving from Tacoma, Washing·
ton, in J uly 1950, and twenty·nine days for
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the entire division 10 complete preparations
and sail ; thirty-four days elapsed from the
time that the first ship sa iled [rom Tacoma
until the last tactical unit arrived at P usan.
A special kind of revolution in the Army's
tra nsportation after World War II had to
do with controL Except for Navy operation of Army ships during World War I,
and to a limited extent in World War II,
the Army always had insisted on controlling
its own transportation. The organization of
the consolidated Military Air Transport
Service under the operational control of the
Air Force and the transfer of the Army
Transport Servi ce to the Navy Military Sea
Transportation Service, left the Army with
control over neither air nor sea transportation [or its own support. The experience
of two world wars and the Korean conflict
indicated that the new transportation services would be no less dependable and probably more efficient in the total elTort.
One great weakness of logistics has been
a failure of transportation for the support of
the ex ploitation and pursuit phases of an
action. This weakness can not always be
blamed for fail ures to follow up victc ries.
McClellan had no want of transportation
for supplies at Antietam , and Meade had
more than enough on hand to pursue Lee
after Gettysburg. T his was not true fo r
Hodges and Patton in 1944. Then the
spi rit was there but the flesh was not. Plans
had not been drawn to take advantage of
Hodges' and Patton's unexpectedly rapid
advance. The nectSSalj' hundreds of big
trucks that would have had to be ordered a
year earlier were not there. The hundreds
of transport aircraft and of units and equipment to prepare landing fiel ds, which might
have helped ease the situation, were not
available.
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Like the G- 2, the G-4 must be a pessimist. He must stock reserves against unexpected loss; he may build up stockpiles
fOr an attack or for a prolonged defense, but
the one conti ngency for wh ich it is most
difficu lt fo r him to prepare is the breakthrough. Nothing cou ld be more embarrassing to the logistician than success.
Possibly a major contribution of future
development of air transportation would be
in pro\'iding the means for adapti ng to
breakt hrough a nd rapid forward thnlst.
Indeed, with more of the combat functions
of aviation goi ng to rocket-propelled missiles, the main fu ture use of manned aircraft
may be for transportation. And perhaps the
rapid delivery of small quantities of items
will also be a future function of rockets,
though agai n the matter of relative cost
should warn against exaggeration of the
early significance of a nother new and spectacular mode of transportation .

Oversea Wor/are alld Mobilit y
Two of the g rea test contributions of the
United States to the art of war have been
the su pport of large-scale ground operations
across the oceans and amphibious assault of
defended beaches. After its first ovcrse..'l expedition and amphibious operations against
Mexico in 1846, the Army did little in that
direct ion unti l the War with Spa in when it
landed forces in the Caribbean and in the
Philippines.
With thc co-operat ion of
British and other all ies in World ' Var I and
I r and the Korean War in controlling the
seas, the U nited States was able to take advantage of the vast ocean communications
to build lip and mai nta in forces in all quarters of the globe. Sca commu nications has
been one of the major logistical advantages
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of the United States, but it has taken special
organization, procedu res, and facilities to
make lull usc of it.
Many of the amphibious operations in the
Pacific were mainly Marine Corps actions,
though Army forces participated in a number of them, and the biggest amphibious
assa ults of all time-North Africa, Sicily,
Normandy, Leytc, Luzon, and OkinawaweTe ($Scotially Army operations. Congestion of shipping and getti ng supplies ashore
and in orderly storage as needed were continuing problems. U nloading capacities at
the ports and local transportation beyond
the ports probably were the g reatest logistical problems of World 'Var I I. In this connection a plan considered for the Paci fi c but
not carried out because it had not been
adopted soon enough to obtain the necessary
equipment may deserve consideration in fu ture planning. This was to send trains of
commodity-loaded, ocean-going barges to
serve as naati ng storage oIT the invasion
beaches. Warnings and orders agai nst the
use of ships for storage had become so
ingrained in the Anny's th inking that apparently little thought had been given to planning it that way deliberately. Commodityloaded ships were dispatched to support the
Normandy and Pacific landings, but t he
assumption always was that the)' wou ld be
unloaded and released as soon as practicable. On the Pacific islands it was necessa ry to const ruct hasty shelters for supplies,
unload the supplies to make room for other
ships to dock, and , when the war had passed
on, to try to pick up the remaining supplies
or let them go to waste. W ith a system of
noati ng depots, gh,jng to the Ann}' something equ ivalent to the Navy's fl eet replen ishment at sea, it might ha\'c been possible
to o\'ercome most of the problems. Shelter
in the form of specially designed barges
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would have been at hand. They could have
been moved to va rious sections of t he coast
as needed; they cou ld move out to receive
new supplies from a rriving ships whicb
would then not have to wait for space at a
pier ; and as combat operations moved on
to other islands, the depot barges could have
been moved oUl- without furth er handling
of the su pplies-to support the new
operations.
This idea might have some relevance for
land operations as well- perhaps there is
also a place for deliberately planning to keep
forward reserves on wheels, moving them
up to units on cal l. This had actually been
done from the Ci vil War to the Korean
War, but always over the strong protests of
transportation officers who, with reason, insisted that such usc of railway cars seriously
crippled transportation for resupply from
the rear areas, and oft en led to serious congestion. But possibl y with requirements for
rai lroad cars <l nd tru ck semitrailers calculated on the basis of such usc, and wit h
traffic pl<lnned on the sam e basis, <I n additional clement of mobi lity and so of flexibil ity might be gained. In spite of the speed
of modern vehicles, logistics has not kept
pace sufficiently to permit modern armies to
move much more rapidly over great distances on land than they did in ea rl ier times.
W ashington's and Rochambcau's arm ies
took fiftcen days to march 200 miles from
the H udson to the C hesapea ke en route to
Yorktown . Sherm<ln's ann }' covered 300
miles from Atlant a to the sea in thirty-nine
d ays, and 425 mi les from Savanna h to
Goldsboro in fift y days. In 1944 in the
race across France, Patton's Third Ann)'
went from Sai nt-Hilaire, ncar the base of
the Bri ttany Peninsula, 400 miles to Nanc)'
in thirty-eight days. Thc Eig hth Army in
Korea, in its pursuit in 1950 from the
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Naktong to the Ch'ongchon, nearly 400
m iles, made it in thirty~four days.

Service Troops
A continuously recurnng problem
throughout all the wars of the United
States has been the matter of fin ding men
to perform the various service tasks neces~
sary for logistical support. It has raised
questions of the number of men needed; of
whether civilians or soldiers should be used,
and if civilians arc to be used how they
should be supervised; the extent to which
local labor should be used in fore ign COUIltries; and if soldiers arc used whether they
should be from specialized units or be taken
from units on the line; of classification and
training of personnel j and of morale and
efficiency.
It has become common to make the ratio
of combat troops to service troops a measure
of efficiency in the Army. By itself this ratio
means nothing. What counts is the total
amount of effective fire power that can be
brought to bear against the encmy. If the
greatest totai . of effective power can be
delivered with one combat man for each
service mall then this is the desired ratio,
but if 1,000 service troops for one combat
man are needed to ac hieve that maximum,
then that is the desired ratio. If it impairs
combat effectiveness to main tain a small
ratio of service to combat troops then such
a ratio is to be avoided rather than sought.
The concept of the division slice, that is, the
average strength of a combat division plus
proportionate shares of supporting troops,
is useful in estimating troop and supply requirements for prelimin ary planning, but it
cannot be taken as any kind of standa rd for
a particular situation. It is impossible even
to suggest a desirable ratio of service to com-

bat troops. Obviously many more service
troops wi ll be needed in one situation than
in another, and the number will vary according to whether good transportation
facilities are available, whether roads and
railroads must be built, the length of the
supply lines, the availability of local labor,
the type of operations being supported, and
other factors which cannot be anticipated.
Furthelmore, the implication which some
may read into the division slice that the
proportion of overhead troops to combat
troops remains constant even in a given situation is unwarranted. In 1818 Secretary
of War Calhoun had pointed out that the
size of the peacetime Army at any time
should have very liule to do with the size
of the staff needed to prepa re for mobilization and war. During World War II the
average size of the division slice in the theaters turned out to be 10,000 men- I7 ,000
men in the division, 5,500 men in supporting combat units in corps and anny, and
17,500 service troops in anny and comm unication zone. Taking into account troops
in the United States, the average division
slice world-wide, was 60,000 men. In the
theaters service troops equaled 43 percent
of the division slice (not counting service
troops in division organic units).' During
the Korean War thc situation in the Far
East was such that whatever the ratio
happened to be, it would not necessarily
be reasonable fo r other areas. In J apan,
American fo rces had the services of an effec tive labor fo rce which could not be
counted upon in all possible theaters of
operations. Japan Logistical Command
estimated that if all the supply and service
functions of the command had been carried
ou t without the use of J apanese workers,
t
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an additional 200,000 to 250,000 service
troops would have been required. T he use
of local labor in Korea was much less effic ient, though hardly less significant, than
in J apan. By the fall of 1951, U.S. forces
in Korea were employing over 77,000 native
workers in the rear areas in addition to the
50,700 members of the Korean Service
Corps and 30,000 other laborers within the
corps areas.
During colonial times civilian contractors
not only furnished supplies, but they cleared
roads, built boats, drove wagons. and oper-

ated storehouses for military forces. T his
practice continued, in declining degree, in
the Army of the Republic. When civilians
could not be fo und as drivers, soldiers WC(C
sometimes used, but reluctantly, since it
weakened combat strength. Schuyler used
soldiers for construction work at Ticonderoga but he advised against it, for he felt
that it "not only ruins soldiers, but is more
expensive." On the other hand t he amph ibian troops with Washington manned
boats when needed, and alSo excelled in
combat. During the War of 18 12 workers
for the Ordnance Department were given
a new military status, though still not as soldiers. In the Seminole War (1836-42)
soldiers had to do practically all their own
work from building roads to bringing up
supplies for their own support. I n the
Mexican War, Mexican labor was used to
unload ships and operate river boats, but
the lack of service t roops was a major problem. In vain Quartermaster officers urged
the formation of a corps of quartermaster
troops and, in the interest of discipl ine and
dependabi lity, the use of enlisted wagon
drivers instead of hired teamsters.
With the increased magnitude of operations in the Civil War, the problem became
more pronounced. There were more Engi-
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neer troops, who gave a good account of
themselves, and a few Ordnance and Signal
Corps men, and some officers and noncommissioned officers assigned to the other services; however, teamsters, laborers, and
specialists of various kinds still were generally civilians hired for the purpose or line
soldiers temporarily detached from their
regiments. An increasing number of freed
Negro "contraha nds" performed valuable
services as the war progressed. H ennann
Haupt expressed a preference for trained
civilians in his ra ilway construction work,
but he accomplished some of his greatest
triumphs of bridge building with untraintd
soldiers.
As Secretary of War ( 1904-08) William
Howard Taft recommended the formation
of a general service corps to replace civilian
employees and sold iers released from Line
units for duty as wagon masters, teamsters,
engineers, firemen , carpenter}, blacksmiths,
overseers, clerks, and laborers. He failed to
win approval for his recommendation, b ut
by the time of World War I it had become
generally accepted that enlisted service
troops of various kinds should perform most
of those duties. Men who had never setn
a ship were organized into stevedore battalions, men unfami liar with motor vehicles
were assigned to truck companies, men who
had never been ncar an Army depot were
assigned to run them, and all learned to do
their jobs well in Pershing's SOS. But Persh ing never did have the service troops he
needed. His stafT calculated that the. SOS
should compl'ise 26 percent of the total
st rength of the AEF, but it never reached
that figu re. When, after several months
of almost exclusive priority to infantry troops
to satisfy British and French demands,
Pershing faced a critical shortage of men to
support his newly formed First Anny, he
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ordered that five infantry divisions be broken
up for assignment to logistical tasks and for
use as replacements.

Foreign civilian labor on a large scaleand prisoners of war where fcasiblc-supplemcntcd sold ier lahor in World Wars I
and II and in the Kare;!.n War, and in each
case organization and policies had to be im-

provised. The usc of loca l labor, especially
in Japan and Korea in the 1950's, undoubtedly reduced the number of service
troops required, though not necessari ly in

the equivalent of the number of local workers employed. On the other hand, Army
service units had a much greater responsibility than otherwise would have been the case
by reason of the logistic support furnished
to the other United Nations troops and the
Republic of Korea Army, as well as to U.S.
Marine and Air Force units.
Curiously
enough , the number of se rvi ce troops actu·
ally on duty in the Far East in 195 1 turned
out to be very close to the 43 percent of
theater forces established in the Anny's plan.
ning data on the basis of World War II
experience.
Finding enough skilled tec hn icians for
logistical su pport aetivitits is a problem that
has grown with each technological advance
in warfare. A shortage of trained specialists in the Army had become so acute by
June 1950, even before the attack in K orea,
that the De partment of the Anny published
a directh'e providing for qualified men 10 be
sen t to specialists schools involuntarily if
enough qualified volunteers were not ava ilable. Someone had to do those service jobs
if the Army was to carry out its missions
at all.
The morale of men a'>Signed to com munications zone duties has suffered from long
and irregu lar hOllrs of work, as well as from
the awareness of a certai n resentment
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against "rear echelon" troops on the part
of combat men a nd others who intimate
that a man is doing something less than his
full share un less he is firing a g un at the
e nemy. On the other hand , the morale of
infantrymen suffers from continued exposure to danger over extended periods of time
when the only relief seems to be in becoming
a casualty and the only reward for success
in battle is an opportunity to attack another,
perhaps more difficult, objective the next
day.
Apparently moved by an underlying compulsion to fairness-that all men ought to
be placed in jeopardy of life and limb in
combat to about t he same extcm- G- 3
offered a proposal in 1951 that all men be
given the same basic training, and that individuals be interchanged between combat
and noncombat units. The suggestion deserved more serious consideration than the
summ ary dism issal G-4 gave it on the basis
of an ingrained assumption that special
branch training was essential a nd that an
interchange of sold iers between combat and
logisti cal duties would reduce the effectiveness of both. M ore to the point might have
been a proposal for rotating divisions between combat and logist ical assignmems.
H ow belter to ach ieve the flexibility needed
to mect varying requ irements for serv ice
troops as condit ions change? H ow belter
to meet the competing demands for quality
personnel between front and rea r? How
belte r to improve the morale of all
concerned?
Although man y examples of the rotation
of men between service chores and combat
functions can be found in the Army's hi s~
tory, it has always been done as a n expedient
to meet a necessity of the moment and never
as a deliberate policy with the prior planning and training necessary to m ake it most
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elTcctlvC. The implica tion in planned rotation of this kind is that every sold ier would
have at lensl two military occupa tion specialty numbers, one for combat ( for example, riOcman or lank driv~r ) and one
for service support ( laborer or cra ne operator ) . 'r herc would he no difficulty in
having the engineers. qua rterm asters, ordnance men, or signalmen of the d ivision's
organic uni!s adapt thcmsclvc... to corresponding duti es in rear areas. There is,
simila rly, no reason why a riflem an shou ld
not be able to serve as a hospital corpsman,
or why an aftillery gunner should not also
handle a mmunition at communi cations
zone depots. A (<Ink driver able to perform
third-echelon maintena nce or a truck driver
able to overhaul the engine might be able
to perfo rm his primary duty beller for
having the second a ry ca pability. Men
servi ng in volu nteer fire departments in
many communities throughout the country
arc trained to operate modern fire-fighting
equipment, but the)' also continue their
duties as clerks, grocel)'men, tC:lchers,
g:lragemen, or wh;ltever their occupation
may be. The same is truc of soldiers of the
Na tional Guard and organ ized rese rves- a
~oldi er in war need not be less versatile.
U ndou bted l)" a large ~ h a re of the tasks connected with Army logistical activities could
be done with rel:ltively lillle specialized
training. Combat engineers pride themsclvcs on their combat role, Wh y should
not the sa me be true of all service troops,
and if engineers call be trained to fi ghl a~
infil ntrymen , why ca nnot infantrymen be
trained to work as engineers, or quarlern1:1:-;ters, or tran ~portation men ? In rotalion, men cou ld gn in the snli<:f<lction of full
partieip:ltioll in the military efrort, :lnd have
sOllie hope of relief now :l nd then from the
oppre.~~io n of the battlefield.
td oreO\'el',
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civilian occupation specialties would become relevant in the assignment of all men ,
and not at the expense of comba t units.
Logistical headquarters and installations
could have permanent staffs of offi cers, warra nt officers, and specialists to command ,
su pervise, and perform highly ski lled tasks;
but for the major part of their personnel
they wou ld depend on the assignment of infamry or ot her divisions prepnred for all·
purpose duty. Divisions would be assigned
as needed 10 corps for com bat or to logistical
commands or other headquarters for selVice
funclions. If there should be a breakthrough and rapid pursuit on some part of
the front , some divisions, instead of being
rushed to the front to add to the supply
problems, might be nlshed to the reaT to
help overcom:: the supply problems of a
rapidl y ex tending tine of communication .
In their training periods, too, divisions
might rotate between combat training a nd
supply ac ti vities. At one time a division
would be assigned to a ca mp fo r field tra ining ; a t a nother it wou ld be assigned as station com plement to operate one or more
posts; a t another it might be assigned to
depots to handle suppli cs; at another to load
"hips at a port of embarkation; and at still
a nother time it would be attached to a corps
for combat maneU\·efS. Such a n arrangeIllcnt might permit a degree of Oexibility
ne\'er previously a ttained, but for which a
great need has appeared in ever)' war in
which the United States has participated.
Th e way to become "lean" a nd "streamlined" a nd " highl y mobile" is not, as has
!\O often been assumed , to reduce the divi·
sioll ~ !i ce, th a t is, to reduce the proportion
of sen'ice troops. The more likely way to
de\'elop a fast-moving, hard-hitting force is
to give il enough service support.
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Coalition Warfare

One of the most important developments
for the U.S. Army in the twentieth century
has been its participation in coal ition war-

fare and programs of mutual assistance.
After the early alliance with France in the
Revolutionary War, the United States had
no further experience with coa li tion e!Torts
until the China Relief Expedition in 1900.
Much more significant was World War I,
when the United States, as an "associate"
of the Allied Powers, geared its military
production through 1918 to a division of
labor with England and France, and participated on various intcrallied economic

councils and committees, on the Supreme
War Council, and on the Military Board of
AJlied Supply. In World War II the U.S.British alliance, although never formalized
by treaty, probably was the closest in ternational military collaboration in history.
Through the instrument of lend-lease the
United States made major contributions to
virtually all United Nations particip.:mts.
Though relations at times were strained,
major efforts went into both the procurement and the delivery of supplies and equipment to the Soviet Union and to C hina.
American assistance provided almost the
entire means for the resurrection of French
military strength.
Arter World ' Var II t he Ann)' found itself in a new, signi fi cant role as the principal
agent for the execution of the Mutual Defense Assistance Program and the organiza-

tion of military assistance advisory groups
for co-ordinating supply in allied countries
around the world. Perhaps the experience
with the French alliance during the Revolution when the United States was the beneficiary of foreign assistance was still of consequence. France at that time had made no

effort at st rict screeni ng of requirements and
close supervision of supply activities, but
treated the United States in all respects as
an equal.
Support of United Nations forces in
Korea brought new complications and new
experience in the logistics of coalition warfare . In the long run it is possible that the
experien ce gained in supporting the other
United Nations forces will provide the most
valuable lessons of the Korean War. While
the relative number of troops furnished by
other members of the Uni ted Nations was
small, and the supplies and services furnished them was an almost insignificant
fraction of the total, the real significance of
United Nations participat ion is not to be
measured in these (enns alone.
While it was unlikely that any future
alJied military effort would adopt completely
the same policies as those applied in Korea,
the fac t that experience had been gained
wou ld provide some standards for planning
whereas heretofore there had been practically none. Above all, it might be expected
that in the future serious consideration
would be given to flexible methods of providing and financing mi litary equipment for
allies in wartime. I n 1950 a program of
military assistance- the Mutual DC£ensc
Assistance Program- already was in operation, its purpose presumably to build up
alli ed strength for more effective participation in a coali tion war; yet procedures had
110t been worked out for continuing that
assistance under condit ions of war for whieh
preparations were being made. As a result
the Korean emergency had to be met with
stopgap measures, an experience that, hopefully, would result in the development of
procedures for a contin uation in wartime
of materiel assistance that wo~lid be even
more essential in some fUlure emergency.

CHAPTER XXXVII

The Continuity of Change
The evolution of U.S. Amly logistics has
followed the experience of war-to an extent- and the revolutions in warfare accompanying the industrial revolution of the
whole period of the nation's existence. Increasingly frequent references to the "growing complexities of modern warfare" are
above all logistical allusions, for Ihey usually
refer to the production, repair, and operation of new types of weapons, vehicles, and
other eq uipment. These revolutions have
proceeded at an ever-quickening pace. A
soldier under Washington somehow transposed to the army with Scott in Mexico
probably would have less feeling of unfamiliarity than, say, a soldier under Pershing transposed to the armies of Eisen hower
or MacArthur in World War If.
Still,
the growi ng rapidity of change did not alter
the bonds of continuity nor render invalid
t he experience of the old for adaptation to
the new.
The age of change saw manufacturing
move from the home or the small shop to
thc big fa ctory, and invention move from
the shop to the laboratory. The introduction of interchangeablc pa rts paved the way
for mass production and automation which
moved ahead as first steam, then electricity
replaced direct water power, and oil and gas
surpassed wood and coal in many plants as
direct fuel. It was the age whcn sail and
animal power gave way to stcam and the
intcruai combustion enginc; when thc speed

of communication leaped above the speed
of transportation to almost instantaneous
electrical transmission. All these advances
became evident in the manufacture of military weapons and equipment and in the
transp0l1ation of troops and supplies.
The telegraph and the steamboat modcrnized the Mexican War to some degree,
and then, with the added facilities of the
railroads, made of the Civil War in a sense
"the first modern war." In the twentieth
century the revolution in warfare already
evident in the Civil War rushed toward
completion, but it would not be accomplished in the first twenty years of the century despite the magnitudc of World War
I. New wcapons changed the cha racter of
war markedly, but the real revolution in
wa rfare did not come until the revolution in
transportation had spread through military
operations completely. The revolution is
not in the introduction of the railroad, the
motor truck, and the airplane, but in their
widespread use. Industrialization without
motorization and mcchanization, or with
rudimentary motorization and mechanization, characterizcd the War with Spain
a nd World War I, respectivcly, and in the
latter, mobility on the battlefields of the
Western Front was lost. Aside from its
great magnitude, what was the chief characteristic of war in thc first fifth of the
twentieth century? Was it not this very lack
of mobility? Creatly incrcased tonnages of
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supplies and equipment could be produced, and could be moved overseas. They
could be moved by railroad to the vicinity
of the battlefield. But motor transportation
had not been developed to the poi nt where
it could with equal speed move those vast
quantities of supplies to the battlefield, and
across the battlefield; the refore dependence
for this last stage of transport continued
to be on horses and mules, which themselves
required transporta tion and provisions.
The horse virtually disappea red from the
battle lines in World War I , but not from
the supply lin es. This was the period of

transition- a period of stabilized warfare
between the mobility of the Civil War and
the mobil ity of World War II when Amcri·
can motor vchicles compounded the mobility thai German panzer divisions had re·
stored, to the battlefield , a nd once more
logisticians faced the nightmare of armies
outrunning their supplies.
The armies of W orld War T were more
closely tied to the railroads than ever before,
and their range of operations beyond the
rai lheads was less, not more, than in the
Civil War. Every improvement in equipment and every expansion in industrial capacity simply added to the matericl requirements and to the burden on transportation,
but did not relie\'e any of the burden on the
soldier's back. The requirement of about
four a nd one-half pounds of supplies per
man per dny for the Civil War soldier multiplied to thirty pounds pCI' man pCI' day as
an "absolutely essen tial" minimum , and
sometimes figured at fort y and even fift y
pounds for the Americn n Expeditionary
Forces in France. Caesar's men carried as
much as SC\'enteen days' rations in their
packs; Napoleon's sold iers carried bread
and flour for fifteen days; the C ivil War
soldier ordina rily ca rried three days' rations,
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and not in frequently had to ca rry an extra
fi ve days' ha rd bread and coffee; the sold ier
of World War I , while carrying an even
heavier load , seldom carried more than two
days' rations.
Inc reases in military production tended
merel y to increase the demand and, as war
became more industrialized, competition between the fight ing forces a nd the factories
for the manpower needed for a m aximum
war effort also increased. At the tum of
the century it was calculated that for each
man in the armed forces the product of
one man in war industries and services was
required.
I ndustrializa tion introduced a whole new
dimension into logistics. " H ere for the supply officer will be yet further difficultics ;
for time and space calculations, instead of
being based on the sta ndard perrormance
of man and beast, which \vithin small limits
has not changed, will depend on the skill
of the engineer and the output of the
factory." I
W ar contributed greatly to the quickening pace of the industrial revolution, which
in tu rn was to have such an impact on modern wa r. Eli Whitney introduced the princi ple of interc ha ngeable parts into the arms
industry. Improved steel and the growth of
mass production grew out of immediate demands of war. The Civil War rc\'ealed to
industry in th e United States potential and
opportunities never before recognized, and
industrial ex pnnsion in the slLcceeding decades brought new ca pacity and new requirements to the wars of the twen tieth century.
Again, the enforced co·ordina.tion a nd ra·
tionalization of industry during World W a r
I pavcd the way for the grcat expansion of
1 C. C. Shaw, Stlppl), in M odern Wa, ( Lo nd on;
Faber and Fa ber, 1938), p. 165.
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the 1920's, and carried the process of multiplication of supply requirements fonvard
to World War II. The impact of industrialization on war was not always recognized at the time of its greatest growthor it was misinterpreted. Jean de Bloch, a
noted student of modern war, was so impressed with the phenomenon that in 1899
he published an impressive study, The Future oj War in Its Technical, Economic and
Political Relations. In this study (which
the World Peace Foundation, with a rare
sense of timing. reissued in 1914) de Bloch
assembled weighty statistical evidence to
prove that the dimensions of modern armaments and the organization of society
had rendered the prosecution of war an economic impossibility.

For the position of the United States in
world affairs, 1890 was a highly sign ificant
date. That year the United States sur·
passed Great Britain in the production of pig
iron and steel. Already ahead of France,
Gennany, and Russia in output of pig iron
by 1870, and in output of steel by 1875,
American industrial production showed re·
markable increases during the whole period
between the Civil War and World War I.
Even so, the United States entered World
War I with a sense of military inferiority,
for the production of military goods not only
had failed to keep pace with U.S. industrial
expansion, but it had not kept up with the
other major powers of the world. Never·
theless the potential existed, and even though
soldiers of theAEF had to d(;pend on France
and Great Britain for most of their finished
weapons, that potential was clearly demonstrated in the war production program.
In World War II the American potential,
by force of necessity, had to be dcveloped to
the grcatest achievement of military production in history. No longer the chief recipi-
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ent, but instead the chief provider of weapons and equipment, the United States had
become in fact the "arsenal of democracy"- and wou ld continue to be after
that war, with military assistance programs
around the world and as the leader of a
coalition in limited war in Korea.

Administration
In this increasingly complex modem war
logistical activities demanded more and
more attention. The whole field of administration and logistics was one in which the
Army had been forced to excel. For the
Anny in mid-twentieth century, fighting was
becoming secondary to administration. Already noticeable in World War t, and more
so in World War II , the trend accelerated
in the Korean confliet.! Much to their consternation, a great many old soldiers who
longed for the smell of gunpowdcr and the
chatter of machine guns faccd the more
likely prospect of having to settle for the
smell of mimeograph ink and the chatter
of typewriters. Officers and men who felt
they were contributing nothing to a war
effort if they were not on the firing line
had to develop a broader vicw of war's requirements. Back in the 1930's the U.S.
Army Recruiti'lg News ca rried a brief feature in each issue entitled, "Things the
Anny Does Besides Fight." A report of
what thc Amly did besides fight in the
1950's would have practically filled the
papcr- as in fa ct to a lesser dcgree it would
have in the 1930's if viewed more broadly.
Actually most of the Army did not fight• For a penetrating discussion of this trend see
Kent Roberts Greenfield, Th, Historian and th,
Army (New Brunswick, N.J.; Rutgers University
Press, 1954), pp. 73- 75,90-93.
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an infantryman on leave from a combat
area, accustomed to being surrounded by
infantrymen like himself and to think of the
Army as made up mainly of the same kind
of sold iers, was much surprised at how relatively few infantrymen he might see in the
cities of the rear areas. He represented a
military minority. Most of the Anny was
not in the combat arms-the infantry,
armor, and artillery. Most of it was in the
technical services-the engineers, quartermasters, medics, and chemical, signal, and
transportation units- and in the administrative services and the headquarters which
guided and supervised the tactical and service units from the combat zone to the Pentagon. In the late fifties the Anny lost altogether its status as a distinctive combat force
and its mission became to raise, organize,
equip. and train components for assignments
to unified commands. Actually this was not
a great change, for the Anny General Staff
never had controlled operations in the
theaters.
The Army's administrative and supply
and service functions were not confined to
the support of its own units; it also had
broad responsibilities for supporting the
other services-especially the Air Force, and
in Korea the Marine Corps-and for executing the military aspects (and sometimes the
civilian aspects, too) of the government's
foreign assistance programs. The Anny was
the executive agency for the Joint Chids
of Staff for the Far East Command, a unified command; Army Forces, Far East, was
executive agency for the commander in
chief, Far East Command, in matters of
logistics affccting more than one service.
At the same time the Army was the executive agency for the Joint Chiefs of Staff for
the European Command, and it was executive agency for the Department of Defense
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for the Mutual Defense Assistance Program,
and the agency for providing necessary logistical support for other members of the
United Nations in Korea. Again in the late
fifties, even those direct lines of participation
wcre weakened as new procedures provided
that service commanders take their orders
directly from the J oint Chiefs of Staff acting for the President and the Secretary of
Defense without anyone service acting as
"exccutive agent."
Whether because of de-emphasis resulting
from lack of apparent need, or overemphasis
on economy in the country when it came to
military affa irs, the Army, at least until after
World War II, never was able to achieve
an organization and structure in peacetime
that could serve it well logistically in war.
It must be granted that the bureau system
did hold up fa irly well, with relatively minor
modifications, in the Mexican War and,
after a slow start, in the Civil War. But
rna jor overhauls were necessary in top organization for the War of 1812, for the War
with Spain (even if it was ex POlt facto),
for World War I, and for World War II.
Though Secretaries of War Calhoun and
Root saw clearly the Anny's function in
peacetime as being one of preparation for
war, they never were able to shake the attitude of the Army-or the country-that
peacetime was "normal," and that extraordinary measures naturally would be necessary whenever a war emergency interrupted
the peacetime routine. The assumption
seems to have been that without the prospect of war there was no real reason for
the Army's existence, but the prospect of
war (and wartime organization ) has not
been grcatly in evidence in the Army's
peacetime organization. Each time war has
come the Anny has had to reorganize.
The Army h as always had a certain
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penchant for reorganization. The Topographical Engineers went back and forth,
combined with or separated from the Corps
of Engineers; Ordnance and Artillery were
married and divorced; Subsistence was com~
bined with Quartermaster, and Transportation separated from Quartennaster; but
on the whole the bureaus intrenched themselves over the years so that even the creation of the General Staff was little more than

superstructure added to structurc- a frosting of apparent co-ord ination and control
over the cake of the old-line bureaus. Then
the reorganization during World War I
jarred the structure with the Purchase, Traffic, and Storage Division under General
Goethals, exercising real control in many
areas simply because control had to rest
somewhere.
Army Service Forces in World War II
went a step furth er toward centralized control. At the end of the war a great deal
of debate went on over the question of continuing the ASF in peacetime (again the
assumption that the peacetime structure
should be different ). The ASF was
promptly abolished , but the substa nce of its
cent ral direction and control was carried
over to the new General Staff organization
by 1948. The new service, the Supply and
Procurement Division of the General Staff
(later redesignated the Logistics Division,
then the Office of the Assistant Chief of
Staff, G-4, and still later t he Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics) was
more akin to Army Service Forces (less
the latter's pcrwnnel functions) and to its
World War 1 counterpart, Purchase, Traffic,
and Storage Division, than to the World
War II G-4.
The logistical organization of the Department of the Anny proved to be equal to the
shock of the Korean emergency with some
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expansion of personnel, and only relatively
minor readjustments in organizational struct ure. In some ways the Army's service and
supply organization still was bound up in
too much red tape, encouraged too much
duplication of effort, and was too ponderous
for spetdy operation. Some offi cers and
civil officials thought a thoroughgoing reorganization would promote greater efficiency. Others fclt that an all-out mobilization would require a return to something
like the Army Service Forces of World War
II . But many were satisfi ed that the organization of G-4 and the technical services
that had been cffective in peacetime and
for the Korean War would serve as well for
any future emergency. The relativdy
smooth transition from peace to war of
which it was capable recommended the current organization when it seemed likt ly that
ont tmtrgency would follow another for a
long time to come.
Most suggestions for further reorganization were more concerned with recasting tht
technical services than the general staff
structure. Several of these suggestions went
back to something like that which General
Somervell had p roposed during World War
11 for functional reorganization. One
would have taken advantage of the lesson
Genera l Somcrvell had lea rned in his first
failure and applied in 1945: to alter the
substance without tampering with the historical designations, so that all procurement
might be assigned to the Ordnance Corps,
and all storage and distribution to the
Quartermaster Corps, while the other technical services would perform the services of
their specializations without supply fun ctions. Others thought this arrangement
awkward, and proposed that a whole new
materiel com mand wit h func tional divisions
be set up. These discussions foreshadowed
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events that transpired during the next decade: establishment of the Defense Supply
Agency; reorganization oC H eadquarters,
D epartment of the Army; abolition of the
offices of most of the technical service chiefs;
and establishment of the Army Materiel
Command.
Organization for logistical su pport in the
theaters of operations never has been completely clear and sat isfactor)'. Washington's
position as Commander in Chief and as
commander of the main army in the Revolution left some anomalies in his relations with
the go\'crnmcnt and with the other armies.
It was not always clear, for instance, whether
the quartermaster with the Northern
Army was responsible to the commander oC
the Northern Army, to Washington, to the
quartermaster in Philadelphia, or to the
Board of War and the Continental Congress.
Scou , while command er of the army in
Central Mexico was also General in Chief
of the U.S. Army, but he had sharp differences with the War Department on matters of supply. Pershing's organization in
France was rather weU developed, but relationships, particularly of the G-4 a nd the
special staff of General Headqua rters with
Services of Supply, were not well defined,
nor was GHQ control of the Advance Section in keeping with the SOS organization.
There also was conflict between territorial
and functional organizations-t he base sections a nd the military rai lroad , for instance.
Many of these difficulties reappeared in the
cOllOlmun ications zone organization in Europe in World \Var II, when responsibilities
again were not clear between theater and
communications zone headquarters. There
was besides the added compl ication of Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary
Force, with its own G-4 staff section. In
the island warfare of the Pacific the prefel'-
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ence was for a n Army service command organ iza tion att ached to the field armies, and
the comm unications zone did not ordinarily
provide close support.
During thc Korean War the administrative organization of the Far Easl Command
retained certain discrepancies until the beginning of 1953 by which time it had developed a theater structure closely paralleling that outlined in established doctrine.
The principal modifying fa ctor on the
higher level was thc United Nations Command Headqu a rters- principally the main
divisions of Far East Command Headquarters with the addition of combined staff sections including mcmbers from other co-operating nations. But the actual direction
and execution of logistical activities con·
tinued to be on a national basis, and the
logistical organization developed by 1953
genera ll}' "followed the book," with certain
local adaptations. The principal deviations
wcre in the designation of the K orean Communications Zone and in the organization of
a single section headquarters undcr it. Actually Army Forces, Far East, served as the
theater communications zone headquartcrs,
while Korean Communications Zone was a
base or intel'l11ediatc section, yet the rcsulting anomaly, if such it was, proba bly was
traceable to Ihe book itself. In a unified
command wherc an Army officer was commander in chief, it was to be expected that
he would command military opera tions
directly through the fi eld anny commander
(or anny group commander if there was
one ). With no tactical fun ctions, the theatcr army headquarters, in this case Amly
Forces, Far East, was concerned almost
wholly with administration and logistics. In
these circumstances a sepa rate theater communications zone hcadqual1ers would havc
been superfluous.
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gun designed to fire an a.tomic projectile
had been produced, and important strides
had been taken toward the development
of rocket-propelled delivery systems for tactical nuclear projectiles as well as for conventional high explosives. The Honest
John was a free rocket carrying a 1,500·
pound warhead for a distance of up to about
fifteen miles, and the Little John was being
developed as a smaller weapon able to do
about the same thing. In the guided missile category, the Corporal was the most
important for short-range tactical use, with
a range of about 75 miles, but it would be
replaced by the morc powerful Sergeant.
For longer ranges, the Redstone, a liquidfuel missile, six feet in diameter and sixtynine feet long, was one of the first effective
models, while the Pershing was being devc1*
oped as a solid*fuel replacement for it. The
Jupiter C, using liquid fuel, had a range of
some 3,300 miles. Nike Ajax was the first
in a family of surface*tcr.air guided missiles,
and it was to be replaced by Nike Hercules.
Most controversial was the; Nike Zeus which
the Anny was developing as an antimissile
missile. In addition, there were the Hawk
for low altitude antiaircraft missions, and
Talos, inherited from the Navy.
In more conventional weapons, too, rapid
changes were taking place. A new rifle, the
M14, designed to fire a !>tandardized 7.62*
mm. NATO cartridge, was adopted to replace the M 1 rifle, the carbine, and the
Browning automatic riAe, though it was
being made obsolete even before it came
into full use. A new M60 machine gun,
using the NATO cartridge loaded in a Jink
belt, and firing at a rate of 600 rounds a
minute, replaced all the old .30-caliber ma*
chine guns, and was assigned to all rifle companies instead of to separate heavy weapons
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companies. The 81*mm. mortar replaced
the 60-mm. in the rifle companies.
The Patton 48 medium tank and the
M103 heavy tank came into full use, but
a new medium tank, the M60, carrying a
105*nun. gun and powered by a 750*horsepower diesel engine, was being developed
to replace both.
Probably the greatest innovation for the
infantry was the introduction of the annored
personnel carrier, a cross.-country vehicle
operated by a crew of two, and capablt: of
carrying ten passengers. A newer alumi*
num model of this vehicle was being developed, weighing only half as much as the
earlier model. Experiments with "aerial
jeeps," "flying platforms," and other contrivances intended to increase battlefield fire
power and mobility promised further logisti*
cal modifications.
With the wholesale introduction of new
types of weapons, and completely new categories of increasing complexity, the greatest
inunediate logistical problem was in the supply of parts to keep them operational. The
most difficult aspect of this problem was in
estimating requirements without t he benefit
of meaningful experience factors.

Transportation
Long-range jet transports pointed the
way to great changes in t he transportation
picture, as greater speed, greater capacity,
and the use of lower grade fuel promised
some reduction in the expensive secondary
requ irements of air transportation. This
might in tum change the whole pattern of
the distribution system in the interest of
saving the costs of stockpiling reserves along
lengthy supply lines. Still it seemed that in
the foreseeable future the greatest use of air
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transportation would be in the movement
of personnel to areas where equipment had
been prepositioned. It seemed unlikely that
for some years to come ocean carriers would
be superseded as the principal means of
transporting materiel, for developments
promised a tremendous speed-up in ocean
transportation and automation made its
great impact on loading and unloading.
which always had been the bottlenecks in
ocean shipping. By the 1960's a len-man
gang using new equipment cou ld load a
ship at San Francisco in just two shifts,
where a few years before the same job took
a fourteen-man gang twelve shifts to complete; six longshoremen could unload the
cargo from a Liberty ship in nine days
whereas earlier it would have taken eighteen
men fourteen days. To speed up the unloading of vessels the Army developed a continuous circuit tramway system, and for
moving cargo inland from beachC'i it developed an overland conveyor system. Equally
revolutionary for cross-country transportation off the beaches was the logistical cargo
carrier, a ca r with a capacity of fifteen tons,
equipped with huge tires for cross-country
movement, which could be linked with
other cars to form a tractor-drawn overland
train needing neither tracks nor roads.

Communication
Perhaps the most spectacular revolution
of all was in communication. T he introduction of automatic data processing promised to have a greater impact on logistics
than either the telegraph' or the rad io. It
provided the basis for unprecedentcd centralization of control over supply, and for
procedures to speed up the whole supply
operation. Depots could be linked together

and requisitions handled quickly at national
inventory control points. With the use of
data processing and new procedures, processing time at the source of supply soon was
reduced by more than one-half. Standard
requisitioning and inventory control p rocedures ( referred to as MILSTRIP ) and
standard transportation and movement procedures ( MILSTAMP ) soon wert being
extended to all services, and the Department
of Defense itself was becoming the principal
co-ordinator of military supply.

The Organization Revolution
Recurring proposals for functionalizing
the Arm y logistical orga nization and modifying or climinating the technical services or
bureaus as separate entities finall y came to
fruition in t 962, accomplishing what many
had assumed never could be done. Of the
tedmical service chiefs, only the Chief of
Engineers and the Chief of Transportation,
but with only service functions, remained
under the supervision of the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Logistics, while a new Chief of
Support Services acquired most of the service functions of The Quartermaster General. The Surgeon General, also with only
service fun ctions, was placed under the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel ; the
Chief Signal Officer continued h is scrvice
fun ctions under the Deputy Chief of Staff
fo r Operations. The supply operations previously perfolmcd by the tcchnical services
were assigned to a new organization, the
Anny Materiel Command, while responsibilities for research and development and
testing, and for battlefield logistics doctrine,
were assigned to thc Combat Developments
Command. The Qu artermaster, Ordnance, and other corps remained as dcsigna-
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A LARGE-SC .... LI;: COMPUTER ANI) CREW ill a data processing area

lions for service troops, but with the limited
exceptions nOled above, there no longer
would be a bureau or a chief at the top.
T he Depa."tmcnt of Defe nse itself entered
the logistical orga nization revolution with
lhe establishment of the Defense Supply Agency ( DSA ) . In effect, the OC£cnsc
Supply Agency is a " fourth service of supply"- it is a joint agency under mili tal),
direction responsible, not to the J oint Chiefs
of Staff , but directly to the Secretary of Dcfense, its control extending over all federally
catalogued supplies for all services. By mid1963 it was handling morc than one-third
of all military supplies, and soon thereafter
it was hand ling at least half of all the sup·
plies. The Defense Supply Agency, geared

0/ the Pentagoll.

for war as well as peace, is developing a har·
monized system of supply among the scrv·
iccs so th at requisitions can be funneled into
central poin ts and referred automatically to
depots and fi eld agencics, with the proba bil.
ity that the whole system of oversea supply
divisions in fillin g requ isitions from over·
sea theaters can be bypassed . In the future
the history of Anny logistics wou ld be an
integral part of Navy and Air Force logistics
h istory and that of the Department of
Defense.

Experiellce for the Future
No one aspect of the Army's logistical ex·
perience can be singled out as most valuable
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in providing guiddines for the future, for
the future is, as always, uncertain,

One

thing can be fore cast with :wurance-the
contin uation of change. But it may also be

assumed that, however far-reaching the
cha ng~ there must always be links with
the past. Any general conclusions drawn
(rom history as a whole must include the
principle of change and the principle of continuity. No situation can ever be exactly

the same as a previous one, nor can any
situation be absolutely un ique. having no
connections with the past. T hrough experience, whether it is derived from actual

participation in events or vicariously as
through the study of history, onc becomes
aware of the swiftness and magnitude of
change. Moreover, in experience is the raw
material for the imagination necessary to
cope with change and to influence its course.
[n searching the experience of World War
n it seems probable that the war in the
Pacific will have the greatest relevance for
the kind of logistical activity t hat m ay be
required from the Anny in the immediate
future. This appears to be so for two quite

d ifferent reasons. First, in case of a general
war, or anything approaching total war,
the very existence of nuclear weapons is
likely to require a d ispersal of troops and
resources over wide areas so that co-ordina ting movements and bringing troops and
resources together as nceded may raise probler:ns akin to those of supporting operations
in the Pacific, wherever the locale of a new
war might be. Secondly, the more immediate prospects of guerrilla warfare and
"brush-fire" wars and crises at widely separated points, from Lebanon to Fonnosa, or
Cuba to Vietnam, raise t he p roblems of
supporting relatively sm all forces over vast
d istances. For the same reasons an increasing relevance might be found, too, in the
experience of the War with Spain, and even
earlier in the support of Army operations on
the Great Plains and in the mountains of
the west between 1865 and 1890.
Whatever the future may hold, study of
t he experiences of all of t he past will be
needed. For military affairs this study must
include a continuing concern with the
experience of logistics.
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This iUl,lt It devoted entirely to a n elementary
treatment of the logistics element of the Army. 1.0gistlCl perr.onnel a re encoura&,ed to Pu.s it on to
otheu who may benefit from ;l$ use. I n e fled, it
I, a "Logistics Pr imer."

UJ. ARMI LOGISnCS
The dedlcatoo men and women engaged in United
State. Army logistics aetiviUe:tI can tak e pride in their
rolu in national defen~. Thei r work reflect.. the
real iuUon that uceeuf ul accomplishment ot th deterre nce Ind combat missions depend. greatly upon
dledive logistic..
Logillt iu per formance in the Army traditionally
hIlS been outstanding. The mobilill ti on and support
of. huge fighting team in World War II with su pply
Hn es ex tendi ng around the globe IIttC$t to U.S. Army
logiatiea capabilitiC3.
But the Army cannot rut on past lau~la in 101ia.
tics. The complexity of modern weapons is multiply·
Inl. the leographica l areas of poaaible conflict are ex·
pa ndinl, and the need for economy In the nationa l de..
fense continu«. Recognilinll" that the United Statn
ia at the IlpeX of defense of the free wor ld. and aeknowledging the aucceall of potential enemil'll In 1m·
provIng thei r own military ca pabili tIes, the challenges
to Army logl. tlc!! today are even g reater than the
ehallenlea of the past.

THE ORIGINOf LOGISTICS
The word "IOli.tic." ia derived from the Creek ad·
jectlve "Ioglatlkot" mcnning "skilled in alcu illti nl."
The fint adminiatra tlve use of the word waa in Roman
and Byuntine times when Ihert! w ... a military ad.

minialrative official with the title "Logi.la." At thd
time the word a ppare ntly implied a skill In the scie nce
of mathemaUcal computations. Re~.rch indicates
that the (irat use of the word with reference to an or·
gani!ed military admi ni strative science was by the
French writer, Jomini, who, in 1838, devised a theory
of war upon the trinity of st rategy. I round tactic!. and
logistics. The French atil l u.e the words "lolistiq ue"
and "loaer" with the mea ni n,"to quarter."
Th e military Ictivity known as logistics probably la
liS old as war itself. In the early history of ma n when
the l irat wars we~ foulht, each mlln hid to find hil
own food, atones, lind knotted clubs. Elich warrior was
his own logisticia n. Not until laler when Ilahle..
joined I I g roups a nd filMlnl groups became Ilrger
was Ihe re any buia for designating cer tain me n to
apecilliw in providi ng food Ind wespons to the com·
batanh. The!IC men who provided lupport to the
filhten constituted th e firet logistics or/l'lI ni1lltlon.
In today's U~IIII'C, logi~tic~ i. the function of pro.
vidinl all of the mate riel aud services that a mlUtary
force needs in peace or war. It is the brid,e between
our comblt trOO])$ lind the indu$try a nd natural resou rcel of our nation. An objective of the Army la to
widen th[. brldae lind shorten its splln.
In officia l Depnt ment of Defense languall'e, 1011'1 ...
tie3 i$ .. the lICie nce of planninl lind carryinl oul the

movement Ind malntenlnce of forces. In ita mosl com·
prehensive se nse, those aspect. of militny ope rations
which delll with: ( I) desi/l'n li nd development.llcqulsl.
lion, I torage. moveme nt, distributio n. maintenancG,
evacuation, snd dl 8~ it ion of materiel; (b) moveme nt,
evacuation. and h~prtaliUltio n of pe rsonne l : (c ) ac·
quisition or conat rucUo n, maintenance. operation Ind
disposition of facilities ; and (d) acq uis it ion or f urn ish.
ing of servle.....
Loailtics is not In exact scie nce. There Is no math·
ematical formula or eet of tables which tell UI prec isely
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T he inventory of real property owned by the
Army was valued at ove r 10.7 billion dollars iu acquisi·
tion cost. Over 882 million dollars of this inventory
was in foreign countries. The total real property in_
ventory consisted of over 12 million acre~ . In addi_
tion, the Army disposed of over 37 thousaud acres and
reported to General Services Adm in istration another
68 thousand acres as excess.

what supplies or services will be needed, where and
when they will be needed, or the best way to provide
them. Th e responsible officials must make j udgments
on these matters, using both Intuition and lICientific
weighing of alternatives 8S the situation requires and
permit!!. Their judgments must be baud not only
upon profeSllional knowledge of the n umerous aspects
of logistics itself but also upon a n understanding of the
inte r play of closely related military considerations,
such as strategy, tactics, intelligence, training, person_
nel, 4nd fina nce.

The inventory of the Army's personal property
was valued at over 24.8 billion dollars. This included
over 83 million dollars worth of inventory in traRsit
at the end of the year.

lISMAGNITUDE

The Army owned and controlled over 337 thousand units of family housing.

No aingle industry in the U. S. economy equals
Army logistics activities in $COpe and magnitude.
Army logi stics activities cover the complete spectrum
of II business activity from constructio n of a manu_
facturing plant to supply ing II. pencil. Logiaties activities are performed worldwide, but depend primarily
on national resources found within the U.S.

The Army operated 207 computers st 116 locations. In addition, there were 300 punched-card activities.
Medicsl services consisted of OV(!r 450 thousand
hOllpital admissions, and over 17 million out-patient
visits.

Beeause the Army logisties system ia 80 big, it muat
However, economy muat not take precedence over respo ns iven ess and effectiveness because in war the fi rst
"runner-u p" is the loaer.

The Military Assistanc(! Program support to
sbout BO nations and inte rnational organizations
through g rant aid and slllcs amounted 'to 805 million
dollars and 459 millio n dollars, respectively.

To illustrate the magnitude of U.S. Army logisties,
even in the "Cold Wa r era," the following figure!! per_
taining to Fiscal Year 1963 are cited:

Th rough the Agency for International Development (AID), the Army provided materiel vslued at
about 25 million dollars to approximately 20 countriu.

T he Army had an active-(!uty strength of over
Nearly 400,000 of them were outside
the Continental United States. Another 1,368,000 de.
pendents were 1\ part of the military family.

The Army stored approximately 400 million
pounds of household goods in 2,400 ws rehouses in the
United States. It also contracted for 70 million squar(!
feet of storage space for us in the event of mobilization.

The Army employed over 484,000 civilians.
Neady 166,000 were outs ide the CONUS, including
over 146.000 foreign nationals.

The Army had ove r 118 million SfJua re feet of
eovered atorage space in the Continental United States.

be as efficient aa posIIible as a matter of economy.

975,000 people.

The Army operated 8,255 messes, 143 clothing
aalca stores, and 73 laundries. Its 173 commissary
stores registered sales totaling 330 million dollars.

The Army received 11.8 billion dollars in new
obligational authorities. Over 2.6 billion dollars were
for major items of equipment, over 1.8 billion dollars
were fo r ruearch and development activities, and over
3.6 billion dolla rs were for pay of active duty military
pe rsonn el.

Approximately 1.7 billion dollar s was expended
for maintenance of materiel. Approximately 620 mil_
lion dollars was spent for maintena nce of faeililie9.

The numbe r of different ite ms carried by even our
large msil order compsnies is dwa rfed by the variety
of items which the Army must have available for war
and for kC(! ping units and men ready for war. Our inventories include nea rly everything f rom turnbuckles
to tanks and from beans to bazookas. The items range
In cost from less than a cent apiece to over a millio n
dollars each. The r.umber of differen t kinds of repair
pana for the most complicated Army w~apons ru ns
into the h llndred~ of thouM-nds.

New construction completed during t he year
cost 193 million dollars.

Due to the magnitude of US Army 10giatiCll and
the snowballing effect of any inadvertencie!! or mia-

The value of all procurement actions was over
6.3 million dollars.

,
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the citiuna of the United Sta1ea that military pre-paredneM is the cornerstone of sovereign, peaceful aur_
vival.

judgmentll in the ,yatem, the margin of permissible
human error is neeeasarily very small. Loglat\es IIUp..
port is BO critical to eucceasful operationft that per_
fection must be the goal. The Army Is proud of ita
ove rall logisties support record.

The training challenge to Army iogisties Is much
greater than to any single United States industry.
This is so not only because of the great number of people to be trained and the complexity of the tasks for
which they are to be traIned, but also because of the
high rate of personnel turnover and t he need for crosstraining in the military. The military must aceept the
probable loss of personnel by enemy action snd train
iUs peopl e to UBume othe r Jobs with little wa rning.

lIS PlCIIlIIRmlS
In addition to size, there are many other thinge
whieh make Army togillties different f rom II commer_
dal enterprise. In 110mB respects, these differences
might be called handicaps; but the Army prefeu to
regard them 8imply as challenges which make ita work
more interesting and Important.

Although logistics is the f urnishing of the where-withal for combat, Army 10gisti1:8 uniUs must be prepared to fight as combat troops in defense of their resource~ and assigned areu. The whole 10giati1:8 ay&tern muat balance re.sponalveneu with diaperll81 and
must be able to continue iUl s upport mIssion du ring
and after the Infliction 01 enemy damage.

Army logistics has more stockholders to whom It
18 answerable than any American bualne8ll enterprise.
Each lallJ}ayer aharea in the ownenhi p of Army property and each person eligible to vote can influence the
management of thi' Government property.
Many of thl!3e "stockholders" have had military
service lind attained enough fint-hand knowledge of
Army logistics to give them a persona l interest in it.
In that respect, the Army undoubtedly gels more aug_
gestions and questions f rom ils stockholders than does
any corporation.

THI nUl MUSIII! OF RS IFFICTIYiNISS
The effectivene.119 of the Army's logiaties support
system i8 measured by iUs ability to support the fighting units in s uatai ned combat.

A private en ter prise normally CIIn plan operations
several yean In advance and the management geUl
guidance from stockholders only for the launching of
new programs or when changing the role and direction
of the firm; the Army abo plans several years in ad.
vance but must justify its operations an nually as a
part of the appropriation prOf:e8II.

The Army's ]ogiaties is pointed toward victory.

LOGISTICS DIWIllAnDN FOR DIflNS[
The Department of Defense is 8uperv lf!ed by the
Secretsry of Defense. He il a civilian who is ap.pointed by the President and serves as a member of his
Cabinet. The Secretary of Defen$e Is ass isted by a
civilian s taft and by the Joint Chiefs of Staff who
serve as the principal military advisers to the Secretary
of Defense and to the President.

While large buaine811 enterprisC3 manufacturing or
selling more than one line of producta can absorb louea
in some of their products by doing bette r in others,
Army 10giati1:8 suppo rt must be effective in alla.,peetll.
Even a tempor ary lack of certain items of supply or
servicC3, such u g880line or radio commu nications, ean
result in the 108S of a battle.

The Assistant Secretary of Defense (In stallations
and Logistics) advises and assists the Sec retary of Defense In the formulation of general policies for logis·
tics activities. He slso la a member of the Defen.ea
Su pply Council which advisee and assists the Secretary
of Defense in the direction and control of the Defense
Supply Agency. The Director of Research snd En_
gineering auiats the Secreta ry In research and development of new items.

Both indust ry and the Army play for high stakes ;
however, the penalty for fa ilu re differs. A busineM
failure eause3 f in ancial distrellll, but a 1000t war can
mean national destruction.
Because the stakes a re so high and the consequence
of failure so grave, the Army must U!lf! the relative
tranquility of peace to prepare itself for war-a war
it neither relishes nor encourages. For genHationa the
American public found it difficult to co rrelate a love
of peace with military preparedneu. However, history and the International environment have taught

The Delense Su pp ly Agency is responsible for
wholesa le procurement and distribution 01 eertaln
Items common to the three Military Departments.
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have Iogi. tlcs unit. doing their portion of AtTI'l)' retail
logistics t.uk ••

Th_ Inelude lIub.iatence, clothing, petroleum, medical
lIupplin. construction materi als, Induatrlal lIuppliee,
~nt r.1 auppliu, a nd electronic s upplies.

I ""......... _. I

The three Military Departments have development
and reta il lIupport res ponsibility for the above (om·
mon ltem ll lind complete support rCllpon Blbliity for the
much gru ter number 01 items uH d only by them.
1
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THI AIIIY IlTIm COMlWIII

,.'".""

Thl. new command h... the mlu ion of provldll\¥
logisties aupport which will ena ble the Army to be
ready conatanUy for immed iate deployment for any
type of eombl.t under any geographical or dimatlc
condition.

LKlsnes DlGAIIIIlTION Of TIl( lillY
The m[~l on of U.S. Army logil tia I, to pro.,rde
materiel and llefvice 8Upport to the Army. and to other
U.S. Milita ry Departmenb and allies under apeei • •
arrange men ta.

It dlreeta the activitlee of the vut complex. of

d~

pola, laboratorlc.. araenala, proving grounds, teat

Overall rU p(llIaibility for all Army matters. In_
dudina Army logiatic!!. is vested in the Sec retary 01
the Army. He haa II . taft that includea the Au iatant
Secretary of the Army for Installaliona and Logistics
and Ih e Assistant Secretary of the Army for Ru ea reh
and Development. The Chief of Staff of the Army II
theaenior military offiter in the Army, and hia Deputy
Chief of Staff for Logis tics (DCSLOG) and Chief of
R_arch a nd Development are hi a principal loriatics
ad viao ....

ranges, procurement offlcu . and t ransportation term l·
nal8 throughout the United States.
The Commanding General, Army Materiel Command. directs these actlvlti u through five "commodity
command • ." a Supply and Ma intenance Comma nd, and
a Teat and Evalu ation Comma nd.
Each of the five "commodity commands" il char,ed
with de velopment and production of related equipment
and aupplies. TIll. , encral grouping of itelJ\ll providea
for eCfective and efficient Army logistics management.
It also {Ollters mutua l development of understanding
and common goala be'.ween indust ry and the commodity
command •. both working.., profelill ionals In a j oint
effort 10 en ha nce the aec llrity of the United Statee.

Th. Army Ma teriel Command la reaponsible for
ope raUon of the Army wholesale aupply ayatt m. The
Combat Developmenta Command is res ponalbl e for development of logis tica doct rin e to r Army_ln. th e. F leld
unite. The Continental Army Command (comprlalng
the alx continental Armies and reserve unital, the
Army el ement of the Strike Command, the Army Air
Derenae Command. Army componentoll of ove rsea com.
mand$, a nd a illea under the Mutual Au latance ProlTa m, are an "custome ..." of Army logis tics. They

The Supply s nd Main tenance Command performs
those {unctlona wh ich pertain to aU commO(\ltJH and
relate directly to Cl.latomtr BIIti!faction. s uch aa depot
aeiivitiu (receiving. aloragt, maintenance, and Issue ),
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and bath, and movement of people) are provided to IDdiyiduall but use materiel in the proceM.
In a generic sc nae, III of logistic!! Ia a "eervl.:." to
the combat and training misBion. of the Army. On
th e other hand, IlU of logistics can be conaidered lUI a
materiel functio n in the senae of provid ing goods and
se rvices to the combat forces.
Undoubtedly, there is more understanding of the
10gistiCII "service" function&, (such aa tran sportation,
hospita lization, construction, and non-tactical communications) than of the function of providing the
materiel. Thi, is $(I bec:IIUse these seryiees have civilian
counterparl!!, I"('sponaibllity for them ean be aNigned
in rathe r nellt packages. and they are relatively few
in number. There I, 1_ understanding about the
many facel!! of "supply of materiel"-the appro:"'·
mately one million itcml that the Army UMB, or must
have rcady for use, in the event of war.

. tock tonlrol. and shipping. Thia ,rouping of eommon
functions is n_Sluy in order to achieve optimum uni.
formity lind economy. avoid duplication of dforl by the
commodity comma nds, and to aUow the com modity
oommRnd, to concentrate thei r e((ort. towa rd progressive development and production 0( materiel for
a modorn A rmy.

The Tesl a nd Eva luation Comma nd works with the
eommo<lity commands in the fesellrch lind development
phasea of new e<;juipment production lind provides for
muimum integration of engineering Ind !\erviee lesting. It eommands the proving grounds and a rrangea
for troop tnla in the field.
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THE SUPPLY

.~

There are mnny different levela of installations and
unil!! and many different phllSe$ of the Army su pply
system. In a support function.so vital to comlNlt. there
cannot be a . harp bl"('ak among the vllrioua parts of
the aupply aystem. Howeve r, two large Mgme nt, of
the Army supply .yaltm are disce rnibte. They are the
"wholesale 10I!i~tlu" element and the "Army in the
Field" element These are imperfect terms; however,
they are useful in delineating, in II general manner, between two broad arcu of logi~ties operatioM.
The Army Dictionary defines "Army Whole8111e
Logist ics" M: "The Army LogistiC!! System leN a rmy
in the field logis tics; include. complete logistic su pport
of the Army Wholeule Logi3tics complex i\.Mlt, and
of s pecial Army activities retained under direct contro l
of HeadquartcTlI, Department of the Army."
The sa me .source identifi« "Army.jn·the-Field L0gistics" as: "Thllt portion of the Army Logis tlCll Sn·
tern which pertllina to functions inltrnal to theatera of
operations, unilJl and organiution. deployed in over_
sea theaters, and nrmy in the field unill in the con_
tinentlll United States."
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ElEMENTS or LOGISTICS
A. in Ilny other hUge undertnking, it I. n~e"a ry
to divide Army logiatin Into manageable elements.
This is done by the Army in many ways for different
purpollea. One common way, which Ia gMerslly ap.pllc.ble .t all levels, is to divide Army logis tic. into
the two arbitrary and extremely broad adiviHes of
"materiel" and ..services.. ..
Th~1Ie two logistics aetivitiea are usually distin.
gui shable bel:ause "materiel" refeu to th e Ilrovi.ding
of ltema whereas "se rvice" is generally non.material
In nature. However, maintenance of materiel is some.
times considered as a "service" as are othe r services
hueh
tran spo rting s upplies or construcUnK hcili_
Ilu) which aTe often e!!-'!ential in effectively providi ng
the materiel. Still other logistlu .erv;cti (uch as
hoapitaliution and evacuation, food se rvice, laundry

The entire ruponsibility for the operation of the
wholesale system i$ vcated in II single commander, the
Commanding GeneTal of the Army Mate r iel Command.
T his as.,ignment provldea II clear-cut channel for buaine" con tacb with the Army, presenb a s ingle source
of wholesale Army supply s upport to usera, nnd encourages uniformity and economy.

a.
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think of a epeeial military uee for a newly developed
material.

supported eommanderl, i. .... the ueing units. For ex.
.mp~. the retail element of lupply in Europe i. under
the Commander in Chief, U.S. Army Europe. an d the
retail supply a t a dministrative poet. in the United
Stalea ill under the Commanding Gener.1t of the eon.
tinentai Annl ea. who report to the Commandinl General, U.S. Conti nental Army Command . Thi. arrangement make. Army lupply Immediately I"ftponsive to
the needs of the supported Comma nder_n important
p.-eeept In Army 100f,tlQ philosophy.

An Army plllnner In the Combat Developmenta
Command might see the n~ lor a epeelel new weapon
or piece of equipment to cope with a probable enemy
capabi lity of the future.
This concept of the n~ for lin Item I, reviewed
within the Army to validate battlefield requlrementa
for the item and HUmate the technological capabi li ty
of producing it. A RC$Carch and Development Project
for the item il then eatabli3hed.

IISWCH IJII OMlOPMINT

....

.",

The milUl ion of the resea rch and deve lopment phllie
is to bring into being II new item fully relldy to be produced in qUllntity and to tflke It!! place In the hands of
aoldiers stat ioned a t critical pointa a round the world.

IUI.I'M ,

.,."O'''UH!

Th is 18 a crucial ph ase of the logistiC!! ()ffo rt. The
competition with the enemy i, both acute and chronic
in the race to develop and produce auperlor lVeapon~.
Reali>;ing that the U. S. might well face numerically
supe rior forcel, we must insure that our IIOldiers hsve
s uperior arms.

_,_"

_"""Of

The logical lICquence in thi a phaee la to conduct
basic and a pplied reaearch, dealgn the item, develop a
prototype, conduct engineering teatll, eonduet aerviCi!
teats, and evaluate the item all It I, used in the field by
troops.

. "...... ,00II

RC$Cllil'ch lind development requires a great ImOl,lnt
of planning and a multitude of decillionll. The Army
U3C!l llboratorlea, proving ground" lind tellt facilities
of its own, plu, the nlt ion', Industry and civilian in.
atitutiona, lit well all eonlliderable foreign l't3tarch. tn
the critical dlort to keep the United States I nd ita
ameli in the foreground of weaponry and other equip.
ment.

""1.""".,.. ..............'11
COIICIPl If NIID
The life of .. hypothetica l Item of Army materiel

begins lIS .. glu m In aomeono', e)' • .
The Idea for .. new Item not In th e Army IIUPPIy

SPlCflCIT1IINS 1111 CIIIlIISINC

.yatem and not available commercially can be conceived in "veral ways:

Once an item hall been dcveloped, tested, and lie.
cepted for inclusion In the Army I Ylltem, .peclficatio,,~
must be draw n. Adequate IIpeclflcaliona lire ncceuary
so that quality control can be maintained in purcha~lnlf
the item eithc r in quantity for Btockage, or on n apeclal·
order or n.,...nccded bllll ls.

A IIOldier might conceive li n Idea on the battlefield In a n oversea theater lit he Ie confronted by the
ene my, the clement!, and e particu lar , itulltion.
An engineer In lin Indu8tr llli enterprise might
conceive a new substance for military application.

'l'he Army mu st also Ins ure thnt the new He m II
elauified and listed In the F~den.l Supply Catalog for
purpoaea of identification.

A technician In one of the Army', many IlIboratorie!! under the Army Materiel Command might
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REQU~EMEIITS

By lise of incentive-type contracting wherever praetical, the Army Ia rewarding cont ractors for s p«<! and
qual ity of development and production.

DETERWTlDN

Tht re<;Juirements funetion applies to items de.
veloped to meet peculiar military spec ificationa and to
item8 available com mercially,

DISllIlBUTIDN

Requirements determination is esse nti a ll y deter_
minin g how many of an item are needed and whe n.
This mils! be done for tile appro~imately one million
itema used by the Army. Inext ri cably Involved is the
planning which must be done 10 obtain money for these

The distribution fllnction involves a vast aruy of
consideration •. We mils! consi der reducing time and
t ransportation reqllire menta by plltting lltock close to
IIsing uni ts, di spersing alocks to minimize vllinerability
to aUaek and pilferage, redllcing Vlrie!y for the SII ke
of !limpltci ty, and IItrumlining all s upply aelivi ties for
economy and mobility.

itema.
There ue a multitude of radon! arfeeting require_
ments, 8\OCt! aa Htimatea of potential enemy InlenUo/UI
and eaPl\bllities, location of probable. operations 1111 to

In herent in the mi u ion of the Army is the neee..
aity to defeat enemy la nd forcH lind to seile. ocCIiPY.
and defend land area. To do this. the Army mllst atay
on the Ifround and "up front." Unlike Air Force
planea. the tanks and a rmored pe rsonnel carrleu of the
Army can not return great distancea for repleni shme nt
of f uel. ratlons, and othc r suppliu. Unlike Navy ijh ip8,
the C(lmbat vehleln of U·.e Army are not ca pable ot
carry ing the neeelJl.llry supplies for ' listained opt ra_
tion a. The Army ca nn ol leave an area IIndefcndcd
whtle it goea back and reallppliea ita combat veh icle.
beeallse the enemy will Burely fill Ihe gap. The refore,
it is neceM8ry to operate under II concept of continuolil
supply from the rear forward.

climate and other eleme nlll of th e environme nt, lead
lim e on delivery. wea r-out and obsotcaccnee lIapeds,
upport to be furnished non -Army IIcUvi ties, Bvail_
abUity of new items and lunds. and th e nteeuil), of
atanda rdl~ing.

The most ditficult task in requirements planni ng
la to determine the amount of reserve 'locka nHded
for mobUiution purposes. Thl a require. estimates of
whelher the war will be general or limited. when and
where it will occur. and whether we muat rely on stocks
in exIstence at the outbrea k of war.

PROCUREMENT

Ammllnition, raUons, and vehicle fuel a re gene rally
m<mt vlt.1 to battle a nd consti!lIte the moot weight and
bulk. However. repai r pllrl.& constitute a much g rea te r
nllmber of differe nt items. Any repair pa ri can be of
cTlicial importance, but it would be completely impractical to have tach vehic le cany a spare for each pllrt
it might need. Therefore. the moat freqllently needed
items are kept clOllut 10 t he probable place of neild.

The buying job begilUl after the eatablishment of
firm (IUalitalive and quanlilaUve requlrementa. II I,
then neeeMary to obtain the item according to specifitatlona a nd at lowest cost to the Gove rnm ent. It Is
neeellllary to obtain the hi gheat degree of competition,
und to In,ure that contracts ate spread, where practlca l. to provid e a broad mobilization base for e mergency
production. In tome CIl3eS, it II a lto neo:esa. ry to aasist
small buain_
and econom ically di.tr_d afesa.

On the one n:treme, II s pa re s parkpllll{ for a t ruck
in .. forward tactical unit in a theater of operatio "~
would be kept on hand by the unit motor &ergeant. At
the other extreme, a eomplete engine might not be
availabl. any closer than a depot in the rea r of the
theate r of operatloll., In between these ex tremes. a
spare ca rburetor might be kept on hand by the mobile
direct_allpport unit that provides field maintenance
aU PlK'rt while a replaceme nt trans miMlon might be
kept in field army delK'ta.

The Army constantly atri ve. to bring the maa[mum
amount of competition into play In all of It. procurement. regardleu of the method used. "Formal adver_
Using" It the preferred method. It la used wherever
the cl rcumslantu of the case allow. But eve n In those
cue. where there cannot be formal advertis ing-. maxi_
mum competition i8 sought. Formal IIdve rtl slng Is
IIOmctimrs not feasible because of see reey; an Inabili ty
t o describe highly complex, often entirely new ltema In
firm a nd ,ufficlently detailed contract lang-uage; or
the need for deliberate deye lopment of ad dition al produce... Contracting by negotiation, therefore, doe.
net mean contracting withollt competltlon.

In order to know how cloM! to the front to locale
eac h item, the suP t)ly plan ner mllst con8ider s uch faeton a. th e frequency of need for the item balled on
~t consum ption record8; the lactical operations, terram. a nd weather; the effeet if the item were not fll r_
niahed quickly ; the translK'rtation time and dl,tllnce;
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the chance of lou to the enemy if lh Item I, ,tacked
too eloea to the front ; the Dumber of perwos required
to handle or guard the alock; the skilled people a ...ail.
able to In,tall the repai r pan.; etc.

Thill, the lut atep In the Army lite ot iteml. The
majnr dedI lOon invGlved ia when to get rid of Item. In
order to aVGid burd enlOme obaoleacence and l!Xee3Ilve
inventory co.ts. At thia point, the primary aiml are to
get a maximum return to the taxpaye r on inveatmenl
a nd to give all buye" equal opportunity to buy IUrpluaea. At the aame time we muat avoid upsetting
local dvilian markets and we mUlt prevent usable war
materiel from getting into enemy hand •.

Deeld ln&, whue to put the plirehaHd items, moving
them there, and protecting them after movement pending IUlie to the use r, are ve ry critical ph8111!3 of the
4upply Byetem. They determine whether the combat
troops are .. oing to &,.t a.ufflc1ent item. where and when
needed. A contlnuou& no .. of !IlIppliee to landbased
IOldierll ia.lI important. Supplies mU l l be t ransported
to combat troops 10 that th ey ean Buataln their ad.
vencea In the offenalve and hold ground on the defen.
eive.

One of the pe.=uUar aape.=ts of the di sposal function
Is th e ne«aalty of .seillng at ".crap" prieea the obsolete
military itemt that have no practical UM in a civILian
acti vity. For exam ple, a tank in excellent condition.
but s ignificantly inferior to newer mod el Soviet tanka,
aimply eannot be IOld like a "uled car."

LoaiatJce does not end with the development, procu rement, a nd dlatribution of a n item to the user. The
Army'. equipment muat alway. be &ervieeable; the 10gistia ayaum helps with the eternal ma in teuanc:e w k.
The beat-trained Army in the world II helpleu with_
ou t aerviceable equipment. A broken hydraulic line or
a mi,.in,. 011 seII l can atop a tank a8 effectively .. an
enemy mine or buooka ahell. Maintenanc..~ consists
of those thi ngs done to keep the equ ipment in operating
condition.

Throughout a ll of the stepa in the life of an Item,
there il deliberate application of management tont rol
techniques. The Army haa adopted. and in ma ny caaea
pi oneered. the mOlit IOphisticated conteptl of ma nag~
ment fGr Ih e direetion of it~ multi-billion dQllar opera tion. The gool I, to establi~h a 10gieUC!! man~ge
ment ~yete m which meeta the requi~ments of higher
a uthority and the Army itself in peseetime but which,
with pre-planned ellerations. will also provide effel:tive
and efficient logisti C!! eupport in wa r.

laIa inunanc:e in the Army today is performed at
many levela, or "echelona" I f they a re ealled. The
amGunt of work that may be done at eath el:helGn depends upon the time, toola, a nd akilla usually available
there. Thus,.t fint echelon. the dri ver Gr operator
may do Uttle more than d ea n, oil, and make minor adjuatm ente. At the other end, a fifth-echelon or depot
Ihop may tompletely diS/l.Sllemble and rebuild the Item.
Actually, maintenanee be,.ina in the rt!!IeIrcb a nd development stage where "ease of maintenance" la considered In the des i,.n.

The g~at danger II that the bookkeeping and administration can become false ec:onomy and interl ere
with the effectiven tll! of logl atic!! s upport. In World
War II. General B~hon Some rveIL, Commandi ng Gen_
eral, Anny Service Fo~ said, "I a m just nGt going
to have the i!!Sue of nec:eMIIry auppliea a nd equipment
delayed beca use lOme tellow IIOmewhere haa nGt s igned
IIOme piel:e of paper. We must get these aupplie.. in
the bands of the troopa when they a re wanted."

The Incre8.$Jngly complv; equ ipment In the modern
Army hu complicated the mai ntenance t.I.IIk. M.lnt~
nance of a World War II tank W8.11 si mple compared to
mainten ance of modern Army mi!!ollilea and elel:tronle
gear . The akilis. time, and numbeu of repa ir part.ll
required have increased dramatieally.

The challenge to the Army i. e1ea r. It mu st USl!
Ihe mOlit modern a pplicable management le<:hniques
which ean be develGped in managin,. its logistics . upport requirements In order to . .i8t the commande"
In accomplis hing thei r t raini ng and operatiGnal tub.
TGward thll objective, th e Army. indu l try. and educational inttilutlont throughGut the nation a re enllalring in a dy namie exehante of ide.. and information in
order to develop managem ent Iystems appropriate to
the environment of the future.

Th e Army il giv ing the ca re and mainte nance of
equipment a high prlGrity of command attenlton at a ll
level& This emphuia i, nr:u5lll. ry because the equip..
ment in a military man', handa today Is the equipment
which he might fight with tomorrow.
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1000 such reaervbta. about GOO have been seleeted to
augment the regular Logiitici Offi~r P rog rlm pa r.
tic ipanta when neeCBIa ry.

lIoncr IWIIGIMlIIT
The Army con trol! the logiatic! fundions relating
to uled ed items or systems that are of ed reme com·
plexity li nd importance--/!Iuch as th e CHI NOOK ai rcraft, the Nih mini]e. lind th e Main Battl e Tank_ by
the designation of Project Managers. EDeh Pn>ject
Man age r hila f ull au thority over pla nn ing, directi ng.
lind co ntrolling taaks lind rellOur~. Hi, job is to develop. produce, a nd deliver th e item or aYlItem to the
usi ng unit...

In a ddition to th e e&pecially designated Logistics
Officers. th ere are th ousan ds of officers of all branches
of the Army who are pe rforming in logistics positions
or ~peel~ li $t positions as a psrt of the ove rall Arm y
Logisti cs System.
Assis ting these officers a re many enlisted person.
nel with years of traini ng and ex pe ri ence in the various
phases of supply a nd II(! rvic~. The NoncommlBlioned
Orricer LogistiC'3 Pl'OjJ'ram for management of careen
01 senior logistiea enlisted pel'llOn nel II re«i vi ng new
impetus.

Proj.d Manage" use the most modern managt_
men l technlqun and tool!. such .. P ERT ( Program
Eval uation and Review Technique) . in coo rd inati ng
tn ka li nd reviewing progress. The object ive is to .. educe the dcliv!lr)' time to troop/! a nd achieve the opti _
mum efficiency in developing a nd producing new WCIlPOla and equi pme nt.

Contin ui ty and , peeial managerial skills are llrovi ded by civilia n employees. ranging from the men who
phys ically handle supplies through the techni ca l ex·
perh to the lenlor civilia n logisticians of th e Army_
th e As,.,ista nt Secre ta ry for Insta llations and Logistics
and the ABllstflrl\ Secreta ry f or Resea rch and Development.

LOGISTICS PlRSOIIIIL

These are the people Who co nst ill.lte the 10gistiC'3
team dedicated to the treme ndous chsllenges of toda),
and the future.

Bec. UM! of the dependel\Ci! of operaUo ns upon 10gi stiea IlIpport, a significant portion of the . ttention
of comma ndeu at a ll levels is taken up by logistics
mstle",.

LOG~OCS

Elic h field com mander has a sta rr or ope rati ng element conet rned primarily with logisti ea. T hi, ex tends
from the Company or Ba Uery Supply Se rges nt on up
through Battalion and Reg iment S~ : Division. Corps,
li nd Field Ar my G4: lind Deputy Chieta of Staff for
Logistiea at Theater of Operlltions level. In additi on.
th ere are whole uni"'. such M Di vision Support Com.
mands and Logistical Commands. whOlle mi llions are
to prov ide logisti« s upport.

TRIlTIIJIG

Training of perso nnel in all phases of logiltiea Is
of particular importa nce to combat readiness.
Army logistics personnel mu st know the comhat
support rcqulrementa of !!Oldi ers and unil!! in the field
lind th e capabiliti es of indu stry to meet these need s.
I n a ddition they must know the best method of ge ttin g
this s upport wh ere it Is needed. when it is needed. and
at mi nimum coat In man power, materiel. Itnd money.

The Army hM a Logistics Officer Prog ram in
wh ic h there . re deaignated ove r 1000 outs landing of.
lIet"' who norma lly fill the key otricer Iogis tiea polIl.
tions. In view of the s pecial s kill' a nd technical t rain.
lng which the. off iet", must posseBl, they a re thor.
oughly screened befo re seleeUon a nd their careen a re
carefully m'na~ in order to develop them for in.
c reaslngly difficult auignmen ts. Theae off icers remlli n identified with the combat arms or tec hnical and
administrative branchu and generally allernate betwee n lllignm enta with their own branchu an d
broader lo,letieB aaaiJPlmenta.

Genera l logistic•• ubjects a re integrated Into thfl
Army school t raining progra ms. The branch II(! rv l~
schools provide s pecialized traIning in their functional
a reas. parti cu llrly fo"r enlisted person nel a nd j unior
officers. The Army War College and the Co mmand
and General Staff College cover th e inter play of I().
g!sties snd st rategy / tactics. The U.S. Army Logis tics
Managem ent Center provid es logistics managemen t
training at the nationa l and wholesale level for bot h
military a nd civilian personnel. The U.S. Army Man.
agement School and th e U.S. Army Management En.
gineering Training Ageney assist in the training of
logistica pe rson nel by teaching management th eor)'
and management techniqu es, res pectively .

There I, also a Loglstlea Ca reer Pro,nm for reH rve offieeu not on active duty. Of a n a uthoriud.
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of their inherent interrellltion~hips. Even the semMtics of logistics is b.cking in unnnimity, but, as was SO
well pointed out in Admiral Eccles book, ~"gistics in
the Natiollal De/elise, the name is no! the important
thing. The word "logi~tica" could disappear f rom our
vocabulary enti rely without affecting the integrity of
these inherently related activities.

Logistics ;s emphasized in maneuvers and field ex_
ercises. The larll'('st logistics training exercise. known
as LOGEX. is held annually at Fort U:!e, Virginia, lind
provides simulated experience in war.lime logistics at
varioua headqu(lrtcrs snd operating levels in one or
more Theaters of Operation.
As II matter of achieving and maintaining the high_
est J>Ol!.'Iible state of training. the Army must insure

One of the continuing facts that survives the ad_
vancement of technology. tactics, and organization is
th is basic integrity of the logistics (unctions. Throl..lgh
it a;I, the g roupment of all functions of logistics, as defined in AR 320-5, is still sound f rom a management
and control standpoint and is neeeS!5sry to insure efficie ncy of operation, both in the field and at high man_
agement levels. All 10gisticII activities are depende"t
upon each other; their lIerformance results in com_
petition for the use of the available service troops and
transportation resources. The fact that all elcmen~
of logistics have the common objective of providing
total support for combat forces is II unifying influence.
At the various levels, the commande r must depend
upon a single. pro(essionallogistician to integrate a nd
coordinate the overall logistics effort to assure e{feetive and efficient support.

that military personnel, during their loun of duty in
the Continental United State$, perform those dulies
which will train ~hem best for the type of assignments
which they are lik ely to have during oversea assign_
ments.

TH! IHTfGRITY OF LOGISTICS
There have been intermittent attempts to scatte r
the lOgistics functions and to split the supe rvision of
th em, but the par~ keep coming back together because

General Brehon Somcrvell, who commanded the Scrvice$ of Supply duri ng World
War II, said;
" It 1$ obvioull that, when operations mURt he CArried on at sea, in the air. and on
the grou nd. logistics planning must be orgnnized to pffivide the correlated requirement~
for the three combat forces and to integrate the means for getting them to the sce ne of
action. These activities must be so controlled that each (orce is provided with what it
needs without waste or shurtage, in a word, with the utmO).'lt efficiency. A single head
can guid e Rnd dirC<:.t such planning more etriciently lhAn any kind of committee action."

FELIX J . GERACE
Colonel, GS
Commandant

.....,.·r... t-. v................
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